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Preface 

The 15th European Conference on Controlled Fusio n and Plasma Heating was organized by the 
Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Be lgrade, Yugoslavia, on behalf of t he Plasma Physics 
Division of the European Physical Society (E PS) . It was held in Cavtat, near Dubrovnik, from 

16 to 22 May 1988. 

The 15th Conference concentrates on experimental and theoretical aspects of Plasma Confine
ment and Plasma Heati ng. The programme, format and schedule of the meeting was determined 
by the International Programme Committee, which was appointed by the Plasma Physics 
Division Board of t he EPS. The Programme Committee select ed 19 invited and 24 o ral con
t ributed papers . 

Th is volume contains a ll accepted contributed papers received in due time by the Organizers. 
It is published in t he Europhysics Conference Abstracts Series and it follows the rules for 
publication of the EPS. The 4- page extended abstracts were reproduced photographically using 
the camera ready manuscripts submitted by the authors who are therefore responsible for the 
quality of the presentation. Post-deadl ine papers are not included in this volume. 

All invited papers will be published in a special issue o f the journal "Plasma Physics and Con· 
troll ed Fusion". This journal may also publish rapidly an extended version of contributed 
papers, followi ng an accelerated referee ing procedure. 

The Organizers wou ld li ke to acknowledge the support of the Serbian Scie1ce Research Council 
and the technical assistance of the Publishing Department of t he Boris Kidric Inst itute of 
Nuclear Sciences. The Conference has been organized under the general sponsorsh ip o f the 
Un ion of Yugoslav Societies of Mathematicians, Physicists and Astronomers, member of EPS. 

April 1988 The Editors 
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The Isotope Dependence of Global Confinement in 
Ohmically and Auxiliary Heated ASDEX Plasmas 

H. Murmann, F.Wagner, the Asdex-,Nl-, ICRH- teams IPP Garching, FRG 

Introdu c tion . 

p .,. A.1 ""1 

The investigation of the confinement properties of a tokamak plasma, and ils 
dependence on external as well as intrinsic parameters has been a topic since the very 
beginning of fusion research and most of the observed effects could be explained by theory. 
A crucial but still unsolved problem are radial ion and electron energy transport. The 
energy confinemenl time has been found to depend on parameters as plasma size, -current. 
-density etc. and all dependencies are interlinked in a complicated way. 

The topic of lhis paper deals with the dependence of the total energy confinement 
on lhe ion mass. A comparison of many discharges in hydrogen (H2) and deuterium (D2) 
wilh ohmic (OH) or additional neutral beam heating (NI) reveal s a remarkable 
improvement of energy confinement in lhe case of deuterium; this effect has been observed 
on many different machines so far. 

Ohmic heati ng. 

The confinement of ASDEX OH - Plasmas and its dependence on local as well as 
global parameters has been studied extensively / 1/ for hydrogen discharges. and various 
scaling laws have been given. The general behavior since then has not changed allhough the 
divertor chamber has been rebuill completely to enable long pulse additional heating and 
lhe recycling properties have changed significantly. In fig.1 the energy confinement time 
1E is plolled versus line averaged density and shows the familiar linear rise for small 
densities and saturation at about 50 ms as stated before; evidently there is also a 
tfependence on the safety factor qa . indicating the influence of Te and ne profile shapes on 
energy transpor1, which will have to be studied in a separate work. 

Wilh deuterium as working gas lhe silualion does not change in principle; lhe 
profiles remain unallered, but the central temperature becomes higher with the same 
input power applied - thus increasing the global energy confinement time. This is 
demonstrated in fig . 2. wl1ich shows a series of 10 discharges in which the machine was 
switched from hydrogen to deuterium (H2 gas puffi '1g up to shot 22473, D2 thereafter). 
During the discharge the line averaged densily has been stepped up, thus increasing the 
ratio x ~ D2tH2 also slep by step. due lo the decreasing admixture of hydrogen recycling 
from the walls during the discharge. So, wilh increasing shotnumber lhe hydrogen wi ll 
eventually disappear from lhe vacuum vessel and the ratio x will approach one when lhe 
transition to deuterium is completed. 

The loop vollage U1 rises during the discharge when the density s ramped up , but 
on average it drops from shot lo shol during the H -> D transition as a consequence of 
higher electron temperature and electrica l conductivity respectively (fig. 3); wilh IP 
being kepi constant at 0,32 MA the ohmic healing power drops for that rea£.~n during the 
transition; the tolal energy content, represenled by llp (diamagnetic loor) increases, 
however. and ii can be concluded Iha! the energy confinmenl in a deuterium plasma is 
befler than in a hydrogen plasma (fig.3 and 4). II has to be noled. that lhis improved 
confinement does obviously exisl already at low densities in the linear range where the 
confinement is exclusively dominated by electron transport . In the saturation region 
deuterium plasmas exhibit the same qualitative levelling off behavior as in the H2-case. 
but lhe saturat ion level is much higher than in the H2 case. (s. fig. 2) 
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The transi tion from ohmic to neutral beam heating 

Additional heating affecls plasma confinement dramatically. This was observed 
for hydrogen and deuteriu.m as well and documented on ASDEX /2/ as well as many oilier 
machines . The beneficial effect of improved confinement for deuterium, however. 1s 
conserved. This is demonstrated for a series of discharges with neutral beam heating;. 
Four scanarios are compared: H+, and o +as target plasmas and injection of a H0 or o 0 

neutral beams . Fig. 5 a,b show a comparison or the confinemenl developmenl for Ho 
injection into H+ and o+ target plasmas for various heating powers. 'E exhibits the 
familiar deterioration with increasing power and saturation with high density, but there 
is a clear beneficial effect with deuterium as working gas. 

In a comparison of al l four heating cases, mentioned above, with discl1arges of 
comparable line averaged densities, the electron temperature profiles do not differ 
relatively in sl1ape, which is revealed in fig. 6, where the radial profiles for all four cases 
are shown absolutely and normalized at half radius; the only decisive difference is within 
the confinement zone, which is governed by internal mode activity, sawtoothing. etc. The 
edge density is higher, however, for deuterium discharges . . 

The general observation is the decrease of 'F. with increasing total heating power 
as shown in lig. 5c. The average confinement is best in the case wilh deuterium injeclion 
into a D, target plasma and becomes worse , the more hydrogen is involved. The two cases 
HO -> o+ and 0° -> H+ seem to have similar characteristics as far as confinement is 
concerned. The differences of confinement under OH conditions remain with beam heating. 

In the high confinement regime (H-regime} during addilional heating above the 
threshold power, the energy confinement time rises again and 'F. values corresponding to 
those during ohmic heating alone are recovered on ASDEX. This behavior is observable for 
hydrogen and deuterium as well. In fig. 5c a few examples are shown, represeni ing 
additional heated plasmas after its transition to the H regime for three cases : H0 -> H+ , H0 

-> o+ and o0 ->D+ injection. An extensive study of the parameter dependence of TE in 
steady state H-regime discharges, however, is a slill matter of forthcoming experimental 
work. 

S umm ar y . 

The global energy confinement is dependent on the mass of the plasma ions. This 
effect has been investigated on ASDEX by comparison of many different discharge types 
using hydrogen and deuterium as working gas. All of the relevant physical quantities that 
describe the quality of a plasma in terms of good confinement. as electron- and ion 
temperature, density, particle and energy confinement times, heat conduclivities elc. do 
change dramatically, when the discharge conditions are altered. Interlinking dependencies, 
as the well krown ohmically constraint obstruct the interpretation of measured dala . and 
unique statements can not always be derived . The emperically found isolope effect , 
however, seems to be an invarianl effect of very fund amental importance. As lhe gyro 
radius increases witl1 the ion mass, the lransport across the magnetic field is exspected 
to inhance in the case of deuterium; this can certainly not explain the observed isotope 
effect. In parti: ular the isotope dependence of TE is also present in regimes dominated by 
electron transport. Other, probably more subtle explanations have to be found. 

References : /1/ 0. Kluber, H.Murmann IPP report 111/72 -198 
121 A.Stabler, F.Wagner 4th lnt. Sympos. of Heating, Rome 1984 

The transition from ohmic to neutral beam treating
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Summary.
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temperature. derrrfity. particle and energy continerrront tirrres. heat norrdurztivitiw; etc. do
rztrange dr'amatit‘ally. when tit») dischargra arrnditions are altered. Intrrrlinldng dependencies.
3:; the well Frown Ohnrically r.onStrairrt nlrsztruct the interpretation rrl measured data . and
unique SfEttlrrrrrttS can not always be ttt‘llved. Ttrr: emperically found isr'rtnprz ettect.
howrrvnr. seems: to be an invariant ettertt nl very fundan'rental inriinrtance. Ar: the gyro
radius: increases with the ion mass. the transport across; the magnetic lield if msper‘Stwt
tn inhance in the case ol deuterium: this; ran certainly not explain the Omen/ml iSOIC
nth-rt In partigrrtar the isotopv depender‘iizn Crl TL‘ in .rlsu present in regimes rlrrrrrinated by

, :tron transport. Other. probably more subtle explanations have In be found.

References : r‘1r“ O. Kluber. H.Murrnann [PP report Ill/7'3 498
r‘PL/ A.Stab|er, F.Wagner 4th Int. Syrnpos. 0t Heating. Home 1984
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.Ei.g_j_. Energy confinement time 1E vs. 
line averaged density ne. 
Hydrogen, ohmic heating, divertor 
plasma. 
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~Energy confinement time 1E vs . 
ne for the transition of H+ to o+ for a 
ohmically heated plasma within 10 
shots. 
open symb: last hydrogen discharge 
and beginning of transition 
solid symbols: 5tb to 10tb shot in D2 

~ Loop voltage U1 vs. time for two 
ohmically heated discharges, while the 
line averaged density is being stepped 
up. Transition from H2 to D2 within 
10 discharges : 

-o- Hydrogen (shot 22474) 
-+- deuterium (shot 22483) 

Ip = 320 kA ; Bt = 2,2 T for all 
discharg~s. 

~ Beta poloidal ~P vs. time for 
the same shots as in fig. 3a. During the 
transition to deuterium the thermal 
energy rises although the input power 
is reduced. 

~(shot 22475-22483): line 
averaged density and plasma current vs 
time. 
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Fig 1. Energy confinement time rF vs.
line averaged density rte.
Hydrogen, ohmic heating. divertor
plasma.
E) 2<Qa<3i O 4<Qa<51

U

\ 5+
ne[1013cm‘3]

o r r r .
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mLErtergy confinement time IE vs.
ne lor the transition ot H+ to D+ for a
ohmicatly heated plasma within 10
shots.
open symp: last hydrogen discharge
and beginning of transition
mealtime: 5”] to 10m shot in D2

Fig. Ba, Loop voltage Ul vs. time for two
ohmically healed discharges, while the
line averaged density is being stepped
up. Transition from H2 to D2 within
10 discharges :

a— Hydrogen (shot22474)
+ deuterium (shot 22483)

lp ; 320 kA ; Bt = 22 T for all
discharges

Fig. it}; Bela poloidal [5p vs. time for
the same shots as in fig. 3a. During the
trmsilion to deuterium the thermal
energy rises although the input power
is reduced.

Fig 4.: (shot 22475-22483): line
averaged density and olasma current vs
time.
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.Eig,__Q_; Thomson scattering measurement of electron temperature Te- and density ne tor 
four neutral injection heating scenarios: 
-o- injection of HO into a H+ plasma, -o- injection of HO into a O+ plasma, 
-+- injection of oo into a H+ plasma, -0- injection of oo into a o+ plasma; 
(6a) Te of a flux lube versus it's radius , (6b) Te normalized at half radius, 

(6c) ne vs. flux tube radius, (6d) ne normalized at half radius. 
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.Ei.gd: Energy confinemenl time tE vs. line averaged density ne for ohmic heating and 
various neutral injection powers : 

3 

(a) hydrogen injection into a hydrogen target plasma ; m = OH ; a =2 sources 
(b) Hyrdogen injection into a duelerium target plasma; • = 1 source ; o =4 sources 
(c) tE versus the total healing power (OH and NI) ; symbols as in fig. 6; 

transition lo the H-regime: + H0->H+; x 1-10->D I; lr on >D I : 
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FM Thomson scattering measurement of electron temperature Te- and density ne tor
tour neutral njection healing scenarios:
43- injection of HO into a H+ plasma. -& injection oi H0 into a D+ plasma.
+ injection of DO into a H+ plasma. 4* injection of DO i'llO a D+ plasma;
(6a) Te at a flux tube versus it's radius . (6b) Te normalized at hall radius,
(60) ne vs. flux lube radius, (6d) ne normalized at half radius.
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Fig. 5 : Energy confinement time TF. vs, line averaged density neior ohmic treating and
various neutral injection powers :
(a) hydrogen njeclion into a hydrogen target planniai ; a : OH ; n 2 sources
(b) Hyrdogen injection into a dueteriurrr target plasma; . : 1 source ; o 4 sources
(C) rp versus the total healing power (OH and NI) ;s;yrnbols ne in fig ‘3:

transition to the Heregiine: + H0 ,vllt; x Hi1 ,D'; x I)“ .[71 r;
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F.VALlJl\TlON OF PARTit:LE TkMlS!'ORT F'ROM GASOSCILLATION EX.,ERIMENTS 
IN OHMIC AND NEUTRAL BEAM HEATED ASDEX PLASMAS 

O. Gehre, K.W. Gentle*, B. Richards* (*University of Texas), 
A. Eber hagen , J. Gernhardt, 0. Vollmer 

rnTRODUCT CON: 

Max-Planck-Institut fUr Plasmaphys ik 
EURATOM Association, Garching, F'RG 

Gasoscillation e xperiments ware performed a t the dlve1·t or tokamak 
.~SDEX to evaluate p<?.rtlcle transport under di f f erent di schar ge conditions . 
These experiments fo l lowed a method descr ibed l n /1/ . In order to induce 
density pe::rturbations in the plasma , the ex t e rnal gas feed was modulated 
with a sinusoidal wave form of chosen f requency (~ , 10 or 20 Hz) and the 
density modulatlon at the four horizontal chords (r 0 , 10 , 21 , and 30 cm) 
o:" the ASDEX HCtl-laser interferomet er was observed . A typical result of 
this measurement is shown in Fig . 1. 
The precision of the Lechnique arises from the extract ion of the complex 
~our ier ampl i tudes from the full wave form over several peri ods . The ampl i -
tude and phase have an accuracy typical of a signal averaged o ver several 
hundred mi l l i seconds . 

DF,TAILS OF THE ANALYSIS 
The transport parameters are de term ined by picking f unctional f orms 

for the diffusi on coefficient D(r) and the inward con vection velocity V(r) , 
whi ch i s a major improvement to /1/ , wher e only constant D and V were 
cons idered . The particle transport equation is sol ved and t he chor d 
integrals are performed, adjusti ng the fr ee parameters t o gi ve t he best 
l eas t-squar es fit t o tile exper imental points . Conceptually , the sys tem can 
be idealized as a boundary- val ue problem in whi ch the outermos t channel 
gives the edge density and the inner channels are comptited from it , 
a l t hough the actual analysis is more complete wi th a model for the sour ce 
layer and pl asma beyo nd the separatr ix radius . Furt.hermore , the ex per imen
tal data are normalized t o the centre channel f or comparison with the 
calculations because the centre channel is most acc1wate , thus propagati ng 
the minimuTI error. 

Mathemat i cally , there are three complex numbers (ampli tudE' and phase 
of the dens i ty perturbati on) t o be fitted a nd general ly three free par
ameters (two in the density and one in V) to be adjusted f or each fit type . 

The allowed fun ctional forms f or D and V are tabulated be low ; the y mHy 
be combined in vari ous ways . 

D 
D 
D( 1 ·•b(r/a )) 
D(1+b(r/a)2) 
D(r<b) , D(r >b) 

v 
V(r/ a ) 
V((r /a)2) 
V((r/a)3) 
V((r/a)( 1-r/a) ) 
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f•Jtlr~ -;:\j JI' fa .J r tn<> HC';- l ~s1;" 
int.~rr~r"cxn,11 er, l 1d11·~~d by 
si ·1uso~ ·1'1. mod111 dt. i:rn 0f ti1e 
tn'1 1=cl·1~ <:;~sf) '1uri:1g ~ 

~l1teau ph~~e 1f 3n 0~9 i ~ 
discharge . The brJken l i ne 
mar·ks LhP ph-1~v·~ l:ig b~ t \r.1 i~e-i 

the out•?1' :rnd <'•!ntra~ 
Chdnn1~l .-3 . 

For e;.r?h 5,~t, of ex p1-!r·i -~ 

mental rla L 'I a n1 ench ch0iae 
of f unctional forms , a fit 
ting pr · o,'.··.~n w'.ll fi nd t.11e 
t·Ho :Jr' ~.i1--01-: free constaril".:-; . 
For Lhe lw~-st2p D, ther~ is 
also Lhe r .Joii•Js h at 'Nhich 
the :1tep :)cc1Jr $ . 

All 5olutic)ns arc strongly C•Jnstrained hy the t ran:-1;>?rc eq11at i on a1Hi c!1ord 
; :-itee;ration . 

!lo cho i c~ of f r ee paramr.ters wi ll be a!)l~ to f i ':. ranrlom nu'TJbe1'.J for 
Lhe cx;.i~ri mental dat;i , s i milarly , e ven infinite fr'eedom •>f 'J(r) cou l r! not 
provide acceptabl e f its if V = O i s im~>scct . 

Questions of accuracy , unilueness , and robustness must !)e n ns wer ert 
sem i -empir i cally . A measur emen t of the ncc1wacy of the inferences ma y be 
obta ined by measur i ng va l ues of t he ~nplitude and phase in dlr f er en t but 
app;irentl y i den t i cal s ho t s , o r by repeating the measurements at di fferent 
t l t11es i i a long pl;:iteau or a t ni rrer en t muciulation frequencies . <:om pilr i son 
or the tr'an::>pr.wt coeff ic i en ts eva l uaterl f1' om sc1P.r ·..il da t ,1 s ets of t ha t k i nd 
pr ov ides o ne est i ma t e o f the :icc uracy o f t he coef fi cients , whi ch can only 
be regar1j ed a1; be ing d"t er :nine d t o Hi th i n tl1e obs•~rved vari a tion . 

The qu;in titatl ve c val ·ntion of t he e r'ror ls bascrl u n t he " 3SQ", t he 
su11 <)f t he :iquares of t he d if f e r ences !)etween obsO?r ved an d computed compl e x 
a:n ;>li.tud e~; 'lt the d i f f er ent radi al :>osit i ons . Tt de t ermines the choic"s o f 
run •)t i onal for m and values of the constant:> an:1 t.he un i qucness o r these 
choiceo . ~hen th i s parameter i s used , the coef f icients f or each da ta set 
anrl r it typ~ ar e well determi n ed : Convective velocit i es differing by 2 01 
1nrl diffusion coef f i cients d iffering hy 10'£ P"?do1ce 11lstlnctly poor er f i ts . 
'iow0·1')r' , val•Jes obtained !'or different mor111'i~tion frequencies or shot :> at 
th~ s·i:ne nominal ;>las11a p.~rameter::> oft en •1i ffer by m•xe th'-ln that . A t ota l 
r-:rr?r of perhaps 30~ i:i V and 20',b in D shu1ilr! b•! used in ;:ssigni ng t rans 
p,r t coefficients to d i schdrge condit i ons . 

TR/dl'.°;I")':·; Ri::SIJL r[-) 

'fn .. fo llowi ng d i schar ge cnnd i ti•>ns wr!re .Jialyze11 :in.1 t,f1e res11lts a r e 
.>•1:nm..irl7.'<1' i 1 the t:ib le bel•),J . The' f1rnct. i•)l1dl l•?p<?n•i••<lc..::; of the tr-dnSp.)rt 
c 1•:r1· 1r; i •:>1ts arc t huse <~h i ·~h f i t the c:~p~r i ml"n t..11 'liltii best . For· th<? 
di ft'uoo.;1·)<1 <:•1~fficlen t the r10J J I; ·~om1non o n"! l:; " Lw';-step D, h3ving one D 
1~< 11~ cm) ·1'11 'lll•JU1er· D (r',1') ,,,n) ; th"' t"NO y,,;,;r,f; ur-e lis t ed i n ?r der , D 
;il.,n:;.; ~,.:ing ~.wgt:r· towar·J.; t,he pc1·iphr.ry . 
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i)ischdrge Ip ne :> v n 

type >;A 1013 cm- 3 ;n2 s- 1 m s - 1 

- -----------·· -·---·--····· ··-·-···----- ·- -· - -- ------ ---·---------------------------------

ohlni l~ . H• 320 l ( :::arbon- 2 . 00/4 . 60 61 . 0 3 
i zed) 

o>rn i c , 11• 320 1 . 5 1 . 00/1 . 10 13 . 0 3 

ohmic , 11• 320 2 0 .70/9 . 6 54 . 0 3 

oh;ni c , 11+ 320 4 0 . 40/0 . 69 3 . 6 3 

oh:n j ·~ , H+ .. ne;ir 320 5. 2 0 . 34/0 . 50 6 . 6 3 
den:; . 

ohmic , H+ .. limit 320 3. 1 0 . 25/1 . 1 8 . 5 3 

ohmic , H+ 320 1. 4 2 . 00/2 . 42 48 . 0 3 

ohmic, o• 380 3 . 0 0 . 26/0 . 50 6. 0 

ohmic , o• 380 4 . 2 0 . 10/0 . 30 3. 0 

Co-N I, Ho .. o• 330 3 . 0 0 . 88/2 . 20 6.0 
o . 65 MW 

Ctr-N I , Ho .. o• 380 3 . 0 0 . 80/ l . 40 8. 0 
0 . 65 M\-1 , with 
sawteeth 

Co- NI , Ho .. o• 330 4 . 2 0 . 30 3.1 
0 . 35 MW 

Co-N I , Ho .. o• 380 li. 2 0 . 110 2 . 7 
0 . 67 MW 

Co-N I , Ho .. o• 380 4 . 2 O.ll0/0 . 70 3. 0 
1 . 35 M\-1 

Convective veloc ities of the form Vlr/a)n are considered . The coef f i
cient V a:id the exponent n ar e taoulated . T1e oh;nlc hydroger: discharges are 
best f l t with a (r/a)3 ~onvective valocity , the results are less clear f or 
deuteriun . In cases where no cl ear distinction could be made , the s impl e 
(,•/a) fo rm is ·. i sted . With the appli c'lt io11 or injnc~ion power the (rial 
f orm i s better than the other radial ~epende11ces f or V. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of a dens ity scdn in hydrogen indi~ates a decreaoc in 

central D of almost an order of magn i tude , whi:n iie is in crea,>ed fr0111 l x 
1013cm-3 to -2 . 3 x 1013cm-3 . In parallel t he ener gy :::on, inerncnt. tim<0 1-? 

li nearly increa::ies i n t hi s range f rom -20 msec t o ;i ~'at u r a ti•111 ·rnl.JP. of 
53 msec (rig . 2) . 

m a, 11‘ gm 2 '1 [MUD/(LEO 3.6 3

._-,n:-11«-, 11' WW 3211 5.3 '1 0.5;!1/0.50 6.6 3
dwnw.

911mm, H' +1101: 3130 3.1 0.35/1.1 8.5 3

11’ 3911 1J4 2.00/1»: 118.0 3

0’ 3%: 3.0 v::;.7~3/0.-30 6.0 1

0‘ 3-10 4.2 12.10.10.311 3.0 1

r:>—:11, 11‘1“ + 12' 3910 3.0 c sag/2.20 5.0 1
O,fi5 MU

Ctr-NI, 11“ ,, '0‘ 3.10 3.0 main/1.110 8.0 1
0.65 MN, uiLh
sawteeth

30—111, 110 > 11‘ 3510 11.2 0.30 3.7 1
0.35 14111

Crrr-II, HO 7* D‘ 330 11.2 0.110 2.7 1
0.137 MN

uo—m, 110 + D' 33:1 ax: {MUD/0.71) 3.0 1
l.35 HM

nvnctive
310 the
wi'h d

cunsiderud. The coeffi-
hydvuger discharges ar

‘;”01Lw " less clear For
fictLén wuuii 7, the simrle

,isted. Nita :, »V the (r/a)
than the uifier radiaL dependwubr

{D

wh0re
[31¢

CONCLUSIONS
Th9 analysis of a dewsit y 3010 in hydrog#w 1ndifi1Lm: a JHCPCJJB in

mantra] D of a most an order a H
I
0

uagnitudp, 'h aw i: 1001. sud Fram l xf
1013cm"3 to -“ 3 x 1013Cm"3. nL. parallel thp unwvmv :un if“
linearly increases in this ra.ge From ‘20 mace Ln 1 wlhnr
53 mseo (Fig. 2).

tim9 I:
:41 v11 1“ Hf
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Fig . 2 : Deneity scan in an 
ohmic hydrogen p13s·na , 
showing a ;Jronounced decrea;;e 
of the central diffusion 
c0efficient D0 in the density 
range 1 to 2 . 3 x 1013cm- 3 . 
During the same phase the 
energy co nfinement time Te 
linearl y increases to its 
saturat ion val ue at higher 
de ns ltes . 

The density pr· ofil e 
peaks during this phase and 
the electron temp~rature 
mono t oni cally d r· o p::i , '•it h a 
sl ig'lt broadening of the pro-
file . The linear increase in 
Te , found :i.t 10•1 de:1sit i es, 

seems to be closely connected to an improvement in central part i cle 
confinement . 

The changes in transport near the density l imit ;rnd wit:.h neutral 
injection are significant and charact er i stic o f the phenomena . 

The beha vio ur near the density l imit can be::it be de::icr ibed as a 
decrease in D near the cent r e , wh i ch has the effect of i mpr·ovi ng the 
central part : cle confinement . The decrease is quitP. marked and the r esults 
ma y well be consistent wi t h neo-classlcal D on axi~ . Comparable results 
have been found for TEXT and a si mi lar behavi our is also known for 
irnpurl ties f r om ISX-B /2/ . Wit h c;,rboni zed wal 1. the central D rather shows 
a f la t res po nse over a wi de density range up to the dens ity l i mit . 

The effect of neutral injecllon i s to incre ase the r ate of diff usion 
in relation to the o hmi c case f or the sa:ne isot1Jp') . No signific:;int e ffect 
on convection is to be seen but the effect o n D is pronounced even at low 
P<Y.Jers and becomes stronge:' (•Jp to a fa ctor o f th r ee) with incr eas inc NI 
po wer . Only L-type cases •1ith sawteeth t1ur1ng i:ijectlon cnul·i be rn•? asured 
;:ind for these no difference o f co- versus counter- inject i on is f ound . 
Quantitatively, the i:icrease in particle diffusivity seems t o be even 
greater than the increase i n thermal ~iffusivity assoc i ated wi th the L
mode . 

111 K.W. Gentl e , B. Richards and F . Waclbr oeck , 
Pl asma Physics , Vol . 29 , No . 9 , 1077 (1987) 

121 R. C. I sler , et al ., Phys . Rev . Lett . 55 , 2 ~1 3 ( 1985) 
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K. Hubner. & Batzner. H. Hinsch, L. lngrosso. R. Klein, M. Roos. B. Wolle 
lnstit1Jt fur Angewandte Physik II. Universitat Heidelberg. D-6900 Heidelberg 

B. V. Robouch 
Associazione EURATOM -ENEA sulla Fusione. 

Centro Ricerche Energie Frascati, 1-00044 Frascati 

B. Bomba. H. Rapp, W. Herrmann, H. Murmann. A. Eberhagen. H.-U. Fahrbach. 
0. Gehre, R. Preis, H. Rohr. K.-H. Steuer. 0. Vollmer 

Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik. EURATOM Association, D-8046 Garching 

In the past we used the VINIA-3DAMC and NEPMC software [1) to treat the birth. 
migration and detection of neutrons for the ASDEX facility and compared the results 
with nuclear emulsion measurements. The agreement between numerical and 
experimental results was very good. in particular for neutron energies above 2 MeV. 
despite the fact that we have used a rather simplified ASDEX structure and some 
approximations in the description of the plasma neutron source. 

The VINIA- 3DAMC software was improved in order to treat more complex geometric 
structures. so that a more realistic ASDEX model is now being used. The plasma 
neutron source was improved, too. Furthermore. the NEPMC software was extended in 
order to allow arbitrary positions for the nuclear emulsion. Collimators viewing 
tangentially or in arbitrary directions to the plasma can thus also be interpreted now. 

ASDEX model 

In our new ASDEX model we distinguish six different groups of the struct.urai 
components according to their significance for the scattering of neutrons. The model is 
described in detail in a forthcomming IPP report [2J. 

Group 1 consists of the core (central screw and wooden core). the 16 toroidal f;eld coils. 
the ohmic coils OH1 to OHS, and the vertical field coils \ 1 to \14 t()(]ether with the 
central multipole correction coils MC1 . The remaining coils and the support structure are 
negiected, mainly because they contribute only small masses in relation to the vessel ano 
the multipole coils. Furthermore, for most of the measurements they are located outside 
the aperture fields. The vessel (vacuum chamber and its thermal insulationi t0rms 
group 2 and the divertor group 3. Group 4 consists of the torus hall , i ts foundau.:ns. 
walls, r oof, and the air. As yet the roof has not been installed at ASDEX. and so for •.ne 
calculations presented here we filled th;:, r oof volume with air . 

Group 5 gives the necessary details of the ports. Here we take into account only the 
port for the YAG light scattering system, near which most of our neutron diagnostics is 
at present located. Finally. group 6 contains all the details of the nuclear emulsion 
equipment. i.e. their supports and collimators. 

Plasma neutron source 

In the VINIA software. the neutron birth points are determined stochastically bv 
reproducing the measured plasma data. To do so, the NR software [3) is used to 
calculate the neutron emission profile from the measured density and temperatur e 
profiles, the Shafranov shift . and the neutron rate. Only discharges with H0-inject1on into 
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deuterium plasmas are considered here. It is thus assumed that the ion «nd electr on 
•empera t.ures have the same radial profiles and time dependences. The ion temoer<!ture 
and the rotation ~·elocity were determined by nuclear emulsion measurements [ 4J. Owing 
to the integration over different neutron emission angles the e'l'lulsion measurement 
deliver s a mean value for the rotation velocity and there is no simple way to determine 
t'1e velocitv on axis . Therefore we used this mean value in the VINIA calculations as 
.nr,1,:. for tJ1e central velocity. The rotation velocity profile is assumed to be parabolic . 

The angle of emission and the energy of the neutrons are determined with the rotation 
velocity at the place of birth being taken into account. For HO-injection we have purely 
tl1ennonuclea- production [ 4 ) and in the frame of the rotating plasma the neutron energy 
distribution is a Gaussian with a half-width determined by the local ion temperature. 

The calculations presented here ,vere done for two different shot se1· ies. no. 16;'44-
16748 for collimator s 3 and 4 !tangential. and antiparallel and parallel to t.he direction of 
injection. respectivelyi and no. 18949-18959 for position S (uncoll imated, radially directed 
nuclear emulsion I. The corresponding r esults of the nuclear P.rnu1sion measurements are 
discussed in [ 4J. 
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production. In the VINIA calculation this could be 3.
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1 1 simulated by using appropriate t ime intervals 1 , 1 \ 1 
during which the plasma parameters and there- ? O I r I 1 I ' • \ I 

I I I I I fore the neutron production properties do not 1 0 
, 1 1

1 

1 l 
change considerably and by creating a number of 
neutrons. for each interval, proportional to the o o 1.1 11 -- ' ' -L · '- 1-

1.1 diff erent total neutron yields. An example of this 1 3 
t l•I 15 

procedure is given in Figure 1 for the shot Fig .1: Time uependent:e of neutron rnte 
series no. 16744-16748. Figur°" 1 shows the time and intervals for VINIA calculations 
evolution of the neutron r ate (mean value for the 

fi1e discharges). We considered four time intervals . indicated by the vertical lines. using 
the plasma pa-ameters corresponding to I.he times indicated by the dots. 

Results of VINIA calculations 

We jJres~nt here the results of VINIA test runs (or the two coll1111ators 3 and 4 (2830 
nP..utrons each) and the unshielded position 5 (4000 neutrons). So far we looked for 
qualitative 1.endencies only and limited our calculations to small numbers of neutrons. 

Figure 2 shows the VINIA calculation of the spectral neutron fluences arriving at the 
emulsions from the full solid angle. The essentially higher contribution of collided fluence 
at the unshielded emulsion is obvious. The relative shift of the main line from the emitted 
neutrons in colfimators 3 and 4 is caused by the plasma rotation . 
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Fig. 2: VINIA calculations of the spectral neutron fluenc.e arriving at the emulsion 
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Table 1 compares the emitted and collided contributions normalized to the number of 
emitted neutrons for the full energy interval considered (1 to 3 MeVl at each of the three 
positions. For positions 3 and 4 the values without collimator in place are also given. 

Table 1 Neutron fluences per emitted neutron in 10-7 cm-2 

Col. 3 Coll. 4 Pos. 3 Pos. 4 Pos. 5 

emitted 0.56 ± 6% 0.68± 6% 2.28± 5% 2.30± 5% 3.78± 3% 
collided 0 .49± 52% 0.10±22% 4.22 ±21 % 2 .83±12% 6.82± 11 % 
ratio c/e 0.88 0.15 1.85 1.23 1.80 

Position 5 is near the quartz window and positions 3 and 4 are near the toriodal field 
coils, ar>d the reduction of the fluences at the unshielded posit ions 3 and 4 compared 
with position 5 is mainly an effect of shielding by the field coils. The big scatter of the 
results for the collided fluence inside the collimators is caused by collisions in the 
collimator material. Because these collisions are rare. their treatment needs an 
essentially higtler number of neutron histories. This is also evident also from Table 2, 
where we give the contributions of the different groups of constituents of the ASDEX 
iacility to the collided fluence. 

Table 2 Collided neutron fluences per emitted neutron in 10-7 cm- 2 

Group Regions Coll . 3 Coll . 4 Pos. 5 
1 to 2 2 to 3 1 to 2 2 to 3 1 to 2 2 to 3 (Me VJ 

1 core. coils 0.0030 0.00 53 0.00 54 0.0 113 1 .33 0 .44 
2 vessel 0.0075 0 .0 111 0.0087 0.01 6 2 0.55 0.53 
3 divert.or 0.0021 0.001 3 0.0004 0.0006 0.16 0.2 1 
4 hall 0.0048 0.0018 0.006 1 0.0037 0.032 0.022 
5 quartz window 0 .00 14 0.0121 0.0007 0.0145 0 .39 1.26 
5 rest of port 1 0 .0 009 0.0107 0.0041 0.0 40 3 0.73 1.08 
6 coll . 3. 4 0.0108 0 .0307 0 .20 79 0.1 790 0.067 0.001 

total 0 .0305 0.0730 0.2333 0.2656 3.26 3.56 

Results of NEPMC calculations and measurements 

The NEPMC software is used to simulate the response of the nuclear emulsion [1], 
taking the VINIA results as input .. Figur e 3 gives the NEPMC resul ts for collimators 3 
and 4 compared with the experimental results. In the calculated spectra the line shift 
caused by plasma rotation is smaller than in the measured s?ectra by a factor of about 
1.9. Hence the true central rotation velocity was about 4x10 cm/sec. A more accurate 
determination would be possible by detailed VINIA calculations. 

Flg.3: NEPMC results for collimator s 3 and 4 and experimental results 

Table 1 compares tire and collided
emi‘led nectrcwis for the lull energy interval i;

ell/llllfi‘l .;.:lr:‘i_rihutioris normalized to the number of
idered H to 3 Men"! at each of the three

posnions, ’or positions I; and 4‘ the values without collimator in place are also given.

Table l i\leutron fluences per emitted neutron in 10—7 crn’2

‘Lolc 3 . Fee 4 Pos 5
emitted 0.56: 6.9,; O 2.3" 1 5% 3,78i 31/0
collided 0.49:5272 O 2.83tl2‘7a' 6.82:112‘
ratio c/e U 88 0. 1,23 180
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Table '2 Collided neutron fluences per emitted neutron in 10—7 Chi—5

Group iiegions 3 Pos, 5
3 1n 3. 3 1 to 2 L? to 3 [MeV]

1 core. coils ‘ l 13 L33 0.4-4-
? vessel 1-162 0755 0 53
3 divertor .QCCE 0.16 O 21
4 hall 0 0048 0.0361 oor 37 0.032 O 022
5 quartz window 0,0014 GOOD? 010145 0.39 l126
5 rest of port 'l 0 0009 U 004’- 00403 0.73 1.08
6 coll. 3, d O 5108 U 2079 017510 0.06? OQOt

total 00305 1").lil73O £11233} cigljfio 3.26 356

Results of NEPMC calculations and measurements
The NEPMC software used tolg sirriuiate the response oi the nuclear emulsion [1].
taking the VINIA results as inpiit. Figure 3 gives the NEPMIZ results Ior collimators 3
and 4 compared with the experimental results. ln the calculated spectra the line shift
caused by plasma rotation is smaller than in the measured spectra by a tarts-r of about
19. Hence the true central rotation velocity was about 4ND ci‘ri/sec, A more accurate
determination would be possible by detailed VlNlA calculations.

Fig.3: NEPMC results for collimators 3 and 4 and experimental results
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The collided nuence is reduced by the NEPMC response calculations. This needs further 
investigation; it may be caused by the directional response of emulsions. 

Table 3 compares the normalized calculated and measured neutron nuences for the two 
energy intervals 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 MeV separately. Good agreement is obtained for the 
high-energy range, but for the low-energy range the statistical error In the calculation is 
too large for a comparision. 

Table 3: Calculated and measured normalized neutron fluences [10-7 cm3J 
for collimators 3 and 4 

VINIA calculation Emulsion measurement 

Coll. 3 
Coll. 4 

mean value 

1 to 2 2 to 3 

024 0.81 
0 .03 0 .74 

0.14 0.77 

Figure 4 gives the results of NEPMC calcula
tions for the proton and neutron energy spectra 
compared with the experimental results. For 
an uncollimated nuclear emulsion measurement, 
the neutron energy spectrum is determined by 
differentiating the proton energy spectrum. ' 
The agreement between numerical and exper- ~ 
imental spectra is good; unfortunately owing 

1 to 2 2 to 3 

0.22 0.68 
0.23 0.72 

0.23 0.70 

2.0 2.5 3.0 2.0 

CMeVJ 

2.5 ) 0 

to limitations during scanning of this plate the 
measured proton enrgy spectrum is meaning
less for energies below 2 .2 MeV and therefore 
a determination of the absolute values is not 
possible. proton !lncr!Jy !He Vl neutron energy !Mel/ ] 

The low-energy wing of the measured neutron 
energy spectrum is broader than the numerical 
spectrum. This is probably caused by an under
estimation of the measuring errors for the 
track length in the NEPMC software. 

Fig.4: NEPMC results for position 5 
compared with experimental results 
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The collided fluence is reduced by the NEPMC response calculations. This needs further
investigation; it may be caused by the directional response of emulsions,
Table 3 compares the normalized calculated and measured neutron fluences for the twoenergy intervals 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 MeV separately. Good agreement is obtained for the
high-energy range, but for the lowienergy range the statistical error in the calculation is
too large for a comparision.

Table 3: Calculated and measured normalized neutron fluences [10‘7 cm3]
for collimators 3 and 4

VlNlA calculation Emulsion measurement
1t02 2to3 1to2 2to3 [MeV]

Coll. 3 024 0.81 0.22 0.68
Coll. 4 0 03 0.74 0.23 0.72
mean value 0.14 0.77 0.23 0.70

Figure 4 gives the results of NEPMC calcula- . , . . . .. .
tions for the proton and neutron energy spectra . ' . w " l f
compared with the experimental results. For V
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the neutron energy spectrum is determined by
differentiating the proton energy spectrum.
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imental spectra is good; unfortunately owing
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measured proton enrgy spectrum is meaning-
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I. Introduction 

Toroidal rotation velocities of ASDEX plasmas of up to 2 x 107 cms- 1 have been 
measured under a variety of conditions and for both co- and counter neutral beam 
injection. The velocities were obtained from the Doppler sh ifts of OVIII 2976 A and/or 
C VI 3434 A excited by charge exchange recombination (CXR). Up to five lines of sight 
have been used (table I}, each of which intersects the axis corresponding to a source in 
the north-west neutral injection beam line. The main objective has been to compare 
the global momentum confinement with the energy confinement of ASDEX plasmas 
for different plasma parameters and heating scenarios. 

II. Estimates of Momentum Confinement Time 

The experimental global momentum confinement time was estimated from t .p= L / f 
where L is the total toroidal angular momentum of the plasma and r the momentum 
input from the beams. L ~ 27rR2 mp/ J

0
a V<1>(r)n,(r)hrdr where f is the ratio of the 

average atomic mass to that of a pure hydrogen plasma at the same n,. With the as
sumption that only carbon and oxygen impurities, present in roughly equal dens ities, 

'b Z f !±22. 0 16(Z.u-l) contn ute to •ff• ~ L+ g + · (l+g) · 

The ratio g = no / nH was typically rather small (~ 1} in the H 0 ---+ D + plasmas and 
was es timated to about ± 50 % from neutron measurements. z.1 I was obtained from 
infra-red continuum measurements. Errors in g and Z,1 f do not a'fect l.P too criti
cally and these ~wo quantities were assumed to be independent of radius. The main 
uncertainty in to1 arises from that in V</> ( r). 
One problem with measuring V</> with the observed CXR lines is that they are also 
excited in the plasma edge region even without NI. It has been poss ible to investigate 
the importance of edge excited lines, with plasmas heated by the SE beam which is 
not seen directly by any of the lines of sight in table I. Interference from the edge 
excited transition together with low signal to noise for the inner channels, due to beam 
penetration limitations (E0 = 41 keV), give rise to problems in measuring V</> at small 
radii, particularly for CV! 3434.A. However, at least for r ~ 14cm, V</> is believed to 
be accurate to within a systematic uncertainty~ ±l06 cms- 1 with statistical errors of 
a similar size. T he estimated errors in L.P are ~ ± 15 % statistical with a further ~ ± 
20 % sys tematic. 
Apart from neoclassical theory, which gives estimates of t.P~ 103 x higher than expe
riment, the only theory which allows a quantitative estimate of L</> is the gyroviscous 
theory of Stacey et al. [l J. Here t.PG~ 2R;B0 (Zef1)/(T; ) , where the brackets imply 
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volume averages. T; can also be estimated from the CXR diagnostic and the uncer
tainty in L <PG from experimental sources amounts to ~ ± 25 %. 
An estimate of L<P can, however, also be obtained from the diffusive transport of par
t icles. In the source free case, with D = const , the particle confinement time is given 
by 1:; (r) = :~ (1 - :~) [2] . Global dynamical confinement times LE> t; and t; can 
then be estimated from t~= J

0
at/J t; (r)rdr/ J

0
at/Jrdr with t/J = n eT,neV,p and ne 

respectively. Assuming parabolic profiles of T, Vq, and ne this yields t i;;='t;= 1
3
6 a

2 / D 
and t;= ia2 /D. For peaked energy and momentum sources these decay times should 
become close to the stationary confinement times tE and tq, considered in this paper. 

III. Results 

Momentum confinement results have been obtained for H 0 injection into mainly D+ 
but also some H+ plasmas with co- (L-mode) and counter injection. A study of H
mode discharges has also started. 
Rotation measurements for a co-injection (L-mode) run at fixed power and different 

ne are shown in Fig. 1. The rotation velocity falls with increasing ne bas ~ n.; 112
) 

while the velocity profile is relatively broad (Vq,(r) / Vq,(o) ~ (1 - r 2/ a 2 ) 0 • ) and shows 
no measurable change over the ne range studied (Fig. 2). Ti also shows a slow decrease 
with ne so that the ratio of toroidal velocity to deuteron thermal velocity decreases 
with ne from~ 0.44 to 0.30 (r = 34 cm). The average ratio of toroidal to oxygen ion 
thermal velocities is therefore ~ 1.0. 
Unlike Vq,, t<P shows no clear ne dependence (Fig. 3), due particularly to n, profile 
effects and a strong decrease in Zeff with increasing ne (from ~ 4 to 1.5). The global 
energy confinement time tE likewise shows no marked ii.e dependence and is larger 
than t<P though within the combined error limits. t<PG tends to show a decrease with 
n0 , a result of Zeff falling off with ii.0 faster than T;, but generally the agreement 
with experiment is better than a factor of 2. The diffusive transport model, with 
D = 0.5m2s-1 , gives tE:=t;= 60ms, in surprisingly good agreement with experiment. 
An extension of the gyroviscous theory was used by Stacey to attempt to explain the 
decrease in tE with input power for TFTR plasmas in terms of increasing viscous dis-

sipation at higher rotation velocities [3]. In this case tEo-tEo /(1 + te~~£I· ), where 
w is the ion gyrofrequency and f p a profile factor. 
The observed density dependence of Vq, for ASDEX plasma in principle provides a 
way of testing this theory at constant input power because in the ohmic ("reference") 
phase Vq, << Vq,(NI) and1:Eo~tE0 , which is essentially independent of ii.e (Fig. 4). 
However , us ing experimental values for Zeff,tEo and Vq,,tEG is also essentially inde
pendent of iiei though with a reduction from the ohmic heating case about 2x lower 
than observed (Fig. 4) . This is again due to the strong ii.e dependence of Zef !> which 
influences the effective w. 
Significantly different from the co-injection results are those obtained with counter 
injection. Here the velocities rise to values more t han 2x those obtained at the same 
density with co-injection (Fig. 1) leading to values of t <P of up to 90 ms, similar in 
magntiude to tE (Fig. 3). In these discharges, the increased energy and momentum 
confinement is accompanied by improved particle confinement which leads to a steep 
rise in ii.e with time. The corresponding impurity accumulation, which occurs for light 

volume averages. T; can also be estimated from the CXR diagnostic and the uncer-
tainty in 113,3 from experimental sources amounts to 2 i 25 %.
An estimate of T05 can, however, also be obtained from the diffusive transport of par—
ticles. In the source free case, with D = const, the particle confinement time is given
by T; (r) : %(1 - (2—?) (2].Glo1bal dynamical Cfnfinement times 135,1; and T; can
then be estimated from 1“}: f0 II) I}, (r)rdr/ f0 wrdr with 211 = ncT,n€VyJ and 11C
respectively. Assuming parabolic profiles of T, Vg and ne this yields 1323:1235: {gag/D
and T;= éaZ/D. For peaked energy and momentum sources these decay times should
become close to the stationary confinement times TE and Tut considered in this paper.
III. Results

Momentum confinement results have been obtained for Ho injection into mainly D...
but also some H+ plasmas with co- (L—mode) and counter IIIJL'ClSlOIL A study of H—
mode discharges has also started.
Rotation measurements for a co—injection (L—mode) run at fixed power and different

at are shown in Fig. 1. The rotation velocity falls with increasing FL: as : fi:1/2
while the velocity profile is relatively broad (V¢(r)/V¢(o) 2 (1 — TZl/fIZZJO‘ ) and shows
no measurable change over the fie range studied (Fig. 2). T; also shows a slow decrease
with fie so that the ratio of toroidal velocity to deuteron thermal velocity decreases
with m from 2' 0.44 to 0.30 (r : 34 cm). The average ratio of toroidal to oxygen ion
thermal velocities is therefore 2 1.0.
Unlike 17¢, ’[‘¢, shows no clear fie dependence (Fig. 3), due particularl~ to n. profile
effects and a strong decrease in Zen with increasing fie (from 2' 4 to l. . The global
energy confinement time TE likewise shows no marked fie dependence ind is larger
than T4, though within the combined error limits. TM? tends to show a decrease with
fig, a result of Zen- falling off with fie faster than T.-, but generally the agreement
with experiment is better than a factor of '2. The diffusive transport 171' ricl, with
D = 0.5m23“1, gives 135:1}: 601715, in surprisingly good agreement with e:.;:<.:riment.
An extension 0:" the gyroviscous theory was used by Stacey to attempt to explr-in the
decrease in TE with input power for TFTR plasmas in terms of increasing viscous dis~

3

sipation at higher rotation velocities (3].111 this case TEGNTEU /(1 + w), where
w is the ion gyrofrequency and IF a profile factor.
The observed density dependence of V4; for ASDEX plasma in principle provides a
way of testing this theory at constant input power because in the ohmic (“reference”)
phase V¢ << V¢(NI) and 15521330, which is essentially independent of fig (Fig. 4).
However, using experimental values for 28”o and V¢,TEG is also essentially inde«
pendent of m, though with a reduction from the ohmic heating case about 2x lower
than observed (Fig. 4). This is again due to the strong its dependence of Zeff, which
influences the effective w.
Significantly different from the co-injection results are those obtained with counter
injection. Here the velocities rise to values more than 2X those obtained at the same
density with co—injection (Fig. 1) leading to values of I} of up to 90 ms, similar in
magntiude to TB (Fig. 3). In these discharges, the increased energy and momentum
confinement is accompanied by improved particle confinement which leads to a. steep
rise in r‘zc with time. The corresponding impurity accumulation, which occurs for light
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a.swell a.s heavy impurities, leads to large axial radiation losses and termination of the 
discharges by major disruption. Gyroviscous theory gives too small a tc/> because Zef I 
in the counter-l'iI ca.se is not much larger than in the co-NI ca.se while Ti is approxi
mately the same. The diffusive model gives tcf>~'te, a.s observed. 
Co-inject ion discharges where the density is ramped up with time, as well as pellet 
injected discharges, (both of which can reach similar densities to the counter-injection 
cases) attain similar velocities to those in steady state co-discharges, well below the 
corresponding counter-injection velocities (Fig. 1). 
H-mode discharges (single-null) with a high ELM frequency (::::: 400Hz) show no signi
ficant differences in velocity to corresponding L-mode (double-null) discharges except 
at the relatively large radius of 35 cm. Here a dist inctive increase of~ 2x in V,p is seen 
which disappears when the discharge goes back into the L-mode. Such an increase in 
Ve/> could be interpreted as a decrease in edge momentum diffusivity which accompa
nies a decrease in edge electron thermal diffusivity and particle diffusion. The lack of 
significant increase in global tc/> for such discharges is also to be compared with a lack 
of increase in tE compared with the L-mode. 

IV. Summary 

In the results studied tc date tc/> is always about the same size as tE· In two scenarios 
where improved energy confinement is seen relative to the L-mode, improved momen
tum confinement is also found (and indeed improved particle confinement). There is 
a global improvement with counter injection but only an edge improvement for the 
H-mode with high ELM frequency. Gyroviscous theory gives agreement with experi
ment within about a factor of 2 though systematic differences are apparent. A s imple 
diffusion model also gives satisfactory agreement. 
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Channel radial position spatial angle with 
(outer minor radius) resolution toroidal direction 
(cm) (cm) 

CXRl 42.0 ±2.0 40 
CXR2 34.5 ±2.0 lo 
CXR3 24.0 ± 2.0 40 
CXR4 14.0 ±3.2 10° 
CXR5 4.0 ± 4.0 24° 

Table I: Details of lines of sight used for CXR spectroscopy 
(The separatrix is at r = 40 ems and the limiter typically at r = 46.0 ems.) 
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(311111111911 radial 1105111011 spatial angle with
(oulcr minor radius) resolution toroidal direction
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IMPROVED CONFINEMENT AT HIGH DENSITIES IN O HMICALLY HEATED 
AND GAS REFUELLED DIYERTOR DISCHARGES IN ASDEX 

E.R. Millie r , F.X. Soldner, G. Janeschitz, H. Munnann , G. FuBmann, M . Komherr, 
W. Poschenrieder, F. Wagner, H. Wiirzl and the ASDEX-Terun 

Max-Plru1ck-lns titut fiir Plasmaphysik 
EURA TOM Association , D-8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Gennru1y 

New rei.:ime of improved ohmic conlinemenl in gas re fuelled disdrnq,:cs. 
In olunically heated and gas refuelled d ivertor discharges with deuterium in ASDEX, 
a bifu rcat ion of the energy confinement time i-E• is observed at dens ities above 
fie~ 3.8 x IQ13 cm-3 (IP= 390 kA; B1 = 2 .1 7 T) ( Fig. I ; i-E• = W / Po H ). Discharges 
at stationary, feed-back controlled~ in the orig inal AS DEX divertor configuration (DV-1) 
and d ischarges with strong gas puffing ( fie ramp ) in the new divertor configurat ion 
(DY-U) I I I show the usual i- E * saturation at i- E • = 85 ms with increasing ile and are in 
the s_aturated Qhmic ~onfinement ( SOC ) regime. Now, deuterium d ischarges at 
s tationary nc with a reduced gas puff rate in the new DY-ll configurat ion y ie ld 
considerably improved i- E• values at high lie (with a present max imum of <:;E * = 110 ms). 
The plasma is in a new improved Q.hmic i.;.onfinement ( IOC ) regime, indicated by 
essential changes in the iie scaling of Te 0 , Ti 0 , Zerr , of the nc profile shape and of the 
particle transport (see below). So far, the IOC regime is obtained only in deuterium. 
T he energy confinement time of hydrogen discharges, needing more gas puffing than 
respective deuteriwn discharges because of their poorer pai1icle confinement , still saturates 
at i-E*= 55 ms. All discharges discussed in thi s paper have been perfonned w ith -
stainless-steel walls of the vacuwn vessel without carbonization or getteri.ng. 

In the modified ASDEX divertor configuration DY-11, the surface areas in the divertor 
chambers pumping atomic hydrogen are much smaller and the conduct<mce values of the 
bypasses from the divertor to the main chamber are much larger than in the old DY-I 
configuration. As a consequence, in DY-Il the external gas puff rate is roughly halved 
and, second ly, only about 1/4 of the gas backflow from the d ivertor into the main ch;u11ber 
is guided through the divertor s lits to the stagnation points but 4/5 reach the main chamber 
in a more un ifonn way through the bypasses, whereas this fract ion was negligible in 
DY-I. Our experimental results thus suggest that gas refuelling and recycling affect the 
plasma edge properties in a way that is crucial for the global pl<L~ma confmement. 

Plasma paramclcr evolulion d ur ing lransilion lo imprO\cd rnnfi ncmcnl. 
Fig. 2 presents the evolution of various plasma parru11eters during: conversion from the 
SOC to the IOC regime in the course of a discharge. The change in confinement is in itiated 
by the preprogranuned reduction of the external gas feed at t = 1.1 7 s in order to establish 
a fie p lateau. l11e power losses into the divertor (see RAD01v s ignal) drop immediate ly 
accompanied by a decay of ne in the plasma periphery and with in the scrape-off layer. 
About 65 ms later, 40 ms prior to the fie plateau, the increase of the energy content o f the 
pl a~ma ( ap) is already clearly recognizable mid it continues for 280 ms till the ap plateau 
is attained. The improving confmement causes higher central temperatures Tc.O ru1d T i.U 
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at reduced loop voltage and ohmic heating power.Simultimeously with the rise of Pp mid 
the peaking of the nc profile (Fig. 3). the volume integrated radiation power losses within 
the outer half of plasma minor radius ( RADcd c) decrease and, reversely , those with in 
the im1er plasma half ( RADccntcr) increase f see also radiation profiles in Fig. 5 ). 
RADcdge is predominated by line radiation of the low-Z impurities oxygen ;md carbon and 
is. therefore, time-co rrelated with the 0 Vl line intens ity. RADcenter is mainly due to the 
metals iron and ( only in DY-II configuration ) copper, and has a simi lar time behaviour as 
the soft X-ray signal. The sawtooth pattern of the discharge changes after gas puffing is 
diminished at t = 1.17 s. From t = 1.5 1 s, after a 70 ms interval w ith stronger impurity 
accumulation and weaker sawtooth but e nhanced MJ-ID activ ity, sawteeth develop with 
longer periods and larger ampl itudes than in the SOC regime ( t < 1. 170 s ). At the sam e 
time, the Pp plateau is reached. RADcentcr does not stop to grow but levels off about 
120 ms later. 

Peaking or I he electron density prol'ile al impro\'ed confinement. 
Plasma regimes with improved confinement , resembl ing the IOC regime, are achieved in 
ohmic d1s1,,harg.:s w ith pell et refuelling I 2 I and in aux iliarily heated discharges w ith 
neutral-beam injection in counter direction I 3 /. The last-mentioned regimes are always 
associated with strongly peaked nc profiles. During the SOC-to-IOC transi tion in one 
discharge. the nc profile peaks gradually, whereas the Te prolile remains constant in shape 
though Te 0 increases moderately ( Fig. 3 ). Corresponding ly. the bifurcation of C: E * on 
the iie scale is connected w ith a bifurcation of On= nc,0 I< nr >, a qum11ity representative 
of the degree of nc profile peaking ( Fig. 4 ) : In the IOC reg ime , the ne profile 
becomes more and more peaked w ith growing fie as well as c:E* and, contra rily, in the 
SOC regime the ne profi le b roadens somewhat at larger fie· The respective profile shape 
factor QT for the electron temperature does not vary with fie· desp ite the fact that Teo falls 
from 1920eY to 880eY overtheentiredensitynu1ge. ' 

lmpuril y i!l't'1tm11la!ion d uring improved confi nement. 
The central peaking of the rad iation power profile in the !OC regime ( Fig. 5 ) is the result 
uf ;m impurity accumulation at the plasma centre. The peaking of the nc profile accelerates 
the central radiation growth but is too small to exphtin it fully. Zerr rises from 1.6 to 2.7 
mid the Zerr p rofile slightly peaks at the plasma centre during the SOC-to-IOC tr<msition in 
shot #22990 I 4 /,which al so points towards impurity accumulat ion. Injection of titanium 
by laser blow-off technique proves that the impurity confinement time of the plasma 
co re ( 0 -to-30 cm ) is enlarged from 55 ms in the SOC regime to 185 ms in the IOC 
regim e. Preliminary impurity transport code ;umlysis us ing spectroscopic data reveals that 
a reduction of the diffusion coefficient is mainly responsible for the improved transport 
properties, whereas the inward drift velocity is scarce ly changed. Both impurit y 
accumulation mid high central rad iation losses delay the peaking of the current density 
p ro fil e ;rnd contri but e thus to prolong the sawtoo th pe ri od, an e ffect which again 
facilitates impurity accumulation. 

No nlas ma dclachment in hoth confinement regimes. 
Bifurcating ohmic <: E • behaviour has been found , too. in the I imiter tokamak TEXTOR 
/ 5 /. Detachment, i.e. p lasma shrinkage due to ex tremely high edge rad iation power 
losses has bc-en quoted as cause of the deteriorated confinement. In AS DEX, detachment 
does definitely not occur in the SOC regime. Even at the highest densities of the SOC 
regi me in DY-I configuration , the total radiation power losses of the main chrnnber plasma 
(RA Deemer + RADcd_gc ) are only about 33 % of the ohmic power input and the power now 
accounted for in10 the divertor ( RADorv + DEP ) amounts to about 60 % of the heating 

at reduced loop voltage :urd ohmic heating powerxSimultaneously with the rise of [l , and
the peaking of the no profile (Fig. 3). the volume integrated radiation power losses within
the outer half of plasma minor radius( RADedge ) decrease and. reversely. those within
the inner plasma half ( RADccutcr ) increase f see also radiation profiles Lu Fig. 5 ).
RADMEC is predominated by line radiation of the low-V. imprrrities oxygen :urd carbon turd
is. theréfore. tirneieorrelated with the O Vl litre intensity. RADWW.r is mainly due to the
metals iron and t only in DV-ll configuration )coppet. and has a similar tirrre behaviour as
the soft Xa'ay signal, The sawtooth pattern of the discharge changes after gas puffing is
ditnitiished at t : l.l7 s. Front 1 = 1.5] s after a 70 ms interval with stronger itrrpurity
accumulation and weaker sawtooth but eulnutced Ml [D activity. sawteeth develop with
longer periods and larger amplitudes than in the SOC regime t t < 1.170s ). At the same
time. the B , plateau is reached. RAD does not stop to grow but levels off about
I20 ins later.

Ct‘llit‘t

Peaking of the electron (lensitt profile at improved confinement.
l’lasrna regimes with improved confinement. resembling the l()(_‘ regime. are achieved in
ohmic discharges with pellet refuelling / 2 / and in auxiliarily heated discharges with
ttetrtral»beatrt injection itt counter direction / 3 /. The last—mentioned regimes me always
associated \\ith strongly peaked uL, profiles. During the SOC-to-IOC triuisition in one
discharge. the 11C profile peaks gradually. whereas the l“ profile remains cortstzutt in shape
though Tc,” increases moderately ( Fig. 3 ). Corresporrdingly. the bifurcation of ‘Clgi on
the fit scale is connected with a bifurcation of On : it“, / < “e >. a quantity representative
of the degree of no profile peakingt Mg. 4 t: In the 10C regime . the in. profile
becomes more :md more peaked with growing fiC as well as Z]; and. corrtrarily. in the
SOC regime the he profile broadens somewhat at larger Tic. The respective profile shape
factor QT for the electron temperature does not vary with fie. despite the fact tl it TN, falls
froru [920 eV to 880 eV over the entire density rrutgc,

Impurity accumulation during improved confinement.
The central peaking oftlre radiation power profile iii the lOC rcgimet Fig 5 ) is the result
of .‘ur impurity accumulation at the plasma centre. The peaking of the nu profile accelerates
the central radiation growth but is too small to explain it fully. cfrises from to to 2.7
and the [Crrprotile slightly peaks at the plasma centre during the SOC—to-lt‘ transition in
shot #22900 /4 I. which also poitrts towards impurity accumulation. Injection of titanium
by laserblouvotftechnique provcstltat the impurity confinement time of the plawnra
core ( ()*l[l‘3() cm ) is enlarged frorn 55 ms in the SOC regime to 185 ms in the hit?
regime. Preliminary impurity transport code zutalysis using spectroscopic data reveals that
a reduction of tlte diffusion coefficient is mainly responsible for the improved transport
properties, whereas the inward drift velocity is scarcely changed. Both irnptrrity
accumulation and high central radiation losses delay the peaking of the current density
profile and contribute thus to prolong the sawtooth period. an effect which again
facilitates impurity accumulatiorr

No plasma detachment in both confinement regimes.
Bifurcating ohmic t [3* behaviour has been found. too. in the limiter tokamak 'I'EX'I'OR
/ 5 /. Detachment. i.e. plasma shrinkage due to extremely high edge radiation power
losses has been quoted as cause of the deteriorated confinement. in ASBEX. detachment
does definitely not occur in the SOC regime Evert at the highest densities of the SOC
regime in DV-l configuration. the total radiation power losses oftlre main chamber plasma
(RADcemcr + RADedue ) are only about 33 ’70 of the ohmic power input turd the power flow
accounted for into the divertor t RADDW + DEP ) amounts to about ()0 ’2'? of the treating
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power ( Fig. 6 ( a ) ). In the SOC regime, both the electron density and temperature profile 
do not show any shrinking at the edge. Just the reverse is observed, at improved 
confmement in the IOC regime the ne profile is more centrally peaked and the edge density 
is reduced. In the lOC regime, also both RADceaier and RADcdgc are larger ru1d the energy 
losses into the divertor ( RADmv ) are smaller ( compare Figs. 6 ( a ) and ( b ) ), a fact 
which is in contrast with TEXTOR results. It should be stressed, however, that there is 
also no detachment in the IOC regime. The SOC regime in DV-11 demonstrates that 
11e profiles broader than in the IOC regime well exist at RADedge values higher thrui in the 
IOC regime ( compare Figs. 6 ( b ) and ( c ) ). 
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INFLUENCE OF DENSITY PROFILE SHAPE ON PLASMA TRANSPORT 
IN ASDEX 

O. Gruber, F. Wagner, M. Kaufmann, K. Lackner, H. Murmann, D.E. Roberts, 
O. Vollmer 

IPP Garching, EURATOM Association, Fed. Rep. of Germany 

1. Introduction 
In ASDEX divertor discharges we observe - besides the H-mode - four regimes of 
long lasting improved energy and particle confinement compared with gas-fuelled (GP) 
ohmic (OH) and co-beam heated plasmas, namely OH and beam heated pellet refuelled 
discharges [1, 2j, OH discharges without sawteeth, discharges with neutral injection in 
the counter direction (ctr-NI) [3] and ohmic discharges near the density limit with 
reduced gas-puff (GP) [4]. All these discharges have strongly peaked density profiles 
with ratios of the axial (n.(O)) to the volume averaged ( < n. > )electron density of up 
to 2.5 compared with 1.4 + 1.6 of the other discharge types. During the density increase 
to line-averaged values (n.) of up to 1.2·1020m- 3 the electron temperature (T. ) profile 
shape stays nearly self-similar depending only on q ... Good particle confinement and 
high n. (0) lead to high-Z impurity accumulation and high central radiation losses, 
which can dominate the central power balance and can give rise to hollow T.-profiles 
and internal d isruptions in a final phase. The tendency toward the observed reduced 
sawtooth activity may be a further result. z., I increases owing to light impurities. 

According to theory peaked density profiles may lead to reduced anomalous heat trans
port if the threshold condition of the trapped electron or ion temperature gradient 
modes, namely 'l/e,i = dlnT.,;/dlnn. = Ln)Lr.,, ~ TJc ~ 1.5, is not violated [5]. The 
measured Tie and - as T; ~ T. at the high n 0 's - T); values of the high confinement 
discharges indeed decrease to values below 1 over a large part of the plasma radius 
(see Fig. 3a, [11) . An alternative explanation follows the profile consistency model. 
According to it, T.(r)/T.(O) in the bulk of the plasma is fixed by stability restrictions, 
whereas the normalization constant is determined by local transport proce,sses in a 
near-boundary zone. The roll-over of TE(n.) in GP OH discharges follows then from 
a decrease of T.(o) with density and the concomitant increase in ohmic dissipation, 
whereas the high confinement discharges gain in TE from a more favourable weighting 
of T.(r)/T.(O) with the peaked density profiles. 

In this paper we try to identify the dominating energy loss channels using the TRANSP 
analysis code and measured plasma parameters: n., T., T; and radiation profiles and 
global parameters (loop voltage, z.ff,/3poi). 

2. Gas-fuelled OH and co-beam heated discharges 
In ASDEX we observe "broad" density profiles with n.(o)/ < n. > ::::1..4 -:- 1.6 and 
TJe,i > 1 at all radii in gas-fuelled ohmic and co-beam heated plasmas at q-values 
around 3. Oii discharges show the roll-over from the linear dependence TE ~ ne to 
a saturated TE regime beyond n. ~ 3 · I019m - 3 . Confinement is degraded in the 
additionally heated L-mode plasmas and improves again in the I-I-mode even at high 
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heating powers. In all three regimes a reduction of TE of hydrogen (H+) discharges 
in comparison with deuterium (D+) discharges holds. To describe the observed con
finement we have to add to an anomalous electron heat conduction channel and to 
the neo-classical ion energy losses as given by Chang-Hinton, XcH, an additional heat 
conductiv iy contribution causing for instance t he saturation of ohmic confinement at 
high densities. CX measurements of Ti, measured {3p and neutron productions can 
be described consistently when we assume enhanced ion losses with an enhancement 
factor of Xi = (3-;- 4)Xc H over the neoclassical value. 

This brings low and high density OH resu lts into line with a x.(OH) - I / (nT.q) 
[1], dominating at low densities the power balance. We have started to simulate the 
ion losses by a Xi = XCH + x,,, [5] with x11 , = o for T/i S: 1 and fully developed for 
T/i ~ 1.8 including an enhanced threshold for the long density decay length (Ln.) region. 
Figure 1 shows for a GP ohmic discharge that x,,, yields obviously the necessary Xi 
enhancement, and T/i , which is smaller than T]., is clamped to values between 1 and 2. 
Electron and ion heat conduction losses (Pee, Pei) are about the same at this medium 
density. The TJ-modes h ave, however, in their present theoretical form the wrong 
dependence on the ion mass A , (x,, is increasing with Ai) to expla in the observed 
isotope dependence of re. This discrepancy may be explained by the more peaked 
density and broader T, profiles of the n+ plasmas compared with those of the H+ 
plasmas at nearly the same T. shape yielding TJi(D+) < TJi(H+) and x,, ,(D+) < 
x,,,(H+). 

In L-mode discharges Pee exceeds Pei and x.(L) > x. (OH) holds at the same n e and 
increased temperatures. This can be seen by comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, which shows 
the analysis results for a H 0 beam heated n+ discharge. Only an Xi > XCH can 
explain the T, measurements, whereas a Xi = XCH would yield too high Ti values. 

3. Pellet fuelled discharges 
Ohmic and co-beam heated pellet-fuelled discharges with strong density profile peaking 
exhibit a confinement improvement compared with GP fuelled discharges (doubling of 
TE) [l , 2]. In the OH pellet d ischarges with a density peaking of n 0 (0) / < n. > up to 
2.5 the reason for the roll-over of TE is removed and the effect causing the ion transport 
enhancement has to be quenched: Xi > XcH would require an electron heat transport 
against "VT. in order to satisfy t he power balance. With Xi = XcH during these pellet 
phases, however, a Xe - 1/ (nT. ) at fixed q results again. Global confinement is then 
governed by the electron heat transport. The confinement times for n + (S: 160 ms) 
exceed those for H + (S: 110 ms) considerably and a Xe - Ai 0 with a = 0.3-;- 0.7 can 
be deduced [1]. 

4. Ctr-beam h eated discharges 
Ctr-injection in ASDEX leads to a doubling of t!:..{3p due to NI compared with a com
parable co- injection discharge and an improvement of TE up to 80 ms [3]. Confinement 
is gradually improving along with a continuously peaking of n. yielding n 0 (0) above 
l · l020 m - 3 and a peaking factor n 0 (0)/ < ne > up to 1.9. The T. profile shape changes 
mainly in the central part, where it becomes hollow due to increasing radiation losses. 
T/ e and the calculated T/i values are below 1 over 2/ 3 of the plasma radius (see F ig. 3a). 

heating powers. In all three regimes a reduction of 7"; of hydrogen (11”) discharges
in comparison with deuterium (D+) discharges holds. To describe the observed con~
finement we have to add to an anomalous electron heat conduction channel and to
the nee-classical ion energy losses as given by Chang-Hinton, X511, an additional heat
conductiviy contribution causing for instance the saturation of ohmic confinement at
high densities. CX measurements of T,, measured m, and neutron productions can
be described consistently when we assume enhanced ion losses with an enhancement
factor of x, 2 (3 + 4))(Cn over the neoclassical value.
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increased temperatures. This can be seen by comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. which shows
the analysis results for a H° beam heated D+ discharge. Only an x, > XCH can
explain the T, measurements, whereas a x, : XCH would yield too high T, values.

3. Pellet fuelled discharges
Ohmic and co-beam heated pellet-fuelled discharges with strong density profile peaking
exhibit a confinement improvement compared with GP fuelled discharges (doubling of
TE) [1, 2]. In the OH pellet discharges with a density peaking of ne[0)/ < nc > up to
2.5 the reason {or the roll-over of 75 is removed and the eflect causing the ion transport
enhancement has to be quenched: x, > X011 would require an electron heat transport
against VTe in order to satisfy the power balance. With x; = XCH during these pellet
phases, however, a Xe ~ 1/(nT5] at fixed q results again. Global confinement is then
governed by the electron heat transport. The confinement times for D'l‘ (S 160 ms)
exceed those for H“L (S 110 ms) considerably and a Xe ~ A?“ with a -_: 0.3 + 0.7 can
be deduced [1].

4. Ctr-beam heated discharges
Ctr—injection in ASDEX leads to a doubling of Am, due to N1 compared with a com-
parable co—injection discharge and an improvement of TE up to 80 ms [3]. Confinement
is gradually improving along with a continuously peaking of ne yielding 711(0) above
1-102Om‘3 and a peaking factor ne(o)/ < n5 > up to 1.9. The T6 profile shape changes
mainly in the central part, where it becomes hollow due to increasing radiation losses.
71C and the calculated 1;,- values are below 1 over 2/3 of the plasma radius (see Fig. 3a).
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Again as in the pellet discharges Xi = XcH has to be assumed: with Xi > XCH the 
energy content of the plasma is underestimated even in the extreme of no additional 
electron transport. In this situation the neoclassical ion losses dominate over the elec
tron heat losses (Ti~ T.). X• (see Fig. 3b) is strongly decreased compared with that 
of the co-NI case shown in Fig. 2, having nearly the same p lasma current , but a some
what higher heating power. Along with the improvement of the energy and particle 
confinement also the one of momentum is observed to increase with ctr-NI. The plasma 
rotation velocity is measured outside a/2; it increases throughout the ctr-beam phase 
up to vii>( ~ ) ~ 1.5·105m/s. Assuming a V<f> ~ (1 - r2/a2)1.3 the momentum confine
ment time at the end of the ctr-phase is T<f> = 90ms and the momentum diffusivity is 
comparable to the electron heat diffusivity. 

5. Summary 
There are 4 regimes with peaked density profiles at ASDEX: pellet refuelled and ctr-NI 
discharges, OH discharges without sawteeth and those with reduced GP. The reason 
for the development of the peaked density profiles may be quite different and is not 
yet understood in all cases. But a ll regions have improved confinement which is partly 
offset by core radiation. Transport analysis - only performed for the first two regimes 
up to now - reveals that the ion transport has to be reduced in comparison to the broad 
density profile cases (OH-saturation and co-NIL and H-mode) . 17;-modes may explain 
this result. Interestingly, in the small tokamak Pulsator the 17;-values are below 1 and 
the ion transport was consistently observed to be neoclassical. 
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Again as in the pellet discharges Xi : XCH has to be assumed: with xi- > XCH the
energy content of the plasma is underestimated even in the extreme of no additional

electron transport. In this situation the neoclassical ion losses dominate over the elec-
tron heat losses [T‘- z Te). Xe (see Fig. 3b) is strongly decreased compared with that
of the co-NI case shown in Fig. 2, having nearly the same plasma current, but a some
what higher heating power. Along with the improvement of the energy and particle
confinement also the one of momentum is observed to increase with ctr-NI. The plasma
rotation velocity is measured outside a/2; it increases throughout the ctr-beam phase
up to v¢(%) : 1.5 - 105m/s. Assuming a v¢, ~ (1 i r'Z/aZ)“3 the momentum confine-
ment time at the end of the ctr-phase is r4) : 90ms and the momentum diffusivity is
comparable to the electron heat diffusivity.

5. Summary
There are 4 regimes with peaked density profiles at ASDEX: pellet refuelled and ctr—NI
discharges, OH discharges without sawteeth and those with reduced GP. The reason
for the development of the peaked density profiles may be quite different and is not
yet understood in all cases. But all regions have improved confinement which is partly
offset by core radiation. Transport analysis — only performed for the first two regimes
up to now - reveals that the ion transport has to be reduced in comparison to the broad
density profile cases (OH—saturation and co—NI L and H—mode). m-modes may explain
this result. Interestingly, in the small tokamak Pulsator the rig—values are below 1 and
the ion transport was consistently observed to be neoclassical.
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b) transport coefficients from TRANSP analysis.
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COMPARISON OF CONFINEMENT IN HYDROGEN VERSUS DEUTERIUM IN 
MULTI-PELLET FUELLED OH DISCHARGES IN ASDEX 

0. Gruber, M. Kaufmann, K . Lackner, R.S. Lang, V. Mertens, W. Sandmann, 
H. Murmann, F. Wagner, ASDEX Team 

IPP Garching, EURATOM Association, Fed. Ri:!p . of Germany 

1. Introduction 
In earlier investigations with multiple deuterium (D) pellet injection into ohmically 
heated D discharges (ASDEX tokamak, carbonized walls, Ip = 380 kA, Bt = 2.2 
T, q• = 2. 7) a long-lasting period of peaked electron density profiles was obtained 
and the energy confinement time (rE) was increased by a factor of nearly two in 
relation to discharges with gas puffing (GP) only (see Fig. 1). The analysis of energy 
confinement [l] showed that during this high confinement phase ion energy transport 
is the dominant energy loss mechanism in the center (r/a < 0.6 cm) and revealed 
that the ion energy transport is neoclassical. Therefore, further improvement could be 
expected by changing from deuterium to hydrogen (H) if this situation were to hold. 
To investigate this question, the centrifugal pellet injector was modified to inject larger 
Hand D pellets with 1.7 x 1020 atoms each, compared to 5 x 1019 atoms in the small 
D pellets. At the same velocity of 600 m/s the typical penetration depths increased 
from 20 -;- 25 cm (small pellets) to 30-;- 35 cm (large pellets). We describe first the 
density build-up and particle transport and then we compare the bulk plasma energy 
transport of both H and D pellet refuelled discharges. 

2. Density build-up and bulk plasma particle transport 
With both D and H pellet injection a strong increase of the line-averaged (n, up to 
1.2 x 1020m-3 ) and volume-averaged ( < n, > up to 8.5 x l020m-3 ) densities could 
be obtained. This is accompanied by a strong peaking of the density profiles with 
n,(o)/ < n, >-values up to 2.5 compared with l.3 7 1.5 for the GP phase. During this 
peaking the electron temperature (T,) drops but the T,-profile shape stays nearly self
similar (T,(o)/ < T, >~ 1.9). This is shown in Fig. 2 where the time development of n, 
and T, are given for a discharge with large H pellets measured by Thomson scattering 
with a 16 channel YAG laser system, providing data very 17 ms. The measured data 
points are smoothed between adjacent pellet pop times and extrapolated to them. The 
peaked density profiles remain nearly stationary for times up to 230 ms (D) and 150 
ms (H), respectively. 

These strong density increase and profile peaking originate from 3 effects. Firstly, a fast 
transport process (time scale < lms) can produce both a decrease of T,(o) - keeping 
the temperature profile self-similar - and an increase of n,(o) immediately after the 
pellet injection despite of the penetration depth being smaller than the plasma radius a. 
Secondly, reduced sawtooth activity leads to a n,-profile peaking due to the omission of 
an instantaneous particle outward flow during a sawtooth disruption. From the nearly 
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1. Introduction
In earlier investigations with multiple deuterium (D) pellet injection into ohmically
heated D discharges (ASDEX tokamak, carbonized walls, 1,, : 380 RA, B; : 2.2
'I‘, q' : 2.7) a long—lasting period of peaked electron density profiles was obtained
and the energy confinement time (713) was increased by a factor of nearly two in
relation to discharges with gas pulling (GP) only (see Fig. 1). The analysis of energy
confinement [ll showed that during this high confinement phase ion energy transport
is the dominant energy loss mechanism in the center (r/a < 0.6 cm) and revealed
that the ion energy transport is neoclassical. 'l‘lierel‘ore, further improvement could be
expected by changing Irom deuterium to hydrogen (II) it this sitna‘.ion were to hold.
To investigate tlis question, the centrifugal pellet injector was modified to inject larger
II and I) pellets with 1.7 102‘" atoms each, compared to 5 x 10L0 atoms in the small
I) pellets. At the same velocity of 600 m/s the typical penetration depths increased
from '20 + 25 cm (small pellets) to 30 + 35 cm (large pellets). We describe first the
density build—up and particle transport and then We compare the bulk plasma energy
transport of both II and l) pellet refuelled discharges.

2. Density build-up and bulk plasma particle transport
With both D and H pellet. injection :1 strong increase of the line—averaged (Ti,3 up to
1.2 >. 1020m_3) and volume-averaged (< 716 :> up to 8.5 x 102077773) densities could
he obtained This is accompanied by a strong peaking of the density profiles with
715(u)/ a; n: >—values up to 2.5 compared with 1.3 —:v 1.5 for the GP phase. During this
peaking the electron temperature (TE) drops but the 'l‘rprofile shape stays nearly self-
similar (Tc(0)/ <: 7;. >3 1.9). This is shown in li'ig. 2 where the time. development ofni
and 7} are given for a discharge with large 11 pellets measured by Thomson scattering
with a 16 channel YAG laser system, providing data very 17 ms. The measured data
points are smoothed between adjacent pellet pop times and extrapolated to them. The
peaked density proliles remain nearly stationary for times up to 2110 ms (1)) and 150
ms (11), respectively.

'l‘hese strong density increase and profile peaking originate from 3 eerls. I-‘irstly, a fast
transport process (time scale lms) can prorlm‘e both a decrease of 71(1)) A keeping
the temperature profile self—similar - and an increase of 713(0) imnr'rliately after the
pellet injection despite of the. penetration depth being smaller than the plasma radius a.
Secondly, reduced sawtooth activity leads to a nCAprolile peaking due to the omission of
an instantaneous particle outward flow during a sawtooth disruption From the nearly
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stationary and source-free density profiles of GP D plasmas one can deduce the ratio of 
an inward velocity Vv and the particle diffusion coefficient Dp by Vv/Dp = - dn/ dr /n 
which is increasing from Vv/Dp = r/a2 (time averaged) with sawteeth to 3.5 r/a2 in 
a sawtooth free discharge. Only D discharges tend to loose sawteeth. F inally, reduced 
Dp or ii:icreased Vv values are observed during and after the pellet injection phases, 
where a Vv/Dp up to 5.5 r/a2 can yield a further n. profile peaking [1]. With large 
H and D pellets the first effect seems to dominate d uring the peaking phase, but is 
certainly subsidized by the larger penetration (see Fig. 2a). T he last two effects are 
the predoininant cause for the peaking in the case of small D pellets and for the nearly 
stationary post pellet phases [1]. 

During the density build-up central radiation increases drastically. This results from 
the high n.(o) and from the increase of highly ionized metal impurities. While the 
total losses remain below 40 % of the ohmic input power, the radiation loss dominates 
the central power balance and internal disruptions occur s trongly reducing energy and 
particle content. Zef J obtained from absolute bremsstrahlung measurements and the 
loop voltage us ing neoclassical resistivity shows no peaking (the contribution due to 
the metal impurities is less than 0.1). 

3. Energy confin ement 
Hand D discharges with GP fuelling only show the roll-over from the linear dependence 
TE~ n.. to a saturated TE regime beyond n..:::; 3 x 1019m-3 . In the saturation region 
with "broad" density profiles (n. (o) / < n. >= 1.3-;- 1.5) the known reduction of 
energy confinement of H discharges (TE :::; 60 -:- 70ms) in relation to D discharges 
(TE :::; 80-;- 90ms) holds. In the pellet discharges with successful density build-up 
and peaking the TE's could be improved to 110 ms (H) and 160 ms (D) at the same 
discharge condit ions (see Fig. 1). 

This suggests that the pellets remove the reason for the roll-over which can be explained 
by two a lternatives. A profile consistency picture with fixed T.(r)/T.(o) depending 
only on q yields a TE saturation in GP discharges from a decrease of T.(o) an d an 
increase of ohmic dissipation, whereas the pellet discharges gain in TE due to a more 
favourable weighting of T.(r) / T. (o) with the high n.(o) values [1]. A "local" model for 
conductive energy transport was investigated with the TRANSP code. To describe the 
TE saturation we have to add to the neo-classical ion energy losses as given by CHANG
HINTON, xcn, and to an anomalous electron heat conductivity, x., an additional heat 
conduction channel causing the TE saturation. CX measurements of T;, measured {Jp 
and neutron productions guide as to describe this loss channel as an ion Joss resulting 
in a Xi :::; (3 + 4) x XcH and a Xe ~ 1/(n.T.q) . During the discharge phases with 
strongly peaked density profiles the effect causing the ion transport enhancement has 
to be quenched: Xi > XCH would require an electron heat transport toward the plasma 
center against 'VT. in order to satisfy the power ba lance. With neo-classical ion losses 
(Xi = XcH) during this pellet phases, however, GP and pellet results can be brought 
well into line with a continuous explanation of electron losses through Xe ~ 1/(n.T.) 
(fixed q). 

The Alca tor team has suggested first to attribute this additional ion loss to the ion tem
perature gradient mode triggered when the criterion IJi = dlnT;/ dlnn; = Ln, / L r, > 1.5 
is fulfilled (2]. Figure 3a shows that due to the n. peaking 'li :::; 'l e (T; :::; T. at high n..) 

stationary and source-free density profiles of GP D plasmas one can deduce the ratio of
an inward velocity VD and the particle diffusion coefficient DP by VD/Dp : *dn/dr/n
which is increasing from VD/D,D : r/a2 (time averaged) with sawteeth to 3.5 r/a2 in
a sawtooth free discharge. Only D discharges tend to loose sawteeth. Finally, reduced
DP or increased VD values are observed during and after the pellet injection phaseS,
where a VD/Dp up to 5.5 r/a2 can yield a further n6 profile peaking [1]. With large
H and D pellets the first effect seems to dominate during the peaking phase, but is
certainly subsidized by the larger penetration (see Fig. 2a). The last two ellects are
the predominant cause for the peaking in the case of small D pellets and for the nearly
stationary post pellet phases [1].

During the density build-up central radiation increases drastically. This results from
the high 715(0) and from the increase of highly ionized metal impurities. While the
total losses remain below 40 % of the ohmic input power, the radiation loss dominates
the central power balance and internal disruptions occur strongly reducing energy and
particle content. Zeff obtained from absolute bremsstrahlung measurements and the
loop voltage using neoclassical resistivity shows no peaking (the contribution due to
the metal impurities is less than 0.1).
3. Energy confinement
H and D discharges with GP fuelling only show the roll-over from the linear dependence
TE ~ 17., to a saturated TE regime beyond fie z 3 X 1019m‘3. In the saturation region
with “broad” density profiles (ne(0)/ < ne >: 1.3 + 1.5) the known reduction of
energy confinement of H discharges (TE 2 60 + 70ms) in relation to D discharges
(TE 2 80 + 907715) holds. In the pellet discharges with successful density build-up
and peaking the rE’s could be improved to 110 ms (Ii) and 160 ms (D) at the same
discharge conditions (see Fig. 1).
This suggests that the pellets remove the reason for the roll—over which can be explained
by two alternatives. A profile consistency picture with fixed T¢(r)/T5(0) depending
only on q yields a TE saturation in GP discharges from a decrease of T5(()) and an
increase of ohmic dissipation, whereas the pellet discharges gain in TE due to a more
favourable weighting of Te(r)/Te(o) with the high 71.,(0) values [1]. A “local” model for
conductive energy transport was investigated with the TRANSP code. To describe the
TE saturation we have to add to the nee—classical ion energy losses as given by CHANG-
I'IINTON, XCH , and to an anomalous electron heat conductivity, Xe) an additional heat
conduction channel causing the T1; saturation. CX measurements of Ti, measured fir?
and neutron productions guide as to describe this loss channel as an ion loss resulting
in a x,- z (3 + 4) X XCH and a Xe ~ l/(ncTeq). During the discharge phases with
strongly peaked density profiles the effect causing the ion transport enhancement has
to be quenched: x,- > XCH would require an electron heat transport toward the plasma
center against VTe in order to satisfy the power balance. With nee-classical ion losses
(x, : XCH) during this pellet phases, however, GP and pellet results can be brought
well into line with a continuous explanation of electron losses through Xe ~ 1/(neT5)
(fixed q).
The Alcator team has suggested first to attribute this additional ion loss to the ion tem-
perature gradient mode triggered when the criterion 77,- : dlnTg/dlnn, : Ln, /LT, > 1.5
is fulfilled [2]. Figure 3a shows that due to the ne peaking 7],- z 77C (T, m T6 at high fig)
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decreases from above 1.8 at all radii in the GP phase to values below 1 over a large 
part of the plasma cross-section. Using a Xi = XCH + X,,i with X,,i = 0 for T/i < 1 
and fully developed for T/i ~ 1.8 [3] the time development given in Fig. 3c for the i 
and e heat diffusivities at r / a = 2/3 of a H pellet discharge are obtained. While Xe 
is only slightly decreasing with time, Xi drops immediately after the first pellet from 
(3 -;- 4)XNC to XN C · This model assumption is further supported by two facts. TE 
is at once improved when already the first pellet reduces T/i to 1 (as is the case given 
in Fig. 3), but is only gradually rising when the n.-peaking and 11 1 reduction occur 
rnore slowly which happens especially with small pellets. Secondly the confinement 
improvement is only marginal when the T/i < 1 region is small. 

The neoclassical ion Joss in the high confinement pellet regime accounts still for the 
major part of the total non-radiated power flow within half the plasma radius. But 
the global energy confinement is governed by the anomalous electron heat transport 
in the outer plasma region with Xe >> Xi· As XNC is the upper bound for Xi one can 
calculate the radial dependence of Xe· Figure 4 compares XcH and Xe both for a H 
and D post pellet phase at the same q• = 2.7, having about equal T, profiles and the 
same ne profile shape. The x;'s differ by the XN C ~ /Ai dependence (ion mass Ai), 
whereas x.(H) clearly exceeds x. (D). Taking into account the higher density of the D 
discharge a Xe ~Ai"' with a = 0.3 -;-0.7 can be extracted; explaining also the inferior 
energy confinement times of H pellet discharges. 

4 . Summary 
H and D ohmic heated pellet discharges show a density build-up (beyond the GP 
density limit) with strongly peaked n. profiles (n.(o) / < n. >:S: 2.5). They show in 
parallel a remarkable improvement of energy confinement by nearly a factor of two. 
With these peaked density profiles Xi is restricted to X CH. This allows a determination 
of Xe ~ Ai"' (a ~ 0.5) dominating the global energy confinement and reducing TE(D) ~ 
160 ms to TE(H) ~ 110 ms. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: Energy confinement time TE vs. ne for GP (points) and pellet fuelled hydrogen 
(H) and deuterium (D) single ohmic discharges. 

Fig. 2: Axial (r=o) and volume averaged ( <>) n . and Te vs. time for a hydrogen pellet 
discharge (points are measured by Thomson scattering). 

Fig. 3: a) T/e = dlnT./ dlnn, at three radial positions, 
b) TE, electron (rE,) and ion (rEi) confinement times and 
c)x., X i and X c H at r/ a = 2/ 3 as a function of time for the discharge of Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4: Radial dependence of Xe and Xi during post-pellet phase of a H and D ohmic 
discharge. 

_

decreases from above [.8 at all radii in the Gl’ phase to values below 1 over a large
part of the plasma cross—section. Using a Xi : XC‘H + Xni with Mn 2 0 for m < 1
and fully developed for m f_>_ L8 [3] the time development given in Fig. 3c for the i
and e heat diffusivities at r/a : 2/3 of a H pellet discharge are obtained. While x,3
is only slightly decreasing with time, x.- drops immediately after the first pellet from
(3 + 4)XNC to XNCH This model assumption is further supported by two facts. TE
is at once improved when already the first pellet reduces m to 1 (as is the case given
in Fig. 3), but is only gradually rising when the ne-peaking and 7], reduction occur
more SlOl which happens especially with small pellets. Secondly the confinement
improvement is only marginal when the n,- < 1 region is small.

The neoclassical ion loss in the high confinement pellet regime accounts still for the
major part of the total non-radiated power flow within half the plasma radius. But
the global energy confinement is governed by the anomalous electron heat transport
in the outer plasma region with Xe >> Xx- As XNC' is the upper bound for x.- one can
calculate the radial dependence of X5- Figure 4 compares XCH and Xe both for a H
and D post pellet phase at the same q‘ : 2.7, having about equal TC profiles and the
game He profile shape. The xg’s differ by the XNC ~ m dependence (ion mass A;),
whereas Xe(H) clearly exceeds XC(D). Taking into account the higher density of the D
discharge a X5 ~ A?“ with a : 0.3 +0.7 can be extracted; explaining also the inferior
energy confinement times of H pellet discharges.

4. Summary
II and D ohmic heated pellet discharges show a density build-up (beyond the GP
density limit) with strongly peaked in profiles (71.8(o)/ < rte >3 2.5). They show in
parallel a remarkable improvement of energy confinement by nearly a factor of two.
With these peaked density profiles Xi is restricted to XCH- This allows a determination
of Xe ~ 14:0(01 z 0.5) dominating the global energy confinement and reducing TE(D) 7:.
160 ms to TE(H) m 110 ms.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Energy confinement time TE VS. fie for GP (points) and pellet fuelled hydrogen
(H) and deuterium (D) single ohmic discharges.

Fig. 2: Axial (r20) and volume averaged (<>) ng and TE vs. time for a hydrogen pellet
discharge (points are measured by Thomson scattering).

Fig. 8: a.) 77,: : dlnTe/dlnne at three radial positions,
b) TE, electron (TEE) and ion (TEg) confinement times and
C)Xe,X( and XCH at r/a : 2/3 as a function of time for the discharge of Fig. 2.

Fig. 4: Radial dependence of xa and x, during post—pellet phase of a H and D ohmic
discharge.
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Zerr-PROFILES IN DIFrERENT CONFINEMENT- AND HEATING REGIMES OF ASDEX 

K. -11 . Steuer , H. Rohr , D. E. Roberts*, A. Eberhagen, G. Janeschitz , 
G. Fuemann , O. Gruber , K. McCormick, H. Murmann , J . Roth , F. Wagner 

*A tom i c Energy Corp ., Pr et oria , RSA 

Max-Planck-Ins ti tut fUr Pl asmaphysik 
EUR ATOM Associat ~on , Garching , FRG 

Introduction 
Zeff i s an impor tant quan t i ty i n f usion r esearch . It s hould i deall y be 

as sma~ l as possible to mi nimize both fuel di l uti on and radiation losses . 
Further , radial prof i l es of Zeff• together wi th Te( r ) , ar e needed to derive 
j(r) used in stabil ity analys i s . We report measurement s of Zeff prof iles 
for a variety of ASDEX plasmas : ohmi c (Hand D; gas and pellet fuelli ng) , 
and co and counter neutral beam heated pl asmas . 

Zeff measurements 
-~ Zef f profiles are measured from the intensity of plasma radiation in 
the near infrared . In this wavelength region recombination and li ne 
radiation are gener all y unimportant and the r adiation is ma inly br ems
strahl ung . The intensity profiles are 
measured wi th the ASDEX 16 channel YAG 
laser Thomson s8attering sys t em (Fig . 1 ) 
/ Ref . 1/ . Each of the 16 detecti on boxes 
conta i ns 3 broa3band int erference filters 
set a t wavelengths of 850 , 950 and 1000 nm. 
This provi des a means of checking the A-2 
scaling of br emsstr ahlung int ensity and 
gi ves an approximate measure of the absence 
of line r adiat i on. Up to the sil icon a va
lanche diodes used as detectors , the system 
i s identical to t hat used f or Thomson scat
t er ing . For the Zerr measurement s , however , 
a DC- coupled circui t with a band•1idth of 5-0 
kH z i s used . The sample rate is typically 
200 Hz . Compar i son of the Abel - inverted 
radiation with hydrogen bremsstr ahl ung 
determined from s i multaneously measured ne 
and Te profiles r esults in Zeff prof il es 

·- . . " . -.. : . : .· . .:: -.. : .. 

Fi g. 1: Bremsstrahlung Zeff 
set up 

from +20 cm to -33 . 5 cm with a spati al r esolution of about 3 cm . Under some 
conditions comparisons have been made with rad i al l y averaged Zeff values 
from plasma res is t i vity a nd f r om sawtoo th analysis. The lat t er method is 
based on the electron power balance in ohmi c d i schar ges , in t he plasma 
centre , during t he peri od o f r ecovery after Lhe sawtooth crash /ref . 2/ . In 
addition, Zef f has been est ima t ed f r om impuri t y dens ities deri ved by two 
methods . Firstly, absolutel y measur ed VUV li ne int ens i t i es of the fo ur 
dominant impuriti es (Fe , Cu , 0, C) are compared with t hose calcul ated by a 
time dependent : mpurity transpor t code using measur ed ne and Te profiles . 
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From ttis comparison an independent density prof ile i s obtained for 
each impuri t y species , allowing its Zeff contribution to je calculated . 
Secondly , the densities of the two light impurity species (0, C) can be 
also derived from charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) 
resulting in an independent measurement of their Zeff contribution . These 
spectroscopic Zeff are generally less accurate than bremsstrahlung Zeff but 
the resulting impurity densities yield considerable insight into the Zeff 
behaviour reported in this paper . 

Results and Discussion 

Axial v3lues of Zeff as a function of ne for steady state ohmic and 
co- NI heated discharges are shown i n Fi gs . 2 and 3 , Normal ly , Zeff is found 
to decrease with increasing ne, to be higher in D+ than in H+ plasmas , and 
higher in NI than in ohmic plasmas . The VUV Zeff are in good agreement with 
the bremsstrahlung Zeff• as are the sawtooth Zeff for OH discharges in H+· 
The CXRS Zeff must be normalized to one point f r om the bremsstrahlung 
measurements because optical components of the CXRS diagncstic , inside the 
vacuum chamber, have been inaccessible to direct calibration . The CXRS Zef f 
then Shuw the same trends with ne · 

The above behaviour can be understood from the spectroscopic resul ts . 
In ohmically and NI heated discharges O and C ar e the dominant light impur
ities with O giving the largest contribution to Zeff · The VUV results for a 
transition from OH ~ co-NI heated plasma a r e shown in Fig . 4 for H+ and 
Fig . 5 for D+ . The dominant heavy impur ity in the H+ discharge is Cu . It 
originates from the divertor plates and is more impor tant at lower den
sities and in NI than in OH discharges . The densities of C and O (measured 
by VUV and CXRS) do not change strongly with ne so i t is this fact , 
together witt the decrease of Cu , that explains the decreaae in Zeff with 
increasing ne · Fe is unimportant in H+ discharges due to carbonization , but 
gives a significant contribut i on to Zeff in D+ discharges where the walls 
were not carbonized (Figs . 3 and 5) : 

Particularly int eresting are the Zeff r esults obtained in three rather 
different scenarios in which i mproved energy confinement is found in ASDEX . 
These are OH discharges in D+ with reduced gaspuff (Fig . 2) /Ref. 3/ , 
pellet fuelled OH discharges (Fig . 6) /Ref . 4/, and counter-NI heated 
discharges (Fig . 7) /Ref . 5/ . 

In these cases there is a reversal of the trend of Zerr decreasing 
with increas i ng ne which shows that the improved energy conf i nement is 
accompanied by improved particl e confinement . The strong accumulation of 
light impur i ties in counter NI discharges can be seen from the 08+ (Fig . 7) 
and c6+ densities . The rel ati vely slow init ial increase of n08+ and nc6+ 
leads to a decrease of Zeff as in the normal co- NI case . However , the 
impurity density increase is much steeper later on , so that Zeff incr eases 
during the phase when the global energy confinement is also increasing . For 
counter- NI the neoclassical Zeff is in good agreement wi th the bremsstrah
lung Zeff ~nd this is also true for the OH pellet case (Fig. 6). In the 
improved confinement OH regime Zefr(r) shows slight peaking at the plasma 
cent re at later times (Fig .8) but this is not seen in the pel l et (Fig . 9) 
or counter- NI discharges . 

From ttis comparison an independent dens
each impurity cies, allowing its Zeff contribution to De calculated.
Secondly, the me lities of the two light impurity species (D, C) can be
also derived From ch:‘:c exchange recombination spectrus copy (C XRS)
resulting in an independent measur ant of their Leff contribution.
spectroscopic Zeff are generally less accurate than brcms Mirahlnng ‘
the resulting impurity densities yield considerabi: llSlaJi into the Zefr
behaviour reported in this paper.

ity profile is obtained for

Results and Discussion

4 v11ues of ’eff as a Function of De for steady state ohmic and
co—HJ heated discharges are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Normally, Zeff is found
to decrease with increasing n; to be higher in D, than in H+ plasmas. and
higher in N1 than in ohmic plasmas. The VUV Zeff are in good agreement with
the bremsstrahlung Zeff, as are the sawtooth Zeff For OH discharges in Hi-
The CXRS gaff must be normalized to one point from the bremsstrahlung
measurements because optical components of the CXHS diagnzstic, inside the
vacuum chamber, have been inaccessible to direct calibration. The CXHS Zeff
then show the same trends with He.

The above behaviour can be understood from the Spectroscopic results.
In Ohmically and Ni heated discharges O and C are the dominant light impur-
ities with 0 giving the largest contribution to Zeff- The VUV results for a
transition from OH + co-NI heated plasma are shown in Fig. U for Hi and
Fig. 5 for Di. The dominant heavy impurity in the H1. discharge is Cu. It
originates from the divertor plates and is more important at lower den-
sities and in Ni than in OH discharges. The densities of C and 3 (measured
by VUV and Xls) do not change strongly with he so it is this fact,
together witr the decrease of Cu, that explains the decrease in Zeff with
increasin He. Fe is unimportant in Hi discharges due to carbonization, but
gives a significant contribution to Zeff in Di discharges where the walls
were not carbonized (Figs. 3 and 5):

Particularly interesting are the Zeff results obtained in three rather
different scenarios in which improved energy confinement is found in ASDEX.
TheSe are OH discharges in D+ with reduced gaspuff (Fig. 2) /Ref. 3/,
pellet fuelle J OH discharges (Fig. 6) /Ref. u/, and counter-HI heated
discharges (Fig. 7) /Ref. 5/.

in these cases there is a reversal of the trend of Zeff de2reasing
with increasing nQ which shows that the improved energy confineme t is
accompanied by improved particle confinement. The strong ace umula ion of
lighl impurities in counter NI discharges can be seen from the 08 (Fig. 7)
and (1° densities. The relatively slow initial increase of n08+ and nC6+
leads to a de:rease of Zeff as in the normal co-Nl case. However, the
impurity density increase is much steeper later on, so that Zeff increases
during the phase when the global energy confinement is also increasing. For
counter-Ni the neoclassical Zeff is in good agreement with the bremsstrah-
lung Zeff and this is also true For the OH pellet case (Fig. 6). In the
improved confinement OH regime Zeff(r) shows slight peaking at the plasma
centre at later times (Fig.8) but this is not seen in the pellet (Fig. 9)
or counter—NI discharges.

n
t+
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Summary 
The prese~t measurements have shown a wide variety of behaviour of 

z ff in ASDEX plasmas and Zeff values ranging from 1.2 to -5 have been 
r~und. In particular, for three different improved energy confinement 
regimes, the Zeff results indicate correspondingly improved particle con
finement. 

Ref. 1 
Ref. 2 
Ref. 3 
Ref. 4 
Ref . 5 

H. ROhr , K.-H. Steuer et a l . , Nucl. Fusion 22 (1982) , 1099 
A. Eberhagen, Internal Report IPP III/124, 1987 
E.R. MUller et al., this conference 
O. Gruber et al , this conference 
0. Gehre et al , Phys. Rev. Lett., to be published 
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summary
The present measurements have shown a wide variety of behaviour of

Zeff in ASDEX plasmas and Zeff values ranging from 1.2 to -5 have been
found. In particular, for three different improved energy confinement
regimes, the Zeff results indicate correspondingly improved particle con-
finement.
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q-PROFILE MEASUREMENTS IN THE CENTRAL PLASMA REGION OF ASDEX 

K. McCormick, A. Eberhagen , H. Murmann and the ASDEX Team 

MPIPP, EURATOM Associat ion, Garching, FRG 

Abstract : Using the Lithium-Beam-Spectroscopy (LBS) technique /1/ q
profile measurements have been carried out in the central regi on of 
diver t ed , ohmic ASDEX plasmas over a range q(a)a2.9-5.3 for ne-1x10 1 'cm-•. 
The e xperimental results are consistent with a flat q(r) profile ha ving 
q(o) -1~0 . 06 and exhibiting a sl i ght t endency towards lower ~(o ) for 
decreasing q(a). 

Motivation : Previous LBS meas ur ements /2/ of q(o) in ASDEX for 
q(a) -3. 3 gave q(o) -1 duri ng ohmic heat ing. On TEXTOR q(o)<1 is measured 
over the range q(a)=2. 1-6. 3 /3/ , whereas on TEXT q(o) is determined t o be 
related to q(a), having q(o)>1 for large q(a) and vice versa. 

In order to provide a broader data base for comparison with these 
findings, the LBS techni que is used to investigate q(o) for a variety of 
q(a). 

Experiment: The q(a) scan i s performed in four discharge series whose 
par ameters are l i sted in Table 1 along with the deduced q(o) values from 
neoclassical resistivity (NR) and LBS, as well as the sawtooth (ST) 
inversion radius rsT from LBS, NR (here rq=1 is equated to rsrl and elec
tron- cyclotron-emission (ECE). Three series have two Ip plateaus each, 
thereby enabling the relative 6q(r) to be monitored more precisely since 
each plateau has a common measurement base line. The fourth series features 
a radial displacement of the plasma (R -1 66.5-163 cm) over 0.8 sec to 
achieve a moderate r adia l scan within one shot. Except for q(a)•5.3, where 
it is not certa:n, ST are present in all series with 6Teo/Teo-5-8% . 
Series #1 is with hydrogen, the others with deuterium. Based on NR, 
Zeff-4 -6! 

The density ne of -1x10 1 'cm-•, plasma currents and toroidal fields 
chosen represent a balance between optimizing the LBS signal (low ne, high 
Bt) and the hindering of runaways (high ne, low Ip)· Based on the gathered 
experience a larger q(a) range than covered here is accessible. 

Results: Tte LBS technique measures the local magnetic field pitch 
angle 6p=tan- 1 (Bp1Btl· Figure 1 illustrates the noise level end temporal 
behavior of ep(t) for series Nol at several values of the flux-surface 
radius rf. The corresponding pitch angle ec profiles, adjusted to 
cylindrical geometry , are plotted in Fig . Ca; the values represent average5 
over 200 ms around the given time points, hence ST activity is completely 
averaged out. The representative error bar reflects the base line 
uncertainty (direction of B~ - accounting for -2/3 of the total - and of es itself . 
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q—PROFILE MEASUREMENTS IN THE CENTRAL PLASMA REGION OF ASDEX

K. McCormick, A. Eberhagen, H. Murmann and the ASDEX Team

MPIPP, EURATCH Association, Garching, FRG

Abstract: Using the Lithium-Beam-Speetroscopy (LBS) technique /1/ q-
profile measurements have been carriod out in the central ragion of
ii'erted, ohmic ASDEX plasmas over a range q(a) » 3 for fie—Ix1013cm‘3.

The experimental results are 00 Lstpnt with a f , ) prefile
qioi~1:0.06 and exhibiLing a sllght tendency towards lower C(o) [3r
decreasing q(a).
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Strai ght-line fits t o the es data ln the centra l r egion , correspon
ding to a constant q(=rf/RtaneS> . yield q(o )-1 . 06 and 0 . 95 for t= 1 and 
1 . 8 sec , respectively . Although neither Thomson scattering nor ECE profiles 
are available for corroborat ive evidence , the rf(q=l , t=l .8) - 15 . 2 cm value 
matches the rf(q=1)~ 1+a/q(a) (1+40 . 2/2 . 93=14 . 7 cm) scali ng of the other 
ser i es . By the same account , rf (q=l) for t=l sec should be -8 . 6 cm , 
meaning that only two measurement points are inside the expected q= l 
surface , which is not adequate to character ize q(o) . 

The 2nd series was plagued with x-rays to the extent that no 
reasonably r eliable 8p measurement was possible . Nevertheless, the series 
serves t o show that the rf(q=l) radius derived us ing neoclassi cal 
resis tivity, under the assumpt i on of a f l at elect ric field- and Zef f
profile , corresponds well with rsT · 

For the 3rd series , x-ray development again disturbed the diagnost i c 
going into tre second Ip plateau . Fig . 3 i llustrates that up to th i s point , 
8p changes little in the inner region . The es (rf , t=l .0) plot of Fig . 4b 
yields q(rf<9 cm)-1 . 01±0 . 12 . For comparison, as and q derived from 
neoclassical and Spit zer conductivity are also presented . 

T~e t ypical broadening of the Te profile in response to a decrease in 
q(a) is demo1mtrated in Fig . 3a . Figure 3b serves both to convey an 
impress i on of the err or bars on the Te-based calculation of eg over the 
series , as well as to conf i rm that a perceptible change in eg vs q(a) i s 
to be expected onl y for rf>10 cm . 

The four th series produced only a very marginal scan i n rf of -o . 6-
1 . 1 cm due to the fact that 6p is interrogated along a line inclined about 
59° to the midplane . Nevertheless es (rr>4 cm) in Fig . 4c is well 
documented : q(rf<11 . 2 cm)-1 . 0 ~8 : 8~ ; rsT-12 . 1 cm and rf(q=1)=12 . 9 cm f or 
neoclass i cal resistivity . 

Discussion : Within this limited data base , vary i ng Qa over 5 . 3-2 . 9 has 
ostensibly altered q(o) from - 1 . 06 to o . 95 . However , not enough radia l 
points were present within the potential q•l s urface to convincingly 
descr ibe q (o) f or q(a)•5 . 3 , and at q(a)•2 . 9 the uncertainty in eg encloses 
q(o)=l. One might fault the linear eg data fit with i n q= 1; 
notwithstanding , a close examination of such furn i shes no compelling 
mot ivation to introduce any other algorithm in the cent ra l region . With i n 
any one ser i es , local excurs ions of q(r) from the indicated value cannot be 
precluded , but may be regarded as unlikely when considering the overall 
direction of the results . 

The experimental data are not consistent with the neoclassical 
prediction that q continues to monotonically decrease within rq•l . On the 
other hand , the better agreement with the Spitzer profile :s probably 
specious : Quite systematical ly - over a wider parameter range than 
presented here - Spitzer resist iv ity fa i ls to correctly give rsT and for 
low-q(a) , sawtoothing discharges it often yields q(o)> l. In s hort , i t is 
necessary to invoke neoclassical effects to approximatel y describe the 
exper imental situation . The discrepancies within rq=l may be at l east 
partially at t ributed to two effects : a) Due to the absence of points near 
the plasma center and the fit function chosen , the Te prof_le i s taken t o 
be more peaked than in f act . (See Fig . 3a) , b) The calculations assume a 
uniform E- field over the plasma cross section , wh i ch is known to be i nval i d 
in the presence of ST /5/ . 

W: raight line fits to the SC data in the central regiwn, correspon-
ding to a constant qiurf/Rtanog), yield q(0)-1.06 and 0.95 for te1 and
1.8 sec, respectively. Although neither Thomson scattering nnr L1H profiles
urn available For corroborative evidwncw, the rf(q=1, t=1.8)~15.3 cm value
matches the rf(q:1)%1+3/q(al (1+HO.?/?.93:1U.7 cm) 3 ing of the other
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Table 1 : Experimental Parameter s and Results ----

Series/Shot Bt(kG) Cp(kA) q(a) 
----- q( o )------
LBS NR 

-------rsr---- -- -
LBS tJR ECE 

1 : 22075 -88 21 194 5 . 3 1 . 06 ~~ . 8 I I I I 
348 2 . 93 0 . 95 ::6 . 05 I 15 . 2 I I 

2 : 22929-48 21 . 6 228 4.7 2 I 0 . 63 I 9 . 5 9 . 5 
3118 3. 06 I 0 . 67 I 13 . 7 14. 0 

3: 23524 - 39 23 249 4 . 55 1 .01::o .1 2 0 . 59 9 11 . 2 11 . 0 
348 3 . 22 I 0 . 65 I 13 . 6 13. 8 4 : 23634 - 4 ll 22 . 8 299 3 . 77 1 0+0 .05 0. 62 11. 2 12 . 9 12 . 2 . -0 .04 
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T~ i r d ser i es , during the f irs t plateau at t-1 sec; CanpArison among the 
Meas ured eg pc ints and es profi les bas~d on neoclassical and Spi t zer 
resistivity a nd associat ed q- prof i l es . The nrrow indic•tes rsr fran ECE . 
(IC) J!"ourth series : • R-166 . 5 , /':,. R-1 63 . 9 cm . 
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IMPROVEMENT OF BEAM-HEATED DISCHARGES BY REPETITIVE 
PELLET FUELLING IN ASDEX 
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V. Mertens, W. Sandmann, M. Kaufmann, R. S. Lang, K. Biichl, H. Murmann, 
ASDEX-Team, NI-Team 

!PP Garching, EURATOM Association, Fed. Rep. of Germany 

Introduction : Experiments with repetitive pellet injection were performed on the 
ASDEX tokamak to study additionally heated high-density diverto~ discharges using 
pellets of different sizes as a fuel source. This paper reports pellet-refuelled L- and 
II-mode deuterium discharges. In preceding investigations with multiple pellet injec
tion, especially in ohmic heated d ischarges, a long-lasting period of peaked electron 
density profile and considerably improved global energy confinement were obtained. 
In recent experimentation L-mode plasmas could be created which show advanced 
plasma performance in relation to the common gas fuelled and neu t ral-beam-heated 
(NB!) discharges. These large pellet refuelled plasmas were characterized by modera
tely centrally peaked electron density profi les, high edge recycling, reduced sawtooth 
activity, central impurity radiation and signi fi cantly improved energy confinement. At 
a heating power of 2.5 MW the II-regime could be at tained toget her with inject ion of 
small pellets. 

Experimental Parameter s : ASDEX is a tokamak with a major rad ius of 1.65 
m and minor radius of 0.40 m. The poloidal plasma cross section exhibits nearly 
circular shape. The d ischarge parameters were typically Bt = 2.2T, Ip = 380 kA and 
Qa = 2.7. The line-averaged target electron density ranged from n, ~ 1 x 1013cm- 3 

to n.. ~ 8 x I013 cm- 3 . The pellets with about 4.5 x 1019 or alternatively 1.5 x 1020 

deuterium atoms each were accelerated by a cent rifuge to a veloci ty of approximately 
600~ [l ]and yield penetration depths of roughly half the plasma rad ius. Normally 
up to 40 pellets were injected with a repetition rate of 30 ms. The addit ional gas 
puffing is not reduced during the pellet injection. Pellet a blation and penetration were 
monitored by photodiodes with Da/ Ha line filter and plasma photography. T he power 
of the hydrogen beams is scanned from 0.35 MW to 3 MW in co-direction. When large 
pellets were applied, the heating power was technically limited to 1.35 MW. In typical 
cases of good confinement ASDEX was carbonized. 

Experimental Observations : In earl ier investigations combining injection of small 
pellets and strong NBI no remarkable density build-up could be produced [2]. Up to 
70% of the injected pellet mass was missing in the discharge and nearly all the ablated 
mass left the plasma in between two pellets (fig. la). The sawtooth activity increased 
and the energy confinement time (rE = Wp/(Pheat -dWp/dt)) degraded to values com
parable to the gas puff case. The electron density and temperature profiles behaved 
also like in the gas puff L-regime. In recent experimentation with increased pellet size 
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Introduction : Experiments with repetitive pellet injection were performed on the
ASDEX tokamak to study additionally heated high—density divertor discharges using
pellets ol’ diiiercnt sizes as a fuel source. This paper reports pelletrrehielled in and
[l—mode deuterium discharges. In preceding investigations with multiple pellet. injec-
tion, especially in ohmic heated discharges, a long-lasting period of peaked electron
density profile and considerably improved global energy confinement were Obtained.
In recent experimentation L—mode plasmas could be created which show advanced
plasma performance in relation to the common gas fuelled and neutral—heain—heated
(NBI) discharges. These large pellet retuelled plasmas were characterized by inodera~
tely centrally peaked electron density profiles:7 high edge recycling. reduced sawtooth
activity, central impurity radiation and signiflcanlly improved energy confinement. At.
a heating power of 2.5 MW the II~regiine could be attained together with injection ot
small pellets.

Experimental Parameters : ASDEX is a tokainak with a major radius of 1.65
m and minor radius of 0.40 m. The poloidal plasma cross section exhibits nearly
circular shape. The discharge parameters were typically B; : 2.2111}, ; 380 RA and
(1a : 2.7. The line-averaged target electron density ranged from ‘71. ~ 1 x 1013071”
to 715 ~ 8 X 1013cm_3. The pellets with about 4.5 X 1019 or alternatively 1.5 x 102”
deuterium atonzs each were accelerated by a. centrifuge to a velocity of approximately
($00? [lland yield penetration depths of roughly hall the plasma radius. Normally
up to 40 pellets were injected with a repetition rate of 30 ms. The additional gas
putting is not reduced during the pellet injection. Pellet ablation and penetration were
monitored by photodiodes with Dal/Ha line filter and plasma photography. The power
of the hydrogen beams is scanned from 0.35 MW to 3 M W in coAdirerlion. When large
pellets were applied, the heating power was technically limited to 1.35 MW. In typical
cases of good confinement ASDEX was carbonized.

Experimental Observations : In earlier investigations combining injection of small
pellets and strong NBl no remarkable density build—up could be produced [2t Up to
70% of the injected pellet mass was missing in the discharge and nearly all the ablated
mass left the plasma in between two pellets (fig. 1a]. The sawtootl'. activity increased
and the energy confinement time (73 : Wp/(tm —dW},/dt)) degraded to values corn—
parable to the gas puff case. The electron density and temperature profiles behaved
also like in the gas putt l.~regime. In recent experimentation with increased pellet size
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and limited NB! power it was possible to improve significantly the plasma performance 
of the L-mode. The operational density range is extended to n. = 1.3 x 1014 cm- 3

• 

During the heating phase the plasma stored energy from beta measurements increased 
by a factor of about 2 (fig. lb) although still up to 50% of the measured pellet mass 
is lost during injection [3]. The situation with respect to the pellet ablation and 
penetration depths ( ~ 22 cm) corresponded to the ohmically heated discharges. T ypi
cally the sawteeth continued through the pellet injection but the period increased and 
the sawteeth lock to the pellets. When the pellet injection repeti t ion rate is enlarged 
close to the sawtooth periode, the sawtooth activity could nearly be suppressed (in 
OH discharges the sawtooth dynamic can vanish completely). Under these conditions 
maximum Murakami paramters (M = n.R/ B 1) of 10 x 1019 m-2r- 1 were ach ieved. 
In parallel, the energy confinement time improved by approximately 40%. A weak 
density dependence as in the gas puff case and no saturation of the energy confinement 
were observed in the explored density range (fig. 2). 

Pellet injection is able to generate strongly peaked electron density profi les (n.(0)/n.. ~ 
2). This dfect indicates a change of the particle transport properties of the discharge, 
as seen with pellet injection into ohmic discharges. The electron temperature p rofile 
shape, on the other hand, exhibits no remarkable change compared to the pre-pellet 
phase. With increasing beam heating power ,the electron density profile p e<.'..king in the 
L-mode becomes less prominent (fig. 3), and the energy confinement degrades (fig. 
4) [4]. The confinement degrades much faster than the density profile peaking. At 
1.35 MW neutral beam power the profile peaking is close to the standard gas refuelled 
L-mode discharge. 

In the first H-regime experiments together with injection of small pellets (penetration 
depth of pellet ~ 12 cm) the plasma performance is very similar to the gas puff case: 
density build-up takes place typically for the H-phase even without gas puffing and 
in between the pellet cycles. Starting at fie = 8 x 1013 cm- 3 , the density could be 
increased to n.. = 1.2 x 1014cm- 3 by pellets and the intrinsic H-properties. The 
electron density profile showed the typical H-type shoulder and no pronounced profile 
peaking (n. (O) / n. = 1.25). There was no sawtooth activity. Typical values of the 
energy confinement time were 70 ms at n. = 5 x 1013 cm- 3 and 40 ms at the m aximum 
density n. = 1.2 x 1014 cm- 3 • 

Strong accumulation of high-Z impurities and central radiation (when sawteeth could 
be suppressed) were found in L- and H-shots with sll'Ccessful density build-up. The 
discharges often terminated through radiation collapse, in particular when Kris puffed 
into the discharge to smother the sawteeth. Absolute bremsstrahlung m easurements 
demonstrated that z.1 I stays nearly constant at ~ 1.5 in most of the plasma cross
section during pellet injection [5], indicating that there is no low-Z accumulation. 

References : 
[lj W. Amerida, R.S. Lang, J. Phys. E: Sci. Instr. 19, (1986), 970 
[2] M. Kaufmann et al., to be pub!. in Nucl. Fusion, IPP Report 1/242, July 1987 
[3J A. Carlson et al., this conference 
[4j 0. Gruber et al., this conference 
[5J K .-H. Steuer et al., this conference 
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and limited N131 power it was possible to improve significantly the plasma performance
of the L«mode. The operational density range is extended to 7'15 : 1.3 x 10"‘6171‘3.
During the heating phase the plasma stored energy from beta meisurements increased
by a factor of about 2 (figlb) although still up to 50% of the measured pellet mass
is lost during injection [3). The situation with respect to the pellet ablation and
penetration depths [~ 22 cm) corresponded to the ohmically heated discharges. Typi—
cally the sawteeth continued through the pellet injection but the period increased and
the sawteeth lock to the pellets. When the pellet injection repetition rate is enlarged
close to the sawtooth periode, the sawtooth activity could nearly be suppressed (in
Oil discharges the sawtooth dynamic can Vanish completely). Under these conditions
maximum Murakami paramters (A! : risR/Bt) of IO x: 10'9271‘2T’l were achieved.
in parallel, the energy confinement time improved by approximately 40%. A weak
density dependence as in the gas puff case and no saturation of the energy confinement
were observed in the explored density range (fig. 2).

Pellet injection is able to generate strone peaked electron density profiles (1'2.e((l)/ii5 re
2). This effect indicates a change of the particle transport properties of the discharge,
as seen with pellet injection into ohmic discharges. The electron temperature profile
shape, on the other hand, exhibits no remarkable change compared to the pro—pellet
phase. With ircreasing beam heating power,the electron density profile peaking in the
L—mode becomes less prominent (fig. 3), and the energy confinement degrades (fig.
4) [4]. The confinement degrades much faster than the density profile peaking. At
1.35 MW neutral beam pOWer the profile peaking is close to the standard gas refuelled
L—mode discharge.

In the first H—regime eXperiments together with injection of small pellets (penetration
depth of pellet ~ 12 cm) the plasma performance is very similar to the gas puff case:
density build-Lp takes place typically for the Il—phase even without gas pulling and
in between the pellet cycles. Starting at 71,. : 8 :x; 1013cm"3, the density would be
increased to it, : 1.2 x 1014cm’3 by pellets and the intrinsic H-properties. The
electron density profile showed the typical lI-type shoulder and no pronounced profile
peaking (1LE(0)/fie : 1.25). There was no sawtooth activity. Typical values of the
energy confinement time were 70 ms at fie : 5 X 10131277173 and 40 ms at the maximum
density fie : 1.2 X 101'lcm’3.

Strong accumulation of high—Z impurities and central radiation (when sawteeth could
be suppressed) were found in L- and ll—shots with successful density build-up. The
discharges often terminated through radiation collapse, in particular when Kr is puffed
into the discharge to smother the sawteeth. Absolute bremsstrahlung measurements
demonstrated that Zeff stays nearly constant at N 1.5 in most of the plasma cross-
section during pellet injection l5j, indicating that there is no low-Z accumulation.
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Figure Captions : 
1 : The density build-up of two pellet-refuelled and NBI-heated discharges is shown. 
In conjunction with the successful density build-up of discharge #21427 the global 
energy confinement time increases during pellet injection to ~ 65 ms. The increase 
of the diamagnetic beta (dashed-dotted curve) is also shown. When small pellets are 
injected (# 18913), neither a high density nor improved confinement is attained. 

2 : Global energy confinement time as a function of the line-averaged electron density 
of pellet-refuelled (a) and gas-puff-refuelled (b) deuterium discharges at different NBI 
heating powers. The confinement time and electron density of pellet-refuelled dischar
ges reach values which are considerably higher than those of the standard gas-puff 
case. 

3 : Peaking factor (ratio of the peak electron density to the volume-averaged elec
tron density) as a function of the total plasma heating power Ptot of pellet-refuelled 
discharges. This power is the sum of the ohmic input power Pou and the absorbed 
neutral-beam p ower: Ptot = Pou + 0.9 x PNBI· The peaking factor at Ptot = 0.5 
MW corresponds to pure ohmically heated discharges with injection of small pellets. 
When NBI power is applied, only discharges refuelled via large pellets are considered. 
The peaking factors at Ptot = 0.5 MW and 1.0 MW are determined during stationary 
density phases. The other values are ascertained close to stationary density conditions. 

4 : Global energy confinement time as a function of the total heating power Ptot of 
pellet-refuelled discharges (see also caption of figure 3). All energy confinement times 
are determined at a line-averaged electron density of n. = 1 x 1014cm - 3 . 
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Figure Captions :
1 : The density build-up of two pellet~refuelled and NBI—heated discharges is shown.
In conjunction with the successful density build-up of discharge #21427 the global
energy confinement time increases during pellet injection to ~ 65 ms. The increase
of the diamagnetic beta (dashed-dotted curve) is also shown. When small pellets are
injected (#18913), neither a high density nor improved confinement is attained.

2 : Global energy confinement time as a function of the line—averaged electron density
of pellet-refuelled (a) and gas-puff-refuelled (b) deuterium discharges at different NBI
heating powers. The confinement time and electron density of pellet—refuelled dischar-
ges reach values which are considerably higher than those of the standard gas-pufi
case.

3 : Peaking factor (ratio of the peak electron density to the volume—averaged elec-
tron density) as a function of the total plasma heating power Pint of pellet—refuelled
discharges. This power is the sum of the ohmic input power Po" and the absorbed
neutral—beam power: Pm; : Poy + 0.9 X PNBI. The peaking factor at PM : 0.5
MW corresponds to pure ohmically heated discharges with injection of small pellets.
When NBI power is applied, only discharges refuelled via large pellets are considered.
The peaking factors at Pm : 0.5 MW and 1.0 MW are determined during stationary
density phases. The other values are ascertained close to stationary density conditions.

4 : Global energy confinement time as a function of the total heating power Pgot of
pellet-refuelled discharges (see also caption of figure 3). All energy confinement times
are determined at a line-averaged electron density of fie : 1 X 101407173.
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MEASUREMENTS OF DENSITY TURBULENCE WITH FIR LASER 
SCATTERING IN THE ASDEX TOKAMAK 

G. Dodel and E. Holzhauer 
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Institut fLlr Plasmaforschung, Universitat Stuttgart , Stuttgart, FRG 

H. Niedermeyer , K. McCormick , ASDEX- , ICRH-, NI- and Pellet-Teams 
Max-Planck-Institut fUr Plasmaphysik , EURATOM Association, Garching, FRG 

Previous measurement s of density turbulence in ASDEX [1 ). [2] were limited 
to a wavenumber range k.L > 5 cm-1 and to distances ~ 21 cm of the meas
uring chords from the plasma centre. After modificat ion of the scattering 
system the important range of lower k~ and the region near the separatrix 
are now accessi ble. First results of the investigations are presented. 

Scattering system: 

The scattering system using a 100 mW, 11 9 µm CW CH10H laser and homodyne 
detection with a Schottky diode is shown in a schemaEic view in Fig.1. 

Y:::191~-r _____ 1 
~ms• _ 

internal crys tal : 
m1r ror quor t 1 1 

windows 

~..- '\ ) / 
CH 1 0H -loser119~m local osc1 lolor beam Schottky diode 

Fig. 1 Left : Schemati c of the optical setup. Right : Pol oidal section of 
ASDEX showing t he beam paths inside the plasma vessel f or the 
different chor ds and the window array. The scat tered beams ~re 
indicat ed schemati cal ly by dashed lines . 

The parameters of t he scattering experiment are as follows : 
beam waist in the plasma: w0 = 1. 6 cm 
wavenumber range : 2.5 cm-1 ~ k~ < 25 cm-1 
wavenumber resolution: ± 1 .25 cm- 1 
spa t i a l r esolution: ± 1.6 cm perpendi cular to beam, chord averaged along 
line of sight 
Accessible chords (dist ance measured from plasma cent er): 
horizontal : 0 cm, 10.5 cm, 25 cm; vertical: 33 cm, 39.5 cm 
freque ncy a nalys i s : spectr um analyser with fixed channels and continuous 
frequency s weeps in pl ateau phases 
wavenumber scan: possible within one plasma shot. 
spatial scan: different measuri ng chor ds can be chosen from shot to shot. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF DENSITY TURBULENCE WITH FIR LASER
SCATTERING IN THE ASDEX TOKAMAK
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Previous measurements of density turbulence in ASDEX [l], [2] were limited
to a wavenumber range Kl > 5 cm'1 and to distances g 21 cm of the meas—
uring chords from the plasma centre. After modification of the scattering
system the important range of lower kl and the region near the separatrix
are now accessible. First results of the investigations are presented

§cattering system:

The scattering system using a 100 mw, ll9 um cw CH3OH laser and homodyne
detection with a Schottky diode is shown in a schematic View in Fig.L
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Fig. 1 Left: Schematic of the optical setup. Right: Poloidal section of
ASDEX showing the beam paths inside the plasma vessel for the
different chords and the window array. The scattered beams are
indicated schematically by dashed lines

The parameters of the scattering experiment are as follows:
beam waist in the plasma: 1 w = 1.6 cm 1
wavenumber range: 2.5 cm” 3 kL ( 25 cm—
wavenumber resolution: t 1.25 cm—
spatial resolution:i L6 cm perpendicular tobeann chord averaged along
line of sight
Accessible chords (distance measured from plasma centerh
horizontal: 0 cm. 10.5 cm, 25 cm; vertical: 33 cm, 39.5 cm
frequency analysis: spectrum analyser with fixed channels and continuous
frequency sweeps in plateau phases
wavenumber scan: possible within one plasma shot.
spatial scan: different measuring chords can be chosen from shot to shot
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Ohmic discharges : Evidence for driftwave nature of the turbulence. 

The f ol l o wirg fin ding s on ASDEX are cons i stent with t he assumption of 
dens ity gradient driven dr iftwave turbulence : 
a) The rms value of the frequency integrated scattered power scal es linear

l y with the mean electron dens ity if t he re lative density profiles r e
main fairly similar. This was es tablished for ne < 5 x 1013 cm-3 (where 
TE 0< ne in ASDEX) in the important kl. range and in different chords. 

b) I n the certral chord which sees primarily pol oi dally propagating fluc
tuations a maxi mum of the scattered power is obser ved around - 100 kHz in 
the domina nt kJ. r ange . This is on the order of the d i amagneti c drift 
frequenc y evaluated i n t he gr ad i ent r egion of t he discharge. In the 
outer vertica l chord which sees predominant ly r adially propagating f luc
t uations the f r equency spectra a re significant l y nar r ower (Fig. 2). 

c) The max i mum of the frequency integra t ed k.L spec trum shifts towards 
lower kl. with inc reas ing Te (Fig. 3). A value k .L max · S s = 0.3 is 
inferr ed f rom the "cold " shot s in Fig. 3. It shoul d t e kept in mind, 
however, that the shape of Ps( k..L ) and the shape of t he flu ctuation 
spectrum ne(k l. ) are not identical. The latter resul ts from an integra
t ion ove r all spatial Fourier components whil e P s (k .L ) cont ain s o nl y 
those comp3nents which a re selected by the scat t ering geometry. 
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Fig.2: Frequency spectra of scat t er ed power 
in the central horizontal chord and outer 
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Fig .3 : Wavenumber spectr a i n "hot" an d 
"co l d" ohmic hydrogen plasmas. The densi
ties in the center a r e 1.75x10 13 cm-' and 
4.8x10 13 cm- 3

, r espectively. Signals are 
normalized to maximum value. Chor d 10 . 5 cm. 

Fig.4: Change of wavenumber spectra with 
10 gas fi ll ing. Note: Same vertical scale for 

both curves . 

Ohmic gl§yhu£égsl Evidence for drifiwaye natgre of the turbulence.

TL~ followirg findil_
density gradient driven driftwave turbulence:
a) The rms value of the frequency integrated scattered power scales linear~

ly with the mean eLeclron density if the relative densit' profiles re—
main fairly similar. This was established for nU < 5 x 1033 cm'5 (where
TE 54 n6 in ASDEX) in the important kl range and in different chords

b) In the certral Chord which sees primarily poloidally propagating fluc—
tuations a maXinunn of the scattered power is chserved around ~TOU kHz in
the dominant hL range. This is on the order of Lhe diamagnetic drift
frequency evaluated in the gradient region of the discharge. In the
outer vertical chord which sees predominantly radially propagating fluc—
tuations the frequency spectra are significantly narrower (Fig. 2L

c) The maXimum of the frequency integrated kl spectrunrshifts towards
lower kL xqirh increasing Te (Fig. 3% A value kl, “fix . 95 : 0_3 is

inferred from the “(511” shots in Fig. 3. It should :e kept in mind,
lMMJGVHF. that the shape of PSEKL ) and the shape of 1he fluctuation
spectrum ne(kL ) are not identical. The latter results Trom an integra—
tion over all spatial Fourier components while P3(kl lcontains only
those Compihent: wh_ch are selected by the scattering geometry.

on ASSEX are cansistent with :ne assumption
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.5— + i
\
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Fig.2: Frequency spectra of scattered power
in the central horizontal Chord and outer
vertical chord (D+ plasma)

Fig.3: Wavenumber spectra in ”hot“ and
"cold" Ohmic hydrogen plasmas.The densi—
ties in the center are 1.75x7013 cm"3 and
H.8x1013 cm‘3. respectively. Signals are
normalized to maximum value. Chord 10.5 cm.

Fig.u:Change of wavenumber spectra with
gas filling. Note: Same vertical scale for
both curves.
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d) The maximum of the frequency integrated k.l spectrum shifts towards 
lower k.L and its value increases when the gas filling is changed from 
pure hydr ogen to a ~ 1: 1 mixture of hydrogen and deuterium at cons tant 
electron density (Fig. 4). 

e) The frequency and wavenumber integrated scattered power decreases with 
increasing toroidal magnetic field at constant plasma current. 

A detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this summary. It should be noted 
that unambiguous experimental tests of theoretical models for drift wave 
turbulence would require pure one-parameter scans which iri general are dif
ficult to realize. 

L-phase with neutral beam injection (NI): 

NI heating produces complex changes of the density turbulence. A dramatic 
broadening of the frequency spectra with respect to the ohmic phase occurs 
as is illustrated in Fig. 5. The temporal development of the frequency 
integrated scattering signal was recorded at the transition from an ohmic 
to an L-phase, the density profiles remaining essentially unchanged (Fig. 
6). The k .L spectrum is shifted t owards longer wavelengths with NI, and the 
time behaviour is different for different k1 . It is an open question 
wether the change in the spectra is solely due to the increase in Te or due 
to a change in nature of the turbulence induced by NI. 
As can be seen in Fig. 6 sawtooth activity during NI strongly affects the 
scattering signals at low k1 . A clear difference in arrival time and shape 
of sawteeth on the scattering signals is observed in the different chords 
(not shown in the figure). 

10 

l 
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.1 
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0 
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Fig .5: Change of frequency spectra 
with NI-heating (L-shot; chord 0 cm) 

600EV 

l.l l.2 
TIME , s 

Fig.6: Change of frequency integra
ted scattering signals fpr different 
k1 in a series of identical L-shots. 

d) The maximum of the frequency integrated kl spectrum shifts towards
lower Kl and its value increases when the gas filling Ls Changed from
pure hydrogen to a 21:1 mixture of hydrogen and deuterium at constant
electron density (Fig. H).

e) The frequency and wavenumber integrated scattered power decreases with
increasing toroidal magnetic field at constant plasma current.

A detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this summary. It should be noted
that unambiguous experimental tests of theoretical models for drift wave
turbulence would require pure one—parameter scans which in general are dif—
ficult to realize.

L—phase with neutral beam injection (NI):

NI heating produces complex changes of the density turbulence. A dramatic
broadening of the frequency spectra with respect to the ohmic phase occurs
as is illustrated in Fig. 5. The temporal development of the frequency
integrated scattering signal was recorded at the transition from an ohmic
to an L—phase. the density profiles remaining essentially unchanged (Fig.
6L The kl spectrum is shifted towards longer wavelengths with N1, and the
time behaviour is different for different kl . It is an open question
wether the change in the spectra is solely due to the increase in Te or due
to a change in nature of the turbulence induced by NI.
As can be seen in Fig.6 sawtooth activity during NI strongly affects the
scattering signals at low kl' A clear difference in arrival time and shape
of sawteeth on the scattering signals is observed in the different chords
(not shown in the figurex
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Fig.5: Change of frequency spectra Fig.6: Change of frequency integra—
with NI—heating (L—shot; chord 0 cm) ted scattering signals for different

kl in a series of identical L—shots.



Transition f r om the L into the burs t-free H-phase . 

By shifting the horizontal plasma pos ition by a few cm the region inside 
and outside the separatrix can be scanned with the outer vertical chor d. In 
a series of L-H trans itions the behaviour of the fluctuations was investi
gated at dis tance s of-0 .5 cm outside a nd -1 c m i nside the separatrix . In 
both cases the scattering signals decrease sharply at the time of the tran
sit ion (Fig. 7) . Thi s behaviour cannot be explained by a drop in density 
and/or decrease in the density gradient length , as can be seen f r om Fig. 8. 
It shows the density profiles obtained from the L:i beam probe before and 
after the transition as we ll as t he position and radial extent of the FIR 
laser beam with respect to the separatrix radius rs. 

Further investigations are necessary in order to obtain a conc lusive pic
ture of the fluctuation behaviour at the L-H transition. 

TIME , HS 

Fig.7: Density fluctuation signals 
measured close to the separatrix in 
different frequency channels at the 
transition from an L- phase into a 
burstfree H- phase (Outer ver tical 
chord; l ower traces: Da monitor and 
line electron density) . 
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Fig.8 : Electron density profiles in 
the sepa ratr ix region befor e and 
shortly after the L-H transiti on. 
The position and width (1/e 2 of in
tensity) of the l ase r beam re l ati ve 
to the separatrix are marked with 
vertical lines. 
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Transition froni the L into the burst—free §:phise;

By shifting the horizontal plasma position by a few (nithe region inside
and outside the separatrix can be scanned with the outer vertiiai rhord. in
a series of L—H transitions the behaviour of the fluctuations was investi—
gated at distances of~0.5 cm outside and ~I cm inside the Separatrix. In
both cases the scattering signals decrease sharply at the time of the tran—
sition (Fig. 7). This behaviour cannot be explained by a drop in density
and/or decrease in the density gradient length, as can be seen from] Fig. 8.
It shows the density profiles obtained from the L1 beaniprobe before and
after the transition as well as the position and radial extent of the FIR
laser beam with respect to the separatrix radius r5

Further investigations are necessary in order to obtain a conclusive pic—
ture of the fluctuation behaviour at the L—H transition.

L <rrre’H

HME, m

Fig.7: Density fluctuation signals
measured close to the separatrix in
different frequency channels at the
transition from an L—phase into a
burstfree H—phase (Outer vertical
chord; lower traces: D0 monitor and
line electron densityL
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S.fo •. ~gorov , B.V.hutesv, I.V.i;iiroshnikov, V.Yu.S erg~ev 

1:.I .:t.alinin Pol~rtechnical I nstitute, LeninP,rad, USf:· .h'. 

A.D.Poluka rov, V.V.Popov, I.V.tlimova 

P 3 A1 12 

1.v.1,_urchatov Instit ute of Atomic ~nerg" , iuoscow, USSR 

There are s e veral r eason s rousi~g intere s t for observ a

tions of abl ation clouds near pell ets injected in tokamak plas

ma . Firstl~r , the clouds elongate in t J-.e magnetic fiel d line di

rectio n [1, 2] and this can be used. for stud~ring uiaenetic fiel ds 

in tokamaks . Secondly, it i s necessa r " to know 1 ight emissi vi t" 

and particle densi tv distributions in the cloun. for examinati on 

a nd advancement of pellet abl ati on models [ 3 ,4] • Finally, in 

order to indicate the runaway electrons in plasma and to deter

mine an asymnetry of el ectron vel ocity distribution function 

one can use the observation of pellet trajecto r y [ 5] • 

The results of fast photography of pellets injected into 

the T-10 pl asma a re presented in this paper. Some n ew informa

tion ( i n conpa rison wi tb [ 2] ) was 0 utained using an automa

tic al ima ge processing system including the AJ\-ll}-1 microdensi

t ymeter . I t nade possible the determination of the rotational 

transform angle e (r) with accuracy of 5 .... 10 mrad, scale 

lene-th in poloidal (1 .L ~ and toroidal (1 11 ) d irections and the 

deflection of the electron velocity distribution functi on from 

rv:axwell i an . 

In experiments carbon pel lets with d iameter d "" 300 - 40 0 p rm and veloc i ty VP~ 140 rn/s 1vere i njected during a s tationa r y 

phase of the d ischarge in the direction of pl asma core wi t h 

the angle d.. c 30° r el ative to an e quatorial plane . Photogra

phies of the al::l at5.on clo uds were taken in spectral r ange 390-

600 run with a period of 25 - 50 ,.?i s usin g the VSl~- 5 camera. 

Fig.1 p r esents a typical densi to g r ames of the ablation 

cloud . Fi t<" . 2 s hows thl:l cloL1d light distri ])L1tions iI1. toroidal 
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u.l.Lulinin Polvtechnical Institute, Leninwrad, Uo,h

n.9urolukurov, V.V.Popov, l.V.Llimova

I.V.hurchutov Institute of Atomic Energy, noncow, USSR

There are ScVeral reasons rousing interest for observa—

tions of dilution clouds near pellets injected in tokamak plas—

Ha. First, the clouds elongate ii the magnetic field line di-

rection [1,3] and this can be used for studviny umgnetic fields

in toxumums. Seconl, it is necessarv to know light emissivitn

end particle densit" distritutions in the cloud for examination

and adVAncement of pellet allation models [?,4] . Finallv, in

order to indicate the runawev electrons in plasma and to deter—

mine an asvmnetrv of electron velocity distribution function

one can use the obServation of pellet trajectory [5] .

The results of fast photography of pellets injected into

the T—10 plasma are presented in this paper. Some new informa—

tion ( in comparison with [2] ) was obtained using an automa-

tical image processing system including the AND-1 microdensi-

tvmeter. lt made possible the determination of the rotational

transform ankle 8 (r) with accuracy of 5 A 10 mrnd, scale

length in poloidal (11.) and toroidal (1H ) directions and the

deflection of the electron velocitv distribution function from

Laxwellian.

In experiments carton pellets with diameter dp= 300 — 4L0

m and velOcitv VP‘*14C m/s were injected during a stationary

phase of th; discharge in the direction of plasma core with

the angle d‘= 300 relative to an equatorial ylane. Photogra—

phies of the allation clouds were taken in syectral range 390—

900 nm vith a period of 25 — SJ/Ms using the flL—S camera.

Fig.1 presents a typical densitogromes of the ablation

cloud. Fig.2 shows the cloud light distributions in toroidal
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Z ( solid) and poloidal Y ( dashed) directions . It ; c; s.,,t:Jil 

from Fig. 2 that the emissivi t:v spatial decay in poloidl'l1. di

rtiction is close to exponential . The r ad ial lJrofiles of scal ti 

length 11. (r) , 1 11 ( r) calculated from e-decrease of radiatior' 

in the middle part of the curves are shown in Fig . 3. The va

lue of l..l.~ 1 - 1, 5 r:ua changes weakly uuring pellet ablation 

and is close to ionization l eneth of carbon atoms 1. = v I ]. s 
( n < l)v > . ) that leave the pell e t surface heated to tam-e ion 
perature T

8 
E 4500 - 5000 K [3] with the velocity vs cYo Ts/ 

;-i . One can easil v s e ti it u.sing Lotz' s ioniza tion coeffi-

c~ent data [6] ( < ()v > . "' 10-? cm.3 /s for T ~ HJO eV). 'l'he ion e 
calculated values li for density profile ne(r) = 3.1013 [1-
(r/38)2J cm- 3 are presented on Fig . 3 by crosses. The near

l y propo rtional dticrease of l ..L with increasing of plasrna 

density ne was observed in impulses with d ifferent dens ity. 

The data on l ...L are i n agreement ·ni th the carbon abl a tion no

del assWJJptions [3] • The 1 11 dependence on minor r adills qu.-

al i tati vly corresponds to ablation rate N(r) ( see Fig.3) . 

Bllt, there is still no clear !lnderstanding of the mechanism 

responsible for the light distriblltion along a magne tic 

fi eld l ine. Perhaps, the grovithof 1 11 with N may be uxplained 

by carbon ions light emi ssion. However, this proces s can not 

describe the decrease of 1
11 

at the final evaporation stage. 

Another cause of such behaviour of 1 11 (r) may be a radiation 

emitted by carbon atoms originating due to recombination 

from ions of cold and dense s econdary plasma flowing away 

from the pellet along magnetic field line. It is necessa r y 

to note that the l ast mechanism can explain qual itive agree

ment i n behaviour of 1 11 (r) and N(r). 

A cloud elongation observed made it possible to deter

mine the rotational angle e "" Bpol I Btor· One can See from 
~ig.1 that the sign of angle e changes when the toroidal 

magnetic field direction changes to the o pposite. The dir ec-

1:» 0

Z ( solid) and poloidal Y ( dashed; directions‘ It i“ seen
from Fig.2 that the enissivitv Spatiwl decav in poloilml di—
rection is ulOSU to exponential. Che radial profiles of scalt
length ll (r), lH (r) calculatei from e—decreuse of radiatiOL
in the middle part of the curves are shown in Fig.ju The vn~
lue of li.~ 1 — 1,5 mm chnnyes wemhlv lurinfl pellet ablation

and is close to ionization length of carton atoms li = v /

( ne<€V > ion
peruture T8 = 4500 — Soon I. [3] with the velocity v zygfms/
m: . One can easilv See it using Lotz‘s ionifiution coeffi—

cient data [6] ( < 6'v> ion _7
calculated values 11 for densitv profile ne(r) = 3.1U1j Li"

(r/38)2J cm_3 are presented on Fig.3 bv crosseso The near—

) that lenVe the yellut surface heated to tem—

~I1U enJ/s for Tea M‘u ev). The

lv proportional decreaSe of ll with increasing of plague
density He was observed in impulses with different densitv.
The data on li_are in agreement with the carlon ablation mo—
del assumptions [3] . The lll iependenCe on minor ruiius our

alitativlv corresponds to allstion rnte N(r) ( see Figo3)b

But, there is still no clear understanding of the msvhanism

responsible for the light distribution along 4 magneiic

field line. Perhaps, the gronfliof lH with h mnv te explained

by carbon ions light emission. EOWever, this process can not

describe the decrease of 1H at the final evaporation stage.

Another cause of such behaviour of lll(r) may be a raiiation
emitted by carbon atoms originating due to recombination

from ions of cold and dense Secondarv plasma flowing away

from the pellet along magnetic field line. It is necessary
to note that the last mechanism can explain qualitive agree—

ment in behaviour of lIlCI) and I'Mr)a
A cloud elongation obseIVed made it possible to detere

mine the rotational angle 9 = E / Bp01 tor°
Fig.1 that the Sign of angle 6 changes when the toroidal

One can See from

magnetic field direction changes to the Oppositea The direc—
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tion of the magnet ic field was s upposed t o be t he s ame a s the 

cloud axis with minimum moment of inertia. 'Ne supposed a 

constanc~ of optical density as well. The value and accuracy 

of 8 (r) was calculated using the least squa res method. The 

absolute magnitude of e i n the limite r region was obtained 

by fitting it with calculated v alue. The profile f) (r) for 

regime with low safety factor q(8i) c 2 ( I "' 285 kA, Btor c 

13 -3 p 
2 T, ne 2 . 10 cm , 8i "' 28 cm) is shown on Fig.4. The 
hi ghest accuracy t akes pl ace i n the ph ase of intens ive a b

l at io n when the elongation is large enough. 

The f act that the carbon pel l et evaporation begins at 

r / 8i> 1 indicat e s the shift of plasma collllllil up to 5 cm in 

the outer d irection. In contradict ion to early data for q(8i) 

= 3 ,5 [ 2] the p r esented profile e (r) shows that a valuabl e 

part of plasma current flows in the peripherioal region. The 

current density distribution j(r) is consistent enough with 

profile j(~) a: j(O) [1 - (f/8i)2J, whe re g- magnetic 

sllrfac e radius. 

The ultraf as t photography allowed to determine that the 

ablation is more i n t ensive from the electron current side of 

pellet. Th e co r responding pellet deflection i n toroidal di

rection ( ~5 cm)points rutttrl.sfact. The valu.e ( v -2.105cm/s) 
s 

of velocity of sound is known well enough. So we 1ve r e able 

to estimate a bsolute values of heat flow ~ tr~sported by 

a s ymmet ric al part of electron distribution function more co r

rectl y than Anders en [5] • In the d i scharge with parameters 

I p "' 230 kA, Btor ~ T, ne = 1013 cm-3, 8i c 34 cm the Qf 

value in the vicinity r-20 cm reac h es 3 .10 5 J /cm2s wich 

makes up 10 - 1''iir~ of the full he a t flow estimated using 
~ ·"' 

carbon abl a tion :z:·ate [ 3] • 

tics of the magnetic field was supyOSed to be the same as the

cloud axis with minimum moment of inertia. We supposed a

constancv of optical densitv as well. The value and aCcuracv

of 9 (r) was calculated using the least squares method. The
absolute magnitude of’ 9 in the limiter region was obtained

bv fitting it with calculated valueo The profile 8 (r) for

regime with lgw safety factor q(a1) = 2 ( II) = 285 kA, Btor z

2 T, ns 2.10 cm , a1 = 28 cm) is shown on Fig.4° The

highest accuracv takes place in the phaSe of intensive ab—

lation when the elongation. is large enough.

The fact that the carbon pellet evaporation begins at

r/al> 1 indicates the Shift of plasma column up to 5 cm in
the outer direction. In contradiction to earlv data for q(al)

= 3,5 [9] the presented profile 9 (I) shows that a valuable
part of plasma current flows in the peripherical region. The
current densitv distribution j(r) is consistent enough with

profile jC? ) = 3(0) [1 ~ (9 /aL)2] , where 9 — magnetic
surface radiusu

The ultrafast photography allowed to determine that the
ablation is more intensive from the electron current side of
pellet. The corresponding pellet deflection in toroidal di-
rection ( ~5 cm)points afl;fifisfact. The value ( vS-v2.1Oscm/s)
of velocitv of sound is known well enoughn So we were able

to estimate absolute values of heat flow Qf transported by

asvmmetrical part of electron distribution function more cor—

rectly than andsrsen [5] . In the discharge with parameters

Ip x 230 M, at” =2 1", ne =1013 0111-3, a1 = 34 cm the of
value in the vicinity r'~20 cm reaches 3.10 J/cm 5 wich
makes up 10 — T53 of the full heat flow estimated using
carbon ablation rate [3] .
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~L~CTRON T.i.::MPJRATURE PROFILE CONSISTENCY 
UNDJR ECRH IN T-10 TOKAMAK 

Yu.N • .aJnestrovskij, Yu.V.Jsipchuk, S.E.Lysenko, 
S.V.Neudatchin, K.N.Tarasyan 

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic &lergy,Moscow,USSR 
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Abstract. A particle and energy flux model based on the idea 

of canonic pressure or electron temperature profiles is propo

sed. The calculations for the T-10 tokamak have been done, It 

is possible to represent reasonably the on-axis and mixed ECRH, 

heat wave propagation and the possible transition from the 1-

mode to the H-one with a given model. 

1. The experiments on on-exis and off-axis ~CRH on T-10 show 

a strong dependence between the effective local heat conducti

on coefficient, ){ eff= - 1-T/r;.~ ·c: , and the profile of de

posited ECRH power C'1.and T are the heat flux and electron te

mperature, respectively) L1,2 j . A simple quasilinear model ba

sed on the inclusion of "hard" terms representing large parame

ters into the equations is adopted in a given paper for the de

scription of profile consistency. These terms are different from 

zero only at deviation of the profiles from the canonical ones. 

2. Model. A. set of equations for energy and particle balance 

has the form ,-~ " _ ..!._~ L ('t i-n) -+ p 
.....--z:i t ~ re:(: I~ ( 1 ) 

~:;·t (n ~) =. - ~ ;~'.?(~er) I C;Ct1 + C ;t( + Qe, + 0'?<1CI (2) 

(-,:, l. ( ~ r c , ~l ( : \ '\ ( 'l ) 
'.L- ::.. - .:__ - -:- 'C' 't .J 

<-;: t Lili r 1..·'?' ~c 'i'? ./ 

Here n=n(r,t) is the plasma density,)~1~ 1/q, CJ0H is the Ohmic 

power, U ei is the power of exchange between ions and electrons. 
The ion t emperature, T i (r,t) the ECRH power QEC(r,t) and the 
radiation power Qrad(r,t) are assumed to be known from the ex
periment. 
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of canonic pressure or electron temperature profiles is propo-

sed. The calculations for the T—10 tokamak have been done, It

is possible to represent reasonably the on—axis and mixed ECRH,

heat wave propagation and the possible transition from the L-

mode to the H-one with a given model.

1. The experiments on on—axis and off—axis jCRH on T—10 show

a strong dependence between the effective local heat conducti-

on Coefficient,beefi= e —,"! ‘*, g , and the profile of de-
posited JCRH power (C and T are the heat flux and electron te-

mperature, respectively) {1,28 . A simple quasilinear model ba—

sed on the inclusion of ”hard” terms representing large parame-

ters into the equations is adopted in a given paper for the de-

scription of profile consistency. These terms are different from

zero only at deviation of the profiles from the canonical ones.

2. iEEEEl: A set of equations for energy and particle balance

has the form .+, J , f \ r
, [ri‘‘ ‘mg; N ‘ (1)

‘f w 2?; N i: 1"“: "‘ o ' *3. ~ < (2)
_ 5 if a 7 ye t, (3)

>¥-

Here n=n(r,t) is the plasma density, L“ 1/q,C\OH is the Ohmic

power, a» is the power of exchange between ions and electrons.‘ei
The ion temperature, T‘ (r,t) the ECRH power Qjc(r,t) and the
radiation power Qrad(r,t) are assumed to be known from the ex-

periment.
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,-
Let u s represent t he part icle and heat f luxes, 1 ,, and 1 

1 
, ao 

s wns: 

( 4) 

Here the subscripts " neo" and " an " desienat e ne oc l a s s i cal and 

(6) 
T· I 

'11 - ,_,, "- =- I -vT , -1 - 1 
wh e re __,. :,( / ::; 1'\ '-- ·~ "', t '('; \ ,\,, cm s 

( '!'
0 

in cV) , ..1.t is the r adius of a curren t, qu =_q (a) , ._,.'. n a nd ---./ 1 

u r e constant factors of the order of unity , '0 in ( 6 ) is the 

avera~e density times 1013cm- 3 . 'l'he formfactor F(r ) ( 0-.:. F(r)'- 1 ) 

represents a cha n e e in hardness across the plasma r,rons-secti 

on . The paramet er Kp=Kp(r) is c hosen so that i~11 and l-; become 

zero a t the canon ic pressure profil e . Choosing a canonic pro

fi l e , accordin13 to B.B. Kacl.omtsev ( 3 1 , one ha s 

"r-·<=-c/(c;;(, -t c:;c,n'\ r. r_= c;cL v<"l. c1_ 
Instead of (2) -( 6) we can u s e a model based on a current cun o
nicul profile . In this case t h e can onical profil e Tec ( r) existo 

for Te(r) and we can write 

i-1><- r-1• t , ' - - \, '._,.T,, 1· 
1 _ =- - \( I---;:;---\\\(\ , ~ .' ( I.---:-:;- ~ <r ,_ 

I \ -- ( ,, "- \. v ' ' 

<. -= · 1 -c /L'~,(_-,~ (1 t < /c,~)) . 
( 7) 

So a more simple mode l c onsists o f 

equations (2)-(3) , (7) ~ 4'. . In this case , the uensity , n(r,t) , 

chould also be taken from the experimen t . 

3. ..::CR-heatin[J; . 'l'hc experimental results ( solid l i nes) and the 

calcula t ions based on t he mode l ( 2 )-( 3) , (7) (dashed lines) f o r 

tl-10 shots r1ith ·:C lU-f are ~iven in Fig.1. Her e I=200 lei\ , n= 
13 - 3 -= 3x10 cm • In t he shot No . 454 39 the on- axis heating was pe -

rformed ( 3 9yro t rons with total power, J:> ·::c =630 le'.'/) . In the 

:-:!10t ilo . A,5 4 ·1 3 one Gyrotran l eatecl pl e.:mo. on the <cxis (2 00 k'. /) 

2181‘? the subscripts ”1190” and ”1111" 13:13:11? In}
,, 1‘1 ..T _ ' ’ 1anomalous fluxes. he assLune: ‘ ‘: ,1 .71 , _ (

I1 ' 1' ~ -

11“ '7' 1 ‘9‘“. A 3 ,1
-7 ll

— (6)
n 1_ , ,. ; 1 ' . , —l —lwhere 1 r 4 . : - , cm 1:

TD in 0V),1+ is the radius of g current, q,=q(a),~»II and =—7

are constant factors of the order of unity, T‘in (G) in the
average den31ty t1mes 10 3cm} . The form1actor Ekr) (UIVFKT)' 1,

10presents a change in 11511111119 1:; across the plasma "Toss—secti—

(:n. The parameter Kp=l{p(r) is 0110:1911 so that‘ 11 11:11‘.' 1‘ beoome

:zero at the canonic 13133311140. profile. Choosing a 01111111110 pro—

file, according to JS.B.Kadomt svxe 1:31 , one has
, :, 7'" (11171, ‘fi' , J,“ l) 1‘ :":_' ‘ v‘

Instjai of {2)—(6) we can us n
1110111. profile. In this case the canonical p:")fil€ “)8t exists

a model bosgd on a curreni camo—

‘G(1‘) {11111-113 can write
_ 1 — ; ,_ 1 ,

1 ,1 1 r“ ' \ \ ( $ ' (X)
f 3 r

5.71- ‘ 3114'1': ,. . 1. . L50 8. more simple model consists of
' 7' > v - ‘a .'''' 5111111151 (2 )—(3),(7) l . In 521113 oar-31?, 1:111: 1911:31ty, n(r, t),

2110111111 also 09 taken from the expo1‘iment;.

3. '}<'3I'\'—]1eatingj. The expo 1*:i_rnental result? (201131 limos uni the

11111211111 tions 115.3021 on the 1110131 (’7)-— (3 ), (7) mashed 11191131) or
" 1“ shots 1715}? KNEE are given in Fist. 1. Here 1:20;) 1:51, {1:

: ”31:10131711—3. In the shot No. 40439 the on~;1}:is ile'1.":'i.11;3 was pu—

z‘furmed (3 gyrotrons with total power, 1 .(,=i‘§_‘/U 251"). In the

‘7». “11133 one 33:11-‘11'111 looted 111113113. 011 the
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and three gy:-otrons, at the radius 17 cm (650 kW). The power 

deposited wi "';hin the region r L'.. 12 cm varies more than three ti

mes. Nevertheless, (Fig.1) T and~~~-f~ have a slight differen-- e /" 
ce. The IT - fl u.x structure (7) and a great value of hardness 

parameter \I c~._.., allow one to represent reasonably the experi

ment. The profiles J{ eff(r) in these shot s are given in Fig.2 • 

. k' eff at the centre varies almost by the factor of four. 

4. Transition to the H- mode. In the examples under considera

tion T
8 

(a) is small so \,--c.o/o'< I >' \-r '\"' at the plasma edge 
and the rela~ive deviation of Te(r) from Tec(r) is great . 
As a result, J.e eff has a strong rise, approaching the plasma. 
edge (Fig.2). Such a behaviour of J-f. eff is characteristic for 

the L-mode. The model (2)-(3),(7) allows one to represent the 

transition to the H-mode in the following way. Let us have an 

opportunity to increase the edge temperature, Te(a). In this 

case , the profile Te(r) approaches the canonic one , and J{eff 

is reduced . ~he dependences of J-e eff on the radius at various 
edge temperatures, Te (a), for OH (n = 1.9) and fo~ 1'CRH (n= 
= 2 . 4, on-axis heating at Pzc =2 MW) in the plasma with 1= 

= 200 kA are shown in Fig.). One can see an abrupt deep in 

J-i: eff a cross the whole plasma colwnn , when Te(a ) rises. Such a 
behaviour of the plasma corresponds to the transition to the 
H~ode . 

5. Propagation of heat waves. The heat wave profile has a 
strong difference from the canonic one. Therefore J.e eff for 
a heat wave can noticeably exceed J-l eff for a s mooth , quasi
stationary T "'- (r) - distribution. 
Let us consider the simulation of a heat wave emerging under 
MHD - mixing with a set (2)-(3),(7) for the regime with the pa-

rame ters : I = 175 kA, n = ) , a = 34 cm,n'-\, c:"' 20 • The expe-
rimental and calculated dependences of electron temperature, 

Te(r,t), ut r 1 =6.5 cm under OH , are given in Fig . 4. The curve 

(1) corresponds to the experiment, other curves are calcula-

and three gyrotrons, at the radius 17 cm (650 kW). The power

deposited within the region r4,12 cm varies more than three ti—

mQS. Nevertheless, (Fig.1) Te and, v”,; have a slight differen-
ce. The ‘7 -flux structure (7) and a great value of hardness

parameter Eii . allow one to represent reasonably the experi—

ment. The profiles H'eff(r) in these shots are given in Fig.2.
4 off at the centre varies almost by the factor of four.

4. Transition to the H—mode. In the examples under considera-

tion Ta(a) is small so 17;;l“ \:-, V M at the plasma edge

and the rela: ive deviation of T e(r) from Te c(r) is great.
As a result, eff has a strong rise, approaching the plasma
edge (Fig.2) Such a behaviour of eff is characteristic for

the L-mode. The model (2)—(3),(7) allows one to represent the
transition to the H—mode in the following way. Let us have an

opportunity to increase the edge temperature, Te(a). In this
case, the profile Te(r) approaches the canonic one, and \1‘eff
is reduced. The dependences of 'Leff on the radius at various

edge temperatures, Tk(a), for OH (5 = 1.9) and for flCRH (E:
= 2.4, on—axis heating at PFC=2 MW) in the plasma with I:

II 200 kA are shown in Fig.3. One can see an abrupt deep in
m‘ across the whole plasma column, when Te(a) rises. Such aeff
behaviour of the plasma corresponds to the transition to the
H—mode.

5. Propagation of heat waves. The heat wave profile has a

strong difference from the canonic one. Therefore ygeff for
a heat wave can noticeably exceed \{ eff for a smooth, quasi—

stationary TU (r) — distribution.
Let us consider the simulation of a heat wave emerging under

new - mixing with a set (2)—(3),(7) for the regime with the pa-
rameters: I = 175 m, if = 3, a = 34 craft; a 20 . The expe—
rimental and calculated dependences of electron temperature,

Te(r,t), at rI =6. 5 cm under OH, are given in Fig.4. The curve

(1) corresponds to the experiment, other curves are calcula—



ted . An experimental }( PB, found from the local eneri;y balance 
is used to build- up the curve (2) . The curves (J) and (4) are 

obtained with the mode l (7) at o<. = 0 . 5 and d.. = 1 , respecti
vely , 1'' = 1. ·ro make the model more precise we assume F = F

0
( r) , 

where F (r) = 0 at r< G cm , O <=F (r) <C 1 at 6 cm<r <. 8 cm , 

F (r) = 1 at r>8 cm (dashed line ) . In this case , Jfeff ~ 5.}l'._Pg 
2 x 1017cm- 1s- 1 for a heat wave. 

1. Alikaev V. V., Bagdasarov A.A., Vasin N.L . et al. Fizika plas
my , .Ll. (1 987 ) J. 
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J . Esi~tchuk Yu.V., Kadomtsev B. B. Pis'ma J. Eksp . Teor . Fiz ., 
.11. ( 1986 ) 57J . 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL STUDY OF SAWTEETH ON T-1 0 

Bobrovskii G.A. , Esipchuk Yu .V., Lysenko S, E., Tarasyan K.N. , 

Savrukhin P . 'I. 

Kurcha tov Insti tute of Atomic Energy , P. O. Box3402,Moscow,USSR 

ABSTRACT. The mos t probable mechanism of sawteeth on T- 10 is 
ergodization of magne t ic f ield. 

Results of experimental study of sawteeth on different to

kamaks are d::-amaticaJ.ly different and are often in contradic
tion with one another (see for example References in /1/). 
One possible reason is simultaneous exitation of different 
instabilities during a crash , one of which plays the main ro
le. The lead:ng role of a particular mode depends on the cur
rent distri bution (the shear) in the plasma core , according 

to modern theories . 
At low shear in the core , r<'.'.r1 , r 1 be ing radius of the 

q=1surface , ( .1 q = 1 - q( 0)::::0 . 05 ) the ideal inte rnal mode is 
excited ; this is the case for lar ge tokamaks. At higher shear 
(0 . 8 ~ q(O) ~ 1) , the internal resis t ive mode m=1, n=1 is domi
nant and is lokalize d near the separatrix of a magnetic island. 
At q(O) ~ 0 . 8 , stochasti zation occurs across the whole cross
se~tion of the m=1 , n=1 isl and and the sawtooth itself is the 

process of mE.gnetic field ergodization / 2 - 7 /. 
In all these cases the energy source of the i nstabi lity 

is energy of the poloidal magnetic f ield. The question is: 
what serves as a trigger for the crash? For T- 10 /1/ , the 

value of J T = dlnTe/dr at r = r 8 pl ays such a role, r 8 being 
the phase inversion radius . As ~ T ""' t j (~ dlnj/dr at r 3 ) 
during the stationary sta ge, one can suppose that ~ . at the 
q=1 surface is the critical one for the crash start ~radius 
of the q=1 surface is be l ieved to be equal to r 3 ). 

The machines of T- 10 size , such as TFR and OIDLA.K , have 

the same t T immediate l y before the crash ( Fig . 1), JI T be ing 
an extremely weak func t i on of discharge conditions. Change in 
the tokama k size )P.A.1'1!:1 t.n l"h"'n"'"' ;,., y crit ... J.,<-'h <- , _____ _ ,, __ 

_

-’ a: V [

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL STUDY OF SAWTWETH ON T—lO

Bobrovskii G.A., Esipchuk Yu.V., Lysenko 3.3., Tarasyan K.N.,

Savrukhin P.V.

Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, P.O.Box3402,Moscow,USSR

ABSTRACT. The most probable mechanism of sawtceth on T—lO is
ergodization of magnetic field.

Results of experimental study of sawteeth on different to-

kamaks are dramatically different and are often in contradic—

tion with one another (see for example References in /1/).
One possible reason is simultaneous exitation of different

instabilities during a crash, one of which plays the main ro-

le. The leading role of a particular mode depends on the curb

rent distribution (the shear) in the plasma core, according
to modern theories.

At low shear in the core, ré r , r being radius of the

q=1 surface,( Aq = 1 — q(O):U.05) the ideal internal mode is
excited; this is the case for large tokamaks. At higher shear

(0.8 Sq(0)5 1), the internal resistive mode mzl, n=1 is domi—

nant and is lokalized near the separatrix of a magnetic island.
At q(O)S 0.8, stochastization Occurs across the whole cross-
scction of the m=1, n=1 island and the sawtooth itself is the

process of magnetic field ergodization /2 _ 7A

In all these cases the energy source of the instability

is energy of the poloidal magnetic field. The question is:
what serves as a trigger for the crash? For T—lO /1/, the

value of (YT E dlnTe/dr at r = r8 plays such a role, rs being
the phase inversion radius. As XT n1 X3 (3 dlnj/dr at rs)
during the stationary stage, one can suppose that X. at the
q=l surface is the critical one for the crash start gradius

of the q=1 surface is believed to be equal to rs).
The machines of T—IO size, such as TFR and ORXAK, have

the same d/T immediately before the crash (Fig.1), d/T being
an extremely weak Function of discharge conditions. Change in

Vcritthe tnlrnmnlr dint: lnnflq in r-‘nnnwa {n "JUL-.14 :—- '1----A—- 9—"
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larger machines (TFTR and JET). It is important that shear in 
the core, s0 , is lower in these machines than in T-10. This 
allows us t o suppose that ~ jri t decreases with decreasing so· 
This is confirmed by r esults from TEXTOR /5/. 

Experiments on T- 10 have been carried out to examine the 
possibility for transition from one mechanism of the internal 
disruption to another by changing s0• Variation in the s0 va
lue has been obtained by changing the posit i on of the movable 

graphite limiter with qL <J. O. Decreasing the aL value wi thout 
changing other parameters has led to a sharpening of the Te 

profile and to an increase of the rs value (Fig.2, Bt = 2 . 6 T, 
ne = J.1013 cm-3 , Ip ,kA: 305 ( 0 ), ~60 (0 ), and 240 (.6 )) . 

The rs increase points to peaking of the j profile. In the 
305 kA regime the shear at the rs surface was about 0 .4 (q(O) 

c 0 .78) when cal culated from the Te profile at aL = J2 - J4.5 
cm (conductivity was supposed to be of Spitzer type, Zef(r) 
a nd E(r) to be constant) . Variation of shear has been calcu -
lated from the r S variation under the supposition that r 8 = r 1 

" " and that distribution of the additional current is homogene-
ous within the rs surface. The s0 variation was about 20% when 
aL was decreased from J4 . 5 to 28 cm (Fig.2, points a,b, and 
c). One can s ee on Fig.2 that the temporal evolution of saw 
teeth did not change with such a variation (see also Table 1 

where?:' Sis the sawtooth period). The characteristi c time of 
the crash, tcrash ' also did not change within the experimental 
accuracy ( d t = 0 .1 ms) . Howeve r, this result does not mean 
that the t ransi tion is not possible, because the change in 
shear may be not l arge enough. 

m.gh shear, which is believed to be the case for T- 10 pla
sma core , al l ows us to suppose that the stochastic ity mecha
nism of /2/ is responsible for the crash in T- 10. Relatively 
high depth of ripples in T- 10 ( ,..,. 1% at r ) reEults in ext en-s 
tion of the stocha sticity region near the separatrix of t he 
m=1, n=1 island and provides t he stocha~ticity mechanism in 
T-1 0 /2/. This is foundation f or our nume rical mode l of saw
teeth /6/ . 

.—

larger machines (TFTR and JET). It is important that shear in
the core, 80 , is lower in these machines than in T—10. This

allows us to suppose hat 6’3ri” decreases with decreasing s

This is confinned by rcsul+ s from TEXTOR /5/.
Experiments on T—iO have been carried out to examine the

O.

possibility for transition from one mechanism of the internal

disruption to another by changing s Variation in the a va—

lue has been obtained by changing tge position of the megable

graphite limiter with qL<.3.O. Decreasing the aL value without

changing other parameters has led to a sharpening of the Te

profile and to an increase of the rS value (Fig.2, Bt = 2.6 T,
fie = 3.1013 0111-3, Ip,kA: 305 (0), 260 (a), and 240 (AD.
The rS increase points to peaking of the j profile. In the

305 kA regime the shear at the rS surface was about 0.4 (q(O)
= 0.78) when calculated from the Te profile at 3L = 32 — 34.5
cm (conductivity was supposed to be of Spitzer type, Zef(r)

and E(r) to be constant). Variation of shear has been calcu —
lated from the rS variation under the supposition that rS = r1

and that distribution of the additional current is )zomogene—

ous within the rS surface. The so variation was about 20% when

aL was decreased from 34.5 to 28 cm (Fig.2, points a,b, and

c). One can see on Fig.2 that he temporal evolution of saw-
teeth did not change with such a variation (see also Table 1
where 273 is the sawtooth period). The characteristic time of
the crash, t also did not change within the experimentalcrash’
accuracy ( 6t = 0.1 me). However, this result does not mean

that the transition is not possible, because the change in

shear may be not large enough.
High shear, which is believed to be the case for T—1O pla—

sma core, allows us to suppose that the stochasticity mecha-

nism of /2/ is responsible for the crash in T—10. Relatively

high depth of ripples in T—10 ( ~ 13 at r0) results in exten—
tion of the stochasticity region near the separatrix of the

m=1, n=1 island and prevides the stoehasticity mechanism in

T—1O /2/. This is foundation for our numerical model of saw—
teeth /6/.
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I n the simul ati on based on the Dnestrovskii-Kcstomarov tra
nsport code and the Lichtenberg stochasticity theory /2/, we 

a ssumed a fas t increa se in the heat c onduction coefficient Ke 
withi n the r 3 s urface during the crash / 6/. In addition to si

mul a tion o f hi gh- q regime s wi th qL = 4 - 6 / 6/, we presented 
now the re sul ts of simul ati on of the qL = 2 regime (Fig.J). 
Rectangl es on Fig. J illustra te t he process of propagation of 
perturba ted reg ion with Ke = K~ + KJ urb, KJurb being of order 
of 103. Ke . The simulation reproduc es well the step-like chara
c t er of the pert urbation propagation t owards the center with 
veloci ty about 5 .1 05 cm. s- 1 and enhanced velocity of the heat 
pulse pro pagation beyond t he r 8 surface. Both the r 8value and 

period of oo.wt e e th also ae;ree well with the experimental ones. 
The J prof ile change is extremely small in the simulation 
which aerees wi th unchangill£ posit ion of the m=1, n=1 island 
dur i ng the crash i n t he T-1 0 expe riment. 

I n s ummary : ( i) i n t e r nal disrupt ion i n t he T-1 0 plasma can 
be described by the s t ochastici t y mode l of /2/; ( ii) the~ T 
va l ue before the crash depends on tokamak size and probably 
on shear in plasma core ; ( iii) small variation in the shear 
value ( ~ 20%) on T-10 does not result in any significant 
change of the sawt ooth f eature s . 
TABLE 1. PARA!lraTERS OF SA\'/TEETH AT DIFFERENT aL. 

aL , cm 28 JO 32 - 34.5 

r s ,cm 9 . 9 9 8.2 

'r's ,ms 11 - 1 2 11 - 1 2 11 - 1 2 
t crash 'ms O. J2 040 O.JJ 
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in the simulnzion based on tiie Dnestrovs ii-~Kostomarov tra-

1gport code and the Liohtenherg stochasticity theory /2/, we

dimmed a :as inwrease in t} heat conduction coefficient Ke

hi.Rin the rV eur ace during the crash /6/. In addition to si—
mulation of high~q regimes with qL = 4 — 6 /6/, we presented

.letion of theresults 1H QL : 2 regime (Fig.3).
3n0t_n loo on Fim.} i]l_u;:rate the process of propagation of

, . V ,0 "tirb Vturb
go~1uiua nfl refmon With xx = L + h“)1 , K6

1. " m~ _
V {,j

- ,
of 1N .nA. lie simulation reproduces well the step~like chara-

being of order

star of the pertunhation propagation towards the center with
1 _ |

‘elo: ity about “.1M' om.n and enhanced velocity of the heat

guise propigetim .Peyond the r‘ surface. Both the rsvalue and
A . 171

pariodofgnwtggtk also nmree well with the experimental ones.

J profile aim is extremal? small in the simulation

which agrees wit} unchanging position of the m=1, n=1 island

during the crash in the T—10 experiment.
In summary: (i) int»rnal disrup ion in the T—10 plasma can

be described by the stochasticity model of /2/; (ii) the X T

value before the vrash depends on tokamak size and probably

on shear in plasma corn; (iii) small variation in the shear
value (“(20%) on T—1O does not result in any significant

of the sawtooth fonturea.
1. PARAmnl3n> OF SAZTEE. Ii AT DIFFEREIT aL

28 30 39 — 34.5
3.11 1‘1 8.2
11 — 12 11 — 12 11 — 12

,ms 0.32 0A0 0.33
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A given paper describes the study of plasma parameters in 
the regime with enhanced impurity confinement (B-regime) and 
in the regime with reduced impurity confinement ( S-regime) in 
the T-10 tokamak [1 J . Transition from the S- regirne to the B
regime was performed by switching a working gas puff valve off. 
The T-10 chamber was carbonj_zed a few times in the proces s of 
these experiments. In operation after carbonization, the cham
ber wall was saturated with neutral atoms of hidrogen and deu
terium; the na.in plasma impurity was carbon [2 J . Using diffe
rent prograrnliling regimes of the working gas puff valve in shots 
between carbonizations, we were able to carry out our experi
ments vrith wide variations in the influx of neutral atoms from 
the chamber walls and from gas valve. 

Changing the influx of neutral atoms in different ways, 
we obtained several modifications of discharge evolution in ti
me a_: the same integral plasma parameters: Ip=200 kA, ra =32 
cm , ne=J.5x1o-13cm-3, BT=JO kG (see Fig.1) . Af ter switching 
the gas puff valve off, the influx of neutrals abruptly drops 
and the discharge transists to the B-phase. The transition is 
accompanied by a 4-5 times rise in the SXR-signal . This rise 
is produced besides by a r ise in Te (O), by an increase in the 
lif e-times of impurities (confinned by the decay time of injec
ted potassiurr.:'Lk-100 ms) (see Fig.1). In a given example af
ter the gas puff cut-off, the influx of neutrals was retained 
at a low level so that ne-const. If the neutral influx from the 
gas valve or from the chamber walls remains rather high, the 
discharge will transit to the S-regime. In this case, the SXR
signal rises insignificantly and the life-time of imvurities is 
s hort Ct~N50 ms) (given by the dashed line in Fig.1a). 

The further evolution of the discharge after transition 
to the B-phase depends on the programming of the gas -puff 
(Fig.1,b,c), In the case of an insignificant influx of neutral 
atoms from the chamber walls and completely-closed gas puff 
valve, ne drops (Fig.1b), and the SXR-signal is reduced due t o 
this drop. The operation continues in the B-phase . However, if 
the valve is switched on again in the B-phase (Fig.1c), ne 
rises, and an add itional high neutral influx provides the con
ditions for the transition to the S-phase . The pro~ess is accom
panied by a 2.5 - time drop in the SXR-signal. A drop in Te(O) 
and a rise in ne(O) in this case cannot completely explain the 

Tl"l3l’ I? 31 é‘fl J 'i'?ll"' (l?

", L . Vasin , l.’..1’ersh}:ov, 'z’u.‘[u. Karzhavin, :3 . lie 1ve (Lev

i.V.Kurohatov Institute of Atomic lersj,hoseow,flfi'n

: . LIIiros‘nr "1-:ov
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A given paper describes the study of plasma parameters in
he regime with enhanced impurity eoniinement (E—regime) an i
n the regime with rei teal mpizity “onjinen,nu (d-reg. me) in

the T~1O tolzamak [1]. Transition from the L regime to the 3-
veeg'rne was perzorme1 3y swi tehing a Working gas puff valve off.
ihe L~1O chamber was carbonized a few times in the process of
these experiments. In operation after carbonination, 'the Chan—
Eel val]. was sat Irated with neutral atoms of livdrogen and ieu—
terium; the main plasma impurity was carbon [2 J Using diffe—
ent progranming ref" imes o: the working 'as piff valve in shots

Letween carhonisatiVons, we were able to carry out our experi—
ments with wiie verietions in the intlux of neutral atoms from
the Chamber w lls anl :iom gas valve.

Changing the influx of neutril atoms in lifferent ways,
we btainei several noiij icetions of lisohai evolution in ti—
me m1 the same iVnte51sl plasma paiameters: lp—_-200 kA, re :32
em, 30:1.5"10 I13:11"? E-- :30 R} (see Fig.1). After switching
the gas puii valve 01f, the influx of neutrals abruptly drops
and the 1iso1arge tiansists to the h-phase. The tiansi ion is
accompanied :y a 1—5 times rise in the JXR—signal. This rise
is produced besides by a rise in Te(0), by an increase in the
life-times of impurities (confirmeo 93 the decay time of injec—
tei potassiumzfjctiOO me) (see Fig.1). In a given example af—
ter the gas puff out-oft, the influx of neutrals was retained
at a low level so that fi§~const. If the neutral influx from the
gas valve or from the chamber walls remains rather high, the
iis‘harge will transit to the S—regime. In this ”a e, the ‘XR—
signal rises insi.vni_ficantly an1 the life-time of impurities is
short (1 ~50 ms) (given by the lashel line in F .1a).

The further evolution of the discharge after transition
to the 8--phase depends on the programming of the gas-puff
(Fig.1,o,c). In the ease of an insignificant influx of neutral
atoms from the chamber walls and completely-Closed gas puff
valve, ne drops (1V i5. 1b), ani the SEN-signal is reiuoed due to
this drop. The operation continues in the B—phase. However, if
the valve is switched on again in the B—phase (Fig.10), Hg
rises, and an additional high neutral influx provides the con—
ditions for the transition to the S-phase. The process is accom-
panied by a 2. 5 ~ time drop in the BER—signal. A drop iVn Te (0)
and a rise in DQCO ) in this case cannot completelv expla n the
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change in the SXR-signal. It means that ther e is a r educt ion 
in the concentration of i mpurities in the plasma . Thus, the 
repeated swit ching of the valve on provided the transition of 
the discharge to the S-phase. 

The behaviour of D.,( -l i ne intensity near the chamber wall 
and near t~e limiter in the case of switching the gas valve off 
an of a weak neutral inf l ux from the chamber walls (Fig.1b) is 
given in Fig. 2. After gas puff cut -off , the discharge transi-·ts 
to the B-phase and then a gra dual plasma colwnn expansion for 
about~120 ms occurs up to a time, when the plas:na edge touches 
the limite r . At this time the influx of neutral atoms from the 
cham~er walls and from the limiter s teeply r i ses; however, ne 
and ) nol.dl( drop, as seen in Fi g . 2 . Such a change in t he integ
ral of particles in t he plasma column can be explained only 
by, at least a factor of 2 reduction in the life -time of parti
cles 'L'f • Thus, one can see that the plasma column evolut i on 
after switching the gas valve off is non-s tationary, and it is 
difficult to obtain the stationary B- regime by vari ation in the 
neutral influx. 

An important rol e of the neutral e.tomic influx in obtai
ning the B-regime is confir med by a series of ten successive 
shots in the tokamak. The measurements were done af ter the 
ECRH experiments at n e "' 2x1013cm-3, as a result of which t he 
chamber walls we re purif ied of hydrogen and deuterium atoms . 
The neutral influx was at a low level, and the gas valve svt it 
ching-off provided the transition t o the Il- regime (Fig.1a, so
lid line ). In the proces s of further tokamak operation a t a 
higher iie=J.5x1013cm-3 without ZC RH the walls were saturated 
with atoms of working gas from shot to shot , and the l evel of 
neutral influx was raised. The growth of per iphery plasma den 
sity and the drop of centra l temperature also took place. The 
level of neutral influx gradual ly became s o high t hat the tra
nsition to the B-regime became impossible (Fig.1a, dashed li
ne) the evolution of the ne(r) - prof ile is shown in Fig .Ja. 
One can see t hat the density profile f or the shot in the B
regime is more peaked than that in t he S-regime. The density 
profiles for discharge with Ne-puffing and without it are shown 
in Fig.Jb. In the case of Ne-puffing, the trans i tion to the B
regime is observed. One can see that a change in the profile 
is close to t hat at t h e gas valve swith- off . 

The effect of transi t ion from the B-regime to the S- regi
me can be a chieve d by a pulsed gas puff a t the plasma edge. An 
example is shown in Fig.4: a single puff of He into the di scha 
rge in the B-regime resul t s in an abrupt transition to t he S
phase. This transition is accompanied by rearrangement of the 

change in the SXR-signal. It means that there is a reduction
in the concentration of impurities in the plasma. Thus, the
repeated switching of the valve on proviied the transition of
the discharge to the S-phase.

The behaviour of 34,-line intensity near the chamber wall
and near the limiter in the case of switching the gas valve off
an of a weak neutral influx from the chamber walls (Fig.1b) is
given in Fig.2. After gas puff cut—off, the discharge transixts
to the B—phase and then a gradual plasma column expansion for
about~120 ms occurs up to a time, when the plasma edge touches
the limiter. At this time the influx of neutral atoms from the
Chamber walls and from the limiter steeply rises; however,‘fig
and,/h¢ak drop, as seen in Fig.2. Such a change in the integ-
ral of particles in the plasma column can be explained only
by, at least a factor of 2 reduction in the life—time of parti—
cles Ki). Thus, one can see that the plasma column evolution
after switching the gas valve off is non—stationary, and it is
difficult to obtain the stationary E—regime by variation in the
neutral influx.

An important role of the neutral atomic influx in obtai-
ning the B—regime is confirmed by a series of ten successive
shots in the tokamak. The measurements were done after the
ECRH experiments at 59"2X1013cm‘3, as a result of which the
chamber walls were purified of hydrogen and deuterium atoms.
The neutral influx was at a low level, and the gas valve swit—
chinguoff provided the transition to the B-regime (Fig.1a, so-
lid line). In the process of further tokamak operation at a
higher he=3o5x1013cm-3 without JCRH the walls were saturated
with atoms of working gas from shot to shot, and the level or
neutral influx was raised. The growth of periphery plasma den~
sity and the drop of central temperature also tcok place. The
level of neutral influx graiually became so high that the tra-
nsition to the B-regime became impossible (Fig.1a, dashed 1i—
ne) the evolution of the ne(r) — profile is shown in Fig.3a.
One can see that the density profile for the shot in the B-
regime is more peaked than that in the S—regime. The density
profiles for discharge with Ne—puffing and without it are shown
in Fig.3b. In the case of Ne-puffing, the transition to the B-
regime is observed. One can see that a change in the profile
is close to that at the gas valve swith~off.

The effect of transition from the B-regime to the S-regi—
me can be achieved by a pulsed gas puff at the plasma elge. in
example is shown in Fig.4: a single puff of He into the discha—
rge in the B—regime results in an abrupt transition to the J-
phase. This transition is accompanied by rearrangement of the
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n (r)-profile in its central part. The study of the parameters 
e .L ~I.le A - i 'Die and VI - >-ic. ~,. - >-.1:; in the 

)i.,._"'Vle.'ir" I Te..-Tq.-'ir Le_-~ .. I 1.. 1 ~ ,\,,.., 
the s ~ B -transition has been done. It turns out that (Fig.5) 
the pare.meter A ~~ undergoes the most significant change in the 
range 10 cm < r < 20 cm and as a result the parameter f e is cha
nged from ~e = 3 in the S-regime to 1t - 1 • 6 in the B-regime. 
one should note that f; ~ 2 in the B-regime. Thus the given da
ta confirm the conclusion that an increase in the neutral in
flux provides a drop in Te at the plasma edge and a rise in w~ 
In this case, the para.meters IJ>!. and 'f; rise, and the condi ti
ons for the emergence of instability are produced [3] • The 
process is accompanied by a reduction in the life-time of impu
rities in the plasma. 

The study of ?; in different plasma regimes has shown that 
not only ~ can be widely changed, but the amount of injected 
impurity reaching the plasma centre in changed as well . Two re
gimes with ver~ similar integral parameters are shown in Fig.6. 
In this case, 17,, slightly rises due to the gas influxes from the 
valve in the regime/ dashed lineJ 1 in the other one the valve is 
switched off(solid lin~. The B-regime is realized in both cases, 
but when a KCl-pellet is injected, and increment in the S:IR-si
gnal in the first discharge in eight-time smaller than that in 
the second one, although the estimates using the bolometric si
gnal and the loop voltage give a difference not greater than a 
factor of two in the pellet size. One can conclude that the di
scharge conditions have permitted impurities to reach the cen
tre to a greater extent in the second case than that in the 
first one. 

Thus, the variation in the influx of neutral atoms results 
in a change in the plasma parameters at the plasma periphery. 
A reduction in the influx is accompanied by a rise in the tem
perature, Te, and by a drop inheat the plasma edge. An improve
ment in the life-time of impurities and particles in the plasma 
column takes place. The observed phenomenon can be induced by 
the instability dam~ing produced by a high influx of neutrals, 
as shown in TEXT [3J • Similar changed in transport processes 
are Qbseryed ~n the a~a+ogous ~earrange~e~ts Qf ne(r) and '.9t{r/
profiles in other facilit~es [4] • .Providing different conditi-
ons at the plasma colunm periphery by variations in the gas 
puffing, one can change the amount of impurities reaching the 
plasma colunm centre in the proce·as of pellet injection. 
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ne(r)~p§ofile in its central part. The%study of tpe parameters
Mg , T r A "L 4 11 .

Ant: alt—{W7 :/\‘T1: ”ll-130’: and Ltii‘ :11 1 LL; ‘ hi, 1n the
the 3 r» B —transition has been done. It turns out that (Fig.5)
the parameter Am_undergoes the most significant change in the
range 10 cm tr 4 20 cm and as a result the parameter we is cha—
nged from 9e = 3 in the U-regime to fi.\ 1.6 in the B-regime.
One Should note that 3% ~ 2 in the B-regime. Thus the given da-
ta confirm the conclusion that an increase in the neutral in—
flux provides a drop in Te at the plasma edge and a rise in H
In this case, the parameters We andifl-rise, and the conditi—
ons for the emergence of insta ility are produced [3] . The
process is accompanied by a reduction in the life—time of impu—
rities in the plasma.

a

The study of 2g in different plasma regimes has shown that
not only Y; can be widely changed, but the amount of injected
impurity reaching the plasma centre in changed as well. Two re-
gimes with very similar integral parameters are shown in Fig.6.
In this case,/A slightly rises due to the gas influxes from the
valve in the regime] dashed line),in the other one the valve is
switched off{solid liné. The B—regime is realized in both cases,
but when a KCl-pellet is injected, and increment in the SIR-si-
gnal in the first discharge in eight—time smaller than that in
the second one, although the estimates using the bolometric si-
gnal and the loop voltage give a difference not greater than a
factor of two in the pellet size. One can conclude that the di-
scharge conditions have permitted impurities to reach the cen-
tre to a greater extent in the second case than that in the
first one.

Thus, the variation in the influx of neutral atoms results
in a change in the plasma parameters at the plasma periphery.
A reduction in the influx is accompanied by a rise in the tem—
perature, Te, and by a drop infkat the plasma edge. An improve—
ment in the life-time of impurities and particles in the plasma
column takes place. The observed phenomenon can be induced by
the instability damping produced by a high influx of neutrals,
as shown in TEXT 3] . Similar changed in transport processes

d ' th ea e ts d . —Stgfii’igrlfi otter iati‘iitig‘s‘sfij lfrtttv‘l‘fiing 8ir?8§§3t320n§=§§§_
one at the plasma column periphery by variations in the gas
puffing, one can change the amount of impurities reaching the
plasma column centre in the process of pellet injection.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SOME PROBLEMS FOR 
A TWO-CHAMBER TOKAMAK 

Belashov V.I., Bortnikov A.V., Brevnov N.N. 

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,Moscow,USSR 
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I. '!he problems related with quenching of a fusion reac

tion and with removal of reaction products from the operating 

chamber have not been solved yet. According to the existing 

ideas,this piw.se of the reactor operation will occupy no leas 

than 15% of the fusion reaction burn time [1]. This will re

sult in large temperature variations in the first wall of the 

reactor and in a noticeable reduction in its service life.A 

break between shots can be reduced if one uses a scheme of ope

ration for the tokamak-reactor proposed in [2] • After burning 

the necessary portion of fuel out, the plasma, as a whole, is 

rapidly ejected into an auxiliary chamber with the developed 

internal sur:ace and with the high power pumping out. The cham

bers are connected with each other through a narrow toroidal 

slot for reducing a back gas flow. As a result of plasma ejec

tion the operating chamber will be ready for igniting a new 

discharge and then the cycles will be repeated. 

2. The passage of a plasma column through a narrow toroidal 

slot has been studied on the T-13 tokamak.The necessary condi

tion for the plasma passage without destruction of the magne-

tic plasma column structure is the 
= 2 al <<'['pi er..,., where v is the 

requirement: CC motion = 
speed of plasma column mo-/V SK 1 SK I 

tion along the major radius, ~: is the plasma skin time, 

CCs~ is the skin time of the slot walls. Under our conditions 

this requirement is satisfied with the speed V ~ 104cm/s. 

One cannot provide such a rapid plasma motion in T-1) by tech

nical reasons, changing the currents in the poloidal coils on

ly. Therefore we have used a horizontal plasma column instabi-
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SOME PROBLSMS FOR
A TWO—CHAMBER TOKAMAK

Belashov V.I., Bortnikov A.V., Brevnov N.N.

1.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,Moscow,USSR

I. The problems related with quenching of a fusion reac—

tion and with removal of reaction products from the operating

chamber have not been solved yet. According to the existing

ideas,this phase of the reactor operation will occupy no less

than 15% of the fusion reaction burn time [1] . This will re-
sult in large temperature variations in the first wall of the

reactor and in a noticeable reduction in its service life.A

break between shots can be reduced if one uses a scheme of ope—

ration for the tokamak~reactor proposed in [2] . After burning
the necessary portion of fuel out, the plasma, as a whole, is

rapidly ejected into an auxiliary chamber with the developed

internal surface and with the high power pumping out. The cham—

bers are connected with each other through a narrow toroidal

slot for reducing a back gas flow. As a result of plasma ejec—

tion the operating chamber will be ready for igniting a new

discharge and then the cycles will be repeated.

2. The passage of a plasma column through a narrow toroidal

slot has been studied on the T-13 tokamak.The necessary condi—

tion for the plasma passage without destruction of the magne-

tic plasma oolumn structure is the requirement: 77 . =

= 2€}/ <177Pl i/ where \f is the s eed of la.mam::l:;n mo—V SK; m P p 9
65’”w

is the skin time of the slot walls. Under our conditions

tion along the major radius,
c

LSK

is the plasma skin time,

this requirement is satisfied with the speed V'7 104cm/s.

One cannot provide such a rapid plasma motion in T—13 by tech-

nical reasons, changing the currents in the poloidal coils on-

ly. Therefore we have used a horizontal plasma column instabi—



luty in the confining magnetic field with a high decay index, 

n = - ~ . ~~ /' 3/2 , in the region of toroidal transition. 
A partition splitting the chamber into two vessels was 

installed (R=58 cm ) in the T-13 tokamak (Fig.1). The partition 

includes four semirings with triangular cross-sections exten

ded in the toroidal direction. Zach semiring (made of alumini
um) is isolated from the chamber and from other semirings. A 
width of the slot between the upper and lower semirings was ad
justed in a range 2-7 cm. 

The experiments were done with the following parameters: 
maximal plasma current 3 p = 15 kA, toroidal magnetic field 
a. t the radius R 0 = 40 cm B = 10 kG, ma.j or radius was chan
ged in the range R=48-65 cm in motion, plasma density n~101 3 
cm-3. The minor radius of the plasma. colwnn, a. = 7.5 cm, was 

preset with rail limiters . 

3. The discharge parameters a.t the passage thr ough the 
slot with a relative width,b == ~ax100%=40%, where. h i s the dis
tance between the upper and lower semirings (Fig.1), a.re shown 
in Fig.2. The speed of motion in the region of plasma column 
formation is v=103cm/s, in the slo t v=Jx10 4cm/s. Spectroscopic 
measurements and the data from the Langmuir probes confi rm the 
readings of magnetic probes about the pl asma positions along 
the major radius. 

The motion through the slot is accompanied by a some flux 
of cold deuterium a.toms from the wall s of the slot. It is con
firmed by a rise in the intensity of D~ -line and by an increa
se in the atomic charge-exchange flux from the plasma. 

A relative change in the plasma current in its motion 
through the slot, differently wide, is shown in Fig.3. A change 
in the plasma current in its motion within the T-13 chamber 

without partition is also shown there. 
The losses of charged particles to the partition are esti

mated by a. saturated ion current from one simiring. The flux of 
charged particles in motion through the slot is reduced the 

luty in the confining magnetic iield with a high decay index,

n;: — E—-g§ 7 é/g , in the region of toroidal transition.
A partition splitting the chamber into two vessels was

installed (R=58 cm) in the T—13 tokamak (Fig.1). The partition
includes four semirings with triangular cross-sections exten—
ded in the toroidal direction. Each semiring (made of alumini—
um) is isolated from the chamber and from other semirings. A
width of the slot between the upper and lower semirings was ad-
justed in a range 2—7 cm.

The experiments were done with the following parameters:
maximal plasma current .Tp = 15 kA, toroidal magnetic field
at the radius R0 = 40 cm 5 = 10 k6, major radius was chan-

ged in the range R248—65 cm in motion, plasma density n ~1013

cm-B. The minor radius of the plasma column, a = [.5 cm, was
preset with rail limiters.

3. The discharge parameters at the passage through the

slot with a relative width,3::%ax100%=40%, where h is the dis—
tance between the upper and lower semirings (Fig.1), are shown
in Fig.2. The speed of motion in the region of plasma column

fonmation is v=1030m/s, in the slot v=3x104cm/s. Spectroscopic
measurements and the data from the Langmuir probes confirm the

readings of magnetic probes about the pl asma positions along

the major radius.

The motion through the slot is accompanied by a some flux
of cold deuterium atoms from the walls of the slot. It is con-

firmed by a rise in the intensity of Dd -line and by an increa—

se in the atomic charge—exchange flux from the plasma.

A relative change in the plasma current in its motion

through the slot, differently wide, is shown in Fig.3. A change

in the plasma current in its motion within the T—13 chamber

without partition is also shown there.

The losses of charged particles to the partition are esti—

mated by a saturated ion current from one simiring. The flux of

charged particles in motion through the slot is reduced the
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stronger, the higher its speed (Fig . 4). The power lost by the 
plasma through this channel does not exceed 10% of the Joule 
power of heating. <P=y3se:tTe, where 0 is the heat transmis-

sion rate, J sat is the saturated ion current from semirings, 

Te is the electron temperature at the plasma column edge. 

A widtA of the slot determines the nature of the plasma 

colwnn passage through it. When S <: 30%, there is no passage, 

the plasma column is destructed in front of the partition. When 

30% ~ S ~ 40%, the plasma passes through the slot, but the 

discnarge is often disrupted that results in a slight decelera

tion of the colwnn and in the loss of a plasma energy fraction. 

(~15%). When b.;>40%, as a rule, the plasma colwnn passes the 

slot without disruption. 

Thus, on the basis of the experiments made one can conclu

de tha~ under definite conditions it is possible to provide the 
plasma ejection through the toroidal slot with a width essenti
ally-less than the plasma column diameter. 
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Figure captions 

Fig.1. Geometry of the experiment and location of diagnostics 
in T-1). (3 J 

Fig.2. 

Fig.). 

Fig.4. 

Discharge parameters in motion of the plasma through the 
slot & =40% ( !Jp is the plasma current, R is the major 
radius, Ut is the loop voltage, I is the intensity of 
the OV-line at the radius R =58 cm, j probe is the cur
rent from the La.ngmuir probe at the centre of transiti
on, X-ray is the hard X-ray intensity. 
A change in the plasma current at the passage through 
the slot with relatively-different width. 
Saturated current from one semiring in motion of the 
plasma colwnn with different speed. 

stronger, the higher its speed (Fig.4). The power lost by the

plasma through this channel does not exceed 102 of the Joule
power of heating. (F):y‘5satTe’ where a! is the heat transmis—

Sion rate, 3 set is the saturated ion current from semirings,

T; is the electron temperature at the plasma column edge.

A width of the slot determines the nature of the plasma

column passage through it. When S<<30%, there is no passage,

the plasma column is destructed in front of the partitiono When

30%3 8‘5. 40%, the plasma passes through the slot, but the

discharge is often disrupted that results in a slight decelera-

tion of the column and in the loss of a plasma energy fraction.

(“*15%). When 81>40%, as a rule, the plasma column passes the
slot without disruption.

Thus, on the basis of the experiments made one can conclu-

de that under definite conditions it is possible to provide the
plasma ejection through the toroidal slot With a width essenti—

ally-less than the plasma column diameter.
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Figure capticns

Fig.1. Geometry of the experiment and location of diagnostics
in T~13.[5]

Fig.2. Discharge parameters in motion of the plasma through the
slot 5 =40% ( 5P is the plasma current, R is the major
radius, Ugis the loop voltage, I is the intensity of
the OV-line at the radius R =58 cm,5 probe is the cur—
rent from the Langmuir probe at the centre of transiti-
on, X-ray is the hard X—ray intensity.

' . . ' current at the ease e throu
Flg 3 %hgh2E§$ withhge atgggly-different width. g gh
Fig.4. Saturated current from one semiring in motion of the

plasma column with different speed. '
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SlvlAJJL-SCALS l'1ASil1A TURBUL.ti:NCE IN THE FT-2 TOKAMAK 

V.V.Eul anin, TJ.A.Esipov+, D.O.Korneev, A.Yu..Stepano v+, 

S.N.Ushakov, N.V.YashuJcova 

M.I .Kalinin Polyteclmical Institute, Leningrad, USSR 

+A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institu.te, Leningrad, USSR 

Small-scale plasma turbulence in tokamaks is of su.b

stantial interest fo r it can be responsible for anomalous 

ener gy trans port [1]. It has been reported already [2] of 

investigations of t he s rnall-scale density fl ttctu.ations in 

the FT-2 tokamak during the cu.rrent rise ph ase via co 2 laser 

scattering. 'l'hi s report presents some new data on plasma den

si t:v and magnetic field flu.ctttations during the flat current 

phase of the discharge in this machine. 

The FT-2 tokamak has major radiu.s of 55 cm and limi ter 

radius of 8 cm. The investigations were performed in the 

ohmic heating regime: Bt=2.2-2.4 T, Ip~30-40 kA. The plasma 

density, electron and ion temperatures on the plasma axis 

were estimated to be (1-3)"10 13crn3 , 300-500 eV and 100-150 

eV respectively. A high-power pulsed co 2 laser was used as 

probing beam source providing peak power of 25-30 kW and 

pulse du.ration of 5JUs· That guaranteed the sensitivity 

enou.gh to anal yse the plasma density fluctuations of relat

ively low i ntensity in 2-20 MHz frequ.ency range with wave 

vectors Of 1&-90 cm1 • The plasma colu.mn was probed along 

several vertical chords of its small section plane. 

The density flttctuations single-shot spectrum wi thin the 

wavenu.mber resolti.tion band A k.l.-=5 cm1 presents a nwnber of 

well defined frequ.encies with ti.~<<(52) (see Fig.1) as it was 

previollSly determined for the current rise phase [ 2]. The 

spectra peak frequencies were not reproduced from one dis

charge to another. However, the peaked nature of the spectra 

remained quite appreciable after the nverae,ing over 6-15 to-
, ____ , __ , 

r ‘7'

UmAhL—SUALJ ELASMA TUnBULdNQJ IN THh FT—Z TUEAMAK
-

. .fi. 1", , . +
Vuv.rulnn1n, L.nnhsipov , D.U.Lorneev, A.Yu.Stepanov ,

S.N.Ushnkov, N.V9Yashukova

3.1.Lalinin folvtechnical Institute, Leningrad, USSR
+. v . \ ~ , | , - , ~ ”-N ‘ ~V - «vn.F.Iofie lhvsical~lecnnical Institute, Leningrad, Shh

finall—scale plasma turbulence in tohanaks is of sub—

stantial interest for it can be responsible for anomalous

enerflv transport [i]. it has teen reported already [2] of

investigations of the small—scale densitv fluctuations in

the FT—Z tokamak during the current rise phase via 002 laser

scattering. This report presents some new data on plasma denh

sitv and magnetic field fluctuations during the flat current

phase of the discharge in this machine.

The FT—2 tokamak has major raiius of 55 cm and limiter
radius of 8 cm0 The investigations were performed in the

T, ID=3O—4O kn. The plasma
density, electron and ion temp ratures on the plasma axis

were estimated to be (1—3)‘1o1 elm—3, 500—500 eV and 100—150
eV respectively. A high~power pulsed 602 laser was used as

ohmic heating regime: Bt:2'2—2'4

\Ju
'

(I:

probing beam source providing peak power of 25~30 kw and

pulse duration of SPAS. That guaranteed the sensitivity

enourh to analyse the plasma density fluctuations of relat—

ivelv low intensity in 2—20 Mhz frequency range with wave
vectors of 18—90 cm—1n

several vertical chords of its small section plane.

The plasma column was probed along

The density fluctuations single—shot spectrum within the
wavenumber resolution hand A hlfS cm"1 presents a Jumber of
well defined frequencies with AUD<K(Q) (see Fig.1) as it was
previously determined for the current rise phase [21‘ The

Spectra peak frequencies were not reproduced from one dis—
charge to another. However, the peaked nature of the spectra

remained quite appreciable after the overaminy over 6—15 to—
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"quasil i near modes ". Further on the broad frequency range 

being o bserved for a fixed k..l.. was probably uue t o s i mul t ane

ous s cattering from different magnet ic surfac es . On approach

ing the plasma edge a rise in t he scattered signal was o bta

ined with no fluctua t ions bejng found for the chords close 

to the plasma colwnn centre where scattering fro m s tri ctly 

poloidal perturbations c an be observed (Ipc45 kA, Btc2 .4 T). 

I n order to clarify the spectra t!'ansformation an addit i onal 

averaging over s everal frequency bands of 2 il'iHz width was 

performed. In Fig.2 the isol ines of such avera ged intensity 

plotted a gainst (.R) and kl. are compa red fo r chords Xc+5, +6 , 

+7 cm (X being a probing beam spacing from the plasma column 

axis). The spec t ra for +6 and +7 chords depict substantial 

similarity whil e for Xi=+5 cm the spec tra tend towards smaller 

kJ.. . This spectra nhape evolution observed previ~usly in the 

current rise phase (s ee [ ?J) seemed to be due t o es sential ly 
anisotropic s tructure of plasma density f luctuations with t he 

poloidal correlation l ength exceeding the radial one locali

zed near the pl asma periphery. The spectra t!'ansformati on in 

the flat current phase of the discharge as well as t he absen

c e of scattering from the central chords ca n be explained in 

the same way. 
The density fluctuation level i s estimated to be Sn./n. ~ 

~ 10- 3. The pol o i dal phase veloc ity exc eeded the electron 

drift one: w/1< ~ 0 - 5 )vde. 
The density fluctuations spectra be i ng averaged over 10 

shots for pr obing along symmetric chords +7 and -7 cm are 

shown in Fig.3 . The fact that s cat tering is observed both 

from the l ow and high f i eld side of the discharge proves t hat 

the rnicroinstability i s connected not with toroidal effects 

only. 
A high frequency magne tic probe (a smal l loop about 

(2x10 ) mrn2 ) was pl aced in the equato r i al plane in t he limiter 

shadow close to the scatter ing r egion. Beside s the intensive 

”quasilinear modes”. Further on the broad frequency ranwe

being observed for a fixmiccmm probably due to oimultanc»
ous scattering from diffcrent magnetic surfaces. Un opprench~

ing the plasma edge a rise in the scattered eignnl was obta—
ined with no fluctuationn being Vound for the chords close

to the plasma column centre wher Scattering from strictly
poloidal perturbations can re observed (IDE45 kn, Lt=2.4 T)”
In order to clarify the spectra transformhtion an additional
averaging over several frequency bands of 2 1H2 width was

performed. In Fig.2 the idolinee of such averiged intcnnity

plotted ayainst 00 and ki_are compared for chords x=+5, +6,

+7 cm (X being a probing beam spacing from the plasma column

axis). The Spectra for +6 and +7 chords depict nuhstantial
Similarity while for XZ+5 cm the Spectra tend towardssmaller

ki
current rise phase (see [2]) seemed to be dde to eisentially

. This spectra shape evolution obseed previously in the

anisotropic structure of plasma denSitv fluctuationu with the

poloidal correlation length exceeding the radial one ‘ocali—
zed near the plasma periphery. The spectra transformation in

the flat current phase of the discharge as well as the absen-

cc of scattering from the central chor 8 can he explained in

the same way.

The density fluctuation level is estimated to be‘SrL/n_z

310—3. The poloidal phase velocitv exceeded the electron
drift one: UO/k z (3'5)Vde.

The density fluctuations Spectra being averaged over 10

shots for probing along symmetric chords +7 and —7 cm are

Shown in Fig.3. The fact that scattering is observed both

from the low and high field side of the discharge proves that

the microinstability is connected not with toroidal effects

only.

A high frequency magnetic probe (a small loop about

(2x10)mm2) was placed in the equatorial plane in the limiter

shadow close to the scattering region. Besides the intensive
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magnetic field flu.ctuations in 20-50 kHz range the perturbat
ions with :f={) .2-6 MHz were found. at I > 40kA. '.11-he density and p . 
magnetic fi eld flu.ctuations spectra are compared. in Fig. i • 

The c oincidence of a nu.mber of frequency peaks can be indica

ted. This effect disappeared with chord displacement towards 
the plasma column centre and k J. increasing over "'50 cm-i. The 

radial decay of the magnetic field perturbations intensity 
are presented in Fig .4. Assuming the field associated with 

fluctuating plasma currents decays like a multipolar vacuum 
field [3] one can conclude the B signal for fixed frequency 
(see Fig.4) may originate from a sum over different m-mo-
des. For example the higher mode for fE2 MHz has m•50 (k £7 

c~1 ) and such density fluctuations may be indicated in scat--. 
tering experiment at the plasma periphery (2]. The relative 
intensity of the magnetic field oscillations being extrapola--
ted from the limiter shadow to the hot region was near 10-4 • 

According to the estimates the observed microinstability 
cannot be explained by electron dissipation processes (mic:ro~ 
tearing or rippling modes). It is more likely tobe conneoted 

with plasma rotation in the radial electric field. That :fits 
the localization of density fluctuations near the plasma edge 

and t heir anisotropy due to the rotation shear [4]• A nonuni
form impurity distribution could affect the instability de

velopment also. 
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magnetic field fluctuations in 20—50 kHz range the perturbat—
jons with f=0.2—6 mhz were found at Ip>40kA. The densityand

magnetic field fluctuations spectra are compared in Fig.1.

The coincidence of a number of frequency peaks can be indica—

tedo This effect disappeared with chord displacement towards

1. The

radial decay of the magnetic field perturbations intensity
the lasma column centre and k increasin overIVSO curp l

are presented in Fig.4. Assuming the field associated with

fluctuating plasma currents decays like a multipclar vacuum

field [i] one can conclude the g signal for fixed frequency

(see Fig.4) may originate from a sum over different m—mo~

des. For example the higher mode for f=2 MHZ has m‘SO (k =7
ourT) and such density fluctuations may be indicated in scat—

tering experiment at the plasma periphery [2]. The relative

intensity of the magnetic field oscillations being extrapola~

ted from the limiter shadow to the hot region was near 10H4.

According to the estimates the observed microinstability

cannot be explained by electron dissipation processes (miCIOH
tearing or rippling modes). It is more likely tobe connected

with plasma rotation in the radial electric field. That fits
the localization of density fluctuations near the plasma edge
and their anisotrOpy due to the rotation shear [a]. A nonunia

form impurity distribution could affect the instability de-

velopment also.
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ii'ig . 1 . '.Che dans i ty (1) a nd magnet i c f ield (2) :fll..lctu.ations 

single-s hot spectra . ki=25 cm-1 , x~+7 c m. 

Fig . 2 . Isol ines of f requenc y smoothed v al ue of power spectr a . 

Fig.3 . 'rhe averaging over 10 sho ts dens i ty fluc"':; u.ation s spec

t ra f o r probing chords +7 (1) 9nd - 7 (2) cm. ki.=4 5cm- 1 

?ig . 4 . The r adial decay of t he magnetic field fl uctuations 
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TURBULENT ION HEATING IN TUMAN-3 UNDER THE FAST CURRENT RAMP. 

N.I . Vinograuov, A.B.Izvozchikov, V.P.Silin+, S.A.Urupin+, 
K.G.Shahovetz, L.G.Askinasi, V.I.Afanaeiev, S.G.Goncharov, 

++ N.I.Komarova, A.A.Korotkov, Yu.A.Koscov , E.RPits, 
G. 'r.Razdobarin, V. V .Rozhdestvenski j , N .A.Timofeeva, 
M.A.Khal ilov, A.V.Khudoleev, F.V.Chernyshev, S.P.Yaroshevichp 

Ioffe Pb;ysico-techni cal Institute Academy of Sci ences, USSR, 
Leningrad 
+ Lebedev Institute of Physics Academy of Sciences, Moscow 
++ Efremov Institute of Electro-Physical Apparatuses, 

LeningraC. 

The poeeible role of ion-sound turbulence (IST) in faat 
current penetration into the plasma and plasma heating in 
tokamaks TORTUR and TUMAN-3 was mentioned in Refs. [I,2]. 
Here we analyzed experimental data on ion heating under the 
fast current ramp in TUMAN-3 [3) 0 For explanation of observed 
effects the mechanism of IST i s evoked. 

The evo~ution of different pl asma parameters is shown in 
Fig.I. Conventionally the discharge might be divided into 3 
stages: I - ohmic heating with small current (40-45 kA); II -
- fast current ramp phase up to 85-IOO kA with Ip=I2,5 MA/s; 
III - phase with a large current. In the first phase plasma 
loop was a].owly shifted from the center to the outer chamber 
wall for about 5 cm. The plasma with 8p"'I8 cm was formed (Fig. 
2,3) and after that fast current ramp was arranged with a 
fast (during I-I,5 ms) shifting to the chamber center. 

In the second stage of the dizcharge fast ion heating 
was ob£erved. Central ion temperature increased from IOO-I50 
eV to 200-300 eV during 3 ms (Fig.4). Characteristic two-fold 
increase time of ion temperature was 2-3 m.s. The increase of 
charge-exchange atomic f l uxes with the superthermal ener gies 
was observed simul taneously with the ion t emperature increase. 

IURBUIEUT ION HEATING IH TUMAH—5 UKDER THE EAST CURRENT Ridflh

L.IuVinugradov, AoBaIzvozchikov, V.P.5ilin+, S.A.Urupin+,
L.GDShahovetz, L.G°Askinasi, V.I°Afanasicv, 50G.Goncharov,
N.I.Komarova, AOA.Korotkov, Yu.A.Koscov++, 'E.R.,Its,
G.T.Razdoharin, V.VnRozhdestvenskij, N.A.Timofeova,
MQA.Khalilov, A.V°Khudoleev, F.VoChernyshev, S.P.‘iaroshevicha

IoIfe Physico—technical Institute Academy of Sciences, USSR,
Leningrad

Lebedov Institute of Physics Academy of Sciences, Moscow

++ Efrcmov Institute of Electro—Physical Apparatuses,
Leningroc

The possible role of ion—sound turbulence (IST) in fast
current penetration into the plasma and plasma heating in
tokamaks TORTUR and TUMAN—B was mentioned in Refs. [I,2].
Here we analyzed experimental data on ion heating under the
fast current ramp in TUMAN—E [5]“ For explanation of observed
effects the mechanism of IST is evokedo

The evolution of different plasma parameters is shown in
Figol. Conventionally the discharge might be divided into 5
stages: I ~ ohmic heating with small current (40—45 kA); II —
— fast current ramp phase up to 85—IOO kA with Ip:I2,5 MA/s;
III — phase with a large current. In the first phase plasma
loop was slowly shifted from the center to the outer chamber

wall for about 5 cm. The plasma with aéVIB cm was formed (Fig.
2,3) and after that fast current ramp was arranged with a
fast (during I—I,5 ms) shifting to the chamber center.

In the second stage of the discharge fast ion heating
was observedo Central ion temperature increased from 100—150
eV to 200—300 eV during 5 ms (Figo4)o Characteristic two—fold
increase time of ion temperature was 2—5 ms. The increase of
charge—exchange atomic fluxes with the superthermal energies
was observed simultaneously with the ion temperature increase.
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The appearance of the fast particl es was observed in a number 
of cases just after the begi ning of current ::.•ampo Sharply pe

aked :i.on temperature profile corresponds to this time (,.,3 ms 
from the begining of current ramp), as it is shown on Fig.6. 

It's impossible to give account for phenomena described 
above by energy transfer from electrons to i ons due to colo
umb collisions~ because of lonG charact eristic t ime of that 
processes - IO ms. It's known at the s3..Clle time, that the IST 
can provide plasma ion heating during the shorter time. 

The ion heating with the classical i on-electron times, 
took plQ.ce when the hard X-ra;ys and synchrotron emiss i on inc
rease was registrated during current r8.lllp probably connected 
with the existence of fast electron beam. 

The experinentally measured dependencies of ion energy 
distributions allow us to draw two conc lusion.so Firstly it is 
possible to speak about hot ion tail formation i n the energ-y 
region c ~ ZTe (or 1.T ~ 1J5 ) with the high effective tempera-
ture TH~ ZTe• Secondly it is possible to speak about signifi
cant increase of number of ions in the region€ > ZTe during 
current ramp (~4 ms). It i s possibl e to explain such peculia
rities of the ion distribution i n frames of IST theor y by the 
fo llowin13 way . The ion heating in the velocity .re c;i on tJ ~ ~ 

up to TiiZTe is accounted fo r by their interaction with the 
ion sound oscillations. The increase of fast ion nuuber in 
it' s turn may be the result of bul k ion heat ing with V - 'llr, 

determined by induced sound scatterinr; and caused by this hea
ting ion influx in the re E; ion f, > ZTe. Characteristic time of 
the heating 7:,.., T; /Zf V's .... 2- 3 ms is in good agreement 'Nith 
the experimentally observed times of the resonant ions number 
increaseo 

For the excitation of ion- sound instability in plasma 
it's nec~ssary the electric field t o be greater threshold va
l ue Eth[4]. Our case with ZTe/Ti~6,Eth=a , 5 mV/cm corresponds 
approximatly to the nonisothermicity observed before current 
ramp. The el ectric field outside t he plasm~ col umn. becomes 

The appearance of the fast Particles was observed in u number
of cases just after the beginin5 of current rumpo Sharply Pe_
uked ion temperature profile oorresbonds to this time (~5 me
from the be5inin5 of current ramp), as it is shown on B‘igoéo

It’s impossible to give acoount for yhenomcne described
above by energy transfer from electrons to ion: due to colo~

unm collisions, because of long characteristicLtime of that
processes'vIO ms. It’s known at the Same t ine, hot the IST
can provide plasma ion heating during the s' oIt er time.

The ion heating with the classic :1 ion—electron. times,
took place when the hard X-rays and synchrotron emission inc—

rease was registreted during current r J” llOLLbl» connected
vith the existcnce of fast electron be¢ma

The experimentally measured detenoencies 0: ion cner5y
distributions allow us to draw two conclusionso Firstly it is
possible to speak about hot ion tuil formation in tnc oner5y
region EE=ZTe (or U’a 1% ) With the higli effective tenyere—

ture THAJZTS. Secondly it is possible to speak about si5nifi—
cent increase of number of ions in the re5ion £:>Zic during
current ramp Qv4 ms). It is possible to explain such geculiu—
rities of the ion distribution in frames of IST theory by the
followin5 way. The ion heetin5 in the velocity re5ion U zzg
up to TH~ZTe is uccounted for by their interaction with ‘he
ion sound oscillationsu The increase of fast io: number L1
it’s turn may be the result of bulh ion heating with U'vlfil
determined bJ induced sound acotterin5 and canned by this hen—
tin5 ion influx in the re5ion 6 >' Te. Characteristic time oi
the heating ’Z‘~ Ti/ZE‘U'S~2-fi us is in good egrecn .1t with

the exlierimentully observe.d time s or the resonant ionu number

increaseD
For the excitation of ion—sound instability in plzsnu

it’s necessary the electric field to be 5ren or threshold var
luc Ethf4]. Our case with ZTe/Tié6,3tn=o,3 mV/cm corresyonde
approximatly to the nonisothermicity observed before current
ramp° The electric field outside the blusmc column becomes
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b1·euter than the th:ceshold vo.lue (E > IO mV I cm) during current 
rump and ion-sound insto.bility develops at the pl asma peri p
hery . 

It should be noted, that the I ST-theory may be applied 
in the case of iJ lasma wi th nonmai;net i zed electrons. In our 
co.se .::>lasma. discharges were hl'ranged in t he magnetic f i e l d 
~ 5 kGs, where c..>u./.Q,tI-2, i .e. electrons were not magnetized 
practically. 

As the ion- sound i nctabi l ity causes ion turbulent hea
tinc, it also has to decre~se plasma conductivit y in~IO t i mes o 
As ~ result the penetrat ion time of the e l ectric fie l d lll. 

plasl.lla has t o decree.se corresponclently. In such a wa:y anoma
lously fast current peneti·ation in the plasma center ma:y be 
accounted for by th(:! excitation of IST o The fast current pe
netration is proveC in our case by the absence of the e l ect
ron temperature sl:inning (Fig.2). 

It should be notGd, t hat the experiments were carri ed 
out , where the bei:;;ining of the shifting coinc i ded with cur
rent r amp, o-:::cured in :J.dv<:mce or after it. In all these cases 
the time diff crE:uce between the begi ning of plasma shift ing 
u.nd current ra:ap 6 t=tR - tI was v1i thin I,5-3 ms. The f ast ion 
heating at th0 diffe:::-ent va lues of i;arametcr 6 t and in the 
discharges 1,•,ith iJlo.s.:in shifting- to the chrun"ocr center from 
the inner m1ll w:....s observeuo These facts a llow us to draw a 
conclusion, thr..t seer:iin;_;ly co lUlJlll shiftinc; didn' t provide i on 
heo.tinG directly. 
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A large number of papers is devoted to the study of the 
current penetration into the tokamak plasmas and experimental 
measurement of current density evolution under the fast cur
rent ramp (I > 107 A/s) with diagnostic techniques capable to 
measure distribution j(r) [1,2] is of special interest. In
vestigations of fast current ramp on TUMAN-J in t he l ast years 
[J,4] were interpreted in terms of convective models of cur
rent penetration and neoclassical values of plasma conducti
vity, assumptions were made also about the possible role of 
ion-sound turbulence and production of the accelerated elect
rons [ 5 ] in the fast current penetration to the canter of 

plasma loop. 
In this paper we analyzed one of the typical discharges 

in tokamak TUMAN-J. On Fig.1 main parameters of the dischar
ge are presented: a) B - magnitude of the toroidal magnetic 
field at R=55 cm, Ip- total plasma current, v1- loop voltage, 
4 - toroidal flux, produced by the current, R - position of 
th~ plasma axis, b) n

9
- mean plasma density, c) ECE , HXR -

intensity of synchrotron and hard X-ray radiation. Between 
the shots the shape of the l a st closed flux surface was re-

JITY DISTRTBUTICNS UHfiER
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A large number of papers is devoted to the study of the

current penetration into the tokamak plasmas and experimental

measurement of current density evolution under the fast cur-

rent ramp (l > 107 A/s) with diagnostic techniques capable to

measure distribution j(r) [1,2] is of special interest. In—

vestigations of fast current ramp on TUMAN—j in the last years

[3,4] were interpreted in terms of convective models of cur—

rent penetration and neoclassical values of plasma conducti—

vity, assumptions were made also about the possible role of

ion-sound turbulence and production of the accelerated elect-

rons [5] in the fast current penetration to the center of

plasma loop.
in this paper we analyzed one of the typical discharges

in tokamak TUMAN-B. On Fig.1 main parameters of the dischar-

ge are presented: a) B — magnitude of the toroidal magnetic

field at H=55 cm, I — total plasma current, V1— loop voltage,

Q>p— toroidal flux, produced by the current, R w position of

the plasma axis, b) ne— mean plasma density, 0 ECE, HXR -

intensity of synchrotron and hard X—ray radiation. Between

the shots the shape of the last closed flux surface was re-
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constructed from the magnetic diagnostic data (Fig.2a). The 
analisis of the data shows that during the displacement of 
plasma locp inside the torus R = 5 cm current ramp rate rea
ches the value Ip~ 1,35. 107 A/s. The evolution of the distri
bution of safety factor q(r) i s shown on Fig.2b. During whole 
current ramp phase q1 value at the last closed flux surface 
doe sn't changes substantially (J , J ~ q1 ~ J,6). Close to the 
axis value of q during the current ramp phase is~ 1,0. In the 
quasistationary phase of the discharge due to shrinking of the 
current channel safety factor decreases up to q ~ 0,6. Inspite 
of low q(O) values the relaxation oscillations in the dischar
ge a re a bsent. We must mentione that q < 1 values near the 
magnetic axis were measured a lso earlier (2] • The measurement 
of the main plasma characteristics made in the discharge makes 
it possible to emphysize the following features of fast cur
rent ramp (Ip> 1 , 2.107 A/s) in the fully ionized TUMAN-) plas
mas : a) the delay of Te increase is seen on the time behavior 
of the electron temperature Te in the center of discharge in 
the quasistationary phase (t > 31 ms) temperature distribu
tion remains peaked, b) the current ramp rate I =1,25.1 07 A/ s . p 
doesn't cause significant skin current distribution, c) in 
the quasistationary phase of the discharge shrinking of the 
current ch~nnel takes place without relaxation oscilla tions and 
cancelled simultaneously with the decreasing of the MHD oscil 
lations level , d) the current ramp phase might be followed by 
substantial increase of synchrotron and hard X-ray radiation 
(examples for different discharges of such type (1 and 1 ' ) 
are shown on Fig.1c). 

On Fig.J the experimental and cal culated values of j(O) 
are shown (1 - model with the electron heat conductivity ano
mality, 2 - model with the changing of Zeff, J - model with 
fast electrons generation). The transport model of the dishar
ge, containes one dimensional time dependent equations for 
current density j , plasma density n, ion T. and electron T 

i e 

temperatures , was used. As the input data measured values of 

.—

constructed from the magnetic diagnostic data (Fig.2a). The

analisis of the data shows that during the displacement of
plasma loop inside the torus R = S cm current ramp rate rea—
ches the value 3 z 1,25,107 A/s. The evolution of the distri~
bution of safety factor q(r) is shown on Fig.2b. During whole
current ramp phase qL value at the last closed flux surface
doesn't changes substantially (3,3 S QL S 3.6). Close to the
axis value of q during the current ramp phase is 4 1,0. In the
quasistationary phase of the discharge due to shrinking of the
current channel safety factor decreases up to q a 0,6. lnspite
of low q(0) values the relaxation oscillations in the dischar—
ge are absent. We must mentione that q < 1 values near the
magnetic axis were measured also earlier [2] . The measurement
of the main plasma characteristics made in the discharge makes
it possible to emphysize the following features of fast cur—

7 A/s) in the fully ionized sumac—3 plas-
mas: a) the delay of Te increase is seen on the time behavior

0

rent ramp (Ip> 1,2.10

of the electron temperature Te in the center of discharge in

the quasistationary phase (t > 31 ms) temperature distribu—

tion remains peaked, b) the current ramp rate l 51,2”.107 A/s

doesn't cause significant skin current distribution, c) in

the quasistationary phase of the discharge shrinking of the

current channel takes place without relaxation oscillations and

cancelled simultaneously with the decreasing of the MHD oscil

lations level, d) the current ramp phase might be followed by

substantial increase of synchrotron and hard X—ray radiation

(examples for different discharges of such type (1 and 1')
are shown on Fig.1c).

On Fig.3 the experimental and calculated values of 3(0)
are shown (1 — model with the electron heat conductivity ano—

mality, 2 - model with the changing of Zeff, 3 — model with

fast electrons generation). The transport model of the dishar-

ge, containes one dimensional time dependent equations for

current density 3, plasma density n, ion Ti and electron Te

temperatures. was used. As the input data measured values of
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integral parameters B, I , u1 , R , a (radius of the last clo-p p p 
sed magnetic surface) were used. Runaway electrons current ge-
neration rate [ 6] was calculated with Zeff = 2,5, taking into 
account finite orbit losses and conductivity anomality. Run
away electrons velocity was assumed equal the light velocity. 
The development of the model can include the finite life t ime 
of runaway electrons and finite value of their velocity. It is 
necessary to mention that similar approach (without taking into 
account the spatial distributions)was used in Ref.[7] . On Fig.4 
the experimental and calculated current ~ensity distributions 
in the current ramp phase are presented. The measured fast 
current density increase in the center of the discharge can be 
satisfactor~ly explained in frames of the described model by 
runaway current generation. In these discharges also was dete
cted three-fold increase of X-ray spectra hardeness (from 
-100 kev to~ JOO kev). We must also mentione that same resu
lts might be obtained under the different scenarious of the 
discharge: AR = 0 and t::. R ~ O. 
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p’ a (radius of the last clo-
sed magnetic surface) were used. Runaway electrons current ge—
integral parameters B, lp, U1, R

neration rate [6] was calculated with Zeff = 2,5, taking into

account finite orbit losses and conductivity anomality. Run—

away electrons velocity was assumed equal the light velocity.

The development of the model can include the finite life time

of runaway electrons and finite value of their velocity. It is

necessary to mention that similar approach (without taking into

account the spatial distributtnzs)was used in Ref.[7]. On Fig.4
the experimental and calculated current density distributions

in the current ramp phase are presented. The measured fast

current density increase in the center of the discharge can be

satisfactorily explained in frames of the described model by

runaway current generation. In these discharges also was dete—
cted three—fold increase of X—ray spectra hardenese (from

~1OO kev to ~ 300 kev). We must also mentions that same resu—

lts might be obtained under the different scenarious of the

discharge: AR = O and Alls 0.
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..
.,

Evolution of current density
distribution over the plasma
radius a) experiment, b) calcu—
lation:
j — conductivity current (- ~-—)
jr- runaway current (—-- — ).
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\ IE ,\Sl l{l·: \ IE '\TS O F FAST ION IL\lll,\L l l lF'FllSIO>J IN T FT I{ 

H. 11. H adC'zLsk~·, ~._D. SwtL It I{ a ila. R .. J. C:uldslo11, 

(; .\\'. l l a1 11111d t , E . Fredrit·ksu11 , S .S. '\ k<llcy. FLJ. Fo11ck, 

!( .\\'. ll ill. .\ .T. llamsey, .\ .L. lloquC'mort'. and M.C. Zarnstorff 

l ' hisma Physics L<dioralory, l.lri nrelon llniwrsily 

l'rinceton , ·C'\\' Jers<'y CS,\ 08:)1:1 

Th<' effC"ctin· confin<'lllC'lll o f energet ic ions i:. illl importan t requirC'ment for efficient 

plas ma healing by nl'ul ral IH"ams , hy most forms of RF. a nd by charg<'<l fusion products . 

. \ nomalous rad ial cliff11sinn ,,f tlw fas l ions a s t h ey s low down wo11l cl incrt'<lSe fast- io n 

losses and cleneasc the p nwer clelin·rC'd to th<' t hermal plas ma. \\'C' repnr t llf·re the fi r st 

local 111c a s urements of fast- ion rn<lial diffus ion , obta ined in TF'l' I{ by injecting the mosl 

tangentia l heam so a s to 111iss th<' magtl<'tic ax is and to creat(• a hollow ann ular r ing of 

fas t io ns in t.hc r<'gio11 r > O.:!.'im . The experimrn la.I co11figurat.ion is illustrated in F'igure 

I . A sC'l of twn nmss- a11cl cn<'rgy-resoh·ing neutral particle an alyzer~ (NPAs) scanned 

hori:wnta lly in the torus mid p larn· n<'ar t he inn«r t'dge of t h<' annular ring ( t angt'ncy ra d iu s 

llr ~ Rn 0. :.15m) to 111ea.s ure the dC'11 s ity .,f fast inns wh ich d iffused into t he hollow core 

as the~· slowed dnw11 . A, t>xpecteil . the fasl-io11 densit~· incrC'ased ab ruptly at the edg<' 

nf t he hollow con>. Fas t-i on d iff11 si• •n \1·011 lcl nrn:.e this edge t.o lwcorne more d iffuse al 

lower <'llergies. since- t hC' lnwC'r-e11C'rgy ions ha n• had mnrC' time to movC' radially in the 

pr<'s<'nce of t urlrnlence. \VC' obt a in an 11 ppC'r lu >1111d 011 th<' magn itude of fast-ion radial 

transport {diff11siYity /) < 0.05 1112 / s) by n>111p<iri 11g I he d 1<1rg<'-exch ange m easurements 

l\'ith Fokker- Planck rnkulalions wh ich incorporatl' an ad-hoe kvel o f rad ial d iffusion. 

T h(' ex pcri lllenl 11·as ni11d11cletl d11 ri 11g a S<'q11<· 11 cc· of 27 nominally identical 8.p = 4.9 

TC'sla, f r = 1.2 MA.''-• = 5.0 dt•11 IC'ri11ni disdrnrg<'s . The plasmas Wt're i11 contact wi th 

th<' i1111er toroid<il hC'lt limiter ( llJL). "'h ich dcfi11C'd a mino r radius a = 0.71 and a major 
radius H0 2 .:l6 Ill . A singlt' neutral b eam source with Pb - 2.0 MW. Eb -= 95 KeY, 

\\'as injC'cl.C'd in tt.c hnriznntal midplane from ·1.0 - ·l..'i seconds at a tange ncy radius o f 

'.Ul·I 111 . Be<1111 i 11: C'c t ion increased lhe line-averaged t'IC'clro11 density n. frum i ls ohm ic 

1·aliwof l.l !l x 10 1'1111 ;1 lu1 .:.15' 10 1n111 " .and incrC'ased lhl'central ion l rmperature from 

:1.11 I" l .. 'l l\C'\· . l hri11g inj C'ct io11 , lhl' di scharges W<T<' ' all'to .. th ing w ith a JH•rind Tst = 22 

m s, amplit11cll' ...'i.··1: (U} U.2ri l(C'\·, and im·er, iun rad ius ahrn1t 1:1 C'lll. Thert' was no 

cliscC'rnahl,· 111"d" :icti1·i1" from \ l i rnm· coils or soft x-ra~· detec tors. Tlwmeas11red pla sm a 

pro1fiks <i nd «a lrn lil t<·cl hl'alll <!.-position p rnfile ;irr· s h1111·11 i11 F ig. lb. At t he mi nimum 

lll ill"r radi11' 11f b('i\lll d e p11sition (r ~ 0.:35 m) , 'f ~ 2 .. ') )( t> \ ·, C11rrC'sponcJing to a crilica) 

l'nergy /'.', ·II l<C'\·, so lhC' fa st io ns sl11w clo11· 11 preclo1 11 i11 a n tl.v on c lC'ct rons bt'tween Eb 
and /·:1,/2. Th<' slnwing-duwn linl<'(E0 lo. £ 0 / 2} ll t ,. 0.35 m in t his plasm a is 75 m s, 

so the fast inns would di ffuse llho11l 21 cm for D 0.f> 111
2 / s (using 6.r ~ ,/2Dt.t). 

These plasma.s w ere h<"avi ly rnnlamin<ilC'd h~· rnrhon : the z.fl deduced from tangential 

visihl<' hr<'111sstrahl1111g emission was 5 .8 + O . .'i , with ~ cont ri bu t io n Zef/(metals ) = 0.3-

!l.· I nwas11re<l by soft x- ray p11 lsc- hC'ighl a na lysis. T hl' gross plasma condition s remaine d 

rC'mark;ihl~· constant thro11gho11t the sc-an , incl11ding t.he linC'-averaged e lectron d ensity 

\ll’\i\'1 lx’l‘\ll1\l.‘$Hl-’ | \HI lH\ l\'.\|Jl \Ii l>|l-‘l'liHl()v\ IN 'll"'l lx'

li ll. liil<lt‘/1>l{‘.'. \l). HL'UH. ll Kaila, li.l. (lulflfluli.

li.\\‘ lliinnnz'lL i l'l'ulrii‘lisnni 5.5. \ll‘llll,‘). linl. l‘iwni'lfi.

Ii \\‘7 Hill. \. l. llilIHM‘}. \,l , llmnn‘mnixn ;:n1l XIII. Zélflhlifl'll

l’luxnin l'ln's‘im lillll'll'q‘llHl‘y. l'rint'vlwn lilll\'(‘r‘-§ll‘\'
l’iiln‘z-t-nn \mr .lc’T‘L') l'Si\ IN”) 12’,

MW I'llr's‘li‘u' «nnlinc int'nl Ml vnvrgvliv iun> i> nn iinpnrmnt rrqnin'nir'nl lI-r cllirifint
plimnm lli‘illlng l)_\‘ nvnlral ln-nmm In inml lurinn ml Ill“. nml ln' ('lmrgml lnsiun [)I‘H(lllCLH.
\nnninluns rmlizil ililln>iun ml tln' I‘EHI inn: as lln')’ slim (lmxn \\‘H\ll(l inrrmise lilhl'llill
Imus .lllll rlm'rn‘nm‘ Iln- pum'r (i(‘li\t‘['t‘(l !:- lllt‘ llll‘TlUl plaunn \Vw rwpurl lll‘l't‘ 1lu- first
lm‘nl Inmisnrt'nu‘nls ul‘ fashion rznlinl (lillnxinn, nlilainvrl in I I‘ll ll ln' injvvling tln- most
iunqcnlinl ln-nni .w m In miss llll’ niaqnx-ln' a.\:i~ and In crt'iilv u llHllUW annular ring uf
Ii»! iun> in lln- I'vgiun r ,v ”Jinn. lliP (-xlwrinn'nlal (‘nnlignrulinn is illustrulml in l'igurr
I, :\ 54-! ml IWH may» dml vnvrgr rpsulring nvnlral puriiclv unalyzvrs (Nl’;\s) :«mnnml
liuriinnlnlly in lln inrm mitlplmn- n<-ar tln- innvr «‘«lgr- ml lln- annular ring (Langenri' radinn
In” T: H” llj’n’nnl In nn'nsnrv lln- (lvnhily ml [£151 inns \\‘l1i('l1tlilfnswl inln tliv linllnw rure
m [livy ~|m-.ml lllv\\'ll, ,\,~ (-xpvmml. Iln- llilhlriilll (lensing intn'aserl nlirnplly at tiliv edgv
ml lliv lmllnw rung l'izlsliiun rlillnsinn \mnlrl unm’ llllf» l‘(lL"(' In lwnrlnc IIIHI‘P (lilluse at
lum-r vnvrgivs. sinn‘ lln‘ ln\\’n‘r~mn'rgjx inn~ lIEH‘I‘ liarl HIHH‘ Iinn‘ In IHHH‘ rmlially in tin-
prr-sx-nrr' ml lmlmlc-nrv. \Vv HlHHlll un uppx'r lmnnrl run ll1(‘ nmgnnntlc (bf lustriun radial
lmnspurl (clill'nsix'iiy I) - {HIS in“, >) I’,‘ minnnring Iln‘ vln:rurwxrlmrgt' inoasnrc-nwnts
\\'lll] l'illkl-(l'l'rl‘lilnl‘k161ll'11lilllill1\ \\'l1i<'li inl'nrprrinlw :in :nlvlnu' lm’ol ml radial (liflnsinn.

'l‘liv («pm-imp”: was (‘IiIHllH'lK'Il «luring; n M'llllt'llfl' ml 37 numinnll)’ idvnliral H4. , 4.!)
l'tNln‘ I], ,, If) MAI qL. , 3.ll(l1'ntt‘rinni (lihi'lHlI'LN‘h ll!“ plunnas \\‘(‘l'<‘ in Cunt‘m‘l, witll
Ill" inne'r turnitlnl ln-ll llIH'IlUl‘lllili).\\lll('l1(lt‘llll(‘(l nininur rmlins u (Iii—I and a major
i'mlink I)", '_’ flli UL ‘\ Single nz'nlrnl l)('ilTll Hillltt‘ “illl ll, 2.“ Kl“! [1}, El?) K(‘\'.

\\;:> inim'lml in Il'i~ linrir-nnlnl nntlplnnv l'rnm I.” 13 svr-inils M n Hingvm’)‘ rmlius (ii
2‘84 TH. limm lll_"l‘ll1>ll illl'l't‘kIH‘ll llw linv mnrmzwl r'lm'lrwn (ll‘llhllV n, lrnin its “limit
xnlnr ..I‘ 1.11) - In‘ ‘1“ ‘* 1..i 3 - lll "in '. and int If‘h\l'(l Iln- t'vnlrnl inn l('1H})(‘l’Hlllr(‘frUlIl
1‘. II In If) l{¢'\ I lHrinilrit'rliniI. lln-(liai'luirgm Wt‘l’l'\il\\l1>llllliH}—1 \\'lll1'd iii-rind T...“ 2‘.)
1115‘ mnnlitmlv A'IZHII ”.25 l\'«-\'. mnl ill\'vi~inn rmlim nlmnl lil rnr 'l lu‘re was nu
lllH'VHliIll‘ IHHIIK' n Iix'il) Irwin Mil-1m(«ALVA-mil \; my ilc-im lurs. llH‘Illl'ilhllH-‘(l plasma
]!I"|lil(‘H 11ml «‘Jll('\llHl4'll ln-nln (lvpusiliun prulilr- :n‘r- ~lnm'n in l'iq. ll). Al llw minimum
nnnur imlinK ml l)I‘HIlI il-‘nmilinn (,1 i llj’fii nil. I, '.’ 3 l\I‘\ . urrru-xpumling In El Critical
wmnrp‘y [3" IT l{<‘\ . \u the" lasl inn-e .slnu' (lnn'n nrmlnininanlly UH vii-(Irons lwtwm’n E1,
and I2], '3. Vl‘lu' sllm‘inu (lnwn linu'llfi, I‘M/1,, :11 1‘ ”3’5 in in 11m plasma is 75 ms.
w tln- Inst inm \‘CUHlll <lillnsv lnl 27 (‘III litI' I) IL?) mills (using Ar ~ QUE?)
rlillt‘H‘ plasma” \\'(‘I‘i' |n~2i\‘ily rnnlnininnlml ln' mrliun: llw Z,” (Ir-(lm‘r‘rl [rum tangential
x'isililr Invinsslralllnng Pinimiun un» .71 H 'llf). \xill‘. :i (‘umriliniiun cvflmf‘tals) 2 0.3
llul HH'HHH‘HI by M)“ x my pulswrln'iglil nnnlyhix Tln- gums plasma (nnditiuns remained
I'vnmrlmlily l’IuHhiHHl Ilirnixglixnil lln‘ MAIL llll lmling lliv lin<~averngvd (’lr‘t‘ll‘fin density
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Figure I : (a) Plan view of edge-healing experiment . (b) Measured profiles of electron temperature 
and density by T hompson scattering, and ion temperature by charge-exchange recombination spec
troscopy (CHERS), and by Doppler broadening of Ni XXVI J Ko line radiation. "SI" indicates the 
sawtooth inversion radius.The calculated radial profile power deposition lo electrons ( Pbe) and ions 
(Pin) is a lso shown. 

which varied by less than ± 2.53 . The edge neutral density as measured by a radially
viewing H,, array decreased systematically by a factor 4-5 during the course of the shot 
sequence {these plasmas resemble standard TFTR "conditioning" shots used to degas the 
IBL [ I] and reduce recycling) . To compensate for this neutral density variation, which 
changed the target density for fast- ion charge exchange, the measured ex flux for each 
discharge was di vided by the measured H,, line emission. 

The measured ex energy spectra along two sightl ines, Rr = 2.07 m and 2.25 m , are 
shown in Figure 2. Along sightlines with R.1• < 2.15 m, the ex signal comes almost 
entirely from ions in the " inner" part of the fast -ion annu lar ring, R ::::: R0 - 0.35 m. Along 
the sightlines with Rr > 2.15 m, the CX signal comes almost entirely from ions .(n the 
"outer" part of the fast-ion annular ri ng which have pitch-angle scattered significantly 
prior to undergoing charge exchange. T here is excellent agreement in the shape and 
relative magnitude of the energy spedra between the measurements and calculations by 
the Fokker-Planck code FPPRF [2]. 

Figure 3 plots t he ex flux {arbitrary un its, normalized to H,, emission intensity) as 
a fu nction of sightline tangency radius RT for two energies: 95 Ke\/, corresponding to 
the beam injection energy, and 57 l(eV, which is slightly above the beam half-energy 
rnm ponent. The two large peaks (at Rr = 1.98 and 2.90 m) correspond to di rect views 
of the inner and outer parts of the fas t- ion ring, with no pi tch-angle scattering. Of 
greatest interest to the study of fast-ion radial transport is the ex signal in the region 
1.9 <S R·r < 2.2 m. T his signal originates from nearly parallel-going ions (v11 /v ::::: 1) at 
t he inner edge of the fast- ion ring. At the inject.ion energy, the gradient of ex flux in 
this region is determined by t he beam <leposition profile. Al the lower energy, E 2:: Eb/ 2, 
any rn.dial diffusion experienced hy I.he beam ions as t hey slow down would push them 
into the previously hollow core, or equivalently lo la rger major rndius ; such ions would 
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Figure l (a) Plan View ofedge—heating experiment. tb) h‘leasured profiles rxl'clectmn temperature
and densitv bv 'l'ln::rupson scattering. and ien temperature by charge-exchange recombination spec-
troscopy (CTIIEHS), and by Doppler broadening of Ni XXVI] Kn line rmliati'in. “5]" indicates the
sawtooth inversion radiusThe calculated radial profile power deposition to electrons (PM) and ions
[I’M] is also shown

which varied by less than 12.5%. The edge neutral density as measured by a radially-
vimring llu array decreased systematically by a. factor «.175 during the, course of the shot
sequence (these plasmas resemble standard TFTR “conditioning" shuts used to (legas the
l‘Bl. ll' and reduce recycling). To compensate for this neutral density variation, which
changed the target density for fasteion charge exchange7 the measured (3X flux for each
discharge was divided by the measured Ha line emission.

The measured (IX energy spectra along tWo sightlines, It’T *- 2.07m and‘225m, are
shown in Figure '2. Along sightlines with [if «Z 3.15 m. the (3X signal comes almost
entirely from ions in the “inner" part of the fastrion annular ring. R % HO- 0.155 m. Along
the sightlines with RT ‘2 3.]5m, the (‘X signal comes almost entirely from ions in the
“outer" part ol the tiasteion annular ring which have pitclrangle scattered significantly
prior to undergoing charge exchange. There is excellent. agreement in the. shape and
relative magnitude of the energy spectra between the measurements and calculations by
the l“ol(l(<’l=l’larick code l"Pl’l{l“ “2 .

Figure 3 plots the CK flux (arbitrary units, normalized to H(x emission intensity) as
a function of sightline tangency radius “7' for two energies: 95 Kct, corresponding to
the beam injection energy. and 57 Kev. which is slightly above the beam halfwncrg}
component. The two large peaks tat HT : l.98and‘2.9tl m) correspond to direct Views
of the inner and outer parts of the last ion ring. with no pitch angle scattering. ()l
greatest interest to the study of last-ion radial transport, is the UN signal in the region
1..” f HT < 13.2 in. This signal originates from nearly parallel-going ions [UH/1: & 1) at
the inner edge of the last-ion ring At the injection energy, the gradient of CK tlux in
this region is determined by the beam deposition profile. :\t the lower energy7 F} l: lib/2.
any radial ditlnsion experienced hy the beam ions as they slow down would push them
into the previously hollow core1 or equivalently to larger major radius; such ions would
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Figur<' 'l: (a) flux \'ersus energy 111cas11 red b" a single NPA along two sightlines and the CX flux 
calcu lat~d hv Fl' l' iU' assu111i ng D(•'o E ) 0 . (b) ~ l c-asurcd C'X count rate versus tangency rad ius 
( 11or11 mlize<l lo lln {'JTiissitJll intrns ity) and the Fokkt'r- P l<l 11ck calculat io11 ( using D = 0) 1 showing 
peaks fr.mi hnl h 1 h<' outside' a nd inside cdgrs o f thr fa.st-io n annular ring. Fo r clarity, the data a nd 
,i 11111la1i .. n f;,r E :ofi K<·V have been shifted down lw a far lor 100. T IH' open a nd shaded sy mbols 
d iffrrf' 111 ia 1r 11H·a, urf' 11 1<:11ts hv the tw o NPAs . Up-arrows i<k ntifv NPA mcasurcmrnls undcr ncar

-,a1 11 ra1 <:d r1111d i1 ic,r.s which thus represent a lower bound nn the actua l flux . 

p r .. » idc C\ signa ls a t larger Rr (since Rr R x t ·11 / 11 ~ R.), a nd would thus t.end to 

!la ll rn lh C' ob se r vC"d gradie nt. The rneas 11red fas t- io11 g radient is in fa.et abo11 t the same 

at E = E6 and E = E&/2, w hir h providC"s q ua li tative ninfirmat io n that fast -io 11 diff11 sio n 

is sm a ll. T o quant it a t ively cval11a le the m agni l11dc of radia l transp or t implied by these 

1m·asure me nt s , we comparC' t he \"a ria t ion u f ex fl11 x ve rs11 s sight. line Rr with p redi c l ion s 

of th e FPP ll F co de includ ing radial diffu sion . 

T he code ( P P PllP) so lves the standard Fo kker- Phtnck equa t ion in toroida l geom 

e try incl uding a new lerm, fJ l r(1·D*- .J J(E,µ, r ,L)) to represent radial diff11 sion , wherC' 
/J (E,r ) is the fns t -ion radi a l d iff11 sivil y. T he code a lterna tes between velocity sp<HT l rn n s

P"rt where 1·= c11nst a nt , a nd real ~pace trans port (d iff11sion) whe re E and JL a re c11ns(•n·ed. 
Pa rt icle orbits arc computed fur cun cent r ic circul a r cross-section , but the p lasma is a l

lowed tn lrn w a S hafra nov sh i ft(~ 5.5 c111 in t his expe riment) in the ca.lrnla t io11s of h C'a 111 

deposit ion a nd simu lated ex fl11 x . Th ... wde uses t he !11C'>l5Uf('d /,<ff an d the measured 

profiles of T,(r) , T, (r ), an d n,(r) . Hecause t he ne utral sou rce is strnngl,1· poloi d;illy as~·m

mel ri c fo r plasm as resting on the IBL, a 3. 1) l\l onle· Carlo 11e u trals c·11df' [31 n drn la t<·d 

l lH· llt'Ulral dt>11sily used in lh e s imulation of t he ex fl 11x. 

To 11btai11 the most unambiguous cnm parisou o f Lhr Po kkN- P lanck cakula k<l flux 

n·r~u s nT wit h experimen t , we m ust subtract the small cont ri b11 t ion lo the ex Hux orig

inal inµ; fn1 m t.hr "011lt>r" ring. T his is easily accomplis hc<l w ithin lnc FPPllF simulation 

I'·'" "'' Ii 11 µ, I Ji .. I a rµl'I 11c 11 t rn I d e ns i t.v tu zrro for R > 2 .-l nt. Tn ma ke t hr same a.dj 11s t m cnt 
r .... I 1i .. ditla. \\"(' Iii a s 11 11011l h c-11r\'e throug h t he lllC'<l.Sllrt>d fl u x from Hi ~ ~ . · I to 2.7 m 

(w l1 id1 c;111 .. 11\ y rl'pn·scn l pit ch -a ngle sc-atte rrd ions from t hC' 0111.er ring) a nd s11h lrnrt 
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lv'uzulv 2: (al l’lux wr~u> vnvlgv Ilh'nfllrt‘d ln' :1 sinulv \l‘\ almng mm mghllinw and Ilu- (‘.\' llnx
valvulalwrl lu‘ l'l'l‘ {I7 awnming lllr, I'fl H. (l\) Mragurt'xl ('X (‘Hlllll rall‘ \‘crsm Iangrnvv Imlllh
lll'rllllnli'lv‘ll l-- //‘, :‘mnwm mlvnsllx) and llu- l'wkkvrrl’lan-l‘ ralrlllalI-m (115mg!) U). dun-slug

;xl.\ lr-lm lu-rlln Ilw unl>ult and ”hill" Mlgrs ul' llu- lasl Inn annular rlng l‘LI rlurihx lh!’ dam andI]

«almla-rn llll l 3'3 l‘w\' llax'r bet-u \lnl‘lt‘d d-mn ln a l‘arlul lllllv lll" ua and filmdf‘d <\'Inln-l5
lllll‘l'll'llliéil" mmxmr-nu-nu hv Iho tum NPAS. l‘p arrows ulwlml‘v Nl"\ mz‘asurmm-ms undvr nvar~
~alaral~l ”lullllln: < ulnrll lllu': [rpm-will a luur‘l lmund an Iln- actual Iluxr

pM-Htll' l'X signals ai larger H, (iim‘v H,- H’ - r' I' 1': Ill and Wuuld than lrml in
{lam-u llu‘ «Il),\(‘l‘\'(‘(l gradiL-m. 'llw lllk'abllHWl {asliiun gradient la in fart almul, Llu- aamv
al I" [2), and l'.‘ :7 [21' L’. which pruvldvn (Inalllaliu- t'unlirmaliun that l'asliinn (lill‘nsiun
is mlall. ‘l'n quanlilalivL-ly L‘\‘Ellll-‘HL' llu- nmu'nilmlv nl radial ll‘}!l!>])url llnplicd l)_\' tlww
Ill"?!>lll‘¢‘lflt'lll.\. \\'(- ('omparv llw \arlalltm ml ( 'X llnx \‘Ul‘hllh slglllllm' H,- \\‘ill1 prt-dirlinns
ml llH' l“l’l'l\'l“ ('mlv lnrluding rarllal diffusinn.

'l lu‘ ('utll' (l‘vl'l’lil’) wolves lllv nlanrlard l‘lrkkt‘rrl’lanck ('llllnllUI] l‘l lnruldal gram»
«wry im'ludlng a now tcrm. Fri, ("1.(I'Ill; .]_f(IC./1‘7:l)l tn reprl'wal radial dlllusinn. \'~'ll('l‘('
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ION TEMPERATURE PROFILES AND ION THERMAL 
CONFINEMENT IN TFTR* 

R.J. Fonck, M. Bitter, R. Goldston, R. Howell , H. Hsuan, K. Jaehnig, D. Johnson, R. 
Knize, S. Medley, L. Roquemore, G. Schilling, S. Scott, H. Towner, and M. Za.rnstorff 

Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA 

Introduct ion 
During the 1987 experimental run period o n TFTR, ex tensive efforcs were made to expand 

our capability to measure the plasma ion temperature, especially in the energetic ion, or 
"supershot", regime. These efforts were motivated by the desire to conclusively verify the 

high ion temperatures (>20 keV) reported earlier 1 and, with the measurement of ion 

temperature and toroidal rotation radial proliles, study the detai ls of ion thermal confinement in 
these plasmas. Indeed, the TFTR supershot operation regime offers an attractive environmen t 

for ion power balance studies since the high electron temperatures attained here can result in 
almost negl igible ion-electron coupl ing. The io n power losses are strnngly dominated by ion 

them1al conduction over the range 0.2 $ r/a $ 0.8, which allows an extension of the study of 

ion thermal diffusivity, such as that done on. the D-III tokamak2, to hot plasmas in larger 
devices. The inOuence of plasma rotation o n ion power balance is also a topic of intense 

interest since the neutron production of the supershot p lasmas has been found to depend 
strongly on the degree co which the neutral beam injeccion is balanced with respect co applied 

torque to the plasma3. 

Very Hieh Jo11 Temperature Measu rements on TFTR 
A multi-spatial and -spectral imag ing change-exchange recombination spectroscopy 

diagnoscic (CHERS) became fully operacional during 1987, and it provided radially resolved 

measuremencs of Ti (R,t) and u<l> (R,t) for a wide range of discharge parameters. Both the 

heating neutral beams and a dedicaced diagnostic neutral beam provided the fast doping neutrals 

needed for the charge exchange excitation of visible lines from a variety of impuricy ions. Up 

to 12 positions in the plasma can be measured simultaneousl y, and the spatial sep~tration of the 
measured location is 10 cm for a single shot, but can be reduced co 5 cm by changing the field 
of view between shots. The spatial resolution of the measurements is typically 3 cm. For most 

of the measurements reported here, the CVJJ 5292 A (n = 8-7) transition was used. 

In general, there is reasor~able agreement between the central values of Ti and uqi obtained 

in the supershot regir.1e from the Cl IERS diagnostic and central Ti and u<l> values obtained with 

the standard cryscal X-ray doppler broadening measurements of the Fe XXV K-alpha line. For 

example, Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the cen tral c6+ ion temperature and the values derived 

from the Fe XXV K-alpha measurements for a se ries of balanced injection supershot plasmas. 
Overall, the CHERS measurements are - 5-10% higher than the K-alpha values, which is 

consistent with the faces that the CHERS measuremen ts are highly localized while the K-alpha 
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imrotlnetion
During the 1987 experimental run period on 'l'FTIx’. e\ten\i\ie el'l’orts were made to expand

i‘lll eapahiltty to measure the plamia ion temperature, expeeia!l_\‘ 5n the energetic ion. m
‘uipetshoV, regime. 'l'hexe efforts were motivated ln‘ the tlt’\l['t‘ to L'UllCltISlVL‘l} verity the
higjh ion temperatures (L-Ill kt reported earlierI and‘ with the tt‘LESLH't‘IHCHl of ion

‘ erattn'e and toroidal rotation I'Jitllll proliiex \tttti} tlte tli’itlilfw of ion tliemial mnlinetnent i'i
illtffwk‘ plasmas. lndted. the 'l‘l’l'R .xupershol operation iegitne otter; an attractix'e environment
lot ion power halanee nttidiex \‘int‘e the high electron temperatures attained here ezni result in
illtttnx‘l negligible ion—electron coupling. The ion [\t'HKL‘I' lOSVeW tire <1rongly dominated by ion
thermal conduction over the range (ll 3 r/a : 0.8. which allows tin extension of the Study ol
ion thermal dillllxt‘flit}. sueh a: that done on the Dilll tokainakl. to hot plas’nizts in larger
deuce-g 'l he inl'luenee of plasma rotation on ion poner balance is also a topic of lnlCIlit‘
interest since the neutron production of the xupersliol plasmas has been found to depend

‘on the degree to hith the neutral lieani injection is halaneed u ith rexpeet to applied\li't‘llt:

torque to the plasma ‘t

Vt-i-i High Inn 'l‘cnmeralure Measurements on ’l‘ti'l‘R
:\ inultimpaiial and wpeetral imaging ehangeawelntnge reeonihination \pCClTHSt‘opy

diagnostic (CHERSI heeaine fully operational during 1937‘ and it provided radially resolved
tneaxut'etnentx (it'll llx’.t) and DO (Rat {or a wide range ol tlixeharge pziraniett‘rx Both the
heating neutral l)Ctlt]1.\ and a dedit‘ated diagnoxtit' neutral beam provided the that doping neutl'uls
needed tor the eharg; exehange exeitauon ol' Visible linen from a Variety of impurity ionx, Up
to l..‘ positions in the plasma ean he measured \ll]ltllttlllt‘0tt.\'l}'. and the spatial separation ol’ the
HtL‘lt\LlFC(l loeation is ill eni tor a \‘intzle \hoL hut can he redueed to 5 eni by changing the tield
«it we“ hemeen \hots. The \patizil rewlution ol' the ineaxurements i5 typically 3 em. For most
ot' the IHCKlMlI'tWtHS reported here. the CV“ 5303 f\ (n : 877) transition was used.

ln general. there ,s reasonahle agreement hetneen the eenttal valuex of Ti and DO ohtaincd

in the supet’nhot regii ie lironi the (,‘l llilx’S diagnostit' and eentral ‘liii and “‘ll values obtained with
the standard t'I'_\',\’tal Natty doppler lu'inttletnin; ineax‘uretneim ol‘ the Fe XXV li-alphn line, For
example, Fig, '1 Slttmx a eompariaon ot the central ("M ion temperature and tl:e values derived
from the Fe XXV l\’ alpha ineaKnreineins l‘or :1 \eries ol halaneed injection Stlpt‘t‘NlIOI plthtttLtS
Dwrzill. the ("l'llTRS tneaxnrernenfi are ~ VH1"? lliglltt‘l' than the K-alphn raluei. which is
eonaix'tent with the litets that the Cl llilx’S tneaanreinents are highly loealixed while the K—alphti
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lines are excited over a small range of the plasma interior where Te is high , and that the ion 

temperature profiles tend to be very peaked (more than the Te profile) in these plasmas. 

Similar comparisons between CHERS and the K-alpha measurements have verified the 

attainment of toroidal rotation speeds up to 8 x J05 m/sec when unbalanced neutral injection is 
used in these low-density target plasmas. The analysis of these measured rotation profiles is 

reported in a companion paper at this conference4. 
The measured profiles have been analyzed with both the SNAP and TRANSP kinetic 

analysis codes, which use, among other parameters, the measured Ti(r), T e(r), and u q,(r) 

profiles as input. The steady-state SNAP code has been used in either an analysis mode, 

where the measured Ti(r) profiles are used as input to derive an ion thermal conductiv ity, Xi (r), 

from the data, or in a predictive mode wherein a given model is chosen for Xi(r) and the 

resulting calculated Ti(r) profile is compared to the measurements. Both balanced injection 
supershots with negligible rotation and purely Co-injected plasmas with high rotation speeds 
have been studied to explore the effects of rotation on the ion power balance. In general, ion 
temperature profiles are relatively peaked for the balanced injection cases, while they are 
broader for the lower-confinement Co-injection cases with strong toroidal rotation. 

Balanced Injection "Supershots" 
Comparison of the peaked Ti(r) profiles for the balanced injection cases with model 

transport calculations show that the ion thermal conduction is strongly non-neoclassical. For 
example, Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the measured Ti(r) profile for a high temperature 

supershot with the values calculated under the assumptions that Xi = 1 x Xineo, where Xineo is 

the standard Chang-Hinton neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity, and that Xi (r) = 1.5 x Xe(r) 

where Xe(r) is the electron thermal conductivity derived from the measured Te(r) profiles. The 

measured Ti(r) profile is clearly much narrower than that expected from neoclassical theory, 

while Xi ex Xe produces a much closer approximation to the measured values. Indeed, the 

value of Xi(r) derived from the data in the analysis mode of the SNAP code reveals thar Xi (r) 

has a magnitude and radial dependence comparable to that of Xe(r). It is of interest to note that 

a convective ion power flow given by Pi,conv = 3 Ti r/2, instead of the often-used 5 Ti f)2 

(where ri is the thermal ion particle flux), is necessary to prevent unrealistic negative thermal 

conductivities in the analysis mode of SNAP modelling or provide reasonable agreement 

between the measured and calculated central values of Ti in the predicitve modes. Examination 

of several balanced injection supershots reveals that. within a considerable range of scatter, 

Xi(r)"' 1-2 x Xe(r) provides a crude but reasonable approximation for Xi(r), especially in the r "' 

a/2 confinen.ent region. This also appears to be true for a few higher current L-mode 

discharges which have been analyzed but not discussed here. 
The ion power balance derived from the kinetic analysis confirm that electron-ion coupling 

is negligible over the entire profile and the ion power losses are strongly dominated by thermal 
conduction over most of the plasma cross section, except for the central r/a ~ 0.2 region, where 

lines are excited over a small range of the plasma interior where Te is hiUh and that the ion
temperature proltles tend to be very peaked (more titan the Te profile) in these plasmas.
Similar comparisons between CIIERS and the K—alpha measurements have verified the
attainment of toroidal rotation speeds up to h‘ x 105 tit/sec when unbalanced neutral injection is
used in these low—density ttuget plasmas. The analysis of these measured rotation profiles is
reported in a companion paper at this conference‘i.

The measured profiles have been analyzed with both the SNAP and TRANSP kinetic
analysis codes, which use, among other parameters, the ttieasured Titr'). Tct'rl. and ootr)
profiles as input, The steady state SNAP code has been used in either an analysis mode,
where the measured 'I‘i(r) profiles are used as input to derive an ion thermal conductivity. Xti r).
from the data, or in a predictive mode wherein a given model is L‘tosen for X1”) and the
resulting calculated Titr) profile is compared to the measurements, Roth balanced injection
supershots with negligible rotation and purely Coiniected plasmas with high rotation speeds
have been studied to explore the effects of rotation 1,111 the ion power balance. in general, ion
temperature profiles are relatively peaked for the balanced injection cases, while they :u‘e
broader for the ltj1wer-conl'inement Co-injection cases with strong toroidal mutation.
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Comparison of the peaked Tilt) profiles for the balanced injection L'nxcs with model
transport calculations show that the ion, thermal conduction is strongly notrneoclassical. For
example Fig 2 shows a Lomparison ol the measured Ti (1) profile fora hiuh temperature
supershot with the values calculated under the assumptions that Xi : l .\ Xinc‘). where Xini“) is

the stand; 11d Chang Hinton neoclassiLal ton thermal diffusix tt_v. and th it X ltri = 1.5 \ XS“)
where Xctr) is the electron thermal conductivity derived Irom the measured [Ctrt profiles. The
measured 'l:i(r) profile is clearly much narrower than that expected from neoclassical theory.
while X10. e pioLluLes a much closer approttimation to the measured ialues lttvlwd. the

value of Xitr))derived from the data in the analysis mode (11 the SNAP corle reveals that Xim

has a magnitude and radial dependence comp tra1ble to that of X .(rl. it is of interest to note that

a comective ion pov e1 llow given by P1 “my: til—ll, instead ol the 01t used 5 [111/3
(where ii ts the thermal ton particle flux), ts necessary to prevent unrealiszic negative thermal
conductivities in the analysis mode offS’VAP modelling or provide reasonable agreement
between the measured and calculated central values of Ti 111 the predicitve modes. Examination
of several balanced injection supcrshots reveals that. within a considerable range of scatter.
Xi(r) : 1-2 x Xe”) provides a crude bttt reasonable approximation for Xi(r), especially in the r 2
11/2 confinement region. This also appears to be true for a few highsr current L-modc
discharges which have been analyzed but not discussed here.

The ion power balance derived from the kinetic analysis confirm that electron—ion coupling
is negligible over the entire profile and the ion power losses are strongly dominated by thermal
conduction over most of the plasma cross section, except for the central r/a S ()2 region, where
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conductive and convective losses of equal magnitude (cf. Fig. 3). 

!lnbalanced Injection wjth Strone Toroidal Rotation 
It has been observed that plasma rotation has a direct correlation to plasma performance in 

the supershot regime. The overall neutron yield is lowered by the reduced relative energy 
between the fast ions and the rotating plasma, and rotation has a strong effect on the plasma 
power deposition and balance. The reduced relative speeds between the plasma and neutral 
beam particles results in reduced beam penetration to the plasma core and reduced beam energy 
deposited in the plasma in its rotating frame. This results in a broadened power deposition 
with consequently less central electron heating. Likewise, the power deposition to the ions is 
much less peaked in radius than for the balanced injection case. The viscous damping of the 
plasma rotation provides an additional source of heating power to the ions which, since it is 

strongest where the u<jl(r) gradient is largest, tends to peak off-axis. 

These combined effects of rotation lead to the broader Ti(r) profiles observed in unbalanced 

injection cases, and, in extreme cases, can even result in flat or hollow Ti(r) profiles, as shown 

in Fig. 4. Here, full Co-injection of 11 MW gives rise to a peaked u<jl(r) profile with u<jl(o) = 

8 x JOS rn/sec for a standard 0.9 MA discharge with <Ne>= 1.8 x 1019 m-3. As with the 

balanced injection case, the ion thermal conductivity Xi is strongly non- neoclassical and Xi -

Xe plus the effects of ion viscous heating reasonably reproduces the measured Ti(r) profi..le. 

The ion power balance analysis of this rotating plasma (Fig. 5) indicates that convection 
dominates the core (r/a s; 0.3) power flow, while conduction is more important in the range 
0.3 s; r/a s; 0.8. However, both convection and electron-ion coupling are non-negligible ion 
thermal loss mechanisms for r/a ~ 0.5. 

The role of rotation is evident in a comparison of the input power densities calculated for 
the balanced and pure Co-injected discharges discussed here. The balanced injection 
discharges have a very peaked heating profile both for the ions and electrons, resulting in very 
high central temperatures, while the unbalanced injection case shows a broad heating profile 
with relatively low core ion and electron heating, and significant off-axis ion heating due to 
rotation damping. 
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It has been observed that plasma rotation has a direct correlation to plasma performance in
the supcrshot regime. The overall neutron yield is lowered by the reduced relative energy
between the fast ions and the rotating plasma, and rotation has a strong effect on the plasma
pmxer deposition and balance. The reduced relative speeds between the plastna and neutral

beam particles results in reduced beam penetration to the plasma core and reduced beam energy

deposited in the plasma in its rotating frame. This results in a broadened power deposition
with consequently less central electron heating. Likewise. the power deposition to the ions is
much less peaked in radius than for the balanced injection case. The viscous damping of the
plasma rotation provides an additional source of heating power to the ions which, since it is
strongest WhCI‘C the U900) gradient is largest. tends to peak off-axis.

These combined effects of rotation lead to the broader Ti(r) profiles observed in unbalanced
injection cases. and. in extreme cases. can even result in flat or hollow Ti(r) profiles, as shown
in liig. L1. Here, lull Co-injection of l 1 MW gives rise to a peaked owtr) profile with W910):

8 x 105 m/sec for a standzu‘d 0.9 MA discharge with <Ne> = 1.8 x 1019 m'3. As with the
balanced injection case, the ion thermal conductivity Xi is strongly noneneoclassical and Xi ~
Xe plus the effects of ion viscous heating reasonably reproduces the measured Ti(r) profile.

The ion power balance analysis of this rotating plasma (Fig. 5) indicates that convection
dominates the core (r/a S 0.3) power flow, while conduction is more important in the range
0.3 S r/a S 0.8. However, both convection and electron-ion coupling are non-negligible ion
thermal loss mechanisms for r/a 2 0.5.

The role of rotation is evident in a comparison of the input power densities calculated for
the balanced and pure Co—injected discharges discussed here. The balanced injection
discharges have a very peaked heating profile both for the ions and electrons, resulting in very
high central temperatures, while the unbalanced injection case shows a broad heating profile
with relatively low core ion and electron heating, and significant off—axis ion heating due to
rotation damping.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of central ion temporalurns from 
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy of C+6 
and Fe K-alpho doppler broadening. 
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T he 1-1\leV tritons produced by the 
d(d,p)I fusion react ion in nearly equal 
numbers to the 2.5-1\le V neutrons from 
the d(d,n)3 He react ion have gyroradii and 
s]o\\"i ng-down times similar to those of the 
3.5-MeV o part icles to be produced in DT 
experiments. The confined tritons can slow 
down and a fraction can react (burn up) 
with the plasma deuterons to produce 14-
MeV neutrons. The ratio of 14-MeV to 
2.5-MeV neutron production (the burnup) 
provides an indication of t he fusion product 
confinement and slowing down. 

A ctivation Foils The Auencc of neut rons 
is measured by t hreshold reactions in an 
activation foi l system. Di rect calibration 
and analysis has re\·caled that near the 
fo ils the machine st ructure is much thicker 
on a\·crage than previous ly used in neu
tron transport analysis i l ]. The 2.5-MeV 
d(d,n)3 Hc neutrons arc measured by the 
11 5 /n (n, n') 115

m Jn ~eaction (effective energy 
threshold about 0.8 Me\')[21. T he fo il 
system has been calibrated and the Au-
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ence observed to be reduced (relative to 
a source in vacuum) by a factor of a bout 
0.45- 0.32, apparently due to attenuation 
and scattering[3]. The d(t, n)a neutrons 
are measured by 63Cu(n, 2n )62Cu activa
tion (threshold of 11 MeV, calibrated re
duction of Auence by factor of 0.16-0.36) 
or 27 Al(n,a)24 Na activation (threshold of 
6 l\leV, calibrated reduct;on of fluence by 
a fac tor of 0.29- 0.37) [3]. The first number 
in t he range of fluence reduction is the ob
served red uction seen in the data (limited 
in toroida l angle coverage) , while the sec
ond number is the estimated reduction from 
models of machine structure attenua tion. 
Each number in the range is itself uncer
tain due to cal ibration accuracy or model 
assumptions by factors of 25% (for the cop
per foi l measurements) to 50%. The fluence 
from T FT R plasmas obse rved by the In foi ls 
is proportional to t he epilhermal neutron 
fiss ion detector system yield to within 10% 
over a range of 102

. The calibrated yield of 
2.5-MeV neutrons measured b~· the activa
t ion foi ls is 1.6- 2.2 (each number with 50% 
uncertainties) t imes the yield from the ep
ithermal neutron fission detector system[4]. 

The time-integrated triton burnup can be 
measured by taking the ratio of t he yield of 
14-MeV neutrons measured by t he foi ls di
vided by the 2.5-MeV yield from the fission 
detector system. Figure l shows the de-
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pendence of the obsen•t·d triton burnup on with curre11t and beam durat ion a re similar 
plasma current and 11cutral beam injeetion lo those seen h:1· the c>xlrap0lated fra ct ional 
(NB I) pulse length for a ll TFTR discharges burnup 111elhod[5), althougl, now the entire 
with activation foil data. (The observed d uration o f t he discharge is measured, and 
reduction in fl uC'nce from the calibration a wider range of currents is studied. 
has been used lo prm·ide the vertical sca le. 

Using the modeled at tenualio11 factors, o r· TI.I\/ EE\ · T ime-Dependen t Calculat ion 
using the incrmsed yiC'ld from the indium 
foils instead of the fission detector .1·ield. 
would reduce the magnitude o f the mea
sured burnup.) The copper dat<t is from 
single discharges. while the aluminum foils 
require accumulating over .J-20 d ischargC's. 
Between 0.9 and lA MA t hC' measu red 
burnup increases with the du ratio n of the 
l'iHI (more closely achieves steady-state) . 
For similar beam duralion the burnup in 
creases with current , <rnd perhaps relati,·cl~· 
more than expected from just the incrcasr 
in lhe nro- r· lassical confined fra.clion of Lhr 
tritons when born. (ThC' confinrd fraction 
o f Lritnns decrC'ases from unily al l.5 MA 
and ;ibove to around 503 al 0.6 i\'IA.) The 
magnitude uf the burnup and the increase 

Si11ce the burnup magnitude is time de
penpent (Fig. l ). a time-dependent burnup 
codc[6, 7, 5] is used to analy:i:e the expected 
burnup from TFTR plasmas. The code as-
s11111es cla.%ical slowing down at the radius 
of birth nf the tri lon and no effects from 
pi tch-ang le scattering or ene rgy diffusion. 
For TFTR the uncertainties in the input 
da l<t are much greater Lhan lhe expected 
error frum these assumptions. Experirnen-
tal d;ita fo r each discharge are usC'Cl for the 
t imr and sp<ttial dependence of thr elec
tron tempera.lure (from ECE radinmeler 
and l\lichelson interfero:nc>ter, and T hom-
son scallcring) and thr rlectron density 
(from the l\ lulticliannel lnfraRed lnterfer

onwter l.\lllU] and Thomson scattering). 
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Figure 2: Comparison of measured time
integrated burnup with that calculated by the 
TIMEEV code. Results from both copper and 
alurrlimun foils are shown (some from similar 
sequences of discharges) as well as the \'alue 
from the NE213 system. 

The deuterium density is calculated using 
the Z.n from visible bremsstrahlung with 
estimates of the elemental contributions ob
tained from X-ray pulse height analysis. 
The uncertainty in the calculated classical 
burnup is abou t 503 due to uncertaint ies 
in the input data, primarily in the deu
terium density (from the z.0 , its radial pro
file , and its elemental composition) , in the 
trilon source profile, and in t he magnitude' 
of T.. The magnitude and scaling of the 
burnup on TFTR are consistent \\'i l h being 
classical (Figure 2) , since there are ahnut 
50% uncertainties in the calculated burnup 
values, and factor-of- two errors in the abso
lute measured burnup. Any increase in the 
burnup with IP over and above the effect 
of improving neoclassical confined frnction 
appears explainable by slight increases in 
T,0 and decreases in Z.n with increasing 
current for this data set. 
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Time-Dependent Measurements 
Time-dependent 14-MeV neutron measure
ments have now been made throughout the 
duration of TFTR discharges. The 14-
MeV neutron emission was measured by 
a NE213 proton recoil spectrometer with 
pulse-shape discrimination lo eliminate / 
rays (Figure 3). The NE213 system can 
simultaneously measure both the 14-MeV 
and 2.5-MeV neutron Rux, although lim
ited in dynamic range and 14-MeV count 
rale. The absolute calibration of t he NE213 
was done relative lo the epilhermal neu
tron fission detector system. For the 14-
MeV response this \HI S done by compar
ing 25 "supershots" and findi ng discharges 
with maximum NE213 counts for minimum 
fission counts for inter\'a.ls 0.6-2.0 seconds 
after the NBI pulst>. For those discharg<'s it 
\\'as then assumed that a ll the neutrons this 
late' in l ime were' Jcl i\lC'\'15]. This relative 
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variations in Z,g, or it could be due to 
slowing down that is more rapid than clas
sical or to beam deuteron interactions with 
thermal tritons. For the SBD data (Fig. 4) 
the agreement with the calculated classical 
burnup is good. The differences between 
Figs. 3 and 4 may be due to differences in 
the discharges. 

Conclusions Time-integrated and time
dependent measurements of triton burnup 
have been made on TFTR plasmas. Within 
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Figure 4: Comparison of count rate due to 
14-MeV neutrons in SBD and calculated triton 
burnup from the TIMEEV code averaged over 
a sequence of three discharges. The plasma 
current was 0.9 MA (reversed from normal) at 
4.8 T toroidal field, with a line-integral density 
of 3.3 x 1019m- 2

. 

calibration is within the 403 uncertainties 
of the absolute calibration done later, a l
though intervening small movement of the 
collimator makes direct use of the absolute 
calibration undesirable. 

the observed triton burnup cannot be dis
tinguished from "classical", that is neoclas
sical prompt loss of the tritons and classical 
triton slowing-down over a range of current 
from 0.5- 1.8 MA. 
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old reactions[8] . Figure 4 shows a com
parison of th_e 14-MeV count rate and the 
time-dependent bumup from the TIMEEV 
code (the magnitude of the SBD count rate [6) W. W. Heidbrink. 
has been normalized to the theoretical cal
culation; the actual magni tude is within the 
factor-of-two uncertainty of the expected 
count rate). For the NE213 data (Fig. 3) 

Tokam.ak Diagnostics 

the measured 14-MeV neutron rate appears 
marginally high during the triton buildup 
stage, and somewhat low during the de-
cay compared with the classical prediction. 
This difference may be due to unresolved 
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Figure 4: Comparison of count rate due to
l4»MeV neutrons in BBB and calculated triton
burnup from the TlltrllSEV code averaged over
a sequence of three discharges. The plasma
current. was 0.9 MA (reversed from normal) at
4.8 'I‘ toroidal field, with a line-integral density
of 3.3 x lttlQm’Q.

calibration is within the 40% uncertainties
of the absolute calibration done later, at
though intervening small movement of the
collimator makes direct use of the absolute
calibration undesirable.

The ltl-MeV neutron emission on 'l‘FTlt
has also been measured in Silicon Surf
face Barrier Diodes (SBD) using the
2551111.(1)251l1g and 235i(n,p)2".~tl thresh
old reactionslSl. Figure. -’1 shows a com»
parison of the 14—MOV count rate and the
time-dependent burnup from the TIMEEV
code (the magnitude of the SBl) count rate
has been normalized to the theoretical cal-
culation; the actual magnitude is within the
factor-ofAtwo uncertainty of the expected
count rate). For the Nl‘3213 data (Fig. 3)
the measured ltMeV neutron rate appears
marginally high during the triton buildup
stage, and somewhat low during the de-
cay compared with the classical prediction.
This difference may be due to unresolved

variations in Zulu or it Could be due to
slowing down that is more rapid than clas
sical or to beam deuteron interactions with
thermal tritons. For the SBD data (Fig. -ll
the agreement with the calculated classical
burnup is good. The dillerences between
Figs. 3 and ~l may be due to (lillcrvnccs in
the discharges.

Conclusions Time-integrated and time-
dependent measurements of triton burnup
have been made on TF'I‘R plasmas. Within
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triton slowingdown over a range of current
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INJECTION OF DEUTERIUM PELLETS INTO 
POST-NEUTRAL-BEAM TFTR PLASMAS 

T. J. !'vlurphy, C:ris \.\'. Barnes; G . L. Schmidt, J. D. Strachan, 
- H.-S. Bosch, A. CaYallo, R. Grek, II. Hendel, D. L. Jas;by, 
D. Johnson, W. r-Iorris! H. Park, G. Taylor, and S. J. Zweben 

Princeton Uni\"ersity, Plasma Ph.vsics Laboratory 
Princeton, ~ew Jersey 08543 USA 

Introduction-After neutral beam injection on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 
(TFTR), the neutron signal[l] is observed to decay with two time scales. T he first decay 
constant is due to the slowing of the deuteriu111 beam ions.[2] The second, slower-decaying 
component of the signal has been identified with the burn up of fusion-produced tritons.[3) 

In order to confirm that the neutron emission late in time is dominated by the burnup 
of fast tritons, deuterium pellets were injected into post-neutral-beam TFTR plasmas. 
Late in time, it is expected that all the injected deuterium ions will have thermalized 
leaving only fusion-produced tritons as a source of beam-target reactions. By injecting a 
pellet into this plasma, the beam-target neutrons can be differentiated from thermonuclear 
neutrons. If the reactions are beam-target in nature, an immediate rise in neutron emission 
will be seen due lo reactions between the beam ions and the pellet material. Pellet 
injection into a ~laxwellian plasma will not lead to a rise in neutron emission on the time
scale of prllet ali'alion since the fusion reactions in Maxwellian plasmas occur between 
ions in the high-energy tail of the distribution and not with bulk ions, as are added 
by the injection of a pellet.[4] This has been shown by pellet injection into ohmic and 
beam-heated plasmas.[5] 

The quality of triton confinement is important for predicting the single-particle con
finement of alpha particles in the DT phase of TPTR operatiun[6] since the alpha parti
cles must be confi:ied for a time comparable to their slowing-down time for alpha-particle 
heating to be effective. This experimrnt. provides further su pporting evidence that the 
reactions at late times for these discharges were dominated hy rractions between fusion
produced tritons and the deuterium plasma. Some frnction of these trilons remain well 
confiued as they slow down in the plasma for at least 1.5 s after the beams (the time when 
the pellets were injected ). l t also suggests that TFTR can achieve an alpha-storage mode 
in which the density would be quickly raised by injection of a pellet or by a large gas puff 
into the post-nrutral-beam phase of a TFTR DT plasma. In this way, the heating rate of 
the alpha particles can be varied.[7] 
Experiment-This experiment was conducted on TFTR (R = 2.46 m, a = 0.8 1 m, 
S.r = 4.8 T, IP - 0.9 MA for these discharges) with neutral beam powers in the range 
6- 12 MW injected in the dirrction of the plasma rnrrent. The rnrrent chosen is that for 
which it has been found[8] that for available beam power the DD reaction rate and , thus, 
the number of fusion-produc·ed tritons in the plasma are maximized. Peak neutron source 
strengths were approximately 2 x I 015 s- 1 . Pre-pellet line-integrated de!lsities rose from 
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l x 1019 m- 2 during the ohmic phase to three times that during the beam injection phase. 
The beams were on for 1.5 sand pellets were injected during eight shots with the injection 
time varying from 0.25 to 1.5 s after beam turn-off. One of the shots received two pellets. 
The cy_lindrical pellets[9] that were injected were 3.5 mm in diameter by 3.5 mm long, 
each being made up of approximately 1.8 x 1021 deuterium atoms. 

Prior to pellet injection, the central electron temperature, as measured by electron 
cyclotron emission, was typically in the range of 4-5 keV. After the injection of a pellet, 
the central temperature dropped to between l and 3 keV, the higher values occurring for 
earlier injection. Approximately 10- 20 ms after the injection of the pellet, a sawtooth 
occurred resulting in an additional sudden drop in the central temperature of 0.3- 1.0 keV. 
Electron temperatures ranged from 150 e V to 2.5 ke V immediately after the sawtooth, 
again the higher values occurring for earl ier pellet-injection times. The central electron 
density, as measured using Thomson scattering and Abel-inverted far-infrared interfer
ometry, was typically 1- l.5 x l019 m- 3 prior to pellet injection, and 7- 10x1019 m- 3 after 
injection. The far-infrared system shows that the deposition of pellet material yields a 
hollow density profile immediately after injection, but the chords are too widely spaced 
to give detailed profiles near the center of the discharge. 
Neutron Signals During Pellet Injection-The neut ron fluctuation sys
tem on TFTR[lO] consists of an array of scintillators connected by fiber-optic light guides 
to a set of photomultiplier tubes in the basement. The system operates in current mode 
with a time resolution of 40 µs. 

At the time of pellet injection, a spike is seen (Fig. 1 &2) by the detectors at the 
same toroidal location as the pellet injector, but not by a detector displaced toroidally 
by 108°. The spike has a full width at half maximum of approximately 100 µs. The 
average delay between the first spike and the rise of the neutron signal on the toroidally
displaced detector was 140 µs. This corresponds to a velocity for the pellet-injected 
ions to become toroidally symmetric of 3.3 x 104 m s- 1 and, if this is identified with the 
ion sound speed,[5] to an electron temperature of 23 eV. After 700 µs , the signals on 
the detectors near the pellet injector and toroidally displaced from the injector coalesce 
indicating that the deuterium density has become toroidally isotropic. The fast rise in 
the neutron emission with pellet injection demonstrates that the neutron emission late 
in time has a significant beam-target component. Following this spike there is a period 
of decay followed by a period of nearly constant emission which lasted between 7 and 
20 ms. For injection earlier than 0. 75 s, the period after the initial decay has a slightly 
negative slope. This nearly-Hat period is terminated, for injection earlier than 0. 75 s after 
the beams (Fig. 1 ), by a sudden decrease in emission and, for later injection (Fig. 2), by 
a sudden increase in emission (approximately 503 increase) and a quick decay. Following 
this quick decay is a much slower decay which decreases the emission level by a factor of 
100. 

At the time of injection, the epithermal neutron system[l ) (Fig. 3) also measures a spike 
of neutron emission and has the same general characteristics as the neutron 'fluctuation 
signal , but with a slower time response. 

As the neutron signal moves from the period in which DD reactions dominate to the 
period where DT reactions are believed to dominate, the ratio of the neutron fluctuation 
signal to the epithermal neutron signal from 235U fission detectors changes by about a 
factor of two. We interpret this as due to the larger amount of energy deposited in the 
scintillator when higher energy neutrons dominate the total neutron emission. This effect 

l x ltl'” in"2 during the ohmic phase to three times that during the beam injection phase.
The brains were on for 1.5 s and pellets were injected during eigh' shots with the injection
time varying from (1.25 to L3 s after beam turirofl. One of the shots received two pellets.
The cylindrical pelletslgl that were injected were 3.5 min in diameter by 3.5 Ie long,
each being made up of approximately 1.8 X 102' deuterium atoms.

Prior to pellet injection. the central electron temperature. as measured by electron
cyclotron enussion. was typically in the range of >175 ke\.. After the injection of a pellet,
the central temperature dropped to between I and 3 lrcV, the higher values occurring {or
earlier injection. Approximately llt 2t) ms after the injection of the pellet. a sawtooth
occurred resulting in an additional sudden drop in the central teniperature olt).3 LU key.
Electron temperatures ranged from ISO e\' to 2.5 kc\7 immediately after the sawtooth,
again the liigher \‘alues occurring for earlier pellet-injection times. rl‘lie central electron
density. as measured using 'l‘homson scattering and Abel-inverted far-infrared intertcr
ometry. was typically l7 l .‘3- 1019 m 5" prior to pellet injection. a Ill TelUX 1019 m‘3 after
injection. The lareintrared system shows that the deposition ot pellet material yields a
hollow density protile immediately after injection, but the chords are too widely spaced
to give detailed profiles near the center of the discharge.
Neutron Signals During Pellet InjectioniThe neutron fluctuation sys
tent on 'l‘l'vl‘llll consists of an array of scintillators connected by fiber-optic light guides
to a set of photomultiplier tubes in the basement. The system operates in current mode
with a time resolution of 40 #5.

At the time of pellet injection, a spike is seen (Fig. 1&2) by the detectors at. the
same toroidal location as the pellet injector7 but not by a detector displaced toroidally
by 108“. The spike has a full width at half maximum of approximately 100 ps. The
average delay between the first spike and the rise of the neutron :ignal on the toroidally~
displaced detector was Ht! #5. ’l‘his corresponds to a velocity {or the pellet-injected
ions to become toroidally symmetric of 3.3 X ttl’I m s’1 and. if this is identitied with the
ion sound speedlfil to an electron temperature 01—23 cV. After 700 its. the signals on
the detectors near the pellet injector and toroidally displaced from the injcct‘ir coalesce
indicating that the deuterium density has become toroidally isotropic. The last rise in
the neutron emission with pellet injection demonstrates that the neutron emission late
in time has a significant beanrtargct component. Following this spike there is a period
of decay followed by a period of nearly constant emission which lasted between T and
‘20 ms. l‘iiI‘ injection earlier than 0.75 s the period after the. initial decay has a slightly
negative slope. This nearly» flat period is terminated, for injection earlier than 0.75 s after
the beams (Fig. I). by a sudden decrease in emission and, for later injection (Fig. 2). by
a sudden increase in emission (approximately 50% increase) and a quick decay. Following
this quick decay is a much slower decay which decreases the emission level by a factor of
100.

At the time of injection, the epithermal neutron system: ]_ (Fig. 3) also measures a spike
of neutron emission and has the same general characteristics as the neutron fluctuation
signal. but with a slower time response.

As the neutron signal moves from the period in which DD reactions dominate to the
period where Dill reactions are believed to dominate, the ratio of the neutron fluctuation
signal to the epithermal neutron signal from 2351] fission detectors changes by about a
factor of two. We interpret this as due to the larger amount of energy deposited in the
scintillator when higher energy neutrons dominate the total neutron emission. This cited



is similar to that seen by comparing the rat io of signals from 238 U to 235U detectors.[11) 
A comparison was a lso done during the period of enhanced neutron emission fo llow

ing pellet injection. The ratio of the neutron fluctuation and epi thermal neutron signals 
increases with later pellet injection times, indicating that the neutron emission is be
coming more dominated by 14-MeV neutrons later in t ime. This is consistent with the 
energy-resolving NE-213 system[12) which, despite marginal statistics, indicates that the 
enhancement of neutron emission is due predominantly to 14-MeV neutrons late in time. 

Corresponding to the time of the second peak or the sudden drop at the end of the 
flat emission period, there is a drop in the electron temperature as measured by electron 
cyclotron emission, as well as a drop in the x-ray emission, indicating that a sawtooth 
occurred in the center of the discharge. At present we do not fully understand this 
phenomenon and, unfortunately, the Thomson scattering system was triggered after this 
sawtooth had occurred so that the density profiles are uncertain. 

The time constant of t he decay of the neutron emission at the end of the enhanced 
emission is observed to scale with (T.312 /n.) over two orders of magnitude (Fig. 4). This is 
consistent with the decay in the neutron emission being due to the slowing of the t ritons 
in the plasma. 
Conclusions-This work contributes more experimental evidence that some fraction 
of the fusion-produced tritons remain well confined for at least 1.5 s after the turn-off of the 
beams. For these shots, we interpret the signals to mean that the dominant contribution 
to neutron production earlier than about 0.75 s after the beams is from the d (d,n)3 He 
reaction and, for times later than about 0.75 s, the d(t,n)4 He reaction is important.[3) The 
enhanced emission period after pellet injection is terminated by a sawtooth which causes 
rapid cooling of the central plasma and subsequent slowing of the fast ions. If alpha 
particles slow down classically, as some fraction of the tritons did in this experiment, 
alpha heating experiments in near-Q = 1 DT plasmas, such as the alpha-storage mode,(7] 
should be. possi hie. 
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is similar to that wen by comparing the ratio of signals from 23811 to 2”’11 detectors.“ 1]
A comparison was also done (hiring the period of enhanced neutron emission follow—

ing pellet injection. The ratio of the neutron fluctuation and epitherrnal neutron signals
increases with later pellet injection times. indicating that the neutron emission is be
coming more dominated by 14-l\‘1e\" neutrons later in time. This is consistent with the
energywesolving NE—‘ZIS systemllQl which. despite marginal statistics. indicates that the
enhancement of neutron emission is due predominantly to lll-MeV neutrons late in time.

Corresponding to the time of the second peak or the sudden drop at the end of the
flat emission period. there is a drop in the electron temperature as measured by electron
cyclotron emission, as well as a drop in the xvray emission, indicating that a sawtooth
occurred in the center of the discharge. At present we do not fully understand this
phenomenon and. unfortunately, the Thomson scattering system was triggered after this
sawtooth had occurred so that the density profiles are uncertain.

The time constant. of the decay of the neutron emission at the end of the enhanced
emission is observed to scale with (TE/Z/nc) over two orders of magnitude (Fig. 4). This is
consistent with the decay in the neutron emission being due to the slowing of the tritons
in the plasma.
Conclusions—This work contributes more experimental evidence that some fraction
of the fusion-produced tritons remain well confined for at least 1.5 s after the turn—olfof the.
beams. For these shots, we interpret the signals to mean that the dominant contribution
to neutron production earlier than about 0.75 s after the beams is from the d(d.n)3He
reaction and, for times later than about 0.75 s, the d(t,n)“11e reaction is important. 3] The
enhanced emission period after pellet injection is terminated by a sawtooth which causes
rapid cooling of the central plasma and subsequent slowing of the fast ions. If alpha
particles slow down classically. as some fraction of the tritons did in this experiment.
alpha heating experiments in near-Q : 1 DT plasmas, such as the alphasstorage model/'1
should be possible.
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Figures 

FIG. 1. Neutron signals obtained with the 
neutron fluctuation system during the injec
tion of a pellet measured with detectors in the 
same toroidal location as the pellet injector 
and displaced 108° from the pellet injector. 
The pellet was injected 0.495 s after the t urn
off of the beams. Note that one curve has 
been offset by a factor of two for clarity. 

FIG . 2. Neutron signals obtained with the 
neutron fluctuation system during the injec
tion of a pellet measured with detectors in the 
same toroidal location as the pellet injector 
and displaced 108° from the pellet injector. 
The pellet was injected 0. 7 45 s after the turn
off of the beams. Note that one curve has 
been offset by a factor of two for clarity. 
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FIG. 3. Neutron signals obtained with the ep
ithermal neutron system during the injection 
of a pellet at 4. 745 s into the post-neutral
beam phase of the TFTR discharge. The slow 
increase at 4.8 sis due to ohmic heating of the 
dense, post-pellet plasma. 
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FIG. 4. Measured neutron decay time con
stant (f.;- !!Jf )-1 at the end of the enhanced 

emission period vs. T.12 /n. using the central 
electron temperature and density from Thom
son scattering. The line is t he . theoretical de
cay time. 
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FIG. 1. Neutron signals obtained With the FIG. 2. Neutron signals obtained with the
neutron fluctuation system during the injec-
tion of a pellet measured with detectors in the
same toroidal location as the pellet injector
and displaced 108° from the pellet injector.
The pellet was injected 0.495 s after the turn-
off of the beams. Note that one curve has
been offset. by a factor of two for clarity.

neutron fluctuation system during the injec-
tion ofa pellet measured with detectors in the
same toroidal location as the pellet injector
and displaced 108” from the pellet injector.
The pellet was injected 0.745 s after the turn—
off of the beams Note that one curve has
been offset by a factor of two for clarity.
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FIG. 3. Neutron signals obtained with the. ep-
ithermal neutron system during the injection
of a pellet at 4.745 5 into the postvneutral-
beam phase of the TFTR discharge. The slow
increase at 4.8 s is due to ohmic heating of the
dense, post-pellet plasma.
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son scattering. The line is the theoretical de~
cay time.
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CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSPORT IN TFTR SUPERSHOTS 

~J. C. Zarnstorlf, M.G. Bell, M. Bitter, C. Bush, R.J . Fonck, R.J. Goldston, B. Grek, 
R .J . Hawryluk, K. Hill, B. Howell, K. Jaehnig, D. Jolmson, R. Kn.ize, K. McGuire, 

A. Ramsey, G. Schilling, J . Schivell, S.D. Scott, and G. Taylor. 

Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton NJ 08544 USA 

Introduction: The total radial heat flow Q 0 and particle flow f 0 for each plasma species can 
be experimentally deterrnined by transport analysis. If we define 0 0 = Q 0 /f 0 T0 , we can test 
its value against theoretical transport models. For example, the minimwn value of a in an 
ideal gas is ~.while a . is expected to be very large for "magnetic flutter" -driven transport. a 
can theoretically have other rninimwn values due to off diagonal terms in the transport matrix 
(e .. g. heat flows driven by \7n0 ). In particular, for electrostatic turbulence the minimwn value 
of a is ~ [l ). Thus deterrnining the value of o or placing bounds on its value is of fundamental 
interest in u nderstanding tokamak anomalous transport. 

The TFTR high-confinement neutral-beam heated plasmas ("Supershots") [2) have very large 
central particle loss rates, resulting in convectively dominated central energy transport, and 
flattened core T. profiles [3]. Thus, evaluation of the ratios Q./r.T. and QdfiT; in the center 
of these plasmas yields relevant upper bounds on convective heat transport for each species. 
For all such plasmas, it is found that a. in the core region is strictly less than ~, and is typically 
~ 2. For balanced co- and counter-beam inj ection, Oi is ~ ~. However , for highly-rotating 
plasmas with co-only injection, a; ~ 2 . 

Observations: TFTR is heated by co- and counter-tangential neutral-beams, providing 
~20 MW of ~100 keV D0 for up to 2 seconds. The deuteriwn plasmas discussed here are 
of the enhanced confinement "supershot" type, and have /p = 0.8 - 1.2 MA, Br = 4.8 - 5.2 T, 
R = 2.47 m, and a = 0.82 m. With neutral-beam heating power Pn from 10 to 15 MW and near 
balanced co- and counter-injection they typically have T. (O) ~ 8 keV, T;(O) = 20 - 30 keV, 
z.n = 2 - 4, moderate toroidal rotation velocity v<I> ~ 105 m/sec, and very peaked density 
profiles ne(O)/nc ~ 2.5, n.(O) ~ 6 x 1019 m- 3 . These plasmas are fueled only by the neutral 
beam injection and Limiter recycling. No external gas source is supplied. These plasmas are 
in the collisionless regime with v.; < 5 x 10- 3 , v •• < 5 x 10- 2 at r = 0.3 m. The measured 
diamagnetic f3P l. ~ 2 and Shafranov shift~ 0.35 m (from Thomson scattering density and tem· 
perature profiles). Co-only injection into similar plasmas produces very high toroidal rotation 
velocities (up to 106 m/ sec) but lo\ver .n.(O) ~ 3.2 x 1019 m- 3 and T.(O) ~ 6 keV. Both types 
0f discharges have large amounts of non-ohmic current [4], t hus the toroidal loop voltage is 
very small ( ~ 0.1 V). While sawteeth are present before and after beam injection, they are 
suppressed during injection. 

The T0 and n 0 profiles are measured by Thomson scattering. The T. profile is also measured by 
first harmonic ECE radiometry. The T; and Vtf> profiles are measured by charge-exchange recom
bination spectrosCOiJY [5] using a diagnostic neutral beam or a heating beam. Central values of 
Ti and Vtf> are also measured spectroscopically, using Doppler broadening of Ni XXVII K 0 lines. 
Central z.n and metallic impurity densities are deterrnined from tangential and radial mea
surements of visible bremsstrahlung emission and radial x-ray spectroscopy. Z.g is asswned to 
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(v 1:, heat flmvs driven by Vita). In particular. for electrostatic turbulence the minimum value
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interest in understanding trikamak anomalous transport.
Hi It is t] }. Thus determining the value of u nr placing bounds on its value is of fundamental

The TFTlt liigh-cunfinement neutralvl’Jeam heated plasmas ("Superslints") 2] have very large
central particle loss rates, resulting, in convectively dominated central energy transport, and
flattened (‘UI‘E TE pmfiles llil. Thus. evaluation of the ratios QC/FETC and Q;_i"l',7; in the center
at these plasmas yields relevant upper bounds on convective heat transport fur each species.
For all surli plasmas, it is i7 >und that. tie in the. core regiun is strictly less than 3, and is typically
7 2. For balanced (Cr and counter-bean} injection. u, is x 3 However, for highly-rotating
plasmas \vitli co-ni‘ly injectinn, a. i 2 .

()lmivatifl illli‘TR is heated by cry and counter-tangential neutral-beams, prtwiding
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be uniform. The particle source rate from recycling on the toroidally synunetric carbon inner 
limiter is determined from p oloidally resolved absolute measurements of D 0 emission. The 
radiated poiwer loss is measured by horizontal and vertical bolometer arrays, and is negligible 
in the central region of interest here. 

Analysis: The raclial particle and energy flows have been analyzed in these plasmas by the 
time-independent 1-D transport analysis code SNAP. These plasmas are in equilibrium (for 
co-injection) or near equilibrium (S. (O)/n. (0) ~ 20 for the balanced injection cases) at the 
time of analysis. The code assumes that the flux surfaces are circular, though subjected to 
the Shafranov shift. The horizontally measured profiles of n. and T. are mapped onto the 
calculated internal flux surfaces by shifting the respective iso-contours to the flux surfaces with 
the same horizontal minor diameter. This shift is typically < 3 cm, indicating good agreement 
between the calculated and experimental flux surfaces. 

Neutral-beam deposition is calculated including the finite size and divergence of the source, 
and includes deposition on all plasma particles except non-thermal beam ions. Thermalization 
is calculated in the rotating frame of the thermal ions using an analytic solution to the Fokker
Planck equation [6). The neutral particle density and temperature profile is calculated using a 
version of ANTIC [7). The calculated particle and energy source profiles, Fig. 1, are extremely 
peaked due to the tangential injection and the low edge density which allows good beam 
penetration. The "heating effectiveness" parameter[8) 77 ~ 0.85 for these discharges. The cross
field particle fluxes are calculated using the continuity equation in equilibrium, the measured 
ne profile and Z,JJ, and the calculated beam and neutral particle ionization rates. The local 
beam-particle source is larger than the recycling source inside ~a. Similarly. the radial heat 
flows Q are calculated for each species from the energy balance equations, including classical 
electron-ion coupling. Typical ion power balances are shown in Ref. (5). These simulations are 
in good agreement with magnetic measurement~rif stored energy . The results obtained are in 
agreement with the analysis by TRANSP of a subset of the plasmas discussed. TH.ANSP [9) is 
a 1 ~-D time-dependent transport analysis code with Monte-Carlo beam simulation including 
beam-beam deposition and beam charge-exchange loss recapture. 

In the co-injection cases the large central v.p implies that in the plasma's rotating frame t he 
beam energy is sharply reduced. In the most severe cases both the E0 /3 and E 0 /2 beam 
energy-species have less energy than ~T;(O) in the rotating frame, and thus cool the plasma! It 
is interesting that the convective term in the torque balance [10) for these plasmas is not large. 
This is due -to the fact that v.p is always smaller than the injection velocity for any of the beam 
ions and the .assumption that the torque convective multiplier equals unity. 

Results: Fig. 2 shows the central profile of the ratio Oa for both electrons and ions for a 
number of plasmas. In all cases, the central electron transport falls below °'• = ~. For co-only 
injection, some plasmas are nominally inconsistent with °'• ?: ~, though for most the error bars 
encompass this value in all but the central 0.05 m. 

For balanCfa injection, the ion transport is compatible with o; ?: ~- However, for co-only 
injection, o; is less than ~. For the lowest current co-injection plasmas studied (Ip = 0.9 MA) 
o; ~ 1. However, in these cases the measured T; profiles are hollow [5), apparently due to 
the viscous dissipation of the large \lv.p. Thus, the central q; should be carrying heat inwards 
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be uniform. The particle source rate from recycling on the toroidally symmetric carbon inner
limiter is determined from poloidally resolved absolute measurements of Da emission. The
radiated power loss is measured by horizontal and vertical bolometer arrays’ and is negligible
in the central region of interest here.

Analysis: The radial particle and energy flows have been analyzed in these plasmas by the
timeeindependent 1»D transport analysis code SNAP. These plasmas are in cqiLilibriurn (for
co-injection) or near equilibrium (SAW/flew) ~ 20 for the balanced injection cases) at the
time of analysis. The code assumes that the flux surfaces are circular, though subjected to
the Shafranov shift. The horizontally measured profiles of 716 and Te are mapped onto the
calculated internal flux surfaces by shift ing the respective iso-contours to the flux surfaces with
the same horizontal minor diameter. This shift is typically < 3 cm, indicating good agreement;
between the calculated and experimental flux surfaces.

Neutral-beam deposition is calculated including the finite size and divergence of the source,
and includes deposition on all plasma particles except nonethermal beam ions. Tlierinalization
is calculated in the rotating frame of the thermal ions using an analytic solution to the Fokker-
Planck equation [6}. The neutral particle density and temperature profile is calculated using a
version of ANTIC [7] The calculated particle and energy source profiles, Fig. 1, are extremely
peaked due to the tangential injection and the low edge density which allows good beam
penetration. The “heating effectiveness” parameterlSl 77 m 0.85 for these discharges. The cross—
field particle fluxes are calculated using the continuity equation in equilibrum, the measured
nC profile and Zefl, and the calculated beam and neutral particle ionization rates. The local
beam-particle source is larger than the recycling source inside Ea. Similarly. the radial heat
flows Q are calculated for each species from the energy balance equations, including classical
electromion coupling. Typical ion power balances are shown in Ref. [5]. These simulations are
in good agreement with magnetic measurements of stored energy . The results obtained are in
agreement with the analysis by TRANSP ofa subset of the plasmas discussed. TllANSPlQl is
a 1%7D timeedependent transport analysis code with MonteeCarlo beam simulation including
beam—beam deposition and beam charge—exchange loss recapture.

In the co-injection cases the large central “nil implies that in the plasma’s rotating frame the
beam energy is sharply reduced. in the most severe cases both the [70/3 and Eli/Z? beam
energy-species have less energy than gTJO) in the rotating frame, and thus cool the plasma! It
is interesting that the convective term in the torque balance [10] for these plasmas is not, large.
This is due to the fact that ed, is always smaller than the injection velocity for any of the beam
ions and the assumption that the torque convective multiplier equals unity.

Results: Fig. 2 shows the central profile of the ratio on for both electrons and ions for a
number of plasmas. In all cases7 the central electron transport falls below (IE : E. For cceonly
injection, some plasmas are nominally inconsistent with QE .3 3. though for most the error bars
encompass this value in all but the central 0.05 m.

2. However, for co~only
injection, or is less than 3. For the lowest current corinjection plasmas studied (1p : 0.9 MA)
at ~ 1. However, in these cases the measured Ti profiles are hollow [5], apparently due to
the viscous dissipation of the large Vow Thus, the central q,- should be carrying heat inwards

For balanced injection, the ion transport is compatible with o, 2



opposing the convective loss, and O i is not a meaningful bound on convective transport. It is 
still found that q;f\'T; > 0 Wl.less the convective heal flow is assumed < 2f;T; , and thus this 
appears to be a general bound for co-only injected plasmas. 

Conclusion: The central electron transport in TFTR supershots and related plasmas with 
co-only injection i5 clearly inconsistent with 0 0 ~ ~ . This is .also true of the ion transport 
with co-only injection. These results suggest the strong role of off-diagonal transport terms 
in these plasmas, and appear to rule out stochastic magnetic fields ("magnetic flutter") as 
the explanation for the transport observed. The difference between the bowids on o; during 
balanced- and co-only injection may be evidence of a large (inward) off-diagonal transport term 
related to toroidal rotation. 

We are grateful for discussions with J .D. Callen, H.P. Furth, and D. Meade. This work was 
supported by the US DOE, contract munber DE-AC02-76-CH0-3073. 
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Figure 1: (a) Particle and (b) energy source profiles for a typical supershot with balanced 
injection, fp = 0.9 MA, and PB .== 13.6 MW. The source profiles for co-only injection have 
similar shapes, but lower magnitude due to the strong toroidal rotation. 
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LOW POWER HEATING STUDIES ON TFI'FIit
R. Goldston. Y. Takaset. M. Bell. M. Bitter, A. Cavallo. P. Diamond”. A. Erhardt.R. Fonck. E. Fredrickson, B. Grek. D. Heifetz, H. Hendel. B. Howell. K. Jaenig. D.Johnson, R. Knize. K. McGuire. A. Ramsey, G. Schilling. J. Schivell, W. TangPlasma Physics Laboratory. Princeton University. Princeton. NJ 08544 USA

Introduction
Experiments have been performed on TFTR to study the transport physics ofthe transition from ohmig heating to low ower neutral beam injection. Anohmic density scan from he = l.2 x 1019 m‘ to 2.9 x 1019 m‘3 was performedin a plasma with R0 : 2.36m. a : 0.71m, l : 1.2 MA, qy, = 5. At the high andlow density ends of the scan, =2Mw of neutral beam power was co-injected intothe center of the plasma. By this means we were able to produce ohmic andauxiliary—heated plasmas_at the same densities both below. and close to. the“knee" in ohmic "CE Vs. ne. Electron temperature and density profiles weremeasured using Thomson scattering at ohmic equilibrium. and at the end of the0.55 neutral beam pulse. Zeff and metallic impurity content were determinedby visible bremsstrahlung and X-ray PHA. Absolute Hot data provided ameasurement of rp(a). and so a calibration of the absolute neutral densitywithin the plasma. lon temperature and plasma rotation profiles were measuredby means of charge—exchange recombination spectroscopy‘ (CHERS). using adiagnostic neutral beam. for four conditions during this scan: low and highdensity, ohmic and beam—heated.

Thermal Confinement ResultsFigure 1 shows the thermal energy confinement results, where ’CEthindicates ion + electron stored energy (Wth a we + w. divided by the totalbulk plasma heating pOWer (Pheat = Poh + Pbi t Pbth + Pbe). The squaresindicate the 4 discharges for which CHERS data Were employed. For theremaining discharges the ion temperature was calculated assuming )(j(r) oimm as an approximation to the CHERS results (see below and ref. 1). Theproportionality constant Xi/Xe was adjusted for each discharge so as to matchthe measured neutron emission. The ion temperature profile was flattenedwithin the calculated q:l surface by setting Xi to a high value in the region ofq<l. Note that the ohmic heating data cover the range from well below theconfinement "knee” to just above it. The modest density dependence ofconfinement with low—power auxiliary heating that is observed here is exactlywhat is expected on the basis of the "sum of squares” formulation of thetransition to L-Modez. We can also examine this data. with the perspective of"incremental confinement. time"3 and evaluate a thermal rElnC s AWth/Apheatat fixed ne. We find tE‘nC = 82 msec for the 10Wer density. and 88 msec forthe higher density. The fast ion storage is greater. however. at low density aswould be expected, resulting in 35% greater Afipdla for the low density case.
Heat Pulse Propagation ,

Callen et al.‘ have connected rEmC during high—poWer auxiliary heating witha xflux. defined by the ratio of incremental heat flow to incremental neVT .They further hypothesized that this xflUX could be identified with ePFsa.determined from the analysis of sawtooth heat—pulse propagation. We havetherefore analyzed the heat~pulse propagation in these discharges. using datafrom a 20~channel grating polychromator with 200 usec time resolution. Wefind (figure 2) that the time~to-peak5 ePP [8r2/(95t)] depends strongly onplasma density. but is independent of heating. Over the density range where
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'cEmC changes very little we see that ePP from the time-to—peak analysis
falls by a factor of 1.7. contradicting the hypothesis of ref. 4. In these cases.
as is sometimes observed on TFTR. the )(‘5 determined from time—to»peak
analysis are much lower than those deduced from phase-shift analysiss. Under
these circumstances the basic hypothesis that sawtooth heat-pulse propagation
is due to simple heat diffusion is itself doubtful.

Transport Analysis
CHERS ion temperature data are available for four discharge conditions in

this scan, as indicated in figure 1. Figure 3 shows Ti(r) and Te(r) for the low
density beam‘heated case. in both beam-heated cases ion—electron coupling
plays a minor role in the power balances, so Xe and Xi can be reasonably well
distinguished, and the estimated i-o error bar on the )(‘s (averaged over i
0.1m) at r:2a/3 is a factor of 1.5. in the ohmic cases Tm is well below Teo-
but the accumulated errors in Te, Ti. and hi result in a factor of 2 or more
uncertainty in Xi- and somewhat less than a factor of 2 uncertainty in Xe-

rp from analysis of the Ho‘ data was constant over the ohmic density scan,
at about O.ll seconds. in the high density beam—heated case. however. 22p fell
to 0.06 seconds. The low density case employed a well—degassed limiter (as for
TFTR supershots) so Hd emission was reduced by an order of magnitude compared
to the higher density beam-heated case. The deduced "L‘p rose to 0.2 seconds
during NBl. presumably due to the strongly centrally peaked particle fueling. We
have assumed that convective heat flow for both ions and electrons = 1.5nTvr
(as discussed in ref. 1). Analysis of the high density CHERS cases. both ohmic
and beam heated. indicates that ion power flow at the edge 01 the plasma is
dominated by convection and charge—exchange. By contrast the swell—conditioned
low density cases show conduction dominating the ion power balance up to the
edge of the plasma.

In all cases transport analysis using the CHERS data indicates that Xi has a
similar profile shape to Xe- In the two beam-heated cases we also find that
t- the calculated radial diffusivity of toroidal angular momentum. is close in
value and profile to Xifi- Figure 2 shows Xe and Xi at 2a/3 for the four cases
with CHERS data. Xe and Xi are also plotted for the other cases. assuming
xi(r) oi xe(r) as described above. in ohmic conditions we see that Xe drops
steadily with increasing density. while Xiv despite its considerable error bars.
can be seen to rise very slightly. At the low density and we see that beam
heating causes a severe degradation in Xi at 2a/3, but little change in Xe- At
the high density end both x9 and Xi appear to degrade. and as a result ;(a during
beam injection is found to be independent of density. in all cases In over the
confinement region is found to be in the range i.5 — 2.5. with the highest value
occuring in the low density ohmic case.

Conclusions
A number of conclusions can be drawn from this data. First. as noted above.

we see that ePP from time-to-peak analysis of sawtooth heat-pulse
propagation does not scale with density in the same way as tEmC. Thus..at
least for this low—power TFTR data. a simple connection between thermal tE‘nC
and ePP seems difficult to support. _

Next We note that both ion and electron thermal transport are subject to
degradation with auxiliary heating, and that their ratio during heating is
similar to what is observed at high density in ohmic heating. This supports the
hypothesis of ref. 2 that these two regimes are physically related. The present
results bridge and confirm previous experimental results from Alcator C. in the
high density ohmic regime7, and from D-lll8 with N8].
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The most interesting observations. hOWever. are somewhat indirect. We notethat with high power beam heating, at high density. Xe- Xi- and X?) are similarin magnitude and radial profile shape. This is qualitatively wha is expectedfrom electrostatic turbulence. and quantitatively what is predicted for theratio Xi/Xq) in the specific case of ion-temperature-gradient turbulence°. Onthe other hand, at low density with ohmic heating. and consequently at low 5P,we find that Xe is larger than Xi: and scales differently with density. Global ;particle confinement appears to follow the ion trend. rather than the electron :trend. (Perhaps the variation of neutral penetration with density obscures a lmore electron—like behavior. There is strong evidence, however, from Alcator(:10 that impurity confinement time, 2:], also scales differently from age. Inparticular '61 rises with increasing 1 and with the mass of the backgroundgas.) Qualitatively the separation of electron heat transport scaling fromparticle and ion heat transport scaling is what would be expected if theelectron heat flow were responding to fine—scale electromagnetic turbulence, towhiCh the ions were insensitive. This would cause the slower turbulentdiffusion of the ions to determine both the ion thermal diffusivity and theparticle transport. Thus what emerges naturally from this data is a picture inwhich electromagnetic turbulence (”magnetic braiding") with a 1/ne confinementscaling dominates electron thermal transport at low 5p, and some'form ofelectroetatic turbulence with a different. L—mode-like. confinement scalingdominates ion thermal transport and particle confinement in all regimes, As5p grows. the electrostatic turbulence increases until it drives all transport ‘channels, electrons and ions. 1Alternatively the low Bp transport mechanism could also be electrostatic innature. but coupled more strongly to electron than to ion heat flow. while thehigh {Sp mechanism perhaps coupled more strongly to ion heat flow. Such apicture can naturally arise from drift wave theory”. In this view the iontransport's independence of density reflects the transition from one transportmechanism to the other, at lower 5p than for the electrons. To differentiatethese two pictures, a study of the scaling of Xe. D. t], and Xi with current, atvery low density, is required. if Xi and D fall while Xe and 1:] rise withrising plasma current. one would be strongly inclined to believe that the ionsalways respond with L-mode—like scaling. and that this relatively simplebehavior is generally obscured by an additional electron thermal transportmechanism, which dominates global confinement at low density and low 13p.
“ This work was supported by US. DoE Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073" Plasma Fusion Center, MlT. Cambridge. Massachusetts, USA* ucsp, San Diego. California. USA
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H. H5118”. K.l-’. .laelmig, Rd. Knize, All. Rt'iquemore.

H.H. Towner and M.C. Zarnstorfi

Plasma Physics Laboratory" Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey USA 08543

Measurements of the toroidal rotation speed in a number of tokamaks have shown the
momentum confinement time during neutral beam injection to be. anomalously short, by
more than an order of magnitude. compared to predictions of neoclassical theory. These
observations contrast with the traditional experimental assessment of ion energy trans-
port, which until recently held that the transport. was within a factor 1~1 of neoclassicalcalculations. However, measurements of the T,(R) prolile in Doubletilll ill and more
recently in TF‘TR [2 with both balanced and unbalanced neutral injection, now suggest
that the ion thermal diffusivity, MU), is considerably larger than yin”) and is comparable
to \‘r. Futhermore1 measurements of the rig-,(R) profile in Doubletdll [3} during neutral ‘injection into divertor discharges have demonstrated a striking correlation between global lmomentum and energy confinement.

ANALYSIS ()F lt(,Yl‘A't"l()1\J SPEED RADIAL PROFILES ON TFT‘R

In this paper We describe radial transport analysis of recent. rotation profile mea-
surements in 'l‘FTlt under several beam injection configurations: low and high power co—
injection. partially balanced injection, and edge-heating. The 'L'w(fi7) profile measurementswere obtained simultaneously with litB) profile measurements using a chargerexchangerecombination spectrometer (CHERS) Viewing across a radially injected diagnostic neu- ltral beam. We find that the measured velocity and temperature profiles are consistentwith a momentum diffusivity. X2127 that has a similar magnitude and similar radial depen»dence to the inferred \1; Km”) 2" Xd’l This result suggests that a common mechanism.such as ion~temperatureigradientdriven turbulence Ht, is spoiling confinement of bothion momentum and energy.

Four of the discharge conditions studied Were members of a high power, lowidensityplasma current scan. In ‘7 0.7 - 1.2 NA. Near the end otthc Zisecond heating pulse, plasmaconditions were B,,, : 71,75 T. If : 2.46 m. u ; ”El 111. qua : 6.5 —9ttl,’1‘e(tl) 7 4.6 H 6.8
l\'e\" (increasing with IP)‘ and 71(0) : 3035 Ke\'. (iltlier plasma conditions are presentedini'liable l. A marked transient in central rotation speed was recorded at the lower plasmacurrents (II) : U.9l\-‘l.—\) by a horizontally viewing xiray crystal spectrometer C(08) at the
start of injectiom reaching to) I: 1.3 3‘: It]6 m/‘ls within 200 ms, then decaying to a commonequilibrium value of T v 8 x 105 m/s at the end ot injection. The, (JI'lERS velocity profiledata were acquired near the end of injection with the exception of the 0.9 MA discharge,tor which the data were acquired at (350 ms into the beam heating phase. The steadyvstateplasma density increased with plasma current‘ thus providing the largest. beam torque per
particle tor discharges with I,“ : tl.T .1\l;‘\. Figure la shows that the velocities obtained in
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the ID scan. the highest achieved to date on TFTlL are not exceptional when compared
to the database of other Tlivl‘lt unidirectional injection discharges. The shots with lower
plasma current experienced higher m/n 3/2 MHD activity 1517 which may be responsible
for the apparent saturation of central velocity with torque per particle in Figure. la. mu

n

"if hiiiiiftucrm’al717101.111 1
1 discharge In V . T,I.‘,_ 11—. rd, I : 30 #:44601lll 7

1,, Scan 0.7 .l 20 4.2 7 7
1p scan 0.9 7.0 36 (313 86 2.5) (iii;.3 1.1 2.1

1 [p scan 1.0 .5 30 71 78 1 l.8 1. 0- 2.4
1| Ip_scan 1.2 .. .4 44 88 1 08 2.2 1 1.318
11supershot ’" 1.07 -.7 .0 574793 101 1.7 1 1.61.7
l low—power 1.2 1.7 -.0 1 9-1 140 160 1.33.5;11;‘0.7
11 edge-heating 1.2 2.1 1.4 0.8 1 ~12 107 104 ’1 7 0 71.2

Table 1: Summary of momentum transport analysis. Units: ]P(1\IA); P1. (MW); ne (1019 m 3):
lg, (1t!5 111/5); 73,, 7‘}; (ms); and x¢(m2/s). Central Velocities were. measured by CHERS. The “total
7})" column includes a calculated beam contribution to plasma stored momentum. The last :olumn
represents the variation in the ratio a/Xr over the region ()3 E r 3 0.6111.

The highvpower discharge with partially balanced injection was smncwhat unusual
in that it exhibited the characteristics of TFTR “supershots” 161 (7110‘) : 7.5 KeV7
(11(0) : 26 Kev, bmad 7117'), narrow "((11) with incomplete balance [ff the co~ and
counter beam power; the balance parameter (Fm 7 l'C,m.)/(l‘w + 17,311.71 1'. as 0.37. he
edge«heating discharge (described more fully in reference 171) and lonupower discharge are
similar modest-current7 low density shots which differ primarily in the radial deposition
profile. of beam power and torque; the deposition profiles are centrallyepeaiuxt for the
low-power discharge. and hollow for the edgeilicating discharge.

Figure 11) illustrates typical measured velocity profiles during high-power neutral in»
jection. The CHEHS velocity analysis does not presently include corrections for the
energyedcpendent excitation rate coefficients, which causes a “-rT-ltltyt overestimate ofthe
rotation speed for data acquired with the diagnostic neutral beam as a. doping sourcrx
and a Nth-10% umlercstiuiate for data acquired with the heating |>caru181 Tlu- |1ighrpower
profiles are very narrow. falling as e» (1 1:)2 1l over the inner 10 cm of minor radius. The
velocity profile: are broader for the low pom-r discharges. assuming a roughly parabolic
squared profile shape for centralh weighti (1 ln ating and a roughly parabolic profile. shape
during cdgeelieating.

The stea(l_\tstate momentum balance is evaluated by the l—l'.‘ radial transport code
SNAP. SNAP first maps the measured 111,117). 715(17), 71111). and 711]?) onto a minor
radius grid using a shifted—circle equilibrium with a Shafranov shift of about 25 cm for
the high-power vii-injection discharges. The. fashion energy distrilnitimi, and power and
torque delivery to plasma ions and electrons, is calculated by a moments solution to the
l'bkkcr—Planck equation .91 in the rotating plasma frame. The radial variation of x,1,(r) is
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Figure l: (a) Rotation speeds as measured by XCS for discharges in In scan (labelled by current), the
supershot with partially balanced injection ( “88”), the low~power co—injection discharge (“LP"), and
the edge-heating discharge (“E”). The database of 1087 TFTR unidirectional injection discharges
with 0.7 S IF 3 13 MA. H : 2.46 In is shown for comparison. Open squares represent oer—injection
and solid triangles represent counterAinjection. Neglect of Sliafrannv shift and profile effects in the
analysis of XCS data underestimates central w, by 4.20%. (b) Measured rotation speed profile in
In scan at 1.0 MA (solid). Shaded region represents the total range of rotation speeds measured in
other I}: scan discharges at 0.7, 0.9, and 1.2 MA. Open circles represent the rotation speed in the
partially balanced (co/counter) Supershot, measured with a heating beam as the doping source.

determined which satisfies the momentum balance [10]

18 63w 8 1”,}?q(revolt2 (Permit-271') : TCO1 + Tbth + Tiz *1‘ (hr 87' ) 1' (3r — “rd“.

where p. is the local mass density (p,- e' E 77101,), w is the angular velocity (w 42- 14MB), 7‘,-
is the radial ion flux (deduced from a steady-state particle balance with calculatcd beam
and wall source terms). and the torque densities represent. collisional, beam thermaliza-
tion7 and ionization terms respectively, as described in reference [10]. The neutrals code
I‘lltANTlC [l I] has been modified to calculate the velocity as well as the temperature and
density of the neutral population, to allow a proper evaluation of the chargeexchange
loss term.

All of the discharges in the high»power I]D scan are strongly beam-dominated: the beam
ions carry about halfof the total plasma. momentum. Analysis of the high power 0.7 M A
dischargc‘is considered questionable because it is particularly heavily beam dominated,
e.g. the beams are calculated to carry 4/5 of the total plasma momentum. For all
(lisehargcs evaluated. the momentum balance throughout the plasma corc (within r- <
0.7m) is essentially a simple balance between deposited beam torque and viscous damping;
convection and charge~cxchangc terms are small. By contrast, at high beam power and
near the. plasma center, convection is an important term in the ion power balance (using
rheat , LST; X I" '
r E 0.35 m.

particle)! consequently the uncertainty in the inferred Xi is large for

Figure ‘2 shows the rotation Hpet‘d for I}, : l.0l\l:\r I’. |0.7l\l\'\". mapped onto minor
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Calculated turque deposition: Th4: tutal tnrqne (dmisitv) ['I'um l}(‘HtTt$. Thi mllisinnal torque
1.0 ions. The : rollisional lorqufi It,» clI‘rlrnns. TH] ln‘am thermaliyatii.“ [Hrq (ht lnfvrrm]
momentum and onergv dill'usivities fur this dischargv.

radius. thc calculatvd beam turquv densitiI-s. and the inferred \u" and \i a: a ltlIlCliHI] ()f
minor radius. 'l‘hv nthcr highiimm-r (winjcctiun discharges cxhiliit tho same li-atures as
shown in Figure ‘2: the inferred )Wtr) inrrvases monntnuically and strongly with radius.
and uutsido r 3" (1.25 m. \.;,.r) and \Lt'r) have similar magnitudei and similar variatirms
with radius. Dvspitc tltt‘ fact that huth dillusivities are dvduced tram mi'asurvmcuts of
a gradient (W, HF 7;). ll](‘ variation in the ratio “MM is I‘t'IIiarl—Iald)’ small. gvut‘rally in
the rangc l3.) (Table I). This apparvnt ('nrrclatiun «it t inn mnIIK-ntum and tht'rmal
dillusivitivs suggests that lmth are living driven by a (‘ummun mechanism. 'l‘hc glnlml
mummitum cuulirwmont time is typically ~-l;’3 or the global thermal ('uvrg‘y milliumut'nt
timc (UNI'lIIIling lllt‘ Higttitiraut (‘alt'ulatvd lwam (‘nutl'ilmtiunsl I‘uughly t‘nusistt‘ut with
IUCaSllI‘t'HN‘HlS in l.)uul)lc*tilll limiti'r diM‘haI'gvH J.
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HIGH FREQUENCY Eh’IISSION FRONI TFTR PLASMAS
GJ. Greene, l’.L. (‘ulestor-k. El) Fredrickson, JC. Hosea,

Khl. McGuire, .l.l{, \Vilson, and KM. Young

Plasma Physics Labor-awry, l‘rineeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08513, USA.

Mtg The study of high-frequency emission from tokamak plasmas is ofinterest becausecrfthe potential use ofthe Observed spectra as a diagnostic: of beam ions or fusion products, and becauseof the possible relation of spectral features to MllD activity, Previous work using probes on the PDXtokainak (luring neutral beam injection revealed an RF emission spectrum composed ofa sequence ofharmt:nicallyerelated pealts occuring at multiples of an ion cyclotron frequency evaluated at the outerplasma edge {1]. The emission was correlated, in some cases, with observations of fast icrn losses and with_\‘lllD phenomena. RF emission from ohmic plasmas has been observed on JET, using ICRF antennasas receivers, and is thought to be driven by fast ions arising from fusion products Pl
A probe was installed in TFTR near the end of the 1987 run period for investigations of highfrequency magnetic fluctuations. The wide bandwidth of the system (1 e 500 Mllz) allowed extensionof the study of magnetic turbulence to higher frequencies as well as the observation of line emission athigh harmonics of ion cyclotron frequencies. This paper presents initial results from the diagnostic.

Qpcrimental AVI‘I‘gmgglneit The magnetic probe consisted Ufa two-turn. balanced, shieldedloop sensor (Fig. 1). The opposite orientations of the two loops allowed improvement ofthe electrostaticrejection of the probe bv differentially subtracting the common mode signal. The frequency response ofthe probe was adequatelv modeled with a simple equivalent lumped—element circuit1 and the model wasverified experimentally.
The probe was installed in an outer midplane port and was oriented to measure 10¢. For the datapresented in this paper. the sensor loops were located inside the vacuum vessel, 0.10 m past the wall,at a poloidal angle of IE. almve the midplane. l’robe~plasma separation in various discharges rangedfrom 0.41). to 0.71 m. Signals from the probe were processed near the toltamak with l0w»noisc amplifiersand programmable attenuators The resulting R1T signal was transmitted at distance of 350 m to theTFTR control room via a wideband analog optical link. A swept analyzer was used to obtain frequencyspectra and could lie triggered at rates ufup to 10 Hz Tests performed with the probe withdrawn intoits port. tube verified the lack nfsignal contamination from nun'plasma sources.

Ltfljftwlflcy FlueLuationsjl-ICLVIH'A) At frequencies below ~l0 MHz. a continuumof emission was generally observed during the entire tukamak discharge. Calibrated frequency spectratalten at the same time during two successive ohmic discharges that differed in plasma current are shownin Fig. 2. Analyzer bandwidths (A5) for data in this section were 30 or 100 kllz, and the spectraare nurmalized by MAE. Plasma parameters common it.» both shots were; HT]: : 3,7 T (toroidal fieldat the vessel center), Hp ’ 2.40 in (plasma major radius), a}, : 0.81 In [plasma minor radius), andiii N 3.5 x 10m in 2 ('linerintegrated electron density]. while the plasma currents [I,,) were 1.0 MA and1:] MA. The shapes of the two spectra were nearly the same: a region of slowlv decreasing amplitude upto about 5 l\lllz. fullowed by a more rapid decrease up to 7 hilly, and an indication Ufa flattening of thespectrum above 7 MHz. The signals from ohmic discharges were generally masked by the backgroundnoise level of the system at frequencies above 10 MHz. The aniplitudes ut‘ the two spectra differed bya r'v'ins‘tant multiplicative factor up to about 7 NHL The size Hf this factor varied from 1.47716, andthese values were similar to the ratio of the twn plasma currents (lul). The data presented here Showthat, within a limited range, the dependence of the spectral amplitude of the low—frequency continuumemission on plasma current was compatible with a linear relation.
The effect of deuterium) neutral beam injection on the low frequency continuum is shown in Fig. 3for four injected powers: Pb : 0.0, ‘20, 8.], and 107 3‘1““. The spectra shown Were taken 1.0 s after thestart ofa neutral beam pulse of‘2,0 s duration. Plasma parmncters for these shots were: 3v : 4.4 T,Ip:1.2 MA, Hp, 16 m, (5:081 in. Linceintegrated electron densities for the shots were 1.4, 2.1, 3.0,and 33 £1019 in’ 'espectively. The amplitude of the spectrum increased with beam power, although



’lO

the nearly identical spectra at P5 : 8.1 and 10.7 ;\i\-\' suggest a saturation. ‘l'hc spectral amplitude
increased, for the highest power, by a factor of -— (3 over the ohmic levels in the l“’glu[l below 5) MHZ.

The effect ofa change in plasma density alonc was also investigated, By varying the gas putting in
q successive ohmic discharges, the plasma density was cliangcd by a factor of nearly two (net : 1.9.
3.6 x 1019 m'fl) while other parameters remained constant. The spectra observed during the [Wu shots
were nearly identical. indicating that the spectral change seen during beam injection was not an effect
of the increased density.

High-fi‘eguencyr Emission during Begn_n Injection (10—500 NIHZ) A harmonic
sequence of narrow emission peaks, sometimes extending to hundreds of Mllz, was observed during dens
terium neutral beam injection into deuterium plasmas. The exact form of the emission depended strongly
on plasma conditions and upon the particular cmnplcrncnt uflu-am sources firing, but the peak—to—peak
frequency spacing, Af, did not. Indeed. as first observed by Buchenaucr gll, the frequency spacing
during beam injection was compatible with ion cyclotron emission from a region ncar the outermost.
plasma edge (Ridge : RP -t ap).

Emission spectra from 1 , 500 ‘.\‘IHZ are shown in Fig. 4a for a Shut in which only a single beam
source (2.2 MW') was used and in Fig. lb for a similar shot with two active beam sources (2.2 MW each)
from different beam lines. Beam injection was in the direction of the plasnrnficurrent at tangcncy radii
of 2.5 and 2.6 m. Discharge parameters were: 37;: : 4.7 T, 1;, : 1.0 MA, rift" ' 1.0 ~ 1.8 xlt'J'g 111’?Z
R : 2.3] In, up : 0.66 m. The spectra were taken >100 ms after the start of the beam injection. Note
that. the analyzer bandwidth for spectra presented in this and the following Section was 300 kHz.

Other beam sources produced other complcmr‘nts of peaks. There was no clear relation between the
location or angle ofthe beam path with respect to the probe and the spectrum produced. llmvevcr, the
regular spacing between peaks was observed to scale directly with liTp and inversely with Hedge. Figure
5 displays schematicallv a cross. section of the torus. showing the plasma boundaries (from magnetics)
for two typical shots and the positions (to scalc) of the deuterium and tritium ion cyclotron resonance
layers (Lu : Sill—)1 QT) Calculated using Af and B7]: for each shot. In both cases, the calculated position
of the QB resonance was very close to the outermost plasma edge, even though the plasma boundary
moved by nearly 0.3 111.

During one experimental run whcrc a fast analyzer sweep was used. emission power from spectral
peaks was observed to decay [by a factor of l/e) in less than 25 Insec after termination of the beam,
while the 2.5 McV' neutron flux decayed in about 100 mscc. This result suggests that omission peaks
seen during beam injection are not related to fusion product populations.

While the heating neutral beams injected only deuterium, the diagnostic neutral hcam injected
hydrogen. An emissron spectrum! from a helium d harge into which the lo\\'»power (~~ lllO kW) beam
was firing is shown in Fig. 6 (the injection angle was nearly perpendicular to the toroidal direction). The
spectrum is similar to that. obtained with the heating beams. but now the frequency spacing between
the peaks (46.2 MHZ) is close to the proton cyclotron frequency evaluated at the outermost plasma edge
(45.4 tZl, Since DH 7 2th“. it appears that emission from beam injected discharges arises from an
interaction of the injected species at the outermost plasma edge.

There was no clear relation between beam power and the magnitude of the emission peaks (cf.
Figs. t and (3). 'The widths of the emission peaks, (Sf/f, were typical 0.027005 and increased with
rising density. At high beam powers. the baseline of the spectrum rose by 10715 db. This could be due
to a broadening and overlapping of the bases of the harmonically related pcaks. or due to very broad
(‘Inission of other origin, in some discharges, large broadening on the high-frequency side of the fifth
harmonic peak was regularly observed together with an absence of distinct peaks above that frequency.

Hipli-fi-equgngy Emission during Ohmic Discharges (197500 IVIHteak peaks
in thc (“mission spectra were seen in deuterium ohmic discharges only at high density (7'2(1.7:> 2 X 1019
m 2). The spectra for two discharges with different densities (riff, 7 1.9. 3.5 X lflLn m '3) are shown in
Fig. 7. For these shots. BTF : 4.4 'l‘. I}, ,2 .\Ir‘\. Hp : 2.36 In, and a}, : 0.7] m. The peak emission
power was or IV m ltl db abore the thcrmal noise of the electronics. and some structurc may have been
hidden beneath the noise floor. The two clear peaks that emerged at high density were much broader
(of/“if m 0.1 v 0.12) than [hose seen during beam injection. ’l‘he frequency spacing of thcsc peaks also
scaled linearly with [gj'f-“ but the magnitude ofthe spacing (~ 60 Mllz for the case shown) corresponded
to the cyclotron frequency of [Wm (x .58 MHZ) evaluated at the outermost, plasma edge. This result
mar indicate the involvement of fusion products. which could provide a source offast (3.0 ‘.\’lc\ ) protons.
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IGNITION TOKAMAKS

R J Bickerton, G Apruzzese, A Tanga, P Thomas, J Wesson

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OXls 3EA, U.K.

Iunition Conditions
For a D~T plasma the condition for thermonuclear ignition with T = T~

is
A A _ 21 ,3nD Ti IE 7 5 x 10 m keVs (1)

This is valid for the range 7<Ti<20keV in which the 5? product for
thermonuclear reactions is proportional to Til. Condition (1) is
insensitive to the pressure profile.

Applying energy balance arguments the condition (1) can be rewritten
as,

5‘11 = 2.4 (2)

where P(MW) is the total input power to the plasma, 15(5) the global energy
confinement time, V(m3) the plasma volume, f the correction due to
depletion by impurities and y the ratio of central to volume average
plasma pressure. P

Confinement Time
The JET data for limiter—bounded discharges is well described by the

L-mode scaling law [1], namely

72T : 3.7 x10 1p 11% R1'38 (R/a)0'37 K% (3)
E

where I (MA) is the plasma current, K the plasma elongation, R(m) and a(m)
the major and minor plasma radii. A study of JET and other data shows that
the scaling with I , P and R is well established while the scaling with
R/a and K is doubtgul.

For H-mode data in JET the simplest representation is that TE is twice
the Lemode value.(JET Team, 1987)

Depletion Factor
Assuming that the impurities in the central plasma are fully ionised

and serve only to deplete the reactive fuel density, then

f : (Eii-Zifff ((22 +2ii— z )> 2 (A)' i eff1
where Zi is the average charge of the impurities and Zeff the effective



charge. For JET the dominant impurities in the centre are carbon and
roxygen, so if we take a mean Z-=7 then for a plausible Ze..=2, we have
f=0.8. In JET the strongest dependence of Ze.f is on denSity [2]. An
ignition experiment must operate with Zf<2, which from JET data requires a
plasma density greater than 5x1019m'3.

Pressure Ratio
The pressure ratio Y versus the safety factor q for JET limiter

discharges varies linearly from 2.5 at q=2, to 4.3 for q=4. It then
flattens out and y =4.5 at q=1l. There is i25% scatter on y due to
sawtooth relaxations. The so'called "monster” sawtooth disc arges are at
the top of the observed band whilst Hamodes are at the bottom. From (2)
and (3) it is clear that to maximise the performance the ratio (yp/qz)
that should be maximised. This occurs at the lowest q at which the
discharge can operate, the gain from higher current overwhelming the lower
value of Yp'

Plasma Parameters
Substituting from (3) into (2) the condition for ignition is

f vp vgz 12 112-5 {2-74 = 3.46 x 10’+ (5)
where v is the ratio of the confinement time to the Lamode value.

The current I is related to the machine parameters by the expression,

2 2 2 -2i ‘ + _ a.I — Ridiq (LIL2 )(1 R2) (6)
where is the Shafranov .QQ q

Enhanced Tokamak
We now estimate the parameters of a JET—like device upgraded to reach

ignition conditions based on the JET experimental results as described
above. Such an apparatus would permit the early study of a wide range of
physics questions related to the achievement and the behaviour of an
ignited plasma. In contrast to CIT this Enhanced Tokamak would be on the
direct path to an eventual tokamak reactor, ie having moderate magnetic
field strength and large physical size.

No significant engineering design work has yet been done on this
device but a representative set of parameters is
B = 5T, R = Am, a = 1.4m, K = 2, Y = 3, f : 0.8, q = 2.5 giving I =15.9MA
and for ignition y =2.2. These are a plausible seg of parameters in the
light of the JET experimental results.

The values of the d-power and the energy confinement time at ignition
are determined by the density. Combining the Lemode scaling with T N 10keV
leads to the formula for the d-power [3].

30 M2 a0'74qC%L
P = -——»————-—-—-— (7)a n R1.5 K



w
2 e ,dhere _ 5 a BK n.R o 19qCYL — ~——jf—- and M = B x 1

from the JET experience a realistic value for M when operating with high
input power at low q is N 6. With the parameters given earlier,
5:7.5x1019’3 and Pu=42MW while from (3), TE=2.75. With these parameters
E:2.4% compared with the Troyon limiting value B =6.4% (B =2.81/Ba%).. c c
Comparison with other Devices

The table shows the main parameters of JET, Enhanced Tokamak, CIT and
extended NET.

Apparatus R a K B I qCYL q v for(m) (m) (T) (MA) ‘1’ igfiition
JET 3 1.2 1.6 3.5 7 1.9 3 5.2
Enhanced Tokamak 4 1.4 2.0 5.0 16 1.5 2.5 1.9
CIT 1.8 0.5 2.0 10.0 9.0 1.5 2.4 2.3
NETiE 5.4 1.7 2.2 4.8 14.8 1.8 3 1.8

=1 for the sake of comparison. EvidentlyThe figures are given for Z ff
IT and similar to NETiE in performance.

. , eEnhanced Tokamak 15 superior to C

Zero-Dimensional Code
So far we have used very simple arguments which lead to ignition

independent of the plasma density provided only that the ion temperature
lies in the range of 10-20keV. The density was fixed by appealing to the
experimental experience of the Murakami parameter.

Steady state and dynamic calculations have been carried out using a
more complex model in which,
(1) The proper variation of reaction rate with temperature is included
over the entire ion temperature range.
(2) The confinement time is determined by the combination of the ohmic
(neo-Alcator) value T50 and the Lemode TEL so that

1 70.5_ 2 ) (8)
5Q lEL

This has the effect of reducing the confinement time at low density.
(3) The density and temperature are assumed to have parabolic profiles
giving v =3.
(4) The full energy balance equation is used, ie PQ+Pa+P

. _ _l l
[E _ ( 2 IT

, _ AUX—PCOND+Pbr
AUX the aUXiliary heating, PCOND the

conduction loss and Pbr the Bremsstrahlung loss. This code has been run
for the parameters considered earlier (including v =2.2). The ignition
curves in the h vs T plane for P UX=O are shown in figure 1. The ignition
domain, shaded in the figure is bounded by upper and lower temperatures and
by a minimum density determined by the density dependence of the ohmic
confinement time. If a weaker dependence is chosen, as for example derived
from JET ohmic data [4] then this minimum density would be much lower.
Analysis of the results with finite P . shows that a heating power of
order 3OMW would be sufficient to take the plasma to ignition.

where PO is the ohmic power input, P



Fig. 1

H / 5 “._ Plot of ignition curve
3i,/ ////:::;/f. ‘-, over <n>-<T> space for

' x‘ ' Enhanced Tokamak, with
' zeff=1.5, parabolic

density and temperature
"1 2 profiles. Dotted line
"i ? Troyon B limit, shaded

‘ 5 region is the ignition
domain. Leftihand line
with <T>N2keV describes
the ohmic equilibrium.

Machine Parameters
The outline of the machine design can be discussed in terms of the

parameters
R = geometric major radius of torus
E3 = clearance between plasma boundary and toroidal field coil

— thickness of toroidal field coil
thickness of primary winding

m M 1

_ BRO
BMAX ls BMAX ' (RC-a—a3)
MAX:8'3T (Cf 7F in present
in the primary winding we

Then the maximum toroidal field in the system

taking BO=5T, RO=Am, a:l.4m and s3=0.2m gives B
JETJA With 52:0.5m, 51:0.5m and the same B
find

2Volt seconds = 2H(RO-(a+53+52+%51)) BMAX = 142
This is an adequate number of volt seconds.

The current required in the toroidal field coils to produce 5T at 4m
radius is 10OMA. The cross-sectional area of the coils in the mid-plane is
6.75m2 giving a mean current density of 1.5kA/cm1. Scaling from JET the
resistive power dissipation would be 6OOMW. The flat-top pulse length
would be similar to that of JET, namely 205.

MAX
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LOCAL HEAT TRANSPORT IN JET PLASMAS
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INTRODUCTION

Two complementary approaches to the study of heat transport in JET plasmas aredescribed in this paper. In the first approach, 1—D simulations have been performedusing two different forms for the heat fluxes which are based on global scaling laws,have the scale invariance of theoretical models and represent the two generic modelsfor the heat fluxes[l] capable of reproducing the main features of the plasma responseto additional heating. Even though the mechanisms for confinement degradation aredifferent, both forms can reproduce a wide range of data from JET and other machines.It is found with both models that the data can only be matched if the electron and iontransport coefficients have the same form and approximately the same magnitude

In the other approach which will be described here the parametric dependence of theheat flux on local quantities has been obtained by fitting the data with a form with thescale invariance of the non—linear gyrokinetic equation of Frieman and Chen[2]. A goodfit is obtained to a set of data obtained from neutral beam heated discharges withIp=1-5 MAi

SIMULATIONS USING DIFFUSIVITIES WITH MODEL SCALE INVARIANCE
An extensive programme of simulation of JET discharges has confirmed the result[3]that models of the electron heat loss based on the dissipative trapped electron modefail to reproduce Te profiles. A similar conclusion has been reached concerning thePogutse/Parail[4] and ”e models[5] by a. direct comparison of the electron conductivitywith the experimental values.

Two local transport models have been proposed at JET which provide the degree ofprofile resilience and confinement degradation required by the experimental dataI arerelated to scaling laws for TE that fit the results from several devices and aresufficiently complete to be used in transport codes.

The first of these models[6] produces confinement degradation through a transportthreshold at a critical value of temperature gradient. For simulations we have used



electron and ion heat fluxes
qL = _neXeRL(VTe_ce) _ neXelRVTe for VTeZVcTe= _neXe1HVTe otherwise
qL = KiRLqeRUniVTi/geVTe)(Ti/Tel1/2 1where m. = Xe0R(TeQ/BTR1/2Ti)(1+2d1n(ne)/dln(Te))(Cl+RlVQIM)—and ce = oz(E“BT/ne\,/Te) / BT/q

If SI units are used with keV for temperatures, then 06:6, 01:2, XeORzQO and
Xelo-l give a good match to the data. In order to reproduce TiO’ the total energy
content and the NPA ion temperature profile, where available, it is found that KiRLzl
is required.

The second model is based on a resistive MHD scaling law for 7E[7] and the
confinement degradation occurs because of the nonlinear dependence of the heat flux on
the pressure gradient. We have used

qT = -neXPTVTe
qT =‘niXPTVTixpr = OPT/#0”(#OIQWA/qRfl/QWp/c)

where a is the Spitzer electrical conductivity, VA the Alfven speed and c the
threshold pressure gradient for ideal ballooning instability. CpTzO.O35 has been found
to reproduce a wide range of data.

Both the above models have been used in a simple 1—D time independent code which is
used for parameter scans. This code solves the ion and electron temperature equations
and models the ICE and NBH fast ions. The heating deposition, electron, ion and
current density profiles are represented by analytic forms. For the dynamics of
particular discharges a full time dependent ll/QD transport/ equilibrium code JETTO
is used. JET data is used for some quantities such as the density and radiation profiles.

Some uncertainty remains in the values of x6011 and CpT. This largely because of the
insensitivity of the calculated quantities such as temperature and density to these
parameters due to non—linear effects and because of experimental errors. For some
conditions the transport inside q=1 must be modified, The results of the simulation of
a range of JET discharges such as the hot electron, hot ion and off—axis heating will be
presented. Figures 1 and 2 show the model electron temperature profiles with the ECE
data for 2MA/2.5T on— and off—axis ICH discharges.

EVALUATION OF THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY FROM HEAT FLUX DATA

The local heat flux in JET NBH discharges has been studied with the aim of
determining values of local heat diffusivity[8]. No attempt is made to separate the total
flux into an ion and electron heat flux since no ion temperature data is available.
Similarly no allowance is made for the radiation loss channel; the latter can for some
JET pulses be shown to be small compared with the total flux at plasma radii less than
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0.85—0.95a Thus the total flux 9th includes the Ohmic and NBH power inputs. I

The data on qth from 350 observations is analysed in terms of models qf and it has .
been shown that[7,8] '

qf = ~enxVTe — H
represents the best fit to the data. The temperature gradient VTe is determined from
ECE and the density is measured by interferometer; the heat pinch is 1]. Depending on
how the data is selected various estimates of the heat diffusivity x can be arrived at,
One definite pattern emerges from the data: X shows a pronounced dependence uponthe current Ip(x) enclosed within a surface x.; X a 1/1p(x).

By applying the similarity techniques of Connor and Taylor[9] to the gyrokinetic
equation of Frieman and Chen[2], assuming that small space and short time scale
turbulence is responsible for local transport, the diffusivity is constrained to the form

x = (Vp2/L) FOIL/Vfl)
where p is the Larmor radius, L is some scale length, 1/ a collision frequency, v a
thermal velocity and ,6 the plasma beta. The function F can be arbitrary, In practice
we have employed

X : C Tg/Q/IgL (nL/TE)“ (nT/igw
and apply non—linear regression techniques to the data on q, n, T etc.. It is found that
C=10i0.4, oz=0.4:t0,02, 7=—0.423:0‘02 and [1:26:05 represent the optimum values.
This essentially implies that l/lp(x)i It should be stressed that there is a 32%
scatter in the fit of qf to the data qth- A plot of the best fit against the data is shown
in figure 3 and the scatter is evident.

Many approximations are made and the data contains scatter not only from the
measurements but also from sawtooth oscillations. To improve on the latter we arerepeating the above study for 150 JET ICH discharges These discharges have beenselected as they do not have sawtooth oscillations( "monster sawteeth"). The results
from the analysis will be discussed.
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FIGURES 1 AND 2: The Te and Ti profiles obtained using the two transport models
compared with the experimental Te data. from EOE. Both discharges were at
2MA/2.5T with 7MW of ICE power. Figure 1 shows the result of heating on—axis
whilst figure 2 corresponds to the ICH being absorbed at the half minor radius.
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FIGURE 3: The experimental value of the heat flux qth versus the fitted valueqF—aTe—H where X is constrained to a form compatible with the scale invariance ofthe non—linear gyrokinetic equation.
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GLOdAL CONFINEMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF JET LIMITER PLASMAS
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Abstract

Data from a wide variety of plasma pulses on JET (aux. heating,
current, field, minority species, plasma shape, etc) are analysed in orderto assess the characteristics of global confinement. The scaling of
confinement in chmically and auxiliary heated discharges is examined. The
ohmic confinement in the present new JET configuration (Belt Limiter) is
essentially the same as previously. Confinement in auxiliary heated
discharges shows presently a slight improvement since 1986. Both ohmic and
noneohmic data is used in a set of confinement time regression analyses and
certain constraints derived from theory are imposed.

l. Ohmic Heating in JET

Previous work [1] on confinement in JET ohmic discharges was found to
be best described by an empirical scaling law

<Te> -~ 13¢a <n>b qC Kd (1)
TD is electron temperature, B toroidal field, n is electron density, whileqvis safety factor of a plasma configuration with elongation K; the
brackets <> denote a volume average. The scaling parameters a, b, c, dwere for 198U-85 data 1.8, -O.6, -1.0, 0.8 respectively. Eq.(l) is a
consequence of Ohm's Law and similar expressions can be found for Zeff
TE, the global energy confinement time. The ohmic data obtained fromexperiments on JET in 1986, 87 and 88 is still described by scaling laws of

and

the type (1). Figure 1 shows a plot of <Te> measured by ECE versus theexpression (1). The fitting parameters a, b, c, d are now found to be 1.3,-O.55, *1.08, 0.68 respectively; the change in the exponent a is caused bya greater variety of BW values during 1986—88; in 1985 B) was mostly 3.UT.The data in Figure 1 includes 198M~85-86 data with toroidal limiters and1987-88 data with belt limiters. The introduction of belt limiters haveresulted in generally higher values of elongation K. The full data set(1984-88) is now more evenly balanced as regards variations in K and Br and
this increases the level of confidence in the scaling law (1). y

2. Decoupling of Ions from Electrons

The auxiliary heating systems (N81 and ICRH) on JET give access to 2
regimes in which the ion and electron temperatures are decoupled forperiods longer than the global energy confinement time :E' Neutral beam
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heated discharges following extensive helium discharge cleaning in 1986
yielded low densities (inner wall pumping) and subsequent hot ion modes [2]for which T. - 2T9, During 198“*88 iCRH discharges with hydrogen minorityand up to loMN ofqpower have produced Te ~ 2T1. Figure 2 shows that
substantial temperature differences T.-TP occur only when the ratio Ta /:F23eeds i; this result demonstrates that energy equipartition in JET isclassical and is characterised by the time constant TP , it is worthnoting that the confinement time TE for the data in Figure 2 is largelyindependent of the sign of Ti~Te (but not the magnitude). Since Ti—Te : T
or To the independence of IE upon the sign of Ti-Te provides someconstraints on future Tokamak confinement theories: neither of the heatdiffusivities y or Xi can have a strong temperature dependence.1‘.

3. Fast ions from iCRH

it is possible to establish trends in JET data from power—densityscans in TCRH heated discharges with fixed current'field (EMA, 2.2T). Theenergy content wdia measured by the diamagnetic loop estimates the total
energy WL (thermal and non-thermal).

At constant iCRH power wdia decreases as n increases, while the energycontent wkin does not decrease with n. wkin estimates the total thermalenergy from ECE, interferometer and X-ray crystal Spectrometer data.
Because of this density dependence we can test the data on wdia' w
against the fast energy content predicted by theory, ie,

kin

w z 5 i: wf i:P 17/2 (2), - H .dia kin

where 73 denotes the classical slowing downztime i3 : 0.075TeJ/H/n (for Hejminority). The data values in Figure 3rof :Lwdia - ”kinJ do cxhihit thedependence (2) upon PRF and TS (Te, n). The scatter arises from taking
differences between measurements which include both random and systematicerrors. indeed to achieve the level of agreement depicted in Figure 3 ithas been necessary to reduce the ECE measurements systematically by 202;this reduction brings together the EPE and LiDAR measurements of electrontemperature. The value of r_ is based on an average over a fraction of theplasma volume. 0

M. On-Off Axis ICRH Heating

in a sequence of 10 lCRH pulses the resonance positions for each ofthe 8 JET antennae has been moved from on-axis (R a 3m) to off-axis (R :3.5m). The confinement properties of plasmas with different ICRH powerdeposition profiles can be described by an offset-linear law

l _'-
.N ‘ ”(0) + (1P)on-axis <1P)Off‘aXlS ' (J)

The incremental confinement time [ and power level P associated with on-offaxis heating allow for a range of increments. Figure u shows measurementsof W plotted against the values predicted by (3). Eq.(3) gives a very good
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description of the data from the 10 ICRH pulses which feature loo; off~axis
as well as 100% on-axis heating; it is based on the transport models ofr 2, , : 3 ~ - . . : D. F ”14" t ' , eLRl.. TJC Ton_aXlS O. is and Toff-3x13 , 153 siowing hat th . r 1
confinement depends on the location of the nesting power as shown in L3J-

5. Confinement Scaling

Data obtained from JET experiments during lQSH—lQBB (approximately
3000 pulses) is employed in regression analyses as described earlier [1,2].
An empirical expression for the confinement time iF like

'1320-3 l‘.“-1nO-;P“°-5 (u)
emerges as the best fit to the entire data. In Eq.(U) the units are 1(MA),
n(10‘5m’3) and power P in PM. The constraints imposed by applying the
Connor-Taylor scale invariance techniques to the gyro~kinetic equation
derived in [M] result in the scaling law

TE ~ pi v/L F(dL/v, B) (5)

p is Larmor radius, v is thermal velocity, L is a length scale, v is a
collision frequency and F is an arbitrary function. If the latter is
represented by a power law expression such that

TE ~ 92 v/LCuL/v)Cl 7’ (6)

then a wide range of scaling laws are possible depending upon the choice ofp, v, L, w, ;; eg, pp or pi, V9 or v., L=a or yn/n, u = 'ei etc. Eq.(6)
provides for a good test against JET data since tL/v chosen as naZ /T 2
varies by a factor 20 while i choson as nTP/l.‘2 varies by a factor 10. Ana priori choice of u and 1 establishes a set rf scaling laws: d a %, Y = ~%
yields the offset linear law of [8] and gives a good fit; so too do
electrostatic models with T = O; s : O, T n -l (T—ll scaling) and d = 1,
Y = -l (resistive fluid turbulence) do not fit the data. Applying
regression analysis one finds; d = 0.3, 1 = 0.1 from the best fit corres-
pond to

TB 2 0-22 l\ul_13 ”a": P—o_s 8,,0'15 (7)

We notice that (7) is essentially the empirical fit (u).
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nJSIRACT. Plnsma currents of BHA nave Dunn ohtaineu in JET with a limitercontijuration dflO H.0MA have been obtai-z: ‘ignetio sepdrdtrix5 wall uepdrateu from the limiters. h-polnt disendrge has beproduced, out the Separatrix was 0 use to the belt Jim
Dds“ madé possible by improvements to th' urinary configuration whichreduce the stray field dt nreakdown, incr: ' tne voltgoseoond Capabilityand enhance the Shaping effect uue to tne primary.

Scenarios have been tested which demonstrate the fez
limiter operatiun and EMA X~point operation.

w‘

2r, Theve have

,iniiity of YMA

The physics issura to be niscussad are magnetic configuration,<down, current penetrati(n, Stility and volts 'oris consumption.The confinement properties of limiter anu X’polflts will he compareu.I. hIGH CURRENi LlMlTEh OPERATIUN

br&

1.] reakdown. Reliable breakdown can be jchieveu with Vt 10~30 Volta. itmaxi 4m premagnetisation, where the stray field is ~2E-E Tesla, promptbreakdown is obtained proviupn the tielua are tuned to give an hexapolarnull in the centre of the ciumber. In this case the volts seconds loss atoreaiionn is l 3 than i volt-sac. Careful preprogrumming of‘the verticalfield is required until the pla5m3 Fields nominate the stray fields.1.2 Current Penetration anu Staoility. The CmplPiCdl stdblllty diagrdm forJET ii] is shown in Fig.1 with the trajectory of a o A disonargesuperimposed. It 15 nt ssary to programme the current ramp ritc,elongation, minor radius, gas feed dnu torOidal field 50 as to avoln thelower boundary where the rotating MHD Jnioh ariues at FlDHdl 4‘ rodsufficient amplitude to lock. These locked mode; are dLlCUiJF‘ydingerous DeCdUSE they often persist From @irly Limflfi in [He ciscnnrilater grow to cause diaruptions at hi h current. in the ..impie or Fcurrent ramp as slow a: 0.25HA/seu Wjfi nonesoarj to ullou tho currentpenetrate and thereuy reach hMA at q
Cladrly viaihie these do not look.

Although the rotitiig modes
'5tint qr larrcr current rdmipuoaihle. Thus by SimulLfiflHOHj ramp of nljtni CJ”V&Ht nun toroidalthe dis nnrgo shoun would unfeiy he ux Unucn irum UNA/F.31 1'1 t;JIUTgfila.

nds
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as functions of plasma current for the same EMA discnarge illustrated in
Fig.l. lhe max1mum voitrsee available is also shown for maXimum
premagnetisatioh for the two cases (a) maXimum uniform roverst current in
primary stack and lb) maximum reverse cur‘rent in central pancakes and
maximum reverse current in top/bottom pancakes. For the first 5 seconds
the resistive consumption is negligible but rises as qm reaches 3 at A.5MA.
in this disonarge the current ramp is only 0.25MA/seo anti a total of o
volt-sec is consumed reSJstively Dy the start of the flat top Clearly at
this rate there are insufficient voltrsec to reacn 7MA at low q‘. However
a Current ramp of O. EMA/see with simultaneous toroidal field ramp has been
iemonstrate d at low q“ up to bMA. This scenario has suf‘ticient volt sec
left to reach 7MA. For q >3 the resistive volt-sec is negligible during
the current rise and at 3MA a f‘iat top of a sec has been demonstrated.
l.A Heating During the Current Hise. Rf heating has been applied during
the current rise before the onset of s Nteetn. Very nifh electron
temperatures result, and a saving of about 1 volt-see I istive loss is
found. Although the change in “1 is small the onset of sawteeth is delayed
by several seconus indicating either a change in the current profile near
the magnetic ax1s or a stabilisation mecnanism Similar to the monster
sawtooth l2j.
3. HIGH CURRENT X‘POlNT PLASMAS. The formation of a magnetic separatrix is
possible in JET at plasma currents 3rt by the combined effect of leakage
fields from the primary and shaping COils, resulting in elonr'“ion <3.
Higher currents can be achieved in the single hull Configuration by
displaCing the plasma axis away from the mioaplane and unbalaneing the main
vertical field coils. Fig.3 shows a 3.8MA X~p01nt obtained in this way.
This discharge entered the H mode with neutral seam heating. h” X~point
has been produced at H.5MA but in this case the separatrix was Tlose to the
lower belt limiter. A bMA X‘point should he possible with larger imbalance
in the vertical field coils.

The X-pOint plasmas .are no more vertically unstable than limiter
plasmas with the same current and elongation. However, in the asymmetric
configuration, the vertical motion is usually towards the X-pOLnt she the
velocity is larger. Values Di 1 DE/aB jIWA/QM-Tesla) have been achieved
for X~p01hts Compared with 2.1 for limiter plasma
5. COMPARISON OF LIMITER AND X~POlNT CONFINEMENT. Heating experiments are
currently underway for high plasma currents in potn limiter and X-point
configurations. Values of nd(D)Ti(O)T~l.dEEOmgjkeV‘sec have been ac nieveo
in recent EMA limiter experiments which is similar to 3MA H-mode data. At
3.5MA nl)Tl(O)T*3E20 has been achieved in the Hrmode. In both EMA
limiter and 3.8MA n-mode the plasma oner-Iy content reaches ~YMJ. However,
whereas the limiter case requires a power input of iSMW, the 3.5MA eoint
requires only BMW to reach this stored energy.
Reference
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2] D. Campbell et al. JET“PKB7)20 Submitted to Pnysieal Rev1ew Letters.
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EXPERIMENTAL Ti Efiggns
The ion temperature is deduced in JET using various diagnostic systems

in order to cover all possible plasma scenarios.
Ion temperature profiles have been in the past deduced from a model

dependent analysis of the data obtained with an array of four passive
Neutral Particle Analysers (NPA) only during ohmic and ICRH heated
discharges [1].

In this paper we report on initial Ti profile measurements during
Neutral Beam Injection. These have been obtained from both the multichord
line—ofrsight system of the visible charge exchange (CX) spectroscopy
diagnostic which uses the JET Neutral Beams as diagnostic beams [2,3], and
the upgraded version of the analysis of the NPA data.

With the CX spectroscopy system, radial profiles of ion temperature
and toroidal velocity [A] are deduced from the Doppler broadened
recombination spectra of fully stripped plasma ions such as deuterium,
helium, carbon and oxygen. A multichord array in the near equatorial plane
intersects the neutral beams at 8 positions between R=2.3m and R:A.1m with
a spatial resolution of i 100m. An additional single vertical line
intersecting the neutral beams in the plasma centre enables to compare the
temperature of different ions and to investigate possible anisotropic
velocity distribution functions.

In the first period of operation, ion tenperature profiles were
measured during H—mode phases of X-point discharges [5] and during combined
RF and NB heating. Representative peaking factors of parabolic ion
temperature profiles are between 1 and 2, the profiles becoming flatter
during H-modes. Fig.1 gives an example of the time evolution of the ion
temperature profile [based on 08+ (10 to 9)), while in Fig.2 profiles at
different times are compared. Hollow ion tenperature profiles can
sometimes be observed. A ”Dre detailed investigation will be possible whena new system using a finer mesh of lines—of~sight employing 15 chords
becomes operational.

In Fig.3 profiles obtained from the NPA data in different NBI
scenarios are shown. They are obtained taking advantage of the fact that
the JET NPA systen can simultaneously measure hydrogen and deuterium
particles. While the deuterium spectra are simulated taking into account aFokker—Planck description of the slowing down of the beam particles [6],the hydrogen spectra remain Maxwellian and help in the reconstruction of
the profile. In this way profiles during a hot ion mode discharge
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(Fig.3al, during NBI into a limiter discharge (Fig.3b) and during NBI intoX-point discharges both in L~mode phase (Fig.3c) and in Hrmode phase(Fig.3d) have been obtained.
A broadening of the profile is observed at the transition from t to Hmode, consistent with the CX spectroscopy.TRANSPORT ANALYSIS
Initial results of ion transport analysis based on Ti~profilesmeasured by NPA were presented in [7]. The availability of an extendeddata base for ohmic and RF-heated plasmas allows us now to establish thoseconclusions more firmly. Furthermore, we are in a position to discusspreliminary results on local ion transport during NBl.
The predictive transport code JETTO connected to JET data banks hasbeen used, adopting the same modelling techniques described in [7], unlessotherwise specified. The main conclusion in [7], ie. the evidence foranonalous ion transport, has been confirmed by further analysis of ohmicand RF—heated discharges. It remains true even when the LIDAR electrontenperature profile is taken as experimental reference instead of the ECEmeasurement (the former can be as much as 25% lower than the latter in someof the considered cases).
Figure A shows a representative example of our results, correspondingto the flat—top phase of a "monster sawtooth" for a deuterium plasma with7.5 MW onvaxis RF heating (H minority) and peak electron temperature T o =7 keV (from LIDAR). Electron energy transport has been modeiled here usinga non—linear heat flux model (Xe a Vp [8]), that yields Te—protiles inagreement with the experimental data, and virtually insensitive to thevariations in Ti(p) shown in Fig.u. The three computed Tisprcfiles inFig.u have been obtained assuming: a) x- = 1e; b) Xi = X,(n>l + Xi neo’where xi(ni) is the anomalous conductivity due to the excitation of iontemperature gradient driven modes [7], while Xi neo is the Chang—Hintonneoclassical coefficient [9]; c) Xi : 18 X1 neo'
It is apparent that a strong ion thermal conductivity in the outerhalf of the plasma is necessary to reproduce the measured Tiip) : y, : Xeappears to be the best available prescription.
The same prescription, when used in the simulation of an Xspointdischarge with NB heating, proves successful in reproducing Ti(p) from NPAduring the Ls as well as during the Hephase.
We should stress the preliminary nature of these calculations, and thefact that we are simulating the behaviOur of a plasma undergoing transients(Fig.5).
In the transport code simulation, the time evolution of the electrontemperature is satisfactorily reproduced by using an empirical electronthermal conductivity model based on the "profile consistency" constraint[10], combined with Bohm-like transport in the region where q<l, tosimulate the average effect of sawteeth.
Figure 6 compares the experimental NPA profiles during L and H modewith those computed using Xi = Xe'
During the early stage of the Hemode, to which the profile in Fig.6refers, the thermal conductivity throughout the plasma is found to becomparable to its ohmic value. At the earlier L~mode time in Fig.6, x issomewhat larger, but it evolves in time and no discontinuity is observed intransport at the transition to the H~mode.
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DIAGNOSING RF DRIVEN HIGH ENERGY MINORITY TAILS WITH
yrRAY AND NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY
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INTRODUCTION
The emission of yerays from excited reaction products in JET plasmas

has been monitored systematically since the first successful observations
in 1987 [1]. Fusion y—rays, ie. v~rays emitted by fusion products from
fuel ions, are routinely recorded for monitoring the fusion yield from
De3He plasmas, as reported in a separate contribution to this conference
[2]. Here we concentrate on y-rays emitted by reaction products from
interactions of RF driven minority ions with plasma impurities (mainly
carbon and oxygen).

The experimental setrup is essentially the same as the one used in
1987 [1]. Two detectors, a 125 mm diameter by 125 mm long NaI (T9) and a75 nmiby 75 mm EGO scintillator, are located in well shielded positions in
the roof laboratory and View the plasma vertically along similar lines ofsight. The results from both detectors are in reasonable agreement.

H MINORITY HEATING
A typical spectrum obtained during H minority heating is shown in

figure 1. The most readily understood lines are those generated by RF
accelerated H ions inelastically scattered from carbon and oxygen
impurities in the plasma. For the excitation process to be energeticallypossible these ions have to exceed threshold energies of 4.8 MeV and 7.5
MeV for carbon and oxygen, respectively.

The most prominent lines, however, are caused by second harmonicdriven deuterons reacting with 12C to yield 13C in an excited state. Theintensity of the 3 MeV line as monitored with a single channel analyzerfollows closely the sawtooth behaviour of the neutron yield (figure 2) andonly emerges from the background when RF heating is applied, thus provingthe correlation between RF heating and y emission. The observation of the3.8 MeV y-line requires a certain fraction of the deuterons to exceed athreshold energy of 1.3 MeV; further analysis is hampered by the apparentlyerratic behaviour of the underlying cross section as well as the relativeuncertainty in the density of the carbon ions. However, a simple modelbased on the ratio of the intensities of the 3.6, 3.8 MeV doublet to the 3MeV line and the knowledge that the cross section leading to the doublet isapproximately equal to the cross section leading to the 3 MeV state, yieldsdeuteron tail temperatures between 300 and 500 keV for RF power levelsbetween 9 and 15 MW. The tail temperature has been defined here as thee—folding energy of an assumed exponentially decaying energy distributionfunction.



The fact that the magnitude of Lhe 12C(d,n)13N cross section lor
deuteron energies in the range of interest is comparable to the
11Cid,p)L3C+y cross section, Coupled with the observation of 3 NOV v yields
in excess of 1013 y's/sec, leads to the conclusion that, a: present power
levels (9715 MW) and impurity concentrations ({ 10% C), about 10% of the
observed neutrons originate from interactions with Carbon. Moreover {d,d)
neutrons created by the interaction of the deuteron tail with thermal
deuterons from the bulk of the plasma contribute significantly to the total
neutron yield. Unfortunately the energy spectrum of these neutrons is very
broa’, extending from N 1.5 Nev to 3.5 MeV, which makes observations with
our high resolution neutron spectrometers difficult. Nevertheless,
comparing the intensity of the 2.5 HeV neutron peak tn the total intensity
of fast neutrons shows that up to 50% of the observe? 1trons are of
nonitherma] origin under conditions of intensive U ml uiity heating.
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Finally, on one occasion the JET neutron profile monitor [3], which
also monitors Yrrays on a regular basis, had been tuned to the 3 MeV v-line
and the resulting profile (figure 3b) demonstrates the central power
deposition of RF energy. Assuming that the carbon impurity profile is flat
then a power deposition volume of 8 m3 can be deduced in reasonable
agreement with other observations and calculations [5].

3H9 MINORITY HEATING
Spectra obtained during 3He minority heating are much richer in lines

as can be seen from figure 4. All prominent v—lines can be identified as
emanating from‘the 12C(JHe,p)1"N+v reaction and transitions from 8 of the 9
first excited states in t were observed. The highest v energy observed
so far is 7,028 keV; in order to populate the corresponding level the
energy of the 3He ions has to exceed a threshold of 2.81 MeV. This is the
first direct evidence for 3He ions reaching such high energies during RF
heating. For this line to be seen, the RF power has to exceed 8 MW.

From the relative intensities of the various lines and knowledge of
the crossrsections, the full distribution function of the East 3He ions
could be reconstructed. This however, is a major task which has only been
started recently. In the mean-while, a crude model based upon the
comparison of the 6.4 MeV and 5.1 MeV line intensities and energy averaged
cross sections has been applied to a 2 MA discharge with 10 MW RF power (#
14618). For this particular discharge we deduce a tail temperature of
around 1.5 MeV.

The quite conmmn observation of inverted sawteeth on the outer y
channels of the neutron profile monitor (figure 5) yields a further proof
that these varays are emitted by the plasma. It also shows that energetic
3He ions are expelled from the middle of the plasma at the sawtooth crash.
This effect is particularly prominent with monster sawteeth.

CONCLUSION
The reactions of energetic, Rteated, H, D and 3H minority ions with

carbon and oxygen impurity ions have been monitored by observing
v~radiation from their excited reaction products. The importance of carbon
as the major impurity in JET plasmas is amply confirmed. An indication of
the energy of the minority ions is obtained from a study of reaction
thresholds; for ICRF powers in excess of 8 MW, minority ions are
accelerated beyond 7.5 MeV for protons (H minority, fundamental), 1.3 MeV
for deuterons (Haminority, 2nd harmonic) and 2.8 MeV for 3He (3He-minority,
fundamental). Equivalent tail temperatures in the MeV range have been
observed for the minority ions.

Sawtoothing of individual gamma—ray lines shows the expulsion of fast
ions from the middle of the plasma. Inverted sawteeth in the
gamma-emission from the outer regions of the plasma provide conclusive
evidence that these v-rays were emitted from the plasma.

Finally, comparison of the 2.5 MeV neutron peak recorded with a
neutron spectrometer with the total neutron yield shows that, under
conditions of intense RF heating, a significant fraction of the emitted
neutrons (50% or more) are of non—thermal origin.
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The confinement and slowing down of fast tritons has been investigatedby measuring the ratio of 14 MeV and 2.5 MeV neutron production rates.Tritons of 1.0 MeV are produced in the d + d 4 t + p reaction at the samerate as the 2.5 MeV neutrons from the d + d a 3He + n reaction. Themajority of these tritons will remain confined in the plasma and slow downto thermal energies through Coulomb collisions with electrons and ions; afraction will undergo fusion reactions t + d 4 1‘He + n, in which the 14 MeVneutrons are emitted. The fraction of the tritons which burn-up isessentially equal to the ratio of 14 MeV to 2.5 MeV neutron production.

The 2.5 MeV neutron emission is obtained from a set of fissionchambers for which the calibration uncertainty is about ilO%. The 14 HeVneutron production is measured by means of the activation of Copper samplesplaced close to the plasma using a pneumatic transport system which returnsthem, after each discharge, to a counting room for the measurement of theinduced y-activity. The reaction 63Cu(n,2n)“Cu is employed; it has athreshold energy of 10.9 MeV and a fairly high cross section (0.44 b at 14MeV). The experimental set-up and the first measurements, performed in1986, are reported in /1/.

The absolute calibration of the activation technique has to becalculated in order to relate the total neutron emission to the localneutron flux at the irriadition position. The 1986 triton burn-upmeasurements, presented in /l/, made use of response coefficientscalculated with FURNACE /2/, a code based on ray tracing and the discreteordinates method. The absolute calibration has been revised recently usingthe neutron transport Monte Carlo code MCNP /3/ to provide a more detaileddescription of the vessel wall and the holes through the surroundingstructure, through which the irradiation ends are inserted. Neutronactivation response coefficients were calculated for three differentsamples (Indium, Zinc and Copper) for deuterium plasmas producing 1.5 and14 MeV neutrons. The accuracy of the calibration was tested by comparingthe results for the 2.5 MeV neutron yields with those obtained with Lhefission chambers; an overall agreement at the +15% level was JOL.HS[IJ‘. t" ,1
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/3/. For the 14 heV neutrons, the response coefficient calculated withMCNP for Copper was 1.6 times lower than that calculated with FURNACE.This reduction is in part due to use of more accurate activation crosssections (N 20%) and to the inclusion of effects due to localinhomogeneities at the irradiation ends (10%). A small unexplaineddiscrepancy remains. For the present work, we adopt the more recent MCNPresults. The overall accuracy for the Copper response coefficients,including modelling, calculation statistics, and cross sectionuncertainties, is estimated to be about ilO%.

Further measurements have been obtained in 1987; ohmically-heatedplasmas (with plasma currents up to 6 MA) and combinations of NBl and TCRHwith up to 21 MW of additional heating power have been studied. All 1986(corrected) and 1987 data are shown in figure 1 VS. the plasma current.Only measurements with statistical errors below 20% have been retained,these errors being actually less than 10% for most data points. The tritonburn—up ratios fall in the range 0.5 to 1.5% depending upon plasmaconditions. 'hese conditions varied in the ranges: 1.8 g Ht 5 3.4 T,l 5 Ip s 6 MA, 3.7 S Te S 7 keV, l s ne 5 7 x 1019 m”, 1.6 S Zeff S 8,the main impurities being Carbon and Oxygen. Finally the neutron yield forthese discharges varied between 1013 and 4 X 1015.

The triton burn-up ratio, 9, is proportional to the product of thetriton confinement fraction fc' the deuterium density nD and the d + tfusion probability (which depends on the triton slowing down rate). The d+tfusion cross section has a maximum around E = 170 keV, well below thetriton initial energy, so that the burn~up is sensitive to the slowing downmechanism for fast tritons. The main motivation for studying tritonburn—up is to test the validity of the classical slowing down model forMeV ions without invoking anomalous losses or displacements of ions fromtheir classical drift orbits. For this purpose, the burniup measurementshave been compared with model calculations based on classical tritonconfinement and slowing down in the plasma. Two codes have been used, eachtending to strese different aspects of the problem. The first is atime—independent code, SOCRATE /4/, which takes into account theprompt~loss fraction of the tritons and the excursions from the fluxsurfaces on which they are born. The slowing down rate and the d + tfusion probability is calculated for each confined triton moving on theguiding centre drift orbit corresponding to the initial energy. The secondis a timeidependent code, TRAP-T /5/, which assumes that the tritons stayon the flux surface on which they are born. Since the slowing down fortritons can be as long as 1 sec in JET, the time variation of plasmaparameters has to be considered, especially for discharges with strongadditional heating. Both codes calculate slowing down as due to electronand ion Couloumb drag, other collisional effects such as pitch anglescattering and energy diffusion being neglected. Both use the magneticequilibrium flux surfaces and the plasma parameters Te(r), ne(r) and Zeff’provided by other diagnostics, as input data. The triton sourcedistribution is deduced on the assumption that Ti(r) : Te(r)Ti(o)/Te(o).This approximation may be rather crude in the case of NET heating wheremany of the tritons are produced by beam-plasma interactions. However, the2.5 HeV neutron emission profiles are measured on JET /6/ and no important



differences in the profiles are observed between ohmic and NBI heated
discharges. The ratio nD/ne is deduced from visible bremsstrahlung
measurements of Zeff and from the concentration of impurity species from UV
spectroscopic measurements. Uncertainties in Zeff propagate increasingly
larger errors in the ratio n /ne for higher Zeff values; therefore, a
restricted set of the 1987 discharges has been selected for which 2 s Zeff
g 3 so that nD/ne varied between 0.83 (i7%) and 0.65 (i15%). For the
discharges so selected, the total plasma current was 3 or 4 HA and the
calculated prompt loss fraction was always less than 3%. Both ohmic and
NET and/or RF heated discharges with up to 15 bflladditional power were
included. Predictions for the triton burn-up were obtained for these
discharges from the two codes; they are in remarkably good agreement
(within a few per cent) in all cases, provided that the time independent
code is run for several times representative of the discharge temporal
evolution. This agreement indicates that the neglect of orbit drifts is a
good approximation for JET plasma with Ipz 3 HA.

The comparison between experimental and theoretical burn—up ratios for
the 1987 data is shown in figure 2. The error bars for the experimental
values retain only the statistical errors; the systematic error is about
i15%. The error bars for the calculated burn~up values take into account
the uncertainties in the input data for Z and T . The electron
temperature used is that measured by the LIDAR diagnostic which has
recently become available /7/. It is based on Thomson scattering and does
not suffer, unlike ECE, from problems associated with a magnetic field
dependent calibration. The uncertainties in Te, which propagate almost
linearly in the burnrup ratio through the thermalization time of the
tritons, is ilOZ. Errors arising from approximations in the classical
models adopted in the codes are difficult to assess. Both codes neglect
losses due to pitch angle scattering but, since the loss cone is small,
their effect is expected to be negligible.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that agreement has been found between the
experimental measurements and the theoretical calculations within the
overall uncertainty of i20% for both values. No particular trend has been
found for additionally heated as compared to ohmic discharges. The present
results, using the 1987 data, correlate rather better with the line forPexp : pth than did the 1986 data reported in ref. [8]. The two sets of
data are not inconsistent with each other but nevertheless there is an
apparent improvement which can be attributed mainly to the use of LIDAR
instead of ECE temperature data, and also to the selection of more reliable
burnrup data (ie. pexo for Zeff S 3). Since the major source of
uncertainty for high Zeff discharges (ie. Zeff > 3) lies in the ratio
nD/ne, confirmation of the classical nature of the triton burn-up processnow permits us to invert the problem and to consider the burnrup
measurements as contributing to the evaluation of nD/ne.
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THE EVOLUTION OF Zeff(r) PROFILES IN JET PLASMAS

P D Morgan

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX1A 3EA, UK

1. INTRODUCTION
The understanding and control of impurity production in JET plasmas

remains a fundamental aim of the experiment. To this end, the global
impurity content in the device is routinely monitored throughout each
discharge by making measurements of the average ion charge Zeff’ using
visible continuum emission collected along two discrete lines of sight.

The use of a l5~telescope array aligned in a common pcloidalcross~section has permitted the temporal evolution of Zeff(r) to be
studied, under a variety of plasma conditions. In this paper, results arereported pertaining to a study of plasmas fuelled by gas or pellet
injection and heated ohmically, by the application of ICRF or by NBI.
2. APPARATUS & ANALYSlS

The apparatus and method of analysis have been described in detail
previously [1], albeit for a 13~channel version. The present system coversthe same field of View, with two extra channels aligned on the zone wherethe magnetic separatrix is formed during Xupoint operation.

Each channel in the array measures the brightness B = le fe(l)dt, at
523.5nm, along a chord through the plasma. Using the technigue of Abelinversion, the brightnesses are transformed into the radial profile of
continuum emissivity, 5(r). Since e(r) a . Ff(r) né(r)/Té/2(r), knowledgeof np(r) and Te(r) permits the radial profife of Zeff to be determined andits temporal evolution to be followed.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION _(i) Ohmic Discharges with Gas Fuelling The precise value of Z »
determined at any time during a discharge, for any given setting of machineparameters, is sensitive to the history of previous machine operation andcleaning procedures. This is also the case when additional heating isapplied or D2 pellets injected.

During the ohmic phase of a discharge, and following the establishmentof a stationary density profile, Z F(r) is usually peaked on axis withZeff(O>/Zeff s 1.U and Zeff(o)/Z ff{5) ; 2.5. Traces (a) of Figures 1, 2,3 and A are representative oxamp es of such profiles. For stationarydischarge conditions, Z rt decreases with increasing a? and increases withl . Provided the_vesseT is well conditioned the data are represented bythe relationship Zeff a 1/(nP/J), where J is the plasma current density.(ii) Discharges HeatedTby NB:
a) LimiteruDisghaiges The injection of a beam of D atoms causes a

L13
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reduction of Zeff’ the amount depending on the power of the injected beam,
is. on the flux of injected neutrals. Figure l shows two Zeff(r) profiles:
(a) is prior to NBI while (b) was obtained after 5s of injection of a
5.5 MW beam of 80 keV D atoms. The relative shape of the ZefF(r) profile
is little changed by the beam, but there is a reduction in the absolute
values, Zeff decreasing from — 2.6 to 2.3.

Despite a beam fuelling rate of 6 x 102“ s“, which increases the
neutral source in the plasma centre by two orders of magnitude or more [2],
recycling at the edge dominates the global particle balance. Recycling
produces an electron influx that is s H x larger than the beam fuelling
rate. The injected D atoms dilute the impurities, thereby reducing Zeff‘

b) X:point Discharges When the plasma is limited by a magnetic
separatrix (Xspoint discharge) and the H-mode of confinement is achieved
following the start of N81, 3 different form of evolution of Zeff(r) is
observed from that reported in (ii)a. Figure 2 shows 3 profiles obtained
during a discharge in which 7.5 MW of N81 were applied at 12.55.

Profile (a) pertains to the ohmic phase of a discharge in contact with
the belt limiters. Profiles (b) and (c) were obtained during the Hsmode
phase _ (b) was evaluated 0.05s after the L to H transition while (0)
occurs l.ls later. During the vode, the profile of Zeff(r) steepens
while the absolute values increase steadily v Zeff increases from s 2.8 at
l3.ls to ~ 3.7 at 1U.23. he profile is slightly hollow, as confirmed by
soft eay [3] and spectroscopic [U] measurements. An improved global
particle confinement time by a factor of 3”5 has been deduced from De
measurements [l] and from impurity transport analysis [M].

(iii) Discharges Heated by ICRF The application of ICRF results in
increased hydrogenic and impurity influxes. At power levels 2 UVMW both
types of influx increase in proportion to the appliedipower and xeff is
unchanged in value. However, at higher power levels Zeff increases during
the RF pulse and Zeff(r) evolves.

Figure 3 shows two Z ff(r) profiles: (a) pertains to the ohmic phase
while (b) was evaluated after Ms of heating at a power of ll MW. The
increased impurity production at the plasma edge leads to an increase of
Zef from ~ 3.“ to 4.8. Zeff(r) increases significantly in the outer
region and its overall shape flattens with a slightlyshollow centre.
Following switchsoff of the RF source Zeff decreases as the density rapidly
decays, both to stabilise close to their ohmic values.

(iv) Discharges Fuelled by Pellet injection Pellet injection has a
dramatic effect on the temporal evolution of Zeff(r), due to the abrupt
deposition of D atoms in numbers comparable to the plasma electron content,
on a subsmillisecond time scale.

Multi-pellet fuelling has achieved values of Zeff(o) of 1.3 _ l.5,
with ne(o) a 9x10“3 m”3, following the injection at 0.55 intervals of 5
pellets during current ramp-up in a 3 MA limiter discharge {5]. Each
pellet had an average electron content of 7x202° — the initial plasma
electron content was ~ 102‘. A single large pellet yields similar results,
as reported in [l]; wherein the injection of — ”.5 x lo21 D atoms into a
plasma of electron content ~ l.3 x lOZ‘ reduced Zeff(o) by > 3.

The effect of a single small pellet is less pronounced, but it well
illustrates the plasma response to injection. In Figure u, a time sequence
of U Zeff(r) profiles is shown for a plasma of initial electron content



- 1,4 x 102‘ into which a D2 pellet containing ~ 2.2x1021 atoms was
injected. Profile (a) was obtained before injection. Profile (b)
oertains to O.is after injection, which reduces Zeff(o), by ~ 40%, and also
Zeff at the plasma edge. However, at R ~ 3.6m, corresponding to the
location of the q=i surface, Zeff(r) has barely changed. The prompt
reduction in 7eff is consistent with a fixed plasma impurity content
being further diluted by the injected D ions. Following injection,Zerr(r) fills in, traces (c) and (d). Zeff increases until after 3"Us it
is’similar to that for a gasvfuelled discharge at the new, higher density.
u. CONCLUSIONS

The temporal evolution of Zerfir) in JET plasmas has been studied
using a 15~channel poloidal array to measure the visible bremsstrahlung
emission. This has given an insight into the global impurity behaviour
during ohmic, NBi and lCRF heating, and in the case of pellet injection.

The imprecisions in calibrating the array lead to systematic errors in
the measured signals. The resulting absolute errors in the Z ff(r)
profiles are estimated to be up to 25% on axis. At the plasma edge ng(r)is not well determined, leading to further uncertainties in Zeff(r), which
is not usually evaluated for the outermost 0.3m. The relative errors inZeff(r) are assessed to be about half the absolute errors, permittingchanges in profile shape to be followed with reasonable confidence over
most of the minor radius.

Under all conditions, recycling at the plasma edge plays an importantrole. During NBI in limiter discharges, Zeff decreases but its profile
shape is unchanged due to recycling being dominant over the central neutralsource, in the global particle balance. In plasmas in which an H~mode isestablished Zeff rises steadily and pfir) becomes steeper, although with
a hollow centre. At powers 5 M MW, lCRH leads to a gradual increase inZeff with a flattening of ZF f(r), through increased impurity production atthe plasma edge. Pellet injection, where deep penetration is achieved,causes a large abrupt decrease in ZPFfio), through dilution of the coreimpurities. However, on a time scale of 3*us recycling establishes ahigher Zeff which is consistent with edge fuelling.

None of the scenarios above yield Zeff(r) profiles which indicate
neoclassical accumulation of the light impurity species, such as C and O,in the plasma centre. However, metallic impurities such as Ni could
accumulate significantly without being discernible on the Zeff(r) profiles,since their initial concentrations are low [M].
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Introduction
JET and the US Department of Energy have jointly installed and are

jointly operating a Multi—Fellet Injector for fuelling experiments on JET
under the umbrella of the Bilateral Agreement on Fusion Research. The
actual pellet launcher (built by Oak Ridge National Laboratory) can deliver
multiple pellets of frozen fuel, from three different barrels in parallel
in the sizes 2.7, A and 6 mm diameter (length equals diameter
approximately) at a maximum frequency of several per second with nominal
speed of up to lBOO ms‘l, which are injected horizontally into the midplane
of the tokamak. More information can be found in [l] which also deals with
the fuelling aspects of the pellet experiments described in the following.
The JET Multi-Pellet Injector was brought into operation in last summer and
systematic investigations with pellet injection have started later in the
yrar with the aim to increase the central plasma in a more controlled way
and to purify the plasma.

Since it is known that for large hot plasmas pellet penetration depths
are likely to be insufficient to reach the centre of the discharge the
overall strategy in the initial experiments has been to set up a high
density target plasma in an ohmic discharge with central density peaking
mnl to heat this subsequently in hOpe that the density profile will be
maintained for a reasonable length of time. Mainly 2.7 and u mm deuterium
pellets have so far been injected into the current flat top and into the
current ramp, for plasma currents in the range of 3 to 5 MA in limiter
discharges with toroidal fields of 2.1 to 3.U T.

Review of initial experiments
Following the above mentioned strategy a large number (BIOO) tokamak

discharges have been performed the evaluation of which is now being done
but is hampered by the existence of particular problems with diagnostics to
Cope with rapid, multiple changes induced by the pellet events. It is
therefore a tedious and time-consuming procedure to derive from the raw
signals the time evolution of radial profiles needed for more detailed and
subtle evaluation.

'ng and the U.S. Department of Energ;.
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Peaked density profiles with high central density were established inthe firs t example: Fig. l shows the time evnlutinjn cf the electron densityversus the major radius of a 2 .5 iiA/3f jiecharee {shot 3572) withoutowauxilliary heating (as consi;r noted from FIR laaer iriterferometiry andoptical Bremsst rahlung measurement). One H mm pellet ‘s injected into the1
early current flat top at ”.5 s and a compinati on of 2.7 and H mm pelletsfollowing each other in 10’33 distance at 5.55 create a very peaked profilewith a density on axis of more than 1.? iOZDm‘3 (average ’ .io‘gn.‘3)decaying over 25 to 8.l01"m"3 still with a peak\ing factor n w( /ne of 3 (supported by the LIDAR Thomson sccattering profiles; the hollow profile at”.55 may be a feature due to the limited number of signal tracesavailable). The electron temperature an axis (being about twice the volume
average onee) drops with the first pellet frmn 3 to 2 keV and with thesubsequent combined pellets to 1 Rev but reco vars in abnut 23 leading at7 . to a central electron pressure peak of 0.25 bar; tentative estimates
give values around 2 during this time for Zeff (lower still for the pellet
event itself) and around .6 sec for the energy confinement time, virtually
constant over the density decay time.

LU nil

Pulse NO: 13572

Radius (m)

Fig. 1: Electron Density Profile over major radiwe R and time t for
“hoi Mo. 13572

If the p3ll Ht do not penetrate sufficiently into the plasma
the central le n.ait y .5t.rcihgly they nevertheless increase the average
on a fast or time scale gas feeding and to or even above the
limit. An e2<anple for ti is shot 135””, a 3.3 MA, 3.8T discharge wi,
thncn & mm pelle ts fig. 9, followed up by oniaxis RF heating of 18 MW at
U} 2H2, d minnvity lTHH. This drives the plasma stored L:incl.lc energy up



in about 6 NJ with a radially
_ Flat central density of

5.10"9 mi3. This profile holds
time during the RF pulse
tions are maintained tor

about we seconds - at a levm
which can also in the end be
;*e£iciie<i by gaze pllffi ng;
however, the high D—D reaction
rate of 1.4.l0'ss_l (no neutral
beam heating) suggests a
relatively clean plasma with a
high deuteron content. The
central electron pressure is
exceeding .75 bar at a centra
electron temperature of 8 keV.

When pellets are too
closely spaced in time locked
modes — MHD activities with
formation of almost stationary
magnetic islands associated in
this case with high—density
operation - lead to rapid
density pump-out and usually
deterioration of peakedness [2]

Good profile peaking of
density can be obtained by
fuelling the tokamak discharge
very early in the current ramp.
Shot IMSSO - the 3—dimensional
density evolution can be found
in [l] - Shows a buildvup to
9.i0"3m‘a by injection of 7
2.7 mm pellets for a 3 MA/3T
discharge, fig. 3. The central
temperature is kept by the
cooling of the pellets to about
i kev before it takes off to 8
keV with RF (BMW) and NB (BMW)
being applied at 3.53;
immediately the central density
decay sets in and the peaking
disappears with the total
particle contents roughly
maintained.
par‘t is

The interesting
the high electron

pressure of .65 bar max and the
high D-D reaction rate
approaching ”.10155". The
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plasma energy is UMJ but decaying in line with the temperature decay after
“.55; with this collapse the central pressure as well as the D—D reaction
rate are declining while the 13 MW are still maintained. A similar



discharge — shot IMFSB -
exhibits very similar features: Shm74533
its Deb rat e peaiks at
M.3.lolss“ when the central
electron temperature reaches 7.5
kev with combined auxllliary
heating of lOMW ICRH and BMW NB.
it does however decay before the
first temperature collapse .Bs
later and seems more to decline
in parallel with the central
density in this case. The D-D
rate is still about 2.101%—1
!.55 later when the LIDAR
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Conclusions
The first series of multi—pellet injection experiments on JET have sofar shown that with central deposition (usually to within one third of theminor radius) peaked density profiles with central values exceeding 1030m—3 oan be reached. These peaked profiles can persist for times in theorder of seconds in the pure ohmic case. Auxilliary heating * on-axisradio frequency and combined RF and neutral beam heating (up to levels ofIw) e seems to accelerate the slow central density decay considerably butgenerates for short times (some fraction of a second) high central electronpressure values (up to .75 bar) in a core with a high D—D reaction rate (upto U.l015s" at about Bkev electron temperature) presumably because of thehigh deuteron contents brought about by the injection of clean pellets.The next steps in the programme will be — apart from generally widening theoperational range of injection application — to attempt to hold on to thepeaked profiles by varying the heating and fuelling profiles and tounderstand the physics underlying the formation and the decay of thisinteresting core.

[I] S. Milora, this conference.

[2] J. Snipes, B. Tubbing, this conference.
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3EA, UK.

Pellet Injector System Description and Performance

A three—barrel repeating pneumatic pellet launcher developed at ORNL is theprincipal component of a new plasma fueling system for the Joint European Torus (JET)[1,2]. This versatile device consists of three independent machine-gun—like mechanismsequipped with higlrspced extruders to provide solid deuterium to each gun assembly. Theinjector features nominal pellet sizes of 27 mm, 4.0 mm. and 6.0 mm, giving ideal
volume-average plasma density increments of 0.82 X 10191113, 266 X 10101114. and 8.3) 2:
10]" m‘3, respectively, and has been qualified at repetition rates of 5 Hz, 2.5 Hz, and 1 Hz,respectively. Each gun can operate (individually or simultaneously) at the designrepetition rate for 155 pulses. Pellet speeds in the repeating mode average 1300 m/s; in thesingle-shot mode, the performance is close to 1500 m/s. Additional components of theORNL pellet launcher system include: (1) an instrumented propellant and fuel gas feedsystem; (2) injector diagnostics, including a fiber-optic pellet detection system and opticalsystems for remote monitoring of solid hydrogen extrusions and high—speed flashphotography of pellets; and (3) a data acquisition and remote control system consisting of aprogrammable logic controller (PLC) and a comptiter/CAMAC—based operator interfaceand data acquisition system.

The balance of the installation at JET consists of the following JET-suppliedsubsystems [3]: (l) a launcher-torus vacuum interface for differential pumping of propellant
gas and extrudate fuel featuring a 50—1113 vacuum chamber equipped with an 8 X 106 US
ct'yocondensation pump: (2) a liquid helium delivery, storage. and recovery system and fueland propellant gas distribution systems; (3) a fire control sequencer that provides timedtrigger pulses for initiation of the extrusion process and programmable firing of pellets; (4)a microwave cavityebased pellet mass measurement system and an instrumented targetarray to facilitate aiming of all three guns; and (5) a PLC—based control system andcomputer operator interface for these subsystems. .

*This work has been performed under a collaboration agreement between the JET JointUndertaking and the US. Department of Energy.
”Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton. New Jersey, U.S.A.
bGA Technologies, Inc., San Diego. California, U.S.A.



The t‘ueling system became operational on JET in October 1987. To date, plasma
fueling experiments have been performed with the 2.7- and 4.0mm guns operating iii the
multipellet mode.

Pellet Penetration and Particle Deposition Profiles

Penetration of the 2.7- and 4.0—mm pellets for ohmic plasmas without significant
populations of suprathcrmal electrons agrees with the netttral and plasma shielding model
[4], as shown in Fig. 1. Measured penetration is determined from vertical soft x-ray data in
all cases. The calculated penetration uses Te profiles from second harmonic ECE data and
He profiles from six vertical chords of an FIR interferometer: The 27m pellets have a
pellet«by—pellet mass correction in the calculated penetration using the signal from the
microwave cavity. The larger scatter in the 4—mm data nray be due to pellet mass variation
in the experiment; the calculated penetration is based on an average mass. Earlier JET data
from 3.6- and 4.6»mm pellet experiments trsing the lPP Garching single-pellet injector
show similar agreement with the model [5].

The gross particle deposition has been determined by volume integration of the
density profiles after pellet injection. This gives, on average, 66 >: 1030 and 2.3 x 103I
particles for the 2.7- and 47mm pellets, respectively, which corresponds to :70e75‘7o of the
pellet inventory as determined by the ideal pellet dimensions. The discrepancy results from
a loss of pellet mass by erosion of the pellet diameter iii the gun barrels.

Details of the particle deposition in ohmic plasmas are illustrated in Fig. 2 by LIDAR
Thomson scattering profiles taken within 20 ms of pellet injection. Figure 2a shows the
plasma density profiles after the first and third pellets in a sequence of three 4—mm pellets
injected itrto a 3-MA ohmic discharge at 1 Hz. Tire profile is strongly inverted after the first
pellet (which penetrates to R z 3.4 m) btit more centrally peaked alter the third pellet,
which penetrates to the magnetic axis. Central penetration is accomplished as the central
electron temperature decreases from 4 keV to 2.5 keV during the fueling pulse. As shown
in Fig. 2b, a deeper deposition profile cart be achieved by injecting a 2.7-mm pellet a few
milliseconds after the 4-mm pellet. This technique was ttsed to produce the highly peaked
density profile shown in Fig. 2c. The subsequent evolution of the density profiles in ohmic
and auxiliary heated discharges is discussed by Kupschus et all [6].

Plasma Fueling Experiments

One Of the primary objectives of the experimental program on JET is to produce
clean, centrally peaked, high-density target plasmas for central and off—axis heating tRF
and N131) experiments. To date, the 2.7-mm and 4-mm injectors have been used for this
purpose in X—point and limiter plasmas at up to 5 MA of plasma current. Plasma density
buildup has been demonstrated in the startttp and flattop phases of ohmic limiter and X—
point discharges using 2.7-mm pellets for pulse lengths exceeding 2.5 s. Figure 3
illustrates the plasma density evolution from FIR data in response to injection of 2.7-mm
pellets at 2.5 Hz starting 1 5 into the discharge (at [p = 1.5 MA) and continuing until the
start of the current tlattop phase of a 37MA limiter plasma. In this dischtu‘ge, a centrally
peaked density profile is maintained in time as the second and subsequent pellets penetrate
to and sort ewhat beyond the magnetic axis. This was accomplished by adjusting the
fueling rate so that the central electron temperature was maintained in the range of 12—
1.3 keV throughout the fueling pulse. The volume-average density increases linearly
during pellet fueling, and 75% of the particle input rate is accounted for in the rate ofrise of
the plasma particle inventory. Peak to volume-average density ratios in the range of 2—2.5
are maintained during the l‘tteling pulse, compared with l.3 for gas puffing cases. The
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penetration for 2.7- and 4.0mm pellets. 4-mm and combined 47mm and 2.7—mm
pellets in 3—MA ohmic discharges.

peaking factor is sensitive. to pellet penetration, as demonstrated by comparing Fig. 3 (shot
14550) and Fig. 4 (shot 14545). The conditions of Fig. 4 differ from those of Fig. 3 in that
the central electron temperature is higher (2—2.2 keV) during the fueling pulse, resulting in
reduced pellet.penetration (to R : 3.35—3.35 m). The density profiles are consequently
broader, giving peaking factors of 1.75 and central densities 50% smaller than the values on
shot 14550 . While the volume—average density increments during pellet injection for these
two cases are similar, the density decay after pellet injection is somewhat more pronounced
on shot 14545, giving a 15% smaller volumeeaverage density at the end of the pellet fueling
pulse. The response of these profiles to auxiliary heating, which starts at 3.5 s, is discussed
by Kupschus et al. [6] at this conference.

Long-pulse piasma fueling has also been performed in the tlattop phases of ohmic
discharges using primarily the 2.7-mm gun. In limiter plasmas, the volume-average
density can be maintained at 3.5 x 101" m'3 at an injection frequency of only 1 111..
Preliminary experiments in ohmic Xepoint discharges indicate that pellet fueling provides
better control over the density level than gas puffing but that the fueling efficiency is lower
(i.e., the plasma pumpout is faster) than in the high-recycle limiter plasmas. For 2.7411111
pellets that penetrate to R = 3.57.1.6 m (i.e., about halfway to the axis), injection
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Fig. 3. Plasma startup Willi centrally Fig. 4. Plasma startup with
penetrating 2.7 mm pellets at 2.5 112. noncentral penetration. Auxiliary heating
Auxiliary heating starts at 3.5 s. starts at 3.5 s.

frequencies of 2 Hz are required to maintain the volume-average density in the range of 2 x
1019 ni'3. A more pronounced effect has been been obtained by injecting a 4-mm pellet
(which penetrates to R = 3.15 m) followed by 2.7-mm pellets at 5 Hz. In this case, a central
density of 5 x 1019 nr3 was sustained with a profile shape similar to that of Fig. 4. For
conditions typical of the flattop phases of JET discharges, deep pellet penetration is not
achieved with 2.7vmm pellets alone, and to date we have not observed density profile
peaking as strong as that observed on ASDEX [7] with partial penetration.

Summary

A new multipellet long~pulse plasma fueling system is in operation on JET. In the
initial experimental phase, a variety of plasma density profile shapes have been produced
with peak to average values ranging up to 2.5 and peak plasma density up to 1.2 X 1020 m‘3.
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRON THERMAL AND PARTICLE TRANSPORT IN JET

A Gondhalegar, D Campbell, A D Cheetham, A Edwards, J C M de Haas*,
A Hubbard, P D Larsen, J O'Rourke and M L Watkins

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OX1A 3EA, UK
*FOM Instituut voor Plasmafysica ”Rijnhuizen", The Netherlands

1. INTRODUCTION
An important objective in tokamak research is to find suitable

descriptions for the measured thermal and particle fluxes, and to identify
the underlying mechanism of transport. Many detailed models for transport
in tokamaks have been developed, which make specific predictions for corre—
lations between thennal and particle transport coefficients. To exclude
some of the contending models, accurate measurements of the correlations
are required. Thennal and particle transport in JET have been described by
expressions of the form [1,2]

Q : “aT + Qp ; T = ~DVn + Pp (1)

Q and f are the heat and particle fluxes, X and D are the respective
diffusivities, Q and T are convective (or pinch) fluxes. In order to
reduce uncertainties arising from shotsto—shot and spatial variations it is
necessary to determine the coefficients simultaneously at the same spatial
point. In this paper we describe evaluation of thermal and particle
transport coefficients by three different methods satisfying the above
requirements: (a) Fran the velocity and damping of heat and density pulses
propagating outwards following a sawtooth collapse. (b) Measurement of
inward propagation of electron density and tenperature perturbations
produced when a small pellet is injected into the plasma. (c) The method
of 'flux gradient' analysis applied to transient conditions. In the
following we present determinations of x and D for Ohmically heated
discharges in deuterium, limited by the outer belt limiters, with I¢2 3MA,
2.8 2 13¢ (T) : 3.u, and 1.5 ; aenow m”) g 2.7.

2. DETERMINATION OF X ANQ De FROM SAWTOOTH PROPAGATION
The local electron thermal diffusivity X9 is detennined by analysis of

propagation of electron temperature perturbations in the region outside the
mixing radius after a sawtooth collapse [3]. T (r,t) is detenmined from
measurements of electron cyclotron emission, analyzed with a grating poly—
chromator (KKZ). Two parameters are derived, a heat pulse velocity and a
damping rate of the pulse amplitude. Xe is determined by comparison with
simulations of these using a diffusive model including sources. Fig.1
shows representative parameters of the heat pulse propagation.
Measurements are made in steady state, in a region bounded by the
nonnalized minor radius 0.6ér/as0.8, and averaged over a period of = is.
From analysis of a number of discharges a value of Xe = 2.9 i O.A mz/s is
deduced.
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The electron particle diffusivity D9 is detennined in an analogous
manner by measuring the propagation of a density pulse following a sawtooth
collapse [A], The density perturbation 5no(r,t) is observed using a
multichannel reflectometer [5]. The diffusing perturbation is clearly
seen at all positions outside the mixing radius rm. The measured pulse
delay time is compared with predictions of a diffusive model in which an
equilibrium electron density profile is periodically flattened inside rm.
An edge recycling coefficient R21, and a pinch flux T = ~Dnr/a2 are
assumed. Fig.2 shows a comparison of the modelled and measured density
pulse propagation. De has been varied to match the measured delay in the
region, rm<r<O.85a. Analysis of several discharges gives De ~ 0.4 mZ/s
with an estimated error of 30%. The above detenninations of De and Xe have
been performed in the same discharges, covering the same spatial and
temporal region, and yield xe/De = 7.

3. DETERMINATION OF Xe BY PELLET INJECTION
Here, the local thennal diffusivity is detennined by analysis of the

propagation of a 'cold front' into the region r < r , where r : 0.63 is
the pellet penetration radius. Tp(r,t) at r <r<a is measured using the KK2
instrument. In a previous investigation we have shown that the assumption
of diffusive propagation of the 'cold front' into the region r>rm may be
justified [6]. Xe is determined by comparison with simulations using a
diffusive model including sources. The initial condition, the temperature
and density profiles immediately after pellet injection, is a;curately
detennined from measurements of T9(r), ne(r), pellet mass, ablation rate
and penetration depth. During evolution of Te(r,t) in the spatial region
of interest, At 3 60 ms, the perturbed density profile is assumed to be
unchanged; the evolution of n is much slower than that of Te, justifying
this assumption. The model Tefr,t) evolution is most sensitive only to the
local value of ye, enabling an accurate dctennination. Fig.3 shows a
comparison of the measured and modelled Te(r,t) at radii r<r . A value of
Xe : l.6 i 0.3 mz/s is deduced at O.A5§r/aSO.55. This value is close to
that detennined, under similar conditions immediately after pellet
injection, using the heat pulse propagation method [7]. A heat pinch term
Q, is not included in the modelling employed here. However, preliminary
i dications are that a credible global power balance for electrons can not
be constructed without such a flux. An exactly analogous determination of
De is in preparation, but has not been completed yet.

A. DETERMINATION OF Xe AND De USING THE 'FLUX GRADIENT‘ ANALYSIS
From eq.l we have that a plot of Q vs “nVT has slope x and an

intercept Q0. Similarly for D and T . Such plots were analyzed for
steady—state heat flux for plasmas under various conditions [i]. This
technique can be extended to transient conditions by plotting su cessive
time points, yielding the transport coefficients in a single pul
Transients in density can be induced by injection of a small (?.
or application of lCRF power. Analysis of these gives DD = 0.5
The corresponding thermal diffusivity is deduced to be x; = 2’3
discharges analyzed have plasma parameters very close to those i
2. Analysis of a number of discharges using this method yields
Moreover, both these coefficients show an inverse dependence oncurrent l¢, fig.A and refEl].
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Table 1 summarizes all the measurements described in sections 2-H.

5, DISCUSSION
The consistent behaviour of the measured x and D suggests that these

are linked, and that Q and Y may be manifestations of the same transport

mechanism [8]. Employing expressions derived in [8], we deduce that
ETF Znn/ZnT = Q . The measured values of Q [1] and F are in rough
agreement with Ehis expression. The derivaEions of [8] imply that F m
(—VT/T) and that Qp m (vVn/n). The dependence of F on the Te scale—length
can be inferred from analysis of the He profile evolution during transients
in which the Te profile undergoes a significant change. Peaking of the he
profile after sawtooth collapse and during current rampsdown are two such
instances. Fig.5 shows the measured and modelled evolution of the line—
integrated density in a sawtoothing discharge; if F a (—VT/T), then the
30ms hesitation observed in the density rise Following a sawtooth collapse
is reproduced. Fig.6 shows a plot of Fp/nD against -VT/T during
contraction of the plasma column in current ramp—down. T is calculated as
T (r) : 2n/r f [3(r') — dn(r')/dt]r'dr' + D(r)Vn(r). Fig.6 demonstrates
tfie close correlation between these two parameters.

TABLE I

xe De ‘Q ‘T M th d
mz-s”1 mz-s"1 kW-rg'2 1O19 g”2-s“‘ e O

2.9 I o.u O.U 1 0.12 - V (a) sec.2, r/a ~0.7
1.6 l 0.3 ~ — — (b) sec.3, r/a ~0.5

2 s 3 0.5 i 0.1 ”.3 i 0.6 [1] 1.5 i 0.2 (c) sec.M, r/a —0.7
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POLARIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF THE qVPROFILE
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ABSTRACT
First polarimetric measurements of the poloidal field distribution on

JET are presented. qo appears to be significantly below i in sawtoothing
discharges. ICRF stabilization of sawteeth leads to even lower qo's.
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIAGNOSTIC

The six vertical channels of the JET fareinfrared multichannel
interferometer have been modified to also make polarimetric measurements
(Faraday rotation). The configuration is essentially as described in
reference 1, and consists of a simultaneous measurement of the probing beam
intensity along two orthogonal directions of polarization.

In JET, however, the half—wave plates which are used for calibrating
the system are located before the input of the beams into the torus (rather
than at the exits). Also, the recombination of the probing and reference
beams and the separation of the unrotated and rotated components is done in
2 stages, using a polarization—independent beam splitter for the former and
a tungsten wire grid for the latter. (See figure l).

The "interferometer" signal amplitude is proportional to cos 9, where
e is the angle of Faraday rotation, while the ”polarimeter” signal is pro”
portional to sin O. The First of these is squared to produce a DC signal
proportional to cos2 O, the second is multiplied by the First in a
phase-sensitive detector to produce a DC signal proportional to sin 9
cos O. The two DC signals are digitized, and their ratio used to detennine
tan O. This method of measurement requires a calibration, which is
performed by rotating quartz half-wave plates (located at the point of
entry of the beams into the torus) to produce a rotation of the beam
polarization in steps of O.M°. The measurement of the Faraday rotation
angle is made with an error < 5%, and a sensitivity of ~ 1%. The time
resolution is 1~iO msec., detennined by the integration time of the
electronics. The lower limit on the time resolution is set by the 100 kHzmodulation frequency of the polarivinterferometer.
2. ANALYSIS

The Faraday rotation angle is proportional to I he Brydt, where He isthe electronic density and B.,is the magnetic Field along the probingchord. This implies that polarimetric measurements must be used in
conjunction with other diagnostics to infer the poloidal Field distribu*
tion. In particular, the non-circularity of JET cross—sections means thatthe poloidal field enters into the Abel inversion of the chord— integrated
data both as a parameter (detennining the shape of the flux surfaces) and



as the unknown to be determined. The results presented here are derived
using two approaches. In the first, the flux geometry is determined from
magnetic measurements at the plasma boundary via an equilibrium
identification code, IDENTC [2]. The poloidal field distribution is then
determined by a generalized Abel inversion in this geometry. The electron
density profiles are obtained from the interferometric data, or from the
LIDAR diagnostic [3]. The agreement between these is generally very good
(< 10%). The Abel Inversion is made in 2 steps. The discharge
crossesection is divided into six nested elements, dctennined by the flux
surfaces of tangency of the six polarimeter chords. A first calculation of
the poloidal field distribution is made in this geonetry, and used to
calculate the expected angle of Faraday rotation on six vertical "virtual"
chords, tangent to the same flux surfaces, but on the opposite side of the
magnetic axis to the corresponding real chords. A Chebyshev polynomial is
fitted to the complete set of Faraday rotation angles (real, virtual + zero
points at the plasma boundary) and the second Abel inversion is performed
on this smoothed data. This method ensures that the smoothed data conforms
both to the data and to the transformation properties implied by the flux
geometry. (See Fig.2.)

The major radius of the magnetic axis, R0, and the elongation of the
flux surfaces near the axis, K0, are directly related to the value of do
which is inferred by Abel inversion in a given flux geometry. In fact, for
a set of vertical probing chords, since the density profile is flat near
the axis, the inferred value of the vertical field, B”, is inversely
proportional to the assumed K . The inferred toroidal field at the axis,
BT07 is inversely proportional to the assumed R0, and

q r BTO N Ko2
0 0 R0 B” Roz

The position of the magnetic axis determined by the equilibrium
reconstruction code is in good agreement with that detennined by soft eay
tomography [M]. However, the elongation of the central flux surface in the
equilibrium reconstruction is systenaticaly greater (5“10%) than the
elongation of the SXR iso~emissivity surfaces. If the latter are taken to
represent the true elongation of the flux surfaces, a lower value of qO is
deduced. (See Section 3).

Uncertainties in the absolute calibration, the electron density
profile, and the flux geometry, as well as the intrinsic sparseness of the
data, lead to an error in Q0 of i 15%. Nevertheless, as discussed above,
much of this error is systenatic and changes in the qnprofile can be
measured with considerably better accuracy. Initial experiments using a
horizontal displacement of the plasma column across the lines of sight to
reduce the sparseness of the data have not yielded significant changes in
the value of do which is detennined, suggesting that sparseness does not
introduce large errors in this parameter (although this may not hold for
the q-profile as a whole).

The second method of analysis is an integrated one, in which a
solution to the GradVShafranov equation is found with the source term opti—
mised to best fit both the polarimetric and magnetic measurements.
Accordingly an objective function is built as the sum of the squares of the
differences between calculated and measured quantities. lts minimum is
found by expressing its gradient with respect to the free parameters, in
tenns of a set of generalized Lagrange multipliers, which are solutions of
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the so called adjoint problem. The techniques used are Finite Elements for
the partial differential equations and Conjugate Gradients for the minimi—
sation. This approach is still being developed, in particular with respect
to the treatment of the electron density profile. Preliminary results show
that the Faraday rotation infonnation improves the knowledge of the inner"
most region of the plasma, and stabilizes the solution against measurement
errors. A case of consistent reconsthiction is shown in Fig.3.
3, RESULTS

Figure A shows the evolution of do during a A MA, 2.8 T, ohmic
discharge. The elongation of the inner flux surfaces has been taken to be
that given by the tomographic reconstruction of the soft X ray emmisivity.
Qo decreases rapidly during the ramp—up of the plasma current, and reaches
a0value of l at 5.5 seconds, nearly simultaneously with the onset of
sawtoothing, as evidenced by the soft X ray emission. do then continues to
decrease, ultimately saturating at a value of ~ 0.7. The steadyustate
value of do does not appear to depend on the flat—top plasma current or the
safety factor at the plasma boundary. During a sawtooth, Qo changes little
(< 5%). in fact, the change in do is at present confused by uncertainties
related to the simultaneous redistribution of the density profile.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of Q0 during a 2 MA, 2.1 T, radio
frequency heated discharge. The interval from 7. 5 to 9.2 seconds
corresponds to a period of sawtooth stabilization, known as a ”monster
sawtooth” [5]. At the start of the RF pulse the Faraday rotation angles
increase, largely due to the RF—induced density rise and, in the case of
chords inboard of the magnetic axis, to the displacement of the magnetic
axis with increasing Bo“ During the monster sawtooth, q decrease by
— 15%. A similar decrease is also inferred by lDENTC from magnetic data
alone. These results are in good agreement with a field diffusion
calculation performed using the TRANSP code [6], assuming nee—classical
resistivity. (Note that the initial value of do in the TRAN>P calculation
is prescribed by the sawtoothing model that was adopted, which resets qO to
i after each sawtooth).

At the collapse of the monster sawtooth, the density profile is
markedly perturbed, and this makes analysis of the q~profile more
incertain. Nevertheless it appears that when sawtoothing is
re e3taH)i .shcd, do returns to approximately itrs pre monster value.

Ta/en toTei;her, the above results sugges: that ordinarily the steady-
state value of Q0 is determined by the sawtooth mechanism, perhaps
indirectly via the temperature profile Nhen sawteeth are suppressed, do
can evolve to lower values by field diffusion.
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OPEh‘ATloN 11136111111 AND CONFlNEMENT SCALJI'H} OF NEUTRAL BEAM HEATED
J’I“6O DISCHARGES

Q. Nai'to, N. Hosogane, S. Tsuji, K. Ushigusa, H. Yoshida
and JT—6U Team

Japan Atomic Energy Reseai .11 1112.: t11111te
Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Naka-machi, 11111111551111, lbarakisken, 311501, Japan

1. 7 01’1.H1.1AT1111 REG-1111'} VOFJIVT-n’i DISCIIAEHJL‘
137111115 the. last run period (1111115001. 19871, experiments wereconducted putting emphasis: 011 111511 111 ' current operations to11111111111; bet t1i1 Ct;11’1i‘ine111ent. [1.01 this DLII‘IH , 51'a1’>1iitr.:--111a1‘1e limitersand £11e tiles were int1r1duced, 11111115 with the improvement of power511111lies. The 1'1dial ion loss in neutral beam heated limiter dischargehas been lowered to N 30 f7 of total input power ('~ 20 :75 in divertordischarge). As a result, plasma current up to 3.2 MA was achievedin limiter discharge and 2.7 MA in divm t111 disohar5 . The maximumstored energy W = 3.1 MJ (: lO '5) was obtained in :1 111111 tei dischargewith 1.. : 3.1 MA, P11... = 23 MW, 11., :l<l(1O ‘ and TH) )= “.9keV. Thefusion product 11,.(0)71.;1‘(O) achieved 6< 111 ‘s 'kfi‘“ with T“) 1: 3- 11 keVin hydrogen pi 1'sm'15 with peipendiculari H beam injection.The vacuum vessel was kept at high tempe1atu1e (200-300 ”C)throughout the run per,iod which moderately regulated the wallpumping effect for density control. During Current ramp- up phasean H1=3/Ii:l locked mode oeeuis at q 5115 1tly 1owr-1 than thiee followedby a disruption. This can be avoided by injecting sufficient NE inramp-11p phase. The cuir'ent 1amp- up rate was optimized so as tominimize the volt sec (:.onsumption and obtain .11 stable discharge.Lowe1 hyb1id wave was also applied to save the volt-sec consumption.The 11pm aliwn region in n I 11 1th is; shown in Fig.1. Themaximum .1 ttai 11a'111_e 1'e11s1i ty is 1011511111 pi npor 11 1011111 to the pl 15m '1Current. Fora fixed 1:111'1e1i't hi 511-:-1' 11.7111 2 111A, 1119 (181131 L3! is boundedwithin :1 1:01' 11.1111 1'1251011. The lower 110111111 comes from the inevitableparticle fuelling. from NB necessary to suppress the locked mode.Although the density can be raised by substantial gas puffing, itis limited by occurrence 01‘ MARFF‘H The 111:1:(1'11111111 density Of l.2‘~.1t‘"111'1 is achieved in :1 1i1111ter discharge oi‘ l; = "15 MA. The Murukamiparameter reaches .'-.1. value 01‘ "(.5'-\l(1"’m ’T“ at 011 = 2.2. 111 a divertordischarge, the maximum density of 6. 6- 111'c is obtained byintensive 5115 puffing 01‘ 30 Pam's "

27. iEMPIF? CAL CONFTNL‘M NT SCALING
Long pulse and high power 11121111 111'}! heating is one of theOutstandinq i‘eitures 01 JT 611 di'11';11;e.1111 11:1 20 MW of N8 has been11118L13L‘d into 1111111115011 pl'::1:111:.:1; with 111111111111 up 110 ("1 s. This makes
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JTréO'S confinement nature far from that of Joule plasmas. And the

resultant scaling found in this high power regime shows more of an

asymptotic feature. The total energy contents are obtained from
magnetic measurements which are consistent with those from kinetic

data analysis /l/. The overall confinement property has not been
much affected by the change of the first wall material.

In low power heating (PMES BMW), global confinement time 75
has slight dependence on electron density. In a high power region
(Pas? U)MW), TE becomes almOSt independent of h}, as previously
reported /2/.

Figure 2 shows the total stored energy as a function of the total
absorbed power (shine through and reionization losses are
subtracted). From this we see that W has an offset linear

relationship to Pin and that the incremental confinement time
Taw”zd/ea, is roughly independent of plasma current (5hih ms for
ap: 0.85 m). Figure 3 shows the intercept W(O) (W extrapolated to
Pw =0) as a function of the plasma current. As in the figure, the

offset increases with the plasma current as W(O) = 0.19 139 MJ. It

is notable that the improvement of confinement in high current

discharges mainly comes from the offset part W(O) and that W(O) is

predominantly determined by the plasma current . Although the

change in electron density may affect the power deposition profile
or the transport property, its influence is not explicitly seen in

the global confinement. Kinetic measurements show that higher

current discharge has higher Tw and broder T9 profile /l/.
Both power—law type and offsetilinear type scalings fit equally

well to JT—6O data. However, performing current scans for fixed

power yields different current dependence for different power input

(Fig. A). That is, although the power law scaling can reproduce a

global confinement for a given set of parameters, it may not reflect

precise dependence on each parameter. The same thing can be seen in

earlier experiments on smaller machines that exhibits stronger

current dependence for lower power input /3/.
The global confinement improves with increasing the plasma minor

radius a, as shown in Fig. 5. These data are taken from divertor

discharges in which the sum ap+R“ (Rp is the major radius) is kept
approximately constant. Also shown in the figure is a curve

predicted by the Goldston scaling /u/. If the confinement scaling
is expressed in terms of power laws as fuxRfifi, the JT-6O results

suggests that RM:>aflh Hence n can never be negative unless u is also

negative. In any case, the Goldston scaling cannot reproduce the

JTr60 results properly in size scaling. Due to the lack of data with

sufficient ap scans, a definite size scaling has not yet been found.

Still, a standard regression analysis using the offset Linear scaling

tells that the incremental confinement time relates to ap as

TEENC=O.062a;R s , which is consistent with the Shimomura-Odajima

scaling. Moreover, comparison with JET results /5/ implies that the
incremental confinement time should be proportional to the plasma

cross sectiOn.
From the above arguments the empirical confinement scaling of

JT-6O can be expressed in terms of offset linear sealing as
75:0.191;'7,.'P_,-m,+-<;”“’ 1
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The regression analysis shows all”:0.06%13.'i s. Comparison of theglobal confinement time from magnetic measurement with the scalinglaw Eq.(i) is shown in Fig. 6.

;L_VCQLEIJ'SION§
It is found that the confinement of‘ hii power auxiliary heatedplasma is predominantly determined by the plasma current And theoffset linear scaling represents the JT76O confinement results betterthan the power law smiing, in that it can reproduce both the currentand power dependence more properly. The confinement improves withincreasing the plasma minor radius, which is consistent with theShimomuraeodnjima scaling.
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I. Introduction
In June to October 1987. neutral beam and/or rf heating experiments were

performed in .lT—(il) hydrogen plasmas with a graphite inner wall instead of TiC coated Mo
one. and with wall temperature at 200 ~ 300 “C, The operation region was extended to
higher levels of plasma current and density of tip to 3.2 MA and l.2xl()30 m'3, respectively
[1]. The contamination of metallic impurities ( e.g. titanium ) decreased in ohmically and
neutral beam t NB ) heated discharges compared with that obtained in the discharges with
TiC coated Mo limiter. The heating experiments of near-perpendicttlar NB injection
(HU ~> H+ ) were undertaken with beam energy t Eb i both of about 40 kV and of about 70
kV. According to a difference in beam energy. the variance ofelectron temperature profile
shape was observed for discharges with almost the same qc-IT. Energy confinement time of
NB heated plasmas was improved not only in higher lp discharges btrt also in higher Eh
ones.

2. Energy Confinement with low and high I) tam energy
Between NB heated discharges with low Eb (~40 kV) and those with high E1) (~70

kV) central electron temperature Tm in high Eb injection is higher than that in low Eh one.which is irrespective of divcrtor or limiter configuration. The central ion temperaturemeasured by He beam scattering also showed the same tendency. The electron temperatureprofile peakcdness Too/<TC> in low Eb injection is much lower than that in high Eb one.Figure 2 shows that the difference of TU (r) between both injections occurs in r< a/2 region,
The r1- dependence of the effective ionic charge c‘does not change in low and high Ehinjected discharges as plotted in Fig. I, Also the sawtooth amplitude did not differ in both
cases.

The power balancc and energy confinement in these discharges were analyzed by
using the time—independent 17D transport code ( LOOK / OFMC‘ / SCOOP ) including a
.\'lonteeCarlo calculation for power deposition and particle source of NB injected into plasma.
and beam component of plasma energy content [2]. For the ion transport. X1 = 5 Xi C-H- [3|
was assumed. in leig. 3. the. convection loss evaluated at r < (1/2 region is shown as afunction of fig for low and high Eh injected discharges. It is noted that the convection loss is
enhanced in low Eh injection. This enhancement can be explained by the increase in particle
fueling of low lip injection. in this case. the power input from beam to electron. PM. is small
compared with that in high Fab injection case. but the power inpttt from ion to electron. Pic-
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increases because of lower TC. Though the net power input to electron, Pbc+ Pie+ POH,
estimated in r < {1/2 region in low Eb injected discharges is almost equal to that in high Eb
ones, the enhanced convection loss may make electron temperature profile shape flattened as
shown in Fig. 2. For the ion transport in r < 3/2 region, the net power input to ion, Phi » Pie.
in high Eb case is comparable with that in low Eb one for discharges with similar 59 and
Pabs, while the measured central ion temperature in high Eb injection was higher than that in
low E, one. This may be explained by higher Tc [4] and less convection loss in high Eb
injected discharges compared with those in low Ebones. Because the enhanced convection
loss decreases with fie, the global electron confinement time in r < a/Z region is improved
with EC: 50 msec ( Eb ~ 40 kV ) and 70 msec ( Eb ~ 70 kV ) at low fie of2.5x1019 m3. and
80 msec ( Eb ~ 40 kV ) and 90 msec ( Eb ~ 70 kV ) at high r‘tc of 4.5)(1019 m'3 for 1.5 MA
discharges with the absorbed power, Pabs. of about 15 MW.

On the other hand, Te, profile shape is almost independent of fie especially in low Eb
injection discharges as shown in Fig. 1, though NB power deposition profile varies largely
with fie: extreme edge heating at high fie and center heating at low fie (profile consistency ).
This result suggests that Xe in r < all region may be improved with 1—19.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the stored energy contents and the global energy
confinement time between in low Eb case and in high Eb one. It should be noted that the
stored energy of beam component, Wb, in low Eb injected discharges is by a factor of two
less than that in high Eb ones. This tendency is also recognized in the stored energy of
thermal components, but their differences are small. The reduction of the stored energy
results in the degradation of global energy confinement time, IEG, in low Eb injected
discharges as shown in Fig.4 (bottom). It is interesting to note that IE5 in low Eb case
depends on fie, while TEG in high Eb case is independent of no as previously reported [5]. A
small amount of the stored energy of beam component mainly leads to such a a; dependence
of 72135 in low E}, injected discharges.

3. Energy confinement of high I plasma
Figure 5 shows the fig depen ence of Tao, TOO/<Te> and Zcff for high power NB

heated discharges ( P11b5=15~21 MW )with high Eb ( 70~75 kV ). indicating that with
increase in Ipa similar Tm is obtained even in higher density region, and electron
temperature profile shape becomes flattened Moreover the density profile shape is very flat
at high no in lT—60, then the plasma stored energy of thermal component increases with ID
and fig for a given Pubs, while the total stored energy including beam component. WTOT,
increases only with Ip. It should be noted that the thermal stored energy itself is insensitive
to Tie in 3 MA NB heated discharges ( Pub5~ 20 MW ) with high ftc above 8x1019 m ‘3,
because TeO scales as l/ftc and the difference ofTiO-TCO is small. Also in this case the stored
energy of beam component occupies only a few percent of the total stored energy kinetically
evaluated. The maximum total stored energy and its global energy confinement time are about
3 MJ and about 150 msec, respectively.

in Fig.6, the total stored energy kinetically evaluated is plotted against Pabs~ which
shows that WTOT is improved with lp, and that the incremental energy confinement time,
15“”, seems to be about 60 msec for the plasma current in the range of l.5 5 II) S 3 MA.
The offset linear dependence of WTOT 0n Pubs is consistent with that estimated by the
diamagnetic loop measurement [6] in an absorbed power range of 9 S Pabs S 22 MW.
Though the global energy confinement time shows a typical L-mode degradation against
Pabs: it is improved with plasma current.



4. Conclusions
From a point of view ofenergy confinement. the characteristics of recent NB heated

plasmas in JT760 are presented and analyzed. Main results of them are:
1) Improvement of energy confinement was obtained in NB heated discharges both

with high Eb injection and with high lp operation. The former improvement can
be explained by increase in the stored energy of beam component, and the latter
one by increase in the stored energy of thermal component with the broadened TC0profile shape.

3) In low Eb injection heating the total plasma stored energy for a given absorbed
power. therefore energy confinement time, depends on ftC because of the reduction
of beam stored energy, while they are insensitive to fie in high Eb one.

3,) Electron temperature profile shape varies with beam energy of NB injection:
broadened profile shape ( r<a/2 ) is obtained in low Eh injection heating. This may
be explained by the enhanced convection loss in low Eb injected discharges.

4) Electron temperature profile consistency for the variance of NB power deposition
profile by EC scan may be related to possible improvement oc with 1—16.
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Introduction
I JT~BO plasmas/1/ were additionally heated mainly by neareperpendicular
neutral beam injection(NBI). In high power neutral beam heating by low and
high energy injections, high energy ion tail formation and its behavior have
been studied with chargeeexchange diagnostics.

Qharge exchange diagnostics
Charge—exchange measurements were carried out with three neutral

particle analysers and these sight lines are shown in Fig.1. Two passive
neutral particle analysers,electrostatic type(CX(a1)), 0.1 ~ IHJKGV and EVVB
type<CXta2)), 0.1A1800keV, were installed in the same plane inclining at
an angle of 5° with respect to the poloidal plane and View a plasma at
different spatial locations by angles of 38° and 29° to the equatorial plane.
respectively. The other analyser, E/,B typeiCXtv)), 0.1aa400keV, sights a
plasma vertically and the observation field of the analyser crosses a
heating—bean zone near the center of the plasma. Active chargeeexchange
measurement is performed by the location. These two nearly perpendicular
and one vertical analysers detect only particles with Umfifie0~0.1

Experimental results and discussions
1) High energy injection

In the high energy injection of SOAJTOkeV. energy relaxation time of
beam produced fast ions was measured in the parameter range of 7}(O)41.6 ~
3.5c, fi.:<1,5AJ7.e)x 1019m—3 and }%n1—8,6'v19.39flf frmn the temporal
evolution of chargeiexchange spectra after neutral beams turned off. The
relaxation time 75L was defined as a duration in which the chargeeexchange
spectrum returns to a Maxwellian distribution after the tunreoff of neutral
beam(injection. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the relaxation time on
IQiOlih/ng. The observed energy relaxation time was approximately
proportional to the parameter and the tendency was clear when the electron
temperature was nearly constant at 3r~8.5kev. A significant difference
was not observed in the relaxation time due to plasma configurationstlimiter
or divertor) and injection directions of neutral beamstco~, counter— or
nearly balanced injection) in the observed parameter range. The beam
slowingedown times calculated for electron temperatures of 1 ~r4c based
on the classical collision process were also shown by the solid lines in
Fig.2. The measured relaxation time was comparable to the beam slowing‘down
time.

In order to investigate the slowingedown process precisely, the
observed charge~exchange spectrum was compared with a oneedimensional



bounce—averaged Fokker—Planck calculation. Figure 3 compares the measured
chargeeexchange spectrum with the calculation in high energy injection at
70 kct into a lowwdensity plasma of a limiter configuration. In the
figure, both spectra are normalized at the injection energy. The injected
power was up to EZfiHV and the beam power fraction PtEltPtE/2)ZP(E/3j was
80 12:8. The line averaged electron density was 2.5X1019nf3 and the
central electron temperature was 5keV. The central ion temperature was
determined to be 11 c by an active beam scattering method, In the
calculation, the ion temperature profile was assumed to be similar to that
of the electrons. The obtained charge»exchange spectrum shows a good
agreement with the FokkeriPlanck calculation. From observed energy
relaxation time and an agreement between the experiment and the simulation,
the slowingidown process of beam—produced fast ions was well explained by
the classical collision process.

2) Low energy injection
When neutral beams were injected at low energy of 32n440c into a

limited plasmatup‘*78 ~ 80(3n» with a large clearance between the plasma
boundary and the outer wall and low plasma current of 0.7 w] NA, injected
ions were accelerated up to QOLcV by beam—driven ion cyclotron range of
frequencytRFl wave. The limiter configuration accompanied with the beam
acceleration is shown by the outermost magnetic surface in Fig.1.

Typical chargeiexchange spectra with the high energy ion tail for three
sight lines are shown in Fig.4. Three spectra in a case without the high
energy tail are also shown for a comparison in the figure. Chargeaexchange
spectra measured by near perpendicular analysers, CXtall and CXIaE), show a
remarkable acceleration of beam ions. whereas spectrum frcmx a vertical
analyser, CXtvfi, showed no remarkable differece. Since CXtvi sights a
heating—beam zone where the neutral density is increased, chargeeexchange
flux is enhanced by a factor of ~10 when beams in the observation field
are injected. So CXtvl mainly measures charge—exchange flux from the central
part of the plasma. Chargeiexchange spectra measured from three directions
suggest that the beam acceleration occurs in the peripheral region of the
plasma. Figure 5 shows the dependence of tail temperatures. Thur. measured
by CXtal) on the injected neutral beam power for different electron
densities. The tail temperature increased unexpectedly with the injected
power and ectron density when the injected power was above A«12tflr. The
tail temperatures measured by CX(V) shown by hatched region increased
gradually with the neutral beam power. In the cases of injections with co"
or counter—beams alone, the high energy ion tail was not observed because
injection power could not exceed the threshold power of IEAHK

Accompanied with the high energy ion tail formation, ICRF wave was
observed by electrostatic probes located just outside the first wall(Fig.l).
The ICRF wave was observed only with beam injection and measured continuously
during a beam pulse. This indicates that the neutral beam injection drived
the ICRF waves. As shown in Fig.6 with a temporal evolution of average
electron density, the frequency spectra have a prominent peak near IO4PHIZ,
which was corresponding to Eoci of outer peripheral region of the plasma.
In contrast to previous experiments on JFT72M/2/. PDX/S/ and JET/4/.
prominent peaks of fundamental and other higher harmonic frequency waves were
not observed but one shot in cases of low energy injection on JT760. Figure
6 also shows that the wave intensity increased with electron density, and



then the central Frequency shifted slightly to lower frequency side, This
down~shift indicates that the location. where the ICRF wave was exc1ted.
shifted to outer region due to the density increase or the increase of beam
guniijomponent, 1m n0,

When the neutral beams are injected at low energy, beam ion density
increased in the outer part of the plasmai And in the case of
neareperpendicular injection to the magnetic Field lines, it is generally
shown that such a way of injection give rise to a considerable amounts of
anisotropy in the outer region, where pitcheangle scattering is less dominant
than in the central part. Some neutral beam heating experiments mentioned
above showed that ICRF waves were driven by a positive slope of velocity
space. afwmn =0, and anisotropy of pressure or ion temperature, TH Tm.
Instead of a temperature anisotropy, the anisotropy was evaluated by beam
temperatures defined as TM; in and Tm—2~Enu which were the velocityespace
average perpendicular and parallel energies of beam ionsi From the velocity
distribution determined by a bounceeaveraged FokkerePlanck code without
considering the interaction of the ICRF wave with beam ions, 7);?LH was

.cted to be 6~8 at 1 u 0.8. It is considered that the high beam ion
isity and the anisotropy in the peripheral region are some of possible

causes of the ICRF wave excitation and the resulted ICHF wave accelerlated
beam ions remarkablely.

Summaries and conclusions
7 In the case of high energy injection, the observed energy relaxation
time was shown to be comparable to the beam slowing down time predicted from
classical collision process. Precise comparison of chargeeexchange spectrum
with the FokkerePlanck calculation showed that the slowingedown process was
well explained classically. On the other hand, when neutral beams were
injected at low energy with high power. beam ion density increased at outer
parts of the plasma and considerable amounts of anisotropy in velocity space
was expected in the peripheral region. It is considered that this anisotropy
in the velocity space excited ICRF' wave and it accelerated beam ions
unexpectedlyi Investigation of the excitation mechanism of the ICRF wave.
including waves driven by fusion products, and the interaction of the wave
with plasma particles should be one of developing subjects in present-day
large tokamaks for reactor grade plasmasi
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During the initial period of PBX-M operation. discharges with indentations up to 30
to 24% and plasma currents up to 45fteoO0l<a at Bt : 1.2T have been produced During
Oil operation, the sawtooth period is seen to increase from 5 msec up to ~10 msec as the
indentation increases from .W to 16%. Typical llemode transitions. with a sudden drop
in the Ila emission and increase in electron density. have beeti observed with Pin} :>
3.5Mw. ‘

Introduction
The goal of the PBXeM experiment is to demonstrate access to the 3nd regime of

ideal MllD stability against ballrmning and internal kinks and to achieve high B plasmas
relevant to attractive reactors ’l‘his goal is being attempted with strongly indented plastna
shaping (indentation up to 309? t and by emphiiying both active and passive controls to
enhance the stability properties against the MllD tnodes. A long term goal of the
program is to establish physics understanding of 2nd stability regime and to design an
optimircd reactor that will operate in the 2nd stability regime.

The passive control system in PBXdV‘l is a stainless steel covered aluminum
conducting shell which surrounds the plastna surface almost entirely except for a -1(l cm
gap for the neutral beatn injection and diagnostic access. 'l‘hese passive plates are
c\pected to enhance the plasma stability against various surface modes. The feedback
control systetn is used also to control the separatrix position. Active controls for the
pressure and current profiles. in order to produce and maintain profiles favrn‘able for
operation in the 2nd stability regime. \\ ill be available in early CYSQ. These include I to
431W of Ion Bernstein Wave Heating and ZMW of Lower llybrid Current Drive.

Plasma formation and Shaping control
Plasma formation is done by first creating circular plasmas: these are then shaped

into the beaneshaped configuration as the plasma current is increased to 400 to (itltlkA.
The final plasma size is 30cm wide on the horimntal midplane plane. (10cm high. and the
indentation can range from 15 to 25’1" depending upon the relative strength of the
indentation field coil current to the plasma current.
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For the shaping control feedback system, the evolution of plasma shape is monitored

by measuring the flux and B—field at 20 locations facing the plasma on the passive

stabilizers. The symmetric components of these signals are used for the shaping conu'ol

and the asymmetric components are for the vertical position control. An analog

computer is used to decompose the symmmetric components into three dominant

eigenvalues of the shape deformation. These components me the dipole. corresponding

to the plasma radial shift. the hexapole, giving the magnitude of indentation, and the

third moment controls the width of plasma around the lobe area. The system requires

approximately 70 summing circuits and 50 coefficients which can be varied

conveniently through a terminal. At present,the system is linear and does not

compensate the shielding effects dtte to the passive stabilizers. Nonetheless, the system

successfully maintains the plasma shape within the passive stabilizer geometrical limit.

With a modest plasma current ramp the plasma current can reach 600kA. For example,

as shown in Fig. l the plasma has the indentation of 24% with Qedge=3~5: Bt=l2.5
and lp=590kA.

The internal plasma shaping is also monitored by the soft Xray emission measured

tangentially with a pin hole camera. The preliminary analysis of this measurement

indicates that near the 1/2 plasma radius the elongation is approximately 2, which is

more than that measured previously in PBX.

Fig. l The plasma flux surfaces of
590kA: Bt=12.2KG, indentation
224%, (ledge=3~5-

x tuning)

Ve r1 ical position gontrol
The vertical positional instability is a potential danger for the non—circular plasma

configuration. However,in PBX»M, the nearly perfectly surrounding conducting shell



provides strong stability against MHD time scale vertical motion. In the typical
experiments the external field varies strongly on the horizontal plane and ,
(aBz/DRVt/R) is approximately —3 to -4 on the magnetic axis. This field gradient is
about a factor of 2 higher than that in PBX. The feedback system of vertical position
requires some compensation to avoid the overstable situation. where the plasma column
oscillates vertically with the time peroid comparable to the passive stabilizer UK time
constant . For example,if the sensor located outside the passive stabilizer is used for the
detecting the vertical position. it is necessary to add a small but finite subtraction ol‘
feedback current itself to stabilze the oscillation.

Nil-ID behavior
A few interesting features of MlelD, particularly on the sawtooth behavior were

observed in discharges with higher indentation. During the OH phase, the sawtooth
period was initially 5 msec, increasing in time and reaching 40 msec just before th
current ramp down phase (Fig. 2). Although it is possible that the factor of 1.5 to
increase of the plasma density may prolong the crash period /1/, the observed density
increase is not sufficient to explain the observed prolonged periods. One possible
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mechanism is that the gradual increase of indentation strength from 3% to 16% may
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Fig. 2 Time history of an OH plasma showing the current (top), density (middle),
near—central soft Xeray emission (bottom). and indentation (7(1).

change the onset condition of sawtooth crash by adding more triangularity zU'ound q=l
surface as was suggested by Bussac and Pellat /2/. Hard X—ray bursts, indicating a loss
of runaways, was often observed during the sawtooth crash (Fig, 2 at 530 and 565
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msec). The precursor oscillation was m:l/n=l is seen only during the first few
sawteeth, and it reappears only during neutral beam injection. However. a successor
oscillation with frequencies of 1 to 2 kHz is often observed after the crash but it decays
Within several cycles. The crash appears to originate at a preferential toroidal and
poloidal location.

113m
Clear transitions into the H-mode were observed in separatrix limited discharges.

Usual confirmation of the transition was made from the TV pictures where the sudden
sharpening the plasma edge and decrease intensity over the entire field of view was seen.
The Himode transitions seen in PBX—M were fairly typical, as seen in Fig. 3. For the
discharge shown here, the transition occurred at t=475msec, during neutral beam
injection of >2.5MW. A threshold of 2.5MW was essential for the transition. The
transition typically occurred at the crash of a sawtooth, and was characterized by the
sudden decrease in the H—alpha emission and rise in electron density. A sawtooth crash
was not necessary to trigger the transition. however, several discharges exhibited
transitions (characterized by the drop in the Ila emission) that occurred 1 to 2 msec after a
sawtooth crash or not related to a sawtooth crash at all. In addition, many of the
transitions were slow; that is, the drop in the Ha emission occurred over a period of 0.5
to 2msec. Finally, little change in the MHD activity , as measured by the toroidal and
poloidal Mirnov coil arrays, was seen across the transition. Although the analysis is still
underway, if anything there was an increase in the broad band activities(30~50KHz)
across the transition.

NBI ILalphatmid)

”vim MW
....[v...yvr7—w— .rv...uvli...

Ip M“ "‘ WA Fig. 3. Time history of a 2.5
MW NBI discharge showing the

.. . , . . .. .. ..... . ..., ll-mode transition at t=425
SXH V W msec.
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[ON TEMPERATURE AND ENERGY BALANCE LN OHMTC FT DISCHARGES
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INTRODUCTION

A systematic exploration of the FT operating Hugill diagram has been performedin the range 2.4 < q < 4.5, l. < nR/B < 3.7 1019 Wh’l at B = 6T [1]. A set of repetitiveplasma discharges has been obtained at 14 selected locations in the Hugill diagram.The ion temperature has been measured with a 7 channel, mass resolving neutralparticle analyser (NPA) and by four neutron yield monitors. The NPA looks at theplasma perpendiculary to the magnetic field and radial scans of the charge exchangeneutral emission have been systematically completed, shot by shot at the selectedlocations in the Hugill diagram. Due to the perpendicular direction of observation theNPA detects neutrals coming from ions with a very high perpendicular velocity whichare trapped in the local mirrors of the toroidal field ripple. At the high energiesobserved by the NPA ( 3 < E/T < 9) trapped ions are subjected to the vertical B x VBdrift and it is well known [2] that if the measurement is performed in the driftdirection very high apparent temperatures are measured even at the plasma edgelnorder to minimise this effect the profile measurements are performed in the plasmahalf section opposite to the drift direction.
The ion temperature from the neutron yield monitors is available for all theplasma discharges while the peak value from the NPA can not he obtained in the highdensity, low temperature cases due to the plasma opacity to neutrals. When both peakvalues are available a good agreement is found. The dependence of the peak iontemperature Ti(0) from the average plasma density n and the current I can beempirically expressed by Ti(0) : 2.1 107/ <n>“»4 (keV, MA,1014 cm‘Ti). In the next sectionthe measured peak ion temperature are compared with the results of the ion plasmabalance using the neoclassical thermal conductivity.
The experimental ion temperature profiles are very wide in all the selectedlocations on the Hugill diagram and the measured ion temperature in the outer part ofthe plasma seems to be significantly higher than the electron temperature andtypically in the range 0.4, 0.6 KeV. These results can not be reproduced by aneoclassical code and suggest to be due to the fact that even in the plasma half planeopposite to the drift direction the distribution of the high energy perpendicular ions isdifferent from the local bulk distribution. The reason for this can be seen in the rippleconvective effect [3] and in the last section the results of a simple model areillustrated.

TON POWER BALANCE

The ion power balance equatior PM P C“ has been solved inC§'lt.‘l 'c l :eomct *- i
and soft measure-inc
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Fig. l — Experimental and computed ion temperature on Hugill diagram

values of the peak ion temperature in the different locations on the Hugill diagram.
The computed values range refer to an anomalous neoclassical factor between 0.5 and
2.0 which seem to be compatible with the experimental error in all the cases.

RIPPLE TRAPPED ION MODEL

The deformation of the high energy distribution of the perpendicular ions in the
direction opposite to the vertical drift is due to the ripple convective effect.The ripple
trapped ions drifting vertically towards the plasma edge can be detrapped from the
ripple magnetic Well and in this case they become banana ions which can reach the
opposite location on the vertical plane. In this last location, by collisions they can
become trapped again in the ripple magnetic well. A simple model has been tentatively
developed to quantify this effect. At a given energy the ion distribution function has
been divided in three parts passing ions Np, banana ions Nb and ripplegtrapped Nt. The
angular limit between the three components are given by \/A and Vt} where A is the
toroidal magnetic well depth for banana ions and ti is the ripple well depth. An angular
balance equation can be written for trapped and banana fractions at a given vertical
location y

1)Ntm + — Nhlyt
L

1h hI
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Fig. 2 7 Experimental neutral particles flux at 5 radial location

where the times Lu), Lbl, thwtpl, provide the rate of exchange between the fractions.Thepassing ions are suppOSed to be maxwellian at the local temperature. The bananadensity at the location y is supposed to coincide with the banana having their turningpoints in y. An similar equation can be written for banana ions in *y

l l
— Nhl—y) + —~Np(—y)

l l
OZ—Nlt“y)—(—i

[h HA Huii Hm
I

V“ is_the ripple trapped drift velocity. The collisional times l, t, are known {if},(LU/A ~ \/4"i)5’~. The inverse collisional times Hm LP}, can be found by imposing that in theCase Vd : 0.0 the angular balance equations provide an isotropic ion distribution. Theprevious system can be solved and the proper ion distribution function can be used tocompute the neutral emission. In Fig. 2 a typical experimental result for 5 radialpositions is shown while in Fig. 3 the computed spectra both for a standard maxwellianmodel and the ripple convective model are plotted.
The Comparison shows that the experimental results are intermediate betweenthe two model results. In fact the considered model do not allows for any diffusionloss or thermalization of banana ions so that banana density is overestimate in the

outer part of the plasma.

CONCLUSIONS

In the explored parameter range of FT the peak ion temperature seems to becompatible with neoclassical predictions inside the experimental uncertainities. The
measured neutral particie profiles can not he directely used to derive the bulk ion
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temperature profile and the simple previous model reproduces qualitatively but notquantitatively the measured results.
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WPURITY CONFINEMENT IN FT
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INTRODUCTION

A study of impurity transport as a function of the major plasma parameters hasbeen performed in the FT Tokamak by the impurity injection method. Chromium waschosen as the test element for this experimental campaign because it has a goodnumber of spectral lines observable in the vacuum—ultraviolet (VUV) spectral regionand is not fully ionized even in the central region of an FT discharge.The atomic beam of Chromium was produced by laser ablation from a target andits diffusion in the plasma could he followed by monitoring the softeX and VUVemissions. The intensity of the source was kept low enough to perturbate the plasmacurrent not more than 5%. In particular the time decay of the emission was correlatedto the other discharge characteristics and a numerical model was used to simulate thecomplete time evolution of the soft x—ray signals and to evaluate the parameterscharacterizing the impurity transport in the plasma.
Assuming a reference discharge defined by: El '7 6T, Iv : 300 RA, n“ : 1.2x10Hcm”, we scanned around it the magnetic field: 4T ‘ By ~ ST, the density: 0.8 \ nt, -Z.lxlOH cm ’5' and the q parameter: 0.14 «' l/ql_ < 0.31. Each discharge was repeatedseveral times to reduce reproducibility errors.

IMPURII‘Y CONFINEMENT 'l'LME

A typical decay time of the x~ray diodes signal from various lines of sight isshown in Fig. l where it appears that in most cases [(r) is constant inside a radius
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corresponding roughly to the q : 1 surface and drops to a smaller value outside thisregion. in agreement with the results from other tokamaks [1,3] we found that thecentral decay time [(0) does not dependend on plasma density. Also a comparison oftwo discharges in hydrogen and deuterium agrees with a linear dependence on thebackground gas mass [1,2]. On the other hand the dependence of t(0) from the safetyfactor exhibited in our case a different behaviour depending on the way the q valuewas varied; from Fig. 2 it appears that the the experimental points align on twodifferent straight lines one of which, obtained at fixed plasma current, shows the samedependence as in [l,3], while the other, corresponding to fixed magnetic field, has theopposite slope. A trial to find a single law describing the previous data was made byplotting t(0) against the Brl-l product, this is shown in Fig. 3 where all theexperimental points obtained up to now dispose fairly well on a straight line.

NOT SAWTOOTHING DISCHARGES

The results discussed in this communication have been obtained in stationarysawtoothing discharges with parameters not too close to the operational limits of thetokamak. It has already been observed that when the tokamak operating conditions arenot strictly specified, confinement can be a not unique function of the main dischargeparameters [4,5,6]. Evidencies of this were obtained occasionally in FT for somedischarges, slightly differing from those we looked for, during which sawtooth activitydid not start up. Central X—ray emission for two of them, obtained at n“ : LZXIOHcm’3, are compared in Fig. 4 showing that not sawtoothing discharges have muchlonger impurity confinement times than the corresponding sawtoothing ones.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In order to obtain informations about the transport mechanism of the impuritiesin the plasma we have numerically evaluated the time behaviour of the impuritydensity by solving their diffusion equation. According to the current model ofanomalous impurity transport [7], We assumed that the transport flux is described by adiffusion coefficient D and a convective velocity v, equal for all the ionized states:
1‘; I)n/r*vr/a

By taking D, V and the temperature and density profiles of the discharge as inputparameters, the numerical code evaluates some VUV line brightnesses and soft x~rayemissions for Chromium including K and L lines, bremmstrahlung and recombinationcontinuum. The best choice for D and v is obtained by simulating both the rise anddecay phase Of the impurity x-ray emission along the observed lines of view.Nevertheless if we assume that D and V are constant along the plasma cross section weare only able to simulate discharges with a Weak sawtooth activity; for example, asatisfactory fit of the signals from x—ray diodes viewing along the central chord and at7 cm from the centre is obtained choosing D 2 5000 cm /s and v = —600 cm/s, for thedischarge defined by BT = (3 T, II, = 300 kA, me = Z.lOM cm'i‘.Conversely, in strongly sawtoothing discharges we observe that the rise time ofthe experimental signal is much longer for central chords than for chords passingoutside the q=l surface. This led us to assume a different value of the transportparameters inside this surfaces. Figure 5 refers to a discharge of this kind and
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Fig. 5 - Comparison of experimental soft X-ray at r = 0 cm(a) and at r : 7 cm (h) withnumerical predictions (I) = 7000 cm/s, v : -3850 cm/s outside q = l and I) = 1700 cm/s, v= 490 cm/s inside q 2 liter a discharge with strong sawtooth activity (81' = 6T, IF = 300kA, ne 2 1.6 x 10H uni-3)
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illustrates the result obtained for D : 7000 cm /s, v = 3850 cm/s outside the q:1surface and D : 1700 cm /57 v : ~190 cm/s inside that surface. This result appearsconsistent with the hypotesis that sawtooth activity acts against impurity penetrationin the plasma centre Strongly reducing the inward velocity in that region [8,9].

CONCLUSIONS

Impurity confinement scaling measured on FT agrees with known results fromother tokamaks except for the dependence on plasma current. Numerical simulationrequires different coefficients inside and outside the q = 1 surface in the general case,neverthless when sawtooth effect is observed to be weak a uniform treatement of thetransport gives satisfactory results.
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF IONeTEMPERATURE—GRADIENT—DRIVEN
TURBULENCE IN THE TEXT TOKAMAK
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Fu51on Research Center. University of Texas‘ Austln, Texas 78712 USA

1Institute of Plasma and Fuslon Research,
Univers1ty of Callfornia, Los Angeles

2Plasma Physlcs Laboratory, Princeton Unlversity
Department of Physxcs. Auburn University
lnst1tute of Plasma Phys1cs. Hefei. PRC

Prevtous measurements on the Texas EXperlmental lokamak (TEXT) haveshown that the lobal energy Confinement time (TE) saturates With increasingplasma density, This trend, WhICh has been observed ln numerous otherohmicallyeheated tokamaks, has been attributed to the Increased domlnance ofthe ton thermal loss channel over the electron channel at sufficlently hlghdensitiesi This paper describes the Identificatlon of an ion mode (i.e.microturbulence propagating in the ion diamagnetic drlft direction) In thespectrum of tokamak dens1ty fluctuations which Correlates With TE saturationand may be a signature of ion~temperature—grad1entedrlven turbulence. Inaddition‘ a pFOTIlE’COflSISlEHt mlCrOlnSlflhllllY*bBSPd model 1s used in theBALDUtransport code (time dependent. 1D) for the purpose of 1nterpret1nganomalous confinement properties. Fluctuation measurements are made w1th atwrn—frequenry multichannel farglnfrarcd laser scattering system which canmeasure the Etk ,m) u [nthiflml]a spectra at 513 separate wave vectors durlnga single tokamafi dlscharge.C

. Mrcroturhulence polOIdal frequency spectra for low (nP F 2 x 1013cm"), medium (E z 4 x 10 ‘ emf ). and high (1—1P = B x l013 cm—B) densitygaSefueled TEXT discharges are shown 1n Figv 1. The scattering volumes atenth RR are located above the midplane along a vertlcal Chord at the majorredlus R : 1m, The heterodyne receiver system permits resolution of thewave propagation leCtIOH With negatlve tpOSJtive) frequency correspondlngto the electron (ion) diamagnetle drlft dlrectlon. For each wave vectorexamined. there 1s a dlstlnct larg67amplxtude hroadband(Am/m : 1) peak atnegative eqUCUClQS, However, as the plasma denstty rs Increased, anaddltlonal peak 1n the microturbence spectra 1s also observed at pOSltEfrequencres corresponding to the IUD dlamagnetlc drlft directlon, Since thefluctuations are measured in the laboratory frame of reference, 1t should benoted that plasma rotation effects lndUCEd by a negative plasma potentialwould serve to shift the spectra to more positive frequencies. Theappearance of the ion feature in the fluctuation spectra occursSlmultaneously With the saturation of T and is a Signature of thelonetemperatureegradientedriven lDStflblllty.‘ This instahxlitv occurs whenthe parameter u] t: LDI/LTli ratio of ion densrty to temperature scalelengths) increases beyond a threshold level in the range U 2 172,1C
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By 1n1ect1ng pellets 1nto the plasma. 1t JS pOSSIblE to obtaln
hlgh—denSIty dlscharges w1th sharply peaked netr) when compared to
gasefuellngt This 1n turn reduces the denstty scale length L and can
potent1allv be used to drlve “1 below the crltltal level for Instahlllty
tures 3 ta) and (b)15how the fluntuatlon frequency_spentra at tlmes before(fic r 3 x lU ” cm_”) and after (he : 6 y 10 ” cmihl the pellet Injectlon,
For each case, the fluctuatlons are observed to propagate predomlnantly 1n
the electron dlamagnctlc drllt d1rectlon suggestlng the H 1nstabllltv has
not been exclted. In contrast. a comparable hlgheden81ty gas»lueled
dlechargo nontalns prec1able levels of the turhulenre propagatlng 1n both
dlrectlons, as shoum 1n Flgr Etc)‘ Energy conflnement propertles of the
pellet dlscharge are under actlve Investlgatton but presently unknonmv
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In the preced1ng dlscusslons, It has been pointed out that the presence
of an ton feature 1n the measured flUttufitIOH spectrum ls cons1stent With
thuoretlcal predlctlons for the appearante of 10n temperature gradlent
drlven drift lnStfiblllllES (n1 modes). Moreover, the observed Conl1nement
propertles for gas—fueled plasmas appear to exhthlt Slgnltleant 1mprovement
when the 1on feature IS absent. These trends have mottvated a systematlc
Stmulatlon study of the relevant TEXT dlscharges u51ng
mlCrOlnStfibllltY*h&S€d models4 for the anomalous electron and ton thermal
dltSIVItles‘ ‘e and y]. 1n the BALDUH transport codeJ The
trappedeeleetron modes 1n both telltalonal and rolltstonless reglmes are
represented 1n ”e and. when the parameter n1 exreeds nlfi. the toroldal lon
temperature gradlent modes aveount for enhancements to 2] For n] < “16'
the 10“ losses are taken to be only neocla331cal As descrlbed in detail 1n
Refit 5 and G. thls model was callbrated on deuter1um plasmas from TFTB and
successfully applled to the simulatlon of numerous discharges from TFTR,
ASDF and ALCATOH C lo the present calculallons, whlch deal w1th hydrogen
plasmas‘ a SCflllflg fartor 7”;M was used 1n the EKPTESSIOH for Xyl to
accommodate the lamll1ar emplrlcal mossrcharge dependence observed 1n most
tokamak exper1ments Wth fall In the saturated ohmlc reglme Preltmlnary
results from samulatlons of hellum dlSLhargPS on TFTR have also ytelded good
agreement when thls emplrlcal factor was utlllzcd



Results from the transport code stmulatlons for 7F. Teo‘ and T10

(central elevtron and IOU temperatures) are compared wtth correspondlng

exper1mental results dlsplayed In Table l The entrtes are representattve

cases from the database of t. l and Ref 7. where the fluttuatton

propertles 1n gas—fueled.dzscharges were 1nvest1gated ln both the medlum

dens1ty case (n 2 4 x 101' cmi‘) where the 10H feature was weak. and the

high densxty ease (nF : 8 x 1013 em_3), where the fluctuatlon measurements

1nd1eate actlve ton modes, the stmulatlon and experlmental results are found

to be 1n reasonable agreement. It 1s 1mportant to ponnt out here that for

the htgh denstty ease. where the Ion feature In the fluetuallon spectra 1s

strongest, agreement was pOSSlblE‘On1y 1f the anomalous \Ul was turned on In

the Simulatlnn. thereby deereaslng r_ by a factor of two For the medlum

denslty dlscharge, where the to“) feature 1s small. the effect of x;1 on

conflnement ls sngnlflcantly reduced.

Table I. Comparlson of BALDUR slmulaltons wtth TEXT experlmental
results for two gas—fueled dlscharges.

CASE €1MULATION EXPERIMENT

* n A s
ne V1] Ten T10 'E 10“ Teo Tlo 'E

3 Feature
(cmA‘) swatch (kt (keV) (seet Observed“ (KEV) (heV) (see)

I 3 . ,1x10 off 1.35 1.0 0.033 Weak 1.0 0.8 0.017

on 1.1 0.7 0.017

8X1013 Off 1.3 1.1 0.041 strong 0.? 0.6 O 034

011 0 . 5 0 . 7 (1 . 012' 12'

From these results, 1t 1s Clear that there Is a strong eorrelatton
between fluctuatlon measurements of the 10m feature, T‘ saturatlon 1n TEXT.
and pred1ct1ons from the mlcrotnstablllty—hased transport mode] )neludlng
anomalous x. effects. Future Work W111 1nclude u51ng the s1mulat10n model
for pellet discharges and low denslty gas~fueled discharges

The TEXT tokamak IS operated by the Unlversxty of Texas under contravt
to DOE, Contract no. DEVAC05~TBET—53043, and thls work Is supported through
subcontract no UT71734310752019.
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Coupling of Particle and Heat TransportMeasured Via Sawtooth Induced Pulse Propagatim‘)

SK. Kim. l).l.. Brmrvr. M3. Fustvrl. Hf‘. _\l('(fl'nnll. \\'.;\. l’celjlvs‘, .\l.(‘. linhmann..lr,

lnstitutt‘ ml PlaSma and FtlFiUIi Research.l'nin‘rsity of ('alil'nrnia. lius .v\ngt,‘l(‘.\. (':\ 9002] l'SATliliiniuii H<‘H(:"dl'('l1 (,lt’lllt‘l‘. linivvrsity nl’ liwas, Austin. TX THTJE [75:\

Detailed nivasnrt‘im-nts ml sawttmtli i]](lll('('(l (lcnsiljx‘rpnlse [)rnpagatiunl liai'i' l)t‘(‘HHlllt 0n the TEXT tukaniak utilizing a liigli-rvstilntiun Intilticltannvl interlcrmnrtt-r‘),
/‘:li’artiClen ejt‘ctm’l {rum lll(‘ plasma <‘(‘Ill(‘I‘ to 1110 mixing radius [Fwd r: \ 1) duringlllC‘ HHVlUUll] Crasli are observed tn lw transimrtvd to thy plasma edge \ in a dillnsiwprm‘vns al‘trrr ll]<‘ hau’trmtli ('Tklfill. rl‘lllS Plk'llll‘t‘ is (‘nnsistent wit ll tln‘ lH'Hl'Dlll‘ ailalng‘lla> Illt‘ElHN‘f‘tl \‘ia Still yraytSXlH (lvtvrtur arrays an Tl‘el'. ln additinn. llh‘ den>it_\'pvrlurlmtiun indnt'ed by llu‘ HZHYIMUlll disruptinn is «If SHIHE‘ urdvr a5 ll](' C‘lt‘l‘ll‘ttll it‘llh])(‘I‘EllUI‘(' pvrtnrlmtinn. Analysis ml tlw "prupagation" prm‘ess. basal nn :1 (lillnsiwinndt‘l. lias lvd tn vstiniatw of lllt‘ ('lz-rtrnn particlv (lill‘usiun (‘nellivivnt Ill”) (llc'miti'Vidal and tln‘ Clu‘trun lll(‘TlllHl dilllusivit)‘ ('t'wllit‘icntT \(“1‘ [Heat l’lilse). 011 HLX‘I‘.tln‘ magnitude of HIT” is found In lfl‘ comparable t0 \‘Hll. suggvbting tliat lH‘Hl andparticle trangpnrt riliscrrcd altvr lllt‘ SIiUHlll crash might bi: ('nnple‘d. ln llllr pai'n‘r.nn‘nsnri'mvntsnl'[{1}]. and \lnl UlJlainml {run} lllt'SEHIIL‘SC‘l Hl‘UlllIllF-L’ifirliltt‘lvtl 'llILXl«listliargw \x'ill l)(‘ presented and (‘nmparc‘d in urdt‘r tu in\'(‘>tigatr~ the cniipling ul- :ln-lwal nlid pifl‘lit'lt‘ transport.

l‘ii‘unrt' l .slnnw a ('HJIJIHII‘lMHl lit"l\\'('t‘ll ll'lt‘ raw HEHYltlll .siunnla lrnin llll‘ llllllll't'llillllil‘l intvi'li'rtiiiicti'r and tln‘ SXH (liudr- array. ln lmtl’t (jam-a. simian (illlhltlt' lln‘inn-rsiun radium r .1. ('lvarli' exhibit a llt‘EIl ur density pulsv llllll‘ dwlai‘ as I' in,.
i«11-i .\utz~ llH‘ in\'er>inn radii “I. density [-7 :9cin] and SXH sawtmgtli ( »l.": andTan) ar<~ dill-merit. This (an l)(‘ partially lint Ilnl caniplvtcly. explainvd in lt'I‘IllS til(’llHTtl I'1\’(‘l'}Ij;lllg_((‘ll‘(‘(‘lh’ ml lllt‘ intm‘li'rumn'tPr. , 5 ran l)(‘ 5001] frnin tl1<' Irau's in Hlllt’ word vil- tl1<' “prnpznzatinn" llllf- ,wmv llnrtuatiun {rum uan'tnutli 1n Hi\\'l(mtll. linrlmlli int-awn'r'ina‘nls. Vlllrrvlnrt'. a typit'al Ht'Hllll rt'prt'st‘nting tl'n‘ Hli‘llll)'-.‘~'lill(‘ rvginn«it tln' dist‘liargw i$ generated tln'nugli a ('Hllf‘l'l'l‘ll signal averaging prucvdnro. ln addi-tiun. an in\'<'r.~i<n| prm't‘s.k i> appliul to lllt‘ (‘litii’d~a\'(‘ragvcl (lonsiti‘ H}]\\llHVlll in Ul'tlt'l'to lll)li1lll lllt’ lm'al dr'tmil)’ IK'I'llH‘lmllHIl. l‘llnvtnatiuns in lllt‘ HXH hignal arc: irt‘atvdas l'il’illp“ pi'wprirlinlml in tlic- lural (‘l(‘(‘ll‘Ull tmnpvratnrt‘. l’ll*\\'("\'t‘l'. strirtli‘ speaking,it zilw is a (‘llr,II‘(l*iI\'(‘I‘EIg(‘tl nicasnrt'mt-nt in additiun tn living a t"HIIl])ll('Hlt‘(l lnnt'tiunml (li'nsity and impurity t'unmntrations as‘ \‘mll 21> (‘l('(‘lI'U]] tt'niiwralnrw. ln l’igln'v '3.the niagnitndL-s rut» tln' lm‘al ('lvnsity and tcmpcratnrr Pt‘l‘llll‘llilllflllh at r * I'm; arvpluttvd against earl] ntltvr for \‘arinns Lllht'lléll'gt' (:unditinns. It is imimrtanl tn UlJH'I'H‘tliat Iln: tvmpvralurt' pi'rturlJatiun induu'd by ll]t‘5ét\\'ltltill1(liHI‘llIJIlIIH is ai't’onipanit-tlli_\' a dvnsiti‘ portnrlmtiun ml r'uinparalxlt‘ niagniludt'. altliungli [l](‘ I'élll' ml lllt'I‘L‘ttN‘ i~larger fur llll‘ dt'iwily pm'tul‘liatinn. At Hilliviently ltm’ plasma denhiliw. tlu- sawluutlid<-nsity purtnrliation ljt't'liIIN‘S small and (‘mnparalilo tn the llllH‘l't‘Ill dvtc-rliun [)llaH‘TltllM‘ lt'n'l \i'liili- 8X R Fé|\\'l(‘(‘lll arv ('lvnrli' HlN‘rVCd. Nntiu limrm'vr. tliat ll](‘ Illhgiti'tndw (it. dr'nsiti' pvrtnrlmtinn in (listliarg'pn with a law tint" 2.1!] and mi n,H (‘ltist‘ l<>llit‘ tll‘lltwlly limit i’lt‘viati‘ signilirantli' lruin llli‘ lr<'nd. rl"}'])i\"all_\'. A,” l *-

A," ' 3’. *7 (i'i at tln‘ iniiziin: iadink lhi‘ di>rliarxiw t'lisw‘nuwd in t|1i< i’mpt'r,



A cmnpar‘ison hetwc'on tho typical timo-ufflight ('harm'teristics of tht- heat andthv local (tonsil)~ pulse is Inadt‘ in Fignrv 3(a). for the TEXT discharge: I71 : BIJA‘C.
l7, : 2001.21. q“ n» 3.5. nm 3- Nimr'm’”. The (lulu arv quite Similar. suggvstingg thathunt and par'tic‘ivs art‘ tt'atbpnr'tmi tugrthvr HI HPflI’i} 1111' name I’HIC Withitt t‘I‘t'nt' hum.
'l'hv Iiiagnittidvs ut' DEW nml \[IF tit‘(itlt‘(‘(i from lill‘ sinpt-s 2111' if) mid 3.“!I12H‘Hr‘.
i'cspvt‘tivcllvi 'l‘ht‘st" \‘nhlcs ilt‘t’ huth lai‘gt‘r hy n i'ZtClttt’ (vii '._’ tn 3 than /J:”"/l tit‘(lll('k‘ti
i‘I‘tIHl thv «M‘illnting L’St5 putting t‘p‘l'iHIt‘lHSI niitl \yfli (lotlm'ett hwm tht~ >[t’2lti_\'*51?ll('
pmt't‘z' hztinnt't' t'étlt‘tilalinns“. Illilt‘ HOP IT‘SHIIF art' thntlght tn he intlit‘zttiw' Ht thw
stt-at'Jy—statt' (luv tr» tht'ir shm‘ timv Sfail‘ If” ”it ' 71;} filtti edgy hiding ('hm‘m'tvristit's.w . . ..\_< ! (ivt‘r(‘:1.<<‘>. thv it t" relatinnsht ) hn‘ th‘nsit‘,‘ (and [cm )(‘I‘l'lilli't‘ )UiH‘r “ritt’hmih'a I i . I i 5‘ .(it-Hutu l-tgmw 3th] (‘unipnrm twu (iiht‘itétfgt‘h \K'ilt‘l't' q,, is t'h'rttigm] {rum 3.5 Inv '2.” ht ittrt‘vnbinq If. (rum ’2”!t to "3Uk3\. IiiiN‘ (it"nsity am] tvmpt‘t‘ztttti't‘ tiztt'rt dith'l‘Significantly firnm r‘m'h nthm‘ fur q“, -» Bit]. whcrvas the >10pt‘5 for (In = 2,3 arr hzwivall)‘th¢- samv. 'I'his im’limtv; that ”W heat mu] th‘nsit)‘ [)tliSt'[1HlHHgt'Ttii!it15t‘tittt at themmw ratv whmi q” is as hm; Eh », 2t).
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data (for reasons mentioned earlier). In addition. the diffusive model used for saw-tooth ‘heat pulse propagation neglects the density perturbation when solving the heatequation. This may introduce appreriable errors as the density perturbation is compa—rahle in magnitude to the temperature perturbation in Contrast,7 the dillusive modelemployed ll 11‘ satvttmth density pulse prt.»pagation is rornpletelv deeonpletl from tem—
perature el‘tertsl. Finally. it remains to be determined through more detailed analysis
whether or not a density perturbation can significantly efit‘t't estimates of \f”.

In summary, we observe that the temperature perturbation generated from thesawtooth crash is typically accompanied by a density perturbation of comparable magnitude. Both the density and the [enmerature perturbations are. found to be trans—ported out through the confinement zone of the TEXT tokamak in a manner consistentwith a dittusivv process. The magnitudes and the scalings of Di”) and \fui are foundto be similar but distinctively (litterent from their steady—state Counterparts. However.as qa is lowered from m 3.0 to a 2.0. gradual separation of the heat and density pulsepropagation is observed.

'l‘his research is supported by the 11.3. Department of Energv. through contractNo. DEA(1157813153043.
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Figure. 1. Raw densitfla) and SXRUJ) sawtooth signals from a. discharge with BT :20/7021“ : 30016.4,itw : 31013671173. Channel spacing ofthc interferometer and SXRarray is 3cm and 1.3011, respectivelv, The plasma beyond 7‘ : 7150171 is inaccessibleto the interferometer due to port constraints.
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HEAVY ION BEAM PROBE MEASUREMENTS OF SPACE POTENTIALAND ELECTROSTATIC FLUCTUATIONS IN TEXT WITH ARESONANT MAGNETIC FIELD*

P. M. Schoch, .l. S. DeGrassiel, T. E. Evansl, R. L. l-lickoek, G. L. Jackson].S. C. McCoolZ. A. .l. WoottonZ. X. Z. Yang3.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180
1 G. A. 'l‘echnologies. inc., San Diego, CA 92138
3 Fusion Research Center, University of, Austin. TX 787123 Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica. Beijing. PRC.

A heavy ion beam probe (HIBP)[1] has been trsed to measure the plasmaequilibrium space potential (1’ (relative to the vacuum vessel ground), and properties of thenormalized fluctuating density component n/n. The results were obtained during ohmicheating discharges on TEXTI2], a tokamak with major radius R :1m and minor radius a :0.26m defined by a poloidal ring limiter. We report the effects observed on both theseparameters when externally applied resonant fields are used to produce a mixture ofmagnetic islands and stochastic regionslB]. Most of the results were obtained with aplasma current In : 300KA. a toroidal field Ba) x ET, and a line of sight average density Tit.: 2x10l9m‘3.

The resonant fields are produced using discrete poloidal saddle coils placed aroundand outside the vacuum vessel. For the experiments described here the dominant toroidalmode number n = 3, with multiple poloidal mode numbers m z 7. An example of thecalculated field structure is shown in Figure 2b), which is also discussed later withreference to Figure 2a). The extent of the individual magnetic island structures is shown atthe toroidal location of the l-llBP tor a saddle coil current In : 4KA (flux surface averaged<lbrl/Btp> :: 0.05% at the limiter radius). The figure is drawn for a restricted range ofpoloidal tingle 8 and radius 1' . corresponding to the area which is diagnosed by the HIBP.The rn numbers of the islands are given on the right—hand ordinate. Islands with m : +1through 7 are seen: higher m numbers exist btrt for clarity are not shown. The islands withm/n : 7/2 and 6/2 overlap, producing stochastic regions. Increasing 1h produces furtherisland overlap and larger stochastic regions: reversing I}, interchanges island X and 0points. Profile measurements show '1‘C and IVTJ are reduced in the region affected by theperturbing fields (p > 0.7). but Ti and no are reduced by < 20%.

The equilibrium plasma potential (I). obtained without the resonant lields, is shownby the 0 symbols in Figure la) as a function of flux surface coordinate p (,0 2 1corresponds to the limiter position, p :0 the plasma axis). The results were obtained overa range ofpoloidal angles 8. Uncertainties in the absolute values of (I), a result of errorsin the heavy ion beam energy calibration. are removed by normalizing the HIBP results tothe results obtained from Langmuir probes with p >l,\vhere Q) >0. For p < 0.95, (I) < 0.and the radial electric field Er : ~4000Vm‘l. Such a potential well has been previously



observedH]. and shown to be compatible with the ion momentttm balance equation:

Zilel in [E,- + veBtp—vteJ » Vpi = 0

where subscripts 8. (,0 refer to poloidal. toroidal coordinate, pi is the ion pressure. in the
ion density, and Zilet the ion charge. In Figure la) the expected potential from Vpi (labeled
<10t and from veBg) (labeled (We) are shown, assuming that ve is given by the
neoclassical expression [5], in = as. and CDVPtp21) : ¢Vetp=li : 0. As noted
previouslyl-l], the contribution from the theoretical (We is small. and no toroidal rotation
(t :0) is needed to explain the results tie. 0) a: @VP for p > 0.7).

Figure lb) shows the spatial variation of the change in potential AQD following
application of the resonant fields. Two cases LLI'C shown: Ih = ZKA (broken line) and lh =
4KA (solid line). With 1h > 1.5KA (the value where island overlap and stochasticity
onsets) A<l> increases. The largest change to 13,- is at the edge. pcmtlh) < p < l. where
pariah) : 0.9 corresponds approximately to the position within which there is no island
overlap (i.e.. there is no island overlap for p < pun). With 1h: 4KA Figure la).
I symbols, shows the resulting value ¢ : 150V for p > 0.6. Such a profile would be
consistent with the ion momentum balance with vrp : 0. V9 2 0 only if the ion pressure
gradient is flattened for p > 0.75. This is inconsistent with the limited Titr) and ”cm
profile results. The region where Er > 0. normally restricted to p > 0.95. is expanded to p
> 0.85, i.e. in the stochastic layer and behind the limiter. No evidence of structure
associated with the. presence of the computed coherent magnetic islands has been found.

The HlBP is also used to measure properties of the density fluctuation levels. In
particular n/n(r.8,(t)). with frequency 03/e between 0 and SOOKHZ, has been found with
and without the resonant fields applied. Without resonant fields u/n (integrated over (i) and
k) is poloidally uniform to within 10% for 8 between 0 and 65" (00 corresponds to the
outer equator. 900 to the top), and decreases from n/n : 0.16 at p =1 to z 0.0] at p = 0,
Figure 2a) shows contours of the fractional change AUl/lll/(IlO/tlo) with lh:4l(A, with
subscript o referring to values with no perturbing field. lh 2 ()KA. Figure 2b) shows the
computed extent of individual magnetic islands at the location of the measurements of
Atri/nvt’nO/nO). Poloidal asymmetries are seen, with increases in 11/11 of up to 609’}:
correlating with island X points and decreases of 20% corresponding with island 0 points.
If the electrostatic turbulence driven particle flux is also increased at the X points, this will
act to reduce the density gradients in this region. Test particle models of particle transport
in the mixed magnetic island and stochastic regions should include this effect.

The phase velocity vph between two points poloidally separated by :_cm has also
been found. At p = 0.7, vph z 3.2x103ms’l in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, and



is unaffected by the resonant t‘ields. However. at p : 0.92 the resonant fields (111 = 4KA)
chance vph from 2: 3.8x10-‘ms’l in the electron diamagnetic drift direction to
~ 2 .7x103 111s'1 in the ion drift direction: i.e.. in the stochastic edge the propagation
direction is reversed. These values me not consistent with either the electron diamagnetic
drift velocitv v (C1 < 2 x103ms'1 (electron drift direction) or the sum 01‘tlhe electron 111111 and
neoclassical poloidal rotation velocity (Vdc + van“) < 2 .5x103ms 1 (electron drift
direction1.

111 conclusion the presence of externally applied resonant magnetic fields changes
E1 in the stochastic edwe region Here the plasma potential channes from (1) < O to (I? > (1.
While the results without perturbing fields are consistent with the small neoclassical
poloidal \elocity and no toroidal rotation this is not the case with the perturbing tields
The dcnsitv fluctuation levelln/n is increased 11eru magnetic island‘11 points and decreased
near island 0 points. The phase velocity of the fluctuations in the poloidttl direction is
affected hy the presence of a stochastic layer, changing from the normal electron
diamagnctic to ion drift direction. The phase velocities are not consistent with the
assumption of neoelassical poloidal rotation and no toroidal rotation

5‘ Work performed under contract for the Department of Energy.
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OBSERVATION OF ANOMALOUS ION HEATING IN THE TJ - I
TOKAMAK

B. lI‘TQ, C. Hidalgo, B. GarciaCastafier, C. Pardo and TJ—l Group
Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT. 2‘l040 Madrid. Spain

INTRODUCTION

The ion temperature is being studied in the TH tokamak by two independent methods,
charge exchange (CX) and Doppler spectroscopy (DS). the latter with spatial resolution.
The main motivation was initially to support impurity confinement studies in this tokamak
(l). where we have found that ion energy and particle confinement times seem to be linked,
and deserves a more detailed study. The present work is mainly oriented to study and try to
understand the anomalous behaviour of central impurity temperatures as a function of
density in the TJ—l tokamak. In addition, renewed interest in experimental ion temperature
profiling in tokamaks has been motivated by the finding that experimental and theoretical
profiles Show significant discrepancies (2), and so invalidating the conventional method
used to perform ion power balance in tokamaks.

EXPERIMENTAL

Measurements herein presented have been carried ottt in the TH tokamak ( R: 30 cm,
a = 9.5 cm) which has been operated for this experiment with plasma currents around
40 kA, toroidal field between 1 and 1.5 T, and line averaged electron densities between 0.5
and 3 E I} car}. The central ion temperature has been measured by a neutral spectrometer
which samples the neutral energy distribution along a line of sight formin<y 300 with the
tokamak major radius and contained in the equatorial plane. It is a monochannel apparatus
in which parallel plates are swept by a rapid high voltage ramp allowing one to scan the
neutral energy range of interest iii a few milliseconds. The optical monochromator performs
impurity linewidth measurements, using a refractor plate, along any selected plasma chord.
Both scans are synchronized at a preprogrammed time of the tokamak discharge ttsing
an electronic method described in ref. (3). Doppler measurements were made using two
different lines belonging to 'l‘l—I central ions: CV 2271 A and CVl 5292 A.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows Doppler temperatures, obtained with the CV 2271 A line, and CK
temperatures as a function of electron plasma density. A noticeable discrepancy is Observed
at the lower densities. Whereas the CX temperature increases slightly on increasing density.
following basically the Artsimovich law, the Doppler temperature decreases on increasing
density.

It should he noted that the anomalous heating effect observed at the lower densities
takes place only in impurity ions but not in protons. This result suggests that we are not
seeing an anomalous heating mechanism similar to that reported in references (—1) and (5‘).
On the other hand, this anomalous effect is observed with the same intensity for lines
originating in low and highly excited levels. Consequently, it is difficult to attribute it to
anomalous broadening. i.e. a quasirstatic Stark effect due to nonahennal electric field
fluctuations (6). Part of the broadening could be due to gross mass motion and
microturbulence at the centre. This possibility, which could be ruled out if measurements
with ions of different charge to mass ratio were available. cannot be complctly discarded,
but it seems unlikely since it is independent of how the machine is operated.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between central ion temperatures Fig. 2. Charge exchange losses that give
obtained by C'X and DS in a TJ-l density scan. account of temperature. discrepancy.

An alternative interpretation of the present results can be based on the distinct influence
of charge exchange loss processes on protons and high Z impurity ions. in a plasma in
which the proton impurity thermalization time is not negligible compared with particle



confinement time. We have studied whether the consequences of this hypothesis are
consistent with the other tokamak data. Assuming that the impurity and proton energy
confinement times are roughly equal. the ratio of impurity to proton temperatttre would be
given by:

where c and Qei are the power densities, at the plasma centre, for charge exchange and
electron—ion heat transfer procceses respectively. From this simple formula and using
experimental data, the ratio c/Qei can be estimated. Figure 2 shows the results of this
analysis. To judge the correctness of this view, we have determined with a consistent
procedure Qei) in order to obtain the absolute value of c: and then to deduce the
consistent central neutral densities which would account for this loss term. This simple
model gives account of the order of magnitude of the neutral concentration at the centre,
from 2 to 5 E 9 cm‘3; but it does not predict its relative electron density dependence. From
CX data, the ratio of neutral density at the lowest and highest densities has been estimated
to be 10. This discrepancy suggests that in addition to the aforementioned charge exchange
contribution, other mechanisms should be considered; e.g., a different convection loss term
for impurities and protons.

The most puzzling point to account for is why this effect has not been observed in other
plasmas with the same collisionality regime as TJ-l (plateau for protons and Pfirsch-Sltiter
for impurities). We believe that the reasons are as follows: a) few comparisons are reported
in the literature between central ion temperatures measured by two independent techniques
covering a density range like that in this work: b) due to the electron temperature range of
TH plasmas (typically 300 eV) and its small radius, we can detect, in the visible and near
UV range, lines belonging to central ions which make this type of study possible; 0) a
practical point that has proved to be important in TJ-l to unambigously detect this effect, has
been to take data along several chords around the expected position of the magnetic axis. In
TJ—I, like in many others, we do not have a fine tuning of the vertical position, so in
practical tokamak operation the ion temperature peaking position has been the sole sensitive
diagnostic for small, but relevant for these measurements, vertical plasma displacements. In
Fig. 3, we present two ion temperature profiles obtained by spatially scanning the linewidth



of the 5292 A line of CV1. The central hottcr line can be empirically controlled by adjusting.
using a trial and error procedure, the radial field.
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Fig. 3. Ion tcmpcraturc profiles (CV1 5292 A) for two diffcrcnt settings of the radial field, 8 on left
and 12 on right (a. u.).

In conclusion, an anomalous central impurity ion temperature behaviour has been
observed in the TJ—l tokamak. The different influence of chiu‘gc exchange and Convection
losses for protons and impurity ions have been propos to explain the effect.
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FLUCTUATION STUDIES IN THE TJ-I TOKAMAK

C.Ilidalgo, A.P.Navarro, M.A.Pedrosa, L. Rodriguez R.
Asociacion ICURATOM / CIEMAT, 28040 MADRID, SPAIN
E. Anabitzu'te, EG. Bustamante, M.A.G. Calderon, J.M. Senties

Fae, Ciencias, UNIV. CANTABRIA, 39005 SANTANDER, SPAIN

INTRODUCTION
The role ofvturbulence in tokamak confinement properties is an important topic that

concentrates many efforts, both in the theoretical and experimental area, trying to correlate
fluctuations in different plasma magnitudes with plasma confinement properties (I, and
reference there in).

In this paper an attempt to correlate the particle confinement time value and
electrostatic fluctuations in the Tl-l tokamak (R0 : .3 m, a = .l m,BT S 1.5 T, Ip S 75 kA)
is presented. By measuring density and floating plasma potential fluctuations, with
Langmuir probes at the plasma edge, and deducing from these measurements the total flux
of particles leaving the plasma due to electrostatic fluctuations, we try to infer if these losses
are enough to explain the particle confinement properties of the device or other fluxes,
probably due to electromagnetic turbulence, must be invoked, A microwave reflectometer
has been used to determine the electron density and its fluctuations with radial resolution as
additional information and as verification for the probe measurements.

PROBE MEASUREMENTS
Density and floating potential fluctuations have been studied by means of a square

array ( 2 x 2 mm.) of four Langmuir probes. The array can be introduced in the discharge
up to 1 cm outside the chamber wall, that in TJ—l acts as toroidal limiter along the equatorial
midplane. Position of the array is 2.5 cm above this plane, in the outer part of the torus.
Two probes were biased 65 V into the ion saturation regime to determine density
fluctuations. The remaining two probes were unbiased in order to measure the floating
potential at two different poloidal positions.

The electronic system used in these measurements has a 300 KHz bandwidth. Data
acquisition was accomplished by using a four channel camac module, (LC8210), with 8 KB
memory per channel. Data were digitized at a 500 KHZ sampling rate. Conventional FFT
was used for data analysis.

Traces for plasma current intensity, Hot and Langmuir probes, working in saturation
and without bias, fora typical T17] discharge are shown at Fig. 1.
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Figure 2 (a,b) shows power spectra for density and potential signals obtained during 4 ms
of the discharge, 6 ms after discharge initiation They have been determined neglecting
electron temperature fluctuations. Data were analysed in 1 his time slices and averaged for
the “luflc pertod- DENSITY srtctaun
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Coherence between density and potential fluctuations is presented at Fig.2c. There is a
moderate coherence for frequencies below 30 KHZ, and very low at higher ones. Density in
the surroundings of the probes was calculated from the saturation current and it is in the
order of 0.2 — 0.5 x1012 uni-3.

An estimate of the particle confinement time due to electrostatic fluctuations can be
made from the total particle flux F, given by (2):

. Kan) . . NdFtco) = ‘13—” Eyll¢(m)l » sm empow- n- (15, (103
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where K((D), YWW) , 9 man) are the average wavenumber, coherence and phase angle

between density and potential, reSpeetively. fl and (NP are the fluctuation r.m.s. values.
Fig.3 shows the speetrally resolved particle flux. Integrated for all the spectrum, a total flux
value of F = 6 x 1015 cm"2 s'] is determined from the probe data, assuming that the flux
is poloidally and toroidally symmetric.
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The particle confinement time is given by
tp z “e a / 2 P where n6 is the chord-average
density ( z 2 x 1012 cm'3 ), deduced from
reflectometry measurements, and a is the
plasma minor radius ( a = 9.5 cm ). The
obtained particle confinement time ( Tp = 3
ms) is, taking into account the uncertainties
for this estimation, in agreement with a
previous spectroscopic estimate of 17p , in
the order ofl ms (3).

REFLECTOMETRY MEASUREMENTS.
A swept microwave reflectometer working in the band 30-55 GHZ has been used in these
experiments to measure the radial profile of the electron density (4).

ne
(x1

0“1
2)

By keeping the frequency fixed during the
discharge, density fluctuations could be
detected at the position of the cutoff layer for
that particular frequency. Changing the
frequency, in a repetitive shot—to—shot basis,
the radial profile of those fluctuations was
deduced. Mode X propagation was selected
due to its higher sensitivity to fluctuations.
Fig. 4 shows the radial profile deduced from
the reflectometer data for the typical
discharge used in these experiments.

The radial dependence of the density fluctuations has been studied changing the.
reflectometer frequency in successive repetitive discharges. Results agree with probe
findings



about the decay of spectra with 03— 0t ( OL = 1.5 ) and its broadening when going deeper in
the plasma.

40 Also these measurements suggest , that the
level of density fluctuations is not only
important at the plasma edge but inside the
discharge, probably due to the presence of a
high MHD level of fluctuations, as it is
shown at the figure 5 where the amplitude,
in the reflectometer signal spectra, at the
frequency of the MHD activity, is plotted. A

0 . dominant component with the maximum at
30 40 50 half the plasma radius appears for thatFrequency (GHz) frequency.
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SUMMARY
Density fluctuations have been measured in the 'l'J—l tokamak by Langmuir probes and

microwave reflectometry. Consistency in the experimental observations have been obtained:
frequency spectra broadens when going inside the discharge and high frequency
dependence can be fitted by P((u) = of 0‘ ( 0t 2 1.5 i" 0.5).

Combining these measurements with floating potential fluctuations an estimation of the
particle confinement time due to electrostatic turbulence was made. Its value could suggest
that particle confinement in TJ—l is mainly determined by this kind of turbulence
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PLASMA DISRUPTIONS IN TOKAMAK TBR—l
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Abstract: Disruptive instabilities were investigated by using soft x—ray
and pick—up coils diagnostics.$awteeth parameterswere obtained.Majordisrup
tions were caused by m/n=7/1 and 1/1 modes coupling while an ergodization
region between q=2 and q:3 islands would develop a minor disruption.

Internal (sawteeth)and external(minorand major)disruptionsvmre idcnt
ified in the discharges of the small tokamak TBR—l(maiilparsmetres:R.=0.3Um
a=0.0bm BL=4.OT and I =lUkA, with discharges duration ranging up to7gnsllwo
basic diagnostics werz used: one composed by 20 magnetic pick~up coils l
(16 equally Spaced in the poloidal direction and A in the toroidal direc —
tion) and another one to detect the soft x—ray emission from the plasma.The
soft x~ray system has six surface barrier detectors(ORTEC CR 19~SO—100)
placed inside an imaging camera, each one of them viewing a chord of the
plasma column through a polyprOpilene covered slot.

Typical observed sawteeth oscillations are shown in fig. 1—b.Their per—
iod is T213Ous and no transients are verified in the loop voltage(£ig.1—e)
during the sawteeth crashes. They show the expected m=1 oscillations super—
imposed to them.

The predicted time for the sawteeth crashes, accordinglyto UieKadom —
tsev's model(3), wuulclhe 1C218us.The experimental[measurements at the lBR—l
agree quitewellwiththisvaluepxceptforhighZeffdischarges,whenthe crash
time almost triplicate. In this latter case the sawteeth falls are smooth
showing up the presence of m=I/n=| oscillations in all its waydown([ig.2~cz
rather than a very sharp decay as it is usually observed (figs.Z—a and 2—bL

The 1/1 mode does not always increase in amplitude,while thesawtoothis
rising up. lnstead,it is usually observed the maintenance of the amplitude
level and in some cases even a decrease is found out (fig. 2).

Comparisons of the sawteeth periods with thosepredieted byscaling laws
were also done. Estimations obtained by using the expressions from rafs (3)
and (4 )give T287us and [£210ns, respectively,while the experimental values
ranged from lUOus to 170ns.

Another experimental feature is related to the observationof asawtooth
relaxion, occuring more to the end of the diseharge,givenplaee toeistrong
1/] oscillation.Future investigations shall be Carried tun:to verify if this
behaviour is really caused by current profile modifications leading to q(0)>1.

The major disruptions at the TBR—l discharges,witl13.0:qnia.0, are Cha—
racterized by a very noticeable growing precursor mhd activity,a negative
spike in the loop voltage and a small displacement of the plasma column to—
wards the inner part of the torus.The typical duration of the disruptive
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event is TDEZOOus. lhe perturbed poloidal field ratio ,1ight beforcthe OCCUI
rence or the negative Spike, is Bo/Bfi 7 and the precursor oscillationgrowthrate Langes from 1, x 103 s to 8 ,9x H)” 51. The Fourie1 analysis of the po—
loidal magnetic pick—up coils signals showed that 2/1 is always UM dominant
and responsible mode [or the analysed disruptive events. A p1ecursor 3/3nmdt
p1edicted in some theories 5) has not been observed before the disruptions.

Calc:ulations made about the q=2/1 resonant magnetirz surfacelocalization
and the half—width of its cor1esponding islandsifi) showed that there is no
possibility of their interaction with the limiter. On the other l1and ,the 2/1
and 1/1 mode coupling could he a 1ealistic mechanismttUUl1whichthe dis—
ruptive instability would initiate This is so betcause the f1equencies of
these modes change and, prior to the negative spike, the 1/1 oscillationsin
the soft x—ray signals are often observed to have the same frequency of the
2/1 mode, as it is shown in fig. 3.

The TBR—1 device has not yet a feed—hack plasma position controlling
system to prevent the column to wander around the toroidalgeometric center
Whenever the best value of the vertical field is not achieved, it is very
usual to obtain short discharges like the one p1esented at fig.4 , where a
sequence of minor disruptions is obse1ved.11 the iight field (auditions
are settled, longer discharges(4— 7ms)are obtained and onlx two or thiee
minor disruptions are obseivedduring or right after the plasmacurrent rise.

Fourier analysis indicateLs that the dominanLZ/l or3/1 modess,separetely,
are the main precu1sor modes associated with this kind of disruption.Their
growth rate is 5x 101with ég/BQEZZ,typically.

Sometimes a precursor 1/1 oscillation canlnrdetected by soft x— 1ay diag-
nostic system but it is much more frequent to observe the complete absence
of such mode prior to a mi_nor disruption Therefore, the 2/1 and 1/1 mode
coupling mechanism can not be satisfactorilyaccounted to beresponsible for
these disruptures.

Again calculating the location and htlllfewidth orthe q=Zand (1:315lands
it was shown that a direct interaction with the limiter should bedisearded.
In this way, the most probable mechanism associatedxvith theininor disruptions
CUU(ElDS an interaction between 2/1 and 3/1 modes through anergodization of
the magnetic field lines as proposed Llsewhere

in ”lBR—1 the 1/1 mode amplitudedoes notalways increase during asawtooth
period and, for high Zeff discharges, this mode is Observed during the saw—
teeth crashes. Major disruptions wereLpreceeded by 1/1 and 2/11nodes (touplinu
while minor disruptions seems to berelated to theumunetic surfaces break——un
*Partially supported by CNPq.
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THE POWER DEPENDENCE OF TE LN Tl 1E H—MODE OF ASDEX

F. Wagner, 0. Gruber. O.Gcln‘e, K. Lackner, ER. Muller, and A. Stiiblei‘

Max-Planckdnstitut fur Plasmaphysik
EURA'I‘OM Association, D—8046 Giuching. Fed. Rep. otGermany

INTRODUCTION: The global energy confinement time I a of H-mode plasmasis found in ASDEX to be power independent for hydrogen injection intodeuterium plasmas / 1 /. DUI—D reports the same behaviour tor deuteriuminjection into deuterium plasmas / 2 /. These findings are contrary to thosefrom JET / 3 / and JET-2M / 4 /. where degradation of IE in the H-niode isobserved as in the L—mode. This causes great uncertainty in predictingH—mode confinement of next - generation tokamak experiments. In this paperwe try to analyze the power dependence of IE in the quiescent H—mode. H’ incomparison with regular H-mode results. The Hit—mode. may display theintrinsic H-mode confinement properties because ELMs do not additionallycontribute to the energy losses. The power scaling studies of JET were donewithout ELMs, but the published results of ASDEX and DIN—l) were obtainedwith ELMs.

POWER SCALING OF I TN THE Hit-MODE: Under the conditions I =0.32MA.Bt=22T power scans in tie quiescent H-mode were possible in ASDFBX both forHO— and D07 injection into deuterium plasmas in the restricted power range of1.75 S PNT S 3.5 MW. Without ELMs an additional difficulty in the IE analysisarises because the Ht-phase does not reach the steady state. During the beampulse the lit-phase is terminated by a thermal quench caused by largeimpurity radiation which finally matches the power input. 1 globally as well aslocally in the plasma centre J and which initiates an intermediate l_.vphase / 5 /.The duration of the Hit—phase depends on the heatingr power and increasesfrom 95ms at 1.75MW to 125ms at 3.5MW. During?T the H‘“-phase the particlecontent increases linearly at a rate corresponding to 2—3 times the beamfuelling. The impurity radiation increases nearly exponentially After theH”"-transition. [3 ) increases once more owing to the improved confinement;when the impurity radiation starts to affect the. energy balance, tip rolls overand decreases already during the l'I"“-phase.
Because of the non-steady—state conditions and the central radiation issue. theIE analysis was done in three steps: IE is evaluated according to IE ‘ ’= E HPtot ~ (IE /dt ) to correct for the lack of stationarity. These values allow thecomparison with those from other experiments. In a second step the followingrelation is used:

‘ tr _i prad (p) pdpdrrE<2)=rE(1)-ii— ............................ j- 1])
tr t pheat (p) pdpdr



Equ. ll) corrects for the radiation power emitted in the radial zone where the
radiation - and heating power densities overlap. Mere edge radiation does not
lead to a correction, The. IEl ) values should represent the actual transport
properties of the quiescent H*-mode. There is a certain arbitrariness in the
choice of ”3(2) as it is strongly varying with time. In a final step, full transport
analysis ( using TRANSP l is done for two H‘“-discharges, the one with the
lowest and the one with the highest heating power, to have a further check on
the data and the analysis.
Figure 1 shows the power dependence of the global confinement times 1713(1) and
I (3) in the Hit-mode, evaluated as described above in comparison with 1: r

va ues of the regular H—inode with ELMs. As H-phases with ELMs reach
steady state. IE is calculated in this case simply from TE = E / Ptot' While the
l-l—mode does not show any distinct power dependence ( IE (ms) : 52.2'P
lMWl‘O'OS) with H0 into D+. the quiescent H-mode does. The following power
dependence is obtained for the H*- phase ( based, howeygru on 4 data points
only M: TEl1l=86'P'O-45 ibl‘ H0 into 13+ and 1313(1): 132 oP-O- In for D0 into 13+. The
curve in Fig. 1 is the power fit to the D0 into D+ cases; the horizontal line
guides the eye to the results obtained with ELMs.
Figure 2 shows the time dependence of IE as obtained from the full transport
analysis and of IE” l. The confinement times are plotted from the OH—phase
into the L— and finally into the H*—phase. The results are. shown for the extreme
power cases, The TE values in Fig 2 are obtained taking into account the
radiation losses and correspond to IE( ) as obtained from equ.( l/ 5 /.
In summary we also find in ASDEX a power dependence ofTE in the quiescent
H*-mode as in JET. As such a dependence is not observed in the regular
H~mode. it can be speculated that IE in this case is predominantli determined
by the energy losses caused by ELMs superimposed on the heat trap port losses
so that the overall confinement time is power—independent. We iall try to
analyze this possibility in the following.

THE EFFECT OF ELMs ON THE GLOBAL CONFINEMENT: As ELMs are an
external mode. the global confinement is affected Figure 3 shows a discharge
where quiescent phases follow those with ELMs. As soon as ELMs set in. the
particle and energy contents decrease It is difficult to assess the energy losses
perjELM. From the changes in slope of the [5p trace in Fig. 3 we conclude that
T (“EL (representing the ELM losses) is about 110 ms.
T 1e energy lost at an ELM can be determined in three ways: All ca}: be
measured direct by using the equilibrium coils, which are placed Within ihe
vacuum vessel and which have sufficient time response. Typically 5 ‘7? of the
energy content is lost by an ELM. Another possibility is to determine the energy
loss via the effect of an ELM on the plasma profiles. For n(; and Te continuous
measurement is possible. An ELM affects both InP and Te from the plasma edge
to about 1‘ = 15 cm. The relative amplitude increases with radius for 119 and T6
in about the same way with Ane / ne : .r.’\Te / Te = 10% at r:30cni.(0n the
assumption that the T1 profile is affected in the same way by an ELM, we can
integrate the energy loss and conclude that about 8 ‘Z= of the energy is lost. A
final possibility to evaluate the energy loss of an ELM is by measuring the
power flux into the divertor chamber onto the target. plate. This measurement
is rather inaccurate and can only serve as a consistency check. Typically an
ELM leads to power deposition at the target plate with a peak power density of
about 1 kVV/cmz and a width of about 4 cm. The duration of increased energy
loss during an ELM is approximately 0.4 ms; the energy loss is assessed to



”(7‘3

about 10 kJ in rough agreement with the other estimates. The particle loss per
ELM is typically 1 ' 1019 corresponding to ANC / NE. 2 5%.
The repetition time of ELMs depends somewhat on the heating power. At low
power ELMs appear erratically and the ELM pefiod fluctuates. At high power,
ELMs appear in a more regular form and the repetition time becomes constant
at about 6 ms. It was not possible to determine the amplitude distribution of
the ELMs. The low-power, high—frequency ELMs are clearly smaller in
amplitude, Assuming a constant. ELM amplitude of AE / E of 6‘74 and a
repetition time tELM = 6 ms and superimposing these losses onto the transport
losses ( see Fig.1 ) we can (calculate the power dependence of the global
confinement time: I C = rElZl'l + AF] / E ° t . M'l. The results calculated in
this way are also plEtted in Fig. 1. They rougll—i y agree with the measured IE
data obtained with ELMs.

SUMMARY: First the global energy confinement time is shown to decrease
with power when the l-l-mode is operated in the quiescent H—phase as in «JET .
This conclusion is drawn, however, from a rather weak experimental basis
because of our limitations in operating the H-mode without ELMs . It is shown
that the lack of power dependence in the regular HAmode with ELMs could be
due to the power—dependent microscopic transport losses being superimposed
on those caused by ELMS.
The ratio between TE in the quiescent H—mode ofASDEX and JET (both with D0
-> 13+) is about 20, which is a factor of 2 more than the ratio of the currents,
indicating an additional size. scaling given approximately by the major radius.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

FIG. 1 Global energy confinement time in the quiescent (H*) and the regular
(H) H-mode with ELMs versus heating power. The curve is a power fit
to the D0 —> D‘l' case, the horizontal line guides the eye to the
H-cases with H0 -> D+- The circles are calculated from the H0 -> D+
IE values with the radiation correction.

FlG.2 Energy confinement time (TE) and replacement time (T JlZlJ of two 11*
discharges with different heating powers, as obtained 350m TRANSP.

FIGB Line - density 116, divertor H radiation and [31301 for a discharge with
intermittent quiescent and IfiJM - active phases.
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TRQNSPORT ANALYSIS OF THE L-TO‘H TRANSITION IN ASDEX BY COMPUTER SIMULATION

G. Becker

Max—Planckulnstitut far Plasmaphysik
EURATOM Association, D—SOUB Garching

A.STRACT: The tranS port properties and ideal ballooningsqtability
during the L-phase and a burst free period at the be ginning of the ll -phaso
are oxplored by computer modelling. It is found that the diffusivities Xe
and D are reduced in the stlep gradient zone by a typical factor of six a
few ms after the H—transition. Local trana port in the inner plas ma improves
at an early stage by a factor of about two. Prior to and after ti: hrtran-
sition both electrons and ions are in the banana regime. Ideal ballooning
modes are shown to be stable everywhere, including the edge zone.

TNTRODUCTIONzThe first H—regime 3tudi-es /l, 2, 3/ already revealed
that the L-to-H transition starts at the plaoma edge and that processes
near the separatrix are of crucial importance. At present, the roles of the
divertor chamoor, SCdE"f layer and .3tccp gradient zone in t.ho H-mode
transition are utill poorly understood. in order to get more insight, Sim—
ulations Gt ASDEX discharges are carried out by modified versions of the

1LIIJR predictive transport code ’3, 5/. The code is appropriato For ana-
lysing edge proce cs since it includes a sorapt-off layer model and runs
with a non-equidistant radial grid capable of resolving the very steep
drnaity and temperature gradients closc to the soparatrix (rS : 40 cm).
flnomalous energy and particle fluvrw are modelled by iical (flux—surface-

ompirical electron h t diffusivities Xe: diffusion coeffi—
and lard drift vclOCi 3 vin- The condit ions and proces::

Dr to and at the H—transition are studied, with special attcntion
paid to the plasma peripheiy. Computed time drvolopments of electron den*

and temperature profiler and ho,a poloiddl are cumpnrod with mennured
its. The sc.irch for criti. cal pnramcters which mjtht trigr~r the H"
is being cont: nued. .helf-tonsistcnt modelling of the pro<

divertor 111d

node
305 in the

'érape-Off' piasa m1: ”7/ is not attrmpted, since sufficient
reliable inforr ion is lacking.

‘iRAHSUURT B IZAVIUUH OF THE INTERIOH AND EVER FLA
with line av3raged donsity fie = 3.‘ t 10‘3 cm'S,
RA, toroidc; magnetic Field Rt w 1.17
3.N5 MW (H°9D+) is analysed (see F1 1). The diochnrge SHOWS} a relativ
late L-to-H transition at t* : l.2;; s Saccecded by a burutATree period of
35 ms. Both fie and Bila almost reac h a nturntod t~state and quickly
during the quiescunt H phaue. The time developmcnts or electron temp
and donsity profiles meufiurcd hy puriodic multichanncl Thonyi' senttort
(circlaal are presented in FiL The solid curvr i-c modolled

.3 Xe\P) and Vin : 333 rxrw cm 3"

"NA: Ah H-diSDhn
. current T5 :

T and neutral injection powor Mi =
E-
l

‘dturr

with the ”§(r) ilven in Pi:A; 5
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q-DEPENDENT, H-MODE-LIKE PHENOMENA IN TFTR

R. Budnv. M. Bell. M. Bitter. C. Bush. H. F. Dylla. A. B. Ehrhardt. R. Fonck.E. liredr‘ickson. R. Goldston. B. Grek. H. Hendel. K. Hill. B. Howell. H. Hsuan.K. Jaehnig. D. Johnston. S. Kilpatn'ck. R. linize. D. l\"l1msll€ld. D. McCune.K. McGuire. S. S. Medley, W. Morris.a T. Murphy. H. Park. A. Ramsey.J. Seliivell. S. Scott. B. Stratton. G. Tylor. M. Ulrickson. M. C. Ztintstorff.and S. sweben
Plasma Physics Laboratory. Princeton University. Princeton.New Jersey 08543. USA

Several experiments were performed in TFTR to attempt to achieve anH~mode using the toroidal inner limiter. 'l‘PTR was operated at low qwla'). withthe plasma current beinu ramped slowly during neutral beam injection. Thedischarges exhibited a (phenomenon which we call the "(-mode” when qwtaipassed close to low—orjer rational numbers such as 3. Tie electron densityprofile broadened. while the Da emission detected at some of the viewsdecreased abruptly. These constitute the signature of the q-mode.Plimmmenofagy - Figure 1 shows plasma conditions for a q—modedischarge where 9 MW of DO beam power were cosinjected into D'r alasmafrom 2 to 4 s. The chord—integral electron density increases at 3.1 s when the1tralnsition1 occurs. Concurrently. the D“ emission decreases and qwta) decreaseswe ow 3. J. '

_ iw ‘ (MW-«at
.1 .j l ‘71' ; -\

T kl; Lai‘

Fig. 1 Overview of a discharge with a major radius of 233 cm. minorradius of 67 cm. and a tnmsition to the i/—niode ogcurring at 3.10 s. (at:chord-integral electron density. Du emission at 30 above the midplane.and . lasnia current: (b): safety factor. [5130111 . and the measured neutronpr0t uctton rate.

The DC emission from various chordal views. shown in Fig. 2. exhibit.en'odic mo ulation with different phases in the different views. The sum of theT)", signals dro s 30%. and then oscillates. The soft X—ray emission and thefluctuations of t ie poloidul magnetic field. 89. measured by some ol the Mirnovcoils have similarmodulations. These observations indicate a helical structure



Wail t‘ln‘
I ‘ u

- , i . rotating toroidally in the
q .. " co-direetion before 3.15 s? then
“"*' , l slowing down, and tinally

stopping or locking at 3.35 s.
The electron temperature

in the region ~ 1-8 cm lrom the
inner limi :r decreases and

mi .m—F;l—jt—?l——l:l _ flattens when the transition
L—~\~—.u1‘t,.‘ulll."allii.« L1 '_4‘" *~,fi/—~—H occurs and has modulations
”'75‘ __. I “‘ . fl . .7, i“. .1; Similar torthose of the ‘
22 a ll It .7" I. ‘3 _ fix " emissions. The ion temperature
. ‘i.lil..-A,.:(l.mz‘_'=-M e"-1 1_ rotile was measured by

, a. oppler broadening of photons
l i _ - . .

, y i # y from the Kg lines in N1 and
“ ’l-l\ \ . "‘ wr—f ‘ from the Charge—exchange3.5.1 _/ ‘g_ . I , ' 'no la: xii; 5.45 J recombination to C+3(n=7 -->

mm... n:6). The central ion
, . . tem erature decreases after the

Flg- 2 Doc 611115519115 (1010 Photons/ trangition. The electron density
rn~/S_/St) at one torgtfidal location With profile measured through
POIOIdfll 33154195 (a): Null”: 14’ (C): 7-3» vertical chords. broadens
and ldl: 0 above the mldplma and (5)? toward the int ‘r limiter. then
integrated Mlmo‘.’ C011 31.281131 (Tabla) rises alter the transition. but the
measured at the inner mi plane. at a Thompson scattering
torOidal angle _ll7 past that ot the Don measureme ‘t along the
measurements in the co-direction. midplane does Um show a

broadening near the limiter.
.The charge-exchange efflux of energetic ( ~ lO—lOO EeV) beam ions dro s

preCipitously alter the transition. Co-injection was used for most of tie
CKpCl‘IHlCnlS aimed at obtaining the q—mode. For these discharges. the central
toroidal rotation velocity. vglOt) decreases by ~ 5( ‘70 simultaneously with the
decrease in the frequency of the oscillations of the D emissions. Several
attempts with aplproxmiately balanced injection ant with slightly more
COtlllter-iDJECtH tian co-injection also resulted in the c -mode. but votOt) was
small and did not change significantly at the transition. z lso [313L113 decreased or
remained unchanged. unlike the co-injection cases.

The visible bremsstrahlung signal increased at the transition, ot‘ten ~
100% The radiated power profile measured by a bolometer array had a hollow
profile. with the radiating ring moving radially inward and becoming slightly
narrower after the transnion. The total radiated power was ~ l.5 NIVV and
decreased transiently ~ lO‘T'Er. then increased after the transition.

The q-mode has been observed in a variety of plasma conditions. The
neutral beam power threshold was ~ 6 MW. Most of the observations have
qw(a) = 3.03.5.2. and for these, lP is ~ 1-1.5 MA. Transitions were also. seen with
qwhi) _= 2.5-2.6. btit the signa ures were poor (wrth briet 190. transitions and
small increases in n3). Hints of transitions With qwta) ~ 4, 5. and 9 have been
seen with very small nc increases. . _ _ . _ _

The range in nC prior to the transition is limited. so neither upperunor
lower ne thresholds can be deduced trom the data. Usually no gaspulting
(except for a pre-till) was used,_ though several shots .Wlllt gas putts during
neutral beam injection had transitions. The discharge in Figures ‘l-Z had D3
gas-puffing of 40 Tl/s between 2.5 and 2.95 s. The lowest value or nE prior to



the transition was 3.4 x l019/m3.
Analysis - The Mimov coil signals were analysed to find resonant modes.During some q—mode discharges. slowly rotating modes were identified with theratio of the poloidal and toroidal periodicities, m/n being less than. butclose tot wta). For instance. a 3/l mode was identified for the discharge in Figs. 1—2.Tl‘he helicity ot' the mode agrees with the toroidal and polordal time delays for thevarious measurements of the modulations in the Da emissions. The intensity ofthe mode, indicated by the magnitude ol. the Be modulations, grew from thestart of the transition tuitil the mode appeared to stop or loch: at. ~ 3.25 s. Smallamplitudeloclted modes and modes wrth 1n> 3 are difficult to identityaccurately tn TFTR. so possibly all of the transrtions had locked modes near thelast closed flux (LCF) surface with m/n < (hula).
Detailed transport analysis was done with the TRANSP code. Values forthe energy transport coet’licrents. x6 and Xi were calculated from the observedTs and Ti profiles. and the heat convection multiplier was assumed to be 3/3.ne wall recycling ionization rate was calculated with the neutrals code DEGASusing the Du measurements.L This rate was used in TRANSP to calculate thedeuterium confinement time ID and the wall recycling coefficient, R.The calculated (1‘ (r) protiles and the torordal current density profiles mmwere used to calculate the radial eigenfunctions of the resistive linear tearingmode. The measured amplitude ot the Mirnov signals and the radial modestructure were used to calculate the helical l‘lux contours. Figure 3 shows theresulting islands for the discharge in Figs l~2. The peak in the D emission. inEgandm TC correspond to the X—pomt between the islan s. The islandlocation intersects the ltmitcr. whose presence, however, is not included in the‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ I . ‘ model. The width is in rough—— i' agreement with the range where clnnerLimltar [ decreases and oscillates coherentlyL With the Da emission.

The effective ion charge,
Zeflrtt). calculated from the visible
bremsstrahlune emissions increase, , .7 . from about 2.5 to 3.3. Carbon and“i”- .A‘ ‘ i i_ oxygen line emission increases asMm) 3,. WW; 1 1 i. a well'. i‘v‘lodelingof these data with the‘“ a “t . .- MIST code indicates that the carbon“ ‘ ‘ “ concentration doubles at then , .: transition. The oxygen concentration

.. ' was ~ l/lO the carbon concentration
-- _ and metallic impurities had negligiblea .7 relative concentrations ( ~ 10‘3 that of— .‘ carbon).

* , " ' The increase in Zeff is consistent. "~‘m With most or the increase in the
volume—averaged electron density‘ . coming from carbon. The increase inFig. 3 Plot of CQHSU}Ht helical density reduces the slowmcy downflux at 3.12 s ShQWIIlg 3/1 {Slflfids time for beam ions, thus the calculatedand the location or the inner limiter. beam power deposited in electrons and

Chords where the Doc enlls$10n§ impurities increases at the transition.
and thc MlmOV signal 1“ F13 ~ The kinetic energy stored in the fast,were mCflSUfEd are mdlCGlCd- co—moving ions V from the neutral

tea 3? see



beams decreases. in c ualitative agreement with the decrease in charge—exchange
efflux. In the TRA SP calculations. the beam ion and plasma rotation energy
were converted to thermal energy, causing a transient increase in heating power
when the transition occurred. .

The ”calculated global themial energy confinement time before the
transrtion is 13% larger than the prediction from Goldston‘s L—mode scaling for
HQ —> Dr discharges.2 and it increases by ~ 10% at the transition due to the
increased thermal energy. Most of the other q-mode discharges analysed had I];
closer to the L—mode scaling value before the transition. and had smallerincreases during the transition. The magnitudes of the deuterium and electron
confinement times. t , and T5 are comparable to t . and rise at the trzmsition. butremain higher after tie transrtion. The calculatedER increases from ~ .9 to ~ 1 atthe transition. then decreases to ~ .8 about .2 s after the the transition.

Discussion - Apparently. a necessary condition for the q-mode is the
occurrence of resonant surface modes which rotate slowly or lock.
Observations in other tokamaks of islands and of locked modes indicate thatboth are deleterious to confinement. unlike the case ofthe q—mode.

The increase in the carbon concentration is believed to result from
increases in the carbon source and in the carbon confinement time, t . whichresumably is com arable to that of t . A likely source is that the LC, surfaceecomes distorted y the islands, mor ifving the region of contact of the plasma
with the limiter. An amorphous layer of carbon deposits onto low flux areas ofthe limiter during or after each discharge.3 The distorted plasma boundary
increases the lasma flux onto these areas. and could increase the removal of
carbon from tiese areas. Since these areas are above and below the mid lane.
the increased electron source would be in regions measured by the infraret laser
interferon‘retry along vertical chords near the inner limiter. but not along the
rnidplane measured by Thomson scattering, consistent with the observations.The reduction of DO, emission indicates a decrease in the rate of DO
recycled from the limiter. This rate is NDR/ID, where ND is the number of D+
within the LCF surface. The simulations mdicate that ND is relativel ' constant.
and there is an increase of t and a reduction of R. The latter coul‘ be caused
either indirectly b increase co—deposition of deuterium onto the new carbon
layers caused by tiie increased efflux of carbon. or directly by the distortion of
the LCF surface. During steady-state portions of discharges. the region of
contact appears to become saturated wrth deuterium. but if the contact changes,
unsaturated regions could become available to absorb more deuterium. Dunng
growing plasmas. the lasma boundary comes in contact with unsaturated
limiter areas. so R and a should decrease similarly. ‘

Compm'iwns - The q—mode has many of the features of the H~mode.
Besides the Da transition and the power threshold. both exhibit increases in TE.
TD, carbon concentration. and Zel‘tl broadening of nctr), and decreases in the
amplitudes of the charge—exchange elllux and the ion saturation currents in the
scrape-off layer. Drl‘lcrences are the requirement lor‘the q—mode _ot specral

\. (a). the drop in Tam near the edge. and the absence of edge relaxation modes.
illso in the H—mode, the increase in ”CE generally lasts longer.

We wish to thank D. Heifetz for help. This work was sup ort by the
U.S. Department of Energ Contract number DE—ACOZ—76-CHO-- O73.
aPresent address: Balliolalollege, Oxford University, Oxford. UK
1D. Heifetz et al.. submitted for publication in J. Nucl. Materials.
2R. Goldston. Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 26. 87 (1984).
3\V. R. Wampler et al.. J. Vac. Sci. Technol. In press.
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PHSTRACT . De1al3ed studieu of the Himode Jn a single»nnj] filmertnr conxlgulation were performed and the H“Hlike transjilon with ELM were observed. The effects ofthe divertor length on the mode were Studied.

1‘ INTRODUCTION AND EKPERlMENTAL SETUP
FTv2M[l] has capability of elongdted limiter dlsv

chazges and opeh divertor discharges, and in both confm1guwations the high confinement mane (vwde) has beenob ervfldf21‘ In thi pdpe , Emur Cases with differentdzvertur i9ngth(id ,6.2 and ~ZCm) whifi) means HASIdDuCbvtween 1he null point and diverlor p]aLes,are Studied.Cnfi and COUHKGT"lnjCCtiOU of hydrogen neutral beam w1theach maximum power of 0 BMW are UrQH. Egtlmdted iet 3h*put puwerfi are 90% mi torua jtT fur um~inlectjon and70% tar LOUntDY*jHjECTjDD. The perlp.*rml clectrontemperature ‘ measured by the heterodyne radiomefer13] ( QUGHZ which is Calibrated by the laswr scataringand fhe soft K~ray energy unalysr Thw Lzmp responsecf the Fadimnete-t‘ 1:. OJLHms and ‘ u‘ effzr‘ft rm i‘he wall
reflection coeffluLent {80790%) ruin_.
th of the gray radiation from the periphural pnear the black body JevVi

{An Optical dep—
,a3ma to

1’. OBSERVATION ()i" ELM flNi‘: H--H THANKS .1 ‘1' [UN
Tim& evolutions of plasma paramoLQrR in a singlenul] divarfor discharge (in: :m, jp {AURA Btr12.6kb‘ k7I fi,deu rium gas) With Nbf PU'3UJCC1IOH (0.?9MW) axeShown in Fig.1. D04, {:10i and MHU .3 ! qua { S. in 13549;. '2 — ( h}suggest {our type finanq 3 (TJ~T0)‘ Fig.4r(a)—(C) ShowLhe changes of periphera] tnmperacurn distributlon byEUR 3? T1,T2(T3) and T4. T1 is the usual LHH iransttfinnin which the peripheral temperature prniilu SHOWS rheSTBpWiSR changes, fiyncnrnnizxug Wlih

and .1150 m: 2 magnet jr: LELICI Lidt Iona; § :1
Fig.2 SHOWS The vJeutrnu [Pmphrarure nvufl'

:jw tenth crashes
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:onsiatence with E E mfi'surement. UuPh a profile Purrfl
esponds to the tedving mode fitrble profmie£5j in contri
as? with joule or L~m0de profile and this suggests the
posaibiliiy that mLL magnwtzn iiuctuaiinn is tearing
mode. Electron dPHSJiy a? temperr.ure pedestal by I '
scattering is about 2'3X10E13/CC which is n'
iigher value for {@mperaturn measurement by ECE. in T2
fiuct."tions (ELM:$Pvc;ai kHz) in EUR $ignai AL Rtf
gradient region are mbserved and 3 seen in Fig 4(b)
"mode profile Change from H] to H2 with more reduction
of Dd intensify. magnetic fluctuations (Fig.1(b)) and
peripheral SBD Signal (Pig.2(d)). A innra so of FeXV
"gndi in H2 state indicafes the higher particle confi—
nement fhan H1 and carresponds to inure of FadiutiDH
from center part<Fig.3). Transition in T2 means a short
H2~H1u82 iransition and causes the D“ spike. This mof
very frequently apears for shorfer divtrfur iuuqfh ca;
and sometimes causes the energy degradation. T4 is
usual HHL tran51tinn and due to radiation cooling Ric.
a steep qradieni {>200ev/cm) relaxes L0 a gentle gradi~
ent(<lOOeV/cm) with IHCFE F of Ed, MHD fincfnation and
iwteeth activity. For Longer diverior ieugfh cases H«H

transiiion [a hard to appear and sometimes E CdUECF}
the UM bu‘fit and energy degradation.

d. The effects of diverror length On Hfimnde
The divertor length were changed frcm 9am to “Ecm

(limiter). In jcule phase mr2 mhd fluctuation and low~Z
impurity increase with deuresse or divertor lnnqth 1d.
The deppudence of [he threshuid heating power neeped
for RAH fransitinn. remote cooling from uivertov plasma
,and stored onerg" an divertor lengih for MRI iu~injeé~
tion are iliusfratmd in Fig 5. The maXimum divertor
dens ty tor co and nounter injection i a13' shown in
Fig. and time evolution of divwrtor pJa na den ity
prnfiie for ld=Ucm divertor nonfiguratiun is shown in
Fig.6 and maximum divertor UldSMd damnity 13 abuuL 3.5x
iOEiJ/cc. This region corn .onds to th: ermediate
recycling region.
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Neutral Bezu’n Current Driven Operation of the DIIliD Tokauink

"..__|C‘ SIMONE-NJ D.J.\'. Bl'IAl’HiA. RH. BURRELL, RW. CALLIS.
its. CIIANC?E.* M.S. CIHU. iiCbLLERMNu. J.M. Cinnmu. 1LT. (i-iltCll‘IBNEli,

R..\V. l‘lARVHY. D.N. llILL,i J. KIM. L. LAO. M. i\‘ll\’l'SUOI{A.l
P.I. PE'l‘I-JRSEN. GI). P(I)l(’i‘ER.T ll. ST. JOHN. B.\=\7. STALLARD.T

RD. S'PAMBAUGH. E.J. STRArr. AND ‘1‘.S. TAYLOR

General Atomics. San Diego. C’alilhrnia. USA

Neutral beam current Lll‘lVP experiments in the Dillill t’olramal; with a Single null pololdal
(livertor urn (lesrrihed. A plasma current of 0.34 M'A has been smtained entirely by neutral
beams with lliinodn quality energi' t‘nirfinenmnr. Pulnidal beta Véillll‘S rearh 3.5 without (lisz‘njy
{ion or rolierenl’ magnetie artii'iti‘. suggesting that these plasmas may lJL‘ entering the second
stability regime.

l‘his paprr presents results from the DHPD Iolimnak in which the plasma current was
:1.1:I.ziinod entirr‘ly by neutral beams lbr 1.5 set: without. assistance from the Olnnic heating
trnnalbl‘Inr‘r. Alter (-lnnic Startnp. the uhmic heating coil rin‘rent was held constant: (110 loop
village at: thv plasnm siu'facol so that the plasma current (timid freely adjust to the neutral
ljt‘ttlll drive. The DilliD trikanialx’ was operated with {L singlernnll divertor configuration having
a 1.69 m major radius. (Hi in minor radius, and 1.7 \‘ertiral elungatiun. The onnxis tornidzil
lit‘ld was 2.1 T. Experiments were turned will. with a helium plasma having a line-averaged
density n.: 7 2 ltlm m’3 and a ventral ti‘inperzitiu‘e of approximately ‘3 keV. Fight 75 id"
ln'drogen lieeiinsI injected in Llw same directiun as the plasma current. Four beams intrrsectrd
the vacuum system axis at 47C and linir henms intersected at. 63".

Plasma pareunet‘era are shown in Fig. l as a function of time. Initially a 0.22 MA ohmic
di$chzirge was established without suwtioeth. indicating an oniaxis safety factor qo ,- 1. At.
1.] $06 the ohmic heating primary roll current was held Constant. <0 without. imam injection
the plasma current (learned. as shown by [hr dashed line til" l’ig. lit. With 10 MW of absorbed
nenlral hemn iniei‘tion (Fig. lb]. the plasma Current inrrt’ased it) 0.34 MA. The rapid plasma
eurrvnt increase at Ll see was largely due Tu Lll'l ohmic boom zrssociz‘dml with the increasing
llHX l’i'nni the vortical equilibrium coils which mljnst to the increasing-1r pnloidal hem. During the
pi. i‘iud when the current was sustained. the loop voltage (Fig. 1c) was zero. Iixcepiiiig pcriodic
voltage spikes associated with liLM~like relaxation phenomena observed on miter radial (‘llOl‘LlS
of soil x-ray emissmn and on an external iiiugnmic probe. Neutral beam injection hicreased
thr‘ total plasma energy determined from magnetic and (liamugnctic meastu’ernents, as shown
in Fig. la. The pOlOiLléll beta. shown in big. if. rearhed 3.5.

Permanmit Address: Princeton Plasma Pity iCS Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey. USA.
T iwnnce liiverinure Tational Laboratory, liivermi’yre. California7 USA.
1 Japan Atomic Enm‘gy Research Institute. Nalizi-gnn. llmralii. Japan.



Two transport codes that include current drive physics models have been used to model
these experiments. These codes are the General Atornics ONETWO code and the AC‘VCOIVIE
code from the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. ltesults from these codes. given in
Table 1. indicate that the current is predominately fast ion driven rather than bootstrap.

An important )ect otthese results is that the energy confinement was oil ll mode quality
in a noninductive current drive tokamali. The '34 ms energy confinement time of this low-
current. higlrpower discharge (7'1 ins/MA) slightly exceeds the GT ins/MA DilliD ll—mode
s‘aling obtained with 8.4 MW hydrogen beam injection into a deuteritun plasma. The 2-1 His
energy roiuinement is 2.4 times longer than Kaye-Goldston Jrinode scaling. ELM phenonmna
characteristic oil—Fmode appeared although the density rise conunon to tlvmode did not occur.

Seven discharges with Mill) 4
without disruptions or coherent. n

p 3.4 and diamagnetic {in g 3.0 have been produced2
,.. 0 modes. The tip 4 3.5 disrh'arge shown in Figs. l and

3 has an inverse aspect ratio 6 : 0.31. so that clip : l.1. \Vhiie these values of flip and rt )
are among the highest achieved in a tokzunak. they are not remarkable in themselves. What is
remarkable is the absence of the large amplitude MHD modes. observed in lEixiBB and Doubletlll“ at: high Hp. The only coherent MIlD activity in the present discharges is assoc' 'ited with
FILMS which are similar to those observed at lower .131» in these discharges the toroidal beta
was 0.5%.

Figure 2 shows FFlTD magnetic anal) 5 0t measurements from .41 ilux loops and 2:3
magnetic probes distributed arotuid the walls ut‘DllliD. Shown is the flux siu‘i‘aire equilibrium.
radial current density, and 1] profiles at two times: (a) before begun injection. and 1b) in steady
state when ii], : This magnetic analysis is based on a third-degree polynomial in magnetic
Him. The radial current prolile exhibits (see ltig. 2b) a 0.2 m outward Shafranov shill. and an., . . .- . - .- ,. . - . ‘ -- 7'12e.dreme outwai d peaking wluch. theoretically. are necessary tor second regime stability.

The issue of whether these plasmas entered the second stable regime revolves around
the ‘xact 'alue of the axial safety factor 110- MHD equilibrium anal
measurements can accurately determine the edge (1 (or q at. the 05

of external magnetic
/i\ tho; surface. (19;), the

magnetic axis shift. the poioidal beta, grip. and the plasma internal inductance. [p5 information
on (/0 is only weakly obtained and is dependent on the functional forms assumed in fitting the
current protile. Our best estimates are that the axial qu dtu‘ing NBl cuITent drive is 3 j; l
[determined by minimizing thisquared within one standard deviation). The absence oil soti
spray sawteeth supports qa , l in the ohinicallysheated plasma and the drop in [i seen in
Fig. lg shows substantial current proliie broadening during neutral beam injection that would
i‘LU'ther mcrense qo. Balloonhig mode"; analysis indicates: that the plasma is entering the second
stability region‘fi'13 it ‘10 :» 2.3.

The authors would like to thank our Dill—D colleagues for assistance in carrying out: and
interpreting these experiments. In addition. We wish to acknowledge valuable discussions with
J. Kcsner, MI}. Mauel, and A.M.l\‘l. Todd.
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Table 1
Dlll~D Benchmarking of ONETWO and ACCOME Codes

SHOT 57456

PARAMETER DIH—D ONETWO ACCOME
Total Current (kA) 340 340 340

Beam Driven Current (kA) — 380 266
Bootstrap Current (kA)(“) — 57 56
Ohmic Current (kA) “0” ~97 18

Internal Inductance, l,- 0.88 0.84 1.00
Plasma Energy (kJ) 264 290 238
Fast Ion Energy (c) — 160 —
{3P 3.5 3.9 3.9
(“)Does not include bootstrap current effect From

hot ion deposition.
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H—Mode Study in Dill—[h
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Introduction
H—niode has been observed in DTHeD single-null divertor discharges (R: l .67 in, 11:0.03111.

b/a x 1.9, Br <_5 2.1 T, 11, i 2.0 MA, Ptntnl _ it) NHV) [12l. Many observed features of the
ll—mode are similar to those of other devices. A major goal ol‘ Diller) research is to under
stand the Lutderlyiilg llelnode physics Ineehanisnls. This understanding may be critical for
further improvement of the llemotle discharge performance. in this paper‘ we discuss new and
detailed experimental findings, closely related to the llernode mechanisms.
H—Mode Accessibility

To achieve the Hemode transition, a minimum input power and a minimum density
are required. These minimtun values depend on various plusiila parameters. The detailed
parametric dependence has not yet been established. However. the Hemode threshold power
is lowest for low BT, denterituneplasma. and VB (Lint. toward the Xepoint‘ At BT:l.lT,
the ll transition has been achieved with low power [0.8 l\‘l\\"l EC‘H alone i3] Furthermore.
a temporary Hemode phase lasting ~30 insert is triggered by a sawtooth crash in purely
olnnically-heated(] .4i\’l\V ,BT:O.9T)7 low (1 discharges.
Profiles of the Electron Temperature and Density

Figure 1 shows the ternpm‘al evolution of the electron temperattu'e and density profiles
in a typieal ll mode discharge (BT:‘2.] T. [1,:126 MA. 1710...}:7 MW) [4]. Within several
Insec after the transition, the density profile becomes flat with a very steep edge gradient and
further develops into a hollow profile. The averaged density Continuously increases during the
entire Iii—phase until an edge localized mode (ELM) occurs. The edge elm-tron f(‘titp(‘1’€llt]_t‘(‘
rises rapidly from 200 e\’ to 3:30 eV within m :30 msec after the transition and then saturates.
The edge density gradient is very high (~35 >1 1U13 (midi), while the edge temperature gradient
is modest (wtOO eV/em), compared with those reported by ASTlEX (V27 : 0.5 x 1013 em”.
VTZ‘ZOU eV/cni) [5]. This difi'erence in the edge profiles, particularly the edge VT may be an
important: factor in explaining the difl‘erenee in the normali/ed energy mntinemenl. (TE/{p}.
TE/Ip for ASDEX is at least: 50% higher than than: for 'Dlllefllfil.
Edge Localized Mode

Two kinds of' ELh'Is, giant and mini, have been seen during the H—mode phase. A giant
ELM is an edge relaxation mechanism that. prevents the density and the stored energy from
rising continuously and dumps typically 10% to 15% of the total energ' and pau‘ticles stored
in the plasma onto the divertor plate within 10 insec [6]. The etl'eet ol‘ the giant. ELM extends
well beyond the edge region and influences the global energy confinement by ~30i'6 (lower T1:
for frequent FELMs). This effect. heroines severe at low q and low HT where Luifavorable (high

*This is a report of work sponsored by the Department ol‘ Energy under Contract: No.
DlfleACOIS-B‘il‘ili5ltl-4tl.



frequency and large amplitude) ELM behavior, perhaps interacting with an expanded sawtooth
zone, reduces TE. The pressure gradient prior to a giant. ELM is found to scale. approximately
as I: and to be close to the first ideal ballooning stability limit for a wide range of the plasma
current, as shown in Fig. 2 [7]. Thus it is reasonable to believe that. the ballooning mode
triggers an ELM and destroys the steep edge gradients. Fig. 3 shows the time sequence of
the H-ELM transition which occurs at t:2.l sec in the dischzu'ge of Fig. 1. Occasionally
clear and coherent precursor oscillations appear as the first event in an ELM. The oscillation
amplitude is high on the outer niidplane, The toroidal mode number (n) is w 6 and the
frequency is m /tOI\'H:. This coherent mode may be the ballooning mode (further investigation
is needed to be conclusive). This precursor appears to lead to an Liphase, characterized by
a high amplitude of incoherent magnetic fluctuations (described later). A sudden change in
the edge soft Xeray signal and in the divertor HQ signal occur after the rise of the incoherent
fluctuations. The ELM phase typically lasts 10 msec, but for some cases, particularly at high
[p (w? MA), the ELM phase continues and becomes a clear Lipliase, which lasts more than
100 insec.

In addition to the giant ELMs described above, repetitive mini—ELMS with a period of
NI msec appear every few msec when the input. power is slightly above the power threshold
or when the distance between the X~point and the divertor plate/ or between the separatrix
and the limiter is small. The amount of particles and energy expelled during a minivELM is
small, less than l% of the total particles and energy stored in the plasma. However, continuous
miniELMs cause the density rise to saturate. TE with such ELMs is comparable to values
with infrequent giant ELMs.

lEnergy Confinement Scaling [2
Most of the experiments have been done with hydrogen beams into deuteriiun plasma

(HO~D"L) which causes hydrogen dilution. With increasing hydrogen dilution in the deuterium
plasma, the energy coi'ilinement decreases. Part of the reason for the isotope dependence of
1'}; may be that ELM behavior becomes more unfavorable as the plssma changes from pure D
to ptu‘e ll (see Fig. 4). lior deuterium cases , T5 is independent of [7mm]. 71m, and BT. TE
is 120 Inset: at [p : 1 MA . With significant dilution (between 30‘)?» and 50%), 7].; decreases
with increasing Pmmi. TE increases linearly with JP and TE/Ip is 85 nisec/h‘lA (67 Insec/hlA)
at 13mm '7 5.7 M\V (8.4 MW). For pure hydrogen discharges (llO—-ll+), TE drops from ohmic
value to 60 insec at IP r. 1 MA and Ham, 7 7 MW. T3 in pure heliiun discharges (lle0»el-ie‘t““)
is found to be similar to that of pure hydrogen disclnu'ges.
Edge Incoherent Magnetic Fluctuations

Edge incoherent magnetic. fluctuations correlate well with the edge transport, particularly
at. the transition and may be responsible for rapid transport at the edge (lining the emode
discharges. At the L7H or HiEliM transition, changes ot~ all other parameters observable with
our present diagnostics do not precede the rapid change in the magnetic fluctuation amplitude,
as shown in Fig. 3. The poloidal amplitude distribution of the incoherent magnetic fluctuations
for well diverted discharges is found to be very peculiar. The amplitude is high near the
divertor hit spot where the separatrix intersects the divertor plate and low at other locations.
An interpretation of this is that an image current induced by the edge magnetic fluctuation
just inside the sepzu'ati‘ix flows in the scrapesolt' layer, shielding the magnetic fluctuation from
probes outside the plasma. The image current then [lows into the divertor plate, resulting in a
high fluctuation level at. the divertor hit spots. The abrupt change in the fluctuation amplitude
at the transition is simultaneous (within 20 itsec) at all poloidal locations, suggesting that the
magnetic turbulence has a poloidally extended structure. Because the Inagnetic fluctuations



precede the Change in the H0 emission from the. divertor region. we feel that: the magneticfluctuations do not originate in the divertor region. The microtearing mode, amplified bybootstrap current, is a good candidate for the observed magnetic turbulence. It not onlyexplains a strong tip dependence of the fluctuation amplitude, observed in the earlier DoubletIII limiter (L—mode) discharges [9]. but also predicts existence of the low amplitude regime(II—mode) at: edge temperatures above a threshold.
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TRANSP Results: For JET pulse #i0755 (EMA, 2.1T, PNBT é QHW) the temporal
variation of Q with nOVkTeS at three radial positions in the plasma
interior (normalised radius, ~——————————————-"
p = 0.5, 0.75, 0.9) is shown ,
in Figure 1 (at times avoiding “r‘
the collapse of a sawtooth) 7
through the ohmic, L4 and H~ ,
phases. The temporal variation 9 j E
of X (at all times) at the three ‘
radial positions is shown in V f ,1 C

Figure 2(a). At the start of the '"
L-mode X is well above its ohmic " 4
value but decreases subsequently ‘ '
to a level close to its ohmic :
value prior to the transition to y
the Hemode. X is maintained 3 1 3 ;
close to this level during the H' .mrttismuafl
phase. The spatial profiles of ' Fig 1:THANSP and QFLUX results for the

at selected times throughout the temporal variation of Q with nBVkTpS

p -. u a t’ I:

m

discharge are shown in Fig 2(b). at various radii in JET pulse #10755.
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Fig 2:TRANSP results for (a) the temporal variation and (b) the spatial
profiles of the total heat diffusivity, h, for JET pulse #l0755. Arrows
in (3) indicate the times of the spatial profiles in (b).

QFLUX Results: For the same JET pulse, QFLUX results at a normalised
radius, p = 0.5, and a limited number of time points show reasonable
agreement with the results of TRANSP (Figure 1). Figure 3 shows an
accumulation of data from a number of discharges at EMA and 2.1T at the
normalised radius, p : 0.5. In Figure 3(a), the data is distinguished
according to the phase of the discharge, with x decreasing continuously
from the L— to H—phase. In Figure 3(b) the results are distinguished with
respect to density and indicate that the transition from the L- to Hsphase
is concomitant with the increase in density that is observed. At constant
density, X increases with power, while at constant power, X is reduced with
increasing density. This result substantiates earlier indications L2].
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THE JET H MODE
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flagnetic configuration

H mode has been obtained in JET with single null configuration andneutral beam heating. The single null magnetic configuration was obtainedby using the multipolar field produced by shaping windings and primary coilstray fields ' . The plasma equilibrium flux plot of a discharge withplasma current of 4 MA is shown in Fig. l. Developments of higher currentscenarios with single null configuration are based on differential currentsin the main equilibrium coils and have been described(2 . Ranges of param-eters of single null discharges are summarised in Table l. The elongationof single null discharges is larger than limiter discharges because of theneed to keep the plasma detached from the bottom belt limiter. Themagnetic axis of the plasma is displaced by 0.1 + 0.2 m below the midplane;consequently plasma<antenna distance for single null configuration at highplasma current is larger than 0.1 m, causing values coupling resistance ofthe order of 1Q or less. With single null configuration the operational
space was confined by a low q limit of q* : %%2 “L (lgkl)>2; [or values ofq* 2 to 3 there was still a low density disruptive limit of ne(m’3) :0.35'1019Ip(MA). In the single null configuration JET has been operatedwith the ion (VB) drift direction towards the X’point.

Featu£e§.of the H~mode

Scans of neutral beam power, plasma current, toroidal field andX-peint position have shown that threshold power for the H mode transitiondepends strongly on toroidal figldfiL w%th an empirical fit of the neutralbeam power Pth(Hw) = 0.6(BT(T)) ' " ' . The minimum power threshold was3 MW with a toroidal field of 1.8 T. There was no clear dependence onplasma current, within the power resolution of one neutral beam source ofi1 MW. The transition to the Hsmode was achieved for Xepoint to the dumpplates distances <5 cm. Within the limited neutral beam power available of7 MW it was not possible to achieve Hemode with He“ target plasma,suggesting a higher threshold for helium plasma, similar to Delll-D( )In deuterium, the H-mode transition was achieved with a minimum targetplasma density of ne(m“3) : O.5xlOlglp(HA).
The short (O.1—0.h5 s) L phase is followed by a quiescent M phase,lasting up to 2.5 s. The collapse of the Hiphase is caused by the buildeup



of radiation losses, in the bulk plasma, which increase with plasma density
until the total input power less radiation losses is equal to the power
threshold. The duration of the quiescent H phase increases with (a)
neutral beam power, (b) clean machine conditions and (c) He conditioned
vessel surfaces leading to lower plasma recycling. Termination of the H
phase is followed by either a full plasma disruption or reverting to an L
phase. For plasma-limiter distances less than 5 cm a series of short
(0.5 s) H and L phases is observed, with distances of the order of 10 cm
within a Neutral Beam pulse of 5 5 usually there are two or three H and L
phases lasting 1 + 2 5; finally for distances larger than 10 cm there is
just one long H phase ending with plasma disruption.

At the lowest toroidal field of 1.8 T, the L phase lasts for just the
slowing down time of the injected particles, while at 2.8 it lasts 0.6 5,
(NB power 7+8 MW). The L phase is characterized by edge relaxations which
increase in amplitude and decrease in frequency until at a sawtooth crash,
the L to U transition occurs (as detailed elsewhere qj) The edge relaxa~
tions are localized at r/a N 0.90, according to the soft Xeray array. Each
relaxation produces the loss of approximately 0.4% of the total plasma
particles and 0.2% of total energy. The L to H transition is marked by a
20% increase of the electron temperature, confined to the separatrix,
taking place in a time of the order of 10 ms.

The time evolution of electron temperature and plasma density are
shown in Fig. 2. This figure is made up of a series of LIDAR profiles(5)
taken on a sequence of subsequent reproducible plasma pulses, resulting a
profile every 0.1 5. NB heating starts at 12.5 seconds, during the flat
top of a discharge of 3 MA plasma current and with a toroidal field of
2.1 T. At the L a H transition, at 12.8 s the plasma density profile,
already flat in the ohmic phase, exhibits the build—up of a steep edge
gradient.

The density increase, throughout the M phase, occurs with a profile
little altered in shape. It should be noted that flat density profiles are
a common feature of both limiter and x—point JET discharges at low values
of qcyl The sequence of electron temperature profiles shows the increased
edge temperature and the perturbations caused by sawteeth activity.
Electron temperature profiles in H-mode discharges are broad. For example,
the values of the ratio of peaket07average temperature is 1.7, virtually
independent of qC 1; in contrast to limiter discharges where, during the
flatetop, the ratio og)peak to average electron temperature varies as
Te/<Te> N j qC 1 + l Hemodes usually have sawteeth activity. However
temporary stabilisation has been observed in a similar way than monster
sawteeth observed in limiter discharges, with neutral beam power of 7 MW.
Temporary stabilisation produced an increase in the peaking of the tempera-
ture profile.

Confinement time

The global confinement time (Te) increases in the Hemode, and is
roughly a factor of two larger than in limiter discharges at the same
plasma current and 50% larger than during the L phase . In the current
range 1.0 to 3.8.MA confinement times scale proportionally to plasma
current and are not sensitive to toroidal field. The gain in confinement
of the H mode, compared to th L mode, is mainly due to higher average



densities and partially to higher electron temperatures . The ion central
temperature, measured by x—ray crystal and c—x spectroscopy, exceeded the
electron temperature in the early part of the H—mode, at lower densities,
While approaching the central electron temperature later at higher
densities. In the early phase of the JET H-mode, after the L to H
transition, the confinement time includes a strong contribution due to the
large value of the derivative of total stored energy, of the order of 50%
of the total input power. In this phase the power deposition profile of
beams is centrally peaked. Gradually, the rate of increase of stored
energy decreases and, at the same time, the beam power deposition profile
becomes quite peripheral. A possible density dependence of energy
confinement time is hidden in the non stationary nature of the discharge.
Cleaner discharges tend to have lower radiation losses, with longer
H—phases, and larger values of global confinement times. Local transport
studies (7) indicate that the total energy diffusivity in the plasma
interior returns to ohmic level already during the evolution of the L
phase. Abel inverted bolometer radiation profiles typically show a steagyincrease of radiation during the H phase at the periphery of the plasma

During long pulses, where a succession of H and L phases is observed, agradual increase in the central radiation is also obs rved, suggesting agradual drift toward the centre of metal impurities When a monster
sawtooth during H-mode is present, the radiation profiles show a slight
reduction of radiation losses across the radius.

Conclusions

In JET H mode the improvement in confinement is of the order of afactor of two compared to limiter discharges at the same level of plasmacurrent. The threshold power scales greater then Bf. Global confinementtime scales with input power and plasma current, roughly twice the Goldstonscaling, but this should be offset against the increasingly off-axis
heating due to bad beam deposition profiles at high neutral beam power.The values of qC lfor Hemode discharges range between 1.8 and 4.5, comparedwith a range of g and 10 for limiter discharges. Sawtooth reconnectionradii are in the range of r/a = O.5+O.7. It is possible that sawtoothactivity has an effect on plasma confinement and on density and temperatureprofiles. So far ICRH have been unsuccessful in producing or sustainingan H—mode because of a) low coupling resistance due to large plasmasantennae separation and b) deleterious effect of increased impurity influxcaused by the antennas. Future experiments will be carried out at largerplasma current and higher neutral beam power. The range of H modedischarges to will also be extended higher values of toroidal field .
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Table I

Plasma current range in single null configuration 1*4 MA
Plasma current range with H mode l~3.8 MA
Toroidal field range l.7*2.8 T
Neutral Beam power range for H-mode 3—9 MW
Neutral Beam energy range 70*80 keV
Target discharge gas Deuterium
Neutral Beams D+
Maximum line average density with H mode 6x1019m‘3

Fig. 1
Flux plot for pulse No: 14328
Plasma current 4 MA
Toroidal field 2.4 T
Plasma density 2.1019m'3

Fig. 2
a) Time evolution of the plasma

electron density profile
b) Time evolution of the plasma

electron temperature profiles
LIDAR profiles obtained from a series
of reproducible discharges. Plasma
current = 3.0 MA, Toroidal field =
2.1 T. NB power 7 MW, NB pulse starts
at 12.5 s, L—H transition at 12.8 s.
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INTRODUCTION H—mode operation of the JET tokamak was
established in 1986[1]. Since then the phenomenon has been
studied for a range of powers and particle energies of the
Neutal Beam heating system. The operational regime has also
been extended to higher plasma current[2]. The transition from
L to H—mode after the initiation of NE injection, and the
subsequent evolution of the profiles of the plasma parameters,
have been investigated using a range of the existing
diagnostics including bolometry, interferometry, soft x—ray
tomography, charge—exchange and Du Visible spectroscopy, ECE
and neutral particle analysis, and the new JET LIDAR—Thomson
scattering[3] and FIR polarimetry systems[4]. The results of
this study and of a preliminary analysis of the ballooning mode
stability of the measured pressure profiles are reported and
discussed below.

PROFILE EVOLUTION MEASUREMENTS Figure 1 shows the typical
evolution of the main plasma parameters and H~mode signatures
during the development of the discharge from an ohmic X—point
to L—mode, to H—mode (with Sawtooth oscillations) and back to
an ohmic X—point discharge. In this series of discharges the
transition from L to H—mode is characterised by a significant
fall in the DG, signal (vertical chord) after a series of
"spikes“. The spikes have been correlated with mhd modes near
the plasma edge (Edge Localised Modes or ELMs). In about half
the cases in the series the L to H transition and the
termination of ELMs appear to coincide with a sawtooth crash.

The central region of the electron temperature profile,
which can be slightly hollow during the ohmic X—point phase,
figure 2a, quickly fills in and rises to close to 4 kev just
after the transition phase. It remains around this value until
the NB heating is terminated when it falls back again to the
2 kev range in about lOOms, a time comparable to the slowing
down time of the fast ions. It is clear from the outer region
of the Te profiles that during this series of discharges a
pedestal of about 400ev forms at R~4.0m during the L to H
transition and this remains throughout the H—mode period.
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A more dramatic change is observed in the density
profiles, figure 2b. During the transition the central peak
flattens as the density rises and a steep edge gradient is
formed. The overall level rises throughout the H—Mode period
due to the fuelling effect of the beams giving gradients in the
edge region up to 2x1020 m—4. During the sawtooth rise phase
the profile becomes slightly hollow and then flattens again
immediately after the crash.

The LIDAR density profiles have been used in the analysis
of the polarimetry results and these indicate that the q—
profile broadens during the H—mode period.

Ti(R) from multi~channel CXRS during the H—mode is
similar in shape to Te(R) with central values in the range
4—6kev. when the ion component is included with the electron
pressure profiles derived from the LIDAR Ta and n9 data, figure
2c, near the end of the H—mode, the central and global values
for B are —2.8% and 2% respectively, close to the highest
values yet recorded on JET. The pressure profile has been
found to be ballooning mode stable when examined using the
analysis of reference [7], with the central region close to the
stability limit.

The signals from the bolometer camera during the X—point
phase are generally very asymmetric with much higher intensity
on the lines of sight nearest the inner torus wall. In general
this prevents Abel inversion for the X—point period. However,
once the transition to H-mode has taken place, symmetry is
restored (ie the total radiation is constant on a flux surface)
and the generalised Abel inversion[5] can be carried out. The
evolution of the total radiation profile is shown in figure 3.
Again the profile exhibits a central depression throughout the
H—mode, although it does tend to fill in somewhat as it
evolves. The profile shape and the modest increase in the
overall radiated power level indicate that significant impurity
build up in the plasma centre is not occurring. This is
supported for the light impurities by Zeff profile results.

The hollowness during sawtoothing is also a feature of the
soft X—ray profiles figure 4, and again in contrast to results
on other machines, the increase in signal intensity is
consistent with the density rise due to fuelling by the beams
and not indicative of any significant increase in impurity
radiation.

IMPURITY ACCUMULATION In the majority of the observed H—
modes, which last for ~25, no significant impurity accumulation
in the centre of the discharge has been seen. This may be
related to the presence of a large q=l region in these
sawteething H—modes and also to the long timescales that can be
expected for the accumulation process on a large tokamak. This
result is in contrast to ASDEX where in sawtooth and ELM—free
H—modes, accumulation of iron was observed when the H—mode
duration was sufficiently long (>150ms)[6].



SUMMARY The development of hollow n9, soft x—ray emission
and total radiation profiles is characteristic of JET H-modes.
Impurity accumulation is generally not observed in the normal
sawtoothing, ELM free discharges. A high central B is achieved
and a preliminary analysis of the stability against ballooning
modes indicates that, near the centre,the pressure profile is
close to the limit but within the normal stability region.
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ANALYSIS OF CURRENT AND PRESSURE PROFILES IN JET H—MODE DISCHARGES

E. Lazzaro, K. Avinash, M. Brusati, N. Gottardi,
F. Rimini and P. Smeulders

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX1” 3EA, UK.

INTRODUCTION.

High confinement discharges have been obtained in JET with a magnetic
separatrix configuration with a single stagnation point [1] at currents up
to 3 MA and intense neutral beam (N31) heating. When the N81 power exceeds
ibout 2.5 times the ohmic power a transition occurs from the low confinement
(L) regime to the high energy confinement (H) mode.
The Characteristic signatures of Hemodes are, as Observed previously in
ASDEX i2] the sharp increase in density, the appearance of pedestals in the
me sored temperature profiles and a rather qui .ent Mhd behaviour.
a significant difference between JET H~modes and those of ASDEX is the
nersi. ence in JET of sawtoothing conditions with q(0)<i across the L—H
transition. In AS fix the disappearance of sawteeth was related to a
flattening of the current indies ed by reduction of the internal inductance.

An analysis of the Kwray .ion signals, of the interferometric and
blond measurements ot the ity, of the ECE and LiDAH measurements of the
, ectron tcmg 'ature and sure profiles consistent with the magnetic
'uiiiorium, shows that hemodes may be characterised by a long non—
,eady state condition with unconventional density and pressure profiles

whinw ‘e F or i ,low within the owl snriace, which expands after the L
to H i nsix n. ii .l shows the LIDAR, pre sure and q profile For the 3
HA H mode snot iHBlE, in the L and h phases.

The pre'sure and elrrent oroiiles obtained in this class of himodes
ailow sawtoothing, with _ T whiie keepinr tahility against localised or
*aijooning instabilities in the low sheir pi sma core according to Mercier
criterion.

in t e confinem
that the int and pr
of the tneoeetical Woflél

ent rerion, Outside tne d=l snrtace, there is evidence
sure profiles are related in a way similar to that
my B. inmtsev lay, in which the H~mode appears to

on a branch of possible equilih , with minimal total plas 3 energy for a
g 1 total plasma current. The implications of the model are that only
incoherent perturbations which leav the total current cons ,, are

lowresponsible for the relaxation Lu a m simum eneioy s“it” w
modes can .till be unstable. However this is not ct. cnt h_:h d H
data as JET H—modes are sawtiotning heCinno the core equiliorium still
corresponds to an Limode with degraded confinement which should hence be
obtained by helicity constraint in the mixing renion. Close :3 the Triydn
limit Finite aspect ratio and finite beta aftei can be identiFind in the
current density profile (Pfirsch~Sohluter current) int accounted for my lie
large aspect ratio model.
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HeMODE EQUILIBRIUM AND MINIMUM ENERGY PRINCIPLE.

It has been shown that general v
tokamalz current and pressure 1
a prinei pie of minimisation [or the

3"iational principles lead to universal
L3”5l- To describe JET H-modes we use

lasma total energy:”O

N = I dV llrr + (gran t)Zj/(2 H] + P/(iel)i (l)

with the following prescription Chosen in accord with Observations. In (1)
P(m) is the plasma pressure and F/R—BZ the toroidal Field. Specifically we
con.3ider that: a) sawtoothing inside the mixing radius r “Sis related to a
unique helicity K : J A-BdV for O<r<rs. The plasma energy u should be
minimised with constant K (Lemone). b) in the confinement region r>rs we
use hedomtsev minimisation of the total plasma energy W keeping the current
in this eonFihement region Constant (Hemode). [hi act the Constlaints Hi
and b) are equivalent to that of keeping eons 3ant the total plasma cuire:13:

I z I av [RdP/de + (r/Riur/dt} (2)

C) the equilibrium must be matched across r
obtained from a) us'hg a tag ihge multiplit
implies:

The equilibrium for r<2i
v, and choosing Az(rsl:0,

both oonsiaht. In the confinement r Mr a, for large aspect ratio,
and n ,1 the minimisation svheme 0) leads to a Grad Sehluter78hafrunov
equation of the Liouviiie ty

div i 3d tfli) ; e u exp {u/Ai i3)

In azimuthal symmetry the solution of (M) with A : u Z.>Ah ham m We‘ i D l!
profiles [3,4j whirh have the remeu ile consistency prope r;y:

Q : qo * Hirnrslir“*r3')/e*'; d : Joqo /Q”; P = qo A;

The equilibrium profiles of
the sea.. ngth a* or the pea

with a*'qo : Ip/wJoir_*; (a/e *)“ _
pressure or current a ' chaiaoter:
paramet 3r which is, for rs/a* << l:

.))JD ¥ ‘ w I”
«i,/i0 30133 \u)

For 3 given value of the parameter Q = (5 piel/Zuol/PU there are two
possii:lo solutions sineL

[do/Pol: ~~ <P>/PO + o/Efi : u (7)

and the solution with larger scale length {larger <P>/PO) could be
interpreted as an ASDEX type H~~mode which is sawtooth free with q0_1. In
JET discharges however, qa/qol 13:3 remainei oon:3tdht ~4 tirough the L H
transition selecting a branch of =quilii3ria whioii within the mixing 1:;gion
relaxes to proFil as with constant helieity.
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Fig. 2 and F1g.u sncw the actual current and pressure profiles for the

;—H transition in shot 1L 5~, n1K‘te1 against tne theoretical model of
EqS. (5 ). It appears that aver most oi the plasma cross section the
experimental H mode profiles fulfil the consistency relations (5) even if
the space dependence is different from that of the theoretical models. This
behaviour is quite general in the H phaie but it can also occur during the L
phase. Fig. 4 shows the experimental temperature peakage <T >/TO plotted
versus qO/qa for a large number of JET H mode discharges. e experimental
points appear to be bracketed between the limits (a) of the ohmic profile

consistency principle <T >/TO 3do/a and (b) the limit (6) for <P>/PO.
This might be an indication of the0equivalence of the two principles.
Finally, we conside: whethei data agree with the model [6] of the H mode as
a transition of the outer plasma layers into the second stability region for
ballooning modes .

A ballooning stability diagram in the plane [Jr/B NR /B (dp/dr)1
is shown in Fig. 5 for shot 10767 for a surface close to the seBaratrm
Fig. 6 shows the J profile consistency of shot 10767.

The L phase of the trajectory is all in the first stability region, and
the L H transition is only marginally approaching the second stability.

CONCLUSIONS.
The "diagnostic" integrals of motion I and K have been used to describe

JET H-modes as states of constrained minimum energy They appear to be one
Of two possible branches of stable finite pp equilibria, the other being
sawtooth free as in ASDEX
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Fig. 1 Pressure and q profiles for shot number 1U815 at t : 1Nsec.
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SPONTANEOUS THANSITIONS IN THE TEMPERATURE
OF A TOKAMAK PLASMA NITH SEPARATRIX

P H Rebut, M L Watkins and P P Lallia

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, UK, OX1U BEA

1. INTRODUCTION
Tokamak experiments with a magnetic separatrix often exhibit spone

taneous transitions in the edge electron temperature at the onset of an
mode [1“3]. Such a transition might result, for example, from reduced

' . losses due to the reduced recycling associated with the H—mode [H] or
as a result of the edge plasma becoming stable again to ballooning modes in
the second stable regime [5~6j. In the present paper, a two species plasma
model is developed which exhibits a spontaneous transition in the edge
electron temperature. The basis for the model is the critical electron
temperature model [7] in which the anomalous transport disappears in the
region of very high shear near a separatrix. The model has been shown to
provide an acceptable interpretation of JET experimental data in terms of
the global scaling of the stored electron energy and detailed profile
analysis using transport code simulations [8,9]. In particular, a single
formulation accounts for both the anomalous behaviour in ohmic plasmas and
the degradation of confinement with additional heating (L—regime). The
present work extends this formulation to the simulation of the electron
temperature profiles and the improved energy confinement observed in H—mode
plasmas in JET separatrix configurations.

2. TWO SPECIES PLASMA MODEL
Ion power balance

The ion power balance inside the separatrix may be written:

Pi +./hveik(Te—Ti)dv = Q, (1)
V

where P, is the power directly heating the ions, n is the plasma density,
TD and T- are the electron and ion temperatur s and u - is the energy equie
partition frequency. The ion heat Flux, Qi’ across the separatrix of
surface area, S is:

= — ~~, '2 c : ‘3 '2 —'l ‘q;Q, 'jhillldo nilx(ilx r,H)c/\
S

where A; is the ion heat diffusivity, and Tru-Tv. is the ion temperature. . A . , . . , 1R ivy , .difference over a dls, Hl die VlPIHlIy"M hr: separatrix.
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To determine fully the energy equipartition term in equation (1) requires afull transport calculation of the temperature profiles. In the presentanalysis, this term is approximated by ”Vei 1<(Te ~T1X)V, where it isassumed that the integral is dominated by a contribution over a volume Vnear the scparatrix. The ion power balance can then be written in terms ofTex and Tix:

Pi + nveik(TeX-Tix)v : nxik(TiX—Tia)S/l

and the ion heat flux is given by:

nveikTeXV + nxikTiaS/AQ. : P. +
l 1 V'A/XiS

7 + m . r nxikTiaS/A (2)
e1

Electron power balance
The electron power balance at the separatrix may be written:

Qe = - “/hekTedS = nxek(TGX*Tea)S/A (3)a
Q

where Xe is the electron heat diffusivity and TeX—TPa is the electrontemperature difference over the distance A. '

Total power balance
The total power balance at the separatrix can be expressed in terms ofQe alone by eliminating Tex from equations (2) and (3):

+ nueieV(Tea+lQe/Snexe)+nXieTiaS/A _ §£lu 1a? (u)
1 + Vei VA/xis A i

With the simplifying assumptions that the edge temperatures [T , and T-.)' . r - /y Gd ‘ 1drand power to the ions (Pi) are AGFO and with Vei : hug/Texa , equation (U)may be written in the form: ‘

QP : Qe + :—:7$~——— (3)

where P : P/p, Qe : Qe/p, with the power normalisation, p, and the para~meter, q, defined as:
. 1:3p 2 (n tDeV(neSxe/A)5J / q = Ke/Xi

3. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
Given the electron and ion heat diffusivities the model determines theelectron power flow, Qe' and hence the edge electron temperature (equation(3)) For a given power flow, P, across the separatrix. The generalsolution of equation (5) is shown in Fig.1 for q in the range 0.0001 a q1.0. For x \ x1, 0 and the edge electron temperature increasemonotonically with E (q = 1.0 curve in Fig.1). With decreasing *e/Xi’

IIH



the rate of increase of Ge with P is reduced at low 60 and the ions
transport a larger fraction of the total input power (q = O.i curve). ForKi >> Xe the ions transport a substantial fraction of the total input power(q : 0.0001 curve)

Of course the ion power flow is itself dependent on the electron
temperature (through energy equipartition). As a result, for certain inputpowers, three solutions can exist (eg, q = 0.0i curve), two of which are
stable (S1 & SI) and one unstable (U) to perturbations in the edge
temperature. Under these conditions a transition between the two stable
solutions will manifest itself in a spontaneous change in the electron
temperature and the electron power flow across the separatrix becomes
significant. These solutions occur above a certain power threshold.

4. RELEVANCE TO THE JET HeMODE
The transport models of L8,9l lead to temperature profiles in fair

agreement with experiment. Inside the separatrix the electron temperature
profile is determined largely by the critical temperature gradient and
ii a le‘ Under these conditions q ~ I and p ‘ QMW, typically. Ebr an
input power of BMW, Qe e 2.7MN and the edge temperature ~UOeV.

Near the separatrix, however, the heat diffusivities will be reduced
due to the local magnetic shear, ultimately being limited by neoclassical
transport. Ki will change less than go. For typical JET conditions
(Q‘0.03 in Fig.1 and p BMW) a power in‘excess of 5.MMW is needed to make
the transition from a low edge temperature (‘BSOeV) with ion transport
dominating the power flow to a high edge temperature ( ikeV) with electron
transport becoming more important. Such a spontaneous change in the
e octron temperature is identified with the pedestal oiserved to develop
within 70.05w0.im of the JET separat 'imen a transition is made from the
L7H regime at an input power, PnSMW.

The simplified 17D electron energy transsort code [8,9] has been used
to simulate the electron temperature profiles of JET Pulse #10755. The
electron transport model presented at the Varenna Theory Conference (but
with the anomalous diffusivity multiplied by the shape parameter
(R/r)(RVTe/Te)(Ti/Te)1 [9]) has been used in conjunction with the boundary
condition given above for the edge electron temperature. The density,
auxiliary heating and radiated power profiles are represented by analytical
functions based on experimental data. deco assical corrections to the
Spitser resistivity are accounted for by a radial dependence in Zeff' The
electron temperature, the resistivitv and the current density are assumed
to be constant within the q=1 surface. The computed and experimental
profiles show satisfactory agreement (Fig.2) in the ohmic, L— and H~phases.
it should be noted that the same transport equations are used to simulate
all phas s of the discharge.

5. SUMMARY
The two species plasma model developed exhibits a spontaneous

transition in the electron temperature in the high shear region in the edge
of a tokamak plasma with separatrix where the transport is ultimately
ncoc assical. The transition occurs above a certain power threshold,
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predicted to be about 5MW for JET, in accord with the power threshold for
transition to the Hsmode. Furthermore, the electron temperature profiles
and energy confinement in ohmic, t- and H—phascs of discharges in JET
separatrix configurations are well simulated by the critical electron
temperature gradient model, which contains intrinsically a degradation of
confinement with additional heating.
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SIMULATION OF SOFT X-RAY EMISSIVITY
DURING PELLET—INJECTION AND I-l-MODE IN JET

D. Pasini . A. lidwards .R, Gill . A, Weller”) and D. Zitsclie“H
.llf'l‘Joi/u (flit/winking. .-lhiugt/mt, ONO/1.. (LY/43154. United [vinyl/(mt

“" Perniuneut tall/rests .‘ IIJI’. Gare/tiny, WU" UW'H‘W.“

Introduction . Spatial profiles of soft Xeray intensity (E 113' I .75 keV ) are measured on JET
llSlllg one vertical and one horizontal X ray diode array (ltlll detectors total). Using
tomographic reconstruction techniques spatial distributions of local X—ray emissivity are then
derived. Remarkable differences in the Xeray emissivity distributions have been observed
depending on the type ol‘ plasma discharge. Xeray distributions measured during limiter
discharges usually have a gaussian shape. In deep contrast. extremely peaked profiles of
X—ray emissivity. with most ol’ ol~ the emission coming from a narrow central region. have
been observed alter pellet injection and flat or even hollow emissivity profiles have been
observed during the l’lemode (,ifX17t'riiit discharges. In part I of this paper simulations which
reproduce well both the shape and absolute emissivity of the measured profiles are
presented They show that peaked or hollow emissivity profiles rellcct similar changes in the
density distributions of the dil'l'ercnt species.

The vertical Xeray camera which directly views the trajectory of pellets injected into the
plasma shows very intense ln‘etusstrahlung emission from the interactions of plasma electrons
with pellet particles. In part 2 ol' this paper a model which accounts for the main aspects ol‘
the observations will be discussed

1. Simulation of emissivity profile .
Peaked profile— Fig. I shows the X—rav distribution before (t:4.44 s) and after (t=7.52 s) the
injection ol~ two D pellets (4 mm pellet at 4.5 s and 2.7 mm pellet at 5.5 s) into an ohmically
heated plasma (74’ l3572.l=2.5 MA. [3:].HT). 'l'he first pellet. coolingr the plasma. allows
the second pellet to penetrate deep into the plasma. leading to a dramatic increase of the
central emissivity and consequently to a Strong peaking ol' the X—ray distribution. Very
similar observations made on other experiments have already been reported 1‘1.

/_ \ Mm 939 WW 3'. Max 733i; Wit“/ l t
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Fig. I — X ray emissivity distribution belore and aiter pellet injection.



Fig _shoVVs the 1adi111 emissiVitV profile ot the peakeddistribution (t:7 53 5) together with
two ditlerent simulations usinu the radiation code lONEU" 'l'aking in account the
t1ansmissior1 of the filter the code caeulates for each radiating species a radial profile of
emissivity and these are then summed up to yield 11 total profile. The radial charge state
distribution for each species is calculated assuming coronal equilibrium and using the
impurity concentrations derived from PllA spectra and the profiles of T1 and 11!, measured
with the LIDAR 'l'homson scattering diagnostic. 'l'he rrtcasured profile of II“ is also very
peaked In the first simulation (nine 1) which reproduces well the shape and absolute
emissiVitV ot the measured profile the densitV distributions L11 the dilleient plasma species are
assumed to be as n“. The calculation shoVVs that the observed emission is mainly due to

free—free radiation from fully ionized C and O. In the second simulation (curve It the radial
density distribution of D is taken as 11‘, but 11 much broader pre—pellet distribution is used for
the C O. ('1 and Ni impurities. A peaked l) Llcnsitv profile is to be expected as the second
pellet deposits 111 this case. a large part of its particles 111 the pl 1sr111t center l’he peaking ol'
the impurities is moreLsarprisine 1111L1111Llicates an increasL ott'the 111w111Ll convection velocity
This result can be understood according to the neoclassical theory which predicts that the
large density gradient of the 1) ions should drive the impurities inward However since the
neoclassical theory has not been adequate to describe the majority of experiments this
interpretation should be looked 111V\ith caution and more work is needed to confirm it.

Hollow profile — Hollow X—ray profiles are observed 111 certain Xerpoint discharges correlated
with hollow electron density profiles. Fig. 3 shows such Xiray emissivity profile measured
during an llemode together with two simulations. '1'l1e simulation which reproduces the
111easured profile well (curve 1) was obtained using the hollow electron density profile
measured by interferometry and assuming tor the other plasma species the same shape of
density profile. A second simulation (curve 1). assuming 1'1111 density profiles over the central
region, was run to verily that the 1111111111111ess111111e Xeeray profile was not due to line radiation
from N1 111-("l btrt 11 rather 11 direct consetlence of the hollow densities,
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Fig. 2 7 Profile ot X—ray emissiVity alter pellet 112.1- Measureat and simulation ol hollow
injection and two simulations assuming peaked \ 11IV emissiVitV profile during an 11 mode
or broad density profiles tor the impurities.



2. X-ray ablation emission . Detailed observations on D pellets injected into .I ET hare been
made with the vertical soft X—ray camera which directly views the pellet trajectory Strong
emission (Fig-l) is seen from the pellet-plasma interaction region due to bremsstrahlung
radiation from collisions between the plasma electrons and the ablated pellet particles theobservations hayc been used extensively to determine the pellet velocity and depth of
penetration. The time dependence ol‘ a single channel has shown that the emission originates
from within a region with a diameter 2 r‘ = 7 cm in the major radial direction and I}, is taken
as the critical radius at which the ablatant flows along the magnetic field litres. The length ol’
the hoze of ablatant along the field lines was determined from toroidally spaced X—ray
detectors as much less than 3 m . Measurements with dillcrent Be lilters showed that thecl'l'ectiye temperature of the electrons in the region ot‘ the pellet was close to that ol‘ theplasma belore pellet injection.

X'lj‘, ti'tErtStW Pelletalflala‘m

iMaitn
radius

Fig. 4 — The ablation ol a pellet as seen by the \vertical X' ray camera
l’hc Pellet ablation model of Parks and 'l'urnbulll has been used to calculate the absoluteintensity of the X rays. For the shots considered here the model also gaye an accurateprediction ol' the pellet range although a more complicated model5 is generally required topredict the pellet range iii .l ET. In this model the incident plasma electrons interact with theablated particles which expand spherically with high density and low temperature near thepellet surface. In a later rcl'inement to the tltctii'y"“ the ablated particles flow along themagnetic field lines at I" = 2,5 rp . but we prefer to keep I“ as a free parameter as themeasurements show a much larger (

solution of PT but outside we have found the corresponding solution for cylindricalgeometry. The temperature of the incident electrons dillers significantly from I; close to thepellet surface only. As the X7‘
use the plasma \‘alue ot’ I“ eycrywlicre ’l'he ablatant density is

l ‘ t 1la
lizp, Ht?)' . rw I" : p:/t —,

a

1X) yalue Inside I“ we use the analytic asymptotic

1y emission comes l'rom mttcli larger radii it is reasonable to

where n l " is a constant near unity. r and p. are the radius and the density at the sonicsurface and : a \‘ariablc along the field lines. As the velocity of the ablated particles is muchless titan the plasma electrons the X ray emission may be calculated from the hydl'ogenicbremsstrahlung formula
P : rm to ‘3 1’ no Tu

Hi ‘\' ‘
’7 ll (Wicl)! 7' )

Where [1‘ is the energy cutol'l. Integrating over the field of View ll~ig5l giyes
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This expression (accurate to s-ZtI‘M) depends only weakly on r], confirming that there is little

., J.
13‘ i 7.9 .v, to“ ’—

emission from the region near to the pellet. I" has been compared with experiment (Fig.6)
for the ease of a 3.0 mm D pellet injected into a D plasma with
I : 3 MA. I3 = 3.8 I'. H“ = 1.35 X. llt'” m“ and It : 4.3 Irel'. The calculated emission
generally exceeds the ohsened value in the outer part of the plasma. hut decreases to well
below the observed value at the end ot‘ the pellet trajectory. The ohsenation that I" always
increases sharply at the end oi the trajectory is not adequately explained h) this model.

Z k lUZIGJ

Pellet . , I

ZFC ;' O J 1 >1 1 3 7

l >31_ 1 1'

ll

l _, {7 _
Plasma hose 2g, Spherical o , 7 Calculation

expanston F

D : 72.6 cm ,
l : 6.9 cm 7 ( .Q to

‘ 4 (I 17m} 18

Fig. 5 — Schematic of the ahlatineV plasma within
the field of \‘ie\\ ot an X—ray detector (D is It.
For r .- r_ the particles How along the t'ield lines

Fig. 6 ~ Comparison between measured (each
data point corresponds to a particular detector)
and Calculated soil X-t'a)‘ power versus radial

(/. direction). position.

In conclusion : ( l) the Xera)‘ measurements support the concept ot' the formation of a plasma
hose. but its radius is larger than predicted and it is quite short ("3 3m). (3) the Pl model
provides an approximate estimate ol' the ohserred emission except towards the end of the
pellet’s range where the calculated value is much too small. (3) the X—ray energy spectrum is
apprt'mimately as expected.
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ANNOMALOUS TRANSPORTS AND RELAXATION OF TOROIDAL
ROTATION IN PLASMA

D.Kh.Morozov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,Moscow,USSR

In spite of the intensive studies of anomalous transports
in tokamak plasmas, these phenomena are still far from comple—
te comprehension. The main objective of a given paper is to
classify anomalous transport on a basis of the known theoreti—
cal and experimental results, to single out characteristic spa—
tial and temporal scales and, proceeding from dimensional con-
siderations, to derive unknown transport coefficients.

One can find two different mechanisms of anomalous trans—
port. The first one is related with a turbulent stochastizati-
on of field lines on a collisionless skin—layer scale,(:/L%nJ
due to non—zero collisionless Landau dampint, Li] - [3] . Tur—
bulences on such transversal scales can be represented as a set
of dual vortices strongly-extended along the field lines and
moving along them with a thermal electron velocities,’LE. The—
ir amplitudes should satisfy the conditioneqfli~1 [fl] . The

characteristics scale of electron displacements across the field,
a.e/A%U s pd<§gflfii. The frequency of their collisions with
the vortices is def.»ekutg-QL§/(yp). The factor C allows for
an interaction of electron not with a wave resonant at a given
surface, for which KII=O’ but with a satellite, for shich KIIK
“(qlI and the amplitude is E —times lower [2] . From consi—
derations of dimensionality one can obtain the electron heat
conduction and electron diffusion coefficient

.3 2 .k‘ k »- V- Lx n A: La. »— ,~ _—~ 6Dan }l]f’ [A ti that: UK (1)



The motion of ions as such low-scale vortices ( f[,>C /a4n;)

will be slightly perturbed, except of the collisions with vor-

tex top which can reject an ion. A turbulence model for ions

can be represented as a set of scattering centres with a dis—
tance between them equal to QB in a longitudinal direction, and

to C/kwe in a transversal direction. A characteristics ion dis—

placement, p5 , characteristic frequency of collisions with

vortices is the same as that for electrons. Diffusion, heat

conduction and viscosity coefficients for ions are estimated

as:
: ’ 2 L“ 2 r?" I“ 17'

. r. , l -1‘ e l d /e ‘c , v 1,, ~ -5. a 6 L. — -'~
Dar, 2C0” “’1 /p (l/R / JP ml; Lu'd; (2) .

. . . 1 u . ,ri ‘rr .AQ
Note that ions are in the Pfirsch—bchluter regmne,w@j>> L‘ G

(2/3

Therefore, one should probably add a factor (1+q2) to the ex—

pression (2), and the effects of interaction between the trap—

ped particles and the drift waves with Kir~1}g—1, described

below, are possible for electrons only.

As the plasma diffusion is determined by a lower of two

diffusion coefficients, Di and De, one has Danfx Dgn.

Similar qualitative estimates have a sense only when they

are confirmed by more strict theoretical and experimental re—

sults. The electron heat conduction (1) was more accurately ob-

tained in [1} - [3] and fits well the experimental Merezhkin—
Mukhovatov scaling law or the neo-ALCATOR one. An anomalous

viscosiy calculated inlE] , L6] coincides with the viscosity
(2) and describes well not only the experiments, comparison

with which is given in [E] , but the later ones [7] . Therefore

one can hope that a new result for ion heat conduction (2) be

also true. The problem of anomalous resistance is a more comp—

licated one. Formally, from the dimensionality consideration

one can write
2 . 1. ‘(3 /3

é r\.' " r 9. .x‘ L“) "‘ Ium “we /‘ "j /‘ 1:6 (3)

In a one-dimensional case, a passing particle flying over

a potential hill looses, first, its velocity and then picks it
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up to a previous value. Such a particle does not loose its mo—
mentum, and the estimate (3) is not true. In case of interacti-
on with vortices, an electron, approaching the hill top, is not
only decelerated but shifted in a transversal direction and can
be removed beyond the limits of a given vortex to a distance
and no more be accelerated up to the previous velocity. In this
case, the estimate (3) turns out to be true. Such an anomalous
conduction in some regimes in tokamaks turns out to be lower
than a classical one. Their ratio has the form C7 /’Cun “v
‘l/gp Zn$@}LAiS the Coulomb logarithm, .Z is the effective cha—

:ge). The estimate (3) needs an accurate theoretical and experi—
mental verification.

The second transport mechanism is an interaction of trapped
electrons with larger scale drift waves KL -~ 0 1. The spectral
maximum in drift oscillations observed in a tokamak refers to
this region Passing electrons in such waves are shifted almost
reversible L2] . Trapped electrons interact with the waves in a2
resonance way at a frequency of toroidal precession, flay: ha %‘7:-
(LU is the drift frequency). Their displacement turns out to be
irreversible. By the order of magnitude one can write IKE; ’“
EI'Q<L ),/ an. . A characteristic velocity can be estimated
ash} Q ; a frequency, as “i at 11" Z; . As a result, one has

I ‘ - C ‘n c 7" R I 2D: ~ XE" H‘W‘Icfie :3 e / (4)
Such a coefficient has been obtained from a quasi——linear appro-
ximation in L8]. Pay attention to a temperature pinching effect
related with a strong dependence of£c~on 'L; [9] . A flux of he-
at through an electron channel and that of particles can be di-
rected towards an increase in Ten Anomalous transport by trapped
electrons does not depend on density and can play a decisive role
at high densities, resulting in a saturation of the Zé—growth with
a rise in n. One dimensional set of transport equations has the
form

«1. L _ 1 u r- at I” r LL 1):” 11-.) _~e'€. ()7;%-;27r/ xv /,, :0”,i :(T — /D),,~<5)[1- ,; “" "/1/ an 17/“



H3 7 =ri:;r7[(7*w H _ P a grim/”'67; ..
57f2_(nt) r if e a” a" T” ;Q 2 L”) 7 a”)??—

(6)
_ file? + <

a Z x: .-f) 'i .— 1 ‘5; .(1— [’2 /‘_.I7 _ —~-V. a 'fl L (7)
ac( ‘) I" 0/ x n of(

. K - w ' “(I I7a) f 3 u/ 'L (1 I .4 8;_LL : '7 sad/“(4 + 4"")7'4" f- m ’7 ( )of I 0’ I? L
Here, u is the toroidal rotation speed, PN and PT are the pin-
ching parameters for particles and heat, 1 s PN g 3/2,
0 S PT g' 3/2? Alei is the heat exchange between electrons and
ions, N, Qe, Qi and F are the sources. Convective removal of

ion heat is neglected here.
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CURRENT THAI S‘ORT IN A CHAOTII VMGNETIC FIELD AND SELF—SUSTAINMENT OF
ISLANIS

Dr. P.H. Rebut

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX1” BEA, U.K.

Introduction
In previous wor< [i], it has been proposed that the anomalous

transport observed in Tokamaks could be a consequence of the magnetic
topD prevailinO in such deviC’ (i.e.tthe existence of small magnetic
islan su.Mrounded by regions ihere the field lines have an odic
behaviour). The consequences for current transport and selfwsustainment of
the topology are considered in this paper. In particular, it is found that
the diffusion of the current liberated at each sawtooth cr sh can sustain
the topology between the inversion radius and the plasma boundary, thus

ing the conclusion of Ref.[2] to most of the plasma voltme.end

Trajectories of Magnetic Field Lines in Cylindrical Coordinates (r, 6, Re)
We suppose that the magnetic field can be split in two terms: a

dominant term EU with cylindrical symmetry (Bar 7 O) and a smaller term 8,,
such that B,7 << B 2. B, is responsible for chaotic behaviour of the
magnetic fielci liiiies

» The followmi equations could be extended to any geometry by a
suitable choice of coordinates.

fix \_
/We define n : IF r'BO: dr' ; IF r'B¢ dr'

0 ’i o
m : const is the magnetic surface of the unperturbed field and t is the
length along a magnetic field line: (Bi/iaR) dL

The trajectories of a :ield line are given by

a): 7 (REF/BJJM-i, :15 (NBS/r‘hwi’iqi (2)

which defines a transformation fl (MU, m) (for d = O; M = WU). In
particular: w 9 (no, 90, ¢) or inverting the previous expression
‘Sbi (W0, m, m); 6 0 did he s multivalue function (index i). In the
way, inverting initial and current positions along a ma netio line:
(ll): We: 7 (i1)

Flux conservation imposes: dw d0 : dmfldflu, which can be written:

88‘ 30 ~1 _ oi A> ~ ,
fifif” 337— i: 0) i3)

as. :36 :C -‘ r‘” w r, 1 : 'i‘ ,_, 0‘] : 2: ‘iii'lilii E) iliJL [Ll W J A *VW L (W: I 1‘ (



. 1 3001Let us define: F(w, wo, ¢> = 2? 2i ‘3W_ (5)

Invariance along a magnetic line:
A function f constant along a magnetic line satisfies the equation:

Bf 8f RBB 3fB.vr = 0 which gives __ + rRBP __ + [___J__ = o (6)
Be 3w rB 86w

001 is invariant along a magnetic line: (initial condition)

w 39 - 80 — 390d 01 _ at a _21% [W + I" R Bl" W] e O O!" 8‘? 1‘ 31L [1.e BFTUJ—i-J * O (7)

In a chaotic region, the number of value 1 increases equally over
the whole region as ¢ increases and as a first term

30 ,oi _ 5F:1 r R Br W —> R [(010-371) (8)

and gg _ gm (R KW)Bfl) = O (9)

F is the probability of finding a magnetic line starting at we in an
interval do around w after a number of turns = (o/Zn).

Eq.(9) is a diffusion equation of magnetic lines to be compared with
the similar equation in [i] A2R d 2

R K(w) = 2::- tag] (10)
where A is the distance between two chains of islands and LD the mean
length of magnetic line to cross one chain of islands. If m is the
poloidal mode number and pm the bandwidth

—1: (B/Zumi) (%%J , L0 = 2WR (Zum/3)g(Y) (11)
with Y the overlapping coefficient: Y = (cl+ez)/2A and g(Y) 1 1. For Y=1.2
(g' < O) with these definitions, where i=1/q is the rotational transform

R M) ; [0.27/u3m5g<v>i-<%)'2 <12)

Application to the current
The current flowing along the field line obeys in the first

approximation

a . VJ" = o (13)
We shall suppose that this is true along N turns of the torus.
The diffusion of the magnetic field lines across the magnetic surfaces
leads to a transport of current. We define a mean resistivity n = V/2w/RJ¢

+wN
so that n B¢ (2¥R> = y¥g f N n(w) 3%R gge dc (1M)_ ~n 1
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where V is the voltage per turn. Eq.(13) leads to (JH/E) : (JW/BW) is
constant along a field line and follows Eq.(9):

B , Ba 8 a a7371 (3%) + W 12m» W [371] = o (15>
which taking into account Eq.(lu) gives

7 B a Bu 8 mBHNWRK(WW [W]: L; ”I: (16)

where (Bmfi/R) is a mean value over a magnetic surface w .
The conditions at the limits are that the flow of current is nul:

B
gm 3% = O for m = O and w = uh (17)

where a is the radius of the plasma.

B n(w)B ZWRdnBy integration, Eq.(l6) gives If?“ 3? = 1:3 “—6)”; (18)
¢

Conclusions
Several conclusions can be deduced from these equations:

(a) When (HNRAz/Luaz) is large compared to 1 (small m numbers and larger
islands), Eq.(16) becomes:

%: : const : Vlog ffa n(¢) B¢ EUR d¢ (19)

which give the Taylor condition for reverse field pinch [3]. The next
order term can be deduced from Eq.(l6). Eq.(19) could also describe
the state of the plasma after a disruption in a tokamak; nevertheless,
the transport of current will take some time to allow the eddy current
in the islands to die away. The effect on the heat transport should
be much faster.

(b) When (nNRAZ/Loaz) is small compared to l (the m number is large and
the size of overlapping islands is small), we can define

V , nN 8 , 3 Bi ,5%) = Jth ~ W1? — 2 B; W Rh W {3:} (20)

which produces an extra current in the chaotic region if

B.8 B m ,WRKWlWD o (21>

The critical profile in this case for large m numbers could be written
with the hypothesis that B¢ and RK are constant:



3 _ _ p 1Br2 (J¢) e u J¢

which could be integrated to give:

J¢ = Ju/(ar2+l) (22)

The self consistency of the islands if m is lower but not too small
(if not the tearing condition has to be taken into account [2,Mj) is
given in Ref.[i] (Amperes Law).

Lo U0 GJ = B‘ (23)
which linked to Eq.(23) leads to the self consistency condition; if
the islands are sustained only by the transport of current, this
imposes a curvature of the current greater than that given in Eq.(22).
In Eq.(20) defining 6J, only current diffusion has been taken into
consideration but other effects can play a dominant role such as a
contribution of fast particles. Thermodynamic effects linked to a
flow of plasma along the chaotic field lines may also sustain the
islands. Local electric fields and non— ambipolar diffusion may be
important. In this presentation, the estimation of N remains a
problem.

(0) the current created between the two internal disruptions could be
redistributed with this mechanism along the chaotic field line: at
the edge of the q = 1 surface, an extra production of current 6J8
could be calculated:

2nm(dJo/B¢) = 518 = J02 ¥l[(n(w1) — nw) HWZRj/d (2H)
J O

This current could assist in maintaining the chaotic region.
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DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN FT TOKAMAK

/) Frye-nun

Associazinne EURATOMeENE/t sulla l-"usione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati
C31". 65, 0044 li‘rascati, Rome, Italy

Measurements of density fluctuations in FT, by means of infrared (IR) scattering,
are presented.The data are taken along a vertical diameter of the plasma poloidal
cross section and compared with results previously obtained on a Chord close to the
edge. Frequency and Kespectra show similar characteristics for poloidal and radial
propagation. The scattering signal is recorded during the whole shot interval and
usually follows the density evolution. Additional heating power with lower hybrid
radiofrequency (LHR) (8 GHz) does not produce any evident effect on the signal. A
modification of the fluctuations spectral density is observed when marfes propagate
into the diagnostic View line.

1. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND PARAME I ERS RANGE.

The scattering system is essentially the same as that described in Ref. [1]. A
3 W, 10 um, gaussian C0: laser beam is weakly focused by a concave mirror to a beam
waist of 5 mm in the plasma center; a portion of it (150 111W), after an external path, is

l 7
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Fig. I - Fluctuation level during flat top {at and romping ll)! density discharges at. 60 kt}.
Ll“ channel: HHW kllx, HI" channel: 26071360 Itllz. both in imlipenxlent nu. The upper traces
show the plasma current I l ||l and the average elm-tron (It-unity (up).



sent onto a GeCu photoconductive detector for homodyne detection of the scattered
power. The signal is analysed by bandpass RMS detectors, covering the frequency
range 2-1000 kHz, and then recorded during the whole discharge. Measurements have
been performed using the conventional scattering geometry, in the K—vector range 12—
50 cm‘l, together with the far-forward technique in order to extend this range down to
5 cm“ (2). Even if both techniques have been used, a relative calibration of the two is
not avaliable yet. The scattering volume is a cylinder. with a 5 mm radius, covering a
whole vertical plasma diameter: only poloidally propagating fluctuations are probed.
At present only a shot by shot scan of the Kaspectrum is possible.

2.. RESULTS.

In Fig. la we report typical signals taken during a sawtoothing steady state
discharge: after a fast increase, following the density build up, the fluctuations level,
both in the high and low frequency channel, keeps practically constant during the flat
top. A ramping density discharge is shown in Fig. lb: here again the scattering signals
follow the trend of the electron density apart from a tendency to saturate towards the
end of the discharge. At 200 ms the effect of a strong gas puff is evident in particular
in the high t'reqt :ncy channel.

Frequency spectra for two different K—vectors are reported in Fig. 2 : there is
no significant decrease of the spectral density at low frequency side with the
resolution indicated by the error bars, while the spectral width is larger at higher K.
The dashed lines indicate, for comparison, the roll off slope already found for
fluctuations close to the edge (r/a: 0.8) mainly propagating in the radial direction (1).
Both characteristics are resonably unchanged when passing from one to the other
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configuration. In Fig. 3 frequency integrated power spectrum is shown vs K. Again therollioff slope found in Ref. [1] seems to approximately fit the data.
No significant change in the fluctuations level was found during the injection ofLHR power for electron heating up to 230 kW at 8 GHz.
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Figure 4 shows the behaviour of density fluctuations in a discharge disrupting for
density limit in which a marfe is present: when the cold dense region associated with
the marfe propagates towards larger major radius the interferometer, viewing a
vertical chord passing through the center, looses fringes and the fluctuations suffer a
modification of their frequency spectrum as indicated by the different behaviour of
the two different channels.

3. SUMMARY

The scattering signal, expecially at low frequency, essentially follows the
electron density evolution both in the flat top and ramping phase. Frequency and
K~spectra of density fluctuations with poloidal K, integrated along a vertical chord
passing through the plasma Center, show similar characteristics to those with mainly
radial K measured closer to the edge in a previous work. This confirms the K
isotropization already found on other machines [3,4]. A modification of the frequency
spectrum associated with marfe has been observed and is now under investigation.
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TIME AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MAGNETIC
DIFFUSTION OF AN lNl'lOMOGENIjOUS PLASMA
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Nuclear Researrh Centre. Catro. Egypt.

The lltdgll‘ftH' dilltision in a plasma lllCChlflP (64.3.. TOKAlXK) plays an
ii'iiportant role in understanding the Characteristics of the initial phase Current
pentration (which appears to proceed ai'iomalously last) and the phase distribution
of the plasma |121 It is important to understand the nature and the st'aling
of the instabilities which might be I‘CSPOHSlblO for these Characteristics. Since
on the one hand. last current pentration becomes, more Cl‘LK‘lal in the large
dPHtCS of the luture generatton and in reactors. while on the other hand dlbll‘k
buttons are acrompanied by a loyal flattening of the electron temperature
prolile or rapid plasma losses.

lit the present work" we constder a Cy‘lllldl‘lCal inhoiiiogcnotis plasma and
the magnetic tield Nut) in the plasma 15 Considered to be an unknown function
ot space and time. while the terriperaturr: prolile of the plasma lS governed
by the‘lii'iear t‘C‘lEtIlOH.

1: ”HM M?) l'tt)
where T, IS the barkgrnurid temperature of the plasma. ‘5' 15 a scaling l‘ar'tor
Tll'l'l‘?‘ and [15 thfl‘ Tll'l'le.

Starting fi'oi'i'i \la\\\ell's equations:

VA L I" «1’ EL , V‘A [j :- fAJ / ._,' : 5 l (I)
C ()t k

\\i;‘ (an find the iiiagnt‘tir dillLisioii equation ol’ the plasma as:
,7 - "\ 2 , ,3 --“

LLB " l)» I ~C- 1.' )7 (Y [3 )} (3! T 0'; LIME r Dr

To solve equation (2) we ('OHSldPI‘E‘d that

l\)

T-Eflf'z) 1—, r( F) filttt
‘ ' (3)
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‘A
where B is the magnetic field of the plasma and 5’ is the conductiwty.

Substituting from (3) into (2), we get the following equations
3/2

I if ii? :41-( t ) g 'at T (a)

c‘i _1- 3 L7 1 Q -—;~ 1
“0,7,0 [37 BF[ 3/1?) ? T?“ Eli—7? (5)

where?” is a constant.

It is easy to obtain the time dependent part of the magnetic field from(ll) as

3(t)=ACa/>[*Z/JT(1+M)U7 (6)

We solve the differential equation (5) in two cases:

i) when flflrl: is constant, we have
2~ N

Jig} zé§e~~'1-zl):0 (7)If (/22 + 42 B( 1“
. \ zwhere Z : fiEA‘)”: / f:% I A : .2 fracf’yfi

and 01 is constant.

The solution of equation (7) is the modified Bessel function and have anapproximate solution of the form:

g OCIH(//$f) (S)
M

if ”[960 and fl——> 0 , we have 69 o< f , which means that the current densityis constant.

ii) When F(F] :3—«1—— ) D: fz/Z we obtain from equation (5) that:
x» .2 ' - _. i n \2(1—2") 3%3@71+(1~r*)§+/l95:0 M

where 2*: D'FI , ingg

Equation (9) represent a hypergeometric function, and has the followingsolution [3}



(10)f. :— lV/('1—/l‘2*+ H‘)
It seems from the model ilbbllmpllon that T:T,(Jr, HUI" Implles the tendon

[l\'lt)‘ 0- s»: 1"“ ts grow so the magnetic" fleld E changes more slowly \\'[thtime LL leads to _a longer tune Constant (seperatlon Constant) therefore magnelu~l’lux ( ‘\N ”all IA?) ) will be decreased (or perhaps increase less rapldly)this? appearently means that the magnetlc flux or held lines move radiallyoutward (or perhaps move Inward more slowly) as the conductlwty o" ls growthe plasma becomes a superconductor (for [—» so ) (the result of the modelassumption of 'T 94 (1f 5[) ).
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THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF TURBULENT FLUCTUATIONS AND TRANSPORT IN
TEXT
F.A.Haas and A.Thyagaraja

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3DB, England
(EURATOM/UKAEA FuSion AssoCiation)

Abstract We show that a magnetic fluctuation spectrum with physically
reasonable prOperties can be construCted and used to account for observed
potential and denSity fluctuations, ambipolar particle and heat fluxes
obtained experimentally in TEXT.

Introduction A wealth of experimental data has recently been obtained in the
TEXT tokamak relating to fluctuations and anomalous tranSport (see Wootton at
this conference and other references below). The availability of this data —
especially in the confinement zone — leads to the possibility of a
theoretical interpretation for TEXT. In an earlier paper [1] (see also [2]
for a general discussion) we outlined an approach in which we were able to
interpret the TFR data. The present paper, which gives an updated verSion of
our theory, satisfactorily interprets many of the observed features of the
TEXT data, as well as suggesting new effects which could be sought for.

We adopt a periodic cylinder geometry in which a uniform BZ represents
the toroidal field (2T for TEXT). The q—profile, which is taken to be
q(r/a) = 0.8 + 2.2(r/a)2, closely fits experiment as described by Wo0tton
[3]. The electron and ion temperature profiles are given by

Toe,i(r/a) = Toell(o)exp[~2.25(r/a)2]
where T e’(o) = 0.63 kev and Toi(o) = 0.65 keV. It should be noted that
the experiments being interpreted were carried out in hydrogen, with
Zeff = 1.73. The electron density is taken to be .
noe(r/a)=noe(o)exp[—1.3(r/a)ZJ, where noe(o)=4.6 x 1013 cm~3. The assumed
q—profile corresponds to a total plasma current of 208 kA and pOlOldal field
at the limiter of 1.67 kG.

In our model we assume that the fluctuating electric field E’ can be
written as _

E- A (equivalent to assuming §'~ g >> g Lc a: z r 6 z
The electron and ion distribution fuctions fe'l(£,vH,t) are functions of
v", which is the particle velocity (random and mean) along the
instantaneous magnetic field E = (E0 + §)/B. The functions fe,i satisfy
Fokker—Planck equations similar to those derived in our earlier paper [1].
Given E and 3%, and assuming the smallness of E} these equations are solved
as before. Adding the quasi‘neutrality condition to the system it is
possible to find a relation between B’r and $. Thus the specification ofB} for example enables the complete computation of quantities such as $, 3
and the fluxes Iéli(r), Qle,i(r)' For example, Ié(r) is given by

CT 3Fe(r)=<bvrjfw v I,f'eclv II> + (n ___9‘3.:Z‘§>
eBZ TOe

where < > denotes averaging over time—scales long compared with drift and
colliSion times, as well as spatial averaging over 9 and z. The
solution once obtained is independently checked by substituting in the moment

93m) = V; -
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equations derived from the kinetic ones. This self-consistency has been
found to be essential in ensuring the ambipolarity of the particle fluxes
calculated by our method, irrespective of the spectrum assumed for B} (or
equivalently $). The details of the method will be published elsewhere.

Results For calculational convenience we have chosen to prescribe the
EEQEEEIc fluctuations, B}, which we represent in the form of a Fourier
series. The free parameters which occur are determined by comparing the
calculated $t£,t) with experiment. The assumed form for 5; includes a
continuum of m,n modes. The modes with g = 2 and 3 =.§ , which we
believe to be the dominant low order resonances, are treated separately from
the continuum. Thus, we write

I 5’ 2 b +r rc br,5/2 + br,2/1’ where

60 60
= i . j -l/H _ __ 2 i Z\ B;C e %:1 QE1 m exp[ 1/4(m nq(r)) ]cos(m9+nE+mubt)

with “b = 2000 rads s-l and2 s = 1.35 x 10‘”; the summations run over m &
n such that g #.2 and g i T' The wavelengths and frequencies of this
prescription are conSistent with klpi< 0.3 and mub ~ u?-

The quantity 5 is given by the expanSionr,5/2

60 60
5 = ‘0 5 ‘ <5 "VI/“8X9 4 (m-nq) 2 cos(m9+fl +1 t>r15” [EM .221 2m,5n [4 } R ”I

where the 6 represents the Kronecker symbol, and “E is
CT p'

“i = Oi igi E; 8' is given by a similar expan5ion With 5g as the
eBz pOl r r2,1

amplitude factor. The results ariSing from this spectrum will now be
‘ discussed.
‘ The assumed q—profile indicates that the 5/2 resonance occurs close to
‘ r/a = 0.9 and the 2,1 resonance at r/a = 0.75. The 1,1 resonance, which

is not treated expliCitly, occurs at r/a = 0.3. Our calculation shows that<(5r)2>1/2 =1.4 x10‘3 at r/a : 0.9, 1.0 x10'2 at r/a = 0.75, 6.0 x10‘”
at r/a = 0.3, respectively. Fig.1 shows the calculated values of

<<g§22>l/2 and ((26)2>1/2 plotted as functions of r/a and compared with

experiment. It should be noted that the value of ;E at r/a = 0.9 has
oe

been used to fix the size of e.
The choices of parameters for the 5/2 and 2/1 resonances are made With

reference to the data on the particle and the ion heat fluxes; the treatment
of the 5/2 resonance is to ensure that the computed flux matches the radial
variation of the measured flux. The treatment of the 2,1 resonance is to
account for the observed size of the ion heat flux near this resonance. It
must be noted that the experimentalists have apparently filtered the low m,n,
low frequency signals from the data in Fig.1.

n
The code predicts the observed non-adiabaticity (E_ < %E ) in

o 06



amplitude and phase; while this appears to be a generic feature of the
kinetic equations, the investigation shows that the magnitudes and relative
phases are sensitive to n, Te and q-profiles. Note that the calculated
fluctuations include the continuum as well as the discrete resonances and
are therefore somewhat larger than experiment. In Fig.2 we compare the
calculated particle flux with the moasured one. There is qualitative
agreement in the radial variation. We note that our theory cannot be used
for r/a > 1 since it does not cover edge—specific effects. It is difficult
to say whether the 5/2 resonance at the assumed amplitude can account for
all of the inserved particle flux. We can say definitely, that if the 5/2
resonance is not included, although the non—adiabatiCity can be accounted for
in terms of SEC alone, the particle flux from these modes would not match
experiment. According to Schoch et al L4] the low m,n modes have been
Filtered out of their 3 spectrum — our results suggest that these modes
could be important for particle tranSport.

Fig.3 gives the comparison between the calculated and measured total
electron heat fluxes. ConSidering the Size of the error bars the agreement
is acceptable both in radial variation and magnitude. Although the figures
don't show it, theory predicts large fluciuation and heat fluxes at the 1,1 ,
resonance, and it would be interesting if these could be determined 4
experimentally and compared With theory. We have also checked that the
calculated electron heat fluxes are conSistent with the experimentally
measured ion temperature at r/a = 0.5, as follows; substracting the
anomalous electron loss from the estimated ohmic power at r/a = 0.5, and
setting the difference equal to the claSSical electron ion exchange, we can
calculate the ion temperature using the measured T and n. It comes out
to be within 11% of the eXperimuntally measured Tl(O.3 : 0.1 keV).

In Fig.4 we compare the calculated turbulent ion heat flux with the
experimentally estimated one. The experimental estimate is difficult and
involves large error bars. However, we have found that it quite impossible
to account for the ion heat flux as estimated u5ing neoclassical theory. In
this respect, TEXT results are in constrast with ohmic heating results from
earlier tokamaks apparently operating in the same n and T regimes. Our
calculations appear to show that particlv flux convection can only account
for the estimated ion heat flux partially and only fairly close to the
boundary. We find that the inClUSion of low order resonances in our 5}
spectrum to be essential in accounting for the observed ion heat transport.
Thus a further round of vaieriments is clearly called for to determine the
dominant components of \aa low order resonances and their relative
amplitudes.

Conclusions We remark that it is by no means obVious a priori that a
magnetic fluctuation spectrum can be constructed With EfiynZliy reasonable
amplitudes and frequenCies, and estimate self—consistently the measured
fluctuatiins $ and 6' together With various particle and energy fluxes,
all in reasonable agreement with experiment. Our calculation shows that at
least one such spectrum exists, and further theoretical and experimental work
is needed to establish it.

In concluSion our model appears capable of prCViding a unified framework
for interpreting simultaneously the turbulent fluctuation and anomalous
transport data in TEXT. The only free parameters in the description relate



to two or three constants in the Spectrum which are fixed by reference to the
maximum experimental value of the potential fluctuations and the radial
variation of the particle flux. The calculation is then able to account for
several qualitative and quantitative features of the data including
non—adiabaticity and the electron and ion heat fluxes. Future experiments
involving trace impurity transport under the same conditions and externally
induced fluctuations together With more accurate particle and energy flux
data could help to test and refine the theory considerably.
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1result rfl‘ small dislHFDBHPPS :n the vurrent pFfllllE lrclaton
tn small lnral wf temperature, fnr instanwe a sawtnhth pulse)
Sinve, in View fit the high nitfusivitv f0? r L” alt), the PriLiPal
n—SHP?C1PC is a SVPlHVe nf whnstaht temperature, a link is
Established betwean the bnnnnary values lif l' and q. Fnr reasmh OI
rantinuity, this alsm hfllds fnr the H Hahbnnring internal qssuytares.
The link implies a depehncnre Hf the resign.ivitv On the rurrcnt and a
rnnsaquent i15tahility, under Pertain Cirhums dHVCS. Moremver, as far as
thh dependents NY the rurrent ran be vnnsidcreo linear n1 time, the
ilr,tlrvnnst surfares are alsn surfares Hf rnnstant pnlmiial flux /6/.
This allnws to write a single equation deswribing the prmress in terms
mt the ihlaldal flux rhanie A _.l L n 13 4 \“l (“’4‘ f

, A

(61
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illusl“ate the brnader vurrent profilé luashed} after the transition

l’fi/P 7 7.50. TheA q
surfarc Current is

frhm the relaxcd state (snlidl in the case
vnlume rurrent intreases slightly and a
fnrmed at this stage. The pninL—dashed prnfile illustrates the rasc when
all the Current is a vnlume rurrent. One sees that a steep gradient is
lnrmen after the transitinn, in agrcement with the nbservatinns, but the
PnnfilStEflFy with the heat transpnrt netds further ransiqeratinn.
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A COMPARISON Blil'l‘WEEN PREDICI‘EI) AN I) ()BSI‘IH \"l'lD I’ELLE’I'
PENETRATION DEPTH IN JIC’I‘ OHI\‘IIC‘~IIl111/\’I‘l‘ll_) DISCHARGES

C.T. Chang‘l'

JET Joint Undertaking, Ahingdon, UXON, 0X [-1 BEA‘ Lilli.
*Assoeiation ICURA'I'OM-Riso National Lill)(ll‘£itt'll‘y, AltltIt) Roskilde‘ Denmark

It Themetieal Model

The theoretically predicted pellet pL‘lIL‘tI'fltltllI depth is hosed on the :issump
tion that the shielding el'lect is primarily due to the slowinpr down ol' the plasma
electrons in a dense nhlated cloud surrt’mndinpr the pellet. 'I‘Wo Versions ol‘ the
ablation model are eonsiderei’l; (a) the oblutant consists of a single species o[' D:
molecules only [I l (frozen flow}, (h) the ablatz'int is a 4'3!)CCI(JS mixture of I); I), l) 1"
and (3* (their relative concentrations are determined by the local temperature and
pressure in the ablated eloud A equilibrium I'low. E2! l. When most energy ol' the
incoming electrons is absorbed in {l spherienl shell ot the cloud around the pellet.
the time variation of the pellet radius according to these models can he written as

i I l
t 7 131‘ 1, ‘di‘ i‘dl : w (, 1' in ‘l‘”1* .1 1‘ .-

The constant C and the poWer index (:3 depend on the eon‘ipositinn ol' the ahlatunt
and the temperature rangeol'l‘U respectively, When I“) is measured in cm, n,. in
em“ "l',. in CV, their values for a deuterium pellet are §£1V13H in the :Hscomponymg
tablei

C

Te (eV) (:3
lespeciesablatant 4 Speciesablatant

(103, 6X10?) l.439 3.639xx10’” 2.763X10 “‘

(6x107, 105) 1.673 8,064x10"" 6.343x 10 1- !

""I‘he constant C listed here has been :‘nljusted according; to the previous study that
only 80% oi" the incoming electron energy flux is oldsorlwd in :1 spherical shell ol‘
radius r 21 2 I“) enVelopinpr the pellet [3], lo study the pellet penetratitm in .Il‘l'l‘
it is convenient to rel‘er the ablation oi the pellet. to ,1 Home ol' reference moving



with the pellet. 'l‘hus referring to a parameter

a: (r o )5“l’ [)o

Eq.(1) can be written as

. (2)(It/(Ix = (SC/3U r5“)n”"rb
0 [Jo 1: e

where rp0 is the initial pellet radius in cm, U0 is the pellet veloeity in crn/s. To
evaluate E or the variation of the pellet radius rp during its crossing from the
magnetic surface t + l ) to mp), we take values ofnc and T,3 defined in the volume
element AV” bounded by these two surfaces.

The ablated electrons 611p added to the shells during the crossing ofthe
pellet from the magnetic surface x(4) + 1) to x(¢ ) is given by

onpmvw I) : l‘2NptAVl ”AV...
(3)

finplAVlb) 2 (l —l)2Nl)(A\’m)/A\'"p

where N is the total number of mole—
cules ablated per second in the shell

‘m/ iAv' volume AVq,. Thus, when fIO, all the
(Flt (l) ablated material is added to the shell

. l volume AV? behind the pellet, the
l, l n l pellet experiences the unperturbed,__._ ~'—‘~]r“€"3}—@‘ “— plasma state. When f:1, all the
‘ 11’] ablated material is added to the shell

4 1 volume, AV.“ ahead of the pellet,
' causing an adiabatic cooling of the, J X’ r X "+1 . . 'Xq—l ,tf/ Lt plasma temperature lei the advaneing

pellet. Thus, if 81171; is the cold ablated
electrons added to the volume element

AVqH and Eli is the ionization energy, the corresponding temperature pertur-
bation, 6T0 and the updated plama temperature T'c in AV!” are given respectively
by

Fig.1

M _. ) (,ti‘lm‘ll 1) [ll_(A\ “do _|,|/3i.,.11)/zto\ W I),

I
’1‘ (AV ): ’I' [A\' J t Ci'l‘ lA‘.’ ).u 4., I w .h—l .» 4.71

H. Comparison with Experimental Observations

To compare the theoretically predicted pellet penetration depth with those
observed experimently, we shall confine our studies to those shots otOll discharges
only, taking during,r the Autumn 1986. The plasma state in each shell volume is
taken shortly before the pellet injection, thus 'l‘L. processed from l‘lCl‘] data and 11L.
processed From the Abelinverted FIR interferometry chord measurements.



rl‘he experimentally determined pellet penetration depth is deduced from
arrays of soft xiray detectors [-1]; the detectors are placed :3 cm apart. an
uncertainty of observed penetration depth of ii cm is to be expected. With the
additional shift of the magnetic axis during the pellet injection, the actual
uncertainty of the pellet penetration depth could he even greater. According to the
convention used in the JET computational code, up to the position of the limiter,
the plasma volume is devided into 51) shells. bounded by successive magnetic
surfaces of2 cm. apart; the calculated penetration depth is therefore also subjected
to an uncertainty of $2 cm at least. Besides. the pellets used are actually
cylinders, the pellet radius used in the computations is based on an equivalent
spherical pellet con taining‘ the same number of particles, Np. adjusted according to
the total number of particles actually deposited in the plasma volume. and is
somewhat lower than the nominal total number of particles contained in the initial
pellet [4 I. Since we may alternatively delinc an equivalent. spherical radius of the
pellet by taking the same volume to surface area ratio, \’S as that of a sphere. thus
there is an uncertainty regarding the proper radius of the pellet in the
computation. in spite of these uncertaii‘ities. the results shown in hip. 13 clearly
indicates that the ablation model based on the single specie ‘ll1lt'ltfllll; tends to
underestimate the depth actually penetrated by the pellet. (hi-r the pellet used. r1]
: 2 mm for the same Np and r1) : 1.8 min for the same VJ ,. the uncertainty in its
equivalent spherical radius can. at most. give an uncertainty in the penetration
do ’1 h ofl cm). As shown in the same figure, when the ahlatant is taken to be a A17
species mixture, the presence of additional shielding: through the dissociation and
ionization effect gives a better agreement |V,et\.vcen the predicted and the observed
penetration depth. On the otherhand‘ as shown in Fig.3. a better agreement
between the observed and the predicted penetration depth can be also obtained. it
the computed penetration depth is based on the lAspecics ablutant model but
allowing 109‘}, of the ablated cold material to he added to the plasma Volume ahead
of the advancingr pellet.

III. Conclusion

A comparison between the observed and the predicted pellet penetration depth
taken in JE'l‘ Ohmic discharges indicated that the pellet actually penetrates
deeper than that predicted by the lispecics ablatant. neutral shieldinpr modclv ln
View of the experimental and theoretical umrertainties mentioned above, the
possible cause ol'the additional shieldi in; effect is still uncertain.
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INTERACTION OF COLD INCH—DENSITY PARTICLE CLOUDS WITH
MAGNE'WCALLY CONFINED PLASMAS

L.L. Lengyel

IPP Garching, EURATOM Association, Fed. Rep. of Germany

The sudden release of a large number of neutral particles subjected to subsequent
ionization has found application in fusion research as well as in other plasma~physical
areas, e.g. magnetospheric experin'ients. Although the physical conditions are vastly
different in these experiments, there are some fundamental similarities between the
respective cloud expansion processes. In all these cases the released neutral particles
expand in a spherically synnnetric manner until they become ionized. As a result of
ionization and subsequent interaction with the magnetic field, the transverse expansion
of the cloud is slowed down and brought to a full stop. The radially confined plasma
is ‘funnelled’ into magnetic flux tubes: its expansion along the magnetic field lines is
practically a vacuum expansion. The expanding plasma distorts the magnetic field: a
transient magnetic cavity may form inside the cloud. Since the cloud is heated by the
incident plasma particles, the incident energy flux is a function of the species present
in the plasma and, in the case of energy carriers with gyro—radii less than the cloud
radius, of the diamagnetic state of the particle cloud.

A variable—mass single—fluid singlercell Lagrangean model was developed to describe
and analyze the above processes, with implementation primarily to pellet—plasma in—
teraction studies. The rate of the cloud mass variation, i.e. the strength of the mass
source attached, is specified by means of a pellet ablation routine coupled to the cloud
expansion model: the ablation rate is given at any time instant. as a function of the
temperature and density of the cloud particles sorrounding the mass source.
The model was tested by means of data of earlier magnetospheric barium cloud expe-
riments where the characteristic time and length scales range from 100 s to 1000 s and
from 10 km to 500 km, respectively. Sudden particle release (instantaneous ablation)
was assumed in this case. Detailed calculations were performed for hydrogen clouds
associated with the injection of pellets into tokamak plasmas. The characteristic time
and length scales in this case are of the order of 1 as to 100 [IS and 1 mm to 50 mm,
respectively (see [1] and [2]).
The time histories of all relevant cloud parameters (which, besides determining the
strength of the mass source, represent massive local perturbations for the recipient
plasma), of such as its radius, length, temperature, pressure, ionization degree, beta
value, lifetime, internal magnetic field strength, etc, are computed for various (total)
cloud masses, ablation rates, magnetic field strengths, plasma temperatures, and are
analyzed.
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some representative results corresponding to pellet injection scenarios in ASDEX andJET are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Here the time development of various pellet cloud pa-rameters and local plasma disturbances are shown for a given number of pellet particlesdeposited between two flux surfaces. If the pellet injection velocity is given, the mass
source strength can be calculated on the basis of the residence time of the pellet in theflux tube considered. The number of particles locally deposited is taken either fromexperimental measurements (ASDEX: Shot No. 18716/l.624 5, see Fig. 1) or ablationcalculations (JET: see Ref. [3]). The local ablation rate was computed in this case bymeans of the ablation model proposed by IIoulberg et al. [4]. Constant ablation rate(e.g. linearly increasing ablatant cloud mass) was assumed for the residence time ofthe pellet in the flux tube considered.
In Fig. l the time development of the cloud size (radius, length) and of the transversevelocity of the cloud boundary are shown. The transverse deceleration of the cloudmass involves Alfvén time scales. The maximum Cloud radius is defined by the relativemagnitudes of the pellet mass locally deposited, the heat flux affecting it (ionizationtime), and the magnetic field strength applied. The expansion along the magnetic fieldlines and the return to equilibrium conditions involves hydrodynamic time scales whichare by three orders of magnitude larger than the Alfve'n time scale. The maximum(calculated) beta reached in the plasma cloud of Fig. 1 was ~ 0.05, the maximumelectron density was about 1.2 x 1023m—3.
In Fig. 2 the time histories of the magnetic field strength, electron density, and betaare shown for the JET scenario considered. In this case, the plasmoid radius reachedafter a few overdamped oscillations is about 1.4 cm.
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PELLE’I‘ PARTICLE DEPOSITION PROFILES WITH ALLOWANCE FOR
NEUTRAL GAS EXPANSION EFFECTS

l“P..I. Lalousis‘, L.L. Lengye

’The NET-Team/IPI’ Garching
”IPP Garching, EURATOM Association, Fed. Rep. of Germany

A numerical model has been developed recently in which the expansion of the pellet
cloud along the magnetic field lines as well as in the transverse direction is calculated
by means of a self—consistent model that takes into account such ellects as finite rate
ionization, E X E deceleration, magnetic field convection, and magnetic field diffusion
[I]. This model is coupled to a numerical routine in which the local ablation rate is
determined as a function of the electron temperature and electron density specified [2].
The total number of particles ablated at a particle flux surface is given by the product
of the ablation rate and the residence time of the pellet in the flux tube considered.
The expansion and ionization of these particles are followed up numerically until they
are stopped at some distance from the pellet. The results of calculations show that
the expansion velocity of the neutrals may considerably exceed the traversing velocity
of pellets injected into hot plasmas. Hence the neutrals may become ionized and
confined to magnetic flux surfaces at some distance from the location of the pellet.
The particle deposition profile is thus determined by summing up, at each flux surface,
the contributions of particles released by the pellet at the subsequent flux surfaces
while traversing them. A numerical algorithm has been developed for this purpose
that is described elsewhere [3].
Some representative results corresponding to the injection of single pellets into AS—
DEX, JET, and NET are given in Figs. 1 to 6. In all these cases the ablation rate was
calculated by means of the semi—analytical formula of Ref. [ldrp/dtriConst * Tel'fi" a:
n2'33/rg'67. The constant appearing in this expression has been chosen in such a man—
ner as to reproduce the pellet penetration depth experimentally observed in ASDEX
(Shot no. 18716). Note that unlimited energy reservoir was assumed in the present
calculations, i.e. the finiteness of the flux tube volumes in tokamaks was not taken
into account.

In all these figures, the number of particles deposited per flux tube is plotted as a
function of the radius. The width of a flux tube is defined (in an arbitrary manner)
as Ar : (1/40, 41 being the number of mesh points used in the calculations. The solid
lines shown correspond to local particle deposition whereas broken lines to particle



ASDEX JET NET
R (m) 1.65 2.98 5.20
a (m) 0.40 1.20 1.62
B (tesla) 2.2 3.0 5.5
Tm, (kev) 30.0 4.58 0.58
Tel (ke 2 0.02 0.20 0.20
neg (m“ ) 1.5><10"‘0 1.3 x 1019 1.5 x 1020
mil (m’B) 0.8 x 1019 0.5 x 1019 0.6 ><10lg
In all these cases, the electron temperature and density profiles were prescribed by
means of the expression f(r) : [1+(f0 — f1)[1 — (r/a)EX1]EX2, where for T.3 EXI :
EXZ = 2 and for na EX1 : 2, EX2 : 0.5, respectively.
Figures 1 and 2 correspond to pellet injection into ASDEX with ”up : 8007n/s. In
the reference case (Shot no. 18716, Fig. 1) a pellet of Np : 3.2 X 1019 (rp = 0.5
mm) has been used. For obtaining deep penetration, a pellet size with N]D : 5 X 1020
has been assumed for Fig. 2. Figure 3 corresponds to pellet injection into JET: here
Np = 2 X 1021 (rp : 2 mm) and up = 1100 m/s. Figures 4 to 6 correspond to NET
scenarios. In the first two cases a rather low pellet velocity, up : 1100m/5, has been
used. The first pellet size, Np : 1.6 X 1022 (TP : 4 mm, see Fig. 4) corresponds to a
NET refuelling pellet [4]. For obtaining intermediate and deep penetrations, the pellet
size was increased to Np : 7 X 1023 and 2 X 1024 (see Figs. 5 and 6, respectively). In
the last case, the pellet velocity was increased to 2500 m/s.
The results of these calculations can be summarized as follows:
(21) Within the framework of the analytical (smooth) plasma parameter distributions

and the analytical ablation rate function assumed, no notable difference exists
between local and non-local particle deposition in the bulk of the plasma. Here
non-local deposition has merely a smearing effect.

(b) Non—local deposition may produce notable differences in the wings of the deposition
curves particularly at high ablation rates, coupled with limited energy supply.

(c) The existence of significant non—local deposition effects depends upon the amount
of the cold mass locally released and the magnitude of the energy flux affecting the
neutral cloud. If the resulting ionization process is comperatively slow, significant
non-local effects may be produced in the wings of the deposition curves: deeper
particle penetration results (see Figs. 2, 5, and 6).
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1. Introduction

Analysis of a weakly dissipative (but inviscid) axisynnnetric
nearly static MHD equilibrium allows to detm‘miint the flux profiles left
free in the ideal MUD theory (see [I] and [2]) In the case where no mass
injection and auxiliary heating are present and the resistivity (UH, 77L) as
well as the tei’nperature diffusion coefficient lei are assumed to be flux
functions, we derive equilibrimn relations in the limit. of large aspect ratio
(A : Ito/(l). In the simplest possible case considering constant transport
coefficients (”loop model“) we solve the equilibrium equations and obtain
simple scaling relations for the central plasma /3 and the safety factor q.
we test the numerical validity of this model for aspect ratios of order
unity. Additionally we consider the ”Spitzer case” (Le-I)“ : HOTJS/Q)
and improve the scaling of the loop model according to this case. Finally
we compare the. predictions of the [3 scaling laws with measurements.

2. Scaling Relations at Large Aspect Ratio

We consider the usual MHD equations for a weakly resistive
axisymmetric plasma irwolving heat transport (kl) that is sustained in
a nearly static equilibrium by the loop voltage (1%). Treating this as a
perturbation of the ideal static case we can derive a set of 3 equations
for the unknown flux profiles T07 pa and L, which have to be solved
simultaneously with the Grad-Schliiter~Shafranov (GSS) equation for the
poloidal flux \I/ (see. [1]7[3]).

Let us now consider the limit of large aspect ratio. First we
prescribe the geometry of the \If : coast. surfaces as concentric ellipses.
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We set: R : A — 7'cos0; Z = K-rsing; \IJ(R,Z) : \I/(r); r is the nor—
malized small radius and K is the vertical elongation of the cross section.
Knowing the flux geometry we replace the GSS equation by its flux av-
erage to determine II/(r). Additionally we assume low 16 tokamak scaling
(q z 1,,{3’ ~ 14—2) and set 72L : 2);“ : 2120T0_3/2; kl : coast. Evaluating
the set of equilibrium relations with respect to large. aspect ratio then
leads to:

3"1i(ri‘li)=e<m; 1117:1120; d—‘ttv':o>=o <1)2 7‘ (Zr (11‘ (Zr

“(11) _,, 31' (%)2
= —A ”Q(To)—‘1 ,7; P001; : 0) : O 2"1’ 11:» + 21'1- (st ( )

V .(ITO 11-31;) [0 ”(11/ (Q2 (T )1k,7(T ))
Z _ H i , \ 0 i 710011111) : po(\111\[) (3)(MI 411])0 3111A!“ L211: (%)~

QiTD): cm,ATS/2 AUCE ) = %T0_3/2i12 =(1+ It —2) all” : @(O) (4)
Here 31¢: x6 + Xi: where Xe,” are the usually defined temperature
diffusion coefficients, and we omit the IO equation because it is decoupled
from the rest and of no physical interest here. Integration of the toroidal
direction of Olnn’s law leads to a condition which determines lQ/no in
terms of the total toroidal normalized plasma current I, namely:

[1[3/ my PM 501111)I: 97114 T ' _ T ‘—
Q( M): 9: [TS/2m? 10 a(m)B(T) (a)

The equations can be solved iteratively doing the following: Start with
a temperature profile T0(\ll); put it into equation (5) to fix QM!) =
Q(TO(\II)). Then solve equation (1) with the improved Q; use the re—
sult to integrate first the pressure equation (2) and then the temperature
equation (3) After that restart the procedure.

The solution of the ”loop case” is simply obtained by setting
T0011) 2 TM : coast. and 1'mrfor1ning one complete iteration step. For
the central values of q and ,8 we obtain:

_ (1 + Imp 11-21“ T4 a 1191?_ —_— ~ g _. I- = — ‘7 6

(IL [A ’ BL 11+ 212 4,12‘ flap ’3/\}{ ( )



Concerning the approximation of the [3 formula we used the experimental
result that T2 id 0.13 < 2 for big tokamaks. We calculated a numerical
solution for a typical JET discharge (see [t]) and compared it with the
scaling realtitms. \Ve found good agreement, although the results refer to
an aspect ratio of only 2.4. In figl We compare the ,B’Ls of the scaling law
with experimental values and see that they are an order of magnitude
too small.

An in‘iprovement is the solution of the next iteration step.
We start with the temperature profile. of the loop model which is of the
form: TO N \117;e/ depends on kiJ and the geometrical coefficients (see
['2] and [3]). Now we calculate the factor g of eq. (3). It is g : 2/(37 +
2). The corrected safety factor takes the form (1“ 2 gm. Using again
f2 << 2 we obtain for [3 : ,BM : G("/)r3[‘;G'(e/) (fig.2) collects the effects
of the variation of the resistivity. Because G is very sensitive to slight
changes in ’7' we fix it by the demand that the ,8 scaling formula gives
exactly the measured value for the JET discharge (7 = 0.97), and we
want to look wether the scaling law corrected in this way is usable for
other machines That means we make a kind of profile consistency ansatz
for the temperature profiles. The results are plotted in fig.1 and show a
significant improvement of the loop model.

3. Conclusions

Investigation of a diffusive equilibrium model involving clas-
sical resistivity and constant thermal conductivity led to simple scaling
formulae for the basic tokamak parameters. Comparison of the [)7 scaling
relation with experiments shows satisfactory agreement and can be taken
as a hint that the Spitzer case already contains the basic features of long
ohmic pulses.
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Introduction
Two scenarios for optimising the thermal alpha particle yield in the

tokamak are considered. In addition to these thermal alpha particle yields
it should be noted that substantial nonethermal contributions to the alpha
power, such as beam-beam and beam—plasma interactions [1], can also arise.
In general in this paper we will assume that Z =1 and that Ti2Te' Theeff
significance of these assumptions can be seen from the relation

Zi—Zeff 1
Pa a (—e-~44e)2 error———- (1)

Z.-l (1+T /T.)21 e i
where Zi is the dominant charge state of the impurities. Thus dilution can
substantially reduce the alpha particle heating, but to some extent this is
offset by the fact that Ti is likely to be larger than T9 in many heating
scenarios.

Optimisation by Peaking Pressure
The alpha particle heating power may be written as

Pa N 0.23 BOB% TE Pin (2)

Thus for a given toroidal field (BT, Tesla) and power input (Pin’ MW), Pa is
optimised by maximising the product of peak beta (BO) and energy confinement
time (TE,seconds). If TE is assumed to be independent of the pressure
peaking (ratio of peak to volume average pressure, PO/<P>) then for given
stored energy (ie TE) Bo and Pa are increased by peaking the pressure. An
operation scenario involving peaked pressure profiles to optimise PG has
been suggested for JET [2]. There is however a decreasing stability limit
for Bo as the pressure is peaked [3]. This arises because for a given
q—profile, there is a critical pressure gradient (Perit)’ on every flux
surface, for stability to the ideal ballooning mode. Thus peaking the
pressure profile, which involves having P' << Perit on the outer flux
surfaces, will lower Bo (and (8)). Figure l shows how the alpha power
determined by this So stability limit decreases as the pressure is peaked,



for 7 MA, BT=3.4 T operation in a machine such as JET. Also shown in Fig l
is the confinement limit on the alpha power determined from the Kaye-
Goldston Limode scaling law [4] with Pin=40 MW. It can be seen that in this
case (cf [3] for q~profile details), Pa is confinement limited for PO/<P> <
5 and stability limited for PO/<P> > 5. The optimal P occurs when the
confinement and stability limits are equal. It should be noted in this case
that if the confinement limit is improved by a factor N 2, by high current
ioint H—mode operation (such as is planned in JT-60), then the optimal
pressure profiles are less peaked and much higher Pa (N 13 MW) can be
achieved.
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Optimising by Reducing The Discharge Aperture
Assuming the Kaye-Goldston L~mode scaling [4] and that B0 is

confinement limited, we find that Pa x R“3 12-5a'3k'0'ABT'0'Z (or
Pa m a“5 q'%'5 k“3 B2'3 R‘9'7 in terms of the limiter q , taken to be
a az'zk‘°5B/§R1'ZI)). Thus if machine size is the only constraint, Pa is
optimised by operating at the highest current consistent with q k 2. If
however the current is limited then Pa is optimised by moving the plasma to
smaller R, and, reducing ‘a' at the largest permissible ellipticity (k),
until q =2 is reached. Figure 2 shows the improvement in Pa as the aperture
is reduced, for various currents, in a JET size device with Pin=40 MW and an
assumed elongation limit of 2. The minimum minor radius for each curve
arises from the q =2 limits (using the q parameterisation due to Todd in
Ref [5]). A problem with this reduced aperture inner wall operation is the
large evanescent region which makes low field side ICRH and lower hybrid



heating unsuitable. However in these cases ECRH can be particularly
effective, as the coupling of the power to the plasma is not then dependent
on the location of the boundary. Ray tracing calculations show that the
technically simple, low field side launch of the O-mode can be used at 120
GHz. With a launch angle of 70° to the toroidal field, Doppler shifted
resonance allows absorption near the magnetic axis of a reduced aperture
plasma (RO=2.6m) with an efficiency of 100% (5° cone half angle,
Te(O)=lOkeV, n (0)=7.5x1019m‘3). The location of absorption is insensitive
to Te(O) but can be varied by changing the launch angle.

Operating with a reduced aperture also gives the possibility of using
a major radius compression to heat the plasma. Such a compression increases
the fusion yield dramatically, since transiently Pa x C“66 (where the
compression ratio, C = Rold/Rnew)' Figure 3, shows from a 1-D transport
simulation, the predicted increase in alpha power due to a 0.2 sec, C=l.2
major radius compression for a JET sized device with I =5 MA. Two sets of
curves are shown in Fig 3, one corresponding to Pin=40 MW before and after
the compression, and the other set to Pin=20 MW after compression.
Additionally for each power input results are shown with and without the
alpha power deposited in to heat the plasma; this shows (particularly for
Pin: 40 MW) the significant impact of the alpha power and indicates for such
scenarios that it should be possible to realistically study alpha particle
physics.
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Conclusions
Two scenarios for optimising the thermal alpha particle yield in the

tokamak have been studied:-
(1) It has been shown that Pc1 is optimised by peaking the pressure until
the confinement and stability limits on BO are equal.
(2) For a given current Pa is optimised by reducing the aperture at the
largest permissible ellipticity until the q =2 limit is reached. For such
reduced aperture inner wall plasmas low field side launch ICRH and lower
hybrid heating are unsuitable. A combination of low field side launch ECRH
and major radius compression (+ NBI) may however be used to heat these
reduced aperture plasmas,

Both scenarios would produce significant alpha particle yields (Q &
l), and indicate that realistic studies of thermonuclear alpha—particle
physics are possible in the present generation of large tokamaks.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON THE ALPHA CONFINEMENT IN NET
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Associazione EURATOM—ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,
C.P. 65 - 00044 7 Frascati, Rome, Italy

INTRODUCTION

Even for the simple physical assumption of a single alpha particle slowed down
by classical coulomb collision in a field of particles of thermonuclear plasma, in
presence of magnetic ripple, the guiding center orbit numerical calculations published
by various authors show substantial disagreement. For example, the fast alpha particle
loss during slowdown for an INTOR like device has been valutated from about 20%
[1,2] to 3% [3,4]. Other substantial discrepancies are also reported for the energy
spectra of the lost particles and for the energy density distribution of these losses on
the first wall. In a reactor the most deleterious effect of these losses is the additional
heat load on the first wall and the subsequent possible, unwanted impurity influx into
the plasma.

The reasons for these discrepancies have so far not yet been clarified. However
the feeling at the Workshop on (liparticle effects in ETR, hold at DOE, Germantown
(USA) in June 1987 [5] was that what were believed to be small differences in the
physical models and the numerical codes, may be responsible for large variations in the
results. It was thus proposed to perform a numerical Bench-Mark Experiment
according to the following physical model.

BENCH-MARK EXPERMENT

RU (m) 1 5.3
a (m) : 1.2
B0 (T) = 5.5
T(r) (keV) : 20 (11)?) Te E Ti
“(Fl (mu) : 4Xl03”(l-p3) n” E n].
J(r) (A/m‘J) = l.32.><10‘i(11fl) II,(MA ) : 3 (1(3): 2.5
Zt-u' = 1
N 2 12 toroidal field coils
The toroidal field coils are simulated by the segments connecting the following

points:
R (m) : 2.105 Z (in) = t 3.98
R (m) = 6 Z (m) : i 5.565
R (m) : 9.725 Z (m) = i 2.724

e The resulting maximum ripple at plasma edge will be about 1%.
* Collisional pitch angle scattering of the n is assumed.
- The plasma has the shape of a circular torus
— The poloidal projection magnetic flux surfaces are circular and concentric.
7 The 0 particles are considered lost, when, for the first time, their guiding centre

crosses the plasma edge E wall.
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e no other fields as those mentioned above are considered
Calculations will be considered equivalent if:

the prompt losses
the delayed losses
the energy spectrum of the delayed losses

) the energy loss distribution on the wallW
‘L

uN
-A

are equivalent

FIRST ORBIT LOSSES

These losses have been calculated, for the Bench—Mark Experiment, by means ofour 3D Montecarlo guiding center orbit following code. The full guiding center orbitand particles energy equations were integrated by the fifth order Adam method, the
toroidal magnetic field was computed at each step using BioteSavart law for the 12
filament coils.

Averaged along the toroidal direction we get:

‘ Edge ripple First orbitloss
L

1 o 2.15x1072
} 0.94% 2.25x10-2
l 1.60 % 2.35x1042

These results are compared with those of [l] in Fig. 1. There is a good agreement
up to a ripple of about 1%. For higher ripple value the discrepancy may be due to the
difference of the collisionless ripple trapping-detrapping caused by: a) a slightly larger
extend of the ripple well zone (cfr. Fig. 2) for [I] which also 1)) approximate the ripple
shape, retaining only the first term of the Fourier expansion.

DELAYED LOSSES

The full guiding center trajectory calculation for a single alpha slowing down up
to the critical energy requires about 20 minutes on the CRAYeXMP computer. It
implies the calculation of the order of 10“ steps.

Thus, wathever is the care given to the tests, the controls and the verifications
we find it difficult to exclude the p055ibi1ity of the propagation of errors over a such
large number of successive steps. Therefore, in order to have a further check of the
orbit following method and to get a deeper physical insight of the involved processes,
we divide the alpha trajectories in different groups, derive [1] a diffusion coefficient
from our orbit following code for each group and compare this experimental
coefficient with an analytically derived one.

These groups, represented schematically in the (radius/pitch angle) plan in Fig. 3,
subdivide as following the confined particles:

Circulating costreaming } 76‘7/. . . 0Circulating conterstreammg
Non ergodic banana 23%
Ergodic banana 1%
Total initially confined alpha 100%
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The best confined, are the circulating Orbits for which the neoclassical diffusion
coefficient is valid. The less cunfined, are the ergodic bananas. In Fig. 4 we Show the
limits of the ergodic banana region calculated for the BenclrMark experiment
according to the analytical expression derived by [6]. This banana ergodicity, which
occurs as the ripple size exceeds a certain critical value is essentially a collisionless
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Fig. 5 - l'oloidal map ofthe
resonance ot'the Lip ol'the banana
with the ripple

process. The corresponding so called ripp1e~plateau diffusion coefficient [7] is in cor
case about 4 order of magnitude higher than the neoclassical coefficient. An
intermediate diffusion coefficient is obtained for non ergodic bananas. Thus, as one
moves, in Fig. 3, from the deeply confined circulating orbit towards the ripple loss
cone, the diffusion coefficient increase step by step.

As the slowing down time of the fast alpha is much longer than the ergodic
banana confinement time, this group of orbit will be lost before thermalization.

The non ergodic banana confinement time being about of the same order of
magnitude as the slowing down time, a premature loss of some of these orbits may be
expected. In order to save calculation time we will focus our attention on this critical
group.

Banana orbits undergo precession along the toroidal direction. In presence of
ripple (even in the absence of ripple well) the tips of the bananas may enter in
resonance with the corrugation of the magnetic field and may stop temporarly the
precession. An example of such a resonance, which substantially alters the diffusion
[8,9], is shown in the poloidal map of Fig. 5.
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DIRECT LOSSES 0F d.- PARTICLES IN SPIN POLARISED PLASMAS

G P Maddison, R J Hastie & C M Bishop

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK

(Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association)

1. Introduction

The dependence of light ion fusion reactions on nuclear spins was
recognised early in the development of nuclear physics [1]. More recently,
consideration has been given to lowering thresholds for break-even and
ignition in tokamaks by exploiting this dependence to enhance reactivities
[2]. However, the usefulness of such a scheme is contingent on there being
an overall improvement in plasma self-heating power allowing for
simultaneous adjustments to product ion losses. We examine approximately
the different balances for 2H ‘ 3H plasmas confined in a simplified
magnetic configuration of concentric circular flux surfaces.

2. Lawson criteria for spin polarised plasmas

Fusion of 2H + 3H ions proceeds almost entirely through a single
JP = ( )+ excited state of the intermediate she compound nucleus.
Consequently at thermal plasma energies, just the two J = or J =
orientations of their nuclear spins for zero relative orbital angular
momentum contribute to the cross-section, in proportions of 2 : l as
determined by appropriate ratios of Clebsch - Gordon coefficients [2]. It
follows that by aligning, or "polarising", both plasma ion species with
their spins co-parallel to a confining magnetic field, the more favourable
J = channel is wholly selected, producing an energy independent increase
of roughly 50% in the cross-section and so Maxwellian rate coefficient [2].

Increased reactivity in a fully co-parallel polarised 2H - all plasma
lowers its threshold for ignition, as depicted for optically thin, impurity
free cases in Fig.1. Here the Lawson criterion is expressed in terms of a
volumetric ratio of plasma thermal energy content to the excess of nuclear
fusion power over its radiative cooling rate due to relativistically
corrected dipole bremsstrahlung. Reactions a“(3H,n)4He; aH(1H,n)3lle;
zH(=H,1H)3H; 3H(3H,2n)4He are included. the first alternately with a
conventional rate coefficient [3], corresponding to an unpolarised plasma,
and one enhanced by 50% for co-parallel polarisation. It should be noted
that spin dependencies of pure deuteron fusions are less well resolved at
present, and may be sufficiently energy dependent in the co-parallel mode as
to leave their rate coefficients essentially unmodified from unpolarised
values [2,4]. Thus they have not been altered in Fig.1. The resulting
amelioration of conditions for ignition may appear comparatively modest, but
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could be particularly attractive where it transfers ignition to the
accessible side of some critical boundary, such as a tokamak fl limit.

Since 3H; 3He and intermediate compound nuclei 5He; 5-Li are
respective mirror nuclei, aH(3He,1H)‘*He fusion is a very similar reaction,
again exhibiting an energy independent increase of almost 50% in the
cross-section for full co-parallel polarisation of thermal plasmas [2].
Corresponding ignition curves are also shown in Fig.1, still including
unchanged ‘H + :H reactions. In fact, the additional nuclear charge causes
1H + 3He and 2H + 2'H cross-sections to cross over at lower kinetic

temperatures [3], so that pure deuteron fusions can play a significant role
and induce some compositional sensitivity in the optimum characteristic.
The optimum unpolarised mixture actually occurs roughly around 70% z“ with
30% 3He. A 50% to 50% fuel mix has been assumed in Fig.1 in order to
maximise gain by co-parallel polarisation in the Zli + aHe channel.
Clearly, for both ‘H - 3H and 2H — 3He fuels, co-parallel polarisation
shifts could similarly be estimated for energy break-even lines, given some
set of input demands.

3. Tokamak fusion Droduct prompt loss mechanisms

in the preceding Lawson plots, all charged fusion product energy was
assumed to be devoted to plasma self-heating. However, these ions are
actually subject to finite loss mechanisms in physical tokamak devices,
restricting the true efficiency of energy absorbtion. Prompt losses of fast
product ions before equilibration with the background plasma are primarily
associated with departures from axisymmetry in the confining magnetic field
[5,6,7],

Product ions trapped in the magnetic field major radial modulation also
experience ripple variations arising from the discrete number of toroidal
coils. Some particles may become locally trapped in ripple wells
themselves, during which field gradient drifts can lead to magnified
cross-field diffusion or escape to the vessel wall. This process is

. _ t ,.
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Fig.1 Lawson ignition curves for 50%: Fig.2 Probability distributions for
50% 1H - 3H and zli - aHe plasmas, fusion product emission angle 6
equal temperature ions and electrons relative to magnetic field direction
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typically small in practice [5.6], and a more general effect of field ripple
is to disturb banana orbits of toroidally trapped particles by causing
radial excursions at their anticipated or delayed turning points [5]. Such
orbits become broadened, or beyond some critical ripple depth even
stochastic [5,7], thereby exaggerating banana diffusion and again,
especially in the latter situation, rapid interception of material
boundaries. A similar but independent effect seems probable if magnetic
fluctuations of comparable magnitude coincide with banana end-points. Note
also that product ions born on trapped orbits within a banana width of a
wall must anyway be immediately lost. All these effects together provide a
collisionless direct loss channel which for high energy charged fusion
products therefore proceeds faster than either thermalisation or detrapping
[5,6], so depriving the plasma of at least some generated fusion power.

In addition to amplifying reactivities, co-parallel spin polarisation
(denoted by C) tends to focus product ejectiles in a plane normal to the
magnetic field. A second 2ll - 3H polarisation mode (P) can be formed,
having deuteron spins perpendicular to E and tritnns unpolarised, which
reproduces wholly unpolarised fusion rates but conversely focusses ejectiles
preferentially along 5. Taking an unpolarised plasma (U) to yield isotropic
ejection‘ probability distributions of product emission angle fl- relative to
B in each zH - 3H polarisation regime are [2] (see Fig.2) :—

. ZPu(&)=% ; PC(#)=.fi_5m2x9; PP(&)=5in{l+3C°519};(os15k<%). (1)
An immediate consequence concerns the mean Larmor radii of produced
a - particles. Estimating these as proportional to root mean energies of
origin perpendicular to E reveals :-
fag:%Ev(&)sim}J&/SlgP@)sin19-cix9- =s pups/7n 1:545? - (3)
Hence under co-parallel polarisation each thermalising a - particle deposits
its energy on average over a slightly broader region, which might itself be
marginally disadvantageous for ignition. More significantly. though, plasma
polarisation must clearly have an accompanying impact on prompt a losses.

A. Relative self-heating powers of spin polarised plasmas

Without attempting explicitly to quantifv collisionless losses for fast
d_- particles. we simply assume a fixed portion 0 < F < l of the toroidally
trapped fraction always escapes before delivering an invariant and
non-trivial part of their fusion energy to the plasma. Relative
self~heating powers between 2'H - 3“ cases exactly identical except for spin
polarisation regime then Scale as the differing initial trapped fractions of
charged ejectiles.

At a point having strength of magnetic induction B, let ions be born
with some distribution P( t ), where t = “'1/\[2 = Slnz'u’ is an effective
pitch angle variable. Then the fraction trapped may be expressed :-

T(B) = Sé/Mxntlfi at / 5; Pith-1r a: , (3)
using adiabatic invariance of single particle energy and magnetic moment.
Now assuming concentric circular flux surfaces implies B 0C (1 - ECOSG ) to
leading order in inverse aspect ratio E , where 9 is poloidal angular



co—ordinate. To this consistent level of simplification, inserting (1) for
each polarisation mode thus gives :-

9):: i€(1+66;63 ; Tc(e)z%‘8(1+CoSG) ; TP(e)z_;—Ei1+cosei , (1+)
and averaging finally around surfaces :—

Z ——— ._fiSDWTJelde = Tuzei-JZE ; Tc~~%LJZZE ; Tr”~1%.J2BE (5)
In other words, limiting prompt losses for?rfusion a - particles relative to
an unpolarised plasma are expected to decrease with P - mode polarisation,
but increase with co-parallel polarisation, just in proportion moreover to
its improved reactivity.

Plasma self-heating power may be estimated as the remaining a energy
rate after collisionless degradation through trapping. Under the foregoing
circumstances, co-parallel polarisation only produces a net rise
approximately through-out a region satisfying :- O 2

3(1—F33F)>(1—F2J—')=95< oz'fz'~p ' (6)
Outside the critical flux surface at £cm1_— l/QSFflo augmentation of direct
losses would outweigh that of reaction rates actually reducing local
self-heating compared with an otherwise identical unpolarised case. At
least in a limit of large flux surface aspect ratios, overall usefulness of
co-parallel polarisation therefore depends on the relative distributions of
fusion power inside and outside Ecmr) i.e. the degree of peaking of its
profile. This constraint grows stricter as collisionless losses for fast
a - particles become more severe (F-—* 1). Note that in contrast P - mode
plasma polarisation has no critical flux surface, but rather by inhibiting
trapping produces a universal improvement in self-heating over unpolarised
performance, even though reaction rates themselves are unchanged.

5. Conclusion

Co-paralle] nuclear spin polarisation of a 7'H - 3H tokamak plasma
raises fusion reactivity by "50%. However, less isotropic emission of
d - particles also exacerbates trapping and associated prompt losses.
Plasma self-heating relative to an unpolarised case consequently is
increased non-uniformly against flux co-ordinate, actually being decreased
outside a certain boundary. Alternative P - mode polarisation does not
alter reactivity, but by consistently reducing fast a trapping leads
everywhere to a relative improvement in self-heating.
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EFFECT OF THE LOWER HYBRID WAVE ON THE TOKAMAK DRIFT MODES
V.S.Marchenko, V.B.Tarenov
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It is known /1~3/ that lower hybrid frequency pump has
an essential effect on the drift instabilities. So far this
effect was considered only in a local approximation. In fact,
however, the drift waves in e tokemak are strongly affected
by the magnetic field sheer and the toroidal modulation and
so the local theory is not applicable. This paper deals with
the stability problem for toroidal drift modes in a presence
of the HF pump.

In the presence of the lower hybrid pump the toroidal
drift eigenmode equation has the form (~«x9 < 7 (uxo >3

—d?a+(éQ\1/fl>ifl$( 2):o (1)

q, Here{11.3 =6’yV?6 /E h , 3/ - safety factor, 6r = 2 /Q
y] d1? /0/z , R is the large radius of the torus
(k9P3)2 9,11 =w/wfie, P: =7r1€ /fi1»(d:,

CUM=L971€ /eBZ,, ,

a 422 2G 4} I(1"gefl+35 >+{““~+t/&d?r?stu?§r
-1fill/um?\5 Wm M /L jig“ {f}

§= tom/o W 45323; /c u); ,uo =n3
5‘) ’Luo and LO — electric field strength, frequency and

the wave Vector of the pump, respectively. Equation ( 1 l is
derived in the "balooning" representation /4/.

n7

:5”
:

I!
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In the absence of the pump (/b(= 0) equation ( 1 ) reduces
to that one obtained earlier in /4-§/.

There exist two drift wave branches in the toroidal geo-
metry: toroidal modification of the Iearlstein—Berk modes /7/
rnd the modes induced by the toroidicity itself. Effect of
the HF pump on the first brench was considered analytically
by the matching of asymptotic solutions of the equation ( 1 3
mod.ified for the $9£WT1 tein-4erk eigenmodes. Corresponding
dietersion relation hes the form:4

{IN/av / (HE, m- 3),1/\/H—1, “'Z\H‘~1/—L—/v\/

*-~ 2.: ~- sn.,_,__ w
f1 , ‘ > \\ .5 )5}; f{ 1 »--—;—-.,
. hi-‘FVrfi—J: t1 5 Tim/5FW +UF/y+$\ ( 2

- s" -{ (-72% Cr") ’{M/‘5 1--“
’ t '\ +

Here (1::11‘.(+,g‘«};)/2 3\‘_.‘;;_.{L51+3’>\ 3‘: ”jg/\—

, ~7’4' a/Ei‘cb) R’Zfl‘l)
/ \1‘. {A ‘i‘ 5 ,l ‘2, r ;\ \..1)

A ‘Z'K-Jflizk.‘ ‘» 19.)“? (fl/3 5—-—(\)l') /‘
- , .11. / _, ,

— ' ‘ ‘1" -" \ k‘ / _ .r‘ " , '\ __ H Wx j: 4 [,1.‘ 2,? ,_». I i \ { ’ l—L )— it- _~ g. (/— t: h “1: ‘- L L

and if. 5 , 7‘
L U

"’ 1H“:“' V+l)for even eigenmodes

7 ft f if_:UTL- J-(V-H) for odd eigenmodes

For the matching procedure to be valid, we reqdire/(Li‘f'légh
for definiteness, assume that the destabilizing factor [f is
associated with trapped electrons-ions collisions. Then for

'1 ,'/L_‘:', we have :1 - K: - V. — .' Lt,"

. ‘ e , , ~. "'1; .where =, /4. t: = 3., /‘r\" , 335/50- 1s the trapped



electron fraction,(k)8e is their bounce frequency.
Approximate solutions of the eigenvalue condition ( 2 )

can be obtained in certain interesting limits:

a)//(z{(’t' . For the lowest n = 0 even eigenmode we
have '/2

- c0326)
Q. g Lien—2. +5 {m (6 +
CL)“e {+ 697%

_e ((—léh) §2+ e a) 4 2L (3’
m new] [tgmsiifl

“area/2 = (:5) W Cops/63W Y”; W M 5‘)?
-[{e§z+€h(2§ OWN/my, fl;- WA; /2L Q2

and we assumeryh,a) <<fiQea). It follows from the expression
( 3 ) that HF pump suppresses the instability by the pondero-
motive frequency shift as well as by the increase of shear
damping. A

b) IA! > 1 (strong pump). For 5 > 0,5 the solution of
equation ( 2 ) has the form

2CO_ f 26'_h_ filo)“1&n{é +€H~a1lj~~
00*; {t697“ 60*CVCH " (4)le H 2G 1 - « \ .3:___,, _.._El. [g i $.51 349(a S- >

fiflHée 7W—— be ‘4)
where U (:Q‘ [(9 32‘. gm“)*6

F flt: C: {Do Tégg/a“ T— c0 23 (fl;
OI‘

§<o.§ e 366E: Law-“(+— 23)+2€§ ]
when in the absence of the pump the mode become marginally
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stable (3hq301(}+CE;EICQ /6/, effect of the pump leads to

destabilization of the mode:

£91 we t‘ i‘in . LEXLU“ ‘ A .
, “ ””Tmh 1 ‘ - ~--— ~ L1-25}—-5;.a”(Date fw- E56 {.5 COO 3L03L" ’ ' a

The influence of HF pump on the toroidicity induced mo-
des was considered by numerical integration of ( 1 ) for

real uj and,b , using a shooting method with e sixth-order
Numerov scheme. For real co the eigenvalue Gm represents de—
stabilizing factor which is sufficient for the mode to beco—
me marginally stable, thus it is the measure of the shear

damping. Figure 1 shows these results. One can see that the
toroidicity threshold for these modes excitation (which cor-
respond to O = O) is raised in the presence of the pump.
Moreover, as in the first case considered above, the pondero
motive frequency shift reduces the instability increment.
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STABILITY OF TOROIDICITY INDUCED DRIFT WAVES IN DIVERTOR TOKAMAKS

.S' Hrigug/iu,C.1\I. lilshnp‘_-] W (fun/1m“, H J. Husfiw‘, f" Humane/[I

Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusione, Centre Ricerclie Energia Frascati,
C.P. 65 — 0004—} 7 Frascati, Rome, Italy

The experimental observation of steep pressure gradients at the plasma edge in
H—mode discharges, obtained in tokamak with magnetic separatrix, indicates a strong
local reduction of the particle and thermal diffusion in comparison with the L~mode
situation. it is then natural to investigate how the presence of a magnetic separatrix
can affect the stability of the semicollisional electrostatic drift waves, which seem to
play a major role in determining anomalous transport. As strong driving mechanisms
cannot be invoked at the plasma edge, the stability of these modes is very sensitive to
the possibility of inhibiting shear stabilization. Such a possibility can be achieved in
toroidal geometry via the coupling between modes centered around different rational
surfaces. in a low [A tokamak equilibrium with circular magnetic surfaces this
mechanism yields a new, toroidicity , induced, branch of the eigenvalue. In the present
paper we focuse our investigation on the modification of the toroidal coupling and of
the stability of this branch, in the collisionless coldeion limit, due to the presence of a
separatrix.

In this limit, by introducing the ballooning transformation [1], the eigenmode
equation for the fluctuating electrostatic potential reduces, at the lowest order in the
ratio of the perpendicular wavelength and the equilibrium scale length, to the
following second order equation in the extended poloidal variable U:

-r

(—iiwqtunpzu (1)u
(10“

with boundary conditions corresponding to outward energy convection. Here

. 2 2
, l ('1 C" Q bciq l l l ‘ t"lizl (2)Q(()):~ 7_H+ . illi'b-‘__(l+ )

l (N 2C, H: c- ' 2 ‘ at.“

C : |)|)/ll, £2 : ui/uiflis the eigenvalue,dl : I",ll(Ul(lU is the infinitesimal poloidal arc length
along the magnetic surface, [3p : BI,“ bpiUl, r,. and BI,” are the minor radius and the
poloidal field opposite to x~point, MDIL 2 (ZC’I‘p/el34) kixB-V ( l’ + 1/2813], and the
remaining is standard notation. Following Ref. [2L we model to_ka_mak equilibriulwith
separatrix prescribing bprU) on the surface as bpfll) : {[1 +£3flt +k A 113 7 2gt\/1+k A ll
cos {Dem} Hill/‘3 with the shape gm) 2 rlUl/r” given by g‘1 lV'l + it ‘ 1)2 l4 + gin/1 .. k — 1)2 V
4g(\/l +l< — l)cos(ll-y)] : 1.2. Here y is the poloidal coordinate of the x-point and k labels
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the “UK surface ranging from 0 (circular flux surface) to 1 (the separatrix). Moreover
we can express hm) : lg! + g'il'll'l’

l 2 2—+b 1)2 p
ballll : MD

I)
p

sin u
+ c0s u l) p

p

where
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plUi being the gaussian radius of curvature, u the angle between the tangent to the
magnetic surface and the major radius direction and K and E complete elliptic
integrals.

Here 1),, is a complex ballooning parameter to be determined at the next order
imposing the stationarity condition [3]

(l (2
: (l (3)d0“

The numerical solution of Eq. (1) in the limit k —> 0 agrees with previous findings
[4] and shows the existence of a quasi marginally stable branch corresponding, for s >
1/2. to a double well structure in the potential Q(tl). For rational surfaces near the
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Fig. 1: Real part [2, (solid lines! and ilnmaginary part S2; (dashed lines! of' the
eigenvalue (2 of liq. ( l l vs the parameter k for different values ol'y

separatrix, locating the x—point in the equatorial plane, both on the outside (y = (l) and
on the inside (3' 2 u) of the plasma, causes a deepening of the well structure, so
enforcing the inhibition of shear damping and the marginal stability result. On the
contrary, the location of the x-point on the top of the plasma (y : m’L’) produces the
flattening ol‘ the well and restores the shear damping yielding stabilization of the
mode. in Fig. 1 the real (solid line) and imaginary (dashed lines) part of the eigenvalue
[2 are plotted vs k for the above mentioned three cases (with lm : 0.1, tn : u,1,s :* l, q
: l). in l-‘ig. 2 U“ is plotted for the case y : m‘fl. In the other two cases, symmetry
considerations allow to conclude that condition (3) is satisfied by It, : (J m‘ U“ : It. Here
U“ : U has been assumed. as it corresponds to the less stable case.

In the limit k a 1, Eq. (1) can also be treated analytically as far as modes
localized around the xipoint are concerned. Assuming the ordering x a {lliyll’tll'lt ,_ Ll}H E
(bu/(”n ‘ 1th E [tl‘/iili3l *— I and *1 Ill." ~- lm *- t“, with n ; l-l\, and looking for solutions localized
at lxl w 1, Eq (l) reduces to

(i211)
-—- + ll}., U + H13 + lay-Witt : u (4)

with
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and C” : Cum”) to be determined imposing (JG/(1C0: 0. In particular, for y : 0, CU : 0,
and the eigenvalue is D. : 1-250- 2 \/2 in.

IL, on the other hand, the ordering ISZI ~ 8W, ho ~ u“, is assumed, Eq. (4) yields Q:
(i - 2 \/2 tui/Zi'm, which agrees with the result shown in Fig. 1.
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TOROIDAL ION TEMPERATURE GRADIENT DRIVEN DRll’T MODL’S XVITH DlSSIl‘ATlVE
TRAPPED ELECTRON EFFECTS

A. larmen

lust. f. Electromagnetic Field 'l'heory and liuroatom Fiision Research
Chalmers Univ. of 'l'echnology, 5-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

Introduction

In Connection with i.e. auxiliary heating in Tokamaks and other configurations drift modes
driven by field Curvature combined with temperature gradients are supposed to be essential for
the stability and transport properties of the system The so called lli mode (ni:Ln/LT,
lenzdensity characteristic scale length, LT:temperature characteristic scale length) has among
other things been suggested to cause confinement degradation in high temperature regions, the
breakdown of the neosAlcator scaling at higher densities“), profile consistency effects and
improved confinement phenomena observed at pellet injection eVperimenIs. Also in burning
fusion plasmas these modes are supposed to play an important role. The so called dissipative
trapped electron mode which includes the effects of electron trapping and an electron
temperature gradient is used to explain the neosx\lcalor scaling at lower densitiesm.

The description of the n" modes in Tokamak geometries has e\'ept for some numerical
evaluations of kinetic integrals required an expansion in inverse aspect ratio and it has been
difficult to derive results valid for a realistic Tokamak aspect ratio. Recently, however, the iii
mode was studied in a twosfluid description taking full toroidal effects into account and using
the ballooning mode formalismm). Simple analytical stability criteria and growthrates were
derived

In this work we study dissipative trapped electron effects on the toroidal lli mode. We use a
fully toroidal twcvfluid description where the trapped electron effect is taken into account by a
modi cation of the electron density responseat‘ll In a similar way as in (2) we arrive at an
eigenvalue equation which in the electrostatic limit is simplified to a quadratic dispersion
relation,

flvenvalue equation

Following the procedure of ref. (2) the basic fluid equations tccmtimiity, motion, and energy) are
used to derive the density responses Bni/ni and Gnu/n0 for ions and electrons respectively
assuming first a perturbation of the general form exptjk x +jk \‘ —j(i)t) where the parallel
direction is along the background magnetic field and k >>k . The electron denstty response is of
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the form SIIC/nc=(l await/TL. + ((u)Q/(r))erli/TQ where ti! and (I) are potentials and a : ER/ZOLQHQ/Vm
accounts for the trapping effect ((m0 = electron diamagnelic frequency, Vei =eleclron‘ion COlllblOIl
frequency). The parallel ion dynamics and energy transport is assumed to be neglible whereas
the parallel electron heat conductivity is large. By means of the quasineutrality condition we
obtain a dispersion relation which is speciali7ed to a tokainak geometry by transforming k andk to the relevant operators in the poloidal coordinate (9). We obtain the eigenvalue equation

err + or = (D/kcsz) Ara/DES

where ' denotes differentiation with respect to 0, r:1+5202, s: the shear parameter and Ma, (I),
U) is of order l. The equation is full}; toroidal 7 it has been derived without any eNpansion in
quantities which are of the order of the inverse aspect ratio. it is solved by means of theballooning mode formaligan , 0 is extended to infinity.

Dimension relation and marginal stability

In the electrostatic range D/(kL—VAlz << '1 and the solution of the eigenvalue equation coincides.with the solution of DEgtrz.0),f)=tl) = 0. From the full unexpanded form of this relation we obtain

tAr+iAilmz+tBr+iBl)(eH~Cr+iCi:()

where (I) has been normalized to a)“. and the imaginary parts of the coefficients introduced by
the electron trapping are Aiziu, Biz-(lO/3)tE'/I)(x, Ci=A(5/3)(t'/r):a and t"‘£n(l~r), en =2Ln/R,
I:'I"./Ti. At marginal stability we find (iJr=-(l/3)(E'/I)(5" lfl) and the conditions (kZpZ/rflmfl-
52"/3)+c‘7l>0 and

n"c.3+7na3ArCr/9-r25e'4Ar3/9anearer/350g”Adar/0+5: {5.3/20

where €"=c'/r and Ar, Br and Cr are the comparetively simple coefficients obtained without
trappingal, If these are substituted we get an equation which is quadratic in the parameters in,
lizpz, E" and T. “’0 note that the Stability lltl‘CH‘lltlld does not dopond on the magnitude of the
trapping parameter 0.. Neglecting Larmor radius‘ effects: the condition E'>l has to be fulitilled inorder to have a stable situation. The corrwponding; stability threshold5 of ‘li will be

i],:2/3"‘5/3 2rrt~')3+sc‘/r)3 . (>1

The effect of trapping on the eiecnfrcquency is illuxtrated in fies: l, 2 and f. tt‘oliipare .134.
ref (1-1))
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Main results

- a simple fully toroidal quadratic dispersion relation for electrostatic 'qi modes including
dissipative trapped electron effects

- an analytical and numerical study of the trapped electron effect on the stability boundaries
of m, 8, kp (Larmor radius parameter), En =2Ln/R and T=Tu/Ti. The boundaries are shifted as
Compared to the case when trapping is not considered. The magnitude of the trapping,
however, turns out not to influence the boundaries which suggests that the effect of trapping,
though sometimes small, is always important for the m modes, Generally it sets harder
stability conditions on parameters such as density gradient and inverse aspect ratio

— a study of the trapped electron effects on the growlhrate scaling.
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TOKAMAK EQUILIBRIUM DETERMINATION THROUGH
FUNCTION PARAMETRIZATION

B.Ph.van Milligen and NrJLopes Cardozo

Association EURATOM-FOM, FOM—Instituut voor Plasmafysiea "Rijnhuizen"
PO Box 1207. 3430 BE Nieuwegein, the Netherlands

A reliable determination of the magnetic flux surfaces in a tokamak plasma lies at the basis of a
successful interpretation of most of the diagnostic measurements made on a tokamak. For this
purpose, a Grad—Shafranov equilibrium solver is under development for the Rijnhuize'a
Tokamak experiment RTP. It will identify the flux surfaces from the magnetic measurements
made with 12 radial and 12 poloidal field coils and 12 flux loops. To improve the accuracy
with which the flux surfaces are determined, the code will make use of additional
measurements, if and when they become available. These measurements might include
measurements of the sawtooth inversion radius (by means of soft X—ray observations), of the
poloidal field profile (by means of Faraday rotation measurements), and of the local current
density (by means of tangential Thomson laser scattering). In addition to this, the code will be
relatively fast, so that a ”fingerprint“ will be available soon after termination of a discharge at
any required timeslice, and it will be possible to obtain time—resolved information on the
equilibrium.

Clearly, these wishes are in disaccord with the traditional Grad~Shafranov codes, which
require a lot of computing time, while not being very flexible with respect to additional
measurements. Recent work by Braams, Jilge and Lackner [1,2] has shown, however, that a
statistical method, known as function parametrization, provides a means to achieve this goal.
This method involves describing a plasma state by a small set of parameters, which are varied
over certain well-chosen intervals, such that all or most realistic experimental situations are
covered. Then a tokamak equilibrium Simulation code. that takes these parameters as input, is
mm, in order to obtain the corresponding equilibrium. From this, the magnetic (and additional)

Table 1: parameters defining a plasma state
General Example Parameters

expression

Current density profile j = j(\|/) j =j0(l—1t12)" jO (scaled out), v
Pressure profile p = pm!) p = p0(1—\p2)ll p0, |.t
Plasma boundary ' = a(9) a = a0(l + (Kel)sin0) a0 (settled out), K

Poloidal flux at boundary (D1 (D1

Plasma position Rp (Rpx,0) Rpx (scaled out)

Shift of magnetic axis 5 (5,00) 5,,

Here \p is the flux, normalized by means oftbt, and 6 the poloidal angle,



measurements, such as they would occur in the experiment, are computed. Both the plasma
parameters and the simulated measurements are stored in a database, which is then subjected to
a statistical analysis that serves to find relationships between the measurements and the plasma
parameters. Once these relationships are available, they cart be used to interpret real
measurements. All relevant plasma parameters may be obtained from a fast evaluation of these
relationships, using the measurements as input.

Equilibrium
We make use of the equilibrium code I-IBT, developed by Goedbloed [4]. Table 1 gives an
overview of the parameters this code requires as input to compute the corresponding
equilibrium The quantities lo, R, and :10 are scaled out of the equilibrium calculations, i.e. they
are irrelevant to the equilibrium determination by HBT in the sense that every choice for In. R
and an yields the same normalized flux surfaces. HBT assumes equatorial symmetry, and we
also restrict ourselves to equatorially symmetric plasmas. We do intend, however, to modify
HBT such that it applies to non—equatorially symmetric plasmas as well.

Each parameter is varied over a certain interval in a number of steps. Generally, this
number can be very low, say 3. in order to obtain information on the plasma parameters with
the maximum accuracy allowed by the measurements. The minimal number of simulations that
HBT must perform is their 3N“, where N is the number of parameters that define a plasma
state, and M is the number of parameters that may be scaled out. In the example given in Table
I. this would [116111136 = 729 simulations, which is not excessive.

From the equilibrium computations by HBT we know the flux distribution within the
plasma. To obtain the flux function outside the plasma, we use the multipolar moment
expansion method. due to Alladio and Chrisanti [5]. First we compute the internal multipolar
moments from the current distribution in the plasma. Then we compute the external magnetic
fields and the flux function from these multipolar moments, which is now quite easy. Apart
from providing art easy method by which to determine the external fields, the multipolar
moments have the property that they are mutually independent, which is very useful for
function parametrization purposes. Lastly, they also provide insight into the maximum amount
of detail that can ultimately be determined from magnetic measurements: Alladio and Chrisanti
[5] have shown that for a tokamak with an aspect ratio of 3.16 (cf. RTP: 3.06) and a
measurement error level of 1%, it is not possible to determine more than the first 4 internal
moments.

For every simulation the plasma parameters, the multipolar moments and the simulated
measurements are stored in a database. This database is now subjected to a statistical analysis.

Function parametrization
We represent the plasma parameters, the corresponding multipolar moments. and some other
parameters that are of interest, such as B and Ii, that can be computed from the simulation
results, collectively by a vector P. The measurements are likewise represented by a vector Q.
We now apply function parametrization to the many occurrences of P alongside Q that we find
in the database in order to retrieve the relationships P : F(Q) + e, where e are small
numbers. In general, F will consist of polynomials up to second or third order. A program that
performs function parametrization has been written and tested. A flow diagram is shown in
Fig. l.

Subroutine PRESCA performs the so—called ”prescaling", i.e. it exploits the a priori
physical knowledge of the model in order to make the parameters dirtiensionlcss and, if
possible, independent of one another (eg. by computing the multipolar moments from the
magnetic measurements, which has the advantage that they may be easily related to the
multipolar moments that are generated by the plasma). Also, if possible, it scales the
parameters in such a way that expected dependencies between plasma parameters and
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measurements become linear, because this will facilitate the fitting procedure.
Subroutine DIS PER computes the dispersion matrices of the prescaled plasma parameter

and measurement vectors, as well as their eigenveetors and eigenvalues. The dispersion
matrices are brought onto their diagonal form by changing to a basis consisting of these
eigenveetors. On this new basis, the vectors PREP and PREQ are denoted by TRAP and
TRAQ. The collinearities between components of these vectors should now be largely
removed. The variances of the components of TRAP and TRAQ within the database are equal
to the eigenvalues that have been computed in DISPER. If the variance of a component is small
with respect to the other components, it is apparently not important in the description of the
measurements, and may be discarded. This procedure is called Principal Component Analysis.

Finally, a standard multidimensional fitting routine fits the vector TRAP to TRAQ. The
resulting relationship may be translated into a direct relationship between P and Q.
Subsequently, any real measurement Q may be mapped onto the corresponding plasma state P
by simply evaluating this relationship. The evaluation also yields a x2 which, if deviating too
much from the expected value, indicates either a failing diagnostic or an equilibrium that is not
covered by the data in the database.

L begin

refldda reads P and Q from database

I
performs "presealing": maps

presca P onto PREP, Q onto PREQ
l

. computes dispersion matrices:
GUST":r DISPP from PREP, DISPQ from PREQ,

and their eigenvectors and —values

principal reduces dimensionality, retrieves
component remaining collinearity: maps
analysis PREP onto TRAP, PREQ onto TRAQ

l
fittra fits TRAP to TRAQ

Fig.1 Flow diagram of function parametrization program



Testing function parametrimtion
The function parametrization program described above has been tested with a wire model. Thismodel computes the vacuum fields of a set of wires in toroidal geometry using Green's
function as defined in [3]. We have tested function parametrization with several wireconfigurations in approximate RTP geometry (R=O.72m, a=0.335m). We kept the wirepositions fixed (with a number of wires of up to 4) while varying the currents and were able toretrieve the currents from the simulated magnetic measurements with very high precision. Thisprecision is due to the fact that the problem is linear. which makes it ideally suited for functionptu‘ametrization. Then we varied both the currents and the positions, keeping, however, thewires grouped (Le. fixed with respect to each other). This is a more realistic model. Now itwas not possible to determine the individual currents through the wires, but only suitablydefined current moments. The reason for this is that the problem is no longer linear, and, moreimportantly, no longer has a unique solution: several wire configurations may account for themeasured fields to within a given accuracy. The current moments, however, are uniquelydefined and mutually independent. The results of this test, along with the definition of themoments, are shown in Table 2, for E : 0 and E : 0.1 (E is the measurement error, that hasbeen simulated by adding random noise to the simulated measurements. Note that C = 0.1 islarger than the expected real measurement error , which will be S 0.03).These test results look promising and we expect to have a Grad-Shafranov solver, basedon the assumption ofequatorial symmetry and using the method of function parametrization,ready fairly soon.

Table 2: Function partunettization testing results. 4 wires used.

Moment Notation Accuracy (E : 0) Accuracy (8 : 0.1)0 Eli 0.003% I %1 >21;i 0.04% 1057,2 Zliriri 6% 45%3 err. 44% 10(%
The percentages mentioned here only give a rough indication.

This work was performed under the EURATOMAFOM Association agreement with financialsupport from NWO and Euratom.
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POLOIDAL FIELD SYSTEM AND MED EQUILIBRIA FOR THE IGNITOR-U EXPERIMENT
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1. Introduction

We present the results of a study of the poloidal field (PF)
system for the IGNITOR—U (Upgrade) device /l/.

The design of this system represents a crucial problem for a
compact, high magnetic field and high plasma current machine.

The analyses performed include evaluation of static magneto-
hydro—dinamic(MflD) equilibria at different times of the discharge,
including start—up.

The PF coil currents were estimated, by starting from a set of
optimal plasma confinement configurations and taking into account
the relevant inductive flux needs.

Different situations were studied, by verifying that the relevant
electromagnetic forces acting on the coils can be withstood and the
most promising configuration is described here.

A considerable paramagnetic effect was found due to the high
plasma current.

The safety factor at the plasma edge is found to be well above
the limit established by the most recent experimental results(qq’33).

2. MED Equilibria

The peak design parameters of IGNITOR—U are:
major radius(Ro)=116.5cm; a 243.3cm; b :78.cm; triangularity = .29;
plasma current : l2 MA; toroidal field = 13.2 tesla on R0.

The current pulse of the design includes also a flat~top phase
with a 9.4MA plasma having the same geometrical size and toroidal
field 10.3 tesla /l/.

Two different modes of operation are foreseen:
1) plasma bounded by a carbon limiter at the inner edge of the vacuum

chamber (R=73cm).
2) plasma bounded by a magnetic separatrix with X—points at top and

bottom of the torus.
We expect that IGNITOR—U will operate at l2MA with a limiter-boun~

ded plasma and at 9.4MA with a limiter-bounded plasma or a separatrix
defined boundary.

For the limiter—bounded configurations the static MHD equilibria
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were computed by a free—boundary code/2/ which solves the Grad—Schluter—
Shafranov equation with a given toroidal current density normalized to
yield a specified total plasma current. The toroidal current distribu—
tion adopted is (see Fig.2):

K-4 1
jT(+IR):(d <f%)(R+C/R) LP 1 with c: R°((l'[%)/F%)

In these cases we chose k=l.8 and pp:.25. Smaller beta values were
adopted for the initial plasma equilibria.

The plasma poloidal current I&’and the corresponding paramagnetic
effect were evaluated and found to be important. For the lZMA plasma
(see Fig.4) the poloidal current is about g}>’8MA and the paramagnetic
effect results to be as high as 11% at Ra (see Fig.3). Thus the maxi-
mum toroidal field can be as high as =132xi. ll= l47kG.

The safety factor at the plasma edge is q;:3. l3 for the lZMA plasma
and qVZJ‘ 07 for the 9. 4MA plasma. These values are well above the limit
found to guarantee stability against disruptions.

separatrix configurations can be easily obtained by slightly chan-
ging the PF currents (see Fig.5).

The profiles given by these computations can be used as input to
an equilibrium code in the flux variable (ESSCO)/3/, which represents
the equilibrium package of a 1—1/2 D transport code (JETTO)/4/.

3. Poloidal Field System.

In the design of the poloidal field system the functions of the
transformer and of the Equilibrium coils were combined,in order to
optimize their effects and to reduce the current requirements /5/.
So the transformer coil Tl(see Fig.1) in its negative swing phase
produces a shaping effect on the plasma.

The coil position, close to the plasma surface as in previous
versions of the design /6/, satisfies the condition required to guar
rantee the existence of elongated equilibria /7/.

The Tl coil configuration was optimized by increasing the inner
radius in order to yield a high flux value with a current density which
is consistent with accepted engineering design criteria(jmax =llkA/cm1)

The considerable value of the flux needs is a strong constraint
in the design of the PF system.

The magnetic configuration at the start—up was also investigated
(see Fig. l), and a low value of the stray field at the plasma centre
(which also is an important constraint) was obtained(|BPI(Ru )=6 Gauss).

The flux required by the plasma in order to attain a given current
value and the flux generated by the PF system in the various phases of
the discharge are given in Table i. A margin of 2.5V—s is available for
the resistive losses during the first (maximum field) flat—top phase.

Note that the l2MA plasma inductance is l.85)AH,so that the purely
inductive flux can be estimated to be l.8x12: 22.2V-s

The system of forces acting on the coils was evaluated at different
stages of the discharge. For the end of the first flat—top(12MA plasma)
the lost pessimistic case,i.e. the one without plasma, was investigated.
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The total forces acting on T1 and T2 at the start—up are:

Fr(Tl)= lBGMN/m; FZ(T1)= 8 MN/m; Fr(T2)= lJQMN/m; Fz(’l‘2)=-46.7MN/m.

A complete stress analysis of the structure,including the PF coils,

was carried out.
The stress distributions evaluated at different pulse phases are

found to be acceptable according to current magnet design criteria.

In conclusion the results obtained show that the expected plasma

magnetic configurations can be reached with a good safety margin while

respecting realistic design conditions for the adopted magnet systems.

We thank F.J. Helton for her invaluable insight and contribution.
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TABLE I

time(s) Ipl(MA) plasma flux external coil flux

0. 0. — 12.6

0.08 0.5 1.73 l0.35

0.16 l. 3.5 8.73
l. E. 14.97 -3.88
2. 9.4 21.9 -l3.2

3. l2. 27.9 —l7.8

Fig.14 Start-up configuration
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island is formed. In the next paragraph we present the case of a stationary
kink-type state. In all three cases it is convenient to use a
representation in terms of stream functions.

4.BIFURCATION OF KINK—TYPE STATES

The formalism of paragraph 2 can be generalized, under some
conditions, to arbitrary (non-orthogonal) coordinate systems, in particular
to helical systems. We have considered the case of a cylindrical plasma of
radius a and length L, using an helical coordinate system (r,x=9—kr,z),
with helical symmetry (functions depending only on r and x) and using
Fvis=uAV and V.q“:KAp . Assuming small ratio a/L, constant density, small
parallel velocity and neglecting compressibility we derive a reduced system
for p,¢ and QV. Neglecting compressibility is justified if n/Kz8fi/3, we
therefore assume this relation for simplicity. Considering a static
equilibrium with constant axial current BI/Zfia we can write the following
equations for the dimensionless deviations from equilibrium (pressure and
magnetic field are normalized to characteristic equilibrium magnitudes,
time to Alfven time and length to a).

l3p/8t = 5‘1Ap — [4Bj/Baj]aq>v/ax + Ema} , {f,g}=arta—argaxf
l

swat = S'lm: + [8*BI/BOJaQJV/Bx + —{¢,cpv} , 8*=l-nq/m=1-kB°/BI
r

* 1ampv/ax = PRS'1A2tiiv - kZBGp/ax + (a Bt/BOJBM/ax + —{¢,A¢}
r

where B is the plasma beta, S the Lundquist number and PR=u/n, with the
boundary conditions p=¢=A¢=©V=AQV=0 at r=1.

In a linear approach we assume normal modes proportional to
exp(imx+Tt). The general solution and the dispersion relation are given by
(Zmbeing the first root of the Bessel function Jm)

P = ”(4k/BS*]/(l-8*)¢ = AJm(Zmr)cosmx eY‘

2 -l 2 ‘2 4 2 2 *2_ 2 2 _ * 2 _7 + TS (1=R+1)zn1 + s PRZm + km[8 4k/Zm)(18) —o

The analysis of the dispersion relation shows that there are two
marginal points 3: ands: , and that in the vicinity of a marginal point

i
i
i
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THE FINAL PHASE OF JET DlSRUPTlONS

D.J. Ward, R.D. Gill, P.D. Morgan and J.A. Wesson

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 BEA, UK.

Abstract. It is widely believed that the loss of plasma energy in a
disruption is due to the generation of a turbulent magnetic field. In
studying fast disruptions in JET, it is found that the ill eversible natule
of the disruption is better understood in terms of Ladiatlon cooling.

introduction. JET disruptions often end with a very fast decay of the
plasma current. Fig.1 shows the plasma current for a SMA discharge which
terminated in a disruption. The current decay rate reaches 850MAS“‘,
compared with U.5MAs"‘ for a non~disruptive discharge. The dramatic
difference in decay rate shows that a large change in plasma properties
occurred in the disruption.

7
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Fig.1 Plasma current for disrupting >
discharge. imoi g

_ 7-100 7
Fig.2 Expanded trace of plasma 9% BEA 955 9% 990 9%
current and loop voltage. “mew

’Femperature inferred from Rosis tance. Tlhe plasma resistance during the
current decay is. calculated by equatingt lie ohmic dissipation to the known
input power

L-I") +iv;L (1)

wneie R is the plasma resistance, Li the internal inductance and V the
toroidal loop voltage at the plasma surface. Fig. 2 shows an expanded trace
of the plasma current and voltage from one loop on the vacuum vessel for
the same discharge as Fig.1. Li was calculated to be EuH before the
disruption and the average loop voltage reaches 300V during disruption.
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The calculated input power during the current decay reaches = lOGWcompared with ~ 10Mw in a nonsdisruptive discharge. The resulting plasmaresistance is 2 400p“. 1f the resistance is due to Spitzer resistivitythen, taking Zeff = 3, the implied electron temperature is

T8 = SeV

Temperature Inferred from Runaway Electrons. The current plateau duringthe current decay shown in Fig.2 is a standard feature of fast disruptionson JET, and sometimes persists for 100's of ms. The plateau is due to acurrent carried by runaway electrons and the number of runaways generatedcan be used as an indication of the electron temperature.
Calculations of the rate of generation of runaway electrons [1,2,3]show that the important parameter is the ratio of the electric field to acritical value, the Dreicer field, ED. if the electron temperature issuddenly reduced in the disruption, large electric fields are induced. Fora current decay with time constant, T, the fractional density of runawaysgenerated is given approximately by L3}

n“ 5/i 2E %_. 17%) mt [Jn tD Ht E

(”:1 D

J (2): £_ [
e To

where Te is the electron collision time. For the observed runaway currentof 2MA, approximately 10“” of the electrons are runaways and for l = lOms'fs imolies v .t‘“ ‘ ED 2.0x10"”neinA(2nR)iT a = NO (3)
5 Te Pin

with Te in eV. Pj is the ohmic dissipation and ED is taken from [2].,. ,qlgl .with he : 6x10 m , Eq.(3) gives
Te : UeV.

Temperature Achieved by Anomalous Conduction. The equilibrium temperatureof a plasma confined in an ergodic magnetic field is estimated by writingthe effective conductivity as

in. = glad; Te (11)
where 8/8 is the level of magnetic field fluctuations, Vte the thermalvelocity of electrons. Assuming a parabolic temperature profile andSpitzer resistivity, and balancing the Ohmic heating against the conductedpower gives an expression for the central temperature

B Z . 2/:r u efi -T60 = :0 l?) eV (b)
8/8

where inn = 10 has been assumed. Fig.3 shows a plot of this function forZeff = 3 and B = 3T. Even with the perturbed field strength comparable tothe poloidal field, the temperature is an order of magnitude larger than
the experimental value inferred above. Measured values of 13/80 aretypically <l0% [A].



It is seen, therefore, hat the drop in electron temperature at the
disruption is not due solely to enhanced transport across the minor radius.
The alternative to thermal conduction is radiative cooling. For instance,
an influx of impurity atoms at the disruption would cool the plasma wnile
being ionised, then hold the temperature low by radiation.
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ra [USB 8" 'fime
Fig.3 Predicted central temperature Fig.5 Soft Xfiray emission for 3ms

versus field fluctuation level. before disruption.

Soft X—ray Emissior. The disruption observed in the soft aay emission
proceeds in two stages, illustrated in Fig.4. First there is a broadening
of the profile, taking ~2ms, followed by a spike in emission, lasting for
~200us. Following the spike the plasma current increases momentarily and
then decays away. Fig.5 shows this behaviour for one central soft X—ray
chord with the plasma current also shown for reference.

The final spike in soft X~ray emission can be understood in terms of a
rapid increase in impurity content. For low 1 ions and for the Xeray
filters used, the emission has the dependence

PX u ”enzTe' (6)

Incoming neutral atoms increase n,7 but decrease Tn. Writing the impurity
content as n : n (7+ut) gives ” 'Z O , n E‘PX PO (wutm — ‘31 at) (7)
where PO is the initial X~ray intensity, E1 ig the ionisation energy of the
incoming neutrals and W0 is the initial electron energy density.

For carbon or oxygen impurities at typically H% concentration, Eq.(7)
predicts an increase in soft Xiray emission by a factor of 5 to 10. This
simple model shows how a large increase in soft Xeray emission can occur,
but does not give a mechanism for the impurity influx.

Carbon Ill and Visible Bremsstrahlung. Fig.6 shows the intensity of a
carbon Iii line (3p733 transition at U65nm) and of visible bremsstrahlung
(at 523.5nm) along lines of sight through the plasma centre. The
disruption occurs at l0.522 seconds and there is an increase by a factor of
l,000 in the carbon ill intensity, and a factor 200 in the visible



bremsstrahlung. Examination of several chords shows the carbon radiationcomes from the plasma bulk rather than an edge shell.
Under these conditions, carbon Ill emission is a strong function oftemperature, peaking around 7eV. The increase in intensity can be under"stood merely in terms of a drop in electron temperature from 2 SOOeV to= 5ev. The visible bremsstrahlung emission requires a change in

Zeff[fnedljl by a factor of 70. For instance if i increases by 750%,then Inedl must increase by a factor = 3. The observed behaviour isconsistent with an influx of neutral carbon atoms, such that the carbondensity increases to a value comparable with the deuterium ion density,that is n0 : nD.
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Summary
1. The inferred electron temperature in JET during the current decay of afast disruption is =5eV.
2. The lowest temperature which could be achieved by anomalous conductionis >50eV.
3. Radiation must play a role in the energy loss. A sudden increase inthe plasma impurity content is required.
4. The soft X~ray spike at the disruption is consistent with a rapidinflux of impurity atoms.
5. Carbon Ill and visible bremsstrahlung measurements are consistent witha temperature of =5eV and a factor = 3 increase in electron density.

This is again consistent with an influx of impurity atoms.
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STUDY OF PHOTONEUTRON PRODUCTION ACCOMPANYING
PLASMA DISRUPTIONS IN JET

O N Jarvis, G Sadler and J L Thompson“
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Abstract

The observed photoneutron yields due to major plasma disruptions in
JET fall in the range from 101° to 1015 neutrons, with instantaneous
intensities reaching 5.1017 neutrons/sec. The runaway electron energies
can exceed 60 MeV and the currents of high energy electrons can reach 1 MA.
On average, the fraction of the available poloidal magnetic field energy
that is transferred to high energy runaway electrons is f a 3 x 10’1 Ig'fi,
with plasma current 1p in MA.

1. INTRODUCTION

Major plasma disruptions in JET are frequently accompanied by the
acceleration of a strong current of high-energy runaway electrons, which
produce photoneutrons when they eventually strike the vacuum vessel wall
protection tiles or one of the plasma limiters. Measurement of the
photoneutron yield constitutes a simple and noneinvasive method of
estimating the amount of energy carried by the runaway electrons.

The detailed theory of electron runaway in tokamaks has been given by
Knoepfel and Spong [1], who concentrate on the birth process under
nonidisruptive conditions of relatively low loop voltage. Our present
interest is with strong disruptions for which the magnitude of the measured
loop voltage may exceed 500 V for periods of 5 ms or more. This implies
that the maximum energy to which the runaway electrons may be accelerated
easily exceeds 60 MeV. As we have no means of measuring the energy
distribution of the runaway electrons, we assume an average energy of 60
MeV. Those electrons which produce photoneutrons must have energies well
in excess of 7 MeV, the photoneutron reaction threshold for the elements
contained in inconel (the material from which the vacuum vessel is
constructed). Also, studies of induced activation in the vessel reveals
the existence of radionuclides, such as 7Be in the 12C limiters, for which
the reaction thresholds were over 26 MeV. As we have seen, energies
calculated from the measured loop voltages are very much higher.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The time-resolved neutron emission was measured with three pairs of
215U and 238U fission chambers disposed around the tokamak. The source of



photoneutrons could well be highly localized, eg. a limiter. For such a
source, the response from a single fission chamber could vary by a factor
of 20, depending on the relative positions of source and chamber. In
practice, the chambers usually give similar responses (to within a factor
of 2) and only rarely show a factor of 10 variation from chamber to
chamber. A single strike is therefore unusual. In any case, averaging the
results of all three sets of chambers reduces the positional dependence to
a factor of 1.5. The calibration to be associated with the chambers is
that measured for a deuterium plasma discharge [2] and is known to i 10%
accuracy. The fission chambers are operated in both pulse-counting and
current sampling modes and operate over an intensity range from 10“ to 1022
neutrons/sec.

A typical example of the strong neutron emission which arises when a
high plasma current discharge is terminated by a sudden disruption is shown
in figure 1. The plot shows how the plasma current falls from — 2.5 MA to
— 0.2 NA in a time interval of only 40 ms. There is a distinct hesitation
midway down the plasma current collapse. The plot also shows the strength
of the neutron production on a logarithmic scale covering six decades. The
duration of the neutron pulse coincides with the hesitation in the plasma
current decay. The obvious implication is that a runaway electron current
of 1.5 MA has been generated. This hesitation in current decay is less
pronounced for disruptions producing fewer neutrons, and imperceptible for
those with weak emissions.
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A total of 201 disruptions have been studied, covering the period
between the startup of the tokamak and December 1986. These disruptions
included all those producing at least 1011 photoneutrons; during this
period there were nearly 10,000 discharges.

The variation in photoneutron yield for a particular set of plasma
conditions is very considerable and it is difficult to discern how the
photoneutron yield is to be predicted. The clearest correlation is
obtained by plotting the average yield against plasma current at the
instant of disruption, as shown in figure 2.

The yield is found to be fitted reasonably well with the variation N r
7 x 1012 12‘5 observed neutrons/disruption (I in HA). The photoneutrons
are mostly produced several centimeters deep in the structure surrounding
the plasma; it is estimated that only 1/3 of these enter the plasma region
and so become available for detection.

Figure 2:

A histogram showing the
average number of
photoneutrons produced
per disruption as a
function of plasma
current at the instant
of the disruption. For
each plasma current
interval (0.5 NA), the
number of disruptions in
the class is indicated.
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per disruption is therefore N = 2 x 1013 12'6 (I in MA). The yield per
runaway electron can be calculated [3]; for example, for electrons of
energy E0 (MeV) and a carbon tiled torus with inconel surrounding
structures, this calculated yield is

Y = 4.8 x 10'5 E0 neutrons/electron

Thus, the number of electrons per disruption is

N/Y = 4.2 x 1017 11‘s Eo‘1 electrons/disruption .

These are relativistic electrons, making 1.6 x 107 revolutions of the
torus per second. They give rise to a current of 1.1 x 103 IZ‘6 ED‘1
kamps. Clearly, runaway electron currents of up to 1 MA are possible.

The total kinetic energy carried by these electrons is
NED/Y = 0.07 11'6 (MJ). This is very high, 5 MJ for 5 HA disruptions.
The total energy available for accelerating electrons is that associated
with the poloidal magnetic field

WM = x L I2 = 2.4 12 (NJ) with L = 4.8 pH

On average, the fraction converted to runaway electrons is
f = 2.9 x 10‘2 I°'5. This fraction is relatively insensitive to the energyassumed for the runaway electrons, provided it is higher than 25 MeV. Thisestimate should not be relied upon to better than a factor of 3.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The essential conclusions from this study are

(i) Runaway electron energies are high (over 60 MeV) due to themeasured loop voltage in a disruption exceeding 500 V for periods of 5 msor more.

(ii) The neutron emission scales with plasma current as 12'5, so thata fraction 3 x 10‘2 I°'6 (I in MA) of the poloidal magnetic energy isconverted to runaway electron production. (It should be noted that theneutron yield from individual disruptions fluctuate considerably about theaverage yield for a particular plasma current).

(ii) The energy carried by the runway electrons is considerable (5 NJfor a 5 MA plasma). This energy is normally dissipated at a small numberof locations around the vacuum vessel.
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IMPURITY TRANSPORT IN JET DURING H-MODE, MONSTER SAWTEETH,
AND AFTER PELLET INJECTlON

K Behringcr, B Denne, A Edwards, N Cottardi, M von Hellermann, E Kallnc,
P D Morgan

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, U.K.

INTRODUCTION
The main impurities in JET plasmas are carbon, oxygen and nickel w h’some chlorine occasionally. The nickel concentration C fin

—
f1

N' : n i/ne depends
critically on previous history of ion cyclotron heating ilCRHg and isusually :10’5 in ohmic heai g campaigns. During TCRH, nickel is releasedfrom the antenna screens and subsequently deposited on limiters and
protection tiles. After high power ICRH pulses, CNi : l0“3 has beenmeasured during ohmic phases and several KlO”3 during ICRH. Oxygen
concentrations (c0: n /ne) have recently been 0.5—li in deuterium (D)
plasmas. in helium p asmas, 00 was about a factor 10 lower due to smalleroxygen influxes from walls and limite‘s. This lower oxygen production byhelium (He) clearly indicates a chemical production mechanism. Carbon
appears to be produced by physical sputtering and was several 1 in both D
and He discharges with a tendency to increase during additional heating.Impurity transport in JET has been studied from accidental metal
injections and from the radial impurity ion profiles. Confinement timesand profiles could usually be described by an anomalous diffusion coeffi»eient D 2 l my/s and by an inward drift (Ir) with vDia) = 2 m/s. Under
some recent plasma conditions, impurity accumulation was expected,
reported in other experiments in sawtoothvfrec pla. as, H—mode pl
discharges with peaked electron density profiles after pellet injei. MLong sawtoothufree periods have been observed in JET during ICRH (”mans ersawteeth"). Respective changes of the total ion profiles of nickel, whit:is mos, likely to aceimulate on axis, have been studied by means of lineradiation from different ionization stages originating from variOi; ra iallocations. These have been chosen according to the electron temperatureTp(0l ranging from 1 keV after pellet injection to 10 keV during mons vsawteeth. The light impurity behaviour has been inves‘ / Jed by mea
Zeff profiles, ehargesexchange recombination spectroscopy and From softX—ray radiation which is often a iated by i “ity bremsstrahlung.MONSTER SAWTEETH

Mon. er sawieeth were observed in both D and He plasmas with RF powersof ENTS MW. Respective nickel concentrations in these p, imas ranged from
a few 70‘“ to several lO“‘. Because of deposition and sul_;quent erosionof nickel, CNi usually continued to increase during TCRH in discharges withand without sawteeth. Compared to nonnal sawtoothing discharges, some 20%increase in 0N1 was observed during monster phases, probably due to aslight increase in global impurity confinement. After the monster crash,impurity confinement often dropped significantly leading to subeiantial
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loss of nickel even with ICRH continuing at the same power level.
Fig.1 shows CNi derived from Ni XXVII in the plasma centre and Ni XXV

close to the edge during ICRH (Te(0) = 6 ~ 10 keV). Both ICRH phases of
the pulse lead to higher nickel concentration. During the sawtoothufree
period (6.2 _ 8.75), CNi continues to increase but in the same way at
different radial locations. This means that the nickel ion profile does
not change, ie., no nickel accumulation in the centre. Detailed investiga~
tions of sawtooth—free periods up to BS have not shown any change of
impurity transport. It is concluded that the absence of sawteeth, at least
during ICRH, does not lead to accumulation of medium—Z impurities in the
JET plasma.
PELLET INJECTION

Single pellets and sequences of D pellets of different size have been
injected into JET discharges (the multi—pellet injector was provided by
ORNL under a JET»USDOE Agreement). ICRH and neutral beam heating (NBI)
have been applied to the resulting plasmas. Pellet injection usually led
to electron density profiles which, after sane initial rearrangement, were
not significantly different from those produced by gas fuelling. In some
cases when pellets penetrated to the plasma centre, strongly peaked n
profiles were observed lasting up to 35. Fig.2 shows an example of
profiles peaked for about 35 after the second pellet. Te(0) drops to about
0.8 keV and slowly recovers to its pre—pellet value. Two nickel line
intensities demonstrate the behaviour of the nickel ions: Ni XXVI, most
abundant in the plasma centre below 2.5 keV, and Ni XI from the periphery
under all conditions mentioned. While the Ni XI radiation reflects changes
in edge density and some reduction in edge nickel content, a substantial
increase in line radiation from the plasma centre is observed. Comparison
with earlier phases of the pulse, taking into account changes in n (0),
shows that the axial nickel density increases by a factor >10. This
behaviour has been observed on other tokamaks before [1] and has been
interpreted as neoclassicalmtype accumulation. In the present example,
accumulation disappears after about 3s when the he profiles revert to
normal. Accumulation has been observed to survive low power NBI, but
disappeared immediately after the onset of ICRF heating.

Even under these conditions, the nickel concentration remains very
low. Zeff and soft X-ray profiles are still dominated by light impurities
and suggest that light impurity profiles are peaked, too [2]. For a short
period after the second pellet in Fig.2, light impurity concentrations are
quite low (Ze f = 1.5). Therefore, the nickel behaviour expected from
neoclassical Eheory [3] can be predicted without knowledge of the actual
concentrations. Calculations demonstrate that the nickel density increase
on axis and the observed time scale can be explained by a rearrangement of
the nickel content due to the neoclassical inward drift, provided that the
anomalous diffusion coefficient is reduced to = 0.01 mZ/s.
H»MODE PLASMAS

H-mode phases lasting up to about 23 had already been observed in 1986
[U]. These were characterised by a continuous increase in electron density
and radiation losses. Radiation profiles were hollow in the centre but
showed unusually wide edge shells. Spectroscopic analysis showed radiation
losses mainly due to oxygen and, to a lesser extent, to carbon. Nickel may
have contributed about 10% in some cases. Detailed investigations showed
that the radiation profiles, the unusual behaviour of line intensities from

e
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different nickel ionisation stages and longer particle confinement timee5
could be explained by a high inwamrl drift velooity in a narrow region near
the plasma edge and hollow profiles in the centre, a consequence of the
nonustationary nature of these discharge“. For the latter explanation, the
interior diffusion coefficient had to

Already in 1986, a few H»mode pulses ha: short periods of edge
localised activity (ELMs) most obvious from spikes in Ha radiation [Hi
With NBT heating extended to be in l987, up to 5 H—mode phases were
observed with ELM periods in between. During the f rst quiet Hemode,
lasting again 23, the 1987 and 1986 results were virtually identical. 33ft
profiles, now available [5], w-re hollow as expected. The nickel behaviour
during the subsequent phases is ribed in Fig .3.

During each ELM phase, particles are lost from the plasma periphery
stabilising the density increase, on aveiage. Global r.adiation losses (not
shown) also stabilise, but are modilated according to the electron iensity
behaviour. Te(O) decreases slowly after the initial H mode phase. after
sane initial increase, nickel line ation from the plasma edge 1 XVll,
Ni XVlll) drops during each ELM p1 . and generally decays mall
value. In contrast, Ni XXVI from e plat centre continues to increase
and a peal<ed nickel ion profile icvelop3. Simultaneously, ra. ation pro—
files fill in (reaching : 40 kW/m on ax1si and:soft K—rav radiaiLion
increases. All these observations are an iniication or Mmp.1ity accumula3
ticn. However, Pprofiles are fl3t or oven ightly hello». Global
impurity confinement is clearly hig' er than us ua1 by about a factjr 5.

A closer investigation of téff proDfiles and soft X ray prori1l3s shows
that nickel does not really develop a profile peeled on axis. The nickel
density increases within the inner tbiid of the minor radius, but the
profile is actually hollow in the centre. Light impurity profiles remain
hollow throughout all these phases and their (uncontration hard ly changes
The plasma edge radiation is mainly iie 1o 0): 'en, while the radiation
increase in the interior ' due to nickel. During the final Hemode phase
in Fig.3, CNi = O.l% results from a nalysis in a spent
with the local soft eay emission. line rad .1on
accounts for about half the looal raui, measured by the
bolometer. There is sonc (ontr1" chlorine, which tel to
increase during the late rphas The remainin’ .xiation
fraction is due to light impuiit mainly bre rahlung.

The observed r' *rangcment not readily interpreted
in terms of neocla 1al transport non? iionary nature
of the edge densities must be co,b .sl impurity species taken
into account.
CONCLUSIONS

Long sawtoothufree per11
to any obvious chanyc in ' some pellet
injection, when strode prof, were observed,
medium (and low) -A impuii.' 5. ~ bculviour expected for neoclassical
accumulation. lCRH appeared to d ’_y ‘he 1111mul1: ion piwocesr. During
long periods of alternati.. H— mole . ELM ph , medium—Z impurities
developed a generall1 peakci profile but with a dip in the centre. Light
impurity profiles were generally hollow. This rearrangement of impurity
content was much slower than in pellet cases and there is no obvious
explanation for this change.

ICRH in JET, not lead
'iISCS



FIG.1: Nickel concentrations mo
from Ni XXVlI in the

plasma centre and Ni XXV near 80
the boundary. ICRH power and 2 ‘
TQ(O) are also shown. The {fa}

k.»nickel ion density profile
does not change during the
monster sawtooth.

FIG.2: Densities, Te(O) and
nickel line radiation

after pellet injection. The
increase in Ni XXVI radiation
demonstrates a change in
particle transport and neo—
classical—type accumulation.

FIG.3: Radiation from
different nickel

ionisation stages during
alternating H—mode and ELM
phases. A peaked nickel ion
profile develops resembling
neoclassical-type
accumulation.
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MEASUREMENTS OF 'SNAKES' FOLLOWING MULTIPLE PELLET FUELLING OF JET
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iNTRPhHCTION
The extremely long lived density perturbation, or snake, first seen by

t“e soft X~ray cameras Following single pellet injection into JET‘, has now
in observed following multiple pellet Fuelling of JET discharges“. The

snake is caused by a local density perturbation rotating at a rational
ossurface, normally the q=l surface. The snake can persist for longer than
2 seconds, suggesting that magnetic island is Formed at the rational
qssurface, with ablated pellet particles being deposited inside this
island. The long snake lifetime implies a change to a new non-axisymmetric
equilibrium‘.

New diagnrstics have contributed important new results on the study of
snakes. Parti ilarly an array of toroidal soft Xsray cameras and the L[DAR
Thomson Scattering systen3, which makes simultaneous measurements of the
electron temperature and density profiles possible. These will be
presented in this paper, with particular emphasis on the creation of snakes
and the subsequent snake profiles.
CERTAIN NJC C-‘.3AR‘{ CONDITIONS FOR THE CREATION OF SNAKES

The soft Xeray signals for two time periods of l millisecond each
recorded during the injection of successive D2 pellets, the second of which
created a snake, are shown in Fig.1. The upper signals are from the
vertically mounted camera which views the incoming pellet trajectory. The
bottom signal is that of a central detector in the horizontally mounted
camera which views the injected pellet from behind and gives a measure of
the pellet ablation rate. The two soft Xsray cameras“ are located at the
same toroidal position as the multiple D2 pellet injector. Both pellet
trajectories are clearly visible in Fig.1. In Fig.la the maximum rate of
pellet ablation is seen to occur around 60cms, which is outside the
sawtooth inversion radius of “Scms, as determined from a tomographic
analysis of the soft X-ray datas. Throughout this paper the sawtooth
inversion radius is taken as being equivalent to the q=l position. For the
second pellet, shown in Fig.1b, the sawtooth inversion radius is detennined
to be at A2cms. This pellet is observed to penetrate well beyond this
radius, with considerable pellet ablation occurring in the region of the
q:l surface. Around such a rational surface, the particles would not be
expected to spread rapidly. A local drop in temperature could therefore
occur, as only the electrons inside a narrow flux tube which intersects the
pellet trajectory would interact with the pellet.
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FIG.1: X~ray signals during the injection of two successive D2 pellets, the
second of which created a snake.

In Fig.2, LIDAR profiles of the electron temperature and density
across the horizontal mid—plane of JET are shown, 19 milliseconds after the
injection of a pellet which created a snake. At the sawtooth inversion
radius, a clear local density enhancement and tenperature depression are
seen and it is this density perturbation which is labelled a snake. Local
cooling is therefore observed at the q=1 surface, which can lead to a
helical current perturbation and the formation of a magnetic island.

Certain necessary, although perhaps not sufficient, conditions for the
creation of a snake are, therefore, firstly that a q=1 surface must exist
within the plasma, secondly that the pellet must reach this q=1 surface and
thirdly that sufficient pellet particles are ablated in the region of the
q=1 surface so as to lead to the fonnation of a magnetic island.
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SNAKE PROFILES AND THE SNAKE LIFETIME
From the soft X—ray cameras and toroidal detectors it is found that

the snake has an m=l, n=l structure, with typical dimensions (FWHM) of 25cm
’poloidally and 17cm radially, which is in good agreement with the radial
dimension of the perturbation determined from the LIDAR profiles of Fig.2.
From this knowledge of the mode structure, it can be detennined from the
soft X-ray data that the peak of the snake lies above the horizontal
midsplane at the toroidal location where the LIDAR profiles of Fig.2 are
measured. The maximum density and temperature perturbation at this time
is, therefore, considerably larger. Indeed, for this particular snake, the
ECE grating polychronator experienced a periodic 2nd harmonic X—mode cutoff
at the snake radius. From the maximum frequency at which the cutoff was
observed, the density of the perturbation was determined to be l.5 X 1020
In"3 (t l0%) compared to the density measured by the LIDAR of 1.15 x 102“
m'a. Further, this is not seen to change over a period of 350ms, at which
time the plasma current was ramped down, implying an effective confinement
time for the snake of the order of several seconds.

In Fig.3, the radial soft X—ray profile measured by the vertically
mounted camera is shown. A pellet is injected at 8.5 seconds which creates
a snake. This is seen to rotate for a period of 900ms before slowing down
and stopping. This snake is observed to survive through many sawteeth, as
is the case with all other snakes’. At 10 seconds, when LIDAR profiles
were measured, the centre of the snake is determined from tomographic
analysis of the soft X—ray data to be just above the horizontal mid-plane
at the LIDAR port. These LIDAR electron den ity and temperatime Profiles
are shown in Fig.“. The snake is clearly seen in the density profile,
centred at 3.35m. The temperature profile over the corresponding region of
this snake shows the tenperature falling from about lTUO eV at 3.l5m to
iMSD eV at 3.5m. This does not show any equalization on either side of the
snake, as might be expected if the density is confined within a magnetic
island,

SOFT X~RAY VERTICAL CAMERA

FIG.3: Soft X~ray flux around the time of pellet injection showing the
'snake' oscillation.
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These LIDAR profiles are, however, taken at a time when the snake is
'locked' in one poloidal location. As the snake is an island deep within
the plasma, if it is to 'lock', it must couple to a mode further out in the
plasma which can interact with the vessel walls. The magnetic signals show
the presence of a large locked mode at this time. It might not, therefore,
be expected that the temperature would be equalized at the extranes of the
island at this time, as the snake has coupled to another mode. From Fig.3
it can be seen that, subsequent to these LlDAR profiles, the density
perturbation decays away on a timescale of the order of 1 second. In other
cases where the snake has been observed to couple to a ’locked' mode, then
the density is seen to decay on a similar timescale. The application of
on—axis ion cyclotron radio frequency heating (ICRH) is also observed to
lead to the decay of the snake. The density is seen to decay on a
timescale of the order of 100 milliseconds about 200 milliseconds after the
ICRH is applied to the plasma.
SUMMARY

In conclusion, snakes have been observed during multiple pellet
fuelling of JET. LIDAR Thomson scattering profiles of electron temperature
and density provide clear measurements of the conditions necessary for the
formation of a magnetic island at a rational q—surface in which a fraction
of the ablated pellet particles can be trapped. ECE measurements in which
a persistent periodic cutoff is seen at the snake radius implies a very
long effective confinement time for the snake. The presence of 'locked'
modes in the plasma, to which the snake can couple, or the application of
on—axis ICRH leads to a gradual lecay of the snake.
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Introduction Under many operating conditions in JET, particularly during

long periods of additional heating, low m, n MHD activity (usually m=2, n=1

or m=3, n=2) persists with large amplitude (hr/86(wall) { 0.12) for many

seconds. This allows the effects of such large MHD activity on Confinement

parameters to be assessed. While other loss mechanisms are also important

in determining general confinement scalings, these results indicate that

large MED activity can lead to substantial losses of particles, momentum.

and energy from the plasma. Other effects such as changes in wall pumping,

the plasma boundary, radiative losses, and input power must be carefully

excluded from the analysis as they can also alter plasma confinement. For

most of this analysis, discharges were chosen that exhibited large

amplitude MED activity arising after a large sawtooth collapse following a

period of sawtooth stabilization. The confinement parameters were

determined before the sawtooth collapse and again after more than one

confinement time following the collapse, when they had reached a new

equilibrium value with the same input power in the presence of an MHD mode.

In addition to this analysis, correlations have been made between

slowly rotating (WJB - 5 Hz) low m, n (usually m=2, n=1) magnetic activity.

called quasi-stationary modes (QSM’s), and central mul, n=1 activity

observed on the electron temperature profile. QSM oscillations are

observed on the H lDa signals. the infrared limiter viewing camera, and on

ECE signals from the edge right up to the center of the plasma. This

strong mode coupling [1] from the center to the edge indicates how such

large amplitude MHD activity can affect global confinement properties.

MHD Effects on Particle Confinement Edge influxes as measured by Hq/D0c and

C111 emission signals are modulated up to 502 by slowly rotating QSM‘s.

Similar modulation is also observed on an infrared limiter viewing camera,

with good phase correlation with the mode indicating that the bright

emission corresponds to the X point of the MHD mode.
Particle pumpout rates tend to increase with the amplitude of the QSM

reaching rates two to three times as fast as without the mode under some

conditions. Wall pumping and boundary effects, however, can alter the

pumpout rates and mask the MHD effects [2]. Figure 1 shows a comparison of

two similar X point configuration shots, the first with a QSM after the

large sawtooth collapse at 12 sec and the second without a QSM. The fourth

trace from the top shows that the number of particles drops by more than

122 in the first shot, but by less than 52 in the second shot, indicating

that about 72 of the total number of particlesmwere lost due to enhanced

particle flux by the QSM. In the first shot. br/Be(wall) ; 0.231. Similar

enhanced pumpout rates are observed with QSM’s after pellet injection, but

the lack of similar shots with and without a QSM makes a quantitative

comparison difficult.
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Figure 1. Comparison of two similar shots with and without a QSM. a) Te(0),
b) QSM amplitude, c) diamagnetic stored energy. d) total number of
particles, e) ICRH power. The degradation of particle and energy content
is evident during the QSM.

MHD Effects on Momentum Confinement Neutral beam injection in the
direction of the plasma current generally enhances the toroidal momentum of
the plasma, but this extra input momentum can be reduced by the onset of
low m, n MHD activity. Unlike the effect on particle and energy
confinement, the plasma momentum appears to be affected by any observable
amplitude of coherent MED activity, in that there is almost always a good
linear correlation between the MED frequency of oscillation and the central
ion toroidal rotation velocity [3]. This is particularly evident when mode
locking occurs and the rotation ceases on the MHD signals as well as on the
central ion toroidal rotation velocity, within the error of the
measurement. Even in cases when the MED activity is oscillating rapidly at
amplitudes of only br/Be(wall) 5 0.012 (with m=3, n=2), there can be a
loss of central plasma momentum by more than 501. Such cases clearly
demonstrate that strong toroidal mode coupling is responsible for the
degradation in the central momentum, perhaps being lost to the vacuum
vessel walls through induced eddy currents.

MHD Effects on Energy Confinement Large amplitude MHD activity can also
significantly degrade the plasma stored energy. Figure 2 shows that the
amount of enhanced degradation in the stored energy, AW/W, depends almost
linearly on the relative amplitude of the MED mode, Abr(n-l)/Be(wall).
This data contains combined NBI, ICRH, and ICRH alone, fast oscillating
m=3, n=2 modes, and slowly rotating or locked m=2. n=1 modes that arise
after a large sawtooth collapse. The contribution to the drop in stored
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the measurements. The phase of the oscillations on the QSM signal at the

times of the two temperature profiles are indicated in the lower figure.
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energy due to the sawtooth collapse itself is minimized by taking the
measurement during the MHD activity only after more than one confinement
time following the sawtooth collapse to allow the plasma to reheat.

The time evolution of this enhanced degradation is shown in Figure l.
The central electron temperature and stored energy remain low during the
QSM on the first shot, but increase again with continued heating on the
second shot without a QSM. The first shot had about a 17: drop in stored
energy while the second shot without a QSM had an initial drop of 102 at
the sawtooth collapse that subsequently returned to near the peak value of
the stored energy before the ICRH was turned off. Since the drop in the
electron temperature in both shots was about the same, the difference in
the change in stored energy between the two shots must be due to the QSM.
Note that locked modes arising before density limit disruptions also show a
similar degradation in confinement [4].

Such evident MHD effects on global confinement parameters also manifest
themselves directly in changes in the electron temperature from the edge
right up to the center of the plasma. Figure 3 shows the strong toroidal
mode coupling of the QSM oscillations near the plasma edge, analyzed with
magnetic pick—up coils to be m=2, n=l, with oscillations on the ECE across
much of the plasma. The m=l character of the ECE oscillations is evident
by the phase inversion across the plasma center. Note that the aawteeth
persist despite this large m=l mode. Further evidence of the effects of
the QSM oscillations on the center of the plasma are shown in Figure 4.
The LIDAR Thomson scattering system [5] acquired electron temperature
profiles at nearly opposite phases of the QSM oscillations. The difference
in the profiles indicates an m=l structure across the plasma center with an
amplitude of i 600 eV. Such a large change in temperature is well outside
the errors in the measurements.

Conclusion The strong coupling between MED modes observed from the limiter
right up to the plasma center demonstrates that these modes can affect most
of the plasma. This strong mode coupling must then be at least partly
responsible for the observed degradation in particle, momentum, and energy
confinement during large amplitude MED activity. The correlation of the X
point of the magnetic island with locally enhanced radiation suggests that
particle and energy transport may be increased locally around the X point
of the mode. The observed degradation in particle and energy confinement
depends on the mode amplitude rather than on whether or not the mode is
rapidly oscillating or locked, while the loss of momentum depends on the
frequency of oscillation of the mode more than on the mode amplitude.
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THE SAWTOOTH IN JET
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INTRODUCTION Detailed experimental studies [1] of the sawtooth collapse in
JET have shown that it occurs very rapidly (~ TOOus) and Xuray tomography
[2] has shown a strong m=1 component, with a spatial dependence in 7
agreement with the predictions of an ideal mhd instability model [3].
However, there are still many remaining problems in our understanding of
the sawtooth oscillation and some of these will be discussed below.
INSTABILITY GROWTH RATE The growth rate of the sawtooth instability has
been determined by finding the radial centroid, r, of the Xsray emission
function calculated by tomographic inversion of the data collected with the
two orthogonally mounted JET X~ray cameras. This quantity is a sensitive
measure of the displacement of the plasma central region and is independent
of the relative phase of the m=i instability present during the sawtooth
crash. Fig.1 shows a rather slow movement of r before the sawtooth
collapse and the onset of a sudden growth in r during the collapse. The
time behaviour of E is in good agreement with the perturbed magnetic field
measurements made at the plasma edge [4]. Although the growth rate
corresponds to the growth rate of an ideal mhd mode, there is no
satisfactory explanation of the sudden increase in the growth rate of the
instability or of its trigger mechanism.

The centroid is also a very sensitive monitor of plasma movements
between sawtooth collapses and mhd activity and other effects are observed
which are too small to be seen by individual Xsray detectors.
MONSTER SAWTOOTH During additional heating experiments it has been
observed that there are long sawtooth free periods (23s), terminated by a
large sawtooth called the "monster”. Tomographic analysis of these (Fig.2)
shows great similarities with normal sawteeth. The core of the initial
symmetric state (1) is rapidly (in s 100 us) displaced radially (2) until
it reaches the inversion radius (shown as a dotted line in the Fig.2) where
it spreads poloidally (3). The displaced core then collapses with a rapid
loss of energy (U) followed by a gradual return to a symmetric but much
flattened state (5). The topology of the monster collapse is identical
with the normal sawtooth but the inversion radius is considerably larger
(by up to 50%). The n=1 nature of the collapse is clearly shown by the
X—ray measurements taken with a set of toroidally spaced detectors (Fig.3)
and from ECE measurements. This is also confirmed by the magnetic
measurements which show a dominant n=1 component with a small n=2
component, similar to normal sawteeth. Although the early stages of the
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collapse can probably be explained in terms of the growth of an mhd
instability the subsequent rapid loss of energy from the displaced core
requires alternative explanations such as enhanced transport for both
monster and normal sawteeth.
PARTIAL SAWTEETH Partial sawteeth with a very small collapse amplitude are
frequently observed, nearly always accompanied by m=1 mhd activity. The
fast part of the collapse has not yet been observed in detail but it seems
to involve processes leading to a flattening of the profiles around the q=i
surface with the central parameters remaining relatively unaltered. A
slower process has also been observed which leads to an even smaller
redistribution of energy at the q:i surface. The reasons for the different
behaviour of the partial sawteeth are unclear.
g—PROFILE It is well known that the q~profile plays a strong role in the
sawtooth instability and the sawtooth inversion radius is generally taken
to correspond to qzi. This conclusion has been further confirmed on JET by
the existence of the m:n=i ”snake" oscillation [SJ which also exists at
his radius. The identification 01 normal sawteeth with an interchange

instability led to the conclusion that q(0) : i and that the change in q(O)
in the sawtooth crash was ~ 132%. This conclusion was supported by
analysis of the movement of the snai<e during the crash.

However, the monster sawteeth show quite a differe:it picture and raise
new problems in understanding the sawtooth. Faraday rotation measurements
[6], resistive diffusion calculation and magnetic equilibrium calculations
all show that q(U) = 0.8 before both normal and monster sawtooth crashes

d Sq in the monster crash is 3 20%. These observations are not in
. eement with the eailier understanding of the sawtooth crash and an
alternative theoretical approach has therei‘ore been investigated.
IHEORl We ha c ta<en the point oi view that, for normal sawteeth as well

for monsters, q(G) is significantly below one, and that the onset of the
allapse is determined by the stability threshold of resistive m=i modes.

e st aility plane (Fig.u) is determined by the parameters [7,8,9]
7*[ /RO i dw/E /3 and lx=m*e/ieHJ/‘i, evaluated at the flux coordinate

rurO wherg q(r6):]. Here, ow is the normalised MHD energy functional,
whita'l lilCiiEJd 3 the o ffects of toroidieity [10] and plasma shaping Hip
The numerical evalu:1tion of 5w hows that triangular shapirw in JET gives
a negligible contribution; the elliptical contribution is destabilising,
although typically iO% of cw. The other parameters are as follows:
r-nc /[4nrO mA,|, n is the resaistivity, nA— sOVA//3RO is the Alfvén

frequenty, sO—rOq '(ro ) is the magnetic shear, dye and m*iare the electron
and ion diamagnetic frequencies respective].y (lu*e''Zw*i)

Although uncertainties remain in the exact location of the marginal
s ability curve, this is expected [7] to lie close to the curve shown in
Fig. U. Layer effects near the q=l surface, including electron thermal
contiuctivity, ion viscosity, and tight aspect ratio, lead to stability on
the lei t oi this curve. ldeal MHD internal kink modes correspond to the
regime where \}{>i.

In our piesent approach, the nonlinear evolution of the m=i mode must
leave i) below one, in contrast with Kadomtsev's relaxation model, as no
significant drop of q(0) can be expected during the ramp of normal
sawteeth. The important point here is that stable q profiles with q(O)<i
are found if ?H is negative and sufficiently large. This requirement can
be satisfied, for instance, if the local magnetic shear parameter s0 is
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small. In fact‘?H is negative and scales mainly with 50‘5/3 during a
sawtooth ramp in the ohmic phase, since the poloidal beta is small and the
global equilibrium parameters cannot evolve significantly. Thus we propose
an alternative prescription for the q profile in the relaxed state. We
assume that the most significant changes in the q profile after the
collapse are localised near the q=i surface, where the magnetic shear is
reduced over a radial interval of width A<r . Outside this interval the q
profile is only slightly modified, with q(O? being reset to a prescribed
value below unity, while rO is chosen to be near the observed inversion
radius.( This prescription is suggested by measurements of the q profile in
Textor [12] and is compatible with initial measurements of q(O) in JET [6].
It can be justified in terms of the growth of a magnetic island which
triggers the faster late stage of the collapse as a critical width of order
A is attained. The pressure profile after the sawtooth crash is taken to
be flat in the region where qsl.

Using this prescription, the time evolution of‘fiH and’?* has been
monitored with an equilibrium transport code which assumes neoclassical
resistivity. JET plasmas with qW = H.515.5 have been considei so Far.
The trend in the ohmic phase is shown by the solidiline trajectories in the
stability plane of Fig.fl. The tr. ctories start well in the stable re ion
at the beginning of the sawtooth ramp and approach the marginal stabili
curve after about 90ms, at the end of the ramp. The first part of these
"ajcctories is affected by the prescribed q profile after the collapse and
should be considered with caution. however, for the same ohmic sawtooth
simulat,d with two different initial values of so, the trajectories become
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Fig.1 (right) Plasma centroid
movement during sawtooth crash.

Ejg.2 (below) Tomographio
analysis of monster sawtooth
crash.
_ 5 ‘
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Fig.3 (right) Contour plot of
toroidal X-ray emission during
crash. (Chord radius = 380m).
n=1 is determined as there is only
one point of maximum emission, at
110°.
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Fig. U Trajectories in the stability
plane. Solid curves: ohmic sawtooth
(period — 90ms); dotted curves:
monster sawtooth (duration - 2s). The
starting point in the stable region
corresponds to the beginning of the
sawtooth ramp. Initial values of the
local shear: 5020.1 (upper solid and
upper dotted curves); 30:0.2
(remaining curves). Other initial
values for all curves: q =o,8;
ro=u0cm; A=rO/2. The local shear
increases along the trajectories:
sO=O.1(*); 0.2(x); 0.25(o); 0.3(A);
0.5(0); 0.7(0).
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HIGH ELECTRON AND lON TEMPERATURES PRODUCED IN JET
BY ICRH AND NEUTRAL BEAM HEATING
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L G Eriksson‘, T Hellsten, J Jacquinot, T T C Jones, A L McCarthyx,

D Stork, P R Thomas, E Thompson and K Thomsen

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OXIH SEA, England
Chalmers University, Gothenberg, Sweden

2 Flinders university, Bedford Park, South Australia

1

Introduction

The installation of 8 ICRF antennae on JET has enabled 16 MW of
power to be coupled in both monopole and toroidal dipole configurations.
With on—axis hydrogen minority heating such power levels have produced
electron temperatures in the vicinity of IO keV- in the centre of the
discharge. The highest temperatures often occur during sawtooth—free
periods, or 'Monster' sawteeth which can persist for over 3 sec and
during which the global energy confinement time is about 20 % greater
than that in plasmas disrupted by sawteethl. Recent experiments have
been aimed at achieving both high electron and ion temperatures
simultaneously. In this paper we describe the results of two such series
of experiments. The first study used ICRF with 3He minority ions in “He
and deuterium plasmas and investigated the effect of minority
concentration on bulk ion heating. The second series combined hydrogen
minority ICRH in deuterium plasmas with up to 6 MW D0 neutral beam power
injected at an energy of HO keV/nucleon to provide additional ion
heating. We also report measurements of the electron heating rates for
the RF—only experiments obtained from the initial rate of increase of the
electron temperature during sawteeth. These results indicate an increase
in the proportion of direct heating as the minority density is
increased.

ICRF Heating with He3 Minority Ions

The He3 minority ICRF experiments were carried out using a plasma
current I of 3.5 MA and an elongation ratio of 1.5. The toroidal field,
ET, was 3.M T in order to make the ratio I /BT(MA/T) close to unity to
provide optimum confinement3. The RF frequency was 3h MHz to give
on-axis heating. Deuterium and He“ plasmas were used, (but with no
discernible difference in results) with central electron densities,
ne(o), in the range 3.8 x 10‘9 < ne(o) < “.8 x 1019 m’a. ICRF power
levels of up to 12 MW were coupled using both monopole and toroidal
dipole antennae configurations. The plasma Zeff was typically ”.5
(visible bremsstrahlung) and the total radiated power was about 50 % of
the input power. An example of the time evolution of the central
electron and ion temperatures T (o) and Ti(o), during heating is shown
in Fig 1 for a 3He concentration nHes/ne(o) = 0.11. The values of Te(o)
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and Ti(o) were obtained, respectively, from ECE data and Doppler
broadening measurements of X-rays from He-like nickel ions. Note that at
3.U T the KGB diagnostic calibration gives a value of Te(o) which is
about 20 % higher than Thomson scattering results. Neutral particle
energy spectra confirmed the above Ti(o) values. As the RF power is
ramped up the sawteeth amplitude and period increase until at U7.8 see, a
'Monster' sawtooth is formed. During the Monster sawtooth, Te(o) rises
to 9.1 kev (ECE) and Ti(o) = 7.8 kev, At t = 49.” sec one of the RF
generators tripped, causing a reduction in the power which, in turn,
precipitated the sawtooth crash 0.3 see later. This delay is routinely
observed and has given rise to speculation that the fast minority ions
stabilise the sawteeth. No further sawtooth stabilisation occurs beyond
t : N9.M sec showing the existence of an RF power threshold between 7 MW
and 9 MW for this operating scenario.

The values of Ti(o) obtained with dipole phasing are shown in Fig 2
as a function of the RF power, PRF' divided by ne(o) for a range of 3He
concentrations. There is Clear tendency for the highest values of Ti(o)
to be achieved with the highest minority concentrations as expected since
the minority ion tail energy will be least under these conditions.
Conversely, stronger minority heating of the electrons is be expected at
low aHe density and there is a tendency in this direction in the values
of Te(o) shown in Fig 3. The effect is less pronounced than in the case
of Ti(o), possibly because of increased direct electron heating through
mode conversion or transitrtime magnetic pumping (TTMP) at the higher He3
densities. The monopole antennae phasing gave similar results.

Electron Heating Rates

An analysis“ of the rate of rise of Te following each sawtooth crash
both during the RF ramp phase and following the Monster sawteeth, (see
Fig 1) has enabled electron heating rates to be obtained. Results are
shown in Fig A where the central power density, Pe’ flowing to the
electrons is plotted against PRF for low and 'high' 3He densities. In
the low density case, Pe shows the non-linear behaviour expected of
minority species heating. Note the hysteresis effect, which could be due
to the finite minority ion slowing down time, as PR is reduced from
11 MW to 8 MW. At the higher 3He density the linear increase of Pe with
P implies an increasing proportion of direct electron heating through
TTMP, Landau damping, or mode conversion of the fast magnetosonic wave.
It should be stressed however that this analysis does not give
unambiguously the RF heating of the electron since it does not account
for expulsion of the minority ions following the sawtooth crash or
changes in the radiated and ohmic power.

Combined (H)D ICRF and Do Neutral Beam Injection

These experiments were carried out in deuterium limiter discnarges
with ID = 3 MA, and BT = 2.8 T. The RF frequency was H3 MHz so that the
w = “CH resonance intersected the magnetic axis. The central electron
density was typically » 6 x 1019 m". Power levels up to 15 MW of ICRF
(dipole phasing) and 6 MW of NBI (Ebeam = 80 keV) were used to give a
maximum energy content of 6 MJ and a DrD reaction rate of 3.5 x 10‘5 5—1.
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The results are shown in Fig 5 where the values Ti(o) = 7.7 keV and
Te(o) = 10 keV were achieved at the highest power levels. These
temperatures are similar to those achieved with the 2He minority ICRF
experiments but required approximately twice the value of P /n (o). The
precise explanation for this awaits further analysis but is probably due
to a combination of factors such as the poorer confinement at the lower
plasma current, the broader power deposition of the beam heating and
increased radiated power.

Summary

Central electron and ion temperatures in the vicinity of 8 keV have
been achieved simultaneously at moderate densities in JET both by He3
minority lCRH and combined ICRH and N81 with total powers up to 22 M4.
The ICRF ion heating appears to be optimum for 5 % < nHea/ne < 10 %.
Detailed analyses of sawteeth indicate an increase in the ratio of direct
to minority ion heating of the electrons as the He3 density increases.
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EFFECT OF SAWTEETH AND SAFETY FACTOR q ON CONFINEMENT DURING
ICRF HEATING OF JET
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1. Introduction: The ion-cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH)
experiments on JET have been carried out in a variety of conditions:
Limiter and X-point configuration with H or He37minority heating schemes
in D, He3 or He“-plasmas. Moreover, second—harmonic heating experiments
in H-plasmas and combined lCRH and neutralibeam injection heating
experiments have also been carried out. RF power exceeding 16 MW for
several seconds have been coupled to a 3.3 MA JET plasma (f = A2 MHZ)
with 8 antennas operating in the dipole configuration [I]. The stored
energy reached 6 MJ with Teo : 8 keV, Ti0 : 6 keV and neo a 6 x 7019 m‘3.
The radiated power was less than A2 % of the total input power. A
significant fraction of the energy is carried by the heated fast ions
which are well confined in JET.

In this paper, our efforts are directed to confinement scaling studies
with plasma current I and safety factor q for the above mentioned
heating scenarios and discharges. With the production of "Monster" or
ultralong sawteeth (period greater than the energy confinement time) in
JET, we are also able to assess the effect of sawteeth on confinement.
The confinement data in JET fits well with an off—set linear law.
Therefore, in the following, we present our resuLts in terms of
incremental confinement time (Tincj and demonstrate that T'nc improves
with I at lower currents (1 — 2 MA), saturates and subsequently degrades
at higger currents (A - 5 MA). These results are compared with a model
which assumes that i (where g u l/rinc; see below) depends on two
competing mechanisms, that is, it decreases with I but increases as the
size of the q = 1 surface is increased at higher Ip/B$ or low qa.

2. Results: For the results presented below, we include the JET ICRH
data obtained in 1987 both for limiter and X~point discharges. The
plasma parameters under ICRF heating are in the following ranges:

0 § PRF (MW) g 16 ; 32 < f (MHZ) 2 A3 ; 2 2 Ew (T) S 3.5 ;
1 § 1p (MA) E 5 ; 0.7 E POH (MW) 2 ”.5 ; 2 E he X l0_‘9 (m‘a) ; 5
3 § Te (keV) E 10 ; 2 g Tio (keV) E 7.5 ; 0.2 i Frad/PTOT ; O 8
2 § Zeff E 5

A plot of stored energy (from diamagnetic loop measurements) wD vs
(PT — ND) is illustrated in Fig.1 for different I as indicated where PT
is the total input power and the dot refers to the time derivative.
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Similar data that exists for l : 1.5, 3, 3.5 and u MA is not shown on
the figure for clarity. ND also includes the significant perpendicular
energy that is carried by the fast ions created during the minority
heating and is estimated to be less than l MJ. It is clearly seen that
the WD follows an off-set linear law [2,3]. The Tine is determined by
the slope of a line which is least square fitted to the data points for
the power scan at a given I . Since there is little difference in the
energy confinement for the various minority speCies heating scenarios in]
we do not identify them specifically in the data presented below. Except
in some specific cases, generally monopole and dipole antennas give
similar confinement results, we therefore do not separate the monopole
and dipole data.

In order to reduce the scatter of the data, we have subdivided large
data sets at a giVEH 10 into smaller subsets generally regrouping them by
a day or consecutive days of operation. We also exclude the data with
Fred/PTOI > O. 6. The radiation can be systematically taken into account
but has not yet been done for the data presented here. The off—axis
heating data is also excluded and the minority ionrcyclotron layer lies
within 20 Cm of the magnetic axis. The data at a given I is further
identified with respect to q, ie operation at 2 different BL with the
higher 86 [ertairiin5 to he ‘minority operation.

.

From Fig.1, we note that linC(D) increases with iJ up to 3 MA but it
is considerably lowei at 5 MA. The 1- , values both from w and We
(electron kinetic energy) obtained from such scans at these and other
currents are plotted in Fig.2 as a function of I . The we is calculated
from nee, Teo and integration over the profiles. it is seen that Tinc(e)
increases wit: l3 saturates then decreases. The two low points at 3 and

4 MA correspond to large 1 /E‘ or low qfl.l-values. These points merge
well into the crowd when the data is plot ed as a function of l3/Bfior
qc l (see below). Similar remarks apply for TinC(D) data. For the
inclul data, we have further identified exclusively non~monster scans

which roughly follow the Tinclc; behaviour except that of a point at
3.3 MA. This corresponds to an exceptionally good series in which dipole
phasing was used with pellet injection in some shots. The other TinC(D)
data which reitu: e mrnster sawtceth show a marked improvement over the
nonsmonster data and is related to the added contribution of
perpendicular energy of the fast ions. Although occasional monster
sawtceth have been obtained at U and 5 MA, there are no scans under such
Conditions to deduce 1inc at these currents. Note that the present
Xspoint and limiter lCfiH discharges give about the same Linc values.
Also, the 2 ”PH data point Compares well with the other data.

The Tine data shown in Fig 2 is now plotted in Fig. 3 as a function
of l /Bm where this quantity is inversely propOJtional to qcrl if the
plasma Cross sectional area is held constant lthe experimental data fits
a relation QC l ~ 3.3 X (I./Bp);°.aj. it is seen that maximum Vine is
found when lp/E¢ ~ 1 or Qcyl \ J.j.

He now compare the line deduced from certain scans where we sort the
data with and without monster sawtee th. The values thus obtainedTinc
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MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS OF THE SAWTOOTH INSTABILITY IN JET

P.n. Duperrexl, B )ocbe onl, A. Edwards, R. Granetz, J. Snipes

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, UK
lCRPP/EPFL, 21, Av. des Bains, CH—lOO7 Lausanne, Switzerland

P c i 1 : Magnetic coil signals are used to obtain the toroidal mode
number spectrum of the sawtooth instability in a small—aspect—ratio
tokamak. The excellent correlation between the edge (magnetic)
displacement and the core displacement (soft X—ray tomography)
demonstrates the validity of this approach and makes magnetic coil
measurements an appropriate tool for studying the sawtooth instability
global wavefunction.

I tro -i n : We have shown earlier that the sawtooth crash is
accompanied by a simultaneous magnetic spike, which has been called the
"gong" mode [1, 2]. Although the physical nature of this magnetic
perturbation was not fully established, it was used to characterize the
sawtooth instability. Totoidal mode number analysis, performed then with
4 equally spaced coils yielded a dominance of the n = 1 mode, with some
20—30 E of n = 2. The gong mode was shown to be particularly Strong a:
the low field side midplane. Typical growlhrates in the range of Y~104 s 1
were found to compare well with the typical sawtooth collapse times [3].
The sign of the mode's helicity was shown to be identical to the field
lines“ helicity. These observations showed that the magnetic perturbation
was intimately related to the sawtooth instability in the core. In this
paper we show a detailed comparison of the gong with soft Keray
tomography. The toroidal mode number spectrum evolution is obtained from
8 equally spaced coils, which allows us to Eollow the n-spectrum from n20
to 4.

Pl mi ii 1 v.02 : To show the evidence that the gong is in fact a
direct measurement of the sawtooth instability, we had, to find a
parameter which could be measured independently by the soLL X—ray
diagnostics and the magnetic pickeup coils. The appropriate parameter for
comparison was found to be the radial plasma displacement associated with
the sawtooth instability. The m = 1 core displacement is accurately
represented by the fi st moment of the sof X ray emission profile F,

which components X1 HT iF(x1,x2 )_dxld32 / i%(x1,x2) dx dxz define the
centroid [4]. The centroid shift is then 95x:
where the primed symbols refer to the position before the growth of the
instability.

((xl-xl' ) +(x2-K2 ')2)1/2



An estimate of the edge displacement can be made from the value of
the poloidal field perturbation, as b = EZ x (g x go) in ideal MHD. In the
cylindrical approximation the edge radial displacement can be expressed
by §(a)=(139(w)/B9(a))(W/2m)(l + nq/m)_l[(w/a)m — (a/w)m] where a and w
are the plasma and wall radius, m and n the poloidal and toroidal mode
numbers of the gong. The edge displacement, which is directly
proportional to the gong perturbation, can be analyzed for each
n—component. As the main component of the gong was shown to be n=1, we
will compare §n=1(a) with the centroid shift. This yields edge
displacements §n=1(a) in the 10—3m range. We note that gong-like
perturbations in the ion saturation current are equally measured on a
limiter langmuir probe. The ratio of edge n = l displacement to core
displacement yields in the case of gig. l: in:l(a)/§Sx ~3.lOfi2 with

=4.7 and b/a=l.54.
The fast rise of the instability is observed to start some 300 us

before the central soft X—ray emission drop (gig. la). Both displacements
exhibit the same temporal behaviour and the two traces overlap almost
exactly, as shown in gig. lb. The agreement is maintained over the whole
growth period and while the value of b9n=1 is large. This demonstrates
that the gong is directly linked with the sawtooth instability. The
discrepancy between the two displacements noticed in the later phase
following the temperature collapse, will be explained in the next
section. Apart from this restriction which only applies to the second
phase, the good agreement between edge and core information shows that
the gong and the sawtooth instability form one single global n=l motion.
The absence of any phase lag between the edge and the core is typical of
a single element oscillating system, which is related to the nature of
toroidal coupling. An interesting corollary of this good agreement is
the demonstration that the soft X—rays represent a good monitor of the
magnetic surfaces, at least during the growth of the instability. Most
importantly, the global properties of the sawtooth instability allow the
use of the gong as an additional tool for studying the internal
disruption instability.

qW

Qroidal spegtrnm eyolution : The toroidal spectrum contains important
information related to the nature of the sawtooth instability. We have
therefore extended the measurements to a toroidal array of eight equally
spaced coils. gig. 2a shows the eight integrated be traces, from which
the n = 0, l, 2, 3 and cosine n = 4 components are calculated. We first
note that the n = 1, 2 and 3 modes all grow proportional to each other
and seem therefore to belong to the same general motion. There is a
nearly imperceptible n = 4 component, which suggests that the eight coils
used are sufficient to qualify the n—spectrum of a sawtooth instability
during the growth phase and in the case of JET. Some higher n
perturbations may be present during the later profile reorganisation
phase, after the saturation of the n=1 mode, as is suggested by gig. 2b.

The n = 0 mode is related to the inward Shafranov-shift (reduction
of poloidal field on all low field side coils, gig.2a) following a
reduction in X = B + l-/2. The n=0 trace evolves like the integrated n2l
traces. Thus, the profile modifications seem to be a direct consequence
of the n21 instability. The n = 0 growth rate, which is only slightly



smaller than the n = 1 instability growth rate, indicates that the A

changes occur on the same characteristic time scale.
The presence of this n20 component is sufficient to explain the

discrepancy mentioned in section 2 between b6n=l and ESE following the
sawtooth collapse, While b9n=l monitors a non-local toroidal componemq
QSX on the contrary only measures the m=l displacement in one specific
poloidal plane. As a consequence, all the n—components contribute to éqY,
including the n:O shafranov shift in the late phase. L“

The decay index a of the n—spectrum of the instability, defined as
S(n) E Aln_Ol for 1 S n S 3, yields a value of a of 2.5 i 0.5. The most
obvious way to interpret the n—spectrum is to assume that its measurement
at the edge represents the n—spectrum on the q = 1 surface, therefore
equivalently the msapectrum on the q = 1 surface, as m = nq on a rational
surface. Although the contribution from other surfaces cannot be excluded
a priori, the fact that the fast gong—like changes observed on the soft
X—ray chords are dominant within or close to the sawtooth inversion
radius further support the core origin of the nsspectrum measured.
However, the question must be posed whether departures from axisymmetry
or whether non—linear mechanisms play a role by spreading Lhe n‘spectrum.
Firstly, only gongs with vanishingly small superimposed helical Mirnov
perturbations have been retained for analysis, as Mirnov oscillations not

jonly destroy axisymmetry, but also directly pollute the measurt
n—spectrum. Secondly, very large amplitude qonqs (1.10'3639n7167.10_3T)
may even Show a reduced n = 2 component during the growth pr e, whereas

statementsnonslinear effects would show the opposite trend. Both tht
therefore support the thesis of the core ‘ gin of the n~speatrum for the
presented cases. As a consequence, the nsspectrum nay directly represent
the m—spectrum on the q = l surface. Finally, and EOE normal sawt
the measurements indicate in addition to the n=l mode nun negligible
n=m>l mode contributions, growing all in parallel, which is not
inconsistent with an interchange mode.

In an attempt to find scaling laws for the growtl
half maximum amplitude), we note that no trend is obta
rate as a function of external control parameters. The reason appears
evident when considering that two consecutive qonqs may show growth rate
scattering as much as half an order of magnitude‘ Let us note that the

to be independent of

for the. growth

use of Fourier components enables the measuremert
plasma rotation. This shows therefore that the
by details of the profiles. The growth rate
grossly proportional to the gong amplitude b0

wth rate is controlled
found to be

Il:|'

gonglusion : The gong mode has allowed us to mt sure characteristics of
the sawtooth instability. Indirect experimental oui
the measured magnetic n—spectrum may be inter
m—spectrum on the q=l surface. The n—s measured up to n:4,
therefore indicates that the sawtooth instability has the characteristic
behaviour of an interchange mode.

deuce indicates that
tcd as an imr 1 of the
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RESISTIVE BALLOONING MODES UNDER PLASMA EDGE
CONDITIONS

K. Grassie and HP. Zehrfeld

Max—Planck—lnstitut f'Lir Plasmaphysik
EURATOM Association, D78046 Garching. Federal Republic of Germany

C.lVl. Bishop, R.J. Hastie and T.C. Hender

Culham Laboratory
UKAEA / EURATOM Fusion Association

EURATOM Association Abingdon. Oxfordshire OX14 3 DB. UiK.

Intloduction: Recently resistive ballooning modes have become the object of intensified
theoretical investigation The reason for this increased interest is that they may be linked
to confinement degradation observed in tokamak experiments at high plasma pressure
in previous publications [1.2] we investigated the ballooning stability of ASDEX highv
fly discharges and demonstrated that the hard 3 -saturation observed in ASDEX can be
naturally explained within the framework of resistiIve ballooning modes. Here we concentrate
the investigation to the region near the separatrix. Furthermore we include a detailed
discussion of resistivity effects on the second stable regime This analysis is based on an
analytic large aspect—ratio model for plasma equilibrium in the neighbourhood of a given
flux surface (local equilibrium) [3]. Finally, we comment on the resistive stability of toroidal
24D ASDEX equilibria with experimentally determined current and pressure profiles.

Local equilibljia and second region of resistive ballooning stability: To eluci—
date the characteristic features of the problem in terms of a limited number of parameters
we refer to the theory of a local equilibrium presented in [3]. The shape of the flux surfaces
is controlled by assigning particular values to the expression

. f—r . 2 — 2 .i
(1) 1-2 : flit/(1 + k) 771) l41+ ”(x/(1 + k)71)' ,_ 4rcos(0 — elm/(TI k) — 1)}.

Here (r,I9) are polar coordinates with the radius r normalized by a geometrical parameter
r0. 0I is the angular position of the X»p0int and k the distortion of the flux surface: k : 1
is the separatrix case and k : 0 is a circle. The resulting resistive ballooning equations are

bd b l _———~r 77.' — :0(2) Iidaiil'eJ’ lcwl “Al“ ”l q21lI22+Plu
and

b dbd 77112 72141337!; _ ,s ’—»——K 7 P A :0i) q2hd0l,d61+ Mi: :+;::Iu {Sml a +1lb2t )l q. fl }v
where W,D,b,h and f are defined in [5] and
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1 dr 1 dr_ 7- a ~ _ ' _ _ ' (9c 0K [P(d9c050 rszn0) + b( 65m rcos )]

W b hP : *b/ [(15 — A + 2T — arcosfilggdfi

27771 l 2~ + PSfll lL:1+ b2 7

with a : —2u0r0r2p’/Bp2, ,8 : VTpop/B2, the magnetic Reynolds number SA 2 TR/TA
and the ratio of the specific heats "7T : cp/cv and the growth rate ’1 is normalized to the

Alfvén frequency 7,; : rozs/(rzuop)

In the limit of circular flux surfaces
(k = 0) these equations reduce to the
s — a model. with the shear 5 related
to the current density parameter A by
s : 2 — A. We start the investiga
tion of the second regime in this limit.
Fig.1 shows the real part of the growth

”"lil

in ‘

V,./"/ ‘ rate versus (1 for ideal ballooning modes
, 4/ (dot—dashed line) and resistive modes

,L/ (solid lines]. The hat—shaped curve
7,1,1. ”7] shows second stability behaviour. The

,r #q :3. m‘ slight bulge in this curve at Q ~ 0.6 indi—
I‘ huhr u cates the transition to overstability [6].
X l i: I“ i ”.4. This resistive curve closely parallels the

N ideal stability curve and is reproduced
by the A’-criterion for resistive balloon-
ing modes [6,7] to reasonable accuracy:

llll Ii) :0 :In .1 n u Incl

£6e 3)}‘1
G) Pei—£11) '

with & : qc/A/cm , (fig/7&3 : n2n52q2,82(1 +2q2)/SA and where A’ is in general to be
evaluated numerically [8]. This dispersion relation (4) is derived in the limit '7 << ’75 2
W3, where 75 denotes the sound frequency, ln the other limit ('7 >> ’75) a compressibility
mode, not driven by A’. can occur. Its growth rate is governed by the dispersion relation
[9]

(4) ,7 3.75/4“ + 2g2)1/4

_ SA(7]2s2q2/SA)3/“

2:aznn <125 3 21 22(l a+asi+ql7 25A
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This mode can also be seen to occur in our numerical results in Fig.1, where the branch
occuring for a > 2.6 (,3 : 3 x 10’3) is compared with the solution of (5) (longedashed
line). It should be noted that in general 7 << 75 for typical tokamak parameters, but in
the second stable regime the high arvalues make the region where q ~ “is more accessible.
From Fig.1 it can be seen that the dispersion relation (5) continues to apply reasonably
well to the regime 'y > 75 where 7 o< n/(SAqsgl. Thus we conclude that the existence of
a second stable regime depends on "is and SA — for large enough values of either parameter
a second stable region exists below the critical value of a at which compressibility modes
(5) are destabilized. This is separately demonstrated by the short dashed curve in Fig.1.
representing the compressibility mode for ,3 : a :x' 10’ 3. The corresponding hatrshaped
solutions are essentially unchanged with respect to this increase in ,3. so that effectively a
second stable window exists for this case. It should be noted that the picture is in general
more complicated, since the region of instability has to be maximized by optimizing the free
parameter 00 which appears in eqs.3.4. Our conclusions presented above. however, are not
affected by the variation of ()0. Furthermore we find similar results on the basis of a model
where the Shafranov shift of circular flux surfaces is taken into account.

We now move on to study the non—circular
I case. i.e. A: j.» 0. Fig.2 shows for I; :
i 0.885, A : 0.8 the growth rate in the com~

l. It w. . .' plex 7~p|ane for a branch entering a second
l
|
I
I
l
l

u Trim
nu) l }

“ “Rm stable resistive ballooning regime. There
“H i 7 7 are. however. branches with f > 7‘5 which

l . ‘ 7 :M‘l do not show second regime stability as a is
A ‘ h Al " ""l increased: these branches can be supressed

. I by increasing the sound frequency,
‘ ' [\\ u: I n For the ideal ballooning mode coalescence

nu / \r l of the first and second stable regime occurs
as the separatrix is approached (k i 1) for
a sufficiently high current density parame
ter [5].

It has only proved possible. for the cases examined. to obtain this coalescence for the
resistive ballooning mode by increasing the local {30 to 5%. which is rather larger than the
expected values near the separatrix. For 13.; < 5976 and large k :2» 0.9 an unstable mode.
which maybe related to the 7 0: 51471.92 (as SA a 00) branches of ReflO. occurs. The
quantitave dependences of these modes on the parameter A: and the question whether and
how their behaviour is related to the appearence of compressibility modes is still under
Investigation.

Hill I) l lllll

- n.4,) .. rm.

Ballooning stability in the ASDEX separatrixWregion: We now briefly examine
the ballooning stability of a typical ASDEX highfll7 discharge by solving the full resis—
tive ballooning equations on the basis of a separatrix—bounded lVlHD equilibrium [1.2]. To
make parametric studies we alter the value of the pressure gradient from the experimentally
observed quantity using a multiplication factor Cr“ Results for the real part of the growth
rate versus this factor CI, are shown in Fig.3 for various flux surfaces from r/a *v 0.87 to
r/a 2 0.994.
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in line with our previous results [1.2] we find a transition from purely growing to overstable
modes, When compressibility effects become important. .

As soon as the bifurcation into the
M” i '5 l ‘ I "I i I i I ll complex 1—plane occurs. the real

i ' solutions form separate branches
“"‘ ””5” , ' which move to larger multi-

5 “,3" AW” j - plication factors with decreas—
l ,1 ing growth rates (dashed lines).

3 ii’“=""7” whereas the overstable branches
1 (solid lines) show the opposite be-

haviour and are therefore the more
‘ ,» unstable solutions.
‘ From the observation that the bi-

furcation to overstability moves to
, smaller values of Re{7} when r/a

7:775:77: i. increases (—» 77 decreases and the
Ill) 7 , l“: - l strong compressibility dependence

of the bifurcation point we con-
”l ' ‘ ' “'5' ' ' 1‘ " ' ‘ ' ' ' ‘ " f” clude that the overstable branches

“1.:Ili'».w'1’ mm are assocrated With the propaga—
tion of ion sound waves [6]

Interpreting these results in terms of absolute pressure gradients we find that the higher—
shear surfaces close to the separatrix can support larger pressure gradients.
@clusions: To summarize we have found that in the separatrix region resistive balloon~
ing modes are generally more stable than in the plasma confinement region. However. we
have demonstrated that for a second resistive ballooning stable regime to exist sufficiently
large values for 75 or SA are required. Ideal calculations for the local separatrix equilibrium
model show Bishop's results [4.5] for coalescence of the first and second stable regimes
as the separatarix is approached (k a 1). In the resistive case we find that separatrix
effects are only strong enough to completely stabilize a ballooning mode at rather large
values of [30(> 5%). Consequently the coalescence effect is restricted to this region of
parameter space Whether the small growth rates, which in general accompany resistive
ballooning modes near k ~_— 1, inhibit the LH transition predicted in Refs. 4,5. requires
additional analysis. Finally we found ASDEX highrflp equilibria to be resistively unstable
with small growth rates below the maximum value of fly. in the separatrix region larger
absolute pressure gradients are supported so that growth rates decrease and corresponding
effects on the transport do not appear to be significant here.
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The use of un‘rvalanced neutral ream iniection has induc e:1 torridal

asma rotatim that approaches the snuml speed in EFTP [1] and in JET

'4]. The toroidal rotation profiles measured in the TLl‘TP device also

fiisrwla” a significant amount of '.y shtar [l] . Becaus bal, Jning

instabilit ies can impose a limit on the beta ([3) value that can ‘rz

14111351 in Tokamak devices, it is important to determine what impa

ma rotation and velocity shear can have on the stability pro Er"

the plasma. Previous the]: retinal Studi's of ballooning movies

, ldal devices have suggested that the ballooning mode formal

described either through cl uences [3] or with the covering spar ,

concept [4] breaks down when the velocity shear in the toroidal flow is

finite [5]. In this work, the covering space concept is employed 1,1:1

represent ballooning mode structures that vary slowly along the magnetic

field lines but rapidly across t'hem, This eikonal ballooning

representation is applied to the linearised magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

equations in axisymmetric systems with toroidal mass flows. In order to

resolve the 1'2 operator acting on perturbel quantities in a toroidal

device, the eikonal funcLion S must Satisfy not only the usual ballooning

condition B‘ES=O but also the condition dS/dtzo. This entails a Doppler

in S, which in the PEST—l magnetic flux coordinate system (s,0,¢>) with

straight field lines becomes Srq)—q(s)O—Q(s)tik(s). The surface functions
q, Q, and k correspond to the safety factor, the plasma rotation
frequency and the radial wave number, respectively. The resulting set of

initial value ballooning mode equations are:

913 2 :1 13V V1~sl : g [1'] 111231 + ——__—7jf:_ L

“IBIZA = .121 c-V) 1i-V5Hv +B1B-Vn — 21Bse13 t 1)b
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where bl’ vi,p and p are the perpendicular magnetic field, the
pondicular velocity, the pressure and the mass density perturbations,

re pectively. The equilibrium magnetic and velocity fields are H and 1,
respectively, the magnetic field line curvature is K, the equilibrium
pressure, mass density and resistivity are P, pM and n, respectively, and
n is the toroidal mode number. It is evident from these equations that
normal mode solutions can only be constructed when the toroidal rotation
is rigid. The previous work on this subject [3,5] was based on the
application of the ballooning representation to the Frieman-Rotenberg
energy principle [6]. This energy principle, however, imposes apriori
that the solutions obtained be normal modes of the system. Consequently
the theory that was developed is limited only to the rigid rotor model.
The initial value equations we have derived do not constrain the
solutions to evolve as exp(imt), therefore we are able to investigate the
effects of finite velocity shear. The ballooning formalism is still valid
when there is shear in the toroidal flow, but the solutions obtained are
not normal modes of the system.

Fixed boundary equilibria that model the JET device are obtained
with the ATRIME inverse moments code [7]. This code generates
axisymmetric MHD equilibria with isothermal toroidal mass flows. The
profiles that must be specified are the plasma mass function M(s), the
inverse of the safety factor and the plasma flow function
u(s)=0.25MiQ‘(s)/T(s), where T(s) is the plasma temperature and Mi is the
ionic mass. The plasma pressure can then be constructed from M(s) and
U(5) [7]. The equilibria obtained are mapped from the (s,x,¢) magnetic
flux coordinates employed in the ATRIME code to the straight field line
coordinates (s,8,¢) using the relation 6=x+l(s,x), where l is a periodic
renormalisation parameter calculated internally in the code. A numerical
JET equilibrium with a thermal beta fl =4.9%, a rotational component of
beta BR=1.1% and Mach numbpr $.925 at the ma netic axis is generated by
specifying M(s)=0.04(1-4s +35 ), l/q(s)=l-25‘/3 and U(s)=0.023. As the
initial value equations are evolved in time, periodic bursts of
ballooning are observed, as is shown in Fig. l. The mode structures at
the peaks of the bursts labelled as a), b) and c) in Fig. l are displayed
in Fig. 2. The instability structure that develops has strongly
ballooning characteristics, but is displaced by Zn in the extended
poloidal angle domain from one burst to the next. An instability growth
rate that is remarkably linear can be extracted from the peak values of
the ballooning bursts. In addition to the profiles required for the
equilibrium calculation, the local stability analysis requires the



specification of either T(s) or 0(5). Thus it is possible to investigate

the effects of plasma rotation and velocity shear with a single

equilibrium which we do in this study by varying the temperature profile.

A sequence with Q(S=O.85) fixed and variable Q'(s), where prime indicates

a derivative with respect to s, is obtained by chaosing T(s)=l—O.72255,

T(s)=1-0.8552, T(s)=1—s3 and T(s)=l-s4/O.85. A sequence with £2'(s=0i85)

fixed and variagnlhe (2(5) is gbtained with T(s)=(]sl.02623952)2,
T(s)=(1-0.8049095 )‘ and T(s)=1—s‘. At fixed 0', we find that the growth

rate and frequency of the ballooning bursts are insensitive to variations

in Q. On the other hand, for fixed 0, the frequency varies linearly with

Q' and goes to 0 when 0' vanishes. The growth rate decreases with

increasing 0' which indicates that the velocity shear has a stabilising

effect. This can be understood by noting that two fluid elements on

adjacent flux surfaces become physically separated in space as time

evolves which inhibits the formation of an instability structure.

(0) (b) (C)

101 111

l I I v I 1“
F170 340 510 680 6’30 10201190

(

2 Eig .

The value of Vi integrated over the extended poloidal angle 0 domain as a

function of time. The time is normalised to the poloidal Alfven time.
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RESIS’I‘IVE BALLOONING MODES IN DIFFERENT COLLISIONALITY REGIMES
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The stability of resistive ballooning modes has been the subject of many

theoretical investigations [1,4]. The aim of the present paper is to discuss the various

stabilizing and destabilizing mechanisms in different collisionality regimes.

In the low-t} limit the averaged Braginskij two fluid equations in the cold ion

limit reduce to the following system [3]

in).
d (X2 (ill: D \., t l

—— — —— + _l “ -
dX \l‘] dX) P Q 21 ‘1’

llillvllplrnllL U
Q] l l

4 ,‘2 .7

d dp l dd; .3, ”ex ,w‘ M) 0, ,
— f_—‘—7,)sty(i 7 ii— p+(ll+’—'Lli +Q”U(t—pl:U
dX dX I (L v n 1 m,(l +11“)

(2)

d clt 'l '3 d b 5a (__ T i)+v(_lQ(p——Ul
3(1X dX (141])1 (IX 2

e l (3)

3 itly
7‘ ivl 7 — I] Hi p+ n t+ —— :1)

2 r 1 WI in)

where Q ; - inn/(.14, X , 111'“ Q; r U - it”; ll 'rll l m) 1“],t : tum/(0,31% : K] In 'I'L./(l In H, G ,7,

[ll +2q'3) Will—l, l‘; ’ l | xii/Q], 1'3 :; l+lum-_;/(r;l i/tmt, til 7 0.71, (13 l 95, (1;, T 3.2, ‘\' :

(Ml/(fir)("h/"1.),Xl3 the extended poloidal variable and (or : (.),\(l3/s]ll"~l,x, , (l‘i/sl’l/3 with l

the toroidal number and S the magnetic Reynolds number. Moreover

(4)- im_ll +412) t h — imJl 1119): t l l
Ql—Te Q1

An optimal ordering can be defined which makes comparable the effect of

inertia, line bending, parallel compressibility, parallel thermal conductivity and



perpendicular transport

QfiQH-u‘iwum X~Em (5)

Upon using the latter ordering, Eqs (1) to (3) reduce to

in)... l) .2 (6)¢+p——7.\Q (1)7 (l+r1’llp+ult) :0
Q1 Q1 ‘

2 u Xi, ‘(IvQI‘JX2 i

)"+CGL—'“)G+n‘% — “ +‘ G" + t+— :0l i 1 Q} I 3 Q v m. I p n] w.ll+r19)¢
' (7)

d2 (1'02 i l 5 . X2.
0‘ l— —vG t(l+-a_n —)+

‘1 dxz (1:3 m‘li +11“) il) 2 ]Q l 3 4 Q

(3)
f 3 , iQ,

+1)V(2(Jl+lv(nl.(l — 2110‘)G] p + GIL + (Ml—7H1) (1,, : 0

with the following boundary conditions for X —> 0

' X¢Na___ (9)
x Q,

p~l (10)

i .
t~ n“ d+b~ 16 9-: (H)

1+1] 1+r]L vrQl

with A' given in Ref. [2] and a and b being arbitrary constants. Equations (9)—(11) are
very similar but not identical to the boundary conditions used in Ref. [3].

In the resistive MHD limit v» m Eqs (6)—(8) can be analitically solved for (12 : 1
[2]. If both the effect of perpendicular transport and parallel thermal conductivity are
neglected in the layer the mode is purely growing with y ~ 123')“5 and no threshold. if the
effect of parallel thermal conductivity is retained the growth rate is unchanged for A'
> A'C >- 115/3 (IN/51‘1” while for A' < A'C the mode is weaker with the growth rate given by

y ~ yum/ALW-



with y” : “gram. Again there is no threshold. A threshold .\‘ is obtained by retaining the
effect of perpendicular transport. In this case it is convenient to formally consider the
limit (12—. 0 in which case y ~ (I for AVA" , will“. Moreover a new unstable branch exists
with )':}'0t12(A'l‘4.

Upon decreasing collisionality the growth rate becomes comparable with in; and
for AVA}. <<' ws5/4 (5/3 the growth rate of the mode is

’ll,‘i- ’ '9 ' ' ri'l Lily~y0mt {we ti. (IA/Aril-‘Il1’il;lllii]“| l.‘

The latter expression is consistent with the smallness of parallel compressibility
and parallel thermal conductivity for m t” 2» l and i; M”! maxi! M“, respectively.
This regime can exist only for AU’A'L v]. if (A‘u’vk l the mode is stabilized by the
effect of parallel compressibility with a damping rate given by y 2: — y”.

In this regime the destabilizing effect of A' is negligible and equations (6)7(8)
reduce to a single second order differential equation in real space for the electrostatic
potential, with no driving terms.

A similar regime is obtained also when the effect of parallel thermal
conductivity is retained, yielding

,~_ 1 {1/3 52/3 M!} )Uh ‘ 1 i,

This result is essentially the same result as that of Ref. [4].
Finally in the semicollisional limit (defined by (rm/m) (1;:

mode is stable with ya l/v.
The conclusion of the present analysis is that the resistive balloowing mode is

stable for the collisionality values typical of the experiments. To destabilize the mode
requires the inclusion of other effects as e.g. trapped electrons l5].

.7”)(l'1'll‘,/liil) " I) the
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Introduction 7 During experiments with high power additional heating in JET, it is
found that the sawteeth may be Spontaneously stabilized for periods of up to 3 51:2. This
offers an opportunity to study the behaviour of tokamak plasmas in the absence of
mixing due to sawtooth collapses, which normally confuses transport and confinement
analysis. ln addition, recent measurements of the current density profile in JET have
shown that during these periods the central safety factor qO reaches values of - 0.8, a
result which raises fundamental questions about the nature and cause of the sawtooth
instability in tokamaks. We propose that the stabilization may be due to the presence of
a non~thermal ion energy distribution in the plasma.

Observations — Spontaneous stabilization of sawteeth has been observed over a wide
range of conditions in JET (Table 1), the principal constraint being the requirement for
aminimum level of auxiliary heating power (Pauxz 3 MW). This power threshold
depends, however, on many
parameters, among them: V 1
majority and minority gases, RF Table 1 : Conditions for sawtooth stabilization
antenna configuration, density,
heating profile and radiated Combined heating (ICRH + NBI}:
power fractions Nevertheless, 0 ICRH Oil—aids, NBI co—injection.
certain heating schemes produce I : 2 — 5 MA (q : 6 — 3.4 .
stabilization with high reliability 1%,”? 7.5 MW (<ne> < 4x101g m'3l.
for input powers above the
threshold (cg ICRH monopole [CR]? heating alone:
heating err—axis in D(He3) with lCRll OD’ZLXlS.
lp§3.51\‘1A)i 1:15—4MA 46—99.

lamp 3 MW (<ne> <“lg/1:01" m3
H H03 minorities, mono/dipole antenna

C
O

0
0

0
0

Evolution of the principal
discharge parameters for one of
the longest sawtooth~free periods NB] heating alone (2 cases in SNXepoint):
obtained is shown in figure 1. As 0 1p: 2 MA, Panic: 7 MW, <ne>= 2X1019 m'3.
indicated in the figure, the 0 1p: 3 MA, Palm: 7 MW, <ne>: 3.5x1019 m‘3.
plasma current was ramped L J



during this period, since there is evidence
that this may prolong the stable period. The
central electron temperature is usually found
to saturate on a timescale of the order of the ,0 2 as S ,n
energy confinement time. l’lowever7 the PE!”
density, ion temperature and stored plasma
energy can continue to rise throughout the
stable period, depending on the heating
scheme employed.

I8 0 #33 MA 1

t T910) 7 LlDPH suntan

Transport and Confinement — It has
previously been reported that electron
thermal transport in this regime is well
represented by a model in which profile3 or
temperature gradient1 constraints are
invoked. ltecent analysis5 of energy a _ 7 , 7 7 ‘ ‘
confinement during stable periods has ' pnr:‘,7rv]‘iN
confirmed that electron energy confinement nk r——t—‘iv—i\~—|——§—i—F—|—i— O

is L—-mode like (with the exception of stable 5, 5 7 a 9 i0
periods achieved in Humodes), but that total Trusts}
energy confinement is 15—20% higher than in Fig 1 : Evolution of 116(0), TKO) and the

equivalent sawtoothing discharges, in part as d‘ia'magnetic energy content d darmg

a result of the central accumulation of fast one Ofthe longest sawtoothiefrec perzods:

ions which are normally depleted at 1' ;- 5? MA, (M): 4.5, <77,g> : 2.5 1019 m’3
sawtooth collapses. This suggests that '
sawtooth stabilization may be important in the confinement of cr—particles in the

near~ignition regime.

The absence of sawteeth also permits the determination of particle transport coefficients

within the (1:1 surface from the analysis of density profile evolutiitin. it is found that the

diffusion coefficient at r/a _ 0.35 is 0.75 In'fs'l, which is of the same order as that outside

the qzl surface in equivalent sawtoothing discharges These results indicate that the
principal advantage deriving from the stabilization of sawteeth will not be due to
improved confinement inside the (1:1 surface, but rather to increased fusion reactivity,

due to the peaked profiles obtained, which may be further enhanced if non—thermal

fusion scenarios are exploited.

Analysis e As reported previously/1:3, the sawtooth collapse terminating these periods

follows the usual JET behaviour, which led originally to the crinjecture that the
stabilization occurred due to non—inductively driven or pressure driven current.

However, recent analysis of the current profile evolution in this regime“ has shown that
the central safety factor qO attains a value well below unity before the final sawtooth

collapse. Figure 2 shews the evolution of q0 during a sawtooth—free period as determined

by FIR Faraday rotation measurements (polarimetry), calculation of resistive diffusion

(TRANSP7) — which at present excludes bootstrap current — and magnetic equilibrium
analysis (IDENTC). The three measurements agree within systematic errors (m 20%),
and show a monotonic decrease of q(0) during the stable period to values ~ 07,09.
Since the sawtooth instability in JET strongly resembles an ideal mhd modes, this

represents a considerable theoretica‘ problem.
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Discharges in which sawtooth—free periods
occur are characterized by a population of
energetic ions, principally RF—accelerated
minority ions, with energies in the range of
several hundred keV. The non—thermal fl
may be significant therefore, ~ 0.1, and it 13
thought that these ions may play a
significant role in the StabilizatiOn
mechanism. Figure 3 illustrates an
experiment designed to investigate the role
of additional heating. By lengthening the
RF pulse it was possible to extend the
stable period, up to a maximum of 33.
When the ICRH was switched off during
the stable period, the delay until a
sawtooth collapse was a small fraction
(_ 2%) of the central resistive skin—time,
but was of the order of the central fast ion
slowing—down ‘8?c j/ZTFS, where,

He (1)_ keV
TF3 (5) — 1019 m-s )

which was - 0.5 s for these conditions.
Although the energy confinement time was
also of this order, the decrease in tip

10
fr“ 12924

#12237

(keV)
Te

a. .7" ‘ l

(0)

Sawtooth e free
Pefiod

0.9 ‘

0.8

it,“
Li TRANSP

,‘ 7 IDENTC
77* Polarimetry

7

Fig 2 :
Time (5)

Evolution of 110 during a long
sawtooth~free period, as determined by
three independent techniques (see text):
[p = 2 MA, {It/F 5.8, <ne> : 22 1019 m‘3

(keV)

N

JV l

/\ SOmSH “l4
.// ‘

, H ‘k80ms» r
Fig 3: Delay between switcheoff of the RF
power and end Ufa sawtooth—free period: Under

é 1'0 1'1
Time (5)

£5 12
O

accompanying the switch—off was predicted
to be stabilizing. This suggests, therefore,
that the loss of fast ions was the dominant
destabilizing effect.

Theory e The influence of an energetic ion
distribution on the stability of the resistive
and ideal m=1 modes has been investigated
using the experimental observations that
qO <1 and H 20.3 during sawtooth—free
periods. It is ound that trapped hot ions
introduce a new threshold for the m=1
instability“). Stabilization arises from the
fact that the magnetic drift motion of the
hot ions exceeds the phase velocity of the
mzl mode, with the result that additional
energy is required to perturb this population.

the dispersionthese conditions
Ip: 2.5 MA, (11/): 5, <ne> : 2.0 1019 m‘3 relation for the mode is

[—ww— om = not + more
Q3/2

8



where * * Q2 = iw(w —- w?)(w — UJ:)/Enwi ,
with we and w,- the electron and ion diamagnetic frequencies , 5,, = neg/(liarfwA) the
inverse magnetic Reynold’s number, 77 the resistivity, wA= s/JSRO with VA the
Alfvén velocity, s = IOq’ (IO) and q(r0) = 1. The parameter A], (see ref 11) is
proportional to the mhd energy functional 6W()\H > 0 for ideal mhd instability).
Finally, the parameter AK(w), which represents the hot ion effects, is defined by

47(27: 1‘0 7T 4 —9 "..
A w:——— (1e Mews-V w, 4K( ) (Bp§)c2) £0 j; ,f—WZW H Prh( ) ( l

where 50 is the radial displacement , el = B/B, X: is the curvature vector and p,1,(w) is
the perturbed transverse hot ion pressure. When the bounce averaged magnetic drift
frequency ,h of the hot ions is larger than the mode frequency Lu, but

(1 — qo) < 571%,}, , AK can be approximated as
did“) “1 “(W/352) (To/Ro) fii w/WDJL; (5)

2 r0 - 3/2 1/2 'at = ‘lSW/Bp(ro)l f0 d1 (r/roi gas/r0) mi. <0)
where,

Resistive internal modes age unstable, with a growth rate 7/ to], ~ 6 1/3 in the limit where
IA}, + AKl < 6 1/3 (and w," , we , wi/wAg 6 1A1). However, if fl }, is sufficiently large,
the relevant regime satisfies |/\H + /\K| > 6777/3. If (AM + Re AK 7< 0, the 111:1 tearing
mode should be stable because of a combination of toroidal and high temperature effects.
In the remaining case, (A), + Re AK), > 0, the, dispersion reléition reduces to

,. w(w— W) = — at [it + Ar(w)l_ . (7).
If also a), and AR —> 0, the ideal mhd dispersion relatiOn is recovered. Usrng the
approximate expression (5), it is found that the ideal internal kink mode is stabilized by
the hot ions when 2 ,1,

, 3 ,h > 3(To/Ro) flp Walt/wt n (8)
where a is a numerical factor, ofporder unity, primarily determined by the q—profile. For
reasonable estimates of the hot ion distribution, this condition is consistent with
experimental values of the relevant parameters. This result also reflects the fact that it
is difficult to produce sawtooth stabilization when the RF deposition profile is centred
significantly off—axis, since this would produce insufficient peaking in the profile of P1};
within the region where q < 1 to yield a positive flp h- More detailed information on the
energy and phase space distribution of the hot ions is required, however, to enable a
more detailed comparison with the experimental results to be undertaken.
We wish to acknowledge R Goldston and D McCune of PPPL for the use of TRANSP,
and C Best for supervising its installation at JET.
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THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROFILE
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1. Introduction

The time evolution of the electron temperature was studied in TEXTOR
discharges by means of an 8-channel heterodyne ECE—system of very low
noise figure. Typical profile developments during current ramping, gas
injection and soft landing phases were detected by continuous recording
of ECE—data and off—line computer processing. The present time resolution
of 100psec allowed the observation of rapid profile changes during disrup—
tive events of the discharge. The spatial resolution of the Te—measures
ment in radial direction was AR : 2 cm, in vertical direction it was
AZ :3 5 cm. The ECE-channels were relatively calibrated by means of an

oven with a surface temperature of 600°C and absolutely by a series of
soft x—ray temperature determinations.

2. Te—profiles during OH—discharges

Strong dynamics of the Te—profile are most clearly observed during
the early phase of the discharge before reaching the current plateau
(see fig. 1). After start—up a skin effect is seen in a broad EOE—radia—
tion profile. The onset of the positional feedback adjusts the plasma
to a prefixed position and the skin effect disappears soon. A peaked
profile then begins to develop. With the beginning of the sawtooth (st)
activity the Teeprofile broadens and the peak temperature falls. In fig. 2
a time window of 100 msec duration during the plateau phase is shown. It
reveals a periodic undulation of the Te—profile. This oscillation is
caused by steactivity. In the down slope of the Te—profile at a fixed
radial position a cut is made. It visualizes the propagation of heat
pulses which are launched from the q:1—region /1/. Details of the stecrash
phase are shown in fig. 3. At the end of the st—period the central tem—
perature peaks. The rounded profile gets first eroded by the action of
a precursor oscillation. At the end of the crash a flattened profile with
shoulders outside of the q:1 surface was observed. The central Te-crash
occurred in about SOOpsec. Then the central Te slowly begins to rise again.
The shoulders move radially outwards and disappear and a new st—cycle has
begun.

The steactivity with its profitable influence on plasma performance
can be lost by an experimental accident e.g. by an accumulation of impuri—
ties. The sawteeth then do not start or even are stopped. The electron
temperature on axis can fall far below the normal value usually observed
in a stadischarge. A hollow Te—profile was found under these conditions



and in some cases the discharge ended with a hard disruption. Fig, 4 shows
such a profile. The bolometric radiation diagnostic showed a radially
strongly peaked profile /2/. It emits the local Ohmic heating power input
from the center. Discharges were even observed which began their st—activity
only after a small disruption had occurred and probably some impurities
had been swept out.

The end of the discharge is generally initiated by a programmed soft
landing. The Te-profile shrinks and the central temperature falls rapidly
at the end of the current pulse.

T61: keV J

29852 1.8
ID:%3M
m

Ttsec.)

Fig. 1 Te—profile evolution during the starteup phase of the
TEXTOR discharge.

29489
1D =3AakA
Ne =Z.9-10”cm”
q

46. 8.966

Fig. 2 Sawtooth activity during the plateau phase of an OH—discharge.
Heat pulse propagation is seen at a radial position
R:24 cm off axis.



3. The density limit disruption

The electron temperature profile development plays a dramatic role
in the prehistory of the density limit disruption. With an increasing
average density and a slowly peaking density profile the electron tempera—
ture profile was observed to contract and the plasma detached from the
limiters. The current profile contracted and the current density in the
center increased noticeably as detected by polarimetric measurement techs
nique /3/. This process is accompanied by a strong increase in the total
radiation from the outer plasma zone. Oxygen and carbon were the most
prominent impurities identified in this phase. At this critical stage of
the contraction the m:2—mode is triggered. It is observed magnetically and
appears as a precursor oscillation in the ECE—channels positioned Close to
the q:2-surface. Fig. 5 shows a sequence of Teeprofiles at the density
limit disruption. During the last st—cycle before disruption precursors
in ECE are detected. For a q(a):5.4 plasma the sawteeth remained to the
very end of the discharge. Fig. 5 demonstrates details of the electron
energy quench phase. Under the influence of the growing m:2—mode the Te—
profile shows at first in the equatorial plane phases of rapid contraction
and relaxation. Then the central temperature begins to drop and a visible
radial structure is preserved during the energy decay. Possibly a magnetic
flux tube is formed which discharges a major part of the electronic energy
from the center into the plasma boundary within less than 1 msec. During
this energy quench the plasma current begins to increase to a little tip
only. The current quench itself begins later and lasts still for about
40 msec.
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:11. 3 Te—profile gefore, guring and at the end of the
sawtooth crash in an OH—discharge in TEXTOR.
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1. Introduction

Because the high [3 operation ofa commercial fusion reactor is essential for its economy, it is
important to experimentally study the stability of higli [3 discharge in today's tokamaks. Several
tokamales M have in recent years achieved [3's close to the stability limit predicted for the kink and
ballooning modes. and they have investigated the MHD activity, energy confinement properties,
and energy losses at this limit. Of particular interest is the correlation between the observed MHD
activity. deterioration in confinement. and the theoretical predictions for the [3 limit. In earlier PBX
papers. we discussed this correlation for several regions of the Troyon-Gruber parameter ’Bc :
pol “m'dBi: The highest [3's (5.5%) were achieved at highest [3C (>2) , lowest q-edge, and With a
ver ' big 1 current ramp (1.5 MIA/5).],5 The investigation of [3 saturation and collapse in PBX at low
l3: = 0.5, high [3 and high q—edge has shown a good correlation between the energy losses
causing the SillllPtlOD and collapse and the MHD activities in the plasma.6 A similarly good
correlation was also found at medium [30 (=1) and q-edge.4 This paper will focus on slightly higher
[3C (:15 to 1.7), medium q-edge and lower [31).

2. Experiment and Results

The sawtooth Characteristics as well as the sawtooth influence on energy confinement can
depend very much on some of the discharge parameters. One of the discharge parameters, that
seems to considerably change the MHD and sawtooth characteristics of the discharge and the
energy loss mechanism, is the current ramp. This is especially true for the discharges near the [3
limit. In the following we describe two types of discharges whose main difference is the value of
the current ramp rate. Although these discharges have similar [3 limits, they experience very
different energy loss activity during the [3 saturation and collapse. In our analysis we interpret the
change in the fast diamagnetic loop signal as a change in energy.

a) No current ramp case (dl /dt = 0). The plasma parameters in these discharges were
as l‘ollows:1 = 320 to 350 kA, Bl : 410.2 T, q-edge = 4.8 to 5,21 ,1 i = 30 cm, R = 144 cm, P- -=
2811\5/‘lw, plasma elongation K : 1.8, indentation = 18%, <[3l> = 22%, and BC = polp /( amid fill)

The [3 saturation phase of these discharges is characterized by several MHD loss mechanisms
responsible for the [3 saturation. The continuous, discontinuous or bursting energy losses, which
cause the [3 saturation and collapse, we will call “additional losses" in order to separate them from
the baseline energy losses, that are associated with the nonperturbed confinement. The energy
losses associated with the sawteeth and measured by a fast diamagnetic loop were normally low,
allowing a claim, that in these discharges the sawteeth represented a minor energy loss. These
losses for the four sawteeth in Fig. 1. were 1.2% of the total plasma energy (at 517 ms), 1.9% (at
549 and 587 ms), and a large sawtooth induced loss of 22% (at 625 ms) just before the current
disruption. The last large energy loss sawtooth is an exception and it happens sometimes just
before the major disruption In Fig. 2. the relative sawtooth modulation amplitudes for the foursawteeth are shown, the highest modulation being associated with the highest energy loss. These
sawteeth differ strongly from the ohmic sawteeth in at least one aspect: the position of the sawtooth
inversion radius is much larger (almost double: z = i28 cm) than the position of the maximum
precursor modulation (z = i18 cm for the large sawtooth at 625 ms and :15 cm for the other three
smaller sawteeth) both of which are usually associated with the q = 1 surface. Only‘ in the case of



first, smaller energy loss sawtooth these two positions altnost coincide (z : i15 cm), The heat

pulse propagation time constant is much shorter for the giant sawtooth (80 us) than for the three
smaller sawteeth (=250 us). At the sawtooth crash titne one observes also a 20% drop in neutron

flux indicating that the fast beatn particles are being ejected from the center of the discharge.
Although the sawtooth energy loss per event represents the largest instantaneous loss, the average

loss is a smaller part of the total additional energy loss. that causes [3 saturation and collapse.
because of the rather low sawtooth repetition rate.

The energy losses between the sawteeth and not during the sawtooth crash itself are more

important in causing the B saturation and collapse. One can identify several MHD phenomena

contributing to this: ERP’s (or ELM's).a global continuous mode with a strong in : 1. n = 1

component and "minicrashes" - small sawtoothlike crashes on surfaces beyond the q : l surface.
The inversion radius of these minicrashes is between 1 = :30 and :40 cm. placing these
minicrashes at the magnetic sru'faces with q larger than 1 but less than 2. A series of many repetitive
minicrashes is seen in Fig. 1. between 558 and 577 ms. The energy loss per minicrash is typically
several tenths of a percent, but because of the high repetition rate. they can contribute considerably
to the total additional losses. A considerable fraction of the additional losses cannot be ascribed to
any MHD activity. This can be noted in Fig. 1. between each pair of sawteeth. where. although no

MHD activity is seen, one observes a net plasma energy loss in the diamagnetic loop (500 to 503
ms. 549 to 558 ms, etc.) or a stagnation or smaller increase than expected in the plasma energy.
The mechanism causing these losses could not be identified.

b) Current ramp case (d! /dt = 0.5 MA/s). Most of the plasma discharge parameters
were similar to the "no current ramp" case. The parameters with different values were: I n a : 400
kA, q-edge = 4.5, Pm- = 5 MW, plasma elongation K = 1.6. <[3L> : 3%, and [3C 2 1.5 to 15.

The most importaht difference to the "no current ramp” case is that the B saturation and collapse

in these discharges are caused almost solely by the extreme energy losses during the course of the
sawtooth crashes.7 Only a small part of the additional losses were caused by the ERP's and other
MHD activity. In Fig. 3. a typical behaviour of various plasma signals is shown during the B

saturation part of the discharge. The dominating events in energy loss are the sawtooth crashes
during which one observes huge losses of plasma energy (11% at 610 ms, 2.4% at 633 ms. and
again 11% at 653 ms). Although the sawtooth repetition rate is not very high, the large energy loss
per event alone forces the 13 saturation. Although not shown in this figure, the tninicrashes can also
appear between the sawteeth, but their contribution to the additional losses is small. The relative
sawtooth crash amplitudes for these three sawteeth are shown in Fig. 4. These differ considerably
from those in Fig. 2. The inversion radius is again very large (2 = :22 cm or even i27 cm in the

case of the first sawtooth, case a ). However, the position of the corresponding relative precursor
modulation peak is close to z = :10 cm. This large difference between the sawtooth inversion

radius and the position of the of the maximum precursor modulation must be significant and

should tell us something about the character of these large energy loss sawteeth. The precursor is

again m = 1 /n = 1 mode. The sawtooth with the smallest energy loss of 2.4% has the shallowest
crash amplitude (case 17 ). The sawteeth with the higher energy loss of 11% have a deeper crash
modulation and the heat pulse amplitude beyond the inversion radius is small. In case (1 this heat
pulse amplitude is extremely small, which could indicate that the plasma confinement even in this
region (q > 1) becomes very poor during the crash. There is also an indication of several maxima
and minitna in the crash amplitude modulation, which could mean. that there are several altemating
regions with a better or poorer confinement. ln-out crash amplitudes in the major radius direction in
Fig. 4, also show, that the heat pulse propagates inward. This could indicate that the outer regions
(regions of larger R) suffer more from the loss of confinement during the crash.

3. Discussion

The differences in the MHD and energy loss behavior between two types of discharges allow
us to conclude that a strong current ramp stabilizes certain modes. It is not clear which agent

stabilizes these modes: is the stabilization caused by the current profile broadening due to the skin
effect or is it a consequence of the pressure profile change. What is obviously stabilized by the

strong current ramp is the activity causing the "unknown loss"



This decrease in continuous mode and ”unknown activity" losses in the strong current ramp
case is fully compensated by very large sawtooth losses. These large sawtooth energy losses are
observed only at high [3'sThe nature of these strong sawtooth losses is not understood. One can
propose several scenarios. which could explain this sawtooth behavior. Since the sawtooth
inversion radius is much farther out than the position of the peak precursor modulation. one can
mmgine that this large loss ofenergy is caused by the loss of confinement also in the region beyond
q: l. This loss of confinement in the region for q > I can be caused by either simultaneous (with
tlte sawtooth crash) or very fast successive ergodization of this region. The proof that this is
possible are the minicrashes, that occur independently of sawtceth on magnetic surfaces with q > 1,
The simultaneous or the fast successive ergodizations on various (rational) surfaces between q : l
and the edge of the plasma would then explain the sudden onset of the large energy loss during the
sawtooth crash. A criticism against this thesis is that no mode other than m : l, n : l is seen
before the crash. However. one might reply, that no minicrash precusor has been observed even iii
the case of larger minicrashes. Another mechanism causing a sudden loss of confinement can be
invoked from the Fig. 4., where one sees in the bottom part of the figure a large difference in
"inboard" and "outboard" confinement. Since the confinement for the large outboard major radius
is much poorer than for the inside part of the discharge. one could invoke instabilities. that are less
stable on the outboard side. Again, possible candidates are the ballooning modes and drift waves.
These modes could be presuntably excited by a large heat pulse, resulting from the original
sawtooth on the q = 1 surface. accompanied by an increase in the pressure gradient beyond q : 1.
However. part of this in-out asymmetry is caused by the inward movement of the plasma column
into a new equilibrium position. which occurs because of the large loss of plasma energy. No
matter what is the cause of the large energy loss during these sawtooth crashes one can be sure. that
it is not a simple case of ergoditation or reconnection only around the q : 1 surface

Some of the statistics for these sawteeth is shown in Figs, 5 and 6 as a function of the heat
pulse propagation constant Th1” as observed in soft x-rays. and energy decay rate ISAC) . as
observed in diamagnetic loop signal. The larger the energy loss AW/W the shorter the heat pulse
propagation constant, another indication of decreased confinement between (1 = l arid the edge, On
the other hand the larger losses cause longer leaking (I o) ofthe energy at the edge of the plasma.
The triangles represent the high current ratnp case antffhe fttll circles the no ramp case. From the
statistics is again clear. that the energy losses in the no ramp case are much less severe.

*Pemtancnt address: Balliol College, Oxford University. UK.
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CENTRAL ELECTRON POWER DEPOSITION FROM dTeo/dt MEASUREMENTS ON TFTR

A, Cavallo. M.Bitter. C.Bush". P.Efthimion. R.F0nck. B.Grek, K.Hill. H.Hsuan.
D.Mansfield. D.McCune. D.Johnson. H.Park. A.Ramsey, J.Schivell. G.Taylor.

H.Towner. S.vonGoeler. J.Wilgen“. M.Zarnstorfi.

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. Princeton. NJ 08544. USA
“Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Oak Ridge. TN USA.

mtgmdygtignr. The sawtooth. or internal disruption, which is the slow rise
and abrupt drop in central electron temperature and density. is a feature of
many tokamak discharges. Details of its behavior. especially those which
immediately precede the collapse. are quite complicated and still not
completely understood.1'2'5 Yet immediately after an internal disruption
the central region of the plasma is quite simple. The electron density and
temperature profiles are approximately flattened over the central portion
of the discharge. The extent of this region depends on safety factor at the
edge of the plasma: for example. for q(a):4. this region. in which qzl
according to the Kadomtsev model, extends to a normalized radius of about
0.25.

Immediately after a sawtooth collapse. the power balance for the
electrons at the center of the discharge can be written as:

Pnet : Poh ' PM + Pbe + Pie ‘ Prad (I)
Here P0h is the ohmic heating power. PM is the power loss due to beam

fueling (—1.5Teo-dNeo/dt). Pbe is beam ion to electron power. P is theie
thermal ion to electron power and Prad is the radiated power. The power

lest by conduction from the plasma center will be ignored since electron
temperature profile is approximately flattened by the collapse; similarly
the power convected to or from the central region will be ignored since the
density profile is approximately flat and particles convected to the center
from adjacent regions are at the same temperature as those at the center.

Thus. a measure of the rate of rise of central electron stored
energy is a direct measure of the central power deposition:

3/2- Ne- 8T/5t = Pnet. (2)
This measurement can be checked against the central power deposition as
computed by SNAP. a steady state, one dimensional tokamak simulation code.

The rate of rise of Teo was obtained from a twenty channel
grating polychromator4 which measured second harmonic electron cyclotron



emission from the plasma. The excellent spatial (3cm radial resolution and

5 cm antenna spot size) and temporal (5 kHz digitizing rate for 2 seconds)

resolution make it ideally suited for this experiment. Channel spacing of

the instrument is such that there are usually eight channels at or inside the

inversion radius (for q(a):4). making it relatively easy to measure the rate

of rise at the plasma center.
It is necessary to measure several other plasma parameters in

order to calculate the central power deposition in SNAP. Central ion

temperature and central plasma toroidal rotation velocity are obtained from

x-ray crystal spectroscopy measurements of doppler broadened and doppler

shifted Kd resonance lines of He like ions such as NiXXVll or FeXXV. lon

temperature profiles and plasma toroidal rotation velocity (VIP) profiles

are available from CHERS which measures doppler broadened and doppler

shifted lines from charge exchange recombination of CW in the visible

region. Radiated power is measured with a bolometer array. Zeff is

obtained from visible bremsstrahlung or X-ray PHA measurements and

electron temperature and density profiles from Thomson scattering. with

the density profile normalized to the line average density from a far

infrared interferometer. The grating polychromator was calibrated to

Thomson scattering Te data for these measurements.

Results from Beam Heated Discharges. Beam heated discharges with

the following parameters have been studied: R:2.5m. a:0.8m. B:4.7T.

l.2MA<lp<2MA, 1.5MW<PHEAT<19MW. 2.2<Zeff<5.5. Almost all discharges

in this data set were coinjection only.
A comparison of the central electron power deposition measured

from the rate of rise of sawtooth with that calculated using SNAP is

shown in Fig.l. where the ratio of the measured to calculated central power

deposition is plotted versus total heating power. SNAP calculations included

rotation and beam driven current effects and used measured Ti values and Te

and Ne profiles from Thomson scattering, which were not the profiles at

the bottom of the sawtooth. Thus the Pei calculated by SNAP had to be

adjusted using Teo measured at the bottom of the sawtooth from the

grating polychromator and Tio values calculated by Snap.

Agreement between the measured and calculated values of the

central power deposition (Fig.1) is rather poor for reasons which are not

entirely clear at present. One possible explanation is that there is also a

large sawtooth feature on the central ion temperature and central density

(The Te sawtooth amplitude is exceptionally large — ATeo/Teo: 0. 35 — for

these discharges). In high power beam heated discharges. Pei is the

dominant term in the powar balance at the bottom of the sawtooth. and

decreases by a factor of two (assuming nothing else changes) between the

bottom and the tOp of the sawtooth due mostly to the Te"'5 dependence of



Pei. This is evidentlg verg difiicult to take into account given the 100 ms
time resolution on Ti measurements and the problem in determining Neo
with high precision.

In the single case in which the Thomson scattering densitg profile
is available at the bottom of the sawtooth (P:Ti.4MW). the measured
central pOWer depOSition was 262 mw (determined from dTeo/dt
measurements and Neo from Thomson scattering). Calculated central power
depOSition from SNAP was 352 mw for a measured average central ion
temperature or 13.5 keV. An ion temperature sawtooth ol ATio/Tio:0.2 [or
for Ti0:13.5kev. Tio,min:lO.Sl<eV] is required to account for this
discrepancy between the measured and calculated central power deposition.
This is not unreasonable: in this discharge ATeo/Teo:0.3. it must. however,
be verified with detailed Tio measurements.

Shown in Fig. 2 is a plot of measured central power deposition
versus heating power normalized to central densitg. There is a distinct
saturation in central power deposition, as might be expected, due to rising
plasma densitg and a corresponding broader beam power deposition.
Results from Ohmic Discharges. Central power deposition for ohmic
discharges has also been investigated using SNAP. The ohmic power
deposition is computed from Te and Zeff measurements using the formula
for the classical Spitzer conductivitg as given in Ref. 5. and assuming that
q:l inside the inversion radius. Using Pei and Prad from SNAP. the net
power input (Eqn. 1) was compared to that determined from the rate of rise
of Too. The results are shown in Fig.3. where the ratio of the measured
central power deposition to that calculated assuming g(0):l is plotted for a
number of TFTR discharges. in all cases the measured central power
deposition is larger than the calculated value. The most interesting and
unambiguous cases are for those discharges labeled with crosses (+) in
Fig.3, These are low density (Ne0<l.8E19m_3). high Teo (Teo:5keV). high
Zeif discharges. Theg are nearlg pure carbon plasmas in which Prad and Pei
are small (<15% of the measured input power). The measured input power
is clearlg much larger than what is calculated assuming t):l.

This work was supported bg USDOE Contract”DE—ACO2—76—CHO-3073.
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MHD Stability in High ,BT Dlll-D Divertor Discharges*

L.L. Lao, Ed. Strait, T.S. Taylor, MS. Chu, K.H. Burrell, .l.C. Deboo,
P. Gohil7 RJ. Groebner, C.L. Hsieh, W. Howl, A.G. Kellman, T.H. Osborne,

T. Ozeki,l R.D. Stambaugh, H. St.John, and A.D. Turnbull

General Atomics, San Diego, California 92138, USA

lJapan Atomic Energy Research Institute

DllI—D has achieved a volume averaged toroidal beta ,BT of over 6% for values
of Ip/aBT varying from 1.8 to 2.5 in Himode divertor plasmas [l], as sunnnarized
in Fig. 1. The safety factor at 95% of the enclosed poloidal flux q(0.95) ranged
from 2.2 to 28. Stable, high [3T 2 5% discharges, with 5N : aBTfiT/Ip S 2.3,
have also been sustained for many energy confinement times TE. As ,BN is increased
toward the Troyon limit 0%; 2 3.5), a rich variety of MHD activity appears [2]
High toroidal mode number 72:3, 4 magnetic fluctuations first occur, preceding the
n:1, 2 modes which may grow, stop rotating, and cause beta collapse and lead to
plasma disruptions. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the power spectrum obtained
from the measured Mirnov signals for a high flT DllIwD divertor discharge is shown.
This particular discharge has a maximum fly! value of 5.2% and [3N of 2.9. Secondly,
when flN is raised, the relative fluctuation amplitudes tend to increase as the unstable
plasma region propagates radially outward. The poloidal mode number 7n generally
varies as n + l, which is consistent with the results from the ideal MHD stability
calculations.

The high n23, 4 modes do not seem to have any apparent effects on TE, Whereas
the 11:1, 2 modes can degrade TE significantly. In the absence of the 71:1, 2 modes,
high ,BT itself does not seem to have any apparent effect on 73. However, TE in these
low (1 (q(0.95) E 3) high fiT Hemode discharges are lower than those fotmd in high q
(q(0.95) 2 3) low fiT high quality Hemode discharges. These low q high flT plasmas
usually have frequent giant edge localized modes (ELMS) with periods as short as a
few milliseconds and a large sawtooth inversion radius (0.3 — 0.50.). The interaction
of these two effects may play a. role in the degradation of T1; in these plasmas.

*This is a report of work sponsored by the Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE—ACO3—84ER51044.



Detailed ideal kink and balltmning stability analysis has l'reen carried out J{or a
:i : (3.2% and fly : 13.5 discharge. The plasma Xll'll) equilil'urinm is reermstrnt‘ted
settlermsistently using measured lx’ltlt‘tlt' prolile data as well as magnetic data. ’I‘he
results show that the plasma. is stable to the n l. '2. 3’. ideal modes Without a
vondm‘ting wall and is stable to the infinite n ballooning mode over most of the
plasma region. This is shown in l‘lig. 1’». where the pressure gradient determinml from
the experimentally measured data is compared against the theoretically computed
lirst ideal lmllooning marginal pressure limit tor various plasma llux surfaces labeled
by the enclosed normalized volume liv. Near the plasma renter, the result depends
on essentially llI]Hilf‘8$Hl‘éil)lt' details in the central shear. Near the edge. the plasma is
approaching the first marginal balleujning mode pressure limit. particularly just before
a giant ELM. This is further illustrated in Fig. 4. where the experimentally measured
ntu‘nialized pressure grmtients 2n“ Rut? P‘c’tlZ," 13% near the plasma edge along the line of
sight of the ll,ll1(i)1115011 measurerm-nts are comparet'l against the theoretically (‘rirn‘q'illtt‘t'l
first ideal marginal ballcn‘ming pressure limits for a number of high fir ’ 4—(5'56 DUI—D
divertor plasmas with various values of St0.95lg’l‘7lll-95l2» Here. 5(035) is the plasma
global shear at. 95ft; ot the enclosed poloidal flux. Before the occurrence of a. gi'cuit
ELM, the edge pr
after an ELRI, the edge pressure gradient drops below the liwallriioning limit. The

ssure gradient is near or exceeding the hallmuning limit, whereas

details of the analysis are given in Ref. 3. "Ilhesc results are similar to those observed
in low HT Hemode DHlel) divertm‘ plasmas [I]. The correlations between the o rved
edge pressure gradients and the theoretically computed ballooning marginal pressure
limits suggest. that. the ideal ballooning mode limits the achievable pressure gradient
built up in the edge region7 although not the total volume averaged beta “31' in these
discharges, and may he J‘K"Sp0115il)l€ for the appearance of the giant ELIVIS.

In summary7 DlHeD has achieved 3. [3T of over 6% in H—mode divertor plasmas
and has not exceeded the beta limit as allowed by ideal IV‘IHD instabilities.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF LOWo DISRUPTIONS IN PBX

§ M Kaye, GL. lahnsl, A.W, Morris? S. Sesnie, K. Bol, M. Chance, P. Couture3. R.
Fonck, Cu. Gammel, W. Heidbrink“, R. Kaita, H. Kugel, B. LeBlanc, J. Manickam. N.

Ohyabu], M. Okabayashi, M. Reusch, and H. Takahashi

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton Unversity
Princeton, New Jersey 08543 U.S.A.

The objective ot~ the Princeton Beta Experiment (PBX) was to pttsh into the second regime
of stability to high—n ideal ballooning modes/U. To accomplish this goal. the PDX vessel was
modified in order to produce plasmas indented on the inboard side; the indentation increased
the plasma stability to the highen ballooning/Z/ and low-n internal kink modes/3/. However, to
insure against extreme l‘ast ion loss associated with the internal kinks, two of the four PDX
neutral beamlines were re—oriented from a perpendicuar to a tangential injection direction.

The results of approximately two years of operation indicated that, although PBX achieved
then world record values of volume averaged toroidal beta, <Bl> : 5.5%, the plasmas still
resided in the first stability regime Various mechanisms were responsible for this limitation; at
higho, the plasma stored energy was seen to saturate in time and then decrease over the course
of tens of milliseconds at constant plasma current and beam power/4/. This saturation and
collapse was associated with several types of MHD activity: Edge Relaxation Phenomena
(ERPs), a saturated amplitude continuous mode that locked as the plasma rotation velocity went
to zero, large loss sawteeth, and both parallel 6 , i I ,
and perpendicular fast ion loss associated with Indentatinn>5% o 0
intemal kink oscillations. At low»q. the plasma 5 oDisruvt‘wa , o o
<Bl>, and the plasma itself, were limited by a 'N°"_Dm”pm $20
hard disruption during the neutral beam A 4? °°° 0°
injection and strong current ramp phase of the é ‘
discharge. The strong current ramp (in excess 3‘: 3’
of 1.5 MA/sec) was employed to aid in 2
broadening the plasma current profile. The
subject of this paper is to examine the ,
disruptions observed in discharges with (11 S
4.5, where q,, is the q-value at the 95% flux 0
surface as determined from a flux-based,
between shots equilibrium calculation. Typical
discharge parameters for these types of shots
were I :450 to 600 kA, 13508 to 1.2 T, Fig. 1 <BL> as a function of BC=ttolp/aB

tic lp/aB‘

Pl'l‘z'g' to 6.0 MW, and densities Up 10 6 X for discharges with indentations >50/o
lt) *‘ cm”. While the mode responsible for the sorted according to whether they were
disruption may have been, to zero order, an disruptive (open circles) or non-disruptive
n=l ideal external kink, as concluded in (closed circles).

pemianent address:

i General Atomics, San Diego, Cal.
“ Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, United Kingdom
‘ Institut de Recherche (l'I-IydroQuebec, Montreal, Canada

UC Irvine, Irvine, Cal,



previous studies/5.6L we will report considerable evidence that suggests that non-ideal effects
were it11porta'nt

Figure 1 is a plot of the measured <B> vs. the T101011 parameter [1 C211 1 /aBl 101 all
plasmas with indentations >570. The close circles indicate plasmas that “616 disruption itLL
through the neutral beam injection phase. while the open circles indicate discharges th 11
disrupted during this time. The first featttre to note is that that the PBX plasmas achieved 1’L
values tip to 7 7 Lorresponding to q,‘Jvalues dovt 11 to 2.2, and equivalent circular L1 values oi
down to 1.0. This low value of equivalent circular- L1 indicates the high current densitv that the
indetited plasmas were able to sustain. Also seen in the figure is thattlthe plasmas \seie limitLLl
to <BL> values S 2. 5- 3 0 BC the first regime boundzuy determined empiriLallvl_1v Trovon ThL
thitd important feature to note is that all discharges with 15 > 1 0 disrupted dining the neutral
beam injection phase regaidless oi the value 01 <Bt> or how close to the lirstrregime stabilit}
boundary the plasma was. The onL exception is a pellet fuelled disLharve \1111Lh disiupted a
iew msec after the beams were tttrned off. Although the relation between 13. and L11l is not
one— to— one the value of [1 >1. 9 approximately corresponds to qa<3 3. The probability that a
plasma would disrupt increased dramatically as q decreaSLd. At L1a =5 the probability ot
disruption waas 25%, increasing to 80% and 100% at 1(1a 4 and 3 respectively

Figure 7 shows the sequence ofevents leading 1~ f—fl—lfi" 1 7
tip to a typical disruption. Shown are the
displaced toroidal flux as measured by 11- Mt D‘splaced T —* 2.
diamagnetic loop, the neutron flux, the time ‘ Torogdalflux 13 mWeber ‘
integrated signal from an outer midplane Mimov ‘5 LL
Loil the raw signal from this Mirnov coil and a d /\_ «Mafia 1
near central Lhord from the vertically viewing soft z 3. “ 1
X ray (SXR) array. Note the existence of a 14 84 ‘ ‘e ~ . .kHz signal which grew 011 a a time scale of 200 a "x
11sec just pn'or to a sawtootlrlike crash. At the Z i
crash, both [hC neutron flux and displaced flux - Wreiveww
dropped; as much as 30% of the plasma energy, ~ ' 37A,:
could be lost at the time of the crash. The crash 89 Crash :100 G _
was followed by a delay period of two msec ‘
before the plasma underwent a discharge ending
disruption. The plasma current remained constant
through both the crash and the delay period. As 1317 rmwnmwnwtiy‘uit r7? ___ _v
W111 be seen. the growth time of the crash (A.U.)t '1 W
precursor ranged from tens of uses to a few Pre— Disruption i
insec, and the duration of the delay period was M0“ 1 ‘ ‘
seen to range lrom zero to ten msec. The SXR 1.1 ”i. Disruption i
structure of the precursor (whose frequencies (A. U.>V”'““WW‘ Win 1 '
ranged from a few to 25 kHz) in all the fir—WV\ A
discharges studied was predominantly m=3/n=1, l 41* R: .
although some even--n1 poloidal component was 540 54' 542 545 544
Observed in conjunction with the 111:3 , WM (”1?“) _
component. At most the amplitude of this ' FW- ~1D15C|111TSC evolution leading UP [0
even— n1 component was 40% of that of the 111:3 ”“3 dISTUPllOn for 'd discharge With
compona l‘tOn-ZL‘TO delay.

The inversion radius of the SXR emissivity profile across the crash varied dramatically
from shot to shot. Some shots exhibited a structure change that indicated an inversion radius
close to the center of the discharge (ilO cm oil. the midplane in 11 plasma that had
approximately a 40 cm vertical extent off the midplane). These discharges were associated with
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:1 rel 1111'611' small CHCI'EV loss (doc/11111116111116 01 the 1111s11. As the positions 01 the 111161's'i1111
111111111161611se11. more enerL'v 11.1s10st 1111116 cr.1tsh Some plasmas eshibited S.\R stt'u11ut'6s that
had no inversion radius at the crash. 11 1lt"op 1116missivitv 1111s seen 111 all channels.

The delay 1,16110111s'int6rpreted tobe a period during 11111111111061161111101'16 1:1‘111'1'116 111111111
mode tvt1icallv111111 11 strong.Y 11:1 COINPOHL‘HLb11111l50 exhibited non-insignificant n=(1and 11:
11'1111pottents. 11 is believed that field1t"rors were responsible 101' the 111011‘10611. '11s 1116 mode
locked at the same toroidal location'111 all discharges studied, both '111111L111—q and low 11.11 1111s
determined that a suificient 1111101111101'61161'gv waslost at 1116 crash1115 to cause inward 111011011111
1111' plasma 1'611161‘ 011 time scales taster than the position 60111101 svs'tem could correct. and the
plasma ultimatelv went vertically unstable. However this sequence 01 events was initiated bv
the 1110116 61011111111111 1rash. believed to be t|16111anilestation 011116 11:1 ideal internal kink/S1.

HL‘UI'C 3 shows the 1growth time. 1C plotted -1 77"
as 11 11111611011 01' 11 quant ity 1'61'11611 to the ratio 01 ' , .
the edge to 11‘ntral ll'u1tuation amplitude. This
quantity. AT. is in arbitrary units. but is o .
constructed from the normalized fluctuation . ‘
amplitudes measured near the CdgC (outer '1' . , - -
midpl)an6 Mirnov coils) and near the center tSXR ‘ '7 ‘5 - -
array). As AC.111CI‘C[1.\CS. the amplitude 01'1116 " '
edge fluctuation increases relative to that in 1116 3 ' .
center. Several leatures are 0111016; the first is 1’
that the growth times ranged from 20 11sec t0 1
several msee. spanning the range expected for 11L 7 .,1
ideal and resistive time scales. As was discussed ' i "
in an earlier paper. growth times 011 the order 111'
100 11566 can be accounted l'or within the Fig. 3 Precursor mode growth time as a
1‘1-11111611'0rk 01' ideal theory/6f: however. 1116 111116111111 of relative edge to central
majority 01' the discharges shown in the figure fluctuation amplitude.
exhibited growth times in excess 01' this value and
ther'etore cannot be r6111lliv explained on the basis 111 1116111 theory 1110116. FiL‘ttte 1 also slums
that 1116 faster growing modes were associated with ltiL'het values 01'611L'6 to central 11116111. 1111111
11111plitudes. A dependence not shovx 11 111 tltis Ltraph is 111' 11 1116 disch1111'L16s exhibiting the 111L111161
values of A. . were those at the highest <11 > and <11H>/1.1.1his was due ptimatilv to the
increase in the relative edge fluctuation amplitude 111th <15 >11111'1<1.1H>/1’1 . Little 6111 1111.16 111 the
relative eentt'al fluctuation amplitude was seen with incre'astnL1 <11 > and-< ."11 >/1.1.: however, 1116
central 1"11111111111011 amplitude was seen to decrease stronL11v as 11. l'1'1161'1611s611. \61‘61'111611'ss. it
appears that it was the diseliat'L'es with 1116 hiL'ltest relative level 01 '611L'e t'luctttatirms that
behaved most 1116111111' in terms 1111116 time settles t'or mode 61011111. and these discharges
occurred at the 11 111111 st <15[>.

Flame 4 shows the delav time. ID, plotted as a function 111 1116 661111111 01 116111 central
rotation velocity. as measured l'rom the Doppler Sl11i"101 1116 O‘ ‘ 11116. '\ 11111111111111 nt11'1 plot
(not slto11n1 is a plot 111' th16 growth time as a lun1tiott of rotation 1'6111111v T11c relation 1111611111
from this latter plot'ts that 1111‘ l'11s16stL11011th rates were associated 111111 the111stestt'111tttittL'
plasmas. The relationship tobe interred 1'1111111'1L‘11rc 41s that 1116 1116116 st riot 1111111 161111111
plasmas were l‘llIlV' associated with discharges that had [C10 dcvla 1111 11111'1 01 11:11 1111111
velocities s6611111 the ilL‘tII'C was not 11116 to 11111'61'61116s111t116 amount 111'111'1116111111'111111 to
langetttial poucr in the various 111s6s. all 1lts1111rL'1‘s' had 1ss1tttallv the same value 01' 1111s 111111
“16161016111116 lttke‘ the [111' distuption ct‘; tshl1111' 11011 11ro 1111111 shotts to be ev1116"1111 1111‘ soon
resistive 111‘.".1111ss 1111111 1111s the s 1'01111' r1111 111116 111' 1smas that seem to be 1111‘ most t1s1stt11
(C11 . slowest growth rates and non zero 1'16 lavs). This result mav indicate some 1"11' 1ttottship
b11111111 p111s111'1r6sistivttv and plasmaviscositv.
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Fig. 4 Delay time as a function of central
or near—central rotation velocrty.

In conclusion, while ideal MllD may be an adequate zero order description of the growing
mode that led to disruptions in PBX, the details of the mode indicate that non-ideal effects must

play an important role. This was shown first in a previous paper /5/ where. in order to match
the phase of the measured signal with that of a signal produced from ideal theory, some
approximation to the plasma resistivity was needed. Here. we present additional evidence for
these non-ideal effects. Among them are the existence of a sawtooth—like crash leading up to the
disruption, the existence of growing locked modes after this crash, and the relatively long
growth times of the disruption precursor mode. for most of the. discharges. In addition, the
relation between the growth and/or delay times and the measured plasma rotation speed may
indicate a relationship between plasma viscosity (momentum diffusion) and plasma resistivity.
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TRANSPORT CODE STUDIES OF M:2 MODE CONTROL BY LOCAL
ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING IN TFR

E. Westerhof and WJ. Goedheer
Association Euratom-FOM, FOM-lnstituut voor Plasmafysica ‘Rijnhuizeir

Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

INTRODUCTION
It has been realized for a long time that low m tearing modes can be stabilized by a suitable
tailoring of the current density profile [1, 2]. One possibility that has been suggested to achieve
such a profile tailoring is local Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) [3, 4]. Experimentally this
method was successfully applied in T-lO [5] and, more recently, in TFR [6, 7]. For future
applications of ECH to mode control it is important to analyse whether these positive results
were indeed a consequence of profile tailoring. The aim of the transport code simulations of the
experiments in TFR presented here is to answer this question. As the 111:2, n=l tearing mode
plays a dominant role in the occurrence of major disruptions, it is particularly important to
understand the experimental results on the stabilization of this mode properly. Therefore, we
have concentrated on this mode.

The mode control experiments on TFR were performed mostly in a plasma regime that
exhibited strong MHD activity [6, 7]. Discharges in this regime were characterized by a safety
factor at the edge qa S 3.2 [6. 7]. We simulated discharges in this regime with the following
basic plasma parameters: major radius R : 0.96 m: minor radius a 2 0.18 m; toroidal field
Bl: 2.45 T; plasma current I : 130 kA and volume-averaged density <nc> = l.3 1019 m‘3.
For these parameters (111 = 3.0, and the electron cyclotron resonance for 60 GHZ (xr = 0.14 m)
is slightly outside the q=2 surface (rq:2 = 0.13 m). The anomalous electron heat conductivity,
h. was chosen in such a way that an Ohmic target plasma, unstable to the [11:2, n=l tearing
mode, was obtained with an energy confinement time in reasonable agreement with the
experiment. The anomalous particle diffusivity was assumed to be given by D = 1/4 19.
Further. the neoclassical ion heat—conductivity and the classical 'Spitzer‘ resistivity were used.

The. evolution of the m=2. n=1 tearing mode was evaluated for cylindrical geometry using
quasi»linear theory [8]. Disregarding the effects of island heating and of the increased transport
across the island, the evolution of the tearing mode with poloidal and toroidal mode numbers in
and n, resp., located at the radius rS with q(rs) = m/n, is well approximated by [8]

Has)d ‘
afwlnai : 1-66 A tii,n(wm,n)~ (1)

0

where ntrsl is the resistivity at rS and A'm,n(wln»") is the jump in the logarithmic derivative of
the disturbed helical tlux function 1pm,“ [9] over the entire width a of the magnetic island.



SUMMARY OF SIMULATIONS
A moderately unstable target plasma (A‘(O)=4.7 m‘l, wsat = 2.3 cm) was obtained with

T 1/2
_ 19 cXe — 0.6310 n

6

61.6 (0/102 ’ 1) rnz/s. (7)

The TABLE SUTIIIIILII’IZES the results of the simulation without ECH.
For this discharge the effect of a 100 ms ECH pulse on the island size was evaluated. To

study the dependence of this effect on the location of the heating, the wave frequency was
varied between 61.0 GHz (xr = 12 cm) and 59.4 GHz (xr = 15 cm). For these resonance
positions single—pass absorption is very low, typically 15 to 20%. During the experiments, a
mirror which reflected the transmitted waves obliquely and changed their polarization to the X—
mode, allowing for enhanced absorption, was mounted opposite to the wave launchers [7]. As
the effect on the mode depends critically on the exact power deposition profile, full ray—tracing
calculations including absorption along the reflected rays were perfomied.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the width of the m=2, n=l island during the injection of
300 kW of ECH (~180 kW absorbed) for five different positions of the electron cyclotron
resonance x,. The effect on the evolution of the magnetic island is seen to be very sensitive to
the position of the heating. The optimum effect, a complete suppression of the magnetic island,
is obtained only for xr = 13.5 cm, i.e. for heating almost exactly on the q=2 surface. As little
as 0.5 cm difference in x1. already leads to a significantly decreased effect. The stabilizing effect
of ECH, however, is only temporary: 20 to 40 ms after the initial decrease of the island width,
the island starts to grow again. Heating on the inside of the q=2 surface (XI = 12 cm) even leads
to an increase in island width well above its initial size. A strong dependence on the injected (or,
equivalently, absorbed) power is also observed in the simulations. For the injection of 100 and
200 kW (60 and 120 kW absorbed, resp.) at xr = 13.5 cm only a small effect on the island is
found and complete suppression of the island is never obtained.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Comparing the results of the simulations with the experimental data the following

differences are found. First, the optimum results in the experiment were obtained by heating
approximately 2 cm outside the q=2 surface [7], while the best results in the simulations were

obtained for heating almost exactly on the q=2 surface. Secondly, in the simulations the
injection of 300 kW is required for complete stabilization while in the experiments suppression
of the MHD activity was easily obtained with one gyrotron, i.e. ~l70 kW. This discrepancy
could be explained by the fact that only around 60% of the power is accounted for in the
simulations while it is likely that, in the experiment, after multiple reflections or conversion to
Bernstein waves at the upper-hybrid resonance, the remaining 40% was also absorbed close to
the cyclotron resonance, not changing significantly the deposition profile, but leading to a
higher total absorption. Finally, in the simulations the island suppression is only temporary
while in the experiment the MHD activity could be suppressed for a full 300 ms pulse of ECH
[7]. This discrepancy is quite serious since there is a simple reason for it, which is directly
related to the nature of the profile changes that can be obtained by local heating. This is
illustrated by Fig. 2 which gives the temperature and the current density profile before ECH,



10 ms after the start of ECH and at the end of the 100 ms ECH pulse for the injection of 300
kW at xr = 13.5 cm. After 10 ms of ECH a clear reduction of the current density gradient
around rq=3 : xr is found such that A'(0) is well below zero (stable case), while further away
from xr the current density profile is hardly changed On a longer timescale the changes of the
current density profile are more global and a strong broadening ofj(_r) takes place, induced by
the broadening of the temperature profile. This broadening of the current density profile is
destabilizing to the 11122, n=1 tearing mode. These results agree with model calculations of the
effect of profile tailoring by local heating on the m=2, n=l tearing mode [10] which have
shown that stabilization, in steady state, requires a narrow and accurately localized power
deposition profile. typically Ar/a = 1%. In TFR, however, the width of the deposition profile
was around 10% and the requirements for steady state stabilization, hence, were not met.

We therefore are led to the conclusion that the suppression of the MHD activity with ECH
obtained in the experiments on TFR cannot be due to current profile tailoring alone. The most
probable cause of the stabilization as obtained in the experiments, in fact, is the effect of ECH
on the plasma position: the application of ECH almost always led to a horizontal outward shift
of the plastna and a consequent increase in L1,, and, thereby, to stabilization of the mode (see e.g.
Ref. [7]).
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TABLE Results for the Ohmic target plasmas.
Typical experimental data are given for comparison.

Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment
Tc(0) (eV) 812. 1000. q0 0.86 -
Ti(0) (eV) 252. 300. rq=2 (cm) 13.5 ~13.
[16(0) (1019 m’3) 2.21 2.5 A'(O) (m") 4.7 -
TE (ms) 3.6 4.0 Wsat (cm) 2.3 ~
Vlmp (V) 2.0 2.0
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The effect of ECH on the size of the m=2, n=l magnetic island. The evolution of the island during
a 100 ms, 300 kW ECH pulse is shown for five different positions of the EC resonance.
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ECH, after 10 ms ECH, and at the end of the ECH phase are given for the ease with 300 kW of ECH at Xr =
13.5 cm.
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Abstract '

The Tokamak Simulation Code (T80) is used to study evolution, control, and growth rates of
resistive, axisymmetric instabilities in the TCV (Tokamak a Configuration Variable). TCV is
currently under construction. Its parameters are: B=1.43 T, R=0.87 m, a=O.24 m, b/a up to
3/1, Ip up to 1200 kAmp. The axisymmetric resistive growth rate is calculated for various
equilibria passively stabilized by the TCV vacuum vessel. There exists a range of plasmas which
are ideally stable. but which have resistive growth rates greater than those which can be
controlled with 100 Hz, 12 pulse thyristor power supplies. We are able to control these high
growth rate plasmas by producing a fast, relatively low power radial flux using coils inside the
vacuum vessel. Detailed TSC evolutions showing the response of the plasma to these combined
control and shaping coils are presented.

Inte i'QDI

it has been demonstrated (1,2) with the Tokamak Simulation Code TSC (3) that a plasma in
the TCV Tokamak can be evolved from a near-circular shape to a highly elongated plasma with a
relatively broad current profile. Because of the limited bandwidth and voltage of the thyristor
shaping power supplies and vessel attenuation, plasmas with peaked current profiles and high
elongation having growth rates above 1000 / sec for the axisymmetric resistive vertical
instability cannot be controlled. A wide range of highly elongated plasmas with peaked profiles
are ideally stablet2), but they have resistive growth rates in the range 1000 - 5000 / sec,
which is much larger than the inverse of the vessel time constant of 6.7 msec. We investigate
methods of extending the operation range to include plasmas with peaked current profiles.
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A plasma is stabilized against vertical motion by image currents induced in the vacuum

vessel. The resistive decay of these currents, and hence the loss of stabilizing flux, causes

vertical resistive instability. The role of the active coil system is to provide supplementary

flux so as to maintain the plasma at its desired position. In order to achieve this. we consider

using additional coils inside the vessel in the region near the outer vessel corners and compare

the results with using coils outside the vessel. The coils are placed in the corners (Fig. 4) to

reduce interference with the plasma inside the vessel.

Besults:

--The vacuum radial flux produced by a square voltage pulse of a given amplitude and 0.2 msec

duration is an order of magnitude larger, for coils inside the vessel compared with coils outside.

The flux produced by the inside coils is proportional to the linearly increasing coil current.

—-Wlth coils inside the vessel, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to stabilize both a

2/1 Dee plasma in the upper half and a symmetric 3/1 Dee plasma, with growth rates in the

range of 1000 to 5000 / sec. The plasmas are stable with no visible distortion. The interesting

result is that even though the radial flux pattern of the corner coils is highly distorted by vessel

image currents. and symmetric about the midplane, on the time scale of less than 142 msec,

plasmas both symmetric and nonsymmetric about the midplane can be stabilized. Also, higher

order axisymmetric modes are not observed to be dangerous on this time scale.

--We conclude that it is sufficient to compensate on average the lost radial flux due to wall

resistivity with radial flux from local sources in the corners on this time scale. On longer time
scales than 1 msec, the outer 16 shaping coils precisely maintain the plasma shape, and limit

the power requirements on the inner coils, as shown below.

Examples:

As an example, we choose a 3/1 elongated Dee shaped plasma with B=1.43T, lp=1200 kAmp

qlim/qaxis=3. plasma-wall gap=.04 m, growth rate of 3600 / sec, initially at rest. The

applied coil voltage is proportional to a linear combination of the flux difference between two

flux measurement points at the top and the bottom of the plasma and its time derivative, with

P=400000 volts/weber-radian, D=80 voltssec/weber-radian. The inside coils have a

resistance of 0.005 ohms, and the power supplies for these coils are ideal amplifiers with a

nonlinear limit of +-50 volts. This system limits the inside coil currents to +-1O kAmps at

low frequency. The lower plasma boundary is commanded to move upwards at constant speed

(0.02 m in 2 msec). The command velocity of 10 m/sec represents a very approximate upper

limit for three types of occurences which can induce plasma motion: 1. normal programmed

motion during evolution to high elongation, 2. vertical motion due to a sawtooth or minor

internal disruption in a non up/dcwn symmetric plasma, 3. fluctuations at high beta.

A simulation is made with only the inside coils active, and the outside shaping coils

shortcircuited (with shaping currents present), for an interval of 0.002 seconds. The voltage

initially jumps to -50 volts due to the D term in the feedback, in order to start the plasma

moving vertically. The coil current also goes negative. Once the plasma starts moving upwards

at 10 m/sec, the voltage changes sign to restrain the plasma, which is trying to go vertically

unstable. The current also changes sign. During the first msec. the plasma moves smoothly

upwards, following the command. However, during the period 1.0 to 1.5 msec, the coil voltage

reaches its maximum, +50 volts, but the coil current increase is limited by an L/Fl approach

towards a maximum of 10 kAmp. After 1.5 msec, because of this saturation. the wntrol of the

plasma is lost, and the plasma moves upwards with a growth rate of 3600 / sec.
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In orde'.’ to avoid this saturation, it is necessary for the fast inside coils and the outer shaping
mile to wol‘k together, with the outer coils providing control and limiting the inside coil
currents on a time scale of greater than 1 msec. The method adopted gives the same voltage
per turn for the fast upper coil (no. 17, Fig. 4) and the four upper, outer shaping coils
(nos. 942). The negative of this voltage is applied to the fast lower coil (no. 17) and the four
lower. outer shaping coils (nos. 13-16). By this method, since there are four times as many
coils with a much lower resistance, the outer coils reduce the current required in the inner
coils on the longtime scale.

This result is shown in Figs 1-4. In Figs 1 and 3, the currents in coils 18 (inside) and
16 (outside) are shown. The applied voltage, which is the same for both coils, is given in Fig. 2.
The evolution of the limiting flux surface of the plasma (expanded) and the coil and vessel
geometry are shown in Fig. 4. The outside coils are activated at 0.2 msec, after the plasma has
started moving. Apart from the turn-on transient (the outside coils have no voltage limit in
these simulations), the voltage and current of the coils inside the vessel and the plasma position
evolve for the first msec similarly to the previous case (inside coils only). However, after the
first msec, the inside coil current and voltage reach a maximum and then decrease. while the
current in the outer coils continues to increase, which is the desired effect. The plasma lower
boundary evolves linearly as programmed, demonstarting that control of the plasma can be
continuously maintained. The actual thyristor shaping supplies on the outside coils should be
able to act similarly to the linear model used here on a 1.2 msec timescale. The behavior of the
magnetic axis reflects the non~rigid nature of the plasma, since it initially moves upwards at
the same speed as the plasma lower boundary, then moves more slowly, since the plasma is
scraping off on the upper limiter.

Based on calculations of radial flux due to coils inside or outside the vessel, control by outside
coils of high growth rate plasmas would require high bandwidth and unrealistically high
voltages. As an example, repeating the above evolution simulation with only coils outside the
vessel. the same PD coefficients and no voltage limit, large plasma oscillations and control
voltages an order of magnitude larger than in Fig. 2 are produced. With limiting conditions of
50 volts per turn on coils just outside the vessel at the corners, the voltage saturates for long
periods, and control is not achieved.

n l i n :

It has been demonstrated that high growth rate plasmas can be controlled with a simple
additional coil system with high frequency response and reduced power. Inside and outside coils
can operate in different bandwidth regions, and therefore reduce the total power requirements.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SAW’I‘OO’I‘I’I ACTIVITY IN TOKAMAKS
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INTRODUCTION

Sawtooth oscillations of central temperature [1] occur in almost all tokamaks.
Experimentally, the sawteeth are observed as a sudden crash in the central
temperature, or in the central X-ray emission, followed by a slow rise until the next
crash. Kadomtsev [2] first proposed a theoretical model of the sawtooth cycle.
Numerical simulations have been carried out by several groups. The first non-linear
simulations were performed by Waddell et al. [3] using the reduced MHD equations.
Sykes and Wesson [-1] followed repeated oscillations by assuming Spitzer resistivity r] on
T’JW and introducing an equation for the temperature evolution including ohmic
heating and perpendicular thermal diffusion. However, within this model, they found
that the oscillations were decaying in time. Denton et al. [5] found periodic
oscillations by introducing a strong thermal conductivity along the field lines. All
computations carried out so far have been made with plasma parameters far from
those characteristic of current experiments. In this paper we shall present simulations
performed with plasma parameters closer to those of the experiments, in particular
regarding the value of the Lundquist number S = I/n : tR/l.A and the ratio of the energy
confinement time 11.; and the resistive time LR (here LA is the Alfven transit time).

THE MODEL

The simulations presented in this paper are based on the standard, straight
cylinder, lowilt, reduced MHD equations [0]. The electron temperature is evolved
selfconsistently with highly anisotropic thermal diffusivity and ohmic heating. The
code is similar to that used by Bondeson [7}, but the present simulations incorporate
neoclassical effects (neoclassical resistivity and bootstrap current) and the
perpendicular thermal conductivity K L is one inferred from the power balance of the
Frascati Tokamak (FT). In the normalized units used in the code, the temperature
corresponds to the poloidal beta, which is related to the ratio of the energy
confinement time l].j and the resistive diffusion time t“ by the relation T = 4/3 (1.3/n
(with 11.: = 3/2 [IT/[03). The code uses finite differences in the radial direction (with a
radial grid approximately uniform with 200 points), and Fourier expansion (with both
sine and cosine CUmponents) in the azimuthal and toroidal directions. We restrict
ourselves to single helicity perturbations with m/n 2 1, retaining mode numbers up to
m/n = 4/4. The qevalue at the edge has been keep fixed in time.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In the following we shall refer to a typical scenario of the ohmically heated FT
machine with 81- : b T, a = 0.2 m, R = 0.83 in, q“ = 2.6, central density n(0) ~ I.8><IO'~’U
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111—3 and central temperature T(0) *1 500+1000 eV. With these parameters one has LA \,
0.085 us, 5 r 10" and normalized T ~ 0.02. We have assumed u l I h' [(0) [l*(r/r())3]’3, which
well represents the results of the power balance on FT. Moreover the parallel thermal
conductivity a“ and the viscosity v have been taken as constant over the whole cross—
section. We present two simulations: one with rather small S number similar to the
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Fig. l: a) Normalized central temperature 1(0), bl central safety factor (1(0) and c) energies
of the various Fourier components (the is the m/n : 1/1, the A is the min = 2/2, the + is
the m/n 3/3 and the is the min : 4/41 vs time (in Alfvén time units! for the first simulation
(5 =101,xi(0): 7 x 10-6, K” = 4(),v 210'4,'1‘~1.41
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Fig. 2: al’l‘wo-(limensional contour plots of the helical flux function u), (only in the central
region of the plasma), b) electron temperature and c) stream function q; at different times
for the first simulation (S = 10", KL(0) : 7 x 10*, K“ : 40,v = 10—4, 'l‘~ L4)



simulation of Benton et a1. [5],and a second one with higher 5, to emphasize the role of
the plasma parameters. For the first simulation we Choose 5 2 104, “1(0) = 7X10‘8, k” :
410, \' : 10"1 [and hence T *7 1.4) and neoclassical effects neglected. The time dependence
of T(0) and q(O) is presented in Fig. la,b. Regular sawteeth are obtained with a large
variation of q in the centre Aq 7- 0.25. The energies of the various Fourier components
are presented in fig. lc, and show a regular repetitive sequence of growth followed by
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Fig. 4: Same as Fig. 2 for the second simulation (1‘5 : 5X “)5. “(m : 2 x Hrfi, K” : 26.67,
v : 0.5 x [(Wi,'l‘~().02)
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a period of decaying MHD activity before the next crash. Fig. 2a shows twoe
dimensional contour plots of the helical flux function \y, : lp*(a3*r3) BT/ZqR with q : 1
(111 is the flux function and the magnetic field B is given by B = a x i + vi) during the
time of one crash, and Fig Zb,c, show the electron temperature and the stream
function ‘l' respectively (the velocity v of the fluid is given by v : tXQ). We emphasize
that in this simulation Lm'ilg *— 1, almost two order of magnitude smaller than the value

obtained in FT, allowing large changes in the current profile during one sawtooth
cycle. For the second simulation we choose 5 : 5X105, 1t|(0) : ZXlO‘5, h” = 26.67, v :
OJSXlO’“ (and hence T *7 0.02). In Fig. 3a,b,c we show the evolution of T(0), q(0) and of
the energies of the Fourier components. Very little variation of the central q is
observed, corresponding to smallescale, local variations in the current density, and
MHD activity persists during the whole cycle. The smallescale variations can be seen
more clearly in the twoedimensional plots of \p‘, T and (l) (Fig. 4a,b,c,). Sawteeth still
occur, but show very little resemblance with the experimental behaviour.

in conclusions we have shown that rather distinct sawteeth are produced for S <
105, but simulations with S 2 l0?" tends to produce profiles that are all the time very
close to marginal stability, q = 1 over the entire central region. Thus this study
suggests that toroidal and finite pressure effects must be accounted for to properly
describe the sawteeth.
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SAWTOOTH STABILIZATION BY ENERGETIC TRAPPED PARTICLES
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Experiments on JET using high power TCRF on—axis heating of a
minority ion species show efficient electron heating with the occurrence
of long sawtooth—free periods of up to 1.6 sec. in this work we show that
a high energy trapped ion population such as that produced by the heating
in JET can significantly decrease the growth rate of the resistive
internal kink mode, leading to an increase of the sawtooth period.

Recently, the effect of an energetic trapped particle population on
magnetohydrodynamic mogeg in a tokamak has been explored with the use of a
variational formalism. The usual branch of the ideal internal kink,
unstable for plasma 8 (the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure)
greater than a threshold value, is stabilized by a trapped particle
population as long as the average toroidal precession rate of the
particles is greater than the mode growth rate.

On the other hand, it was found that for 8 near the internal kink
threshold value the trapped particles resonantly destabilize a second
branch of the internal kink mode, with a real frequency given by the
average precession frequency of the particle distribution, provided that
the trapped particle beta, Bh’ exceeded a threshold value. This branch is
responsible for the fishbone oscillation. The dispersion relation
describing both branches of this mode was generalized to include resistive
effects in Ref. 6. The dispersion relation takes the form

83—1/3A_9/ME(A3/2+5)/u) ‘m .
3/2 [fl[§2+lw—]] = 0 , (1)

r[(n —1)/u] R
where 92-iw/wR, A:[fl(fl+i®*e/wR)(Q+iw* /wR)1/3, mR:S_1/3wA is the
resistive frequency, 3 is the magnetic ébynolds number, mA is the shear
Alfven frequency

6W0 + k +

V
MA : ':~A——7 (2)

/3 q‘

with VA the Alfven velocity, R and r the major and minor radii,
respectively, and q' : dq/dr with q the safety factor. The m* terms are
diamagnetic frequencies with w*‘ : -(c/neBr)(dpi/dr), w*e :
(c/neBr)(dp9/dr), and &*c : w*e + o.fi (c/eBr)(dTe/dr). The term in Eq.
(1) involvihg the f functions arises from the inertial layer, so all
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expressions are evaluated at the q z 1 surface. T inclusion of th
diamagnetic terms was carried out by Bq%sac et a1. and Ara et al.,
generalizing the work of Coppi et al. The expression 5w is the
minimized ideal variational energy for the internal kink, first calculated
by Bussac et al., and awk is the kinetic contribution coming from the
trapped particle distribution F,

23/2 2[I I EES/2K2 m(3/BE + m*/wd)F
6W : mu d(uB) (3)k B2 Kb(md — w)

, 2 . 2 2 A
w1th [y] : (2 I yrdr)/rS , rs the q : 1 radius, a : v /v , m* a
differential operator assooiated with the diamagnetic drift frequency, and

and Kb are elliptic functions arising from bounce averaging. Details
of the derivation of this expression are found in Refs 3 and 5.

We have examined the solutions to Eq. (1) usin a numerical code
developed for the investigation of the fishbone mode. Numerical values
of temperatures, densities, diamagnetic frequencies, etc., were chosen to
approximate the experiments done on JET. The kinetic contribution 6W is
generated by a Monte Carlo procedure. For minority species ion cyclotron
heating experiments the hot trapped particle distribution is well
approximated by

—E/TF(E,u,r) : n(r)e 5(u/E—a) (u)

The value of n is typically of the order of a few percent of the average
plasma density, and the temperature T ranges from 70 to 150 keV depending
on the ICRF power.

Results of a Monte Carlo simulation are shown in Fig. 1 for hydrogen
minority species in JET. Shown is the growth rate as a function of
trapped particle density for an approximate JET equilibrium with R = 29
cm, for two different values of the magnetic Reynolds number, gx 10
and 10 . The trapped particle density ranges from zero to 10 E/cm The
particle distributions were of the form given by Eq. (13), and had
temperatures of 50 to 150 keV. The toroidal field was B : u kG and the
fifirage trapped particle precession rates were (md> = 2 x 10 /sec agd 6 x
O/sec, respectively. The shear Alfven frequency w 5 mA = x O/sec,

ad the diamagnetic frequencies were m* - — x 10 /sec and m*i = 2 x
/sec. From these curves it is clear Ehat a significant lengthening of

the sawtooth period is possible, assuming that the sawtooth period scales
as the inverse of the linear growth rate. We note that the trapped
particles also stabilize the ideal internal kink, and thus the
qualitative features of this result are unchanged if a short time scale
ideal model of the sawtooth is used.
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Fig. 1: Growth rate as a function of trapped proton density, for two

values of the magnetic Reynold number 3, and different

energies. Equilibrium parameters and Alfven and diamagnetic

frequencies were chosen to approximate JET.

We find that to stabilize the tearing mode it is necessary to produce

a trapped particle density which is large enough to destabilize the

fishbone. The occurence of the fishbone ii however also contingent upon

proximity to the internal kink threshold. Depending on plasma B and

other equilibrium parameters we must in general expect either sawtooth

stabilization or fishbone oscillations, with fishbone oscillations

dominating for high 6 operation. The two could exist together only if the

fishbone failed to eject the trapped particles.

During neutral beam heating of JET at lower toroidal field values (21

kG) and higher geta, magnetic signals associated with the fishbone mode

were obser ed.1 The threshold value of B, for the fishbone was

calculated to be 2 x 10‘ . Because of the efficient ejection of trapped

ions by the fishbone the trapped particle population would be effectively

limited to approximately this value, which corresponds, for tqe n utral

beam energy of 70 keV, to a trapped particle density of 3 x 10W /cm , too

low a value to produce stabilization of the sawtooth. In general since

the stabilization condition implies that the fishbone threshold be

exceeded, it appears, perhaps unfortunately, that at high beta operation

the occurence of the fishbone will not allow sawtooth stabilization with

trapped particles. To our knowledge, fishbone oscillations have not yet

been produced during ICRF heating, so the nature of the transition from

sawtooth stabilization to fishbone is still unexplored experimentally.
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The signature for this transition would be the occurence of ion bursts
with an associated drop in neutron production during the sawtooth period.

In conclusion, we find that the presence of a high energy trapped ion
population introduces a stabilization of the sawtooth in a tokamak.
Numerical calculations of the effect are in reasonable agreement with
experiments on JET, giving almost an order of magnitude increase in the
period. Although the stabilization of the sawtooth mode in low beta
discharges is encouraging, at higher 8 the same trapped particle
population should destabilize the fishbone branch, as has been observed to
happen with neutral beam injection. The fishbone should be then expected
to limit the trapped particle population to a value too low to provide
sawtooth stabilization.

This work supported by U.S. Department of Energy Contract No. DE—AC02—76—
CHO3073.
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Abstract. Tne m=1 kink mode is investigated in the high temperature
regime where the width of the singular layer is determined by the mean ion

gyroradius. A dispersion relation is presented that contains the full ion

dynamics. The growth rates are larger than the corresponding ones obtained

from fluid theory. Diamagnetio stabilisation is weaker than in the fluid
case. If niis sufficiently large an unstable mode is found for all values

of m* even at zero resistivity.

Introduction. We refer to a low~8 axisymmetric toroidal plasma
configuration. The radial profile of q=rBIi/RB6 is assumed to be monotonic

with q on axis below one and with finite shear at the q=i surface at r=r .
in this geometry, the structure of modes with toroidal mode number n=1 and

dominant m=l component is characterised by a narrow boundary layer near the
q:1 surface where nonsideal effects become important [i,2J. Outside this
layer the mode amplitude matches onto the relevant ideal~MHD solution. In
this paper we consider plasmas with temperatures such that the mean ion
gyroradius exceeds the width of the singular layer as obtained from fluid
theory. We adopt a Vlasov description for kinetic ions which includes ion
gyroradius effects to all orders. The electron response, which is
isothermal for the modes under consideration, is obtained from resistive
fluid equations. We focus our attention on kink regimes where the
ideal—MED driving force lH(m-6w, the idealeMHD energy functional) is
positive or small which corresponds to ideally unstable or marginal stable
modes. These regimes are relevant to the explanation of the disruption

phase of the sawtooth oscillation in tokamaks. The main toroidal effects

are included in AH [3].

Basic Eguations. We adopt the formalism of Ref.[Uj where the singular
layer equations for collisional electrons and kinetic ions are derived in
Fourier space, with z the variable conjugate to x = (r—r )/ro. This

formalism allows us to obtain the kinetic ion response for arbitrary pv in
algebraic form, as opposed to the integral form in coordinate space. e
nirmal mode equation for the perturbed parallel current density J” is

i131 .. i_' —1,
w(1+A_fijd_iine"f.;+ii)iiu=o (1)
d2 AD dz Tp "
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where A* = —“*TA’ k = —idIA, w* is the electron diamagnetic frequency, TA
is the Alfvén time with respect to the shear field, p1 = Ti/[m imirOJ, T =
T8 /T1 ,A1 = m*TA[1 + ”i J/T, n1: dlnTi/dln n, and an is the inverse
magnetic Reynolds number. The function

_ iA* _ A* .
D = TU — rOJ[1+ TT) + mi T p§z~ [fo r 1}) (2)

where F01 = IO 1 [p3 22 J exp [- pi22z J, IO 1 being modified Bessel function,
represents the finite gyroradius terms in the perturbed ion density ni /n =
(iA*/A — DJeo/Te.

Kink modes in the large ion gyroradius regime are found for

A5 ,”. Ltwiw <<—1-;T—~, (3)
TD} Tpi T + iA*/A

i.e. when the gyroradius is larger than the resistive and inertial scale
lengths.

In Refs.” and 5 we have used the model D“1 : [T + ii*/AJ_J + (1 + iii/AJ_'
(TpiZZJ_ , which is an interpolation formula between the fluid [p§z:<<1J
and the large gyroradius [pizz>>lJ response. When pizz<<l the ion density
perturbation is governed by the ExB and polarization drifts, and by the
density and temperature gradients. In the opposite limit, the ions can
move freely across the magnetic field on the scale of the wavelength, and
the density perturbation is a Boltzmann response. The model is consistent
with these two limiting cases. It can be shown that except for some
spurious roots, the model gives not only qualitatively but also quantitat—
ively correct results for small values of ”1' For larger values of “i the
equilibrium gradients enter differently in the model and in the full
response for piz ~ 0(1) and the model breaks down.

Inequalities (3) allow us to solve (2) with the full ion dynamics [6]. The
resulting dispersion relation is

% 24, A 1 J " -A[A-iA*J (1 T) f __l___ = (1+T)éii + __£ll:lifllgi_____ (u)
o t2 1+g/D [A—1A*J[A+1A*/TJ%

The corresponding solutions have regular amplitudes if Re[l+il*/1J%>O.
For positive values of AH in the limit where resistivity is negligible

[5 +0] we obtain two roots for small values of ”i' The real part of A is
plotted in Fig.1 for the unstable root as a function of A* for ni:1. The

variables on both axis are normalized on the growth rate A0=[[2 //1IJAHpi j%
at A*=O. We will take 1:1. The unstable root acquires an oscillatory
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:c values of \a. Comolet occurs for
, * .j*, which can al3o be written as 1i where 3 =

- J L ‘ .e.ar and \iensity s .
respectilely. This itabiliiatiin occurs ior larger in
flui.d theory.

fhe same plot is given for ni=2 in Fig. 2. For this value of t‘ :nree
roots are found L6]. The mode that corresponds t) the one or Fig.i becomes
stabilized at a somewhat lower value of Xi. The third root emerges at the
origin with an extremely low value of i/At and exists when hf is larger
than niozi.67. A window in X* exists where a l three modes are purely
oscillatory. For increasing values of X*, an almost purely growing mode
emerges. These features cannot be obtained from the model for D. A small
resistivity removes the stable window and one of the roots become unstable
for all values of A* (thin line).

1.0 A I 0 7 ,f a is
Normalised growlhraie \ _ Normalised growthrale

(”so m=l \ "so m:2
0.8? 0 8 -

0,6 - O 6

I; J4

m E
04‘ 04a

0.2* 0 2 l

00— 3 01) 7/ 3“—_14;L_L_W i_,,_#5 ‘ l i \l 5
0.0 02 0.4 O 6 0.8 1,0 1 2 0,0 0,2 0.8 10 l 2

T

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

In Fig.3 the unstable root is plotted for ni=5. Although the growth rate
decreases at first faster than A* than at lower values of n-, one of the
modes remains unstable for all values of X* even without resistivity. In
Fig.” the real part of the frequency for the unstable root is plotted at
marginal ideal stability (AH=OJ for finite resistivity and for different
values of ”i' The frequencies are normalized at the growth rate

)‘o=pi[‘2En/1Tépi3j1/7 at i* = O. For increasing values of l* the growth rate
decreases but the mode remains unstable. Increasing values of n- tend to
reduce the growth rate for small values of i* and to increase it for large
values of i* where, however, the growth rate remains small.
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THE m=1 INTERNAL KINK MODE
IN A TOROIDAL PLASMA HITH A FLAT q-PROFILE NEAR q=1

H.J. de Blank and T.J. Schep

Association Euratom—FOM, FOM-lnstituut voor Plasmafysica ”Rijnhuizen"
Postbus 1207, 3H30 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT. The energy principle is used to study the ideal MHD stability of

the m=1 internal kink mode in a toroidal plasma. The equilibrium configura-

tion is allowed to have a broad region with q close to unity. The minimiza-

tion of the energy functional yields an implicit equation for the growth

rate that can be solved by simple numerical means. The examples that we pre-

sent retain the essential features of experimentally expected q-profiles. We

find that the growth rate depends very sensitively on q when q is very close

to unity. The highest growth rates are of the order E/TA, where TA is the

poloidal Alfvén time.

INTRODUCTION. One of the instabilities that is crucial to the confinement of
tokamak plasmas is the internal disruption or sawtooth instability. In gen-
eral the sawtooth collapse is very fast, a typical timescale being lO'“s.

The disruption is characterized by an m:n=1 displacement of the central

plasma column. On the basis of soft X—ray tomography on JET it is suggested

that a cold bubble enters the central plasma and that the hotter plasma

spreads around it [1]. Such a flow would be consistent with a flat q-profile
[2,3]. Experimental results [H,5], however, also show that in a number of
circumstances q is well below unity in the centre. In our treatment q is
allowed to be flat and close to unity in a layer 1 of arbitrary width,

where the constant a approximation is not
valid (see Fig. 1). The case that this layer
reduces to a single q=l surface, and also

the case that q=l in the entire central

plasma, are included.

ENERGY PRINCIPLE. We consider the stability
of a low beta MHD equilibrium with circular
flux surfaces. The minimization of E(E),
which is the sum of the kinetic and the po-
tential energy associated with a perturba‘
tion 5, yields the growth rate and the spa—
tial structure of the mode. In the minimiza-

tion we use an expansion to powers of the
inverse aspect ratio. Minimization with re;
spect to the component of a parallel to B
shows that plasma cpmpression is small. The
remaining part Of 5 consists of a poloidal Fig. l. The considered q-pro-
component X and a radial component E. A FETEE‘EBd corresponding eigen—

first minimization yields (B/Br)(r£)+(ax/89) function.
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Here, the quantities 5i (i=O,1, 2) are integrals over the layer 1,

r 11_3
, i in ~ « l ,3m 5 E—I —1‘—’—7——ls <r>+—2—w>ll; s

l ‘ I“ [—‘1)+MF2 P 1
‘ Q

where the poloidal beta and the internal inductance are given by

1' P
(i (q —_F1H2 "~ j‘ ‘2' _’x..-L¢ .3’1
.p) : LE7?” 1!! p; 1(1"):d d1" r‘ LF—l].

0 o 0

The quantities A(r:) are the boundary values of the function Air) which is
defined as

i lea i 2 2
Air) E r‘ §TE ; a(r) E [—-'i) FC'/C .

where ;(r) is the solution of the leading Order m:2 Euler equation

d _ 37 l2 _ ,1 12
r‘ _.—_ I : ;____

dr‘|_ [q 2) CJ J[q 2] PL, (3)

the respective regions 11. Equation (3) can be written as an equation for

Air) with the property (dA/dr) ~O(q-l), so t at A(r:) are invarisni to small

I e of rs and P+- The approximations applied in regions I and II are not
‘50 layer? are taken intojustified in thin layers between I and II. When in
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account, we obtain 0(5) corrections to the integrals Si that make Eq. (2)
insensitive to small redefinitions of the boundary positions r=r+. In
addition, we have calculated the energy in the interval [r_,r+] to one
higher order in (q-1). This O(€) contribution becomes significant if q=1 in
the entire central. plasma and 3p is small, and should then be included in
Eq. (2). The radial eigenfunction g,(r) decreases continuously to zero in
the interval [r_,r+]. It is obtained to leading order and is given by

EMP>= END). r<r_;
= O , r>r .+

- S (r) So l 1 9 1l 1— — —— —— —— —— "51(0) [E S ) ism) S SOWJK S HtA‘U 1,112i
o o o

s _
1 3 ‘1__..+_ 1 q*[ so uA(r_)] J , 1_<r<r+ . qto] Bq

1 ........ f ......... f .........
EXAMPLES. We will show how the growth rate depends on g 1 g
the pressure gradient and on basic characteristics of f f
the q—profile by solving Eq.(2) for simple model pro— 0 r7 r+
files. We consider cases where q is approximately con— ~4——’r
stant in the central plasma, with q(o) either above or
below unity. This region is surrounded by a layer Fig. 2. Model q—pro-
[r_,r+] where én-l is small and taken to be constant, file for Fig. 3.
see Fig. 2.

We adopt a parabolic pressure profile in 0.
this layer so that Bp(r) is constant. For
these profiles, the integrals Si are
easily evaluated, and from the q-profile 0_
in the centre and in the outer region we
deduce that A(r_)='r31(r_)=‘Qri[l-q(o)"z] o.
and A(r+)=93ri are good approximations.
Equation (2) expresses the quantity 1‘2;
dqz’rMI‘2 in terms of the parameters q(o), o_
rt, and ap. If Y is large, O(E/TA), the
growth rate strongly depends on 5q near 0.
6q=:T.

O
In the first example we take r_=Ugr+. 0-5 0-7 0-8 0-9 1-0 1-1 1-2 1-3
Figure 3 shows lines of constant
T(q(o),8p). The growth rate increases
with 5p and q(o). T2 is always positive . _
and vanishes with Bp when q(o)<l. In the Fig. 3. Curves of constant Fzgéqz
case of vanishing do, we have T2=MF2 so +MT2 for r_: %ar+, ri/RO=O.1,
that the mode is always unstable. In our A(r+) = agri.
second example we take r_=O, and q-1=6q
is a small constant in the entire central
plasma. Then Eq. (2) reduces to SZ=A(r+) [6], or approximately,

l r2#47453. on

—> q(o)

:0

First we note that Eq. (M) is accurate only for sufficiently high values of
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EIGENVALUES OF RELAXED TOROIDAL PLASMAS

F.Cap and Sh.M.Khalil(+)
Institute for Theoretical Physics

University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria

According to the theory of relaxed states /1,2/, a turbulent plasma
relaxes to a free—force configuration of minimumgenergy subject to the
constraint of constant magnetic helicity K= fA.B d T . These
configurations are described by:

Curl b = Y b v=constant. (1)
On a conductive boundary the containment magnetic field has to

satisfy
tifi = 0 (2)

In order to select the correct minimum energy solution of (1),(2) one
has to consider the eigenvalues of this system /3/. There exist eigen—
values at which the toroidal magnetic flux vanishes (“zero—flux
eigenvalues”). It has been shown /2,3/ that in these relaxed states y
cannot exceed the smallest eigenvalue Y (min) and that for toroidal
discharges there is a maximum toroidal current which is fixed. For
these reasons the knowledge of Y in (1),(2) is of importance.

Since the analytical solution of (I),(Z) in toroidal coordinates
seems to be impossible, the system (1),(2) has been solved /3/ in the
infinite aspect-ratio limit R/a + m (cylindrical approximation) and
also for a torus with rectangular cross section. In the latter case (1)
is separable in cartesian coordinates. Toroidal containers with other
cross sections than a rectangle have, however, not been calculated.

In this paper we apply on (l),(2) a method to solve equations of
this type for a torus of arbitrary aspect-ratio and arbitrary cross
section/4/. We use cylidrical coordinates r,¢ ,z and assume axisymmetry,
i.e., D/B¢ =0. The meridional cross section in the r,z plane of the
toroidal metalic vessel wall shall be described by an arbitrary curve
2 = Z‘(r) along which (2) has to be satisfied. Along such an arbitrary
curve (2) takes the form:

dr g dz , z : z'(r) (3)
B r,z) B (r,z)

l"( Z

since the field lines are tangential to this curve 2 = 2*(r). This may be
written in the form

.
- Bum“) 3,?— + Bzui) = o (4)

(+) On leave from Atomic Energy Authority, Plasma Phys. Unit, Cairo,Egypt.



Now for axisymmetry Pyfli‘:0 equation (1) takes the form

B : — 1 _%_,i, , B = s}, 1 ;,___ (Pfia) (5)

and

z
Inserting (5) into (’) we obtain

(3(rBd ) a
—dz +

D Z 1 r

VSJ
~ or = d(rBfi) :0 or e = const. (7)

Here and in the foiiowing we omit the astresih.
The soiution of (5),(6) is given byN

B : 211k“: sin(kl_,z) i a?” -, Z—kvz r) + baht/i7? r) i (a)r is
[i ’ . / n ,

B_ :Z T d—kflz cos(kflz) i aHJ ( r) + bUY (/i é—kf r) i (9)
A 9:1 N * * L 0 . 0 a

Bi) = z , cos(kv_z) T ago“ '1' Z—k‘? r) +b Y1(/ Z—kf r) i (10)

Heie d J are Bessei and Y ,Y are Neumann Functions (Bessei function of
o 1

the seeoné Kind)
From (7) the boundary condition (2) reads now

/2 k7 ‘i‘1.)+bY (AP-3:2 who]. (11)
i;

i:1,....P

4
M

2
[i

ii Ycos(qj) {aq J1(

When we insert (8),(9) into (4) we obtain the boundary condition in
the form

N ,
_ dz 2 {Kmsin(Kz) [alb/iZ—kxz r.) +b,1Y (»/2—kp .)j}+

(“"1 ii 7 ,,
+ Z -kf cos( zj) [aHJ ( yZ-k‘Z r.) + bnY ( {z—kiz r‘fl

9—1 " O ‘ 1 . O u T
J = 0

(12)
we see that for each partiaisoiu tion =1, 2 .N one has 2

partiai ampiitudes a , b . Thus we have aiitogether 2N partial ampii-
tudes The P boundary conditions (11) or (12) have to be satisfied for
aii continousiy varying i,z aiong z : Z (r). This can be done exactiy
for N + m . For practicai purposes N must be finite. He
therefore assume that (11),(12) be satisfied in P coiiocation points



\31:
.

1;“

. s (r. ). At first sight, (11) or (12) contains 3N+P+1 unknowns
naniely 2t Zamplitudes, N separation constants k1 , P constants C. and Y
we thus need to solve 3N+P+1 t1anscendental equations. The accuracy of
the result depends apparently on P . For fixed P we must assume that
the accuracy is also constant. Instead of solving the transcendental
system (11) or (12), according to experience it is easier to choose arbi—
trary but evenly distributed values of the kg between 0 and Y and to
use (12) instead of (11). Then one has 2N+1 unknowns and equations (12)
become a system of linear equations fo1 a, , b, and for v . In
order that this system possess as a nontrivial solution, its determinant
of orde1 2N must vanish The transcendental equation thus obtained
yields the eigenvalue v . Since the system (12) is linear and homoge—
neous with a vanishing determinant, we may choose one variable, e g.,
a :1 and one equation may be omitted Then the remaining 2N— 1 inhmo-
geneous equations may be solved f01 ..... aD .b . The fixed
number P of collocation points deterniihes the Nnumber N of partial soluti-
ons by N2P/2.

The method may be applied to tori of arbitrary meridional cross
section and arbitrary aspect ratio o=R/a , where R is the major and a
some sort of a minor radius. For a circular cross section we have

//—' ._21 I 21 (r) : Had _ (r1 _ R)2 , 1—1,...,P (13)

for the meridional curve. Thus 2. in (12) may be expressed by (13).
In this way we obtained table 1.
We see that the (lowest) eigenvalue 'v depends on the aspect ratio

2.0 5.0 4.0 10.0

a 0.8 0.8 0.35 0.5

w 2.5 6.25 11.42 20.0

v 2.332154 2.514154 2.681438 2.775757

Table 1. Dependence of 1 from d for N=6

One might argue, that the choice of the kn is highly arbitrary.
Table 2. demonstrates that Y does not depend strongly on the choice
of the k.

In order to check the accuracy, we plotted the circle defined by
the P collacation points (13), but using (12). As fig. 1. (for Y =
2.57()507 ) shows, the boundary condition (12) describes realy
a continous circle. The collocation points ri , 21 are marked by small
squares in Fig. 1.
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EFFE'C‘T OF THE ELECTRON ENERGY TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT ON THE STABILITY
OF THE TEARING MODES

A. Etruscl'ii} F De Luca”), A. Jacchia

lstituto di Fisica del Plasma AssoCiazione EURATOM-ENEA—CNR Milano—ltaly

U>i‘iipartimento di FlSlca dell' Universita' degli Studl di Milano - ltaly

Tokamak electron temperature profiles since 1980 /1/' are observed to follow
some form of profile conSistency which, at present. is Widely accepted to be
represented by a gaussian shape /2.3/

Such a property of the temperature profile produces the paradoxical effect
on the models describing plasma in terms of energy transport coefficient that
the electron temperature profiles appear to be determined by non—local
processes restoring a unique temperature profile independently of the position
and of the power of an additional heating/U,

One seemingly natural solution of the problem relays on the obvious
observation that current denSity profiles in a tokamak discharge must be stable
against the principal MHD instabilities thus being limited to a narrow class of
allowed magnetic topologies.

These ideas could suggest that the current denSity rather than the
temperature profile is the key of the problem‘ A KadomtseV-like model,
usually linked to transport codes to limit the central safety factor q in the
order of unity, is a clear example of how transport and MHD constraints have
to be simultaneouslyr fulfilled to fit experimental profiles/5]

Tearing modes have been addressed as candidate mechanism for the profile
consistency ,"b/ by observing that computed and measured /7/ current density
profiles are stable against such instabilities and that in the ECR—Heated
Stellarator WVll—A a profile consistency is not observed /8/, We remind that the
driving mechanism of the tearing modes are the current density gradients,
absent in stellarators,

Moreover it can be shown that the gaussian temperature profiles used to fit
experimental data together with reasonable assumptions on the resistivity
produce current denSity protiles stable against tearing modes/9f A posSible
conclusion is that the "anomalous transport coefficients" describing
experimental data (ie gaussmn temperature profiles) include the effects of the
tearing modes in a hidden way, If this hypotesis is accepted it becomes relevant
to investigate on the physical ground of local transport coefficients that produce
temperature and current density profiles unstable against, and affected by.
tearing modes



A Heady state transport model. embodying a principle of c.‘ mlnimization
together With an enhanced transport in the VICHNTV of the rational surfaces
qtin/‘n, has been implemented to study the effect of the radial dependence of the
electron energy transport on the s ability of the tearing modes

The stability parameter 23‘ 1:. defined as /1t‘i/

1 dw I'VS‘HE

'0L‘) ll rn 1 \

41 d: f‘S-F

where iii is the perturbed helical flux function (_with indexes 111,11) obtained
solving the equation

l d r dw n1: “0 dJ/dr
R l} 7 _ W — ———— W = 0

r dr dr r2 EGO—qn/m)

A semplified transport equation is assumed

d/dr (:rny dT/dr) : —rP (1')

where n is the electron density
x the heat transport coeffiCient
P the radially uniform power source

and T the electron temperature,

The radial behaviour of the diffusion coefficient has been chosen of the form

nx=110xo(l-M'/a)

in this way a high value of >1 corresponds to steep (unstable)
temperatLire—current density profiles at the plasma boundary
.Eloi'xing eq ti"; we obtain

rm : {tr/grit + 1/.\ log (bi—{Lit} n/n t2)
1—}\

Where it = Pal/r10):El
Eq (3) describes. the steadystate electron temperature for different P1 1e

tor a different slope of the diffusion coeff1c1enti Fixmg a toroidal field and
imposing a safety factor [3(a) the current density and q profiles are easily
obtained assuming a Spitzer reSistNIty. The electron temperature in the
central region is limited in order to prevent current density profiles With q<lt

The marginally stable T— J profiles are obtained flattening T on both sides



of the rational surfaces until the instability parameter aA' is lower than a
prefixed value (Fifi—3).

We consider 8 major modes (m/n=2/i,3/l,3/2,5/2,4/3,6/3,7/3,8/3), Starting
from the m/n=2/1 mode the temperature is flattened on both sides of the
rational surface until the corresponding J profile becomes stable The process is
then repeated for higher order tearing modes and for the q=1 region and
iterated to reach stable and uniquely determined Ttr) — Jtr) profiles

iEEtULTS

The efficiency of the described mechanism for shaping temperature profile
appears clearly by comparing Fig.1 and Fig,2. Figil represents temperature
profiles parametrized in }\ (.1<2\<.9) with q(a\)=3vl and Fig.2 shows
temperature profiles parametrized in the same way when the effect of the
tearing modes is included, The profile consistencyslike behaviour shown in Fn
is summarized in Figfi where the ratio between the mean temperature and the
peak temperature, <T>/Tt0), is plotted versus A for qta)=3i In the same figure
the ratio {Try/Tit?) of temperature profile unaffected by tearing modes; the
shape of the temperature profile is kept constant by tearing modes and. for a
Wide choice of A ("i e nx slope), the final shape resembles a ny~eonstant
temperature profile. The increased transport induced by tearing modes masks
the real local transport leading to the observed transport profiles

in Figil «Te/TM) is plotted for different A in function of qCal The
simplified model that we adopted and the restricted number of rational surfaces
taken into account limit the validity of the results above described for qta‘)
ranging from 3 to 3 5 Nevertheless the physical model described in this work
suggests a posstble interaction between MHD instabilities and transport, and it
could be used in conjunction With those transport coeffiCient-s that vanish for
t'-Z>a Iii/.
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FINI'I‘E — BE'I‘A MINIMUM ENERGY STATES ARISING FROM A MULTIPLE
SCALE APPROACH TO TAYLOR'S MINIMUM ENERGY PRINCIPLE

.I.\V. Erlenstrasser A: \V.M.I\I. Holrenaucr
Iriniversity of Innsbruck. Austria.

INTRODUCTIO N

I11 Tolrarnalr's and ItFI”s a plasma relaxes 011 a timescale, short compared with the
resistive (liIIusiOn time. to characteristic eq1.1ilibriurn states largely independent of initial
and external conditions (eg. selfreversal of RPP's. prolile consistency ol Tokamaks).

In formulating his famous variational principle. IE. Taylor /1/ has assumed a 'slightly
inperIect' plasma and 111inimi7ed the magnetic energy. subject to the global constraints
of helicity and flux conservation. This principle actually corresponds to the relaxation of
a pressureless plasma to the minimum energy state on an intermediate timescale.

The relaxation is usually considered to be mainly due to tearing modes, each resonant on
some rational magnetic: surface. The timescale of plasma relaxation is then the one of the
resistive tearing modes and the corresponding length scale is that. of the thickness of a
resistiVe layer A. The. large difference between the different scales offers an ideal
opportunity tor the application of a multiple scale method

In our multiple scale approach Taylor‘s heuristic constraints of flux and helicity
conservation emerge for the relaxation time scale as true invariants for the zero order
quantities. The prediction which can be. drawn from the resulting finiteLfI minimum
energy states allow for a. considerable improvement ol"I‘a1ylor’s theory.

TIIE MUL’I‘IPLE SCALE APPROACH

We first consider the. three characteristic timescales 1'1 : T ( ideal l\IlID ) 72 —
7-(relaxation ) and 73 = T ( resistixe di llusion ) with the ordeling 71 << rg << T}, and
introduce the three dimensionless times ti—A t/Ti, uhere

:1 v ‘A2 A I 271:714BE1HL= 72:4'HT:T3( a )27 TB:_%-' (1)

As the dominant leunth scale \\e. consider the thickness of a resistive laver ,A, and the
plasma radius ,a, and inttrodnce the dimensionless space V ariables

- xi - xi 1,1 _ y '. _ 1)?\ 1 A A I\J3 7 i1 ( )

In our multiple scale. approach we then employ the expansion parameters ( — Tl/rg and
(I: A/a((both of the order JO ‘3 to I0 3)a11ddobtai11

_I I .
T— 7'1(7(I1—1+ ( “—313 ‘l' (62 “3?) V = [13* (V1 ‘l’ (W3). (3)

For all physical quantities Q we now choose a multiple scale representation of the form

Q = 6 (Q0 + (Qt + (SQQ + (2(23 + (i + (SIZQS + (3Qti ’l' )

where Q is a characteristic dimensional value. of Q and Qi : Qi (t1t,t,g,t1;3.xil,x.ig). This
multiple scale approach then is applied to the lull set of resistive MIID equations. To
solve the resulting (dimensionless) equations 011 all five. scales and for all quantities Qi is
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6W0: 5w07+a 51<0+ “361mm atoéo
the Euler equations: E1 = V1.3 - #1 = 0, E3 E I4“,

E3:V1X B0—/\§0*V1X[(Z‘X (lfi0)—Vl idxfiofl +330 (7)

The stability of the resulting equilibrium solutions with respect to the relaxation modes
is ensured by the minimum of WO, i.e. by the positive—definiteness of the second
variation

rt? We = H%(v x yiyz ‘ ,\§3(V x 5?) — (v x 290? x y) 42w x §)l(\7 x inflate z 0 (a)

for all permissible variations (5K0 =: 3i

THE STABLE ONE—DIMENSIONAL CYLINDRICAL SOLUTION

From the Euler equation (7) we obtain the one—dimensional cylindrically symmetric
solution as

Br 2 0, a”: "B J1(;t2\’), B2 : B [J0(llx)#c],n
flop : 7113—;‘— { (hi—H ) [Jed/1x) — J0?(n)] i 25C3[J(,(lzx) — .]0(/z)] }

fl:|/\|W, x: a, H: 3:}, <0. (9)

The constants contained in this solution now depend on the diffusion time t3 and at the
second Space scale r2, a dependence which is not discussed here. For convenience we have
therefore the original argument of the Bessel functions [In = I’l‘/A replaced by
l/l‘lzlv’t‘iXZZt

The investigatiori of the stability requirement. 6‘2 WO 2 O of eq.(8), which is not
quite trivial and discussed elsewhere, yields the stability criterion

a < 0 and it < 3.11 (10)

It further turns out that the dominating mode is an m = 1 mode with poloidal mode

number n: ( A.l,‘23/J a: ), where A is the aspect ratio and () means the nearest integer.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

First we have applied our cylindrical solution (9) to a comparison with experimental
magnetic field and pressure profiles of RFP's and Tokamaks. The free. parameters in our
solution we have determined by prescribing the toroidal values of current and magnetic
flux, the pressure on axis and a vanishing pressure and toroidal current density at the
wall.
In Fig.1 we have compared the resulting profiles with measurements of a typical trikll
RFP discharge, where the found agreement of the magnetic field profiles is for most
measurements within the experimental error. In Fig.2 the comparison is done for a
typical 'l‘ORTUlt toltamak discharge. The toroidal magnetic field turns out to be almost.
constant and the pressure and toroidal current density profiles are bell shaped. The only
internal measurement corresponds to the pressure.

In Fig.3 the F—(-) diagram is shown for typical tokamak values of Q0::qux.:\ :‘l
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MODE LOCKING IN THE TOKAMAK AND RFP

T C Hender, C G Gimblett and D C Robinson

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, 0X14 3DB, UK
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

Introduction
In large tokamaks (e.g. JET) coherent MHD activity is often observed to

cease oscillating, but to continue growing in amplitude [1]. Such locked
mode behaviour generally occurs for m = 2 (or 3) pre‘disruption MHD
activity. Locked modes have also been seen in tokamaks when resonant
helical fields are applied, using external conductors (e.g. TOSCA [2]). In
the HBTXl—B RFP locked mode activity has been observed for modes which are
approximately resonant at the magnetic axis [3]. It appears likely that
this mode locking is caused by the interaction of the MHD activity with
either, the liner/wall, or with resonant helical fields. In this paper we
examine these possible causes for mode locking.

Linear resistive wall effects
In both the tokamak and REP allowing for resistive wall effects can

destabilise ideal non—resonant modes with growth rates x l/Tw (Tw = liner
time constant). For sub-Alfvenic rotation velocities, linear theory shows
these ideal modes remain locked to the wall [4]. In the tokamak such locked
modes can occur for qa § 2 and are m = 2, n = 1 modes. In considering modes
which are resonant near the resistive wall careful treatment of the boundary
conditions is necessary. Considering the situation of a plasma surrounded
by a thin vacuum annulus, which is in turn surrounded by a resistive wall,
the constraints applied at the plasma—vacuum interface are pressure balance
(P + B2/2 continuous) and that the interface remains a flux surface. At the
resistive wall a thin shell approximation is made [4] yielding the boundary
conditions

[Brbr _ Eb;
— r and [bf] = O (1)

3r w at

where "[ ]” indicates the jump across the
wall. To study resistive stability with
these boundary conditions a set of reduced :
MHD equations [5] are solved using an h

3
_ I

implicit initial value approach. 103? x —
_ Figure 1 shows how the linear m = 2, n _
= 1 growth rate (normalised to the Alfven 0 ,l‘*‘ ‘I ‘ " ' r
time TA) varies with the edge qa for a ,9 2 II 21
tokamak profile with an axial q0 = 1.1; the qu
wall time Tw = 103 TA and the magnetic
Reynolds number, 5 = 105. The rapidly Fig 1. Growth rate v Edge q



growing mode for qa<2 is an ideal external kink with a growth rate, wdl/tw.
Calculations confirm the analytic result that plasma rotation has little
effect on the growth rate for the ideal (qa<2) mode and that the mode
remains locked to the wall. The properties of these modes correlate well
with the current limit (q1N2) pre—disruption MHD activity which occurs in
many tokamaks (e.g. JET), where locked m=2 modes (often with a very short
rotating phase) occur with growth rates NO.5/rw.

In the case of the RFP both internal and external non-resonant ideal
modes can occur, when the effects of a resistive liner are considered.
However, when a conducting wall is placed just outside the liner (as in
HBTXelB) the external modes are stabilised but the ideal oniaxis modes [4]
can remain unstable for RFP configurations which are marginally stable with
an ideal wall. These nmdes appear likely candidates for explaining the
oniaxis locked modes which have been observed in HBTX—lB [3].

Noainear_aistive Wall Effects
For resonant MHD activity (tearing modes) linear theory shows resistive

wall effects do not lead to mode locking [4]. There is however a non—linear
effect which causes mode locking [6,7]. This arises because the eddy
currents driven in the liner by the rotating mode produce a net torque which
opposes the plasma rotation. By approximating the region between the
resonant surface (rs) and the edge as a vacuum, we may calculate the
reduction in mode frequency (Q) due to this torque as

dQ W rsql 2rs(Av_Aw)mQTw
r 2 -— = - ( )3 (me )2 (2)

A dt 8r q2 4(mz+nzez)/A + mZAQZTWZ/(m2+nlez)S

where W is the island width, 'A' is an equilibrium dependent constant, e is
the inverse aspect ratio, and AQ, A; are the jumps in d log b /dr at r with
rw=0 and m, respectively. In the tokamak limit (ne<<l) AN1 [6], while for
an internally resonant RFP mode, AN2.
The main difference in the mode lock 06— ~—.-_ _
rates between the tokamak and REP is 1; ~\
caused by the term (AQnAQ) in Eq (2). 330*" \\ ‘
Apart from near a2, a conducting wall & on \ _
has little effect on the m:2 mode ‘
stability in the tokamak, and typically 0
(Aswan, while in the RFP the °
conducting wall has a strong {‘4O F
stabilising influence and for resonant 72
modes, typically (AQrAQ)w5 to 10. This E 4_
difference in (AG-Ag), and the i;
differences in profiles means, that U-s—
(for the same Q, w and TW) the mode 0 km: mid ”hf rLd
locking rates in the REP are an order _ ““‘IU
of magnitude faster than the tokamak. Flg 2‘ Frequency (Q) and dQZ/dt

v time showing mode lock in RFP
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An exception is near a2 where (Aéefifi) can become large in the tokamak and
cause rapid mode locking [8]. These REP results are confirmed by non linear
calculations. Figure 2 shows how 9 and dQZ/dt vary in time for the RFP
profile 3.fi/BZ=3.6(l~r2'9) with m:1, n=ll (internal resonant) and Tw=lO3 TA;
the rapid mode locking (9&0) is evident. The solid curve for dQZ/dt is
computed from Eq(2) and is in reasonable agreement with the numerical
results (broken line). Using the measured values of h at the liner in HBTX
and assuming that the broad spectrum of modes will stop the plasma rotation
across the entire minor radius we find a mode locking time of order lOps.
This is consistent with the observed decorrelation time in HBTX [9].

For tokamak profiles numerical simulations of mode locking are also in
reasonable agreement with Eq(2). The characteristic mode locking time
calculated from Eq(2) for JET like parameters is ts when f=lkHz and W=5%;
which is much faster than the experimentally observed time of N4Oms.
However, in comparing these numerical and analytic models with the
experiment it must be remembered that the simple MHD model used only causes
the plasma rotation in the vicinity of the island to stop. In practice,
viscous and toroidal coupling may require that a larger fraction of the
plasma stops rotating, and also neo-classicial effects may inhibit poloidal
rotation. We may nevertheless use Eq(2) to scale the expected island widths
at mode lock between various tokamaks. Solving Eq(2) we find the island
width (WC) to reduce an initial frequency (QC) by a factor of 10 is,
W3C=CIE’ZYTAZ(0.999021w+9.2/Tw), where Y is the growth rate and C1 is an
equilibrium dependent constant. Taking typical values we find WCN10% for
JET, N25% for DITE, and N70% for TOSCA. Thus mode lock is likely to occur
in JET but unlikely to occur in TOSCA, where Wc exceeds the disruption
threshold. As noted above however care must be exercised in applying Eq(2)
directly to the experiment and these values for WC are most appropriately
interpreted as a relative scaling between the various experiments.

Resonant Helical Field Effects
Resonant helical fields (whether applied intentionally or generated

from coil errors) will interact with a rotating MHD instability to affect
its frequency. Again assuming a vacuum to exist between rS and the plasma
edge (r=l), where the helical coil boundary condition is applied, we find in
the tokamak limit that

m"2 ,:19 m2 Ic rs w 6rsq _
2 —— = 7* r*~('*) 4* Sin m8 (3)r

A dt 32 aBZ a rs q2 o

where IC is the applied helical coil current, 'a' is the minor radius, and
8 is the poloidal angle between the intrinsic magnetic island the helical
coil island. We may solve Eq(3) to find

“2
I m rsq'

Cos m8 (4)
Wo2=o2~——(—) —e
rs qAZ 0



where 90 is the frequency before the helical field is applied. This shows

that during one oscillation period an increase and corresponding decrease in

frequency will occur as the torque between the rotating island and helical

coil acts to enhance and then reduce the rotation velocity. These results

are again reproduced by numerical solutions of the reduced MED equations.

Figure 3 shows for a tokamak q-profile (qaZ3) the effect of applying an m=2,

n=1 helical field (at t=0) to an m=2, n=1, 2% island rotating at an initial

frequency, 90:10’21A'1. 1 r4444” " ' ’4’ ‘———’r:rrrrrrrr“j

As the m=2 island grows ;: 1x9 u.'x ‘”‘ 3 . ‘ .1 x x ,s v

towards its final 1i “ ‘” ’
saturation width 3? ” 1- if

(N3O%), the force on .Q; 3 l

the rotating island C3 7‘57
increases, and the E; . V
strong deformations to 1E 7" . ‘ - , ‘ - . ‘

the Bewaveform, as the
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frequency increases and
decreases are evident. ' _ —

There are two other A)

noticeable effects in Fig 3. g at two poloidal locations for

Fig 3. Firstly an rotating island interacting with coil

increase in the period with time. This seems to be caused by the back EMF

of the penetrating helical field. Secondly, ior tfigxlO3TA the Oscillations

change character. This occurs h —use the “i torqae becomes so large that

the plasma island is no longer able to a complete revolution and goes

into an oscillation about the helical coil (1.9. Q9<O in Eq(4 ) for

0 0:0). These strong deformations to the ho wave forms have been observed in
elds are applied (e.g. BITE, CIEO) but
an" IEVEISG direction oscillations nearv

experiments "here res onanl: helical
there is no experimental evidence
the mode lock. These reverse o: ions would however be strongly

inhibited by toroidal coupling to m:3, and damped if resistive wall elfects

are considered.
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OBSERVATION OF NONLINEAR RESISTIVE MODE STRUCTURE ON
JET TEMPERATURE PROFILES

M.F.Nave,E.Lazzaro,C.Gowers,K.Hirsch,M.Hugon,P.Nielsen,H.Salzmann
P.8meulders and A.Jacchia*

JET Joint Undertaking—Abingdon ,England
* IFP CNR —Euratom Assoc.—Milan,Italy

INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear evolution of resistive modes in a tokamak
plasma is expected to develop finite size magnetic islands
around the rational values of the safety factor q /l—2/.

The resulting perturbed equilibrium profiles of tempera—
ture and pressure could become flatter across these islands.

Direct experimental observation of the internal structu—
re of MHD perturbations has been so far provided essentially by

X—ray tomography /3/. In one case/4/ visible continuum profile
measurements have been succesfully used and in another electron
cyclotron emission measurements /5/.Recent developments of the
LIDAR electron temperature diagnostic /6/ in JET and of the
techniques of solution of the equilibrium identification
problem /7/ has provided good evidence of strict correlation

between the location of low order rational g values computed
from the magnetic data, and the localised regions
of reduced slope in the temperature (Te)

The correlation is also clearly found with the results of
magnetic mode analysis and soft X ray tomography.

DATA ANALYSIS
In Fig.1 a typical LIDAR Te profile in the equatorial pla~
ne of JET is presented, for shot 14010 at t=1l. s and in Fig.2
the Te profile is associated to that of q obtained
from the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction code/7/.

It is possible to identify flatter regions of Te Close to
the surfaces with q=l,2 and other rational values.
The results of soft X—ray analysis are shown in Figs.3 to 6
Fig.3 shows the time evolution of a perturbation rotating at
400H2,at t=1l s. ,and Fig.4 shows the radial structure of the
relative amplitude of the modes present.The peaks correponding to
m:l,2,3 correlate well with Figs.l and 2. Fig. 5 shows the
reconstruction of the plasma cross section with the m=l
flattening coinciding with that of Fig. l. The X ray tomography
of the central plasma zone (Fig.6) shows am m=l island—like
structure related to the q=l surface. Consistently with the fact
that in a noncircular toroidal case the X and 0 points of
an island are not equidistant poloidally sometimes the flattening
of modes with even parity is seen only on one side of the

the profile in the equatorial plane.The same circumstance occurs
naturally for odd parity modes which do not appear on both sides
when even parity modes do.
Figs.7a and 7b show the position of the ”plateaus” of the Te
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profile correlated with the g profiles at two different times
t=10 s and t= l2 s for shot 12579. This shot exhibits magnetic
activity identified in Fig. 8 as a slowly rotating mode.The
top trace shows the number of the octant where the ’0’ points
of the n:1 rotating islands are in the midplane, on the low
field side. The bottom traces are the sine and cosine components
of the radial magnetic field perturbation.

The soft X—ray tomography of Fig.9 confirms the
existence of flattening perturbations or island like structures
of order m=1,2, located at the identified q rational surfaces
The LIDAR measurements error bars do not smear the systematic
geometrical correspondence with rational q locations observed on
a random sample of JET discharges.
However the radial resolution of the apparatus (”12cm) may
affect the width and slope of the flatter regions as well as
their location relative to the position of the rational q
surfaces deduced magnetically/6/.
It is generally observed that the LIDAR profiles are wider on the
high field side(Fis.1 and 7). This is consistent with what is
observed in the soft X—rays profile reconstruction.Fig 10a and
10b show the q=2 region for shot 12579 on the inner and outer
side. On the inner side the perturbation is clearly wider

As the modes rotate the flattening may be seen or not. The
structures seen on these profiles appear to evolve‘slowly, as
expected of nearly saturated resistive modes, in non disruptive
shots.Although no conclusions are to be drawn at present
on the exact nature of all the perturbations observed
the experimental facts shown ,support the interpretation that
an identification of saturated resistive modes has been made.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented evidence of a definite correlation (

between independent experimental measurements, which support
the picture of tokamak equilibrium profiles which reach a state
of macroscopic (marginal) stability in presence of
saturated (or slowly growing) helical MHD resistive modes.
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